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Many scientists may consider this volume of «Fundamentals of IISSIIDIOLOGY,» as well as all the
other books of this twenty-volume series titled «The Great Message,» no more than «science fiction»
— each of us has the right to believe in what is the most convincing. However, every intelligent person
who possesses at least the rudiments of cognitive intuition can discover in this information those more
Qualitative characteristics of the objective truth, thanks to which continuous eglleroliftive Amplification of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms is carried out. Catastrophism periodically appearing in the process of human self-cognition is always accompanied by the radical breaking of many old Conceptions,
which by its radicalism surpasses greatly all theoretical forecasts. Fanatical belief in dogmas and postulates established once, as well as the clear tendency for idolatry — these are obvious characteristics
of degradation and regression that converge modern academic science with paganish religion. Yet, the
eglleroliftive Amplification process and harmonious evolution both of a separate personality and human
population in general is impossible without breaking down old stereotypes and establishing — on the
basis of deep cognition of Wisdom of previous and future generations — much more universal conceptions about ourselves and our surrounding reality. This uneasy, but grandiose on its depth and scale
Task of prompt and Qualitative transformation of human community is assigned by the Evolution Itself
to the universal knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY , absolutely new to people, which is received for the first
time and entirely by one person only by means of the intuitive way of cognition. We offer you to find
out more about its newest fundamental Conceptions in the second volume.
Besides, the IISSIIDIOLOGY offers to Collective Consciousness of humankind a totally new paradigm that gives new and fresh view of the multitude of clinical phenomena studied by psychotherapists.
It gives a theoretical model for understanding the changes in the mentality of a patient and the hope on
clarifying mechanisms of effectiveness of psychotherapeutic method.
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About IISSIIDIOLOGY

Dear readers!
In the given edition you have a possibility to get acquainted with absolutely unique information which
does not have any analogs in the world today. Many of you who have already embarked on a voyage of
discovery into Iissiidiology might have a question, «How can I put this Knowledge into practice on a daily
basis to make my life and life of other people much better?» We think that it's not a secret any longer that the
continuously deepening crisis has clearly shown overall weakness and inefficiency of all the existing socioeconomic mechanisms. We would rather name it «Ideas crisis» than just economic. In politics and economy,
culture and art, spirituality and religion, literature and cinematography, academic and experimental sciences
— in all the life spheres — we can feel the complete absence of fresh, positive Ideas capable to capture the
attention of the most progressive part of human community. In all areas of our life the new time demands the
participation of a new generation deprived both of possessive instincts and fear of the most cardinal changes.
New generation demands new Knowledge and new Ideas.
In Iissiidiology — as in a universal basis for numerous sciences in the nearest future — there are mechanisms of effective evolutional development of humankind, which also encourage each individual personality and as well as the whole community to reach levels of positivism, matureness, prosperity, and absolute
confidence in own Future. It does not matter, if someone calls this knowledge an ideology, religion, or a
policy due to the lack of information. The most important is that it clarifies really many earlier irresolvable
questions. It will become certainly the considerable help in creating a new cultured, spiritually developed,
and democratic society.
IISSIIDIOLOGY represents techniques of the complete release from negative behavioral reactions and
full reorientation to positive thinking, which is reached by practicing various forms of constant cultivation of
Human development principles in a Self-Consciousness: high-intellectual Altruism and high-sensual Intellect. We are definitely sure that harmonious combination of these two principles — as a high-quality basis of
creating Future Worlds — in the nearest future will become for the world community the main resource for
the creation of new socioeconomic system based on a regular use of the recent innovations in various technologies, pedagogics, psychology, sociology, culture, medicine, and other areas of scientific and practical
activities. Cultivation of positive perception of reality, if mastering this new Knowledge, will give a chance
to raise economic efficiency both in the Life of a separate personality and in functioning of a state system as
a whole.

Life priorities of Altruistically and Intellectually developed person are performed in unconditional Service to other people and cultivation of such qualities as responsibility, soulful initiative, honesty, and openness. The main signs of a personality (or the whole collective) being present in the state of high-sensual
Intellect is highly spiritual motivation of every choice and analytical transformation of available experience
into every own decision. On the basis of it all in the consciousness of such personality is being modeled
logical argumentation for universal Idea of radical improvement of Life quality and welfare of all people

on the Earth. In its turn, high-intellectual Altruism is characterized by high-sensual need and inexhaustible
desire to constantly make an individual contribution into something that brings the universal advantage and
to do whatever necessary and appropriate at present that would be capable to help people to get rid of their
flaws, which interfere with their fast and effective evolution. At that all the characteristics of high-sensual
Intellect should be evidently present in the behavior of a person, which define highly spiritual and highly
moral Purposefulness of every act. Such personality experiences only positive psychical States producing
only high-quality reactions and makes only high-intellectual decisions.
Acceptance of multiworld and multidimensional nature of our existence allows us to speak about much
bigger manifestation scales of our combined Self-Consciousness and unimaginably expands horizons of
potential possibilities for our creative activity. There is no place for anything supernatural in that conception
— we can speak only about our more evolutionarily proficient abilities, about us as Humans from capital letter. Dogmatism, belief in something super-powerful detached from a human being and its creative Potential
deprives any knowledge System of its evolutional sense. Iissiidiology appeals to put away illusory dogmatic
restrictions, fear of death, all kinds of cult actions, incoherent conjectures, and blind belief in supernatural.
Alternately, it explains thoroughly the mechanisms of our evolution and our formation as mature personalities who understand deeply the responsibility for everything happening in the world around.
Iissiidiology is the advanced Knowledge among all the concepts and theories available at present. By
its quality, logics, and depth it seems even more scientific, sometimes, than the academic science itself! The
basis of this Knowledge is the newest cosmological conceptions about the origin and the existence nature
of our universe and multilevel structure of personal Self-Consciousness, which are based on the multiworld
interpretation of the reality around us. For this reason, in IISSIIDIOLOGY there's a detailed explanation of the
importance of the two key components of inner human nature — high-sensual Intellect and high-intellectual
Altruism. Being gradually, step by step implemented in the daily decision-making these two components
make our evolution more conscious and purposeful. Who changes the society for the best in respect of improving the accepted conceptions of every personality about the meaning of Life? Those can be only who
are inspired by the thirst of positivism and creative initiative to devote own Life to achieving welfare for all
people!
IISSIIDIOLOGY offers an absolutely new view on the scientific problems in the new millennium: It de-

scribes deeply and comprehensively the nature of origination of energy, space, and time, giving the ground
for the newest conceptions about the Multiverse, cardinally reconsiders and fills concepts with practically
new meaning such as dimension, continuums, consciousness, genome, and others. IISSIIDIOLOGY creates
conditions for overall expansion of postulates existing in the scientific community about nature laws, starting
from four fundamental interactions and biological processes in the organism and finishing with social and
economic transformations on the altruistic-intellectual basis, which would set moral-ethical standards of the
society.
In the second volume of «IISSIIDIOLOGY Fundamentals» readers have a chance to learn theoretical
concepts about the organization of Macrocosmos at a more fundamental level, than it is described in the first
volume. Here are given very detailed basic Conceptions about Pure Cosmic Qualities (and their analogs in
dimensional diapasons different from ours), which are the informational Basis and organizing Origin of the
multiworld structure of infinite aggregate of space-time Continuums of our existence. Here is set out a very
thorough description of integrating mechanisms of evolutional-involutional processes, which are carried out
by means of universal Structures of amplificational-qualitational Development Branches.
The author gradually deepens the description of the structure of surrounding us reality from the formation
of individual World and groups of individual Continuums as well as subjective Reality of Collective Consciousness, groups of space-time Continuums, Conversums, and Universums of Macrocosmos. The offered
concept of the direct participation of every Self-Consciousness Form in the creation of everything around us
is radically new and revolutionary in fact. Self-Consciousness manifested through all the multitude of Forms

is the reason and the material consequence of the formation of conscious Life. Worlds, Realities, Continuums… — all if it is the most complicated organization of co-operating Self-Consciousnesses Forms, where
is no place for the notion of «absolute objectivity» expressed through any super-Form. The objectivity degree always represents corresponding level of integration of subjective Conceptions organized at a higher
Level of Self-Consciousness. Self-Consciousnesses Forms form our Universe by means of Their perception
(to be exact, taking into account the concept of multiverse, They form groups of Universes), and the condition of surrounding us environment depend on how high-Qualitative our own Conceptions are.
The second volume also contains profound analysis of one of burning topics in the modern scientific community — origination of the Universe. Starting from the Big Bang hypothesis, on the basis of the
multiworld approach, the author gradually transforms this idea into the concept of multidimensional manifestations (transgression) of Universes groups, suggesting to consider the mechanisms of their interaction
taking into account significantly different space-time modes of functionality. This conception includes the
key theses about the true evolution of mankind Qualitatively defining its unique place in multidimensional
Macrocosmos.
We wish all the readers success in studying IISSIIDIOLOGY Fundamentals, so necessary for everyone’s
self-determination in Life and for much deeper understanding who they are in the future for themselves and
for the whole world in general.

Editorial Group

IISSIIDIOLOGY: From a cell to a Universe

Dear readers,
In front of you is the second volume of «IISSIIDIOLOGY Fundamentals.» Probably, you have already
read the first one, and you are familiar with the basic concepts, terminology. The main thing is that you feel
developed and sustained interest to the subject of reading itself, to the studying of IISSIIDIOLOGY . If this
book, which is a part of the cycle «The Great Message», «Immortality is accessible to everyone», turned
out to be in your hands «by accident», and you have not read other books of Oris, do not give up and do not
hurry to put away the monograph. After all, once A. Einstein noticed, «Imagination is more important than
knowledge. Knowledge is limited. Imagination embraces the whole world, stimulates progress promoting
evolutions», and the given statement fits well into the intuitive cognition method put by IISSIIDIOLOGY at
the head.
For the first time I have found out about IISSIIDIOLOGY just at mature age. Till 45 I was interested in
«classical» esoterism by Roerich, Blavatskaya and in the literature of «new wave» — works by Seklitova,
Grabovoy, Petrov. I am a doctor by education, and representatives of the this specialty at a certain stage of
their life realize the lack of a uniform logic concept of the world structure. What is closer and clearer for doctors, it is a practical absence of any answer to such basic questions of our life as a secret of birth and death.
Out of all theories about world structure known to me, only IISSIIDIOLOGY allows us to escape potentially
consciously from the close pessimistic Sansara circle of birth and death. Speaking in Iissiidiology language,
we can get out from unconscious, low-frequency refocusings — and to switch to creative dynamics of Synthesis of more energy-informationally capacious realities opening new boundless creative possibilities.
It sounds quite shocking, but, basically, medicine has no future in its current state. Any thoughtful researcher of IISSIIDIOLOGY understands that we as more developed forms of Self-Consciousness do not
have tensor SFUURMM -Forms either about death or about illnesses. Actually, from certain levels there are
no bio-analogs of our physical form as well. However, in boundary 3–4-dimensional resopasons medicine
exists as steady thoughtforms.
Yet, considering general evolutional process including evolution of the collective consciousness of humankind and analyzing as an illustration a prompt improvement of technologies introduced in medicine as
well, it is not difficult to realize that the more evolutional-Qualitative characteristics our medical science
starts to possess, as one of components of Qualitativeness of our own Consciousness, the more ampliative
(Qualitative) our Focus Dynamics will be. I am sure that immediate prospect for this field of knowledge is
the medicine with developed epigenetic, transplantology, regeneration medicine, pharmacology combined
with gene therapy and nanomedicine and, as a finishing accord of boundary-transitive stages of evolution of
human communities, — psychotherapy and autopsychotherapy.
Today, in the given Continuums group it's really impossible to overestimate the role of medicine understood as a science about illnesses and ways of their treatment. The paradox of refocusing into more
high-frequency resopasons (with consequent self-perception outside the biological form of manifestation) is

that in order for acceleration of that process it's necessary to be focused in realities where medicine is highly
developed. At the next stage exactly this will allow to transform it from body medicine to Thought and Spirit
medicine. Thus, conservative episystem will be converted into a new direction of creative Thought organically included in the general evolutionary process.
To estimate the significance of IISSIIDIOLOGY in terms of changing modern medicine paradigm, it's
enough just to list main basic concepts and some unresolved questions of this area of natural sciences and
to give them iissiidiological interpretation. However, already at this stage, iissiidiological approach means
the cardinal transformation that excludes a simple transfer, to be more precise — this makes it pointless. It
gathers by the ontophylogenetic principle all the declared (by the orthodox medical science) global unresolved nosological matters in the combination — the matter of refocusing. In this case, subjects of genetics, epigenetics, psychophysiology, transplantology, motherhood, and childhood protection become applied,
reflecting a possible way of influence on the refocusing process. When analyzing, from the iissiidiological
point of view, the concepts of modern medicine and biology, including terms such as illness and health, norm
and pathology, evolution and involution, the conception «medicine» itself, I think, it's more rational to replace the concept «medicine» with (as an option) the term «birvulyart psychosomatics» — the science based
on IISSIIDIOLOGY — that has prophylactic orientation, studies the strategy and technique of refocusing,
schemes of synthetic activities of Focus Dynamics (FD ), corrects, and anticipates consciously undesirable
and essentially decondicificational (long, critical — on the verge of refocusing into other Proto-Forms) shifts
of FD .
IISSIIDIOLOGY interprets an «illness» as a steady tendency of refocusing (or sharp «not duvuyllerrt

transition») of Self-Consciousness into others protoformal dinamisms, uncharacteristic for the dynamics
of the previous Configuration (analog of birvulyart decondicification) and (or) a psychosomatic display of
inconsistency of the given Configuration to the «currently accepted» way of synthetic process in Collective
Intelligence of the given Continuum. Iissiidiological notion of «treatment» is crucially considered from two
points of view: The first one is a refocusing of a doctor (or a wizard, a psychic, a priest, and others). The
second one is a refocusing process of a «recovering» person, including «self-recovering». In both cases there
takes place a change of orientation or intensity of refocusing dynamism by means of «unpacking» of a new
informational quantum. In the given groups of space-time Continuums it looks like usage (prescription) of
pharmaceutical, operative treatment, gene therapy, cloning, psychoanalytic or psychological treatment, including autopsychotherapy, likewise, bringing therapist, in a broad sense of this word, to self-understanding
in scenarios with different degree of «recovering» of the patient, or from a position of a patient — to his/
her own refocusing to corresponding scenarios. Moreover, it is necessary to notice that in the worlds of the
patient a lethal outcome never happens, according to IISSIIDIOLOGY , — it is impossible to perceive yourselves dead anyway.
The notions of norm and pathology in iissiidiological meaning are entirely subjective, and they can be
considered only from the position of appropriatness degree of own FD belonging to the Synthesis Scheme,
dominant for a certain Continuum (in IISSIIDIOLOGY the priority is LLUU -VVU -scheme). Thus, both «treatment» and various criteria of its success as well as diagnostics are too non-specific, in fact, being the elements of polyprotoformal Synthesis as such.
One of the unsolved questions of modern medicine, from my point of view, is iissiidiological interpretation of traditional for modern medicine conception of «motherhood and childhood», which is called by Russian public health services as «system of protection of motherhood and childhood». For me it is particularly
significant and interesting, because, firstly, in orthodox science the question of birth, as well as the question
of death, does not have any logical and accurate explanation (in a form of a harmonious and unique theory).
Secondly, during observations by means of modern medical visualization tools (such as laboratory methods
and ultrasonography) for a thoughtful researcher many IISSIIDIOLOGY «postulates» become more clear
and actually proved (diffuzgentness, inter-protoformal and inter-age refocusings, additives (replantings) in

iissiidiological interpretation). Thirdly, iissiidiological concept of «own-or-someone else's» worlds, brightly
described with the help of mutual dynamic of the system «doctor-patient», becomes even more contrast and
simultaneously many-sided at expansion of question to conditional borders of the system «doctor-pregnant
woman-fetus». Finally, fourthly, the matter of motherhood and childhood also includes the question of abortion and fetation with an accent on iissiidiological understanding of conscious approach to the choice of
development direction, which is greatly different from the socially accepted one.
The Bible words of the Creator, «Before I formed thee in the belly I knew thee, and before thou came forth
out of the womb I sanctified thee,» (Jeremiah 1:5) do not cover in iissiidiological meaning all the slloogrentness of development scenarios only in regards of Proto-Forms of human being. At superficial reading one
may exclude the possibility of manifestation and evolution of non-human Proto-Forms at fertilization, but, if
we deviate from the application of the quotation only to a human form and look at the question from another
angle, already operating with IISSIIDIOLOGY notions, in front of us there will open equivalence-equispirituality-equiawareness of all the palette of Proto-Forms examined from more high-frequency resopasons of
Macrocosmos’s dimensions. Moreover, at such approach objectivity of statistics of «life cycle» of human
egg cell becomes clear. The thing is that having accepted a potentiality to 300–500 childbirth for 100%, by
means of slloogrently-multipolarizing dispersion of Focus Dynamics to other (not only human) scenarios,
we receive «at the output» in the given Continuums no more than 9% of safely completed childbirth.
Today, the most dynamically developing areas in biology and medicine are genetics and particularly epigenetics. A near-term prospect — XXI century genetics — will be a certain symbiosis of following components: the completely sequenced genome (full gene mapping with definition of functional connections, with
an accent on epigenetic approach especially to the not coding — in IISSIIDIOLOGY language — regulatory
part of genome, meaning the basic understanding of the role of not coding DNA and untranslated RNA), as
well as the wave theory of the biological field, which considers the «junk» part of DNA as the main informational structure (synthesis of theories of Gurvich, Lyubishchev, Montagnier, and Garyaev), plus theory of
pan-genome of Tets and Astafyev in cooperation with synthetic biology (new branch in biology specializing
on laboratory synthesis of amino acids of genome) and molecular nanomedicine.
For me the entire genome, and not its «reduced» to 2–5% version, is strategically of primary importance
(the genotype is tactically self-sufficient); for me the genome is a kind of analog of pre-mercavgnational
state of total information, described by the author of IISSIIDIOLOGY . Furthermore, at its final research such
state as diffuzgentness among all Proto-Forms, typical of our resopasons of manifestation, should become
clear. From IISSIIDIOLOGY it naturally follows that at the level of biological system of 3–4-dimensional
Continuums genome is one for all Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which realize themselves through protein
bioforms, and at that it is continuously changing due to the mechanism of switching its components on and
off. In other words, it's in the state of dynamic balance, being a bio-lever of the refocusing mechanism, in
particular, of inter-protoformal dynamisms. This fact can serve the reason of creation of an essentially new
energy-informational theory of pangenome as one of the characteristics of the diffuzgentness principle of
Self-Consciousness’s Focus Dynamics in various bioforms.
Human being, in comparison with any other Proto-Form, has no preferences in respect of genome construction. For example, an «elegant» nematoda (a worm — Caenorhabditis elegans) and a human being have
not only almost equal amount of genes (20 200 and 20 000–30 000 accordingly, while a cat, casually mentioned by the author, has 25 000 genes), but they also code almost identical proteins. For now, for a certain
part of geneticists it has already become clear that it is time to expand the group of the main stars at the «podium» of molecular biology. DNA, as the basic code, and proteins, as the basic functional units, have invited
the next «heroes» — «useless», «selfish DNA» and ncRNA (until recently, it is the recognized abbreviation
of RNA that does not code proteins, but codes itself — functional molecule of RNA).
Most visually this situation is demonstrated by the schedule of Mattick showing the percentage of ge-

nome that does not participate in coding of proteins at various bioforms, starting from bacteria, yeast and
finishing with a mouse and a human (by 10%, 30%, and 98% correspondingly), indicating that complexity of
live organisms in human Continuums is defined mostly by the percentage of genome that does not participate
in the process of coding proteins.
For IISSIIDIOLOGY the role of non-coding RNA as an object of protective, regulatory, svilgson dynamics is conceptually clear. It is necessary to admit that epigenetics has recently made serious tactical steps in
the direction of studying nRNA. Progressively thinking biologists are positive about the fact that an extensive network of ncRNA molecules (not only the long ones, as it was originally considered, but also the short
ones and microRNAs) participates in the regulation of pluripotency, differentiations of cells, epigenetics
inheritance, as well as imprinted control (formation of primary germ cell). At that there are still many unanswered questions that have still been perplexing epigenetics, but are explained in IISSIIDIOLOGY as creativity of interpretative Form-Creators. As an example — «contactless» influence of ncRNA on ncRNAs such as
HOTAIR and Xist (in the first case the information is transmitted from the 12th to the 2nd chromosome, and
in the second — there happens unexplained by scientists distribution along the repressed X-chromosome).
Evolutionarily, all the multitude of initially fixed polymorphological statuses, all the variety of scenarios’
activity of different sections of genome in varying time periods, including the epigenetic status understood
as a state of health-illness both at the level of one conditional bioform and at the level of interconnections
with other Proto-Forms (according to IISSIIDIOLOGY such interconnections may predetermine evolution
of the same «disease»), subjectively for biologists and doctors looks like a consequence of the complex of
epigenetic factors, stretched in time. Although, actually (more objectively), those statuses are a reflection of
inter-protoformal tendencies of Self-Consciousness’s refocusing dynamics.
I think that legalization of epigenetics (in many respects it will be promoted by the public announcement
about the ENCOD project started since 2003, which is involved in the study of «dark matter of genetics»
— non-coding DNA, its full symbiosis with classical genetics, and at the next stage with wave genetics as
well, together with a prompt introduction in this area of biology of the basic iissiidiological principles of
understanding the macrocosm structure), will give this area of natural science the ampliative stimulus that
will lead particularly to actually comprehensive understanding of the principles of DNA functionality.
Epigenetics, being a comparatively young area of research inside classical genetics, by a certain analogy
to quantum physics inside classical physics, can make a revolution in the scientific environment. At that it
postulates a possibility of variability of genome on the basis of studying mechanisms of «switching on and
off» of genes (DNA methylation and acetylation of histones) and revives Lamarck possibility of inheritance
of induced epigenetics changes and their fixation in a phenotype. The given phenomenon is considered,
according to R. Holliday’s expression as «epimutations». Iissiidiology totally removes (to be more precise,
subjectifies) from the vocabulary the notion of «mutation», considering it no more than one of bio-characteristics of the next inertially unpacked and self-conscious bioform inside inter-protoformal refocusing
dynamics. The epigenetics gives to genome properties of an open system, approaching the understanding
of multivariance and Multiverse (single-moment-multipolarizational-slloogrent manifestation of Universal
Self-Consciousness Focus Effect), understood by epigenetics scholars, yet more simply, as a possibility for
formation of many directions of ontogenesis (polyvariance) along with the presence of dominant chreods (in
IISSIIDIOLOGY — primary birvulyart direction, meaning, Synthesis Schemes). Thus, the real steps towards
the adaptation of biological community to the iissiidiological outlook are taken.
I should notice that in my understanding Conrad Waddington, the pioneer of epigenetics, (do not confuse
with Arthur Eddington and his rubber ball of the expanding Universe) offered biology concepts of evolution
in the form of «epigenetic landscape» (to say extremely simply, it's a scheme of development of a primary
totipotent cells into special-purpose cell, presented in the form of steep landscape hill), which represents
actually the basic iissiidiological scheme of Information transgression and origination-dynamics of SpaceTime. However, it's necessary to mention at least one amendment applied by the author of these Fundamen-

tals to the Big Bang theory. For me, this theory is conditionally a physical analogy of Waddington biological
landscape. To be precise, it's necessary to give to that scheme the potential of reciprocating emergence —
ability of evolving system to quantum-saltatory obtainment of fundamentally new qualities which none of
composing subsystems possessed by itself before.
Such approach is similar to iissiidiological transformation of expanding Universe into converging-extending one. This allows to consider ontogenesis as bidirectional, exactly, as simultaneously multilateral,
different-Qualitative dynamism. With that there is neutralization of certain fatalism of repellers (ridges dividing directions of ontogenesis) and the very one way-possible epigenetic route of the primary totipotent
(as a certain analog of the state of «Everything-That-Is») cell from the top of a hill at landscape downwards
through the state of polypotency to highly specialized cell. The primary totipolypotency Itself gets transformed from univariant possible sign of dynamism of the destined inevitability, and, simultaneously, from a
certain direction with non-return points — to slloogrent potentiality of refocusing program for manifestation
of All Being.
Thus, ampliative-depliative (evolutional-involutional) imperatives are displayed in a less distorted way.
Such iissiidiological interpretation of the development biology concept visualized by Waddington epigenetic
landscape becomes a conceptual basis for new epigenetics. Iissiidiological interpretation of classical epigenetic schemes will become the justification of the nature of refocusing process on the cellular level (including
inter-age and posthumous refocusings), which forms the basis of all the synthetic processes of the given
realities. Some of those schemes is perceived by us as a sphere of medical realization and is interpreted as
illness-health state.
However, when representatives of modern biology and medicine, who do not possess basic iissiidiological conceptions, try to understand the primary Reason that predetermines the functioning of the entire
surrounding reality, which leads to the peculiarities of the physical existence as well, the scientific thought
reaches a gnoseological dead-end, which has only theological outcomes.
For today, in the given group of Continuums, it has to be stated that at a certain stage of professional
creativity practically for any talented thoughtful researcher the religiousness is typical in some or other
degree. Moreover, this category covers also representatives of medicine (N.Pirogov, L.Pasteur, a family of
Bekhterevs and many other things). In this regard, Pierre de Chardin put it better, when he called science and
religion «two sides of the same act supplementing one another». It is difficult to argue with that. Before the
appearance of iissiidiological knowledge in our worlds, using attributes of empirical reality, without consideration of the possibility for intervention of the Superior Intelligence, it was impossible to logically explain
any mysteries of the matter and the life phenomenon.
Is there God? Is there Freedom of Will? Is there life after death? Here are three eternal metaphysical
questions as stated by Kant. Their relevancy has not reduced in 200 years, «I want to know how God created
the World», Einstein wrote. Although he distanced himself from a simplified anthropological understanding
of the idea of personal God, it does not change the matter that excites human minds throughout all its history, — the matter of presence of the Reason for natural order of the origination of Everything. The dream
of the great scientist has almost come true, apparently, — the dream of coming closer to the creation of the
«theory of Everything», theory of Universe, which, according to S. Hawking, became the general supersymmetric theory of gravitation — M-theory. Despite of that we have to admit that our mind cannot withdraw
transcendental Reason from the real picture of the world, and, probably, this is given: The more subjectively
we approach the Primary Information, the further away the Primary Reason objectively becomes.
For our realities, up to the beginning of the XX century this question was traditionally a prerogative of
theologians and philosophers and was more often a reflection of nuances of confessional dogmatic interpretations, which basically distort the initial meaning of the religion concept itself, which essence is hidden
in the original Latin term — «relego» — to remember, to collect again. In the given context, it is possible

to consider that the IISSIIDIOLOGY Knowledge helps to intuitively choose ways of «recollecting» original
more energy-intensive information and actually offers to realize ourselves in the configurations that have
characteristics of Human development direction. Essentially, the new direction of philosophical world outlook — IISSIIDIOLOGY — becomes a certain Knowledge-Revelation suggesting an intuitive perception of
the potentiality of unification-integration with the Highest Intelligence of the Universe or even of Macrocosmos.
In the history of evolvement and formation of scientific cognition system there are bright examples when
frequently many real-life phenomena, which are absolutely not clear to the scientist from the positions of the
generally accepted physical laws and stereotypes, receive very simple, logical, and more accurate explanations only at the radical change of the present paradigm to more universal conceptions. The inaccuracy of the
modern science lies not only in too subjective notions about fundamentals and original, PRIMARY REASON
of functionality of the surrounding reality, which defines all the characteristic of our physical existence, but
also in the principle the modern science uses in study and cognition of the Nature. This false scientific approach has a negative influence not only on the results of some mathematically difficult methods of definition
of material world’s properties, but, first of all, on the reliability degree of the most fundamental, radical scientific notions about objective Reasons of those consequences in Focus Dynamics of Macrocosmos, which
we can observe, analyze, and interpret subjectively, being guided by the laws and principles invented by us.
A very significant and fundamentally erroneous stereotype has initially made its way into the standard
scientific perception and understanding of Nature. This mistake stays unnoticed by modern scientists, which
do not even consider it to be a mistake; though, not only fundamental problems of the general theory of
relativity (for example, impossibility of construction of quantum-field model, appearance of irremovable
physical divergence at reviewing singularities, possibility of only local expression of the law of conservation
of energy, and so on), but also inability to explain the multitude of objective phenomena. In this context,
iissiidiological Knowledge represents a unique possibility for the mankind to radically change the existing
paradigm of science about objective Laws of Macrocosmos and to create on the basis of absolutely new conceptions more reliable theoretical base for the formation of the new science in the future.

Ivanov Oleg,
Candidate of Medical Sciences
Moscow, 2013

SECTION V

Transcendental nature of Cosmic Qualities and Principles of Their
transmutation into Creative Cosmic States

Neither lowest (unconscious, instinctively-unconscious, «personal»), nor more Qualitative
(collective Subconsciousness, Supraconsciousness), nor the Highest (Ultraconsciousness,
Protoconscious, Hyperconsciousness, Praconscious) Forms belonging to Focus Dynamics (FD) of
Form-Creators of Your Self-Consciousness, slloogrently structuring Humankind’s Collective Cosmic
Intelligence (AIY-YYA-birvulyarity Type), by Their Nature and dyyurruulls1 manifestation Principle
in Space-Time, cannot be in any way abstracted (separated) from All the rest, Which also provide
synthetic multidimensional dynamics of the Highest Intelligence of Macrocosmos. All the infinite
variety of manifestation ways of Energy-Plasma slloogrentness Principle, which provides all the
energy-informational interactions (in other words, Focus Dynamics) among focal Configurations
(f-Configurations) of Form-Creators of different-type Collective Cosmic Intelligences (and these
USCF-interactions, in their turn, also provide all the energy-informational filling — i.e. existence
or single-moment-simultaneous (holochronely-simultaneous) manifestation of These Intelligence
FORMS in Macrocosmos), possesses universal properties of resonational Self-manifestation (Selftransformation, «Self-projecting,» Self-transgression) through all the multiple different-Qualitative
and specific for every Macrocosmos Level Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
2.0001.

Due to the Resonational Principle the individual manifestations of Focus Dynamics of
every realizational Form of your simultaneous (concurrent, synchronous, parallel) slloogrent
Existence («physical,» «astral,» «mental,» …, all Proto-Forms and Form-Types of Humankind CCI’s
manifestation Highest Levels) at every of its Space-Time «area» represents (i.e. demonstrate through
different subjective Perception systems) various degree of focus (dissonational by their «primary»
informational Nature and resonational by their eglleroliftive Essence) interactions between FormCreators and Info-Creators, who’s Prime Objective is annihilation of existing Qualitative difference
between resonational (balanced) and dissonational (formed as a result of mercavgnation) Information
«parts,» which appeared as a result of Its irrkoglictive-eglleroliftive Initiation (IE-Initiation).
2.0002.

1
In other words, «Above-wave,» synthetically structured by three and more Dominants; for example, in the Tertiary
Energy-Plasma, besides wave, there are super-and hyperuniversal Energy-Information carriers.

Earlier2, I have already explained that this dissonation amidst all focal Configurations of SelfConsciousnesses Forms, subjectively perceived by an Observer of any Macrocosmos Level, is caused
by the presence in Macrocosmos of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of a certain Qualitative difference
between the creative Potential (irrkoglictive IP), peculiar to all reconverstive Configurations
(r-Configurations) of heterogeneous Information (in Its part that always stays in balanced state) and
the Potential of realizational Principle of SSS-Entity’s Self-Consciousness (eglleroliftive IP), Which
seems to «be generated» (but actually — it always exists!) «inside» the Information Itself in the
form of the Energy of non-realized impersept and cruvursorrt interconnections, which have formed
between skunkktions of every reconverstive Configuration’s in mercavgnation state. It means that
as a result of the difference (which we define as dissonational Information state) between usual
(i.e. completely balanced) Information state and originated from it mercavgnational state of every
r-Configuration, has appeared a certain realizational Potential (manifestation Focus, Energy), which
in subjective Perception systems of formed Mechanism of Information Self-Consciousness (SSSEntity) we defined as «slloogrent focal Configuration».
2.0003.

Qualitative difference between originated f-Configuration (Form-Creators, representing
characteristics of postmercavgnational, unbalanced Information part) and potentially peculiar
to it r-Configurations (premercavgnational, balanced Information part) creates in the general
slloogrentness of Information’s realizational Potential a certain degree of their subjective
inconsistencies between each other or what we define as dissonational distance (sign of Qualitative
difference between the given Focus realizational — eglleroliftive — possibilities and objective
Content of potentially peculiar to it slloogrent Information). The given dissonational attribute is
the main reason of origination in the Perception systems of our Self-Consciousnesses Forms of
subjective quantum effects such as Focus Dynamics, Energy, Space, Time, Inertia’.
2.0004.

This dissonational distance, in every case of its manifestation in Form-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics, is directly proportional to Qualitative inconsistency between focal Configurations of
Form-Creators (imperseptness or cruvursorrtness) belonging to various Self-Consciousnesses
Forms, which interact according to their inherent Synthesis Schemes. For example, in
2–3-dimensional manifestation conditions the results of such Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics
are realized through sub-wave (doolls, «subvibrating») states; in 3–4-dimensional conditions —
through wave, vibrating phenomena; in 4–5-dimensional conditions — through above-wave (flaks),
«metavibrating» Self-Consciousness generations; in 5–6-dimensional conditions — through vuolds;
in 6–7-dimensional conditions — through orfrovt; in 7–8-dimensional conditions — through pruuiss;
in 8–9-dimensional conditions — through iymiyll; in 9–10-dimensional conditions — through
peeppt; in 10–11-dimensional conditions — through iissmm; in 11–12-dimensional conditions —
through ljuullff manifestation types. As a whole, in all totality of different-Qualitative dimensions
of Macrocosmos, all types of slloogrent Focus transgression of SSS-Entity’s Self-Consciousness
are defined by us as dyyurruulls modes of Energy-Information manifestation, which are typical for
Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of multizilliard Universums’ dimensional Levels.
2.0005.

Here it is especially important to understand that in Its «final» execution (that is in the
absolutely synthesized state of all the slloogrent space-time Form-Structures peculiar to the
«Highest» synthetic manifestation Levels) any of your subjective Notions about the presence in
2.0006.

2		

See «Iissiidiology Fundamentals», Volume 1.

the «surrounding world» of inertial dynamics of various «vibrating density» (as well as dimension
itself!) are not something really existing, because any of your SFUURMM-Forms reflect only various
subjectivity degrees (i.e. specifically limited energy-informational possibilities) of Form-Creators
of currently focused by You NUU-VVU-Configuration.
This Focus Dynamics is formed in your Self-Consciousness as a result of simultaneous
interdependent «projection» process: Firstly, as a result of Qualitative refraction in «your» subjective
Perception system of Energy-Information, resonationally attracted by Form-Creators into their Focus
Dynamics seemingly «out of themselves» (out of more Qualitative part of Self-Consciousness’s
informational space — for example, out of collective Subconsciousness), and, secondly, as a result
of simultaneous reflection of just perceived by them and refracted Energy-Information through focal
translation of it seemingly «outside themselves» (actually — into other less Qualitative, i.e. more
dissonational in the given moment, «part» of Self-Consciousness’s informational space — for example,
into «personal» Self-Consciousness or into collective Unconsciousness), which by your subjective
Perception system is interpreted as something «external», i.e. as a certain dissonational distance between
more Qualitative (potentially possible) and less Qualitative (really preferred by you) f-Configurations.
This objective difference also defines all the specifics of Space-Time conditions (your surrounding
reality), in which you can subjectively perceive «yourself» as a certain «personality».
2.0007.

You are to carry out uncountable resonational, focus combining acts with every SelfConsciousness Form’s f-Configurations around you, which structure together with you the given
slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the subjective Reality in the given «human» space-time Continuums
(STCs) group, — individually with each Form (within the spectrum of subjectively represented
by it attributes of some Collective Cosmic Intelligence), until Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of
your «person» lose completely all the subjective Interest to each Form, which governs a certain
realizational Sense of such interconnections. If you remember the role that dissonational distances
play in the Focus Dynamics’s formation process and Form-Creators’ birvulyart convergence
(«evolution») from less Qualitative (less synthesized) Self-Consciousnesses Forms into more and
more Qualitative slloogrent f-Configuration «parts», the true Reason causing this subjective-illusory
Form-Creators state will be more clear to you. The Reason is constant refocusing from the state of
being seemingly «outside oneself» (more dissonational) into the state of being seemingly «inside
oneself» (less dissonational): qualitativeness of external circumstances initiates in a corresponding
way the svilgs-spheration of any Focus Dynamics’s synthetic processes.
2.0008.

You already know that potentially (meaning, in absolute holochronness of all the versions
of resonational manifestations) each type of Self-Consciousness is structured by all the diverse
Information. However, Focus (that is a Self-Consciousness Form’s f-Configuration) has a possibility
to be locally manifested (as a component of «individual curvature» of any Space-Time part) only
as a result of specific resonational combination of diverse SSS-fragments’ multitudes among each
other — more precisely, of their mercavgnational states (f-Configurations) with their balanced states
(r-Configurations). Subjective refocusing moment from «outside oneself» into «inside oneself» is
reflected through kleksing — adding of a complementary informational fragment to already existing
combination (f-Configurations) necessary for implementation of resonational «collapse» act between
some areas of the given combination, which until this moment appeared to be «separated» between
each other by peculiar only to them dissonation characteristics.
2.0009.

In our subjective Reality type this subjective formation «act» of liyllusceeveness state
between resonationally interacting Form-Creators of two different-Qualitative «areas» of a slloogrent
f-Configuration is determined as quantum effect. Being originated potentially, seemingly in the
«future» (in collective Subconsciousness), it occurs individually in realizational, «current» Focus
Dynamics’s part (in «personal» Self-Consciousness) in order to turn — in the same conditional
moment — into its synthesized part (subjective «past,» empiric Experience). Actually, similar states
— the «past» and the «future» — are peculiar only to our subjective Perception systems’ FormCreators, which are the product of Their own eglleroliftive Focus Dynamics and are capable to
interpret any Qualitative change (both «inside» and «outside») only from the subjective evaluation
positions of the given state in regards of what is already available to Them (as their individual
OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system — ODS — empiric Experience) or what they expect (as intuitive
Experience of potentially possible results of choices).
2.0010.

In order to remain always a focal (i.e. energetically manifested) part of SSS-Entity’s SelfConsciousness, Form-Creators need to kleks continuously any of the most impersept part of its
«current» f-Configuration via more and more covarllert interconnections, until in this focus part (a
manifestation resopason) there is formed the resonationness state (liyllusceeveness) amidst all the
diverse elements of Energy-Information composing it (Form-Creators and Info-Creators). Yet, as soon
as the similar state is reached in any different-Qualitative resopason of the given f-Configuration’s
general manifestation, it initiates immediately a dissonational state to manifestation in Focus
Dynamics in one of its other resopasons, which (dissonational state) also needs to be kleksed by more
covarllert interconnections… So, this process is eternal! As all the surrounding reality represents
a slloogrent set of quantum combinations, it is possible to tell that our subjective Reality (at its
every manifestation moment in our Focus Dynamics) represents a natural result of various, infinite
quantum effects, simultaneously carried out by an infinite multitude of different-Qualitative SelfConsciousnesses Forms’ Form-Creators (both human and others).
2.0011.

It turns out that via less synthesized part of your Self-Consciousness’s general Focus
Dynamics — according to the highest degree of your NUU-VVU-Configuration’s resonationness
— you perceive from your own Self-Consciousness’s informational space a certain EnergyInformation part (SFUURMM-Forms) and immediately, having previously «reformatted» (having
kleksed, quantized) it into your new subjective Conceptions, via slightly more synthesized part of
your general Focus Dynamics, reflect the same, but already partially refracted through the «prism»
of your subjective Perception, Energy-Information on another «part» of your Self-Consciousness’s
informational space, which Focus Dynamics is subjectively perceived by «you» as the «world
around». At once your Self-Consciousness’s Form-Creators respond again resonationally to EnergyInformation that has been already refracted by Them and manifested seemingly «in external world,»
then, synthesize from it by Their Focuses (i.e. activate in «personal» Self-Consciousness out of
the collective Subconsciousness) new SFUURMM-Forms, which They lack for achwieving even
stronger resonationness degree with each other. Finally, They transmit the next refraction again into
Their own Perception system, interpreting these subjective Conceptions as distinguishing features
of the «world around».
2.0012.

As you can see, in Macrocosmos there exists actually nothing but (!) your simultaneoustransgressive-integrational — State of multiple different-Qualitative Focuses of your Self2.0013.

Consciousness structured by all possible informational combinations’ configurations, which
resonate with each other in different degree. Different-Qualitative fluctuations of Creative Activity
of this Uniform slloogrent State, initiated by the irrkoglictive Impulse-Potential, stimulate — to
simultaneous manifestation in Self-Consciousness’s informational space — the eglleroliftive IP and
initiated by it Focus Dynamics, which is typical for all the infinite multitude of subjective carriers of
mercavgnational Information States — Self-Consciousness’s Form-Creators, representing Its Energy
(realizational) Potential. You should understand clearly that there is absolutely NOTHING ELSE
except for this dissonational-eglleroliftive Focus Dynamics between different-Qualitative FormCreators and irrkoglictively initiated Creative Activity of Info-Creators, carried out simultaneouslyholochronely on all dimensional Levels in Macrocosmos’s slloogrent Form-Structure!
That conditional necessity of differentiation of Macrocosmos’s indivisible Unity, due to
which I have just to speak about the Single Self-Consciousness in plural, in order to please discrete
systems of subjective Perception, yet typical for you, which during consecutive improvement of
your Perception systems and for much more profound Understanding IISSIIDIOLOGY, will disappear
in its time, because when you learn to enter into the deep Meditation State, you will not be able to
perceive ANYTHING and ANYBODY, except for the diverse manifestations of «yourselves». It also
concerns your absolutely artificial «objectivity» of your uncountable focus manifestations, which
illusory combinations are interpreted by you as the «surrounding reality».
2.0014.

«Where is that bottomless «primary world source» from where Everything originates?» you
will ask me. My answer is quite simple and precise: This is universal «Source», from where all
the uncountable Macrocosmos’ Self-Consciousnesses Forms transgress as absolutely all the SpaceTime variations. The Source represents slloogrent focal (energy-informational) interconnections
structuring manifestation Rezomirals. Though, certainly, let me remind that the main and unique
«primary world source» for «Everything That Exists» is Information. Its dissonationally expressed
«part» is represented by Focuses of all the infinite multitude of diverse Rezomirals. Exactly n
their different-Qualitative combinations are accurately recorded absolutely all the most complicated
parameters of all the transitive Energy-Plasma states, which were manifested in the Single Eternity
Moment as a result of eglleroliftive intra-informational interactions among SSS-fragments, which
are organized according to their characteristics in sub-…-sub-Aspects and Aspects of Pure Cosmic
Qualities (PCQs) of twelve basic Types.
2.0015.

Where are all these Rezomirals located? Any focus Rezomiral from their uncountable
multitude structures all the slloogrentness of different-Qualitative configurational (i.e. focus
because every Configuration represents a certain set of different-Qualitative Focuses!) combinations
of single informational space of your Self-Consciousness, conditionally divided by you into the
balanced part (stable covarllert-liyllusceeve interconnections, which appear — from a subjective
Perception viewpoint! — not exposed during mercavgnation to the eglleroliftive IP influence)
and the dissonational part (impersept-cruvursorrt interconnections, which seem left forcedly the
general balance state) of the SAME (!) Information. Certainly, there's no real «division» between the
«internal» space (Information) and the Space-Time, which you subjectively perceive as something
«external» (Energy): The first one represents the informational balanced part, and the second one
— Its r-Configuration dissonational part, triggered to manifestation by the mercavgnational state.
2.0016.

Your subjective Perception system has a possibility to interpret all the infinite variety of
different-Qualitative manifestations of the Information (Energy) dissonational part basically because
of extremely limited position of your biological organism’s functional bio-Creators, which provide
nervous, sensorial, muscular, reproductive, respiratory, skeletal, blood-forming, vascular, digestive,
endocrine, secretory, and also all the other systems and organs activity. On the basis of bio-Creators’
functional reactions to Qualitative changes, consistently carried out around you, you interpret
subjectively all the events by means of Imagination and also visual and psychical Perception.
2.0017.

As our biological organism is structured by Form-Creators of subnuclear particles’ SelfConsciousnesses Forms, which represent more fully the informational (energetic) dissonational state,
acceptable in the given manifestation mode, it turns out that not only our Thoughts and Feelings, but
also we «ourselves» — as human Proto-Forms — are the real embodiment of uncountable multitude
of polytypic Energy Forms controlled and constantly modified by our Self-Consciousnesses
Forms’ various Form-Creators. Therefore, it is simply impossible to define, where in Space-Time
one person’s Energy manifestation finishes and where Energies peculiar to other person’s (or
animals’) Focus Dynamics precisely start. Macrocosmos is the general simultaneous manifestation
of slloogrent Energy, which individual characteristics are specifically reflected only in individual
Perception systems of manifesting It Self-Consciousnesses Forms in the form of subjective, illusory,
material manifestation.
2.0018.

Any of your versions of Qualitative changes in «surrounding reality» do not reflect in
your Self-Consciousness informational space What actually happens to be. It is only a subjective
estimation of focus realizations visually or somehow differently accessible to you, done on the
available (in individual ODS) fragmented Experience basis (individual Conceptions about
«ourselves» and «surrounding reality»), which is coordinated and transgressed onto all the functional
DNA Form-Creators’ biosystems. Exactly these Form-Creators, literally by the slightest fragments
and «components» insusceptible to our general Perception, compose and reproduce from separate
energy-informational Thoughts and Feelings typical for us puzzles, which we define afterwards
subjectively as «ourselves» and the «Life around us».
2.0019.

Literally, we retransform ourselves consistently into what and about what (and the main
thing — in what way!) we think and worry most of all. Consistent Thoughts and Feelings generated
continuously by Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of our Self-Consciousnesses Forms, constantly
assert us in a firm belief in existence of something, what, thus, becomes a part of our Life, soon —
till the time, when we begin to doubt these Conceptions and start to imagine the «world around»
and «ourselves» somewhat differently. In this individual for each of us refocusing process a huge
role is played not only by Thoughts and Feelings of people surrounding us and all the humankind’s
Collective Consciousness manifested simultaneously with us in the given human STCs groups, but
also by animals’ and plants’ reactions. Depending on resonance degree of our «current» Conceptions
with theirs, both «we ourselves» and the reality around us change correspondingly.
2.0020.

What you determine as «Me» or «my personality» in your Conceptions — is a consequence
of continuously and consistently changing, in its Qualitative expression, alteration of resonational
manifestations (in a certain Self-Consciousness’s informational space «area» of a NUU-VVU-Form
2.0021.

focused by you) of increased Creative Activity of some Energy and Information combinations
(f-Configurations and r-Configurations). Moreover, specific Energy combinations are expressed in
each slloogrentness «point» in Space-Time through intensity and Qualitativeness of your «current»
(in relation to conditionally «local» manifestation conditions characteristic for the given «point»)
realizational Interests (different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics) in various life creativity Directions.
Specific informational combinations are expressed in this Focus Dynamics through an uncountable
multitude of different-Qualitative SFUURMM-Forms («viewpoints» on something), in details
reflecting in certain Space-Time conditions your every Interest’s realizational Essence.
These SFUURMM-Forms, resonationally interacting with Rezomirals configurationally
corresponding to them, initiate in certain «areas» of informational space a certain change of some
f-Configurations into others, or, in other words, decoherent Energy of inertial Focus Dynamics.
As a matter of fact, dissonational degree of focal Configurations participating in this dynamics
actually generates in any Self-Consciousness Form’s Perception system the individual effect of
illusory manifestation of Space-Time, thanks to which its Form-Creators subjectively perceive both
«Themselves» and all the other Self-Consciousnesses Forms around them.
2.0022.

Actually, there are as many such resonational areas in your Stereo-Form’s Self-Consciousness
(Which represents integral multipolarization of Focus Dynamics of all «your» different-Qualitative
«personal» Interpretations manifested in different STCs groups through NUU-VVU-Form-Types not
only of 3–4-, but also of 4–5-, and 5–6-dimensional diapasons) activated in a particular way, as there
are various «persons», which are manifested simultaneously in all possible conditions of simultaneous
subjective Existence of your Self-Consciousness (Collective Cosmic Intelligence). Moreover, every of
«your» Interpretations corresponds absolutely precisely to the resonationness degree with the reality
surrounding it, which Form-Creators, who provide its Focus Dynamics, show to each other.
2.0023.

In your «present» (i.e. more active in your «present instant») Self-Consciousness Levels
(3–4-dimensional manifestation diapason of Rezomirals’ energy-informational interconnections)
these focus combinations are defined as «human» NUU-VVU-Forms or «human beings». However,
in the energy-informational base of each of these individual so-called «human» manifestations (i.e.
both in «your» Focus Dynamics and in your organism bio-Creators’ Focus Dynamics) there are
always — inevitably and invisibly — such Energy and Information configurational combinations,
which are to a greater degree typical for Creative Activity of SFUURMM-Forms of some inhuman
Proto-Forms (animals, microorganisms, plants, and even minerals), which structure corresponding
Rezomirals, which duvuyllerrtly «adjoin» the Rezomirals of the lluuvvumic development Direction.
2.0024.

Similar Focus Dynamics types, which are directly manifested through any NUU-VVU-Form,
are defined in IISSIIDIOLOGY as protoformal Directions — the reactions and choices not typical
for the Human life creativity. The latter is based on harmonious combinations of high-sensual
Intellect SFUURMM-Forms with high-intellectual Altruism SFUURMM-Forms. It also means that
«you» — via the sum of your «personal» Interpretations (not only via Interpretations of the given
Stereo-Form, but also of all LLUU-VVU-Form-Types!) — are being manifested in the given moment
simultaneously, multipolarizationally in NUU-VVU-Forms predisposed both to refocusing into the
lluuvvumic development Direction and into multiple other protoformal Directions.
2.0025.

Moreover, at that «you» are also manifested unconsciously (in parallel) in multiple animal,
microorganism, plant, and other Proto-Forms’ Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which are diffuzgent
and covarllert towards the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme. It is so because your Self-Consciousness
slloogrent Focus Dynamics of your Form-Creators is simultaneously «projected» — via multiple
Rezomirals’ energy-informational interconnections — into all possible Self-Consciousnesses Forms’
f-Configurations, which Form-Creators participate via different Synthesis Schemes in the uniform
Synthesis Process of all the sub -…-Aspects and Aspects structuring twelve Pure Cosmic Qualities.
2.0026.

So, when we speak about objective, completely finished (that is absolutely synthesized)
Energy-Plasma State, there ARE NO dimensional Levels, which differ from one another by
various dissonational activity degree of energy-informational interconnections (or by «vibrating
density» for 3–4-dimensional diapason), because in the OBJECTIVE State absolutely all Plasmic,
informational interactions types (Macrocosmos’s filling Essence) are brought to full resonational
correspondence with realizational Potential (Energy) eglleroliftively initiated in them. Any
considered by us dimensional Levels always represent natural consequences of yet unbalanced
amidst each other different-Qualitative Form-Creators focus states, which reflect via Their Focus
Dynamics subjectively in every local Space-Time condition an instantaneous (and parallel to each
other) objective «sequence» of irrkoglictive Impulse-Potential manifestation in Information and
eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential manifestation in Energy-Plasma.
2.0027.

Due to the presence of These Impulse-Potentials and Their parallel interaction with each other,
Energy-Plasmic Universal State possesses potentially not only Its inertial and, more truly, certain
«INcompleteness» dissonational State (from a subjective viewpoint of any Perception systems), but
also such an important property as slloogrentness, which on any considered by us IE-Initiation stage
provides all Energy-Plasmic dissonational manifestations with potential absolute completeness
State for any combinations of Its Qualitative characteristics. In other words, we are always capable
to observe and to analyze only certain intermediate manifestation characteristics (infinitely far
from their final State) of various Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators’ Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
Transgressions of Their objective States into the World around us can be never accessible to us, but
can only be interpreted by us individually (from viewpoint of birvulyarity of our Synthesis Scheme)
according to our subjectivity degree.
2.0028.

I repeat: Any of your subjective Conceptions about certain different-Qualitativeness
between «one thing» and «another» is generated only as a result of multipolarizational effect
of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of your Self-Consciousness, when you individually as
a «person» interpret the «parts» of slloogrentness of surrounding reality’s Focus Dynamics,
which resonate less with your current NUU-VVU-Configuration, as something less Qualitative,
and the «parts», which correspond better with your own SFUURMM-Forms, as something
more Qualitative. In each case, a bigger or smaller Interest degree shown by us depends on the
resonance of SFUURMM-Forms already generated in Self-Consciousness of our Form by previous
synthetic dynamics with newly «unpacked» Configurations of SFUURMM-Forms. From this
appears the Focus multipolarizational effect in every conditional «moment» of your Existence.
2.0029.

Objectively, i.e. in absolutely balanced Energy-Plasma State, in Self-Consciousness’s
informational space there is neither top or bottom, nor left-to-right and right-to-left directions, nor
anything we define as «sidewise» or «corner-wise». There is nothing better or worse, neither kind
nor malicious, bad, good, useful, harmful, nothing moral or immoral … Then, what is there? There
is only a real possibility for every «person’s» individual demonstration (through Focus Dynamics)
of more or less completeness (i.e. Energy-Information’s synthesizedness according to the Scheme
peculiar only to the given Collective Intelligence) of certain eglleroliftive perturbations, which are
expressed through its Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics and reflected subjectively in synthetic State
of its («current») Self-Consciousness’s f-Configuration.
2.0030.

These «correspondence degrees» to certain etalon for a given Form energy-informational
interconnections combinations (to Energy-Plasma States), which are initially embedded into
specific NUU-VVU-Configurations of every manifested «person,», are reflected in certain “areas”
of Self-Consciousness’s informational space (hence, in so-called «surrounding world» as well)
only through the subjective Focus Dynamics of Conceptions individually peculiar to it, specifically
realizing in an infinite chain of choices consistently made by it. Not words, available knowledge,
or stated intentions, but exactly Qualitativeness of individual life creativity and the degree of
every «person’s» eglleroliftive maturity are determined by certain choices, which reflect in the
surrounding reality the character of the most intensive «personal» Interests.
2.0031.

On that basis, it is possible to make the conclusion that any «personal» conclusions, any our
estimation criteria (moral, ethic, spiritual, material, scientific, religious, and so on), and Conceptions
about Qualitativeness of any processes or phenomena, manifested in the surrounding reality, can
never be either objective or unbiased. They have always only subjective (i.e. biased) character. This
concerns all the knowledge directions (including IISSIIDIOLOGY as well), all scientific experiments,
doctrines, and theories. Therefore, any conclusions concerning deeds, psychic or creative states of this
or that «person» (collective, society, source of knowledge, event phenomenon) are not real, but they
represent certain energy-informational reflections («mirrors») showing to the Observer his own Focus
Dynamics’ Qualitative State. Accordingly, the more there will be the Qualitative difference between
f-Configurations of interacting Self-Consciousnesses Forms, the higher there will be the tensorness
degree among Conceptions structuring them, which means smaller possibility for them to lead the
owners of these Forms to an agreement, which can always be only subjective, in each case.
2.0032.

Real possibility of mutual understanding appears, when «quantity» (concentration) of
mutually resonating synthesized «areas» (SFUURMM-Forms) in interacting focal Configurations of
«personalities» reaches certain degree of energy-informational correspondence, which will allow
different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of many «personalities»
to change into mutually stable state on the problem jointly solved by them. Any «interpersonal»
conflict (religious, political, household, scientific, and so on) is a consequence of a high difference
in Qualitativeness of Conceptions, individually synthesized by each of the participants of such
interactions. That initiates mutually stable dissonational State among their Focus Dynamics, which
reflects primarily Qualitativeness and orientation of individual realizational Interests of every
side. Consequently, the higher is the degree of correspondence of these Interests (SFUURMMForms), according to the vibrating Levels of their manifestation, the less the probability of conflict
(dissonance, tensor) is between them.
2.0033.

The subjectivity effect of any Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators’ Self-Consciousnesses,
based on individual interests, can be compared with an effect produced by observation under a
microscope. When you rotate zoom handle, — for your Perception convenience — choose different
supervision modes, and observe the same part of an object in a bigger and in a smaller scale;
therefore, it appears to you either more tenuous (muddy) or more concentrated (accurate). In
other words, the observed object remains the same, but perception of it, depending on microscope
adjustment (Perception system features), can vary. Yet, it is also necessary to consider that the
difference does not only exist when comparing SFUURMM-Forms of human «persons», but it can
also — be perceived principally differently by various Proto-Forms (for example, the leaf on a tree
is perceived absolutely differently by a caterpillar, a green-fly, a bird, and a human being), up to
full imperception of the given object by various Proto-Forms as a result of their SFUURMM-Forms’
cruvursorrtness in regards of the given object’s vibrating characteristics.
2.0034.

Let me add that IISSIIDIOLOGY describes only synthetic types of slloogrent Focus Dynamics
of Universal, SUPRA-Universal Cosmic Entities and Their Collegial Highest Intelligences. Since
Forms actually accessible to my Universal Self-Consciousness Focus structure only EnergyPlasma manifestation synthetic types, I have access — on any of My Cosmic Self-Consciousness
highest manifestation Levels — only to the Energy-Information that organizes all possible synthetic
Processes. I know absolutely NOTHING about what there IS and HOW it realizes outside such
Focus Dynamics. Probably, in better conditions of Self-Consciousnesses Forms manifestation,
when powerful deforming influence on Energy-Information by inertial processes is considerably
weakened, new SFUURMM-Forms about non-synthetic Existence types will also become a part of
IISSIIDIOLOGY. For now, I can try to describe you only what I «subjectively-authentically» know
myself.
2.0035.

So, after such important and so necessary deviation let's continue reviewing formation
specifics and realizational possibilities of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, structuring with their
f-Configurations all possible synthetic Macrocosmos’s manifestation Levels. Namely this energyinformational different-Qualitativeness of synthesized structures in every «point» of their interaction
provides all the infinite variety of Energy-Plasma’s inertial manifestation Forms, which we define
as Its multidimensional, various states, subjectively distinguishing inside them more specific
manifestations: various resopasons, diapasons, sublevels, and Levels of dimension, which structure
the certain general State of energy-informational slloogrentness of DDIIUYYI-Entity3 — Plasmic
Forces Diapason (PFD), who’s individual manifestation properties (from ±0th to ±36th dimension)
we will consider very thoroughly later.
2.0036.

In Their turn, These mysterious and unimaginable to us PFDs have a kind of «individual»,
realizational possibilities in Their peculiar energy-informational manifestation types, only because
the universal property that we define as Macrocosmos’s «structuredness» (definiteness), is based
on Something so special That — «On its Own»! — it cannot be referred to Forms of Collegial or
Collective Cosmic Intelligences, but, nevertheless, It IS EVERYTHING THAT somehow can EXIST,
subjectively reflected in your Self-Consciousnesses as Cosmic Creativity or «eternal and infinite
Cosmic Existence» of all Collective Cosmic Intelligences’ Forms.
2.0037.

3

See the Vocabulary, the 9 th volume.

The objective presence in Energy-Plasma of This unexplainable for us Factor provides
simultaneous manifestation effect not only to all variants of different-types of DDIIUYYI-Entities,
but also to the Highest Macrocosmos Intelligence in general. Energy-informational interactions
of That «SOMETHING» manifest all the infinite variety of realizational Forms of the Highest
Cosmic Intelligence (AYFAAR) with COLLECTIVE slloogrent Component of absolutely all
f-Configurations, which do structure Its ULTRA-Universal Form-Creators — I-IIYTY-I-AA-A (above
±48–36th dimensional diapason), SUPRA-Universal SUPRA-Creators — UUYYU-UU-YY (±48–36th
dimensions) and Universal Creators: SSUI-SS-SFAA (±36–24th dimensions), SSLOO-SS-SNAA (±24–
12th dimensions), SLAA-SS-MII (±12–0th dimensions), and SLUUIY-SS-LAA (below 0th dimension —
to infinity).
2.0038.

I have not found anything better and more convenient to help your understanding of all the
above mentioned, than to conditionally define This super mysterious and undefinable in any way
«SOMETHING» (assembly of all diverse SSS-fragments’ individual characteristics) by familiar to you
term — QUALITIES. Each of Them is presented in its complete synthetic form in Energy-Plasma’s
Focus Dynamics as an infinite multitude of Its peculiar Aspects. The Latter are to the greatest degree
covarllert among themselves according to the strictly defined — intra-Qualitative! — characteristics
of combinations of SSS-fragments’ r-Configurations. Nonetheless, you should understand that
despite all Their — apparent to us! — «syntheticity», Aspects are not Focuses. They just reflect
in Energy-Plasma those counterbalanced among themselves liyllusceeve interconnections, which
are peculiar to diverse informational SSS-fragments. In other words, we can say that Aspects are
not certain focus formations, but the most stable (geyliturgent in their individual characteristics)
«inner» informational interconnections’ «projections», which do form the irrkoglictive basis for all
synthetic (eglleroliftive) aggregates.
2.0039.

Let me repeat, there is an infinite multitude of these Aspects of universal Qualities, which
define objectively any «inner» Energy-Plasma’s slloogrent Focus Dynamics state! Combinations
jointly formed by Them cannot be divided or anyhow, otherwise, discretely «isolated» from the
general Energy-Information’s slloogrent manifestation structure through Space-Time properties. It
is difficult to carry out, just as, for example, after carefully mixing and alloying hundred billion
multi-colored sand grains, to try describing in detail, without even touching any of them, a certain
environment that surrounds each of them and forces that hold each of them in a particular position.
2.0040.

The same is here. There is the infinite variety of manifested different-Qualitative states
of Energy-Plasma, which are accessible to Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of My SelfConsciousness’s highest Levels. Out of this variety «I» was able to allocate subjectively the
presence of twelve more or less similar components or types of synthetic manifestations (Creative
Activity kinds or Directions), according to some intuitive, finest, but quite definite characteristics
of informational interactions, differently depicted in Focus Dynamics by diverse Qualities Aspects.
I have denoted those components conditionally as OO-UU-Entities or Energy-Plasma’s OO-UUFactors (because Their Cosmic Code is expressed by the sound combination OO-UU).
2.0041.

Let me repeat, OO-UU-Entities are not the Information Itself in the «pure state», but the
main Constituent of irrkoglictive-eglleroliftively generated SSS-Entity’s Self-Consciousness and the
2.0042.

Constituent of dissonational Potential, — slloogrent Focus Dynamics — holochronely (in the single
moment) realized by It. It is possible to say that OO-UU-Entities are the interconnections specifically
«projected» into Macrocosmos’s Focus Dynamics, which are typical for the most covarllert and
geyliturgent (stable by certain characteristic) diverse informational combinations. If we subjectively
consider the structure forming every OO-UU-Entity (Aspects, sub-Aspects, and so on), it's possible
to tell that Pure Cosmic Qualities are the diffuzgent assembly of informational fragments united
according to some subjective characteristic and connected with each other (each — with all the rest)
by slloogrent interconnections.
At our typical synthetic process (Focus Dynamics), we kleks various informational
fragments, which resonate with separate «areas» of our f-Configurations. Thus, we can estimate
Qualitativeness of the result subjectively only according to the general specificity of interconnections
(their covarllertness or imperseptness in relation to the «being unpacked» informational fragments),
which form our own f-Configuration. In other words, in Macrocosmos there is nothing but all
possible different-Qualitative energy-informational interconnections’ «projections» (which every
time — moment by moment — are individually interpreted by us by means of very specific features
of our own Perception systems).
2.0043.

Nonetheless, this conditional diversification of heterogeneous informational interconnections,
according to the degree of their stability does not mean that there actually exist only 12 main groups
or versions of resonational combinations of such Qualities’ Aspects. It is possible that in more
Qualitative subjective Perception systems, every formed by «me» Qualities’ Aspects group can be
— by even finer characteristic — naturally differentiated into indefinite multitude of very specific
resonational combinations, which are organized by sub- … -sub-Aspects.
2.0044.

Why have I distinguished and composed twelve (instead of 144, or 1728, or any amount!)
Cosmic OO-UU-Entities’ conditional versions from all the infinite multitude of different-Qualitative
Aspects? The same question can be asked in regards to all the rest «quantitative» characteristics
of Energy-Plasmic different-Qualitative states used in IISSIIDIOLOGY. After all, the Infinity (i.e.
slloogrentness, which implies the deepest interdependence of Effect on Cause, and Cause on
Effect) cannot be reduced to certain final parameters. Let me assume that my Self-Consciousness’s
Form-Creators in such subjective operation with Information were confined by extremely limited
possibilities and narrow-specific mental abilities imposed by two-dominant Synthesis Scheme onto
Focus Dynamics of f-Configurations of our current biological analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types.
This Synthesis Scheme is typical for Focus Dynamics of the lluuvvumic evolution Direction in the
given (3–4-dimensional) manifestation diapason.
2.0045.

It is possible that we are not yet able to effectively manage (trace, analyze, and link logically
cause-and-effect interconnections) a greater quantity of attributes, or simply don’t yet have at our
disposal a sufficient quantity of options of subjective Conceptions about different Energy-Plasma
states and manifestation ways, realized through Self-Consciousnesses Forms both of «ourselves»
and the surrounding reality. It can be explained also by the specifics and discreteness of human
Perception system, which leads to the fact that trillions of transitional states of observed phenomena
remain absolutely unnoticed, and therefore they are not considered at all in our lines of reasoning.
2.0046.

That’s why a lot of what objectively exists both in ourselves and around us seems to remain
subjectively non-existent for us. After all it is possible that on the contrary, it is a likely indicator
that we are already capable to subjectively combine an infinite multitude of different-Qualitative
attributes — up to a certain recognition limit — into more complete states and so on. Certainly, there
exists many other options of more objective answers to this question, which we do not even suspect.
2.0047.

Considering the above mentioned, you should understand and visualize clearly that if I
conditionally unite Cosmic OO-UU-Entities by some subjective characteristics into twelve basic
different-Qualitative informational interconnections’ types or versions, it does not mean at all that
only such Their «quantity» (in this case, it is pointless to apply any quantitative criteria!) can exist
on any of Their manifestation Level in Focus Dynamics. With the increase of pperception degree
and the increase of number of Their very specific individual attributes subjectively distinguished
by you, it will be possible to conditionally differentiate Them into uncountable multitude of
corresponding similar systems, each of which in a greater degree will reflect in own manifestation
diapason property of one OO-UU-Entities versions and to a lesser degree — properties of other OOUU-Entities versions.
2.0048.

But you should keep in mind that due to the universal Duvuyllerrtness-of-Everything
Principle there are no clear boundaries between manifestations of Pure Qualities. In their slloogrent
Configurations there is always an uncountable multitude of certain «intermediate,» «boundary» (in
relations to all the rest Qualities at once!) states, which are to greater or lesser extent typical for each
of the twelve OO-UU-Entities. This fact defines the presence in Energy-Plasma of such Universal
Property as Diffuzgentness. Furthermore, exactly due to such peculiarity of all Pure Qualities, the
property of Their conditional compatibility with each other (covarllertness — i.e. a bigger degree of
resonationness) or incompatibility (imperseptness — i.e. a smaller degree of resonationness) appears.
Moreover, with increasing manifestation dimension of Self-Consciousnesses’ f-Configurations,
this property has a tendency towards higher balancing and adjustment of interconnections, because
informational concentration (realized through Info-Creators’ r-Configurations) in each manifested
with It Energy potential (Form-Creators’ f-Configurations) grows continuously.
2.0049.

Up to which dimensional Levels of Macrocosmos can these Energy-Plasma features —
covarllertness and imperseptness — be manifested? Infinitely! Because even in its Universal and
absolutely harmonized State there is always potentially The Universal Creative Potential (including
irrkoglictive Impulse-Potential, already initially inherent in all informational Aspects) That
stimulates to realization the whole different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics of «Everything-Being» or
the «Creation.» Since there is a certain potential State of different-Qualitativeness of manifestation
Forms (even if the State is absolutely balanced by Its all energy-informational interconnections),
together with it, — to the degree absolutely not perceived by us! — in Focus Dynamics on the
«Highest» dimensional Levels will remain some analogs of certain «incompatibility» of «some»
states (f-Configurations’ combinations) of Energy-Plasmic general slloogrentness with some of Its
«other» states.
2.0050.

Why have I quoted the word «Highest?» Because in manifested slloogrentness of «EverythingBeing» there cannot be anything «Highest» or «lowest»: Every subjectively «Highest» dimensional
2.0051.

Level is slloogrently structured (potentially «includes») with results of Focus Dynamics of FormCreators from all subjectively «lowest» dimensional Levels (of the same synthetic type!) and
vice versa: specific configurational peculiarities of Form-systems of Worlds and Form-Creators’
realizational capabilities of any from subjectively «lowest» dimensional Levels are provided with
resonational-consistent Energy-Information’s «projections» synthesized by Form-Creators on more
Qualitative Levels.
The «Highest,» the «middle,» the «lowest» are a result of different-Qualitativeness and
diversity, initially inherent in Energy-Information, and of an intricate game (based on this universal
property) of imperfect Form-Creators of your subjective mind, who try to «attach» their «projecting»
Focuses’ eglleroliftive dynamics to at least something more specific and comprehensible. In other
words, a certain «primordiality of Everything,» which is conditional and only apparent to us, means
simultaneous presence of conditional «finiteness of Everything» in It.
2.0052.

Such subjective concepts as +∞ and –∞ are overall unacceptable in relation to the Cosmic
Existence Principle, because Energy-Information structuring the state of every conditional
«beginning» of whatsoever in Macrocosmos contains potentially absolutely all Energy-Information
about all possible versions of its conditional «end» states. This is applied to all dimensional Levels,
which we are capable to imagine at least theoretically. BUT! Yet, we are simply forced to use such
ridiculous conventionalities, without which it would be simply impossible to give this primary —
the most primitive and elementary! — description of SFUURMM-Forms of Iissiidiology Knowledge.
2.0053.

Certainly, these distinctive features typical for different-Qualitative Aspects of EnergyPlasma become apparent foremost on the most low-vibrational dimensional Levels, because the
absence of deep and extensive energy-informational interconnections amidst synthetic FormCreators affects the increased tensorness states (imperseptness, cruvursorrtness) existing among
their f-Configurations, thus, powerfully stimulating in their Focus Dynamics increasing subjectivity
(illusiveness) of their responses to slloogrent Information «unpacked» by them. From this comes their
informational limitation, dualism, and impossibility to define presence of the multiple intermediate
states between compared by them events, facts, and all possible qualitativeness criteria.
2.0054.

Nevertheless, what «now» your Self-Consciousnesses Forms’ Form-Creators definitely
perceive as something high-Qualitative (ampliative), at disclosing (Synthesis) in informational
space of Self-Consciousness of bigger volume of covarllert energy-informational interconnections,
will be perceived as something of «low quality» (depliative) in comparison with Conceptions again
synthesized by them. This subjective «principle of Qualitative correlation» is applicable not only to
duvuyllerrt Levels of dimension, but also to all Plasmic Forces Diapasons that is to the Tertiary, the
Secondary, the Primary, and other slloogrent States of Energy-Plasma.
2.0055.

Here, I would like to remind you one more time that individual characteristics of «my»
Perception system (that is of those Self-Consciousnesses Forms, on which f-Configurations I
can consciously focus at every «current» moment of chronological time) allow me to distinguish
subjectively from the total amount of Energy-Information only those characteristic differences
which lay within very limited spectrum of various manifestations of OO-UU-Entities in the general
2.0056.

Macrocosmos structure. Besides, the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type plays a huge role in this process,
thanks to which I accomplish all my refocusings and do form all my subjective Conceptions. In this
regard, studying and describing — by means of Iissiidiology Knowledge Conceptions — the basic
properties and various characteristics of the organization of Macrocosmos, I have taken the lowest
manifestation border of my subjective abilities in the Tertiary Energy-Plasma for a conditional
zero (0–1-dimensional range) and the highest border — in the Primary Energy-Plasma — for a
conditional 36–38-dimensional manifestation range of sub- … -Aspects and Aspects of ОО-УУEntities in the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of DDIIUYYI-Entity.
Actually, this description reminds me the work of a newly-qualified doctor-researcher, who
has made a small cut on the patient's body, near its navel, and by the extremely limited quantity
of available to his Perception system characteristics subjectively observed by him tries to make at
least some elementary Conceptions about the structure and principles of functionality of the whole
organism prosected by him, including brain, all other systems, cellular organelles, and even DNA
chromosome set.
2.0057.

Conceptions about Plasmic Forces Diapason, which we will review further, have been formed
exactly this way: All the «lowest» manifestations of characteristic features of OO-UU-Entities
have provided the basis for 0–1-dimensional diapason Configurations of Energy-Plasma and all
the «highest» manifestations — for 26–38-dimensional diapason. These conditional restrictions do
not mean that in slloogrent structure of Macrocosmos there are no «less dimensional» nor «more
dimensional» Self-Consciousnesses Forms’ f-Configurations. Along any development Vector of
dimension (from +∞ to -∞), the formation process of various dimensional characteristics in EnergyPlasma’s Focus Dynamics has no restrictions. The entire problem is that we cannot identify simply
these manifestations via anything known to us! Therefore, it is absolutely impossible at least in the
general Conceptions to (by means of our stereotypes of thinking) describe subjectively What is not
less real and manifested outside of chosen by me conditional «borders» of slloogrentness of Focus
Dynamics (from 0th to +36th dimension and from 0th to -36th dimension; the information about
«minus» and «plus» dimensions will be given later at the deeper description of each Plasmic Forces
Diapason’s properties).
2.0058.

Considering this, you should understand that Life as an eternal Existence of Its all possible
Forms proceeds infinitely both beyond 0–1-dimensional and 36–38-dimensional range, being
expressed (being informationally reflected) in Space-Time through Its States and Processes,
individually characteristic for every manifestation «area» of Energy-Information of general
slloogrentness in Macrocosmos. As I have already mentioned, all these Self-Consciousnesses
Forms and typical for them Focus Dynamics are structured by the specific energy-informational
combinations — Qualities’ Aspects of Energy-Plasma or in different degree by less synthesized
versions of their intra-Qualitative combinations of sub- … -Aspects).
2.0059.

Here, it is very important to understand that already known to you Fields-Consciousnesses,
which represent both, certain combinations of Qualities’ Aspects (Info-Creators) and EnergyPotential (Form-Creators) initiated by them towards focus manifestation, are the main basis of Focus
Dynamics, manifested on any Level of dimension studied by us. Being specifically manifested
2.0060.

in the conditions of any Form-system of Worlds (that is space-time structures of Macrocosmos),
Fields-Consciousnesses engage the two resonational «parts» of their Configurations (Energy +
Information), simultaneously gaining and manifesting (depending on the abilities of a subjective
Observer of these «processes») properties both of Form-Creators and Info-Creators.
The term Field-Consciousness is just a way of a designation of a self-aware TOO-UU- or a
SVOO-UU-Entity (correspondingly of a CCI or a Self-Consciousness Form), individually realized in
Space-Time through Its Focus Dynamics. It is a joint realizational form of resonational expression of
certain informational Essence (Qualities’ Aspects, Info-Creators) in certain manifestation conditions
along with Its generated subjective Interest (Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators). It can refer to to
both, the Entities structuring the least synthesized Levels of Energy-Plasma as well as the Entities
of the highest dimensional ranges.
2.0061.

For example, protoelementary Fields-Consciousnesses are the types of self-aware Entities
of 0–1- and even «lower» dimensional diapasons; subelementary Fields-Consciousnesses are
the types of self-aware Entities of 2–3- and 1–2-dimensional Levels; Fields-Consciousnesses
of elementary particles are self-aware Entities of 3–4-dimensional diapason, organizing wavecorpuscle form-dynamics; superuniversal Fields-Consciousnesses are self-aware Entities of 4–5and 5–6-dimensional diapasons; hyperuniversal Fields-Consciousnesses are self-aware Entities of
6–7-, 7–8-, and 8–9-dimensional Form-Plasma diapasons; protouniversal Fields-Consciousnesses
are self-aware Entities of 9–10-, 10–11-, and 11–12-dimensional diapasons.
2.0062.

Thus, any Form of reflection («projecting») in Space-Time of Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousness’ Form-Creators is structured by an infinite multitude of diverse but resonationally
corresponding combinations of all possible Qualities’ Aspects, which cumulative Information
defines the Qualitativeness degree of the given Self-Consciousness Form’s Focus Dynamics. In the
conditions of «local» manifestation, each of these combinations are transformed (focally reflected)
into «individual» (i.e. very specific) f-Configuration or NNAASSMM («locally» manifested «area»
of slloogrentness), which, in its turn, is structured in Space-Time by Energy of certain types of
Form-Creators that correspond only to the given information combination. Actually, this defines
the Qualitativeness degree («Creative Potential» or a manifestation diapason — VLOOOMOOT) of
every Self-Consciousness Form. VLOOOMOOT and NNAASSMM can not be studied separately from
each other: we can say that VLOOOMOOT reflects «inner» («individual») Potential of a possible
specific realization (in the given «local» manifestation conditions) of interconnections, which
structure discretely considered by us NNAASSMM, which we kind of «isolate» from the general
multipolarization process of the given Self-Consciousness Form’s Focus Dynamics.
2.0063.

At the moment of manifestation in Macrocosmos’s Form-systems, Aspects have a certain degree
of similarity with Form-Creators either according to the types of corresponding to them Energy, or
according to the types of Information structuring them (geyliturgentness of interconnections forming
them), or according to all those (and also to the multitude of other) characteristics. It determines
a resonational manifestation point of Information of various Aspects of different Pure Qualities
in various conditions of Space-Time: More Qualitative — «high-concentrated» — Information
structured by a big «amount» (volume) of different-Qualitative and covarllert informational
2.0064.

interconnections is manifested in Macrocosmos by means of ampliative («high-vibration») and
similar in Synthesis Scheme (i.e. in Its SFUURMM-Forms’ covarllertness degree) Energy.
The same we can say about different types of Energy — similarity among them is determined,
in their turn, by the degree of Qualitative identity of Information (not necessarily — «compatible»
in Pure Qualities!) that structures the given types of Energy: «Weakly synthesized» (in subjective
perception, certainly!) Form-Creators are capable to be manifested only through СФУУРММ-Forms
of subjectively depliative («low-vibrational» for the given diapason) Levels of Self-Consciousness’s
informational space; Form-Creators synthesized to «average degree» are manifested through «midfrequency» diapason; and «deeply» synthesized Configurations are manifested only through the
SFUURMM-Forms structured by ampliative (for the given diapason) types of Energy and Information.
2.0065.

Let me also add that we cannot draw an analogy between such conditional notions as
«Qualitative compatibility/incompatibility» (covarllertness/imperseptness) and «information
identity/diversity» (liyllusceeveness/cruvursorrtness) of different types of Energy and Information,
because in each of these cases we talk about absolutely different characteristics of Focus Dynamics
of Self-Consciousnesses’ Form-Creators, which behave quite specifically at every certain moment
of its manifestation in the general slloogrentness of Space-Time. For example, one type of Energy —
the state of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of duvuyllerrt Continuums
groups which we define as vibration frequency — can act as a general carrier of different-Qualitative
Information peculiar to conditionally incompatible Qualities, but having certain general attributes
of «information equality» on the given manifestation Level in regards of the given Energy type.
These attributes can be accessible for the Perception systems of some Self-Consciousnesses Forms
manifested in the given Continuums group, but partially or completely inaccessible to Form-Creators
of other Forms.
2.0066.

Liyllusceeveness is a maximum degree of resonationness between existing interconnections
according to a certain attribute peculiar to them. Liyllusceeveness reflects the highest degree
of information equality (highest possible similarity), which is typical for different-Qualitative
manifestations of Focus Dynamics, carried out by multiple different Self-Consciousnesses Forms
regardless of their subjective connection to any Time Flows and Continuums groups. For example,
every human being and every animal have identical feelings of fear or pleasure, love or grief,
pleasure or disappointment, compassion or envy, and so on. No matter who feels it, grief can hardly
be confused with pleasure, envy — with goodwill, mercy — with egocentrism, and amiability —
with hatred. Therefore, different types of experience, for example, the state that we interpret as
grief, experienced by different people and animals, and manifested simultaneously in various Time
Flows, can reach very high degree of identity, which at its maximum expression represents the state
of liyllusceeveness of multiple Self-Consciousnesses Forms’ Focus Dynamics towards the given
characteristic (grief).
2.0067.

There is one more important circumstance: Informational Aspects initiating in human SelfConsciousnesses Forms the specific SFUURMM-Forms of these feelings, structure not only one
of two Dominants of the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom or ALL-Willof-ALL-Intelligence), but also some other Pure Qualities, peculiar to Focus Dynamics of multiple
2.0068.

other Proto-Forms, whose Perception system can also manifest similar psychisms, but they feel and
experience it in their own peculiar way, differently than us. For example, in some cases feeling of
fear is caused by one kind of factors (fire, darkness, noise, silence, cold, or frost), and by absolutely
different factors in other cases (possibility to lose a place of work or trust, to be dishonored, to die,
to become sick, to go into bankruptcy, to make a mistake, and so on).
Individual feeling of fear (or any other feeling) by human beings as well as, for example,
by ants, elephants, birds, mosquitoes, and others, can be identical to the intensity degree, but the
specifics of that experience can differ incomparably in each certain case. Every human being, every
animal, or plant experiences, apparently, the «same» feeling of fear absolutely individually, feeling
it differently and investing into this process absolutely different from others emotion, therefore
realizing in a different way.
2.0069.

Why does it happen? Because every Self-Consciousness Form, when using Aspects of the
same Pure Qualities, synthesizes its own Conceptions about something in absolutely different way
than others (in dominant or background way, using different Synthesis Schemes, in individual
combinations, in specific states, in different situations, and so on). Yet, the most important thing
is that these Aspects causing in different Forms liyllusceeve feelings, in each certain case of their
manifestation, can subjectively reflect Information typical for both conditionally covarllert and
conditionally impersept (to each other) Qualities.
2.0070.

For example, absolutely different in its informational Essence feelings of fear (or any other
feelings) can be synthesized in Focus Dynamics not only through ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom Quality’s
Aspects, but also through Aspects of Pure Qualities such as ALL-Integrity or ALL-Essentiality–ALLPermeability, ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness, ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness, which belong to the
different groups of conditional compatibility. During resonationall combining-synthesizing and
«projection» of existing interconnections in more and more complex «segments» of a slloogrent
f-Configuration, conditionally impersept Qualities’ Aspects become more and more covarllert, until
they reach a certain state of diverse equality in Focus Dynamics — well-balanced UNITY with
each other. It is their maximal (at the given inertial moment, in the given dimensional diapason)
liyllusceeveness.
2.0071.

For example, in a similar way Qualities’ Aspects of ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Willof-ALL-Intelligence are liyllusceeve to each other in synthetic State such as «Creative Cosmic
Potentiality» («CC Potentiality»). They are liyllusceeve, just because they are UNITED and
inseparable exactly in this State (in certain conditions of energy-informational interconnections
based on the given Synthesis Scheme): with (and thanks to!) increase of covarllert energyinformational interconnections between them, the Aspects combinations of one Quality gain more
and more characteristics peculiar to Aspects combinations of another Quality (and vice versa),
therefore becoming more and more identical and integral among them.
2.0072.

Cruvursorrtness is a characteristic of Focus Dynamics (or SSS-interconnections)
representing very high degree of imperseptness of the same, but differently interpreted and realized,
slloogrent Information (for example, of SFUURMM-Forms, synthesized by means of diverse Self2.0073.

Consciousnesses Forms). Also, it means the full absence in it (in Focus Dynamics) of any obvious
(for Perception system of the given subjective Observer) signs of similarity and identity. For example,
when people tell about love they usually mean sex, infatuation, desire to please and to satisfy their
object of affection, experiencing selfish satisfaction. In Conceptions of other people love is much
more altruistic, deep, and constant feeling, absolutely not necessarily including sexual relations but
also motivating a person in love to serve to someone voluntary and selflessly. For someone love is
entirely spiritual state of unlimited Partnership, Co-creation, Cooperation with Everything-WhatExists, based on the deeply felt capability and individual need in selfless Serving to Everything.
As you can see, the Information about the possibility of creative realization through a certain
act of «serving,» used in each of these cases, differs fundamentally both in the manner of execution
and the way of individual experience. It means that generated at that SFUURMM-Forms and initiated
by them Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators display all the attributes of cruvursorrtness towards
certain considered options of energy-informational interactions (i.e. the absence of identity signs).
Very often people cannot come to an agreement and mutual understanding just because of a high
degree of cruvursorrtness in their subjective Conceptions about something in particular. The property
of cruvursorrtness between various SFUURMM-Forms indicates that they are structured by Aspects
of Pure Qualities that are highly impersept towards each other.
2.0074.

Also, I want to notice that in the conditions of powerful dissonation of different-Qualitative
Focus Dynamics, Aspects of impersept Qualities can structure both cruvursorrt and liyllusceeve
SFUURMM-Forms. For example, such characteristic as mentality is realized through a sequential
Synthesis of Qualities’ Aspects belonging to different groups of conditional compatibility: ALLWill-of-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Aspiration represent one group of compatible Qualities (ALLLove–ALL-Wisdom, ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence, ALL-Steadiness, ALL-Voidness, ALL-Integrity,
ALL-Aspiration), and ALL-Initiality, ALL-Mobility, and ALL-Knowledge represent another group
(ALL-Unity, ALL-Essentiality, ALL-Initiality, ALL-Mobility, ALL-Knowledge, ALL-Fullness).
2.0075.

The degree of conditional covarllertness or imperseptness of different Qualities in relation
to one another, as well as of liyllusceeveness or cruvursorrtness of Focus Dynamics, reflecting
all possible SFUURMM-form Configurations, which are formed during interaction of differentQualitative Information, depends on the multiple intermediate combinations between Aspects of
interacting OO-UU-Entities. We can consider a characteristic property of any Aspect in its purity
(standardness) only theoretically, because it's simply yet impossible for us to «isolate» it from the
general inertial Energy-Plasma’s Dynamics.
2.0076.

For example, if to put out puzzle pieces (the total amount of which includes potentially
resonational state of a complete picture) from a box on the table, we will receive a certain conditional
Conceptions about mercavgnational State of dissonation, developed between Information skunkktions
under the irrkoglictive IP influence, — a multi-colored disordered pile. This dissonational state,
provided with a certain Energy-Potential, initiates Form-Creators of our Focus Dynamics to attempt
to collect — logically and intuitively — randomly scattered pieces of a picture into initially peculiar
to them state of unity (a complete picture). At first, liyllusceeve fragments are brought to the state
of resonationness (if we started from yellow color, then, firstly, there go all the monophonic yellow
2.0077.

pieces), then more covarllert pieces join (partly yellow, partly green, for example), then impersept
pieces (green-white, green-dark blue), and, at last, cruvursorrt pieces (dark blue, white, violet, and
like that). Furthermore some pieces may turn out cruvursorrt according to some characteristics or
covarllert to other characteristics. Sometimes, absolutely unsuitable in shape and color pieces may
join more easily than the pieces of the same color — it depends on the Meaning that was put into
the picture.
In any synthetic Focus Dynamics (after all, everything which takes place in non-synthetic
part of Macrocosmos is inaccessible to us!) we never deal with «absolutely pure» appearance of
an Aspect, but only with a resulting Vector of interconnections that are forming it (by analogy
with the superposition principle in the quantum physics), which allows specific characteristics
of each Aspect to be manifested in the given Focus combination exactly in that way, while in
other conditions of manifestation the same properties are reflected in Focus Dynamics of FormCreators absolutely differently. For example, apparently, the «same» characteristics of the PCQ ALLLove–ALL-Wisdom, which forms one of the Dominants of our Self-Consciousnesses Forms, are
manifested in our Focus Dynamics absolutely differently — both on different manifestation Levels
(12 karmic Channels) of the same IISSIIDI-Center and through different Centers — INGLIMILISSA,
AIGLLILLIAA, SSAASSFATI, AANI, and so on.
2.0078.

In other words, in our general simultaneous Existence we encounter only a certain degree
of synthesized state (energy-informational interaction) of Aspects of the considered Quality with
Aspects of other 11 Pure Qualities, what affects in a substantial way an overall picture of their
multilateral creative interactions among themselves: Under certain conditions Creative Activity of
Aspects of conditionally impersept Qualities can even have higher possibilities to co-creation than
those of Aspects of conditionally covarllert Qualities (for example, interconnections, impersept for
Focus Dynamics on manifestation Levels of INGLIMILISSA- and ARGLLAAMUNI- Centers, may
turn out to be covarllert for Focus Dynamics manifested on the Levels of AIGLLILLIAA — and
ORLAAKTOR-Centers).
2.0079.

What kind of conditions are those? After all, the degree of conditional compatibility of
Qualities’ Aspects defines their ability to establish creative interactions. Yes, all that is absolutely
true for the State of general slloogrentness of energy-informational interconnections among FormCreators of Macrocosmos: The degree of Creative Activity of Qualities’Aspects is proportional to their
covarllertness degree among them. However, in Universal Synthesis Schemes of all possible ProtoForms of GOOLGAMAA-A there are always manifestations of Focus Dynamics which is performed
according to the principle of conditional imperseptness among different-Qualitative Aspects. In
particular, this type of Creative Activity is typical for energy-informational interconnections of
boundary resopasons, which SFUURMM-Forms do form «adjacent» Spheres of Creativity of multiple
Proto-Forms. In those Spheres they realize Themselves through specific liyllusceeveness states,
synthesized by heterogeneous informational fragments.
2.0080.

You already know that slloogrent f-Configuration of Collective Cosmic Intelligence of
every Proto-Form possesses the property of diffusgentness, thanks to which the simultaneous
duvuyllerrtly-multipolarizational «reprojections» takes place of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators
2.0081.

occupied in some types of Synthesis Schemes into Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators carrying
out other protoformal Synthesis Schemes. For example, the lluuvvumic Direction of refocusings
of the Humankind's Collective Intelligence, in which USCF-dynamics of Self-Conscious FormCreators We are subjectively focusing «now,» is duvuyllerrtly structured (on the level of recessive,
background interconnections) by Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of uncountable protoformal
Synthesis Directions, each of which — beyond the connection with NUU-VVU-Form-Types — has
its own individual manifestation Forms (of animals, microorganisms, plants, minerals).
Very specific energy-informational modes of consecutive «change» of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms from human to various protoformal interpretations have corresponding possibilities for similar
radical inter-formotype «reprojections,» when conditionally impersept — for f-Configurations
of former Synthesis Scheme (ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) —
interconnections in new Synthesis Scheme (for example, ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALLUnity) become conditionally covarllert for Form-Creators' Focus Dynamics. This factor creates
in «transitive» Form-Creators' Focus Dynamics of former Dominants of Self-Consciousness
an increased degree of mutual tensorness in relation to Form-Creators' Focus Dynamics of a
new Scheme's Dominants, which is very strongly reflected in VLOOOMOOT-indicators of a new
manifestation Form. Individual intellectual and psychic abilities decrease sharply in general (up to
oligophrenia or «Alzheimer's disease» — both on the day before refocusings to Self-Consciousness
Form with new Synthesis Scheme and in the most destructive evolution scenarios after protoformal
refocusing); though, in Focus Dynamics some characteristic properties of a new Proto-Form can
prevail (as, for example, in the movie «Rain man» with Dustin Hoffman in the leading role).
2.0082.

In relation to this, perhaps, it is necessary to highlight that «present» powerful splash in senile
dementia, as a result of blood-strokes, Alzheimer's diseases, and similar transmutational processes,
occurring in Self-Consciousnesses of million people, as well as an obvious decrease in mental and
intellectual activity of people (in particular, of old people and a considerable part of young men) in
our groups of Continuums, is a general and characteristic sign that Focus Dynamics of the given
Collective Consciousness of «mankind» is consistently becoming free from powerful inertial ballast of
Self-Consciousnesses Forms of all possible protoformal Directions. Those who are unexposed to those
processes make more stable in its creative manifestation birvulyart «core» capable in a greater degree to
reflect and to realize SFUURMM-Forms of the lluuvvumic development Direction, instead of any other.
The huge list of newly appeared (unknown before) forms of diseases and pathological syndromes, which
his hit the «present» humankind on a bigger scale, serves as an indirect confirmation of us standing on
the threshold of the global process of multipolarizational refocusings of human Self-Consciousnesses
Forms from the multiple protoformal Directions into the lluuvvumic one.
2.0083.

This never-ending process of constant enlargement and continuous rotation of Focus
Dynamics into the lluuvvumic Direction is being constantly energy-informationally enlarged by
means of numerous protoformal refocusings of various Self-Consciousnesses Forms into the given
birvulyarity type, which have previously structured the border zones of other Synthesis Schemes
diffuzgent to human Scheme . The reflection of this process is the growth of specific children
disease (oligophrenia and similar) as well as the increase of child birth with expressed congenital
pathology that prompts high children's death rate. Similar protoformal refocusings into human
Synthesis Scheme are typical of the «third world» countries.
2.0084.

For your deeper understanding of the reasons of similar interactions, imagine that all the
people of our planet are standing simultaneously side by side on the territory they live. If we assume
that each race is a set of properties of separate Quality, and human beings representing this race are
its Aspects, so, it is obvious that different races can be separated by hundreds, thousands, and even
ten thousand kilometers. It seems that it's much easier for people who live nearby to communicate
and to understand each other than for the people separated by thousands kilometers. Nevertheless,
under certain conditions, in order for realization of certain possibilities and interests (for example,
fancy for books of certain subjects, scientific, religious, or philosophical direction, any sport and
like that), creative interaction on a distance amidst human beings of different races happens much
more intensively, than between those who live nearby and do not feel the same similarity of interests.
2.0085.

In what way do the representatives of different races (or Proto-Forms) manifesting in their SelfConsciousnesses' Focus Dynamics the high degree of covarllertness (mutual interest), according to a
certain attribute, fixate in their informational spaces exact psycho-mental «coordinates» of each other
and, consistently approaching, find each other in Space-Time? The answer to this question is hidden
in the availability in Energy-Plasma States of definite resonational possibilities, which allow the most
covarllert types of energy-informational interconnections among Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of
different Synthesis Schemes (as well as inside one Synthesis Scheme — between different development
Directions) to attract mutually towards each other via their f-Configurations. In individual interactions
between various Self-Consciousnesses Forms this peculiarity, to greater or lesser extent, appears in
the properties of basic similarity of different types of Creative Activity typical of SFUURMM-Forms of
different «areas» of interacting Forms' Configurations (of UU-VVU-Conglomerates).
2.0086.

The similar informational commonality (similarity of viewpoints, interests, talents, feeling
or mental inclinations, and so on), demonstrated between separate configuration combinations of
different Self-Consciousnesses Forms, — and at sufficiently high degree of its activity — stimulates
individual refocusings into those development scenarios, where the given Forms' Form-Creators
start to interact more and more closely with each other already not only «distantly» (for example,
by Internet, mass-media, phone, letters), but also psychically (by means of intuition and direct
experiences). All these possibilities in Macrocosmos's general Focus Dynamics are provided by the
special type of carriers of Energy and Information resonationness properties — by photoreductive
Fields-Consciousnesses, which are equally capable to reflect in their Creative Activity both
different-Qualitative f-Configurations of Form-Creators (Energy carriers) and combinations of
diverse r-Configurations of Info-Creators (Information carriers).
2.0087.

In the conditions of an infinite variety of «surrounding» us (that is simultaneously focused
by us) groups of Continuums, each of which is simultaneously synthesized by SFUURMM-Forms
interactions generated by Self-Consciousnesses of representatives of uncountable multitude of
different-Qualitative types of subjective Realities (for example, of humans, of different kinds of
animals, plants, microorganisms), the presence of the diversified photoreductive dynamics leads to
the formation in every type of dimension of uncountable multitude of nuuvvumic (human), llaissmic
(animal), ssaalmic (vegetative), oollmic (mineral), and also to varying degree conjoint, intermediate
types of «local» space-time «fractalities,» compositely structured by some very specific covarllert
and liyllusceeve characteristics (Conceptions), which to some extent are typical of characteristic for
different-type subjective human as well as animal, vegetative, and mineral Realities.
2.0088.

Such «locally» expressed in Space-Time energy-informational substances do structure
each type of dimension on every manifestation Level of Continuums, forming in them (that is at
manifestation areas) so-called attractory sklaargms or «abnormal zones» of strongly expressed
«localization» of simultaneous resonational «mutual projection» of very specific SFUURMM-Forms,
typical of multiple diverse subjective Realities and in a huge quantity penetrating each of them.
Specific energy-informational interconnections that form anomalously expressed (in relation to the
lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme) dimension of each of such «zones,» are modelled in such a way
that every Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Form’s Form-Creators, which f-Configuration
expresses a sufficient number of covarllertness qualities in relation to f-Configuration of the given
sklaargm, automatically «shifts» («reprojects») in Space-Time into such «point» of its simultaneous
«localization» with which f-Configuration it shows the greatest degree of covarllertness. This
specific nature of dimension formation is not a prerogative of only Form-systems of GREIYSLIISS
(the Earth). It is peculiar to all the types of synthetic dimension irrespectively of its manifestation
Level and the subjective «localization» of any Focus Dynamics in Form-systems of any Planetary
or Star Entities.
2.0089.

Here is what scientists suggest in this respect — not in terms of multidimensional structure
of near-Earth space, but only in relation to the examples of macrocosm. In space, there are areas of
very high gravitation on the borders of the influence of black holes. There originates a possibility of
«merging» of remote space areas, which scientists call «wormholes.» There are traversable wormholes
(Morris-Thorne wormhole) and not traversable, which collapse too quickly (Schwarzschild metric).
Each black hole is surrounded by an invisible sphere (known as «event horizon»), which is a specific
non-return line, because gravitational forces start to influence powerfully atoms of the object that
gets into it, stretching them. Therefore, any Self-Consciousness Form (including atoms) at its
approaching stretches up to a certain limit at first, and then tears apart. «Reverse» side of the black
hole (in relation to a subjective Observer), which possesses spheroidal Focus Dynamics of FieldsConsciousnesses, represents a different type of Universe, while Space-Time between two Universes
is called «Einstein-Rosen bridge» (wormhole).
2.0090.

Black hole is a good example of «not traversable wormhole.» That means it's possible
to pass only in one direction through its event horizon. There are also traversable «wormholes»
through which it is possible to move freely in both directions. Repulsive force, typical of negative
Energy or negative matter, can keep the passage open for the time interval sufficient to manage
to pass a dangerous zone. Shrinking objects accelerate their rotation; therefore, black holes rotate
with fantastic speeds. A rotating black hole does not collapse — it shrinks and forms the tunnel
rotating throughout the length, through which — across the Einstein-Rosen bridge — it is possible
to go through landing in a Universe of another type. It is also possible to imagine this dynamics
metaphorically as a ball of threads pierced by a spoke or as a rotating sphere, which is so dynamical
that its mass is redistributed and consequently turns into a thinning tunnel. Every successive passage
through another rotating tunnel of a black hole leads to refocusing just to another parallel Universe.
2.0091.

Scientists keep collective silence in respect of the events defined by us as attractory sklaargms
and simply do not explain either their nature or the reasons of their formation, because the presence
of such places does not fit well into any recognized scientific theories. Their only explanation
to thousand established facts of such phenomena is a «curvature of space geometry.» That's all.
2.0092.

Moreover, it is necessary to remind that scientists interpret mechanical movement in wormholes as
inertial passing of a certain distance from a hole entrance to its exit.
We know that any «movement» exists only in our subjective Perception, and that the
given illusion of «mechanical movement» exists only due to specific «unpacking» of our SelfConsciousness Focus Dynamics. In other words, we cannot speak about any «mechanical travel,»
because everything is just a quantum effect of Self-Consciousness, simultaneously carried out in
certain sequences. We can only speak about instant, duvuyllerrtly carried out refocusings of SelfConsciousness. Although, certainly, there is not enough information at their disposal for a deep
scientific research of the true Reasons of regular disappearance of people in certain places of our
planet. Basically, in these places there happens an instant teleportation not only of human, but also
animal, vegetative, and microorganisms’ Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
2.0093.

I would also like to note that in iissiidiological Conceptions the phenomenon interpreted
as teleportation represents resonational «confluence» in Space-Time of multiple liyllusceeve
Configurations of UU-VVU-conglomerates in f-Configurations of two or several Self-Consciousnesses
Forms with an instant «reprojection» of Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of one Self-Consciousness
Form into Focus Dynamics of another focally interacting with it Self-Consciousness Form. Moreover,
it can happen both without fixation in a certain Time Flow (from one historical epoch into another),
as well as duvuyllerrtly-concurrently that is during the same chronological time, which is equally
realized in different development scenarios.
2.0094.

Now, I hope, it should be more obvious to you that the fact of belonging to covarllert (intercompatible) Qualities does not substantially affect the dynamics of increasing the intensity of
synthetic realization of every possible energy-informational processes — through simultaneous
manifestation of different-Qualitative, inter-Aspect interconnections in Focus Dynamics of various
Self-Consciousnesses Forms. Here, a big enough role is played by the geyliturgentness degree
(diverse mutual identity) of interacting Configurations of Aspects of different Qualities.
2.0095.

After reading and analyzing of all the above, you may have a question, «Where, in what
Spheres of manifestation could we observe an absolute expression of such «etalon,» which is initially
inherent to every Aspect Qualities?» Unfortunately, I cannot name such a «place» in Macrocosmos,
but I think that OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems in a greater degree possess capability to manifest
«etalon» aspect characteristics, as well as FLUU-LUU-complexes (FLC) and all the other «centers»
of different-Qualitative Information similar to them by principles of supertemporal manifestation,
which is resonationally grouped in «realizational niches» and creativity Spheres in the form of
slloogrent covarllert combinations of diverse SSS-fragments — SFUURMM-Forms (fragmented
Self-Consciousnesses of Form-copies, Form-images) and UU-Forms (slloogrent formations of the
Information itself, structured by diverse resonational interconnections).
2.0096.

Exactly these ODS-systems, FLC-complexes, and their functional analogs do structure by
themselves any Qualitative Level of manifestation of Energy-Plasma and provide stability of
configurational focus states of absolutely all the Rezomirals of manifestation. Meanwhile, peculiar
to them Information DOES NOT belong to Form-system (Macrocosmos) structurally — it is only
2.0097.

«resonationally projected» into f-Configuration of corresponding Energy carrier (Form-Creator),
literally by its every fragment at the Single Moment of origination of Focus Dynamics. In other words,
the resonational (to the greatest degree covarllert or liyllusceeve) part of Information, which did not
undergo or which was weakly touched by the «process» of mercavgnation at the «Moment» of IEInitiation, always remains balanced. It is represented in Focus Dynamics of any Self-Consciousness
Form through the above information formations: ODS, FLC, and similar structures. However, the
very «participation» of content of these formations in the creation of an effect of focal structuring
of the Self-Consciousness of SSS-Entity is carried out only due to the presence (in Universal State
of Energy-Plasma) of so-called «Reprojection Mechanism», based on different-Qualitative Focuses,
which have formed at mercavgnation the dissonational (energy) part of the general Information
State.
Slloogrentness of ODS and FLC can be imagined in the form of one bottomless «puzzle
picture box» containing an infinite multitude of fragments of different-Qualitative Information out
of which every possible Energy carriers (Form-Creators of Self-Consciousness, which are «us,»
photons and elementary particles) try as if «to assemble» (actually all is already assembled!), or to
restore more or less complete fragments, according to their level of synthesis, of the next «future»
picture of general slloogrent Existence. They can navigate in their Creativity (during refocusing
process) only by dissonational (by their Nature) interconnections of all the infinite multitude of
manifestation Rezomirals, which do structure completely finished original Form-image of the whole
Macrocosmos «picture.»
2.0098.

«Being projected» by own resonational Focus Dynamics into every Rezomiral (structuring
temporal ethereal constituent and variable ethereal component — TEC and VEC), Form-Creators
scan and as if copy from its slloogrent Content (Filling) the interconnections peculiar only to them
of a part of the general «picture» (elements of Experience synthesized in a definite way) and at once
«unfold» («unpack») these interconnections inside the structure of their Self-Consciousness Form
(inside focal Configuration). Thereby they kind of add missing covarllert Information. However,
this new interconnections combination (SFUURMM-Form) takes its true place not at once (because
the majority of fragments is missing), but slowly. In this and that way, from one Form to another —
as if resonationally “tried on” by Form-Creators on different «parts» of slloogrent f-Configuration,
and then temporarily — according to the degree of covarllertness with what is already available in
Focus Dynamics– the combination «gets attached» resonationally to something more or less suitable
from all that is already synthesized in Self-Consciousness by the given Form-Creators.
2.0099.

In a such way — in eternal and not for a moment weakening Aspiration to collect together
fragment by fragment and recreate in Self-Consciousness absolutely complete «picture» of
Macrocosmos — Our infinite inertial Existence as Form-Creators of Macrocosmos is carried out.
Once again I draw your attention to the fact that the detailed slloogrent Image of this «picture» already
exists (it was formed «inside» Information as a result of IE-Initiation — as the Focus Dynamics of
SSS-Entity’s Self-Consciousness). However, in order for it to be manifested in its totality in our SelfConsciousness and to become a certain manifestation Form (i.e. «the surrounding us reality»), each
of us should consistently apply towards some fragments of this Image, which to the greatest degree
do resonate with our own f-Configuration, the qualitatively corresponding to them type of Energy
which supports our Focus Dynamics. Only this way some fragments of the balanced informational
2.0100.

part will occupy the proper «place» in Focus Dynamics of Macrocosmos and in a particular way
will start to reflect at some «point» of Space-Time (through our subjective Perception system) their
inherent Information (content).
Therefore, the higher Energy-Potential is shown by Form-Creators of our Self-Consciousness
Form, the more different-Qualitative fragments of the «surrounding reality» (STC) our «personality»
can combine in qualitatively stable (covarllert), and therefore more correct combinations. Although
our desire and aspiration to quicker put together the whole «picture» are huge, but the lack of Energy
necessary for this purpose stimulates Form-Creators of our Self-Consciousnesses Forms to search
and to accumulate in personal ODSs and FLCs more of new types of covarllert different-Qualitative
informational interconnections from all the multitude of already existing «there,» which are only
inherent to more synthesized f-Configurations. Exactly according to such Principle the Energy of
absolutely all Focuses of Creative Interest of every Self-Consciousness Form resonationally joins all
the variety of Information corresponding to It, restoring all the Energy-Plasma’s Creative Potential
in the infinite Form-images of Macrocosmos.
2.0101.

Focal Configurations of Form-Creators of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms — as universal
Energy carriers, which is infinitely polytypically and diversely manifested by them, simultaneously
in all the Levels of Focus Dynamics of Macrocosmos — can be possibly (rather conditionally!)
compared with some «individual emulsifiers» of Information. They possess a very important feature
of resonational absorption (kind of «attraction» to itself) from already formed State of EnergyPlasma, counterbalanced on all the Vectors of possible interactions, exactly those «parts» of the
slloogrent informational Content (UU-Configurations of Info-Creators), which strictly correspond
to parameters of their own Energy-Potential (NNAASSMM). The latter determines manifestation
«point» in Space-Time of f-Configuration of generated by them Self-Consciousness Form. It can be
considered as a «secondary,» «local» — in the Single Eternity Moment! — phase of manifestation of
slloogrent Energy, but only already «inside» informational space of every Self-Consciousness Form
with the purpose of Its «secondary» (decoherent) «projection» from the general Focus Dynamics of
Macrocosmos into individual Focus Dynamics of a certain Form to allow for the subjective selection
out of variants of «surrounding it reality» from resonationally most corresponding Rezomirals.
2.0102.

I will try to explain this moment in more details. You already know that the general realizational
Potential of Energy-Plasma — the slloogrent Energy — was formed in the «Moment» of compensatory
reaction among the infinite multitude of diverse impersept and cruvursorrt interconnections of
Information fragments caused by IE-Initiation. As a result of that «Interaction Act» there appeared
slloogrent focal Configuration of Energy-Plasma, structured by all the multitude of differently
formed informational combinations, from the Qualitative variety of which there immediately
formed uncountable manifestation Rezomirals. These are energy-informational structures of
skrruullerrt system, which are stable by their focus interconnections, which possess a high degree of
covarllertness among forming them different-Qualitative focal Configurations (they are differentQualitative- because every f-Configuration represents the result of the difference originated «inside»
Information between initially high degree of covarllertness according to some signs of diverse SSSfragments and initiated in their r-Configurations impersept-cruvursorrt interconnections). Exactly
the primary informational combinations — initially the most compatible and well balanced among
themselves! — are the basis of conditional diversification of all the diversity of SSS-Potential into
2.0103.

twelve Pure Cosmic Qualities. And Focuses that were «released» from covarllert interconnections
during the state of mercavgnation have begun to be called as Form-Creators of Pure Qualities.
But rezomiral State of Energy-Information is not yet That, simultaneously manifested,
Form of Energy-Plasma, which we subjectively interpret as Macrocosmos! It is kind of potential
realizational State of the Highest Intelligence of Macrocosmos, absolutely mutually agreed on every
Focal combination forming it and completely ready for manifestation (through Focus Dynamics of
uncountable diverse Self-Consciousnesses Forms) in the form of slloogrent Space-Time. What is
necessary in order for all the infinite multitude of diffuzgently penetrating each other Rezomirals
of Energy-Plasma got manifested, «started to function» synchronously on all Levels, and really
appeared in Self-Consciousness of SSS-Entity in the form of certain «local» properties of SpaceTime — slloogrent combination of decoherent Energy and peculiar to It Content?
2.0104.

The Presence of subjective Focus Dynamics is necessary! Between what and what? Between
the generated information content of Rezomirals (the realizational dissonational Potential formed in
the mercavgnation state) and the Qualitativeness degree of every Focus (in relation to the Potential)
structuring these Rezomirals. All Rezomirals are organized in conditional «groups» not only
according to «quantity» of energy-informational interconnections, which do form the Rezomirals (for
example, «tetrahedral,» «pyramidal,» «octahedral,» «hexahedral,» «icosahedral,» «dodecahedral»,
and so on), but also according to the Principle of diffuzgentness, which unites the formed by them
interconnections according to some common for them informational characteristics. By the way, as
a result of exactly this, Energy-Plasma is structured by an infinite multitude of different-type — the
most covarllert among themselves — of energy-informational combinations that allow such property
as a birvulyarity to be manifested in It. You should remember, that exactly HERE — in rezomiral
Information State — the general slloogrent Self-Consciousness of SSS-Entity as if diversifies (from
the position of external subjective Observer) into all the multitude of Focus Dynamics of differentQualitative types of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which strictly correspond to Synthesis Schemes,
inherent to each type of Collective Cosmic Intelligence.
2.0105.

For example, in our dimension diapason such «secondary» resonance (I consider the
mercavgnational SSS-interaction as «primary») should take place among Focuses of Close Attention
(FCAs) of Form-Creators of biological analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types (SVUULLMII-SVUU- and
LUUDMII-SVUU-Forms) and Focuses of Dual Reflection (FDRs) of Info-Creators of UU-VVU-copies
of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems, which belong to the same «hexahedral» Rezomiral (therefore,
universal informational UU-Forms available to people in Rezomirals of the lluuvvumic Direction
become the very specific UU-VVU-Forms). Simultaneously with it, in 4–5-dimensional diapason,
the same — lluuvvumic — type of resonational focus interactions is carried out through more
synthesized manifestations of joint Focus Dynamics of Form- and Info-Creators of LLUU-VVU —
through the Focus of Integral Motivation Impulse (FIMI) of «plasmic» analogs of NUU-VVU-FormTypes (STOOLLMII-SVUU- and UOLDMII-SLII-FLAKS-Forms) and Universal Multipolarizational
Impulse (UMPI) of FLUU-VVU-doubles structuring lluuvvumic FLUU-LUU-complexes.
2.0106.

Thus, depending on the degree of covarllertness among different-Qualitative states of focal
Configurations of Form-Creators, which are exposed to the influence of eglleroliftive Impulse2.0107.

Potential, inside every rezomiral type of Self-Consciousnesses Forms are being subjectively formed
as if «specific» kinds and versions of Focus Dynamics, simultaneously carried out by means of
an infinite multitude of so far ready focus combinations. Every Self-Consciousness Form can be
presented to inertial manifestation (through the multitude of Stereo-Types, duvuyllerrtly forming
its f-Configuration) only in the defined resonational zone of Space-Time and only through the
individual correlation between Focus Dynamics of its «own» Form-Creators (which are stereotypic
«projections» directly structuring its focal Configuration) and the general slloogrent Focus
Dynamics of «projections» of Form-Creators, structuring within given diapason the given CCI type
(for example, the lluuvvumic one).
I meant these individual characteristics of Form-Creators of every Self-Consciousness Form, when
I compared every Focus of Self-Consciousness with very specific «accumulator», which resonationally
attracts from ODS or FLC of «own» Rezomiral the corresponding fragmented Information. All the types
of subjective Realities are formed not at once in the general slloogrentness of Energy-Plasma, but only
through «individual» in every specific case subjectivity (SFUURMM-Forms) of the Perception system
of the given Self-Consciousness Form, formed by Form-Creators of the given rezomiral group. Exactly
is such way — through continuously repeating focal «reprojections» from one Qualitative Conceptions
into others, more covarllert to Qualitativeness of the general of Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of the
given CCI type — the universal inertial «picture» of our surrounding reality is manifested subjectively.
It is generated simultaneously — but absolutely differently! — from actually identical combinations
of Information by different-Qualitative Form-Creators, which do structure all the Focus Dynamics of
the given diffuzgent rezomiral group of diverse Self-Consciousnesses Forms (for example, our NUUVVU-Configurations are structured by Self-Consciousnesses Forms of bio-Creators, which provide the
functionality of our biological organisms, and by Form-Creators of molecules, atoms, and elementary
particles, too).
2.0108.

As any Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators, which reflects the parameters of realizational
Energy-Potential, possesses initially the properties of particular dissonation among f-Configurations
of Its carriers (what is subjectively perceived by you as certain «inequality» in distribution of the
given Potential in Energy-Plasma), so in each of its «local» cases of its «individual» combination
(Synthesis) with Information belonging to ODS or FLC of peculiar to it Rezomiral, a particular
resonational effect of manifestation is formed. Absolute integral of such effects, simultaneously
carried out in general slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Energy-Plasma through all the infinite variety
of different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms, is defined by us subjectively as Space-Time.
2.0109.

Here it is also necessary to notice that the lesser is the tensorness degree among
f-Configurations of interacting Form-Creators in higher levels of dimension, the bigger the
concentration («volume») of Information (in one quantum effect!) can be reflected — as
properties of Space-Time — through their synthetic Creativity, and the higher Energy-Potential
will be normal for Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of such Self-Consciousness Form
(actually the structure and the type of tensorness, formed in ampliative Levels, are structurally
absolutely different than in depliative Levels). Therefore, the higher the dimension considered
by us is (from the point of view of Conceptions of considered by us Synthesis Scheme!), the
higher Energy-Potential should be possessed by its structuring Self-Consciousnesses Forms
(for example, Focus Dynamics of «plasmic» analogs of NUU-VVU -Configurations of Us as
2.0110.

FLAKS -Creators possesses much more universal realizational possibilities, than our «present»
biological analogs of NUU-VVU -Form-Types do).

You may ask, where this inequality came from. I answer: The correction of diverse covarllertliyllusceeve interconnections among skunkktions of information fragments, carried out in the Single
Eternity Moment, became the Primary-Reason of Qualitative «updating» and specific manifestation
(inside Self-Consciousness of SSS-Entity) of reconverstive-focal Configurations of absolutely all
OO-UU-, TOO-UU-, and SVOO-UU-Entities. In its turn, it all generated in Energy-Plasma Itself
all the possible diverse synthetic States — Primary, Secondary, Tertiary, and so on. The matter
is that Each OO-UU-Entity — due to Its infinitely diverse multi-aspectness — is grouped from
SSS-combinations of Information that are very different by its Essence (compare, for example, the
difference in Conceptions about food of a very hungry person working very hard and of the same
hungry one, but who lacks spiritual food). In each certain combination, Information is capable
to realize Its Essence only through certain parameters (energy-informational Potential), which
reflect precisely the volumes (capacity, concentration) of Fields-Consciousnesses («quantity» of
having synthesized among themselves Aspects, composing different OO-UU-Entities), necessary for
manifestation of conjointly formed by them Interest (in our example, it's the desire of food or desire
of spiritual perfection). Qualitatively (in «local» conditions of Space-Time) this Interest can reveal
itself only through the certain specific energy carrier, which should correspond in accuracy to the
given combination of informational fragments.
2.0111.

So in all the infinite multitude of resonational areas of Space-Time there were formed common
for dissonational (Energy) and balanced States of Information combinations or so-called Forms of
manifestation (energy-informational structures of Energy-Plasma), which differ among themselves
by certain Qualitative signs. Due to their presence, we can speak about every possible sublevels,
Levels, resopasons, and ranges of manifestation of Energy-Information. Together with them — in
the Single Eternity Moment — there was formed all the structure of Macrocosmos as well. I have
absolutely no possibility to describe either these types of Energy or Information types corresponding
to them due to the fact that Form-Creators of your Self-Consciousnesses Forms totally lack any
Conceptions about parameters and characteristics that go beyond the limits of possibilities of your
«present» Perception systems.
2.0112.

The most covarllert by their r-Configurations Aspects — according to the Principles of
Duvuyllerrtness and resonationness — structure the same «areas» of slloogrentness of Energy-Plasma
(OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems, FLUU-LUU-complexes), from which the Information «is projected»
to strictly corresponding f-Configurations of carriers of Energy Forms, which structure resonational
«areas» of slloogrentness of Space-Time (Form-systems of the Worlds, subjective Realities, spacetime Continuums, Conversums, and Universums of Macrocosmos). All the infinite multitude of
characteristics informationally uniting absolutely all the Aspects of Qualities into duvuyllerrtlydiffuzgent resonational manifestation «areas» (conditionally from + ∞ to — ∞) were subjectively
integrated by me into twelve main — accessible to my Perception system — types of informational
manifestation of Energy-Plasma in Energy structures of Macrocosmos. I mean exactly these «types»
of Information, when I speak about OO-UU-Entities or Pure Cosmic Qualities.
2.0113.

Universal Principles of slloogrentness, resonationness, duvuyllerrtness, and diffuzgentness of
all Self-Consciousnesses Forms, structuring Collective Cosmic Intelligences, specifically affect and
the possibilities of individual manifestation in each Space-Time section of corresponding «parts» of
r-Configurations of Each of These Entities, Whose properties and characteristics — simultaneously
on all «spheroidal» Directions of this process — are transformed («projected») and transmuted
(synthesized) consecutively and diffuzgently into newer and newer, more covarlert with them,
«areas» of r-Configurations of other OO-UU-Entities.
2.0114.

These peculiarities are reflected rather specifically through different possibilities of realization
of Focus Dynamics between Form-Creators and various «areas» of slloogrent r-Configurations of
different OO-UU-Entities: The «sections,» which at the minimum abstract energy-informational
dynamism are combined and synthesized into steady interconnections, are to the greatest degree
covarllert or liyllusceeve among themselves (meaning, they reflect high degree of compatibility
and identity according to the Forms of their joint manifestation in the given conditions of SpaceTime). The larger the volumes of Energy-Information are necessary to be «involved» resonationally
for formation (from r-Configurations of different OO-UU-Entities) of Their general manifestation
Form (f-Configuration), the more They are impersept and cruvursorrt (are incompatible by Their
heterogeneous signs) among themselves.
2.0115.

It means that notional meanings of combinations of Information fragments initially
structuring this f-Configuration were opposite to each other more than fragments combinations of
other Pure Qualities (or the Same, but differently grouped) were. As a subjective example of similar
inconsistency there are words-antonyms — different by sounding and spelling, having opposite
lexical meanings («truth — lie,» «poor — rich,» «kind — malicious,» «to speak — to be silent,»
and so on). That means that, in order for the words with impersept sense to become covarllert and
levelled off by their content, it is necessary not only to change considerably a configuration peculiar
to them (spelling, pronunciation), but also to make an essential semantic metamorphosis in them,
which would alter them totally.
2.0116.

For example, having added some words-definitions to the imperseptness «truth — lie» , we
receive covarllertness «not full truth — almost lie»; the same happens with the other words-antonyms:
Dualities «poor — rich» become almost identical by meaning after adding certain informational
fragments: «not absolutely poor — not so rich»; extreme contrasts «kind — malicious» turn to
close by the content expressions: «not so kind — not so malicious», and «to speak — to be silent»
lose their initial meaning and become more neutral in sense: «to speak not much — to be silent
occasionally…»
2.0117.

It is necessary to notice here that notions of covarllertness and imperseptness
(«compatibility» and «incompatibility») are very conditional, because if no resonance between
separate «parts» of interacting f-Configurations arises in less Qualitative (that is to a lesser
degree synthesized) manifestation Levels of Energy-Plasma, it does not mean at all that OO-UU Entities, manifested through Focus Dynamics of these Form-Creators, are incompatible among
themselves. It (resonance) is necessarily carried out in one of more Qualitative Levels of Their
joint manifestation, where for this purpose there is a sufficient volume of available different2.0118.

Qualitative Energy-Information brought by corresponding Form-Creators to a necessary degree
of synthesizedness.
In each case separately considered by us, the degree of covarllertness proves itself to be a
precondition (preference degree) for more or less Dominant (priority) realization of any Scheme
of inter-Qualitative Synthesis. Thus, each type of STCs groups can be associated with a particular
— Dominant for it! — type of synthetic realizational processes, which in characteristic conditions
of the given STCs group have a possibility to take place more effectively and fully in comparison
with STCs groups representing other Dominant Synthesis Schemes. It means that in structures of
such Continuums groups are initially created the conditions for the establishment of the deepest
inter-Qualitative energy-informational interconnections among Aspects of strictly particular Pure
Qualities while all the other types of combinations of Qualities’ Aspects — impersept to them —
have initially smaller possibilities for their creative manifestation. It is also necessary to notice that
in Their Higher manifestation Forms, not compatible OO-UU-Entities do not really exist, because
as a f-Configuration’s dimension of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, «projected» with Their help into
Space-Time, grows, they become more and more universal and unite synthetically (reflect) inside
themselves the increasingly greater amount of individual characteristics typical for various OO-UUEntities.
2.0119.

As the dimension in Tertiary Energy-Plasma decreases, space-time structures are organized
to a greater degree — and very specifically! — by the principle of individual domination (inside
them) of Aspects of Pure Cosmic Qualities «locally compatible» among Themselves, which are
covarllert only in the given energy-informational conditions of manifestation (in other conditions
they are more inclined to show among themselves the imperseptness signs). Accordingly, the SelfConsciousnesses Forms, whose Form-Creators are involved in the Synthesis of these Pure Qualities,
in the given space-time structure (Reality type, Continuums group) have the highest possibilities
(in comparison with Self-Consciousnesses Forms, developing by other Schemes) for their own
consecutive birvulyart convergence (growing covarllertness State of Focus Dynamics).
2.0120.

The example of such Synthesis is humankind of the Earth, whose Self-Consciousnesses
Forms subjectively realize «themselves» in duvuyllerrt groups of space-time Continuums structuring
3–4-dimensional diapason. In certain manifestation conditions (peculiar only to 3–4-dimensional
Levels of Configuration of the given Planetary Entity — GREIYSLIISS — which we name Earth)
Form-Creators of «our» Self-Consciousnesses Forms synthesize Aspects of Pure Qualities according
to the basic for people — two-dominant — Synthesis Scheme (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Willof-ALL-Intelligence) with the prospect of consecutive active joining Aspects of Pure Quality ALLUnity (Synthesis of more Qualitative State of Focus Dynamics- «Creative Cosmic Potentiality») to
the given Synthesis Scheme.
2.0121.

Nevertheless, other Self-Consciousnesses Forms, manifested simultaneously with people in
the given dimension diapason of the slloogrent GREIYSLIISS f-Configuration and actively engaged in
other Schemes of inter-Qualitative Synthesis, in specific energy-informational conditions of the given
Continuums groups, possess smaller, than human beings do, possibilities of amplificational aggradation,
since Aspects of individually synthesized by them Pure Qualities are less covarllert toward the given
2.0122.

manifestation conditions of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, than Aspects of the two above mentioned PCQs.
This circumstance increases every possible negative (dissonational, tensor) influence on the refocusings
process, carried out in Self-Consciousnesses of non-human Proto-Forms. That affects very hard the
inertionness increase of generated by them Focus Dynamics and slowdown of their development pace
(for example: The intensity of human development in human STCs groups exceeds considerably this
indicator among animals, plants, and minerals; Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of carbonic SelfConsciousnesses Forms is incomparably more intensive than Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of
silicon Self-Consciousnesses Forms, and so on).
In other words, only due to the higher imperseptness of their peculiar Dominants in relation
to SFUURMM-Forms that form manifestation conditions (subjective human Reality) in the given
Continuums group, other Self-Consciousness Forms in our STCs are less amplificationally aggraded
than people, and they realize themselves in primitive (by our subjective criteria) ways of selfcognition and existence at the level of solving survival and adaptation problems in the biological
environment. One should not forget that these inhuman, protoformal Self-Consciousnesses Forms,
manifesting themselves simultaneously with us in «our» Continuums groups and carrying out
Synthesis of locally more or less not compatible (only in the given conditions!) Dominant Pure
Qualities, participate also actively in the process of gaining empirical Experience peculiar to them
and its Qualitative integration into their more synthesized Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which in
local conditions, which correspond more with their Synthesis Schemes would promote their faster
pace of birvulyart convergence in «own» — more favorable for them — Continuums groups.
2.0123.

In these new manifestation conditions, which are more favorable (covarllert) for them and
less favorable (impersept) for us, it becomes quite possible to totally change the roles of human
beings and animals. Such development scenarios exist both in slloogrentness of f-Configurations of
the given Planetary Entity (GREIYSLIISS) and in the Continuums groups of other Planetary and Star
systems, which refocus collegially in Space-Time according to their Universal Synthesis Schemes.
It is necessary to notice that in less favorable energy-informational conditions, in Focus Dynamics of
human beings, the inertness increases significantly, which is to do with the necessity of annihilation
of much bigger number of tensor States. It all reduces Lifetime of «local» people dramatically, while
Life expectancy of dominant kind increases gradually (in the Directions of more favorability) and
considerably.
2.0124.

Some of you may have a question, how is it possible for Self-Consciousnesses Forms of
animals, plants, microorganisms, and minerals to be manifested together with human beings in the
given group of human STCs, if Synthesis Schemes carried out by them differ from what is typical for
our dominant pair of ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom? For example, how
does a Proto-Form, presented in the given STCs group by realizational Forms of a bird type, fulfill its
own Synthesis Scheme of Pure Qualities: ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Unity, which is «locally
not compatible» with «human» Continuums type?
2.0125.

Mechanisms of such realization are hidden in multidimensional structure of manifestation
of slloogrent f-Configurations of Proto-Forms in each of Continuums groups and also in individual
realizational characteristics of inter-Qualitative Synthesis in every diapason and resopason of
2.0126.

dimension. Let's assume that diapason of resonational manifestation in Space-Time of focal
Configurations (NUU-VVU-Forms) of representatives of the given part of «humans’» Collective
Consciousness is regulated by dimensional values from +2.5 SNOO-SSS to +3.75 SNOO-SSS
(according to the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme).
Lower border allows both the most undeveloped representatives of «present» humankind
(not only aborigines and wild tribes, but also the multitude of mentally retarded people) and all
the multitude of quite developed representatives of animals, plants, microorganisms, and multitude
of long-wave and birvulyartly converging macrocosmic objects (for example, pulsars or quickly
rotating Neutron Stars) to be manifested in the same groups of «human» Continuums. The upper
border of current Continuums allows relatively highly-developed human, as well as all the multitude
of short-wave macrocosmic objects, such as, for example, quasars to be manifested in the given
dimensional conditions.
2.0127.

I mean that in subjective Realities typical for Self-Consciousnesses Forms of other ProtoForms, different from the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme by Creative Activity of Form-Creators
of one of the two lluuvvumic Dominants (another one becomes the background), dimension
is expressed by absolutely other values than among humans: In some combinations they can
be higher, in others — lower. That can be subjectively interpreted by us as bigger or smaller
Qualitativeness of observed by us Focus Dynamics (in terms of our existing Conceptions). But
what unites all these multidimensional manifestations of different-Qualitative Forms of diverse
Self-Consciousnesses, allowing them to exist side by side? It depends on neither the Time nor on
the Continuum type or subjectivity level of Reality, — covarllertness (notional compatibility),
which forms (with the help of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators) a certain degree of similarity
of realizational moments among diverse Information carriers (Info-Creators), structuring diverse
focal Configurations.
2.0128.

Certainly, the huge role in this general synthetic process belongs to Dominant Activity of
either of Pure Qualities typical for Focus Dynamics of all Proto-Forms of surrounding us reality:
either ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom or ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence. It allows Form-Creators of
different Proto-Forms — within the borders of Focus Dynamics of the general for them dominant
Quality — to freely exchange enough fragmented «projections» (UU-copies) of necessary for
them Information, which, being in specific SFUURMM-Formal combinations, nevertheless, is not
comprehendable or inaccessible to Form-Creators of other Proto-Forms. This Information is used
by them for formation of own information combinations and for «inclusion» of interconnections
forming them into individual ODS.
2.0129.

For example, PCQ ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and PCQ ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence belong
to one group of conditional compatibility, while PCQ ALL-Unity — to another group (in other
words, both our Dominants are impersept in regards to some characteristics of PCQ ALL-Unity). But
realizational Proto-Forms of birds’ Collective Consciousness in less dimensional diapasons (below
3–4-dimensional diapason) has «already» synthesized Aspects of some Qualities, which covarllert
combinations play the role of a certain link or Catalyst in the given 3–4-dimensional diapason in
relation to human Focus Dynamics. That role is necessary for resonational joining (in dimensional
2.0130.

conditions of «our» Continuums groups) of Aspects of Quality ALL-Unity to Aspects of each of two
Dominants of human Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
In other words, in Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the given «bird» Proto-Form, existing
together with us in «our» STCs, necessary conditions for the formation of sufficient (for low vibration
or depliative Synthesis) degree of covarllertness of Qualities ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Unity
were already provided in previous — for us! — dimension diapason. We, human, have acquired
favorable conditions (for us in particular) for manifestation «here», in 3–4-dimensional diapason,
which will allow us (after completing Synthesis of two Dominants peculiar to us) in the following
4–5-dimensional diapason to start Synthesis of Aspects of Quality ALL-Unity, which will become
quite «locally compatible» with the synthesized by us State of «Creative Cosmic Potentiality.»
2.0131.

It is possible to say that the same objective process of Synthesis of Aspects of some
Qualities with Aspects of other Qualities can simultaneously structure different (subjective!)
dimensional manifestation Levels of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of various Collective
Intelligences types (Proto-Forms). Or, in other words, various development Directions
(corresponding to Synthesis Schemes of various Proto-Forms) — through corresponding to
their Qualitativeness Focus Dynamics — resonationally intercross («inter-project» into each
other) in different (for every Direction!) dimension Levels, forming thus in f-Configurations
of interacting Self-Consciousnesses Forms resonational areas mutual for them. Considering
eglleroliftive perturbation from that viewpoint, any of your subjective Conceptions about socalled «high» and «low» become absolutely meaningless and irrelevant, because for different
Proto-Forms and properties of development Directions synthesized by them such primitive
criteria of Qualitativeness estimation are absolutely non-comparable.
2.0132.

Integral manifestation in Macrocosmos of slloogrent Configuration of reconverstive
combinations of Single OO-UU-Entity (in all the infinite multiplicity of different-Qualitative
manifestations of Aspects) is the State of Information, Which we define as Self-Consciousness of
SSS-Entity. It has no limits of dimension — in neither increasing nor decreasing direction. In any
energy-informational structure, corresponding «projections» of SSS-combinations of This Single
slloogrent State are simultaneously manifested through the multitude of Own synthetic versions
— Collective Cosmic Intelligences (TOO-UU-Entities). In their turn, TOO-UU-Entities themselves
are «individually» differentiated into an infinite multitude of own different-Qualitative SelfConsciousnesses Forms or SVOO-UU-Entities.
2.0133.

All the above mentioned is inherent to the whole Macrocosmos; however, we are going to try
to restrict our further discussions by the conditional limits of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of
Higher (Supreme) Collegial Intelligence of our DDIIUYYI-Entity — AYFAAR (from +36 dimension
— through 0 dimension — to -36 dimension). Why? Because every possible details, characteristics
and cause-and-effect
interconnections, providing the process of manifestation of Collective
Cosmic Intelligences and Their Self-Consciousnesses Forms beyond these limits, are absolutely
inaccessible for Focus Dynamics, carried out by Form-Creators of my present Self-Consciousness
Form. Only general Principles of organization of Form-systems of Macrocosmos from its forming
Information are available for me to Understand them intuitively. However, further specification and
2.0134.

attempts to describe this process comprehensively will only lead to the decrease of the reliability of
data presented for your attention.
When discussing OO-UU-Entities that provide manifestations of slloogrent Focus Dynamics
of the Highest Intelligence of Macrocosmos, we will not address features and properties of
multimillion Levels of dimension, and will restrict our considerations to 36-dimensional Diapason.
Interconnections of every possible informational combinations of OO-UU-Entities structuring Focus
Dynamics of the Highest Collegial Intelligence of AYFAAR represent in the given Diapason of
manifestation all the variety of inherent to Them types: 12 Pure Cosmic Qualities (LIIY-FFMILLI) and 24 Combined Cosmic Qualities (EI-YY-UI-YY), Whose different-Qualitative «projections,»
very specifically combined among themselves, provide the properties of Space-Time referred by us
to as 24–36-dimensional diapason. The infinite assembly of synthetic combinations among LIIYFFMI-LLI and EI-YY-UI-YY is the main objective Reason of different-Qualitative manifestation in
Focus Dynamics of any Self-Consciousness Form of absolutely all the Processes, thanks to which
in Space-Time are organized all the possibilities for duvuyllerrt formation and manifestation in
Plasmic Forces Diapason considered by us further (from +36 dimension — through 0 dimension
— to -36 dimension), of uncountable multitude of different-Qualitative Form-systems of Worlds,
subjective Realities, Continuums, Conversums, and Universums of Macrocosmos.
2.0135.

Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which are typical carriers of some universal properties of
24 Combined Qualities, can be conditionally combined into twelve basic types of birvulyarity.
In their peculiar manifestation Levels (within the diapason from 12th to 24th dimension) they
represent liyllusceeve (or highly covarllert) — among themselves! — combinations of slloogrent
r-Configurations of Aspects of two Pure Cosmic Qualities. The word «Combined» reflects Their
energy-informational liyllusceeveness which allows Them to supplement each other organically
with diverse characteristics and to create very stable combinations, resonationally kind of «merging»
with Their r-Configurations without formation of any essential dissonational States. In this regard, I
have decided to introduce in Iissiidiology a term similar to the name Combined Cosmic Qualities —
12 Harmonic Pairs, which accentuates this specific paired way of internal creative Self-Organization
of 24 types of EI-YY-UI-YY-structures into the uncountable multitude of Configurations of TOO-UUand SVOO-UU-Entities, forming the main types of «internal» birvulyarity of the Highest Collegial
Intelligence of AYFAAR.
2.0136.

You may also have a question, «How do Pure Cosmic Qualities (LIIY-FFMI-LLI) differ from
OO-UU-Entities of Pure Cosmic Qualities?» The answer is obvious in the question itself: OO-UU2.0137.

Entities represent in slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Macrocosmos «projections» of all the infinite
multitude of possible inter-Aspect combinations of Pure Cosmic Qualities (or TOO-UU- and SVOOUU-Entities). PCQ is a subjectively considered by us «picture» of conditional differentiation of the
balanced Universal State of Information into all the infinite multitude of «inner» interconnections
among which there are both more compatible and less compatible ones.
When, under the influence of IE-Initiation, each of these interconnections undergoes
«instant» mercavgnational state, SSS-fragments of every PCQ «project» «outside themselves» less
stable (impersept and cruvursorrt) interconnections from all inherent to them interconnections. As a
2.0138.

result of that, some impersept-cruvursorrt, out of balance, Information part is as if transformed into
Self-Consciousness of SSS-Entity. PCQs’ «projections» structuring Its Focus Dynamics «transform»
into OO-UU-Entities — the basic Sources and direct participants of Information Synthesis process.
Therefore, when we speak about the balanced State of the Information we use the term SSS-fragments
(or info-fragments), and when we speak about Forms of OO-UU-Entities’ manifestation in SSSEntity’s Focus Dynamics (or the Highest Intelligence of Macrocosmos) we speak about partially
synthesized covarllert states of SSS-fragments, which are Aspects or sub- … — Aspects of Pure
Cosmic Qualities.
You should already understand that — structurally! — in Energy-Plasma Itself (outside the
Universal Spheres of Its manifestation) there is not anything except elementary carriers of differentQualitative Aspects of Information (in the form of Fields-Consciousnesses — Form-Creators
and Info-Creators), whose General Impulse Potential of Interaction is conditionally expressed
by me according to some certain sets of subjective characteristics — 12 basic Types of potential
interactions, capable to initiate corresponding Types of manifestation Energy, usual for every
possible configuration combinations of these Aspects. LIIY-FFMI-LLI, revealed in a definite way
(as TOO-UU- and SVOO-UU-Entities) simultaneously-holochronely in the form of general Focus
Dynamics of Macrocosmos, are What we define as OO-UU-Entities of Pure Cosmic Qualities. In
their «absolutely pure» kind They can exist only in some of NON synthetic types of manifestation
of Macrocosmos, and in synthetic Form-systems They are presented by the infinite multitude of
diverse synthetic combinations among themselves — by TOO-UU-Entities, slloogrent Configurations
of Which are structured by even more differentiated variants of synthetic interconnections between
Form-Creators of SVOO-UU-Entities or different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
2.0139.

The matter is that in synthetic Form-systems of Existence, OO-UU-Entities have entered into
direct energy-informational interaction among themselves ONLY ONE SINGLE time — by certain
fundamental characteristic, which define availability (among Them) of liyllusceeveness states (the
most advanced stage of covarllertness). If we use the help of conditional-abstract images, so, for
example, for the similar — absolute — degree of interaction (according to one Uniform Universal
Synthesis Scheme!) of OO-UU №1 with OO-UU №2 is required, we assume (!), a third, some conditional
universal dimension (UD) of Space-Time. Value of this dimension is characterized by conditionalobjective energy-informational density. We will consider UD unattached to the subjective Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators of a particular Synthesis Schemes. In certain Schemes, the certain
value of UD will be expressed through any subjective types of dimension — the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, …
1 000 000th … The same degree of interaction of OO-UU №1 with OO-UU №3 needs the fourth UD,
with №4 — the fifth UD, with №5 — the sixth UD, with №6 — the seventh UD, with №7 — the
eighth UD, with №8 — the ninth UD, with №9 — the tenth UD, with №10 — the eleventh UD, and
with №11 — the twelfth universal dimension.
2.0140.

In the same way, the highest degree of interaction between Each of the other OO-UU with the
rest OO-UU-Entities can differ according to Levels of their manifestation. For example, OO-UU №2
makes the highest degree of interaction with OO-UU №3, suppose, in the fourth UD, with №4 — in
the fifth, with №5 — in the sixth, with №6 — in the seventh, with №7 — in the eighth, with №8 —
in the ninth, with №9 — in the tenth, with №10 — in the eleventh, with №11 — in the twelfth UD
(with №1 as we have already found out — in the third UD);
2.0141.

−− similarly, OO-UU №3 organizes absolute interconnections with OO-UU №4 in the fifth UD,
with №5 — in the sixth UD, with №6 — in the seventh UD, with №7 — in the eighth UD,
with №8 — in the ninth UD, with №9 — in the tenth UD, with №10 — in the eleventh UD,
with №11 — in the twelfth UD (we have already found out Its interaction with №№ 1–2);
−− similarly, OO-UU №4 organizes absolute interconnections with OO-UU №5 in the sixth UD,
with №6 — in the seventh UD, with №7 — in the eighth UD, with №8 — in the ninth UD,
with №9 — in the tenth UD, with №10 — in the eleventh UD, with №11 — in the twelfth
UD (we have already found out Its interactions with №№ 1–3);
−− similarly, OO-UU №5 organizes absolute interconnections with OO-UU №6 in the seventh
UD, with №7 — in the eighth UD, with №8 — in the ninth UD, with №9 — in the tenth UD,
with №10 — in the eleventh UD, with №11 — in the twelfth UD (we have already found
out Its interactions with №№ 1–4)…
And, in the same — paired — way, universal interconnections of Each of the twelve OOUU-Entities are established with Each of the rest of OO-UU. I only ask you: Do not do Maths
now, do not go into the analysis of specifics and sequence of numbers illustrated by me, which
in the given example mean absolutely nothing and which are not connected dimensionally with
any types of Existence studied by us — whether it is any of Energy-Plasma States known to us!
I underline that the Meaning of all these examples lies only in demonstrating you that formation
of the State of the highest covarllertness (liyllusceeveness) between different OO-UU-Entities can
correspond to different dimension Levels of Space-Time (to be more exact, in particular, every
possible intermediate — impersept-cruvursorrt — dimension types are formed in the process of
achievement of these States among diverse OO-UU).
2.0142.

All interactions of OO-UU-Entities with each other according to objective Synthesis Schemes,
leading to the formation of specific types of dimension of subjective Realities, are not main, but
intermediate (!). They have not direct, but mediated character. In other words, they are carried
out through all the variety of third, fourth, …, millionth (and so on) TOO-UU- and SVOO-UUcombinations (Creative Cosmic States), simultaneously formed between Their Configurations in
the process of the single Act of Their absolute interaction (as you understand, after an absolute
interaction there cannot be any attempts to establish some additional interconnections — any
Focus Dynamics disappears, and Self-Consciousness of SSS-Entity annihilates in the balanced
State of Information!).
2.0143.

Therefore, any of dimension Levels (diapasons) considered by us (whether it is the Tertiary,
Secondary, Primary, or any other Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Macrocosmos) represents a
certain intermediate State of holochrone absolute interaction among sub- … -Aspects and Aspects
of different OO-UU-Entities, subjectively (depending on the depth of realization of Synthesis Scheme
of the Observer of this «Process») reflecting only some degree of covarllertness-liyllusceeveness
peculiar to them (among Themselves). The most interesting in all this «Process» is that during the
Instant, when in multibillion dimensions between all the OO-UU-Entities is being established the
Universal State of Absolute Harmony (of the «general compatibility-identity»), it differs absolutely
2.0144.

in NOTHING from Their conditionally «primary» State, peculiar to them before the Interaction
Moment in relation to Each Other. This eternal-uniform State gets certain conditional «beginning» or
certain conditional «end» depending on the «point of view» of a certain subjective Observer, who is
capable — individually in a certain way and from the individually peculiar to him/her manifestation
Level — to analyze and to generalize the intermediate stages of synthetic «Process» observed by
him/her.
From the point of view of synthetic Observer, that absolute degree of covarllertness of
Aspects of one Pure Quality within itself, which allows all the combinations of diverse informational
fragments of the given Quality to be combined in a uniform OO-UU-Entity, can be provided only by
the consecutive «inter-projecting» (into the process of instant formation) of these stable information
combinations of all the SVOO-UU-states, which are possible «inside» the individual set of informational
fragments of the given Pure Cosmic Quality. In its turn, it also sustains Such — infinitely potential
for Self-Consciousnesses Forms of any manifestation Level — State of absolute synthesizedness
of Aspects of all the twelve PCQs among them. In that State all the OO-UU-Entities are united
simultaneously and harmoniously in a Single Whole, and they preserve their «individuality,» which
is inherent to sets of informational fragments structuring Each of Them. The deep understanding of
all the above mentioned would allow you to start understanding and recognizing more objectively
the main principle of an eternal subjective Existence (Focus Dynamics) of any Self-Consciousness
Form.
2.0145.

Now, considering all that was stated above, let's agree that when we speak about specific
manifestation abilities of TOO-UU-Entities in some dimension diapason structuring the Highest
Intelligence of our DDIIUYYI-Entity, we will always mean the intensity of specific energyinformational interconnections, partially or completely synthesized between Form-Creators
belonging to the diapasons in question and Info-Creators (of Fields-Consciousnesses, Aspects)
belonging to either 12 Pure Cosmic Qualities, or 24 Combined Cosmic Qualities, or 36 Primary (in
other words, Each Type of 12 Harmonic Pairs of Combined Cosmic Qualities is synthesized with
Each of 12 PCQs) information types of interconnections, possible for the given DDIIUYYI-Entity.
2.0146.

It means that none of possible for manifestation DDIIUYYI-States can be perceived by us as
harmonious and fully completed. It represents the next intermediate State reflecting the degree of
synthesizedness of different-Qualitative TOO-UU-Entities (Collective Cosmic Intelligences) among
themselves, structuring Its Collegial Cosmic Intelligence by Focus Dynamics peculiar to Them.
2.0147.

Further I provide Cosmic Codes of Pure Cosmic Qualities and «projections» of corresponding
OO-UU-Entities (I emphasize that absolutely different energy-informational indicators and other
dimensional parameters of manifestation of TOO-UU-Entities are typical for the infinite multitude
of other types of DDIIUYYI-Entities structuring Macrocosmos!).
2.0148.

12 LIIY-FFMI-LLI (Pure Cosmic Qualities of DDIIUYYI-Entity):
YIYU-ULLU-YIYU
(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom)
KRA-AGGA-AGGA
(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence)
TTUTTVVUTTU-TT-VVU
(ALL-Unity)
NYYUYUIFF-FLL-AA
(ALL-Integrity)
UURTMM-UU-UU
(ALL-Aspiration)
NGLUUINGG-GN-OO
(ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability)
LLDUOLLDMU-LL-MM
(ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence)
OUYYUUUYYYU-YYU-YYU
(ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability)
TTIIRTTMMII-II-FF

(ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality)
ASSMAAIYYAAA-SSM-AA
(ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness)
KHKHVAATTFII-FF-KHVII
(ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness)
PFFAARRGMII-MM-II
(ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness)

Now let's try to understand what represents Each of These Pure Qualities, from the point of
view of specific subjective human (lluuvvumic) Conceptions about inherent to us psychical and
mental states (experiences, sensations, relations). Why do I emphasize this very aspect of relations
with our surrounding reality? Since the same events, circumstances, conditions, subjects, phenomena,
realization forms, and others not only of every human Self-Consciousness Form, but also of any
of uncountable multitude of Proto-Forms (manifested together with us in the same duvuyllerrt
Continuums groups) undergo absolutely different subjective estimations and, correspondingly,
model in diverse Self-Consciousnesses absolutely different Conceptions, types of psycho-mental
reaction, and forms of individual relations, too. Therefore, one should «impose» quite large number
of amendments relating the character of subjective judgements and estimations peculiar to humans
2.0149.

onto the results of analysis of typical characteristics of OO-UU-Entities. Nevertheless, I’m going to
try this.
2.0150. YIYU-ULLU-YIYU. So, we will begin with the Pure Cosmic Quality ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom,

which is very important for your deeper understanding of all the primary Essence stimulating
towards the act of manifestation in Space-Time (including the diapason from 2.5 to 8.0 dimension)
of absolutely all the human Self-Consciousnesses Forms or, as I define them, Form-Types of LLUUVVU-Entities. For this purpose, it is necessary to understand, why in my system of Perception in
regards of creative Activity of Aspects of the given Pure Quality exactly these two words — ALLLove and ALL-Wisdom have appeared. Probably, because in our imagination, in reference to the
notion «love,» there immediately appear subjective Conceptions about the deep degree of intimacy,
attractiveness, sensuality, positivity, openness, attachment to something or someone, emotionality,
compassion, needs for getting closer — spiritually, physically, or physiologically — with other
«person» (thing, phenomenon, process, situation); altruism, unity with an Idea, Form, dimension,
and so on.
The State of Love allows Self-Consciousness to expand a spectrum of manifestation of
own creative possibilities, opens Focus Dynamics for perception of someone else’s Experience,
and initiates the desire to share own Experience for generating outward the most harmonious
SFUURMM- Forms, which allow us to perceive humankind as own family, to stop separating
ourselves from the rest of the world. In general, the concept of «Love» is identified by people
with all what is typical for me for Energy-Information, Which I subjectively determine as
ASTRO- Plasma and Which represents one component out of eglleroliftive Focus Dynamics of
Form-Creators of LLUU-VVU -Entities’ Self-Consciousnesses. That component stimulates them
continuously towards their eglleroliftive defining (through «reprojection,» refocusings) as more
and more universal Self-Consciousnesses Forms .
2.0151.

The highest degree of manifestation of Such Focus Dynamics of TOO-UU-Entities I define as
ALL-Wisdom (in particular, it is a State of acquirement and apprehension of such synthetic Information,
which is the most Qualitative for the given Level of manifestation of Self-Consciousnesses Forms).
Wisdom is a purely subjective Conception. At the same time, various people can be expected to be
wise among some human groups and silly from the point of view of other groups’ representatives.
Nevertheless, by the word combination chosen by me — ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom — I wanted to
lay emphasis on the fact that the Higher (ALL) Wisdom is always potentially peculiar to every
accessible for our Perception higher manifestation of the State of Love (even if it seems to us
subjectively that in some cases it harms something to someone).
2.0152.

Therefore, it is possible to tell that the Higher State of PCQ ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom is also
slloogrently and potentially «projected» to any of the lowest selfishly-altruistic manifestations of
feeling experiences, such, for example, as fanatical love of mother (or females) to the children (or to
posterity). This PCQ is expressed as much as (meaning, through the «quantity» of energy-informational
interconnections among Form-Creators) the Perception system of the given «personality» is capable
to reflect it.
2.0153.

Associatively the experiences, related through interaction with Aspects of this Quality, can
be compared with unconditional and uncontrollable sensuous attraction to some specific expressive
Form of something or someone (for example, to a human being, a thing, an animal, a plant, a
geographical place, nature, a kind of creativity, experience). More or less intensive combinations of
these associations with Aspects of each of other Qualities are accordingly as if «colored» by shades
of characteristic properties typical for them, up to full «veiling» (leveling off) of the Information
in the general stream of subjective experiences, initial for the given Quality. Besides, the intensity
of manifestation of this Information in Self-Consciousness is greatly influenced by energy state
(Level of Focus Dynamics) of Form-Creators, from which the subjective perception of slloogrent
manifestations of various Aspects of the given Pure Quality is carried out.
2.0154.

Besides, it is always necessary to remember that in any Self-Consciousnesses Forms we
are simply not capable to perceive the properties of Aspects of any Pure Qualities in their primary
Purity (standardness) as we always deal only with already repeatedly and comprehensively
synthesized structures, powerfully deformed by specific conditions of their — joint with the other
PCQs — diffuzgent manifestation in Space-Time. Therefore, especially from the human position,
I would subjectively define the main form of the Quality ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom’s expression
as high degree of the state of unconditional ALTRUISM to anything or anybody. I emphasize the
word «unconditional,» because at such States (sensual non-alternative feeling, harmony of such
creativity) there's no logical reason not to experience (to feel) it. It is like the requirement to breathe
oxygen, to eat food, to drink water. The Altruism State is caused by the powerful and uncontrollable
internal requirement to selflessness, readiness to sacrifice for the sake of something or for the sake
of someone not only personal time, material assets, comfort, glory, power, creativity, work, and so
forth, but also own Life.
2.0155.

Being equally Manifested in our Continuums groups through different-Qualitative SelfConsciousnesses Forms that carry out different Schemes of inter-Qualitative Synthesis, in the ones
where one of two Dominants is the PCQ ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom, the Aspects of the given OOUU-Entity model various kinds of Altruism manifestation state both in intra-protoformal relations,
and in interactions among different Proto-Forms. For example, at the level of energy-informational
interactions between elementary particles and physical fields (Fields-Consciousnesses) the specificity
of the Altruism state is manifested as the subjectively interpreted by scientists phenomenon of
«magnetism,» which allows to create various possibilities for manifestation of many diverse SelfConsciousnesses Forms. So, Continuums groups, where our «present» creative self-perception is
carried out, represent an integrated set of various Schemes of inter-Qualitative Synthesis, where one
of two dominant Qualities (or in form of rather highly active background!) is necessarily represented
by Form-Creators of Aspects of Pure Cosmic Qualities ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-ofALL-Intelligence.
2.0156.

Exactly their deep and active interconnections among themselves, as well as with Aspects
of diffuzgent background Qualities, in relation to Synthesis Schemes realized by Them, do form in
Space-Time the specific conditions, which we subjectively define as «electromagnetic fields» (do
not forget that they are also one of Self-Consciousnesses Forms’ variations!). The latter serve in the
given Continuums groups as that main energy-informational basis due to which in Space-Time all
the «force» interactions among different-Qualitative Form-Creators are carried out, starting from
2.0157.

waves and elementary particles, to interplanetary, interstellar, and intergalactic interconnections
(and not only at the level of gravitational forces!). But do not assume that only electromagnetic fields
represent a Sphere of realizational Focus Dynamics of these Dominant for our Synthesis Scheme
Form-Creators of Self-Consciousness. All the other types of fields resonationally manifested in
groups of «human» Continuums are also formed by specific energy-informational interconnections,
which are conditioned on characteristic properties of the Aspects of these two PCQs differently
combined with information fragments of the other — background — Qualities.
Due to the fact that magnetic fields are considered in traditional physics to be a necessary
condition for generation of electric fields (by analogy with how the dynamics of electric charges,
in its turn, generates magnetism), it would be extremely subjective to consider that either of
our Dominant Pure Cosmic Qualities is derivative of another one. In subjective Realities of the
lluuvvumic type, which structure Continuums groups of 3–4-dimensional diapason with inherent to
them SFUURMM-Forms, all the electric and magnetic effects are generated in Self-Consciousness and
specifically reflected in Space-Time only owing to resonational interaction of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms, representing Dominant relations of Form-Creators of These two PCQs (ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence and ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom). Here's the evident manifestation of geyliturgentness
(that is liyllusceeveness according to certain characteristic signs) which is energy-informational
interdependence of Focus Dynamics of different-Qualitative Form-Creators, structuring different
types (meaning, synthesized by different Schemes and by different Dominant correlations) of SelfConsciousnesses. The phenomena of electromagnetism known to us are only a partial consequences
of such interactions.
2.0158.

By the way, all the psycho-mental types of biochemical connections in organisms (which
represent different duvuyllerrt groups of STCs), all the variety of relations of humans with humans,
animals, plants, minerals, microorganisms, with all objects and phenomena of the world around,
and also of animals with animals, animals with plants, minerals, metals, gases, and so on, — it all
is executed only due to the fact that given types of duvuyllerrt Continuum groups are organized
energy-informationally by the common Creative Activity of Form-Creators, who’s Focus Dynamics
is based in different degree on the common Information peculiar to Aspects of these two Pure
Qualities: ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence (either in two-dominant, or in
one-dominant, or in very active recessive — i.e. background — manifestation mode).
2.0159.

Characteristic properties of animals' Altruism are performed through unconditional instincts
of motherhood, paternity, striving to reproduce own generation. These are Aspects Qualities ALLLove–ALL-Wisdom that cause in their mind positive reflexes not only towards own, but also towards
someone else's cubs, stimulate to manifestation of care, attention, devotion, self-sacrifice. Similarly,
these Aspects manifest themselves through Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of vegetative ProtoForms’ Self-Consciousnesses. Long researches carried out by many scientists have already proved
that by means of special — photoreductive — Fields-Consciousnesses, different kinds of plants
continuously and actively in an energy-informational way interact at distance not only among
themselves, but also with animals surrounding them, human beings, specifically organizing their
relations by «attraction» or «antagonism.»
2.0160.

It is remarkable that the same «external» Energy-Information causes resonational reactions of
one kinds of plants (conditionally comparable with our Conceptions about altruism and sympathy);
as for other kinds, on the contrary, it causes obvious rejection («antipathy»), up to «destruction» (i.e.
«posthumous» refocusing) of the given vegetative Self-Consciousness Form. The same concerns the
properties of natural selectiveness of «surrounding» Energy-Information which is characteristic for
Focus Dynamics of every possible Self-Consciousnesses Forms of microorganisms (mushrooms,
viruses, and bacteria), simultaneously manifested together with us in the general groups of
«human» Continuums. Some of their types and kinds are covarllert with some manifestation Levels
(frequency diapasons) of psychism’s typical of us; others, on the contrary, are not capable to exist
on these Levels. By the way, this obviously is the evidence of psychosomatic reasons of occurrence
of any disease (including those having, apparently, an unequivocal infectious etiology) which are
individually peculiar to various types of human beings, animals, and plants.
2.0161.

Many of similar interactions (more specifically — to a greater degree resonational) among
Form-Creators of different-protoformal Self-Consciousnesses can be also subjectively interpreted
as specific forms of manifestation of sympathy or primitive altruism though very often similar
act of steady excessive «attention» from microorganisms ends up dramatically for the owners of
such f-Configuration, causing in their biological organisms every possible destructive states and
pathological changes.
2.0162.

Among TOO-UU-Entities realized in the given dimension diapason by means of mineral
Forms (chemical elements and all the multitude of their energy-informational combinations,
being synthesized according to the Scheme ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Steadiness–ALLStability), the active background influence of Info-Creators of Quality ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom,
manifested together with Aspects of other — covarllert with it — PCQs, can be interpreted as a certain
degree of hardness, density. The latter can serve as a material support, basis for implementation
of someone's creative requirements, beginning from providing building, comfort, safety, food,
and so on to the possibility of existence of biological Self-Consciousnesses Forms. Their basis
covers mineral types of energy-informational interconnections including almost all the chemical
elements. The realization Mechanism in a Macrocosmos of such Cosmic Principles as Qualitative
compatibility of realizational dynamics of various Self-Consciousnesses Forms, Duvuyllerrtness
of slloogrent «areas» of their Configurations, and the degree of resonationness of their creative
interactions among themselves is also based on what constitutes all the variety of specific Forms
of manifestation of Aspects of Pure Cosmic Quality ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom, and is subjectively
interpreted by us as «attractiveness,» «sympathy,» «interest,» «compatibility,» «complementarity,»
«love,» «friendship,» «mercy,» «altruism,» «self-sacrifice,» and so on.
2.0163.

But you need to clearly understand that being manifested to one or other extent through
specificity of life creativity of human Self-Consciousnesses Forms, such, very similar for us
(because of imperfection of our Perception system) experiences, feelings, emotions, and their every
possible «shades,» «nuances» stimulate also Aspects of some of other Pure Qualities: ALL-Unity and
ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability (as diffuzgent-transitive), and also ALL-Integrity, ALL-Essentiality–
ALL-Permeability and ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness, ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness. Equally
to Aspects of the Quality ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom those Aspects reflect in the general synthetic
Process all the specificity of energy-informational interconnections, peculiar to that dynamical part
2.0164.

of the general slloogrentness of Energy-Information which I subjectively (only for the convenience
of our discussion!) define as ASTRO-Plasma.
Any version of creative realization of each of these five-seven Pure Qualities within the given
diapason of dimension can be interpreted subjectively, to some extent, as something corresponding
to our Conceptions about Altruism, in some or other way manifested through the following types
of «interpersonal» relations: sex, attraction, love, sympathy, friendship, attachment, goodwill,
mercy, sympathy, partnership, and so forth. Being partially already synthesized among themselves,
Aspects of These «astroplasmic» Qualities, jointly manifested in Focus Dynamics of our SelfConsciousnesses Forms, simply cannot be really distinguished or somehow filtered from each other,
since each of us has just very general and extremely subjective Conceptions about any of the above
mentioned sensual-emotional experiences.
2.0165.

Specific influence of Aspects of these Qualities onto mentality is only reflected in the depth,
intensity of manifestation of this or that experience in the general dynamics of Self-Consciousness.
Though in these cases it becomes for me rather problematic to speak about «purity of manifestation» of
Forms, which already express initially general characteristics of certain integrated interconnections.
For example, the feeling we call «love,» depending on synthetic interconnections among various (or
the same) PCQs structuring it, informationally can reflect tendencies to the process of absorption of
food in general (gourmet) or any one foodstuff (preference degree); or passion to clothes (to certain
things, luxury goods, fine arts, or national crafts); or «love» feeling can express an elementary desire
of a primitive sex (simple sexual transaction, no matter with who or what); or a sexual inclination
with elements of sympathy, attachment or friendship; or a degree of unconditional (or conditional)
self-sacrifice, as, for example: mother's love to children, love of spouses, relatives, «personality» to
collective, society, and also self-sacrifice of one person to another person, or a person to animals,
plants, nature as a whole or in particular, to mankind in general, to own country, to people, to a
native Planet or to Cosmos, and so on.
2.0166.

Each of these psychical states represents individual resulting Vector received from uncountable
multitude of different-Qualitative energy-informational interconnections, established not only
among six Qualities of ASTRO-Plasma (actually, 5+2 transitive), but also among Them and other six
Qualities (also 5+ the same 2 transitive) which reflect characteristic properties of another dynamical
part of Energy-Information — MENTAL-Plasma. Conditionally referred to ASTRO-Plasma and
MENTAL-Plasma PCQs correlate only to the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type. From the point of view
of any other type of birvulyarity the Pure Qualities can be combined in other set, same as the
correlation 5+2 transitive PCQs. In the same way, it is possible to dissect any type of psychisms
peculiar to us, which being resonationally (but in different combinations!) grouped on the basis of
fragments of the same Qualities, will turn out to be by their information essence either impersept
or cruvursorrt to each other.
2.0167.

2.0168. KRA-AGGA-AGGA.

In greatest degree covarllert in relation to informational activity of
Aspects of the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence (within the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme) are
Configurations of Aspects of the Quality ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom. Exactly the joint dominating
Creative Activity of Info-Creators of this pair on the general realizational background, absolutely

precisely coordinated with f-Configurations of resonationally corresponding to Them FormCreators, which creates all the necessary conditions for manifestation in space-time structures of
Macrocosmos of the most elementary versions of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the lluuvvumic —
two-dominant — Synthesis Scheme (Form-Types of LLUU-VVU-Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A),
among which we realize ourselves «personally.»
I want to remind you that at different Star systems there are also biological NUU-VVU-analogs
of «people extraterrestrial» — those «us» who had reached a high level of development and in large
quantities had teleported (meaning, had refocused by means of most of their ampliative UU-VVUconglomerates) into NUU-VVU-Configurations of people simultaneously manifested on other Planets
living in more favorable conditions of physical existence. Many of those different kinds, adapting
throughout many generations to new, occasionally very different from Earth living conditions,
became very different from us, like we differ a lot (both in appearance and own development) from
our remote ancestors.
2.0169.

Aspects of this Pure Quality belong to another — conditionally mental — covarllert group
of Energy-Information which also includes Aspects of following Qualities of MENTAL-Plasma:
ALL-Unity and ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability (as diffuzgently-transitive for both States), ALLPrimordiality–ALL-Initiality, ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence, ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness
and ALL-Aspiration. Impressions, subjectively reflected in our Self-Consciousness during joint
manifestation of SFUURMM-Forms of these Pure Qualities, carry associative Conceptions about
various types of intellectual activity and unbiased mental states: certain knowledge, theories and
doctrines, information data and reports, logic conclusions and exact statements, mathematical
calculations and estimations, scientific facts and objective data, and also accurate characteristics of
certain analytical logic, and precisely calculated rationality.
2.0170.

Why have I labeled one of the two Dominant Pure Cosmic Qualities which informationally
maintains our Synthesis Scheme (as human beings’) as ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence? I mean by
the word «Intelligence,» firstly, The Universal eglleroliftive Mechanism of Focus Dynamics of
Form-Creators of Macrocosmos, due to which all Form-systems possess a tendency to adjustment,
complication, and increase of own self-organizing level as opposed to irrkoglictive tendencies of
the same Form-systems to chaotization, entropy increase, and differentiation into more simple (i.e.
less covarllert) types of interconnections. Intelligence is a very wide concept (phenomenon) which
possesses really an infinite range of diverse and different-Qualitative manifestation: Intelligence,
peculiar to human beings, can absolutely differently — beyond our understanding! — appear in
creativity of representatives of any other extraterrestrial civilizations (for example, not only of CCIs
with carbon Forms, but also of silicon, hydrocarbonic, hydrogen, mercury, sulfuric, and many other
Self-Consciousnesses Forms).
2.0171.

There's neither «objective» universal knowledge, to which all intelligent Entities should come
inevitably in their individual development, nor any «objective» Laws at least somehow limiting the
process of self-improvement of Intelligence in Macrocosmos! All the elementary and infinitely
complex by their multi-dominance of Synthesis Schemes, according to the Principle of Resonationness
(covarllertness-liyllusceeveness), Slloogrentness, Diffuzgentness, and Duvuyllerrtness, repeatedly
2.0172.

«reprojecting» into one another, create absolutely boundless possibilities for formation of the
infinite multitude of kinds, types, and Levels of reasonable manifestation of different-Qualitative
Self-Consciousnesses Forms of every possible Collective Cosmic Intelligences. Though often it is
not possible to find the specific psycho-mental manifestations inherent to modern developed human
beings and to define them in the intelligent activity of other cosmic civilizations; nevertheless, all the
reasonable Cosmic beings are united by one: The ability to carry out intelligently and purposefully
the creative and ordering activity in their surrounding reality, being guided thus by principles and
criteria of values peculiar to them.
With regard to characteristic of rationality inherent to the Collective Consciousness of the
modern mankind, I would define them as continuously being acquired (earned with Experience) and
constantly improved ability to deeper and deeper penetrate and understand the essence of what is
happening, and dwelling on neither existing dogmas, nor on postulates, to be able to see far prospect,
making according to it own conclusions. The human rationality is the ability to ampliatively find
the most effective decisions concerning abstract objects and general laws, manifested in any Life
circumstances, and also the ability to distinguish in own Perception truth from lie, absolutely beyond
any prepared context of receiving the benefit from the considered situation or studied knowledge.
In other words, it is the ability to find correct decisions, to navigate, and to act sensibly, taking into
account existing realities. Thus, it is necessary to distinguish Intelligence and «mind» — abilities
to formal thinking by means of words, which allows a person to make the most simple certain
conclusions about specific objects.
2.0173.

Human reason is that state which is actively manifested in Self-Consciousnesses of people
during the strengthening of Synthesis Aspects of this Pure Quality: the pressing necessity in reasonable,
cogitative activity based on the analysis and understanding of cause and effect interconnections of
various psycho-mental processes, determining those or other events in our Life, and also the ability to
compare and comprehend the multitude of externally- not interconnected facts with their following
«connection» into various variants of subjective logic interconnections, allowing to make certain
rational conclusions. The ability to experience similar states is not only the basis for understanding
and behavior of those people, in whose Focus Dynamics it is already actively manifested, but also
a fundamental basis for Self-cognitions and all amplificational aggradation of people, as one of
versions of realization of creative possibilities of LLUU-VVU-Forms — highly-developed Cosmic
Intelligences of TOO-UU-Entities.
2.0174.

As regards the word «Will,» it expresses here the other important ability of developed people
that appears as a result of inter-Qualitative Synthesis and logically following from presence of
Intelligence ability — the ability to control and manage consciously not only own actions, but also
someone else's behavior, with persistence and patience to strive for a desirable goal, mobilizing
for that purpose internal mental efforts which were generated in Self-Consciousness either as a
result of deep thought processes and comparative analysis of available facts, or as a result of the
current rational activity. In other words, Will is a realizational mechanism of creative potential
of Intelligence Which, in its turn, is also a means of Will realization. Unlike sensual-emotional
tendencies in people behavior, which appear as a result of prevalence of Creative Activity of
Aspects of Quality ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom, the presence of the powerful source of Will inside SelfConsciousness — Intelligence (Intellect) — allows a person to counterbalance (due to the bigger
2.0175.

degree of synthesizedness of Focus Dynamics) these impulses with logical-rational activity and in
that way to resist the influence of directly experienced impulsive needs and instinctive desires.
As a result of that we possess possibilities to make more rational decisions, carefully rethinking
each of our typical states of «I want» from the viewpoint of common sense and understanding
prerogative (domination) of our strategic Goals in relation to the attractive motivations of our
current impulses. Bigger or smaller degree of synthesizedness of Aspects of the given Quality with
Aspects of the other Dominant (along with svilgs-spherational background interactions!) is very
strongly reflected in our abilities to carry out either more impulsive (less conscious, depliative) or
more balanced (ampliative) choices. After all, choices are the main refocusing Mechanism of the
whole Focus Dynamics of our Self-Consciousness.
2.0176.

Any steady prevalence of Creative Activity of Aspects of any of two Dominants in SelfConsciousness leads to powerful strengthening of svilgs-spherational interactions of Form-Creators
of the given Dominant with Form-Creators of one of background PCQs. This is accompanied by
corresponding crisis in eternal opposition of one Motivations in relation to other (lluuvvumic
SFUURMM-Forms in relation to all the multitude of diffuzgent protoformal SFUURMM-Forms). This
eternal «struggle» of human and inhuman in the Self-Consciousnesses affects negatively the Focus
Dynamics’s Qualitativeness of a «person» and leads to the decrease of awareness in the decisions
made by it (so, to the efficiency decrease of refocusings into the lluuvvumic Direction).
2.0177.

The only alternative to this most complicated by its structure psycho-mental process is the
principle of radical (subchakram) refocusings which can be carried out only on the basis of the deep
iissiidiological Knowledge and Understanding of the cause-and-effect Essence of the happening.
This allows to generate positive Motivations for acceptance of more intellectual-altruistic (meaning,
more correct for human beings) decisions. Without iissiidiological Knowledge, it is extremely
difficult to solve this dilemma, because without it the «person,» who has got into critical situation,
runs into the illusion of danger, and, first of all, tries to close up internally as much as possible
for the purpose of self-defense missing the possibility to realize always potentially available more
qualitative Motivations for own subjective reaction.
2.0178.

Even animals can consciously subordinate own sensual inclinations to the higher motives of
a strong-willed desire (for example, the dog left by its owner can come for many years to the place
of their parting in hope to meet him again; the grieving animal refuses to accept food to get its own
way; the hungry female-mother sacrifices its prey to a growing cub, and so on). Developed people
are capable to bring under control for the achievement of the higher moral idea not only sensual
inclinations, circumstances, current benefit, but also all their desires, choosing from many possible
decisions only what will promote the quickest realization of the established goal. Any strong-willed
effort is perceived by us as a certain subjectively experienced sense of duty (it «is necessary,» «I
must…») and is always opposed to the influence of current experienced by us needs and impulsive
(instinctive) desires.
2.0179.

— ALL-Unity. It is the next, very important for our development,
Pure Cosmic Quality. What does this Creative Activity type of Energy-Plasma’s Aspects mean?
2.0180. TTUTTVVUTTU-TT-VVU

SFUURMM-Forms of this PCQ represent a powerful source of an eglleroliftive Impulse, which

stimulates in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of absolutely all Self-Consciousnesses Forms,
tendentious aspiration towards creative mutual identification and resonational merge of individually
peculiar to them Focus Dynamics on the certain, common for them, synthetic basis. Qualitative basis
and realization mechanism for this in Space-Time of such SFUURMM-Forms is the Diffuzgentness
Principle, which allows various (by the formation structure) configuration combinations of differentQualitative Information to show the increasing degree of covarllertness among themselves, up to
the liyllusceeveness states (I remind that liyllusceeveness expresses very high degree of notional
analogousness between diverse information combinations).
Inertial realization of this Principle of Focal overall combination of diverse covarllert
Configurations into liyllusceeve combinations becomes possible only when in the majority of
«areas» of slloogrent f-Configurations of interacting Self-Consciousnesses Forms (on any of
mutual for them Qualitative sublevels of Focal interaction) appear very similar by their information
Essence synthetic states. With deeper degree of synthesizedness among themselves, those states
consistently lead towards resonational merge of given «areas» of f-Configurations (as for people —
UU-VVU-Conglomerates of SFUURMM-Forms) and towards further manifestation of general Focus
Dynamics of interacting Form-Creators in Self-Consciousness of the «third» (mutual for them!) —
more Qualitative than previous! — Form (thus, the previous Forms visually as if «die,» due to the
absence of configuration possibilities for creative manifestation in those evolution scenarios which
structure variants of their potential subjective «future»).
2.0181.

Here I mean not only slloogrent areas of the same f-Configurations (for example, different
«personal» Interpretations of the same human being) and the process of their resonational intraform-type «merging» among themselves, but also sections of Configurations of different SelfConsciousnesses Forms, as, for example: of different human beings (inter-formotype «mergings»),
or of a human being and another, diffuzgently compatible with him/her, of a Proto-Form (interprotoformal «mergings»). In the world there were numerous cases of birth of animals, which had
human parts of body and features (for example, a lamb with the human face in Turkey; absolutely
hairless baby goat with almost human head in Zimbabwe; mermaids, minotaurs, centaurs, and so
forth), or some parts of the body acquired from other kinds (for example, a cow with piggy snout,
horned people).
2.0182.

The bigger the quantity of covarllert and analogous in their meaning SFUURMM-Forms by
which Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of different f-Configurations are combined, the higher is
the probability of realization inter-conglomerate merging among them with formation (doubling,
trebling, and so on, depending on how many f-Configurations take part in this act) of new synthetic
combinations (focal Configurations) with much bigger quantity of covarllert informational
fragments. It is the first sign of sharp increase (deepening) of Qualitativeness of Form-Creators’
Focus Dynamics, manifestation of which the Creative Potentials of former Self-Consciousnesses
Forms simply were not capable of (meant, programmed).
2.0183.

At that the f-Configuration of their common Form includes both very similar — having
«merged» — sections of f-Configurations and those which are different among themselves, but
2.0184.

they include some Experience synthesized with all interacting Self-Consciousnesses Forms (it «is
projected» into individual ODS of Self-Consciousness, and it becomes available during the refocusings
process). Fragments of the latter create among themselves new resonational interconnections with
covarllertness of higher degree, joining the already available synthetic combinations and forming
new types of liyllusceeve UU-conglomerates with other Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which also
merge into more Qualitative Focus Dynamics… And so on — infinitely!
The characteristics of Aspects of this Pure Cosmic Quality are inherent to them universality
and multifunctionality that makes them (on the level with Aspects of Quality ALL-Steadiness–
ALL-Stability) irreplaceable «intermediaries» in the establishment process of synthetic energyinformational interconnections between Form-Creators of two conditionally-diverse Components
of Energy-Plasma Creation: ASTRO-Plasma (YUIY-SSS) and MENTAL-Plasma (IY-SSS), forming
between them corresponding diffuzgently-transitive states. But this circumstance does not mean that
Aspects of both of these Qualities (ALL-Unity and ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability) do not belong
to any conditionally covarllert or conditionally impersept groups. Due to their universality, they
equally interact with representatives of both groups (ASTRO-Plasma and MENTAL-Plasma), in
greater degree activating in each specific case ones or other multipurpose features of their Aspects.
2.0185.

As I have already noted, Synthesis between Aspects of Quality ALL-Unity and Aspects of the
most covarllert to it PCQs is carried out simultaneously on all sublevels of Their possible interaction,
while the proper synthetic conditions get formed inside f-Configurations of interacting SelfConsciousnesses Forms. For example, in biological analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types, focused by
you, the lowest characteristics of noticeable background influence onto Focus Dynamics of specific
properties of the given Quality’s Aspects are manifested as tendency towards primitive-communal
gregariousness, towards animal gregariousness, towards instinctive gathering of undeveloped
beings, which are least adapted for survival, into numerous groupings and formations which are
aggressively-selfish towards other Forms and systems threatening their survival.
2.0186.

At deeper different-Qualitative Synthesis of the same Aspects in more ampliative sublevels
of Self-Consciousness, these primitive gregarious States are replaced by more Qualitative aspiration
for a mutually advantageous creative collectivism. This is the psycho-mental state thanks to which
team spirit, mutual help, and self-sacrifice of some members of collective in relation to its other
members (it is possible even from another collective) acquire more and more active, various, and
altruistic forms of realization. Therefore, it is possible to say that in subjective Focus Dynamics
of «our» Self-Consciousnesses Forms, due to the background Synthesis of Form-Creators of the
two lluuvvumic Dominants with Aspects of the Quality ALL-Unity, are being created conditions
for active realization of SFUURMM-Forms, which determine in Self-Consciousnesses of multitude
of human beings signs of unity of their life goals and tasks. This way, their versatile (frequently
multidirectional) Interests are united and mobilized in a single creative direction.
2.0187.

The Example of unrecognized by you influence on your choices of Aspects of the
Pure Quality ALL- Unity may be the following circumstance. You realize yourself discretely
in relation to various Self-Consciousnesses Forms and try to join intuitively something or
someone, though, not entirely being dissolved and as if «completely losing yourself,» but
2.0188.

to accomplish a certain, interesting to you, mutually-individual creative activity. Besides, in
the properties of our surrounding subjective Reality the characteristics of some Aspects of
the PCQ ALL- Unity are reflected through the Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators, which we
interpret subjectively as atmospheric pressure (pressure of atmosphere on subject-matters and
the surface of the planet are created by gravitational attraction of the air to the Earth). From
physics we know well that the matter only seems firm to us. Actually, it consists of certain wave
combinations. Any wave dynamics possesses positive and negative pressure. However, what we
define on Earth as force wave influence represents a result of presence of the all- embracing and
more global phenomenon at each point of 3–4-dimensional Space-Time. That phenomenon is
the pressure of Cosmos which influences literally every atom separately (and also every other
Self-Consciousness Form — a cell, a crystal, an elementary particle, a photon), and by its force
it approaches the properties of materials resistance to breaking at their heating and cooling. A
huge role in the existence of this phenomenon is played by Aspects of the PCQ ALL- Unity.
Here by the term ALL-Integrity I imply those objective factors and
Mechanisms (Energy-Information, which organizes all Cosmic Laws and Their Principles), which
allow any Self-Consciousness Form, irrespective on which of uncountable Levels it would realize
itself in Energy-Plasma, to keep (with inherent to it degree of its autonomy in the given mode of
manifestation) its initially peculiar self-sufficiency provided by all the multitude of diverse energyinformational interconnections, simultaneously «projected» into its f-Configuration at once by all
Self-Consciousnesses Forms from all dimension Levels. Unlike the widely accepted stereotypic
Conceptions about «integrity,» Aspects of the Quality ALL-Integrity leave to the Higher Forms
of manifestation of Uniform Cosmic Whole (Macrocosmos) all those properties, which are also
inherent to any composing part of Them in all individual integrity of their peculiar types of energyinformational interconnections.
2.0189. NYYUYUIFF-FLL-AA.

Exactly this allows overall Focus Dynamics of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms of Macrocosmos
to show the slloogrentness property — simultaneous mutual reflection of characteristic features of
Higher Forms in lowest f-Configurations and vice versa. In subjective Conceptions of our «present»
systems of Perception increased Creative Activity of Form-Creators of background for us Pure
Quality ALL-Integrity — along with Activity of Aspects of the PCQ ALL-Unity, more peculiar to
the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme, — models in Focus Dynamics of human Self-Consciousnesses
Forms the relations, which do not allow a «person» to feel subjectively at least somehow separated
from all other Forms of surrounding reality.
2.0190.

I should also note that with insufficient degree of synthesizedness of Focus Dynamics of
Form-Creators of NUU-VVU-Configurations, manifested because of an obvious priority in SelfConsciousness of SFUURMM-Forms of one of protoformal Directions, hyperactivity of Aspects of
the given Quality may lead to obvious hypertrophy of a «person’s» relations with objects of the
surrounding world at the expense of establishing more harmonious relations with the other part of
human community. In practice it is expressed, for example, through such aggressive-radical forms
of environment protection that are peculiar to some manifestations of the movement «Greenpeace,»
(«green»), to «antiglobalists,» «Sea shepherds,» «Mushroom elves,» and similar ones.
2.0191.

In Eastern religious traditions it leads to the origination of such extraordinary forms of
belief as, for example, Jainism. Its followers keep vow of doing no harm to anything alive (ahimsa
practice). This is why Jains never travel by transport, move only barefoot, clearing their way with
a whisk (in order not to casually craunch insects), breathe very carefully, closing their mouth with
a clothing (not to breathe in insects), being absolute vegetarians, eat once a day and very little (as
plants want to live as well), do not move at night (it's possible to step on something alive), do not
work in agriculture (not to destroy plants and insects who living in the ground), and so on.
2.0192.

In the moderate, background mode of interaction with Form-Creators of two lluuvvumic
Dominants, Aspects of the PCQ ALL-Integrity participate in cultivation (in Focus Dynamics of
«personal» Self-Consciousness) of such human characteristic as ability to feel another's psychical
states (empathy, compassion), tendencies to mutual aid, mercy, compassion, sympathy which are
indispensable components of one of two main lluuvvumic characteristics (in the given manifestation
diapason!) — high-intellectual Altruism. I hope you can understand, having analyzed this Information,
why in the lluuvvumic Scheme the third (by the sequence of realization of two- or three Dominant
inter-Qualitative Synthesis) — is Pure Quality ALL-Unity (transition from the Subconsciousness
State of «Creative Cosmic Potentiality» into the Supraconsciousness State «CC Solidarity»), instead
of ALL-Integrity. The latter becomes Dominant only at the fourth stage of lluuvvumic Synthesis
(transition from the state of «CC Solidarity» into the State of Ultraconsciousness «CC Cooperation»).
2.0193.

One of examples of steady manifestation of Aspects of the Pure Quality ALL-Integrity in our
surrounding subjective Reality is the phenomenon, which we interpret as temperature (indicator of
thermodynamic state of Form-system; originates from lat. temperatura — appropriate compositing,
a normal state). The temperature plays an important role in many scientific spheres, including
physics (thermodynamics, astrophysics), chemistry, biology, and others. Moreover, I want to notice
that lower thermal parameters correspond to the higher degrees of Qualitativeness in specific
conditions of synthesizedness of our types of subjective Realities. It is generally assumed that the
temperature of electromagnetic radiation in cosmic space is 9.315K or -263.835°C.
2.0194.

I’d remind you that the state of «absolute zero» does not mean an absolute peace of Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators of Form-system being in this State; it's a demonstration of the greatest
(but only for the given mode of manifestation!) orderliness of interconnections (covarllertness)
structuring it (even at absolute zero conductivity electrons move between atoms with Fermi speed
— about 106 m/s). So, for example, at absolute zero gases turn to liquid, crystallizing then in firm
bodies; the speed of changes in molecules and atoms slows down, their kinetic Energy goes down,
resistance (as a sign of tensorness) of the majority of metals decreases.
2.0195.

It is very difficult to understand and explain, why the given physical phenomenon (along
with many other subjective signs) — through the specific physical Nature peculiar to it — reflects in
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of lluuvvumic types of Realities not only subjective sensations
of «heat» and «cold» (depending on whether the living matter gives the heat or receives it), but
also those from the characteristics of the given PCQ, which allow us (among all other Proto-Forms)
to feel «individually» such psychical states as empathy, feeling of mercy, ability to mutual aid,
compassion, sympathizing, altruistic tendencies, and so on.
2.0196.

In many unhealthy states, which indicate the increase of tensorness in svilgs-spherational
transformations of a person in relation to the birvulyarity type of the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme,
the body temperature of raises to certain limits (stress state), thereby lowering ampliativeness of
its Focus Dynamics: TEC-«unpackings» acquire more chaotic character, even SFUURMM-Forms
lose interconnections inherent in them and easily switch into unbalanced states. On the contrary,
with the decrease of temperature of a biological body (not till the critical level) orderliness of
SFUURMM-Forms realized both «inside» and between them increases; efficiency and intensity of
Focus Dynamics of bio-Creators and Form-Creators of brain grow as well.
2.0197.

Perhaps, you will get some hints the correct answer after deep iissiidiological thinking about
the following. Certain body temperature is defined not by the Energy of movement, but by the chaotic
character of this movement; the temperature of all parts of an isolated Form-system in the state of
balance is identical; between different parts of unbalanced system which have different temperature
the heat exchange takes place automatically; that higher temperature (being the smaller degree of
Qualitativeness) possess those bodies, whose average focus (kinetic) Energy of molecules, atoms,
and elementary particles is higher; the quantity of decoherent physical Energy radiated by any SelfConsciousness Form is in direct proportion to its temperature. I will also add that the temperature
defines distribution of particles forming the system according to the Energy levels and speeds;
defines the degree of ionization of substance, properties of equilibrium electromagnetic radiation of
bodies (spectral and full volume density of radiation), and so on.
2.0198.

2.0199. UURTMM-UU-UU.

The given Pure Cosmic Quality ALL-Aspiration is meant by me as
unstoppable and eternally inexhaustible necessity of Form-Creators of any Self-Consciousness
Form, which do form own SFUURMM-Forms on the basis of Dominant Synthesis of Aspects of This
PCQ, towards expansion and deepening of inherent to them energy-informational interconnections,
which provides the process of their inertial «reprojection» from less synthesized «parts» of slloogrent
f-Configuration into its more and more synthesized «areas.» This eglleroliftive tendency is already
initially included in the eglleroliftive Impulse initiating their Focus Dynamics. By means of specific
svilgs-spherational activity of iksons, svilgsons, avvakklons, and flaaggtuons, this Impulse organizes,
directs, and constantly adjusts Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of every Self-Consciousness Form
only in the birvulyarity Direction, which absolutely precisely reflects the creative tendency of the
given Synthesis Scheme.
In this process irrkoglictive Impulse plays a very important role too, which in any Schemes
of synthetic interconnections helps Info-Creators to support synthesizing Form-Creators of every
Pure Quality participating in this process by means of information cleanliness individually peculiar
to them. Therefore, ALL-Aspiration is meant not only as a possibility for purposeful amplificational
integration of Form-Creators (evolution process), but also as an invariable aspiration by Info-Creators
towards their original standard, which is subjectively interpreted by us as irrkoglictive Qualitation
(from lat. qualitas — quality; abbreviated as i-Qualitation), and is understood by us presently
as «Involution.» From the point of view of iissiidiological Conceptions so-called «involutional»
process (irrkoglictive sumptuumization, from lat. sumptuum — return), subjectively perceived by
you as «opposite to Evolution» (accumulation of Experience and maximum increase of energyinformational Potential of Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness), after all is also a component
of the Mechanism of consecutive refocusing of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms into «primary»
2.0200.

— the most harmonious and balanced! — State of Energy-Plasma. Slloogrently including all the
characteristics of Its Universal «ABSOLUTE ORIGIN» (absolute discretization of interconnections
of all balanced diverse Informational SSS-fragments into dissonational interconnections of SSSfragments of SSS-Entity’s Self-Consciousness), this Energy-Plasma State is simultaneously reflected
in slloogrent f-Configurations of all energy-informational structures of Macrocosmos through
potentially inherent to them State of Universal «ALL-COMPLETENESS» (as the Act of absolute
«collapsing» of dissonational State of Everything Being into one balanced State of Everything That
Is).
In other words, it's possible to say that conditional «beginning» of Everything Being
(i-Qualitation is the state of full discretization of Information into an infinite multitude of
r-Configurations of diverse SSS-fragments, which is possible through Initiation of irrkoglictive IP in
It) represents only other interpretation of the conditional «end» of Everything Being («evolution»
or eglleroliftive Amplification (from lat. amplificatio — amplification; Qualitative improvement of
combinations of features; abbreviated e-Amplification) — the state of absolute balance of Information,
possible because of Initiation of eglleroliftive IP in it). In other words, absolute Characteristics of
ALL-INITIALITY of Energy-Plasma are simultaneously also the absolute Characteristics of ALLCOMPLETENESS of Macrocosmos modelled by It. I will also mention that Form-Creators of the PCQ
ALL-Aspiration actively join the realization of the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme at five-Dominant
stage of formation on 6–7-dimensional Levels of Self-Consciousness of LLUU-VVU-Forms of the
State «CC Activity» from the State «CC Cooperation,» inherent to 5–6-dimensional Levels.
2.0201.

2.0202. OUYYUUUYYYU-YYU-YYU.

Properties of Aspects of the Pure Quality ALL-Essentiality–
ALL-Permeability reflect universal capabilities of multidimensional f-Configurations of absolutely
all Self-Consciousnesses Forms, that have different energy parameters of general manifestation
(meaning, the Forms not manifested together in the same groups of duvuyllerrt Continuums), to
«penetrate» freely (that is «to intercross, not interacting actively energy-informationally» — due
to differently-synthesized impersept states of Form-Creators) each other at any «point» of own
slloogrentness, encouraging the execution of birvulyarity Principle. It allows Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators of various Proto-Forms with different parameters of manifestation to preserve
conditional «individuality» inherent to them and not «to mix» with an infinite multitude of other
types of Creative Activity of more, or less, or simply differently synthesized Levels of dimension.
Due to the presence in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Macrocosmos of specific
characteristics of the Pure Quality ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability, Energy-Plasma Itself (FD
of Self-Consciousness of SSS-Entity) possesses universal property of inter-penetration by Its
rezomiral focus interconnections of Focus Dynamics of absolutely all dimensional diapasons, thus,
structuring with intermediate results of these interconnections not only skrruullerrt system with its
zero ingredients, but also the Slloogrentness Principle as a whole. Consequently at any moment of
manifestation of Self-Consciousness Form, Focus Dynamics of its Form-Creators is always potentially
available to both more and less Qualitative Energy-Information, which is synthesized according
to various Schemes and in its absolute integrity reflecting all the primary Essence (eglleroliftive
concept) of manifestations of all Macrocosmos Forms. Hence, my subjective association with the
word ALL-Essentiality comes. Due to these universal properties such complex «mechanism» may
be manifested in Form-structures of Macrocosmos as «individual» multipolarization of Focus
2.0203.

Dynamics of every Self-Consciousness Form, in other words, — the creative «self-projection» of
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators simultaneously into all the multitude of possible for them both
more and less Qualitative individual scenarios of development.
In human types of subjective Realities the characteristics of active participation in
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of certain Aspects of that PCQ are interpreted by us as
the phenomenon of radiation (ionizing emission). In short-wave manifestation diapason it is
electromagnetic emission of high Energy photons (roentgen and gamma) as well as streams of
beta — (electrons and positrons) and alpha particles (nucleus of atom of helium-4), neutrons,
protons, other ions, muons, heavy ions originating at nuclear fission, and many other intranuclear
processes. Natural sources of radiation in our STCs are thermonuclear reactions (for example,
onto the Sun), induced nuclear reactions (as a result of high-energy elementary particles hitting
nucleus or nuclei merging), spontaneous radioactive decay of radionuclides, cosmic rays, and
others. According to the mechanism of interaction with substance there's allocated directly
streams of charged particles and indirectly ionizing radiation (streams of neutral elementary
particles — photons and neutrons).
2.0204.

For different types of ionizing radiation there're different kinds and types of destructive
effects on biological tissues, including different ways to influence them. Accordingly, different
biological efficiency of emission corresponds to the same absorbed dose. I will note that a greater
degree of covarllert interconnections with Aspects of the given PCQ (that is generating of higher
radiative potential) corresponds to Focus Dynamics of more Qualitative analogs of NUU-VVU-FormTypes. Therefore, the more Qualitative (from the viewpoint of presence in Focus Dynamics of main
characteristics of the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme — abilities for stable generation of SFUURMMForms of high-intellectual Altruism and high-sensual Intellect) the NUU-VVU-Configuration,
focused by you, will be, the more stable Focus Dynamics of bio-Creators of its biological component
will be towards strong radiation exposure of «projections» of Aspects of the Pure Quality ALLEssentiality–ALL-Permeability. I’d also add that Aspects of the given PCQ get engaged in the
lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme — in a form of the sixth Dominant — only at six-Dominant stage of
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of 7–8-dimensional Levels of Ultraconsciousness of LLUU-VVUForms, contributing towards its development from the State of «CC Activity» to more synthesized
state of «CC Resultativeness.»
2.0205.

2.0206. ASSMAAIYYAAA-SSM-AA. Aspects

of the Pure Quality ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness
provide for a certain part of energy-informational interconnections of Energy-Plasma those specific
properties, which I subjectively interpret as a sign of mentality or MENTAL-Plasma. In slloogrent
set of all f-Configurations structured by them, absolutely all the Information is coded in an
absolutely incomprehensible for us way, which forms the basis for Focus Dynamics of the Highest
Cosmic Intelligences, structuring multimillion dimension Levels of Macrocosmos. In its differentdimensional manifestations these Aspects also provide a constancy of influence of eglleroliftive and
irrkoglictive Impulse-Potentials on Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses.
These Aspects start to interact more covarllertly with Form-Creators of the lluuvvumic
Synthesis Scheme only at the stage of integration of six-dominant Focus Dynamics of 7–8-dimensional
2.0207.

Level of Ultraconsciousness of LLUU-VVU-Forms (the State «CC Resultativeness») into sevendominant FD of 8–9-dimensional Level (the State «CC Completeness»).
2.0208. TTIIRTTMMII-II-FF.

Aspects of the Pure Quality ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality,
participating in Dominant or background (recessive) mode of realization of inter-Qualitative
Synthesis, thereby provide all Form-Creators with presence in their Focus Dynamics of steady
influence of original Impulse-Potentials of their creative manifestation in Form-structures of
Macrocosmos, beginning from the most elementary Self-Consciousnesses Forms and finishing
with the Highest Cosmic Intelligences of multimillion dimension Levels. The basic functions in
the «projection» processes into f-Configurations of Form-Creators of original Energy-Information
and its subsequent decoding into individual structures of every of Self-Consciousnesses Forms are
assigned to the Creators of luyyuffloyllid group — svilgsons and ffmillims (the Tertiary EnergyPlasma), avvakklons and liiyllims (the Secondary Energy-Plasma), flaaggtuons and uuyuums (the
Primary Energy-Plasma). Also, they are assigned to the uncountable multitude of other Creators,
whose initially coded svilgs-spherational activity provides simultaneous influence on Form-Creators
of Self-Consciousness of every Form, of both eglleroliftive (amplificational) and irrkoglictive
(qualitational) Impulse-Potentials.
Besides, Creative Activity of Aspects of the given Quality — along with Aspects of some
other PCQs — provides manifestation in Macrocosmos of such Universal Principle as slloogrentness.
In lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme Aspects of the PCQ ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality start to
manifest themselves actively at the stage of integration of seven-dominant Focus Dynamics of
8–9-dimensional Levels of Ultraconsciousness of LLUU-VVU-Forms (the State «TC Completeness»)
into eight-dominant Focus Dynamics of 9–10-dimensional Levels (the State «CC Passivity»).
2.0209.

2.0210. NGLUUINGG-GN-OO.

Creative Activity of Aspects of the Pure Quality ALL-Steadiness–
ALL-Stability provides the ability of any energy-informational system of Macrocosmos (SelfConsciousnesses Forms, Form-systems of Worlds, types of Realities, Continuums, Conversums, and
Universums) to preserve initially inherent to it manifestation state at a given «point» of slloogrentness.
We cannot talk about its «recovery» after certain «influence,» because there's no dynamics, except
the Focus one, in the structures of Macrocosmos manifested in Space-Time only with the help of
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of all possible Cosmic TOO-UUEntities! That State of Stable Balance and Primary Stability of Everything is preserved due to the
presence of Information in f-Configurations of any Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which is inherent
to Aspects of the Pure Quality ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability.
Where «is kept» and how is all this slloogrent Information realized through Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators of all possible manifestation Levels, whose carriers are Aspects of the given
PCQ? Let me answer: exactly in that svilgs-spherational impulse activity of iksons, svilgsons,
avvakklons, flaaggtuons, and other Creators of luyyyuffloyllid group, which organizes all the
«attractorness» (order incomprehensible for us, unpredictability, hidden logic, inevitability) of any
Focus Dynamics of any Self-Consciousness Form, providing all participants of this holochronelysimultaneous Process (Form- and Info-Creators) with consecutive and inevitable return (inertial
refocusing) from absolutely harmonized State of «ALL-INITIALITY» into absolutely harmonized
2.0211.

State of «ALL-COMPLETENESS» and vice versa (which basically represents the same Universal
State, which we looked at from various subjective points of view in relation to Focus Dynamics of
Form-Creators of slloogrent Process of conditional «beginning» and the same conditional «end» of
Existence of SSS-Entity’s Self-Consciousness).
All Self-Consciousnesses Forms are already initially manifested on every Macrocosmos
Level inherent to them in conditionally (potentially) already finished — for every Form-system!
— variant of typical for them f-Configurations. That variant does not demand from anybody and
from anything any slightest additional interference. All what any Form of Self-Consciousness is
capable of, is only to change consistently the Qualitative characteristics of Creative Activity (Focus
Dynamics) of Form-Creators, which causes infinite inertial process of their «reprojection» from
some «sections» of the uniform slloogrent f-Configuration of Macrocosmos into other «sections,»
which are in a greater degree resonational (that is mutually balanced) in relation to Qualitative
parameters of their current f-Configurations.
2.0212.

Any process of your consecutive «creation» of something «new» does not mean at all that
this «something» before you «thought of it» and decided «to create» had not been anywhere in the
Universe. If in informational space of your Self-Consciousness the versions of Conceptions about
something got activated, it means that uncountable versions of this «something» are already initially
available in many different-Qualitative development scenarios. Due to the certain Qualitative direction
of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of your Self-Consciousness, you were only resonationally
(and consecutively) «attracted» towards such from all currently possible development scenarios,
where «something,» imagined by you, has been gradually (inertially manifested in your «personal»
Life — individual rotational Cycle) manifested at various phases of its readiness (and then, you
have the impression that it was exactly you, who have gradually made or realized «it»). Or «it» is
being manifested in one go, in the form of a ready made item (situations, abilities, circumstances,
phenomena, states, and so on).
2.0213.

Creative Activity of the Pure Quality’s Aspects of ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability allows the
main State of Macrocosmos — Everything already IS! — to be present literally in every «point» of
slloogrent manifestation of the overall Focus Dynamics. Regarding all the «rest» which is subjectively
perceived by you as certain processes of «creation» or «destruction» — this is our impression
representing just an Illusion of consecutive «scene change» which is carried out by specific Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators of Perception system. The latter «slides» with resonationally not
balanced part of own focus «projections» along already initally available structures of Universe
(Macrocosmos). Moreover, the Qualitativeness of imagined by you and «materialized» objects or
states in the given type of subjective Reality will correspond to the Qualitativeness degree (that
is the depth of inter-Qualitative Synthesis) of «your» Self-Consciousness Form. In some more
Qualitative scenarios there will be more perfect and appealing situations, circumstances, subjects,
objects, collectives, communities, people, animal, plants, and so on, and in some less Qualitative
scenarios — less interesting and attractive ones.
2.0214.

2.0215. LLDUOLLDMU-LL-MM. Specific characteristic of Information, peculiar to Aspects of the Pure

Quality of ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence give to f-Configurations of Form-Creators of Macrocosmos

the universal abilities to simultaneous manifestation (through different Self-Consciousnesses Forms)
in different-Qualitative structures of uncountable multitude of subjective Realities in diverse groups
of space-time Continuums. For example, Form-Creators of such Self-Consciousnesses Forms as
electrons, within the peculiar to them manifestation range, are capable to be present simultaneously
with their Focus Dynamics in any slloogrentness section of the given Conversum (of the whole set
of STCs groups of the given range), in every case demonstrating their peculiar synthetic EnergyInformation (properties and parameters). In the same way, Form-Creators of our NUU-VVU-SelfConsciousnesses Forms, being energy carriers of Information of any from synthesized by «us» Pure
Qualities (it does not matter whether they are Dominant or recessive), get manifested simultaneously
with it in corresponding «sections» of Space-Time's slloogrentness through all the multitude of SelfConsciousnesses Forms of other Proto-Forms, introducing in other Synthesis Scheme their own
Energy-Information. Presence of characteristic properties of that PCQ in f-Configurations of SpaceTime supports all Self-Consciousnesses Forms with a peculiarity defined by us as teleportation.
and PFFAARRGMII-MM-II. Creative Activity of the Pure
Qualities’ Aspects of ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness and ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness can be
only considered together, in absolute inseparable interconnection with each other. Since in their
Unity they represent in general slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators simultaneously both
the «lowest» and the «highest» degrees of Their possible manifestations, which in every individual
case of Focusing we can very conditionally interpret as certain, absolutely uniform, and potentially
inherent to Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Form, general States of «primordiality» and
«completeness» of What we define as Holistic Creation of Macrocosmos due to our subjectivity. In
the most simple expression it can look approximately the same as «Moebius's tape,» transformed
into multidimensional type of «spheroidicity,» where any «beginning» and any «end» are always
combined at the same resonational manifestation point.
2.0216. KHKHVAATTFII-FF-KHVII

On this universal, overall «beginning and ending» Principle the refocusing mechanism
is built, which is already known to you as zero dimension ingredient. Any subjective States of
energy-informational ALL-Voidness (ALL-Vacuumness), by virtue of the fact that EVERYTHING
ALREADY EXISTS, are always potentially structured (kind of initially imply in themselves)
with the corresponding to them states of energy-informational ALL-Abundance (ALL-Fullness).
OBJECTIVELY it is impossible to divide in any way or to «isolate» them from each other, because they
are actually not «beginnings» and «endings,» but That One What provides the presence in EnergyPlasma of universal property of holochrone simultaneity of manifestation effect of absolutely all
Self-Consciousnesses Forms or otherwise — the Single Eternity Moment of Macrocosmos. At any
«point» of skrruullerrt system «beginning» and «ending» phases of some states of Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses Forms are also merged in a uniform slloogrentness of
f-Configurations, and only the degree of Qualitativeness, inherent to each Focus, is capable to
subjectively « sort» something from this all-beginning-all-ending State, which will resonate on a
Perception system either as a certain intermediate «beginning» or as a certain intermediate «ending.»
2.0217.

So, we have completed very brief review of Conceptions accessible to your «present»
understanding about the Meaning and Essence of twelve types of complex combinations of every
possible Aspects of Cosmic OO-UU-Entities, Whose very specific — and at the same time universal
in their overall synthesizedness — manifestations in Form-structures of Macrocosmos I have
2.0218.

conditionally defined as Pure Cosmic Qualities. Upon that I want to highlight once again the huge
subjectivity of any of my definitions, which represent attempts to describe by words, as detailed as
possible, What is not possible to describe or define. However, due to this subjectivity, Form-Creators
of your Self-Consciousnesses Forms obtain a real possibility to radically and effectively «reproject»
own Focus Dynamics into those Directions of Creative Activity, where the degree of your «personal»
subjectivity will begin to go down steadily, offering to your Perception deeper and deeper layers
of the Truth.
Slloogrent r-Configurations of Every of 12 OO-UU-Entities (LIIY-FFMI-LLI) always stay in the
State of ideal energy-informational interconnection with r-Configurations of the 12 as though «other»
manifestation versions of various combinations of the SAME (!) OO-UU-Entities, representing (i.e.
energy-informationally reflecting) in Highest Cosmic Intelligence AYFAAR certain realizational
possibilities and properties inherent to them, which in iissiidiological Conceptions are interpreted
as Combined Cosmic Qualities (EI-YY-UI-YY). What does it mean? In the given DDIIUYYI-Type of
Macrocosmos manifestation the given Level of Creative Activity of Highest Intelligence AYFAAR
is presented by synthetic focus interconnections (through FD of Form-Creators) between Every of
12 LIIY-FFMI-LLI and each of the most covarllert to It variation of Its possible (in certain energyinformational manifestation conditions of the given DDIIUYYI-Entity) Creative Activity of SSLOOSS-SNAA-Creators (from 12th to 24th dimension).
2.0219.

How are these Combined Qualities are formed? It is necessary to say that it is always a
very specific synthetic Process which in each DDIIUYYI-Type of Macrocosmos manifestation Selforganizes in completely its own way. Earlier I have already tried to describe to you the Essence
of the Major principle of slloogrent realization of information interconnections among OO-UUEntities (through UM — universal dimension) depending on Their degree of covarllertness among
themselves. However, it appeared to be very difficult because you don’t have any Conceptions about
holochronely-simultaneous slloogrentness of Everything. Nevertheless, all I can do is to repeat it
once again: Twelve Harmonious (not absolutely counterbalanced among themselves but only in
relation to the Focus Dynamics of the Highest Levels of the Tertiary State of Energy-Plasma) Pairs
of Combined Qualities (12 already existing variations of PCQs Synthesis + 12 other variations of
PCQs Synthesis; equally there are also versions of interaction of Each PCQ with another synthetic
version of «Itself,» simultaneously manifested through another Synthesis Scheme) are manifested in
Macrocosmos by specific «projection» of Creative Activity of Info-Creators of Each of 12 OO-UUEntities into Configuration of Each of other eleven (plus «Itself») OO-UU-Entities, which according
to their creativity are most covarllert with It.
2.0220.

The existence of interaction possibility of Every PCQ with «Itself» can be compared with the
procedure of DNA analysis among people. More than 99% of DNA sequence of all human beings
living on the Earth are identical for everyone regardless of their skin color, gender, and nationality.
If we analyze these «identical» areas, there will be found no difference between a man and a
woman or between a representative of any tribe and a scientist. However, in every genome there
are unique DNA areas for each person, which make all of us so different. Among them there're areas
of hypervariable DNA called STR (from English simple tandem repeats) most often used at genetic
people identification. Or another example: piano (or any another similar instrument or vocal) duet
inside an orchestra (a group of 12 performers which initially was considered to be an orchestra).
2.0221.

Approximately the same is in regards to the «individuality» of a PCQ — Every Quality has its «own»
characteristics and «common» interconnections with other PCQs, whose presence allows Every PCQ
to interact as if with «Itself.»
You will object to me saying that with such principle of different-Qualitative interconnections
in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the Secondary Energy-Plasma there should be manifested
not 24, but (12 x 12 = 144) four hundred forty four Combined Qualities. Yes, everything is like that
with the exception to the fact that 144 are conditional Types of Combined Qualities, whereof the
WHOLE Secondary State of Energy-Plasma is composed through the assembly of specific Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators of different-Qualitative DDIIUYYI-Entities. Since we can study any
processes occurring in Macrocosmos only in the direct connection with the fact of manifestation
of our NUU-VVU-Forms in very specific conditions of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of «our»
DDIIUYYI-Entity, it turns out that for Form-Creators of our Focus Dynamics there is «really» only
one option of these interactions, which have been carried out in pairs according to the Scheme
peculiar only to «our» DDIIUYYI-Entity.
2.0222.

As a result of similar — consecutive and pairwise! — interactions in Space-Time there
originates qualitatively absolutely new synthetic State of Energy-Plasma, simultaneously combining
both absolutely all characteristics of Aspects of 12 LIIY-FFMI-LLI and certain «Third» (and actually
only intermediate!) synthetic States — Combined Qualities of DDIIUYYI-Entities. The latter are
presented through mutually synthesized 12 Harmonic Pairs of OO-UU-Entities. If the meaning of
the term «Third» is not quite clear to you, I advise you to remember, how a culinary meal is cooked.
It is made of many components, which individual characteristics merge in one original form and
flavoring scale and do not repeat any of these individual flavors of every product.
2.0223.

As you do not have a possibility to understand deeper and visually imagine, what and how
exactly is carried out in specific conditions of manifestation of the Secondary Energy-Plasma, for
this question I have to restrict myself with explanations on the example of more or less available for
your understanding the Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of «our» 3–4-dimensional diapason of
the Tertiary Energy-Plasma. Let's take, for example, such Pure Quality as ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom.
Let's admit that at every Level of slloogrent manifestation of uncountable Aspects in the given
dimension diapason, Form-Creators of This OO-UU-Entity strive towards the greatest degree of
energy-informational interaction with all slloogrent manifestations of f-Configurations of FormCreators of another Pure Quality — ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence. At that inertial moment, when
this process is carried out (and all the multitude of these processes happens during the Single
Eternity Moment!), Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of jointly synthesized in that way SelfConsciousnesses Forms starts to manifest characteristic features of absolutely individual — human!
— properties, in particular those, which are equally characteristic both for OO-UU-Aspects of ALLLove–ALL-Wisdom and for OO-UU-Aspects of ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence.
2.0224.

So in each slloogrentness «section» of Space-Time there is formed an infinite multitude of special
conditions for joint manifestation of diverse Collective Cosmic Intelligences, providing with necessary
energy-informational interactions overall Synthesis of specific realizational Self-Consciousnesses Forms
of the given Direction of Creativity (in our case — the lluuvvumic Direction), which are manifested
2.0225.

(«inside» slloogrent Configuration of DDIIUYYI-Entity!) through own duvuyllerrt group (type) of
subjectively individual — human! — Universes. It is necessary to notice that there're no Universes
in The Whole objective Reality, because They are generated only in slloogrent Focus Dynamics of all
the variety of human Self-Consciousnesses Forms by our subjective Conceptions about structure and
properties of Continuums, Realities, and Form-systems of Worlds. All the other protoformal types of
subjective Universes are formed according to the same Principle.
In specific conditions of manifestation of These Universes, f-Configurations of such uniform
Self-Consciousnesses Forms (which form their Conceptions, for example, through the Scheme
of inter-Qualitative Synthesis of ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) have
optimum possibilities for birvulyart convergence. It is possible to say the same about other variants of
Universes. They are formed by absolutely other Conceptions, peculiar to those Self-Consciousnesses
Forms which carry out inter-Qualitative Synthesis according to other protoformal Schemes. It is
based not only on the difference in Qualitativeness of Information structuring them, but also on the
differences in Elements composing It (Aspects), and in the sequence of realization of basic stages of
inter-Qualitative Synthesis. In result, during deepening into this Process, they tend to resonational
combination (merging, «merging») of «current» f-Configurations of different-Qualitative SelfConsciousnesses Forms into more and more capacious (concentrated or informationally more
saturated) energy-informational subjects.
2.0226.

But let's look further — what else happens «around» (actually «inside!») this multipolarizational
Process («spheroidally self-projected» by all Focuses at once along all Vectors of slloogrentness).
Simultaneously with it in some resonational zones of Energy-Plasma there are all the conditions for
level-by-level Synthesis of the «same» Aspects of the Quality ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom, for example,
with Aspects of the Quality ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness. As a result of this, in Space-Time
there is synthesized another multidimensional Direction of Cosmic Creativity and another duvuyllerrt
group of subjectively different-type Universes. The latter provide the most favorable opportunities
for birvulyart convergence not for everyone, but exactly for such Self-Consciousnesses Forms, who
synthesize exactly These two Qualities. The same tendency to very specific formation appears for
Each of the rest OO-UU-Entities.
2.0227.

Moreover, depending on the degree of Their conditional covarllertness among themselves,
«inside» their general informational space, which is formed by direct interaction of Aspects of
Pure Qualities, there are formed different degrees of resonationness (the depths of Synthesis
between Aspects of the given Qualities) that in our subjective Perception systems are represented
as «absence of overall Harmony» due to structurization of every synthesized Directions by
diverse Levels of dimension. As a matter of fact, it's the presence — in Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousnesses Forms — of possibilities only for manifestation of certain, specific characteristics
typical for f-Configurations formed by different Schemes and different degrees of inter-Qualitative
Synthesis, causes effect of manifestation of different dimensional Levels (according to the degree of
resonationness among different-Qualitative Configurations) inside every synthetic Direction.
2.0228.

Never forget that any subjective type of DIMENSION is SLLOOGRENT by its energyinformational Essence! And what you subjectively perceive in any of particular Directions of Synthesis
2.0229.

of two Pure Qualities as a certain synthetic Level of manifestation of separate characteristics of
one of Directions actually represents only one of uncountable multitude of simultaneously realized
possibilities of this slloogrent Process.
For example, those manifestations, which you subjectively perceive as low degree of
synthesizedness between the two — Dominant for people — Pure Qualities (as depliative Focus
Dynamics of Self-Consciousness’s Form-Creators), at the same moment are also a part of
(«projections») slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of much more synthesized SelfConsciousness's f-Configuration, in which is included more concentrated Aspects’ Information
of «locally impersept» (in regards of the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme!) Pure Qualities, whose
SFUURMM-Forms are impossible for your Perception system to anyhow identify and compare with
anything know. Precisely in the same way, these inaccessible to your observation and Perception
characteristics of synthesized «locally impersept» Qualities are the part of other Universal Scheme
of inter-Qualitative Synthesis (Direction of birvulyarity), in which Aspects of other OO-UU-Entities
act as Dominants.
2.0230.

To illustrate the above-described on the example of our Self-Consciousness, we can explore
following questions. Why do Form-Creators of mid-frequency Levels of our «present» NUU-VVUConfiguration have greatest possibilities for realization (in comparison with Form-Creators of
ampliative Levels)? Why are the goals that correspond to mid-frequency levels can be achieved by
people quite quickly, while realization of ampliative SFUURMM-Forms and, what is quiet important,
of the most depliative Levels, is associated with high inertionness? And if the information about
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of high-vibrational Levels is more or less clear for you (they
are still not sufficiently synthesized in our Self-Consciousness to allow us to quickly refocus into
them), the realization of goals typical for depliative Levels of Self-Consciousness show an apparent
contradiction. If SFUURMM-Forms of these Levels are synthesized to a greater degree than midfrequency ones, they, in principle, should materialize first. Why does not it happen in practice?
2.0231.

As we have already mentioned, SFUURMM-Forms (UU-VVU-conglomerates) of various
Levels of our NUU-VVU-Configurations, from least to the most Qualitative, do not objectively
exist anywhere, except at ODSs or FLCs of Self-Consciousness, «being resonationally projected»
into our subjective Perception system from its informational space during the fixation process of
our Focus Dynamics in various synthesized States. The lower is the degree of synthesizedness of
these UU-VVU-Conglomerates manifested through Focus Dynamics of our actions and observable
phenomena or objects of surrounding reality, the less Qualitative their focal Configurations are,
and vice versa. However, as we «personally» realize «ourselves» in groups of human Continuums
of 3–4-dimensional diapason, we can realize and observe «around ourselves» and «in ourselves»
most easily and freely the manifestations of those SFUURMM-Forms, whose Configurations are not
only in full compatibility with synthetic complexity of focal Configurations of the given diapason,
but also are typical for our lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme (or to the greatest degree covarllert and
diffuzgent in relation to it).
2.0232.

An infinite multitude of Focus Dynamics, structured by protoformal SFUURMM-Forms with
impersept and cruvursorrt interconnections in relation to our Scheme, either escape our Perception
2.0233.

system (remain unnoticed by us or incomprehensible), or demand creation of additional devices
to some extent compensating the absence in our Focus Dynamics of necessary covarllert energyinformational combinations. There's a multitude of devices for the most superfine physical
observation and measuring, which helps us to include into the spectrum of our Perception the
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of every possible protoformal f-Configurations, whose
manifestation conditions are limited by radio, infra-red, ultra-violet, and x-ray diapasons. SelfConsciousnesses Forms existing in these ranges of radiations are also not capable to perceive us
without appropriate correction of inherent to them Perception systems.
As Focus Dynamics of our Self-Consciousness is diffuzgent in its Principle, in all
boundary resopasons of possible options of its manifestation it's slloogrently structured by the
multitude of SFUURMM-Forms that are inherent to other Proto-Forms and, being synthesized
according to fundamentally other Schemes, are also «projected» into informational space of our
Self-Consciousness, irrespectively of our awareness of their potential presence or not. It means
that at resonational «unpacking» of such SFUURMM-Forms, Dominant Form-Creators of our
Self-Consciousnesses Forms have to make a lot of effort (Energy, which means Time as well)
in order to compensate associatively and bring to logical correspondence (that is to adapt to our
Perception system) the huge volume of tensor (impersept) interconnections that are inevitably
present in the given manifestation diapason among subjective human Conceptions and their
different-protoformal analogs (to transmute «excess» Energy Potential).
2.0234.

Part of these SFUURMM-Forms can be generated by depliative Focus Dynamics of FormCreators of some Proto-Forms, whose Dominants are impersept (covarllert in low degree) towards
one or another of our two Dominants. Therefore, in order «to decode» them, to comprehend
logically, and «to imagine» figuratively (to identify), Form-Creators of our Self-Consciousnesses
Forms will require uncountable steady refocusings in the given Synthesis Direction to establish
closer contacts with energy-informational sources of these depliative generations, in order to
combine in the best way the received Information with own f-Configurations and to correlate
it with those SFUURMM-Forms which are already synthesized in individual ODS of our SelfConsciousness Form.
2.0235.

Only after this Information is sufficiently concordant with realizational interests of certain
«amount» of Form-Creators of our Focus Dynamics, they will start activating in collective
«unpacking» process, inside informational space of our Self-Consciousness, and will stimulate
the most responsive versions of our «personal» Interpretations towards refocusings in this
protoformal Direction. Penetrating Focus Dynamics of people, these SFUURMM-Forms sort
of change the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme into its more protoformal version, forcing us to
self-identify partially with absolutely different synthetic processes typical of other Schemes of
inter-Qualitative Synthesis. The realization of all these svilgs-spherational processes takes many
efforts and time. It is what I mean by the term «time loop.» In fact all our infinite Existence
represents in multipolarizational Focus Dynamics constant change of some time loops to others
— both more Qualitative (i.e. more corresponding to the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type) and less
Qualitative (to a greater degree reflecting tendencies of other types).
2.0236.

Considering all this, you should also understand that any SFUURMM-Form resonationally
unpacked by Form-Creators of your Self-Consciousness and, at first subjective sight, is classified by
you as depliative or «low-frequency» (because of its incomprehensibility, specificity, radicalism),
can be perceived by you this way only due to high imperseptness-cruvursorrtness of the structuring
it Information in relation to the type of energy-informational interconnections that is typical of the
given manifestation Level of your Self-Consciousness. Actually, its Configuration can be more
Qualitative, than it seems to you, but synthesized according to the Scheme that is to some extent
impersept to the lluuvvumic Development Direction. Therefore, Form-Creators of your Focus
Dynamics are not capable yet to energy-informationally process (to quantize) such SFUURMM-Forms
straight in all the integrity that is peculiar to them, and are forced to (according to the covarllertness
degree shown by them) sequentially fragment them into the multitude of parts, from which firstly
are being chosen interconnections most resonational to their own f-Configurations.
2.0237.

If unpacked from informational space of Self-Consciousness SFUURMM-Forms are
«projected» from its ampliative «part» (Collective Subconsciousness), where they are already
synthesized according to the lluuvvumic Scheme from «projections» of uncountable multitude of
dominant-background energy-informational interconnections, in that case their fragmentation into
the multitude of discrete configurational elements accessible for «understanding» of your FormCreators will also require a lot of time and efforts. Before Form-Creators will form for themselves
a new goal, firstly, they need to reliably gain a foothold in all the details of newly created by them
Conceptions with their Focus Dynamics, and only after that to gradually start realizing more deeply
the characteristics of that Direction, towards which intuitive Interest and eglleroliftive Impulse
stimulate them to refocus.
2.0238.

In summary we cansay that extended realization of SFUURMM-Forms of both ampliative and
depliative Levels of Self-Consciousness inside the same rotational Cycle cannot be carried out by
Form-Creators for a long time — it happens periodically, cyclically, with consecutive alternation
refocusings (svilgs-spherations) in different protoformal Directions, changing because of the
increase or decrease of Form-Creators’ Interest for the given realizational processes.
2.0239.

Considering the temporary circumstance that Focus Dynamics of none of you has steadily
stabilized in SFUURMM-Forms of the lluuvvumic Direction, iissiidiological Conceptions for many
of you — who are too focused on traditional forms of selfish thinking and feeling, and who are
not functionally ready now for the «unpackings» of ampliative Information with so complex
configurational interconnections — will seem as «low-quality nonsense,» «full nonsense,» or «farfetched fantasy,» from which your Form-Creators, yet in general realizing themselves in depliative
protoformal manifestations, can fragmentarily «sort out» only the most primitive components, which
at least to some extent are resonational in relation to what they already have in their Configurations.
2.0240.

Such «complexity,» originality, and radicalism of iissiidiological Conceptions, which
amaze imagination in comparison to everything that fills the «present» Collective Consciousness
of humankind is not it’s disadvantage or an indicator of unreliability, but only a vivid evidence
of poor, deep protoformal state of NUU-VVU-Configuration, in which the prevailing number of
people are nowadays focused in, and who realize in egocentric tendencies. There is only one way
2.0241.

out of these regrettable circumstances for all of us — it is persistent, insistent, extremely biased
(and, therefore, detailed, thorough, and deep) study of this universal Knowledge. Its ampliative
Conceptions structure all «future» «human» Continuums groups, which are the most favorable for
the development in the lluuvvumic Direction.
Each Level of inter-Qualitative synthesizedness of Space-Time represents intercrossing of
uncountable multitude of summarized Vectors of Forces typical for various Schemes and Directions
of Synthesis, which are formed by different types of joint Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators and
Info-Creators — focus «projections» of different OO-UU-Entities. This general for all self-conscious
Elements of Energy-Plasma tendency towards the formation, as a result of inter-Qualitative
Synthesis, of uncountable multitude of inter-penetrating very specific types of energy-informational
interconnections (amplificational development Directions) is called birvulyarity.
2.0242.

For example, aiyyyaic birvulyarity type (from AIY-YYA — the Cosmic Human, 36th
dimension) is based on the primary Synthesis of Aspects of two Pure Qualities — ALL-Love–ALLWisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence. This Synthesis (by constantly growing multi-dominant
Schemes) is brought firstly to a certain stage of inter-Qualitative Synthesis by SLAA-SS-MII-Creators
of LLUU-VVU-Entities (the lluuvvumic kind of aiyyyaic type of birvulyarity — from 3rd to 12th
dimension); then, it proceeds by SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators in the Secondary Energy-Plasma (from
12th to 24th dimension) with subsequent «transfer» of this rather not completed process to SSUISS-SFAA-Creators of the Primary Energy-Plasma (from 24th to 36th dimension), and further to
UUYYU-UU-YY- and I-IIYTY-I-AA-A-Creators of various SUPRA-Universal Levels of Macrocosmos.
2.0243.

The matter is that it's simply impossible to carry out the absolute Synthesis between Aspects
of two Pure Qualities in one or even a few dozen of manifestation diapasons: It requires an incredible
multitude of every possible specific condition, which are created by Form-Creators of different
diapasons by a way of attraction of necessary «quantity» of Information fragments, which are typical
to Aspects of some other ten Pure Qualities. Besides, — that is very important! — this Information
can join this process of two-dominant Synthesis not in its «pure» state, but only in certain synthetic
combinations which increase Its covarllert-liyllusceeve properties in relation to specific features of
already formed f-Configurations.
2.0244.

Each protoformal Scheme of two-dominant Synthesis represents only initial stage of
birvulyarity of a strictly definite type. Focus Dynamics of a birvulyarity penetrates all the
slloogrentness of Focus Dynamics of the Highest Intelligence. During the process of realization
of specific many-sided interconnections inside each of these types, the synthetic State of EnergyPlasma gradually reaches the absolute Level of its slloogrent manifestation in the shape of all Formsystems of Macrocosmos.
2.0245.

Thus, for example, the initial stage (Cosmic Ethereal Plan-Level: from +12.0 — through
0-ingredient — to -12.0 dimension) of inertial Synthesis of birvulyarity type, carried out by people
in 3–4-dimensional diapason of manifestation, can be represented in the following way:
2.0246.

Initial fragmentary intra-Aspect interaction within each of two Pure Cosmic Qualities …
… 3–4-th dimension,
«CC Potentiality»: ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence

…

… 4–5-th dimension,
«CC Solidarity»: «CC Potentiality» + ALL-Unity …
… 5–6-th dimension,
«CC Cooperation»: «CC Solidarity» + ALL-Integrity …
… 6–7-th dimension,
«CC Activity»: «CC Cooperation» + ALL-Aspiration …
… 7–8-th dimension,
«CC Resultativeness»: «CC Activity» + ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability …
… 8–9-th dimension,
«CC Completeness»: «CC Resultativeness» + ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness …
… 9–10-th dimension,
«CC Passivity»: «CC Completeness» + ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality …
… 10–11-th dimension,
«CC Dissatisfaction»: «CC Passivity» + (ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness + ALL-Steadiness–
ALL-Stability) …
… 11–12-th dimension,
«CC Harmonicity»: «CC Dissatisfaction» + (ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence + ALL-Abundance–
ALL-Fullness) …
And further:…
… Synthesis by SSOOSSOOLMA-SUU-Creators of Stabilization Plan-Overtone (from +14th
— through 0-ingredient — to -14th dimension)…
… Synthesis by LUULLSMII-SSLAA-Creators of intermediate LUULLSMII-diapason of
Buddhic Plan-Overtone (from +16th — through 0-ingredient — to -16th dimension) …
… Synthesis by GLOOGSMII-SSLAA-Creators (Buddhic Plan-Overtone — GLOOGSMII-NAA
— from +18th — through 0-ingredient — to -18th dimension) …
… Synthesis by INGSSMII-SSLAA-Creators of Desintegration Plan-Overtone (from +20th —
through 0-ingredient — to -20th dimension) …
… Synthesis by SYYUUUY-SVAA-Creators of Disbalancing Plan-Overtone (from +22nd —
through 0-ingredient — to -22nd dimension) …
… Synthesis by SSUUYYSS-GLLII-SVAA-Creators of Focusing Plan-Overtone (from +24th
— through 0-ingredient — to -24th dimension)…
… Synthesis by SLAIILLI-SVUU-Creators of Intergalactic Ethereal Complex-Plan (from

+24th — through 0-ingredient — to -24th dimension)…
… Synthesis by IYIY-SSMIIYSMAA-A-Creators of the intermediate diapason of Focusing
Plan-Overtone (from +26th — through 0-ingredient — to -26th dimension)…
… Synthesis by OUIYY-TLAASSMA-A-Creators of Transforming Plan-Overtone (from +36th
— through 0-ingredient — to -36th dimension) …
… Synthesis by FLAAGG-TUU-Y-YYA-Creators of Universal Ethereal Plasmic Forces
Diapason (from +36th — through 0-ingredient — to -36th dimension)…
And further:
… Synthesis by UUYYU-UU-YY- and I-IIYTY-I-AA-A-Creators of all possible SUPRAUniversal Levels of Macrocosmos — up to the State of absolute Synthesis of Pure Cosmic
Qualities ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence as a part of the rest of
types of «paired» birvulyarities.
The integral or sum of These Universal States of Energy-Plasma leads to absolute harmony
of all elementary fragments of Information of Each of twelve Pure Cosmic Qualities when combined
with one another. That corresponds with the «primary» before-synthetic general State of Information
which, being mercavgnationally stimulated by internal irrkoglictive Impulse-Potential, initiates
impersept and cruvursorrt interconnections among SSS-fragments towards active interaction. In the
result «inside» the Information appears the eglleroliftive Energy-Potential of Form-Creators , which
is the Primary-Reason for the development in It of Such specific State that we subjectively interpret
as «Everything Being» or Macrocosmos.
2.0247.

For more vivid illustration of at least basic scheme of realization of this most complicated
slloogrent Process, we can use some biological associations. For example, in epigenetics there is a
classical image of the process of differentiation-specialization of the cell, called «Waddington’s
epigenetic landscape.» At the top of the hill of this speculative landscape there is a zygote which
is totipotent (has potential for the formation of any organism cell). In the given example it
serves as a prototype of That specific State of a Form, which is located on an imperceptible side,
on one hand, of BEFORE-synthetic State of «Everything That Is» (Information), and on the other
hand, of ALREADY synthetic State — «Everything Being» (means Forms). The fertilization fact
(that is the conditional termination and triumph of specialization-differentiation: Merging of
two extremely specialized cells — egg and spermatozoon) is a prototype of mercavgnational
and potential irrkoglictive IP (stimulus).
2.0248.

Further we can use the same analogy: The formation of embryo stem cells (they're already
«only» pluripotent and form all the rest stem cells, except for placenta) is possible to compare with
formation of OO-UU-Entities, which under the influence of irrkoglictive IP (in our example — by
gravity forces)start to roll downwards the Waddington’s hill and convert-specialize into a more
specific, system (blood, bone, nervous, and so on) cells. We can compare this stage with the formation
of Each of TOO-UU-Entity’s Self-Consciousness (and SSS-Entity as a whole) and the beginning of
formation of different-types of birvulyarity. At the very bottom of Waddington’s landscape there are
highly specialized cells (for example, egg and spermatozoon) which can be compared with SVOOUU-Entities. AYFAAR — conditionally represented by us as a mammal’s organism — realizes itself
2.0249.

only holistically, jointly, and not through Self-Consciousnesses Forms of all the multitude of cells
and systems.
This universal ability of Energy-Plasma of uncountable birvulyart manifestations is the main
objective Reason for functioning of the Principle of collective nature of Highest Cosmic Intelligence
that is Qualitative differentiation-integration of all Forms of manifestation of OO-UU-Entities
through an infinite multitude of different-type TOO-UU-Entities (or Collective Cosmic Intelligences
of Form-Creators of Macrocosmos), Which, in Their turn, are individually decomposed-aggregated
at various «sections» of slloogrentness of Space-Time through the uncountable multitudes of
own SVOO-UU-Entities (Self-Consciousnesses Forms or Proto-Forms — Entities synthesized by
three and more Pure Qualities). Thanks to this Principle and presence of an uncountable variety
of different types of birvulyarity, AYFAAR does not perceive «Itself» through individual Focus
Dynamics of TOO-UU-Entities- or SVOO-UU-Entities, and realizes itself only holistically, jointly, as
holochronely-simultaneous integral manifestation (objective structuration of Space-Time by certain
type of information combinations) of Its all Universal Focuses of Self-Consciousnesses.
2.0250.

In parallel, same mutually attractable tendencies stimulate similar counter processes from
Each of 12 OO-UU-Entities. In other words, the similar multipolarizational manifestation of all the
multitude of mutually synthesized and interpenetrating one another different-protoformal Synthesis
Schemes (development Directions of Focus Dynamics formed by them) occurs simultaneously
in Configurations of Aspects of Each of 12 above-named Pure Cosmic Qualities. Actually, this
forms the universal different-Qualitative state of Energy-Plasma, which we subjectively define as
slloogrentness: Potential «interprojection» of properties of Energy-Information among differentQualitative «areas» of f-Configurations. I will add that the slloogrentness Principle has possibility to
be manifested in any «point» of Energy-Plasma due to the presence in f-Configuration of DDIIUYYIEntity of all the infinite multitude of diverse force Vectors of birvulyarity — different-leveled
«projections» of subjective Universes, as though «individually» manifested in Space-Time through
Focus Dynamics of different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
2.0251.

Focal Configuration of Every TOO-UU-Entity , which organizes and forms the basis of
synthetic development Direction of Focus Dynamics in every Proto-Form, is structured by
peculiar only to It eglleroliftive Impulse, which supports refocusings of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms manifested by It within the conditional bounds (taking into account diffuzgent structure
of each Forma) that are typical for multidominant Synthesis Scheme of the given TOO-UU and for
the given Direction structuring the given type of birvulyarity. Specific conditions for realization
and maintenance in multipolarizational process of different-Qualitative refocusings of FormCreators of every Self-Consciousnesses Forms of such individual eglleroliftive stimulation are
provided by the property of birvulyarity, thanks to which (through svilgs-spherational dynamics
of the corresponding svilgsons, which have an analog in epigenetics — the process of DNA
methylation and acylation: Change of expression and repression of genes that do not influence
the initial sequence, but the condition of all diverse scenarios of bio-Creativity) Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators of other Synthesis Schemes gets «projected» into the basic synthetic Process
of the general Focus Dynamics of TOO-UU -Entity in an appropriate way (like catalysts). As a
matter of fact, between the concepts of birvulyarity type (in narrow sense of this word) and
Synthesis Scheme it is possible (to a certain degree of conditionality) to put an equal-sign,
2.0252.

because every synthetic development Direction is carried out through characteristic features of
certain type of birvulyarity.
Focal Configuration of any Proto-Form — on all Levels of dimension structured by it —
reflects by itself the typical Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of certain multidominant Synthesis
Scheme of Aspects of Pure Cosmic Qualities («inside» every Scheme the Self-Consciousnesses
Forms structuring it are differentiated into the multitude of individual diffuzgent Development
Directions). As a result of eglleroliftive Impulse, typical of Focus Dynamics of TOO-UU-Entity of
the given protoformal Direction, in slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Macrocosmos
there are manifested energy-informational interconnections, specifically interpenetrating each
other, which are typical for certain types of birvulyarity. Each of these types of interconnections
also potentially reflect the synthetic features of the multitude of other multidominant Synthesis
Schemes, due to which into each birvulyarity are being «projected» the most covarllert to it (on the
given manifestation Level) «sections» of others Synthesis Schemes, thereby contributing to each
synthetic process the Information, typical for one or several background Qualities (which carry out
the role of catalysts in every Synthesis Scheme providing refocusings of Form-Creators within this
birvulyarity type).
2.0253.

Each of TOO-UU-Entities is characterized by a pair of Dominants basic for It (characteristic
for depliative Levels of Self-Consciousness). For example, the activity of Form-Creators of the
Dominants ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence, which support Its Focus
Dynamics in the State «Creative Cosmic Potentiality,» is initially typical for LLUU-VVU-Entity
(being a component of AIY-YYA-Entity), which allows to increase the covarllertness degree of
these two Dominants in relation to Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the PCQ ALL-Unity. As
soon as this tendency in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators is broken (for example, when towards
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of two lluuvvumic Dominants is resonationally attracted — as
equivalent third Dominant! — not Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the PCQ ALL-Unity, but
Focus Dynamics of another One from the rest nine OO-UU-Entities), then the lluuvvumic birvulyarity
type of 4–5-dimensional manifestation diapason radically changes to a different type.
2.0254.

Irrespective of how many Pure Qualities in a certain dimension diapason already became
Dominant at any stage of performance of the given Synthesis Scheme, in the maximum expression
degree of the given birvulyarity type are always present Aspects of only two «original» Qualities. In
other words, in eglleroliftive dynamics all the rest (subsequent) multidominant Schemes represent
the uniform Mechanism of increase of covarllertness degree between these two PCQs, providing
deeper and deeper Synthesis among Their Aspects. This tendency determines the differentiation
principle of Each of twelve OO-UU-Entities into all the multitude of TOO-UU-Entities typical of
it, Which specific Focus Dynamics actually defines the presence in Energy-Plasma of all possible
Directions of Synthesis and types of birvulyarity.
2.0255.

We can say that any TOO-UU-Entity reflects one of Synthesis stages of certain core birvulyarity
Direction, carried out on the basis of two main Dominants irrkoglictive-initially inherent in It. As for
SVOO-UU-Entities, they represent numerous «projections» of catalyzed interference into this basic
Process (two-dominant Synthesis of Focus Dynamics of different-Qualitative Form-Creators) of
2.0256.

properties and specific characteristics of «accessorial» (diffuzgent to the given Synthesis Scheme)
TOO-UU-Entities, whose f-Configurations are the most covarllert or liyllusceeve to f-Configurations
of Each of the «main» TOO-UU-Entities structuring the given development Direction or type of
birvulyarity. From the subjective point of view Form-Creators of Dominants of the basic TOO-UUEntity, these types of interactions can be considered to be synthesized by several Qualities.
In other words, Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Collective Intelligence of any TOO-UUEntity is not differentiated into various protoformal deviations (this «diffuzgently-intermediary»
role is performed by its structuring focus «projections» of Form-Creators of uncountable SelfConsciousnesses Forms of SVOO-UU-Entities!), but represents an overall «picture» (the fundamental
Synthesis Scheme) of two-dominant inter-Qualitative interactions, typical for all Collective Cosmic
Intelligences that easily fit well into the Universal Synthesis Scheme of the given birvulyarity type.
2.0257.

For example, in spite of the fact that in the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme there are not
only two — but also three-, four-, five-, eight- Dominant relations, all of them are only necessary
for the purpose of increase of Synthesis degree among Aspects of PCQs ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom
and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence in more ampliative manifestation Levels of Focus Dynamics of
Self-Consciousness. It is necessary to notice that Each TOO-UU-Entity of any birvulyart Direction
— simultaneously with it! — is also an «auxiliary» (catalyzing) for some stages of manifestation
of Those TOO-UU-Entities, Which structure other Directions of Synthesis, which are diffuzgent in
relation to Its birvulyarity type (see pic.1).
2.0258.

Pic.1. Diagrammatic representation of four TOO-UU-Entities, which reflect two fundamental Dominants and
three dimensional «projections» of catalyzing intrusion into the fundamental two-dominant Synthesis process of properties
and features of «auxiliary» (three ones in relation to the forth, fundamental one) TOO-UU-Entities by Focus Dynamics
of different-Qualitative Proto-Forms’ Form-Creators.

Thus, we have found out that for the formation in Energy-Plasma of f-Configuration of
absolutely harmonious (that is completely synthesized by all Dominants’ Aspects) TOO-UU-Entity,
from covarllert Pair of OO-UU-Entities, a direct — level-by-level, resonational participation of
r-Configurations of Aspects of all other ten OO-UU-Entities is mandatory. What does it mean? It is
2.0259.

extremely difficult to explain, because your individual Focuses are always concentrated subjectively
(firmly «attached») only on one (from all the multitude) «point» of Space-Time, which available
to your Perception system at that time. For this reason you are not able to understand that any
«point» of manifestation in Space-Time of any (both resonational, and dissonational or destructive,
tensor) Focal interaction among Self-Consciousnesses Forms represents a «universal zone» of
interpenetrating different-Qualitative interaction of an infinite multitude of force Vectors generated
by Aspects of all the 12 types of OO-UU-Entities. Not a single type of birvulyarity, which forms all
the specific Directions of inter-Qualitative Synthesis, could be manifested simultaneously in all
the variety of manifestation Forms of Space-Time without simultaneous «inter-projection» into the
same slloogrent «section» of the Uniform f-Configuration of DDIIUYYI-Entity of «projections» of
all force Vectors «structuring» f-Configurations of Form-Creators of all OO-UU-Entities.
Let's take as an example the Scheme of inter-Qualitative Synthesis (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom +
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence), in which we — as narrowly specific Self-Consciousnesses Forms of
SVOO-UU-Entities — at present not consciously (because yet we do not have the appropriate Knowledge)
take the most active and direct part. Birvulyarity of the given Direction (which is subjectively defined
by me as lluuvvumic (from the term the LLUU-VVU-Forma) representing the Real Human type of TOOUU-Entity) does not begin and does not end in the given 3–4-dimensional diapason of manifestation of
the general slloogrentness «sections» of LLUU-VVU-Configuration presently focused By us («sections»
mean biological analogs of NUU-VVU-Forms), but does keep dominant commonality of characteristics
of These two OO-UU-Entities in all the subsequent Synthesis Schemes. This birvulyarity is complexlyconfigurationally «projected» into the structures of energy-informational interconnections of much
higher Levels of dimension, where the influence of force Vectors of TOO-UU-Entities («structuring»
other types of birvulyarity by other pairs of OO-UU-Entities) increases continuously onto already
partially synthesized Aspects of These two Qualities.
2.0260.

At that the stability and depth of all the types of interconnections that have been already
established initially between two mentioned OO-UU-Entities do not suffer at all, do not decrease,
and do not «dissolve» in f-Configurations of other pair interactions. Thus, simultaneously carried out
in absolutely all combinations, possible among Aspects of twelve types of Pure Cosmic Qualities,
in Energy-Plasma have formed to a greater degree covarllert or to a greater degree impersept
among themselves types of multidimensional birvulyarities, which compose absolutely all energyinformational basis for simultaneous and resonational manifestation of twelve Pairs of Combined
Qualities in the Secondary Energy-Plasma.
2.0261.

Also I'd like to underline that the above-described Mechanism of manifestation in slloogrent
Focus Dynamics of Macrocosmos of synthetic Creative Activity of Aspects of PCQs through the Levels
of Combined Qualities is relevant exclusively to inter-Qualitative interactions of OO-UU-Entities
within the pair of SYNTHETIC and RESOSCONTIONAL Branches, and also to the Combined Quality
ALL-BETWEENNESS. As concerns the formation of other Combined Qualities that are synthesized
by other combinations of Amplificational and Qualitational Branches (through Focus Dynamics of
which the Collective Cosmic Intelligence of AIY-YYA is not manifested directly and, therefore, the
given types of Energy-Information are inaccessible for lluuvvumic Self-Consciousnesses Forms),
in those cases the Principle of birvulyarity is manifested through utterly different Mechanisms of
inter-Qualitative interactions.
2.0262.

In other words, the way of realization of different-Qualitative energy-informational
interactions between Aspects of Pure Cosmic Qualities, as a result of which in slloogrent Focus
Dynamics of Macrocosmos there's manifested a certain type of TOO-UU-Entities, reflects only the
Synthesis process that is carried out by Form-Creators of SYNTHETIC Branch and Info-Creators of
RESOSCONTIONAL Branch through all the infinite multitude of Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A
and also through all the types of birvulyarities, organized by SSMIIYSMAA-A and TLAASSMA-A.
Though Form-Creators of LLUU-VVU-Proto-Form specialize on the Synthesis of Aspects of the
two lluuvvumic Dominants (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence), but the
realization of this process by the necessary (GOOLGAMAA-A) synthetic stage is impossible without
participation of Aspects of other Qualities-catalysts (after realization of the initial stage, there is
gradual addition of ALL-Unity, ALL-Integrity, ALL-Aspiration, ALL-Essentiality, ALL-Knowledge,
ALL-Initiality; and further — compensatory interactions with other four conditionally impersept
Qualities on the Highest Levels of GOOLGAMAA-A), whose «projections» of Form-Creators are
potentially manifested in f-Configurations of corresponding realizational Self-Consciousnesses
Forms (SVOO-UU-Entities) of the given Proto-Form.
2.0263.

It is the birvulyarity Principle (energy-informational interpenetration of r-Configurations of
absolutely all Forms) that conditions the potential presence of all the background Aspects of Qualities
in slloogrent Configuration (not Dominant svilgs-Catalysts) of each of the uncountable multitude
of realizational Forms. This is equivalent to simultaneous manifestation in Focus Dynamics of
Form-Creators of LLUU-VVU-Forms of interconnections inherent to the multitude of other Schemes
and Directions of Synthesis («projections» of other TOO-UU-Entities). The given two-component
TOO-UU-process of Synthesis can be conditionally shown as an example of a dandelion blowball,
where its center reflects direct Synthesis of Aspects of two Dominants, and all the flying seeds are
birvulyart «crossings of projections,» which do structure this basic Process with various prospects
of energy-informational interconnections peculiar to the multitude of other Directions. Thus, the
Principle of TOO-UU-formation can be compared with a certain energy-informational kernel or basic
synthetic Process on the basis of specific properties of which the multitude of other auxiliary SVOOUU-sub-processes, which supplement and catalyze it structurally.
2.0264.

If to consider Focus Dynamics of SLAA-SS-MII-Creators (Collective Intelligences of ProtoForms or TOO-UU-Entities), which structure Collective Cosmic Intelligence of GOOLGAMAA-A,
from the position of Creative Activity of SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators of SSMIIYSMAA-A-Levels
(the Secondary Energy-Plasma), these types of manifestations could be interpreted not as TOOUU- anymore, but as SVOO-UU-Entities. This is because slloogrent Focus Dynamics of SSLOO-SSSNAA-Creators has its own multitude of other types of energy-informational interconnections, which
are inaccessible to Perception systems of SLAA-SS-MII-Creators of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma.
Therefore, such concepts as TOO-UU and SVOO-UU are rather relative, and subjectivity of their
perception (either as TOO-UU or as SVOO-UU) changes in Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness
depending on what Qualitative position of Form-Creators of which Levels we consider synthetic
processes, objects, and phenomena examined by us at the given inertial moment.
2.0265.

In Its ideal State Each of twelve Pure Cosmic Qualities represents a certain universal
«set» of elementary information fragments (properties, characteristics) of Energy-Plasma, which
slloogrently penetrate It all and do not manifest themselves discretely from fragments of other
2.0266.

Pure Qualities in Focus Dynamics of Macrocosmos (only already synthesized «projections» of all
possible diversified combinations of these fragments are being manifested). Therefore, the «picture»
of the general slloogrent State of Information — before the mercavgnation moment (resonationallymultipolarizational combination of absolutely all r-Configurations of Its extremely «tiny» diverse
Elements!) — is possible to imagine conditionally in the form of an infinite «multidisperse
spheroidicity,» evenly structured by r-Configurations of all these information fragments.
For the maximum simplification of your figurative perception of this conditional «picture» of
cognitive State of Macrocosmos (as the process of cognition by Highest Intelligence of Macrocosmos
of Itself), try to imagine that from a certain uniform Center of Information, simultaneously by
all Vectors of possible Qualitative manifestation, in the uniform informational space of SelfConsciousness of SSS-Entity (the HIGHEST collegial Form of Cosmic Intelligence), in the «Sphere
of Uniform Creative Realization,» there the twelve basic types of SSS-Information fragments
«impulsively segregated» and «spread multidispersively and evenly.» Unlike our usual Conceptions
about physical properties of «finely divided environments» (when all parts are divided among
themselves by certain distances), in the conditional «picture» of instant «spheroidicity» considered
by us among r-Configurations of diverse information fragments, there is not a slightest «gap» or an
«empty space,» because absolutely all the space is extremely «filled» with resonationally compatible
among themselves «areas» (individual characteristics of SSS-fragments), which duvuyllerrtly
transfer into each other.
2.0267.

Let's suppose that the most typical characteristics of each of these fragments are reflected
in the general «manifestation volume» through one of twelve primary colors and one of the shades
typical for this color. For example, the part of general «spheroidicity» which reflects characteristics
typical of information fragments of the Pure Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence can be blue color,
«inside» which (in the overall «volume» of all r-Configurations of its SSS-fragments) it is possible
to distinguish various shades: light blue, dark-blue, blue, deep blue, which will represent certain
narrow-specific information characteristic typical only of fragments of the given Pure Cosmic
Quality.
2.0268.

Similarly, r-Configurations of SSS-fragments, structuring Aspects of another PCQ (for example,
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom), will be conditionally imagined by us in the form of the similar infinite and
all-penetrating «spheroidicity,» which «multidisperse» structure is formed of information fragments
conditionally «painted» in every possible shade of green color — lime color, emerald, turquoise,
dark green, moss green, and so on. Let's continue this conditional analogy and give information
fragments of Aspects of the PCQ ALL-Unity all the shades of yellow color (lemon, yellow earth,
sand, orange-yellow, and similar). Let suppose that SSS-fragments of Aspects of other nine PCQs
are also «spread» across the general «spheroidicity» of Energy-Plasma by all the infinite multitude
of colors and shades corresponding to their information characteristics. However, we will not get
distracted on combination peculiar to them, keeping in mind their potential background presence in
the overall inter-Aspect interconnections.
2.0269.

Now let's suppose that according to Synthesis Scheme typical of 3–4-dimensional diapason,
Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses of the lluuvvumic Direction synthesize by its Focus
2.0270.

Dynamics only the Information, which covarllert-liyllusceeve properties are within dark blue and
dark green range of spectra of the two Pure Qualities (Dominant information interactions among
Aspects of Qualities ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom). Due to the
Principle of Duvuyllerrtness, there are no well-defined boundaries between Aspects of one and
another Pure Quality (and between all the rest) — there are not and there cannot be; therefore, in
the given type of Focus Dynamics there are always naturally partially present (to a greater or lesser
degree covarllert-liyllusceeve to the given Synthesis Scheme) different-Qualitative carriers of the
multitude of intermediate (diffuzgent to the given two Dominants) Information fragments.
As outside observers of all this synthetic Process we multipolarizationally «shift» our Focus
of Close Attention and can see, how all shades of Information fragments of one color, submitting
to objective internal interactions, seem to transform mutually and consecutively into configuration
combinations of the SSS-fragments, which colors are the most covarllert to them against the spectra
of all the other colors. Thus, you can subjectively imagine the certain infinite «spheroidicity»
representing a «multidisperse» mix of information fragments of all spectra of Pure Qualities,
duvuyllerrtly-multipolarizationally «reprojecting» characteristics of Information peculiar to them
at once in all the «points» of possible interactions with each other. Energy of eglleroliftive ImpulsePotential of Form-Creators which has been released in this instant resonational interchange has
formed all the absolute «picture» of slloogrentness of so-called Levels of Macrocosmos dimension,
which potentially structures all the subjective part of informational space of any Self-Consciousness
type and any manifestation type of Cosmic Intelligence (that is Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators).
2.0271.

Let me repeat that this «manifested picture» of the general slloogrentness of Information
structuring Energy-Plasma is real for each of Its possible Observers only in the potential expression,
as if in its pure state, while through the specifics of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of each of
Focused Forms of our Self-Consciousness we have a possibility to operate consciously only extremely
limited — resonational to our own Focus Dynamics — «parts» of this general slloogrentness that
corresponds to such type of birvulyarity, which is structured in the given diapason of manifestation
by Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of our Synthesis Scheme.
2.0272.

For example, as I have already explained, the lluuvvumic type of birvulyarity within the limits
of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which we perceive «ourselves» subjectively «now» as «human
personalities,» reflects only an extremely small part of aiyyyaic type of birvulyarity, manifested in
the Macrocosmos by means of synthetic slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Collective
Cosmic Intelligence AIY-YYA (Cosmic Human — Universal Ethereal Plasmic Forces Diapason- from
+36th — through 0 ingredient — to -36th dimension). It turns out that this very type of birvulyarity
defines the properties of covarllertness-liyllusceeveness among Aspects of Pure Qualities, which
provide all the sequence of svilgs-spherational refocusings of Form-Creators at first in lluuvvumic
and then also in aiyyyaic Synthesis Direction.
2.0273.

In process of consecutive Synthesis in 3–4-dimensional diapason of Aspects of the two
lluuvvumic Dominants (dark blue color plus dark green) the obtained Creative Cosmic State (CCS)
of Self-Consciousnesses Forms («Creative Cosmic Potentiality»), structured by the most covarllert
to each other parts of both spectra, becomes (for the given certain mode of manifestation!) the
2.0274.

most covarllert, for example, to emerald-yellow shade, to a certain degree reflecting some peculiar
properties of Information, transferred by Aspects of the Quality ALL-Unity. In conditions of
manifestation of 4–5 dimensional diapason we, continuing to synthesize an emerald-yellow shade
with already available synthetic State («CC Potentiality»), include in this process in parallel, for
example, Aspects of light blue and light green spectra of the two lluuvvumic Dominants, thereby
consistently achieving refocusings of Form-Creators in the subsequent, even more ampliative (only
for LLUU-VVU-Forms!) from possible for them States — «CC Solidarity.»
If to consider in 3–4-dimensional diapason those covarllert energy-informational
interconnections which are synthesized by Form-Creators of Proto-Forms of birds and insects
(according to the initial Scheme ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Unity), in that case f-Configuration
of birvulyarity type carried out by them inside «multidisperse spheroidicity» of spectra of all
Qualities will be absolutely different than of other people, because initially the emphasis in this
type of interconnections is put on the Synthesis of Aspects of exactly these Dominant Qualities. The
difference in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of «people» and «birds» is defined by the conditions
of the given dimension diapason, where Form-Creators of «birds» synthesize two own Dominants
and do not deal with Aspects of light green or dark green spectra of the Quality ALL-Love–ALLWisdom (which is synthesized by human Form-Creators), but, for example, of turquoise or emerald
spectra, the Synthesis of which «we» will duvuyllerrtly approach only as Self-Consciousnesses
Forms of 4–5-dimensional manifestation diapason. For this reason interconnections between Aspects
of conditionally impersept Dominant Qualities, structuring Self-Consciousnesses Forms of birds in
3–4-dimensional diapason (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Unity), turned out to be covarllert to
each other.
2.0275.

Here I would like to remind you once again about the subjectivity of such concepts as
dimension and diapason of dimension, which have absolutely different meanings and means of
expression when considered by Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses of different Proto-Forms.
We — human beings — are capable to consider all the dimensional relations observed and
investigated by us in the surrounding us reality (and also in Macrocosmos as a whole) only from
the point of view of own narrow-specific Conceptions, characteristic for those synthesized Aspects
of Information, which do structure NUU-VVU-Configurations of the initial manifestation stage
of «human» Synthesis Scheme (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence). SelfConsciousnesses Forms of all the objects around us, animals, plants, microorganisms, and «natural
phenomena» are manifested in all 3–4-dimensional duvuyllerrt groups of «human» Continuums
through the types of dimensions peculiar only to them, which are structured not by ours, human,
but by their own subjective Conceptions about «themselves» and about «surrounding them reality,»
modelled by their Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses strictly according to the narrow-specific
features of their protoformal Schemes of inter-Qualitative Synthesis.
2.0276.

Even within human Conceptions about each object, observed by different human beings in
different psychic states and various conditions of manifestations, there will be a multitude of individual
opinions, judgements, and conclusions, up to diametrically opposite. It happens so, because in Focus
Dynamics of Self-Consciousness in each moment of inertial manifestation of «personality,» FormCreators that are capable to resonate on Aspects of some particular Pure Qualities are realized more
actively. As Synthesis Scheme that dominates in Self-Consciousness of human NUU-VVU-Forms
2.0277.

(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) is carried out on the basis of multitude
of background processes occurring in parallel with it (Form-Creators which actively participate in
protoformal Synthesis Schemes), it turns out that during different time periods Focus Dynamics of
every «person» reflects either tendencies, peculiar to the lluuvvumic Scheme (Intellect + Altruism),
or SFUURMM-Forms, characteristic for some protoformal development Directions. Therefore, they
say: Many men, many minds.
This peculiarity of «interpersonal» human communication is especially strongly visible,
when representatives of different races, cultures, nationalities, trades, religious faiths, and spiritual
directions are simultaneously involved in discussion of something or someone: It is either impossible
or very difficult for them to reach common ground, or someone has to sacrifice his/her opinion for
the opinion of majority. Moreover, the less self-conscious the participants of discussion are, the less
the probability of the safe and satisfying outcome is, because Focus Dynamics of such «persons»
is modelled basically by not Dominant, but protoformal Form-Creators. Besides, in the process of
origination of individual judgements in Self-Consciousnesses of less developed human beings are
being involved very limited «quantity» of different-Qualitatively synthesized energy-informational
interconnections. But it is precisely the Qualitativeness of SFUURMM-Forms used in any creative
realization that plays the main role in the formation in Continuums groups (as in spheres of differentQualitative manifestations of Forms) of a certain set of covarllert to each other types of dimensions.
2.0278.

The same disagreements and contradictions arise also in subjective views and attitudes towards
something among animals of any kind, microorganisms, plants, minerals, every possible natural
phenomena, cosmic macro- and micro objects, and similar. The difference between communication
peculiar to «human community» and types of communication inside realizational f-Configurations
of above-stated Proto-Forms is only in the fact that ways of their individual self-expression and
in inertial peculiarities of those time intervals, during which various protoformal relations are
carried out are inaccessible for our Perception systems. For example, time and «psychic» (energyinformational) relations inside each animal kind have own narrow-specific character, so do each
kind of plants has own peculiarities, microorganisms, minerals, cosmic objects…
2.0279.

If we try to attempt to somehow subjectively investigate and study their individual relations
within the same kind, the principles of their interactions with representatives of other Proto-Forms in
general will be inaccessible to our understanding. Nevertheless, the variety of these specific energyinformational interconnections between us and them is the main mechanism of formation inside
«human» Continuums of those types of dimension and those certain conditions of manifestation, in
which we realize ourselves subjectively in each moment of our Life. Moreover, let's not forget that
all these conditions are already holochronely-simultaneously created and carried out for absolutely
all Self-Consciousnesses Forms, irrespective of their subjective perception of «themselves» in Time
and in Space («billions of years ago» or «billions of years ahead»).
2.0280.

So, without deep Understanding of this Universal Principle of holochronely-simultaneous (in
the Single Eternity Moment) manifestation on all multi- and different-dimensional Levels of SpaceTime of any «part» of any from 12 OO-UU-Entities' Configurations, it is not possible to imagine
the formation process (in energy-informational structures of Our DDIIUYYI-Entity) of twelve Pairs
2.0281.

of Combined Qualities from r-Configurations of all Pure Cosmic Qualities. I have underlined the
word «our,» because the mentioned below type of inter-Qualitative interconnections (Synthesis)
is characteristic only for space-time dynamics of Highest Collegial Intelligence AYFAAR, and it
does not spread onto other, yet absolutely inaccessible for our Perception and Understanding, types
of Collegial Cosmic Intelligences, Which inherent energy-informational interconnections are also
manifested in corresponding types of birvulyarity of Plasmic Forces Diapason that we are going to
study further.
I also want to draw your attention to the fact that 12 Pure Cosmic Qualities, which do structure
the Tertiary State of Energy-Plasma (that is all the types of manifestation of DDIIUYYI-Entity in
the diapason from conditional 0 dimension to ±12th dimension), should in no way be perceived
as a certain «half-way» reflection of Cosmic Creative Potential (VLOOOMOOT) of Information
characteristic of 24 Combined Cosmic Qualities, which structure all the Forms of the more universal
— Secondary — State of Energy-Plasma (manifestations of DDIIUYYI-Entity in diapason from
±12th to ±24th dimension).
2.0282.

Each of 12 Harmonious Pairs represents the general aggregate of integrated informational
interconnections formed as a result of specific inter-Qualitative Synthesis of absolutely all Aspects
of Each Pure Quality with absolutely all Aspects of Each of other 11 Pure Qualities. Thus, Creative
Potential of Each of 12 Harmonious Pairs represents the Information that is synthesized from a huge
«quantity» of different-Qualitative types of information interactions!
2.0283.

When it comes to more universal — the Primary — State of Energy-Plasma (manifestation
of DDIIUYYI-Entity in the diapason from ±24th to ±36th dimension), it reflects even more complex
synthetic Processes, at which the Information Potential of Each Harmonious Pair — raises to
absolutely unimaginable for us degree! — due to the specific interaction with information Potential
of one of 12 OO-UU-Entities, forming in Energy-Plasma much more perfect types of Space-Time of
36 dimensions. On the basis of joint Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators and Info-Creators, structuring
these Levels, specific types of dynamics of inter-Qualitative interconnections get possibilities
for manifestation in Space-Time, which for convenience of their discrete study, in the same way
conditionally, as I have done with 12 PCQs, we can group them in 12 types of Amplificational
Branches and 12 types of Qualitational Branches assuming potential development Directions of
Each TOO-UU-Entity. I emphasize the fact, that they not again get originated — they just get an
opportunity for manifestation in the specific conditions of the given Plasmic Forces Diapason,
because it is absolutely impossible for us neither to comprehend nor to define the true Levels of
«formation» of These Branches — they are just slloogrent.
2.0284.
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12 Types of Combined Cosmic Qualities (for the given
DDIIUYYI-Entity):
MGVTSYYKKR-LLAAGGLL

(ALL-BETWEENNESS is Info-Creators’ ability to preserve Creative Activity in any intervals of
information interconnections, reflecting their universal property to enter energy-informational
interactions with other Info- or Form-Creators in conditional borders of diffuzgentness, which
can be formed only in Form-structures of Macrocosmos among all the multitude of Synthesis
Directions of all Pure Qualities’ Aspects. Thanks to ability to penetrate, synthesize necessary
States, and «to fill» with them any type of cosmic creative dynamics at any «point» of
Macrocosmos, all slloogrentness «sections» of Energy-Plasma — within vibrational diapason
up to 36th dimension — are balanced and are harmonized among themselves by corresponding
interconnections).
IIVVUSSVVU-SSOOMMTRR
(ALL-TRANSFORMATIVENESS — universal property of Info-Creators to simultaneous steady
«multiprojection» of their peculiar energy-informational interconnections at once to all the
«sections» of multidimensional slloogrentness of Macrocosmos irrespectively of the degree of
their complexity, which ensures the Principle of slloogrentness).
GRUOFFR-RRUOSSTTR
(ALL-CORRELATIVENESS — a universal property of Info-Creators of different Pure Qualities
towards the demonstration of interdependence at any changes occurring in Focus Dynamics
of all the infinite multitude of Self-Consciousnesses Forms and types of Collective Cosmic
Intelligences: Each Qualitative change of Focus results in change of correlation of Qualitative
Forces Vectors participating in this Dynamics and multipolarizing this Focus in all the
multitude of possible Directions of changed Qualitativeness).
RRAAFFL-FLAAGR
(ALL-EQUALITY — a universal property of Info-Creators, allowing an infinite multitude of
different-Qualitative states to structure Macrocosmos, which while possessing different types
of energy-informational interconnections, according to the principle of its manifestation are
identical. A simple example is every possible psychical feelings: pleasure, grief, love, vainglory,
aggression, and so forth. Having various reasons and manifestation conditions, they are being
experienced in equal degree by all Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the given diapason).

DLOURRDLL-KLUARPP
(ALL-IDENTITY — a universal property of Info-Creators to keep their uniqueness and
«individuality» irrespectively of their manifestation conditions in Macrocosmos, meaning, of
Self-Consciousness Form. Due to that in all Form-structures is being simultaneously carried out
the Principle of steady energy-informational mutual balancing of every slloogrentness «section»
in relation to Qualitative manifestations in any of it’s other «sections»).
ZGLOAGLL-RKMAAZM
(ALL-REDUCTIVITY is a universal property of Info-Creators for «projection» of energyinformational interconnections of more complex r-Configurations into less complex
Configurations. Due to that in Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms there occurs such
an effect as subjective differentiation, or Energy and Information decomposition, or dimension
decrease. Alongside this, in each birvulyarity type there is duvuyllerrtly realized the universal
Mechanism of supervision by Form-Creators, which have more synthesized focal Configurations,
over less Qualitative of their «projections.» For example, Form-Creators of ORLAAKTOR and
AIGLLILLIAA IISSIIDI-Centers — rrorroks and immls — are supervised in manifestation resopason
typical for them (from 2.5 to 3.0 dimension) by more Qualitative Focus Dynamics of FormCreators of IISSIIDI-Centers of ORLAAKTOR and AIGLLILLIAA — emffliisstses and prafaits, —
who do structure the same dimension resopason by much more synthesized Focuses. In the same
way, Focus Dynamics of dluolls and gllemms of 3.0–3.5-dimensional resopason is supervised
by mistsents and gorrffts, and synthetic creativity of mirroms and iissms of 3.5–4.0-dimensional
resopason — by stroolgms and tloonds. Such tendency — I would even say, the Principle — is
peculiar to the manifestation of Focus Dynamics of all «projections» of Form-Creators in any of
resopasons of their simultaneous manifestation in Space-Time).
FFLUUPS-SKLIIRS
(ALL-MODULATIVENESS is a universal property of Info-Creators for the «projection» of energyinformational interconnections of more simple r-Configurations into more complex Ones.
Thanks to it, in Focus Dynamics occurs such an effect as subjective focus integration of Energy
and Information from r-Configurations structured by less covarllert information fragments into
duvuyllerrtly more synthesized Configurations. This is one of the Reasons for the occurrence in
subjective Focus Dynamics of various Self-Consciousnesses Forms of various effects of their
simultaneous resonational manifestation or different types of dimension. This property is also
crucial for focus process of «individual» transfer of subjective Experience (narrow-specific
energy-informational combinations or SFUURMM-Forms) from «projections» of Form-Creators
of less Qualitative r-Configurations to Form-Creators of more Qualitative r-Configurations at
the moments of each of numerous «posthumous» refocusings).

KLLOARSM-DLAARBB
(ALL-PRODUCTIVITY — universal property of Info-Creators for reproduction of Information
peculiar to them in any manifestation conditions. Thanks to that in Macrocosmos at once are
being potentially carried out energy-informational interactions on all diverse and differentQualitative Levels among all Form-Creators).
YYYUUSSTL-STSAARSS
(ALL-PERMEABILITY — universal property of Info-Creators for energy-informational
mutual penetration (intercrossing, «interprojection»), which they carry out simultaneously
among slloogrent Configurations of all the infinite multitude of different-Qualitative SelfConsciousnesses Forms and types of Cosmic Intelligences. Thanks to it, Energy-Plasma
possesses such property as birvulyarity).
KLIIYFT-RFLUURMM
(ALL-POLARITY — universal property of Info-Creators for manifestation of Information peculiar
to them in Configurations of the most diverse realizational Forms, providing Universal Focuses
of Self-Consciousnesses with the property of multipolarization, meaning, the possibility for
instantaneously-simultaneous fixation in the multitude of different-Qualitative states. In its turn,
the presence of this property preconditions for Form-Creators the circumstance, due to which
any manifestation of their Focus Dynamics are always caused by certain dissonational factors
subjectively expressed — in 3–4-dimensional diapason — through apparent to us difference
in Qualitative states of some «sections» of r-Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses Forms in
relation to the other «sections»).
RGIIMFLIIMFF-LMUULG
(ALL-COMMUNICABILITY is a universal property of Info-Creators for infinite deepening and
spreading of energy-informational interconnections, which plays a huge role in the degree of
manifestation of such important properties as covarllertness and liyllusceeveness among Aspects
of different Pure Qualities).
FLLAARD-MMAARM
( ALL-EVENNESS is a universal property of Info-Creators to interact equally and
simultaneously across all manifestation Vectors of Creative Activity, which guarantees the
general balance and harmony State of Energy-Plasma. Thanks to that, the eglleroliftive
Form-Creators — iksons, svilgsons, avvakklons, and many others — have possibility to
simultaneously carry out their peculiar Focus Dynamics at once in every possible Synthesis
Schemes and birvulyarity types, regardless of which Amplificational Branches of evolution
do structure Configurations of Focused by them Self-Consciousnesses Forms. It means that
every possible manifestations of energy-informational interaction between Form-Creators

of different development Branches are not narrow-directed and limited, but in one or another
way are provided at absolutely all manifestation Levels of Self-Consciousnesses Forms
by fundamental Principles of Self-organizing and base structural characteristics that are
peculiar to all the Highest Cosmic Intelligences of Macrocosmos. It also means that energyinformational interconnections between Self-Consciousnesses Forms of any development
Branches, for example, among Creators of Synthetic-Resoscontional Direction of Synthesis
and Creators of all other Branches, cannot be limited anyhow by the bounds of certain
background or other «surface» interactions. They cover potentially at once all the infinite
possibilities of Energy-Plasma and depend only on manifestation Level of this or that SelfConsciousness Form) .
You will discover later the deeper objective Reasons of formation of Harmonious Pairs of
Combined Qualities, when we will speak about Amplificational and Qualitational Branches of
development of diverse Collective Cosmic Intelligences (TOO-UU-Entities). Without going into
incomprehensible for your understanding details of multidimensional cosmo-forming Processes,
I will give examples of formation of liyllusceeve COMBINED PAIRS of Highest Intelligence
manifested through Form-structures of 24-Qualitative Universal I-ILLII-LLAA-A-Entity in the result
of full harmonization of two complementary Creative Flows (Branches of development):
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SYNTHETIC Amplificational Branch + RESOSCONTIONAL Qualitational Branch =
ALL-BETWEENNESS;
HERMAPHROID Amplificational Branch + REGENERATION Qualitational Branch =
ALL-CORRELATIVENESS;
FLUOLISCIDE Amplificational Branch + RESUMING Qualitational Branch = ALL-EQUALITY;
POLAROID Amplificational Branch + HETERORIZING Qualitational Branch = ALL-IDENTITY;
PLANETOID Amplificational Branch + TRANSSCANNING Qualitational Branch =
ALL-REDUCTIVITY;
DUALIRITIVE Amplificational Branch + DIPOLARIZING Qualitational Branch =
ALL-MODULATIVENESS;
MANIFESTATIONAL Amplificational Branch + GENERATIVE Qualitational Branch =
ALL-REPRODUCTIVITY;
FORMATIVE Amplificational Branch + MONOMIGRATING Qualitational Branch =
ALL-PERMEABILITY;

REPRESENTATIVE Amplificational Branch + POLYMIGRATING Qualitational Branch =
ALL-POLARITY;
COMMUNICATIONAL Amplificational Branch + POLARIZING Qualitational Branch =
ALL-COMMUNICABILITY;
SPURULENT Amplificational Branch + HARMONIZING Qualitational Branch = ALLEVENNESS;
ACCUMULATIVE Amplificational Branch + PRIMENTIVE Qualitational Branch =
ALL-TRANSFORMATIVENESS.

I’d like to add that all the Types of 24-Qualitative Universal Entities (I-ILLII-LLAA-A) are
NOT formed by some extra, absolutely new, twelve Pure Cosmic Qualities, but only extend more
profound and expanded Cosmic Creativity within the infinite diapason of already known to you 12
LIIY-FFMI-LLI (Pure Cosmic Qualities). That version of 36-Qualitative DDIIUYYI-Entity (together
with Its Highest Cosmic Intelligence AYFAAR) possesses characteristic properties, with Which We
refer subjectively Ourselves (as United SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators of the Secondary Energy-Plasma)
at all the Levels of Our multidimensional manifestation as «Our Universe.» That DDIIUYYI-Entity’s
version represents in slloogrentness of Macrocosmos only Its peculiar Type of manifestation of
Creative Activity which is expressed Space-Time by an individual Code — MGVTSYYKKRLLAAGGLL.
2.0287.

This universal property of Collective Cosmic Intelligences to form (at the level of all the
types of interactions between Info-Creators of Harmonic Pairs and Form-Creators of Macrocosmos)
certain intermediate States — is subjectively defined by me as ALL-BETWEENNESS. Forms of this
manifestation Type of TOO-UU-Entities in Space-Time are to a greater degree structured by the joint
Configurations of Form-Creators of SYNTHETIC (Amplificational) development Branch (integrated
type of refocusings) and Info-Creators of RESOSCONTIONAL (Qualitational) Branch, which fulfill
simultaneously their interconnections through integrated-transgressive type of Focus Dynamics.
2.0288.

It is not possible to characterize specific properties of the Combined Quality ALL-BETWEENNESS
more thoroughly due to unimaginable for us Qualitative difference in the realizational Mechanisms
embedded into the basis of Focus Dynamics of TOO-UU-Entities of the Secondary state of Energy-Plasma
(24–12 dimension diapason) and into the Principles that provide in Macrocosmos the simultaneous
manifestation and multipolarizational Focus Dynamics of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the
Tertiary Energy-Plasma (12–0 dimension diapason). Nevertheless, I will try to give you some leads
for the formation in your Self-Consciousness of at least some subjective Conceptions about this Our
«future» property (Us as SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators). Though, the Qualitativeness of what you will be
able to imagine as a result of these considerations is extremely lower than the reality.
2.0289.

So, all our psycho-mental (that is energy-informational) relations with objects and subjects of
the reality around us (that is with Self-Consciousnesses Forms structuring together with us the same
2.0290.

duvuyllerrt groups of human Continuums) are carried out through the presence of many subjective
Conceptions (SFUURMM-Forms) in informational space of both Our Focused Self-Consciousnesses
Forms and surrounding Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which in one or another degree are synthesized
on the basis of some same energy-informational interactions among f-Configurations of differentQualitative Form-Creators and r-Configurations of different-Qualitative Info-Creators which
participate conjointly in these resonational «unpacking» processes.
For example, all human beings (biological analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types) do structure
subjectively surrounding them Reality by means of SFUURMM-Forms, in the basis of r-Configurations
of which lies gradual inter-Qualitative Synthesis between Form-Creators and Info-Creators of two
Dominants (OO-UU-Entities) — ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence. This
Synthesis is carried out against more or less active interconnections with Creators of other ten —
recessive, background — PCQs. The given type of force interactions provides in the given type of
subjective human Reality all those dominant conditions, which are necessary for the manifestation of
such global phenomenon as electromagnetism (Aspects of the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence
demonstrates electric — in our understanding! — characteristics, and Aspects ALL-Love–ALLWisdom demonstrate the effects, which our physicists and psychologists interpret as magnetic).
2.0291.

Specific Conceptions of all other — inhuman — kinds of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the
exact Nature around us (all possible «aliens,» animals, plants, microorganisms, minerals, natural
phenomena, and so on) are also formed on the basis of inter-Qualitative Synthesis of peculiar to
them two Dominants (in addition, of course, background interactions!), one of Which — is for sure!
— either ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom or ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence.
2.0292.

For example, many kinds of animals synthesize individually their surrounding reality by the
Scheme ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Aspiration,
2.0293.

others — by the Scheme ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability,
the third — by the Scheme ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality,
birds and insects — by the Scheme ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Unity,
amphibians and fish — by the Scheme ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence,
more developed sea and ocean inhabitants — by the Scheme ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALLKnowledge-ALL-Informedness,
microorganisms — by the Scheme ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Essentiality–ALLPermeability,
the majority of plants interact with each other and with world around by the Scheme ALL-Love–
ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness,
the «elementary» plants — by the Scheme ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Aspiration,
the majority of minerals by the Scheme ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Steadiness–ALLStability,

atoms of metals — by the Scheme ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Integrity,
atoms of inert gases — by the Scheme ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Voidness–ALLVacuumness,
by analogy, water, DNA and RNA molecules, many organic acids, proteins, fats, carbohydrates,
hormones, atoms of hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, nitrogen and many-many other types of SelfConsciousnesses Forms — by their peculiar Schemes of inter-Qualitative Synthesis.
Due to universal properties of space-time Continuums simultaneously structured by the huge
multitude of different-Qualitative protoformal f-Configurations of all possible subjective Formsystems of Worlds and types of Realities, different Self-Consciousnesses Forms have the widest
range of possibilities for joint manifestations and realization of diverse variants of simultaneous
background Synthesis among Form-Creators of Self-Consciousness of many Proto-Forms. For
example, biological analogs of human NUU-VVU-Form-Types get a possibility to manifestation due
to simultaneous Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of elementary particles, atoms, and molecules,
water molecules, DNA, RNA, many organic acids, fibers, fats, carbohydrates, hormones, atoms
of hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, nitrogen, atoms of metals, atoms of minerals, viruses, bacteria,
mushrooms, and other microorganisms, protozoa, and insects, plants, and so on.
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This is non-exhaustive list of those possible different-type interconnections, due to which
in Space-Time are being created optimum conditions for the joint manifestation — through the
general groups of Continuums — of these Self-Consciousnesses Forms. It is easy to notice that
in every above-mentioned Scheme of inter-Qualitative Synthesis there is one of two «human»
(lluuvvumic) Dominants (well, including, certainly, the commonality of corresponding background
interconnections). Exactly due to the presence of these general for all Self-Consciousnesses Forms
characteristics in the dynamics of peculiar to them Creative Activity, which is carried out between
Form-Creators and Info-Creators in the slloogrentness of covarllert r-Configurations of space-time
Continuums, there appear specific conditions favorable for joint manifestation of human beings and
different types of animals, plants, minerals, «natural phenomena,» and so on.
2.0295.

This is the way of subjective formation of Collective Cosmic Intelligences of duvuyllerrt groups
of Form-systems of Worlds, subjective Realities and Continuums in multidimensional Macrocosmos
Levels. This makes Perception systems of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, structuring some types of
subjective Realities and Continuums, unreceptive to the inertial dynamics of the infinite multitude
of other Forms, whose Dominant pairs do not include any of two above-mentioned Qualities (either
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom or ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence). Yet, if background activity of any of
these Qualities becomes significant in relation to the dominant one, Perception systems of «these»
beings can partially (in visual, tactile, or sound effects) perceive Focus Dynamics of such SelfConsciousnesses Forms from the surrounding Continuums groups.
2.0296.

Examples of such «imperfect» manifestations in our surrounding reality are the phenomena
of poltergeist, mass manifestations of any historic events in «our» type of Space-Time, occurrence
and sudden disappearance (as though «dissolution in the air») of various «phantoms» of separate
«human beings,» «animals,» and other objects, including so-called UFOS (except those who have
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similar Synthesis Schemes and do structure «our» Continuums groups along with us). In the same
way we, or animals, plants around us, by intensively activating in its Self-Consciousness the Creative
Activity of any background Quality, can be partially manifested in Focus Dynamics of beings from
other groups of Continuums without realizing and feeling that, because around us essentially nothing
changes.
However, this is not the point. When we interact psycho-mentally with particular animals
and plants (or with mountains, woods, rivers, seas, oceans, typhoons, hurricanes, and so on), in
Focus Dynamics of our Form-Creators from all around occurs a subjective (resonational, selective)
exchange of Energy-Information peculiar both for us and for every Self-Consciousnesses Forms
interacting with us. As a result of such interaction in informational spaces of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms (meaning, in individual ODSs — specific Spheres of creativity of OLLAKT-DRUOTMMsystems) are being synthesized some third — intermediate — states of SFUURMM-Forms which
earlier have not been typical for either of side.
2.0298.

For example, when you sit at a beautiful oak table that somehow attracted Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators of your Self-Consciousness Form (drew your Attention), using your subjective
Conceptions about this table (its form, texture, elegance of incrustation, and other), you activate
and deepen in own f-Configuration synthetic energy-informational interconnections with FormCreators from certain Level of your Self-Consciousness with Self-Consciousness Form realized by
means of the Proto-Form subjectively interpreted by us as «oak tree.» In the process of our specific
Perception, careful study and interpretation of various signs of its individual manifestation (in form
of a table or other product from an oak), Form-Creators of the Self-Consciousness of the given
Proto-Form get in the given manifestation diapason — through the properties of photoreductive
Ether — a real possibility for active interchange with Form-Creators of the lluuvvumic Proto-Form,
which creates better possibilities for direct (or to a greater degree resonational) contacts between
these SVOO-UU-Entities on Levels with higher parameters of dimension.
2.0299.

The same happens during your psycho-mental communication with other animals, plants, and
minerals: Having no possibilities for realization of direct bilateral interaction (conscious exchange of
Energy-Information by means of specific for us and for them SFUURMM-Forms of certain Feelings
and Thoughts); nevertheless, we continuously create with Self-Consciousness Forms of these
Proto-Forms common (for us and them) types of birvulyarity (energy-informational Directions,
flows of interconnections). As a result, in the general slloogrent Focus Dynamics of LLUU-VVUForms, every possible recessive (for us!) protoformal development Directions gets an opportunity
for manifestation. In Focus Dynamics of every interacting with us Proto-Form, in its turn, is being
formed recessive (according to the specificity of its Focus Dynamics!) lluuvvumic Direction of
development, boundary with principles of manifestation of biological analogs of NUU-VVU-FormTypes. All of «It» together forms different-Qualitative energy-informational basis for simultaneous
manifestation in Energy-Plasma of the Universal diffuzgentness Principle of f-Configurations of
diverse Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
2.0300.

In the given diapason of manifestation, Focus Dynamics of each of us is simultaneously
(multipolarizationally) «projected» to the multitude of some differently structured, than others,
2.0301.

protoformal development Directions. That creates certain difficulties not only for «interpersonal»
communication, but also for resolution of international, interstate interests. At the heart of any
obstacles for deep mutual understanding between all human beings lies high degree of Qualitative
difference among Configurations of SFUURMM-Forms peculiar to different «personalities,» different
nations, people, religions, cultures, worldviews, which reflect to a greater degree specificity of this
or that protoformal Direction, peculiar to the development of NUU-VVU-Form-Types.
Moreover, in multipolarizational Creative Activity of all LLUU-VVU-Entities the degree
of Focus Dynamics of those NUU-VVU-Forms, which represent in given dimension diapason allgeneralizing lluuvvumic (that is human) Direction of Self-Consciousness development, makes
about 8% in total. The other 92% of Focus Dynamics of the given part of humanity’s Collective
Consciousness represent to some extent realizational Interests of various Proto-Forms, structuring
our human groups of Continuums.
2.0302.

Where do these 8% come from? If we may say so, they «crystallize», or get transmuted in
a special way from Focus Dynamics of an averaged energy-informational Potential, simultaneously
manifested through all human beings of the Planet (in each of «human» Continuums groups). That
Potential is originated from SFUURMM-Formal interconnections of absolutely all protoformal Directions
structuring Collective Cosmic Intelligence of LLUU-VVU-Entity. During long conflicts, when between
the opposing sides there is not enough «common grounds» — there always appears a certain third
party, whose Conceptions about the reasons for the given conflict and ways of its resolving are partially
typical for each of the arguing sides. These more universal Conceptions are based on criteria that are
typical for human relations — high-sensual Intellect and high-intellectual Altruism.
2.0303.

On the basis of these common and satisfying everyone SFUURMM-Forms (Motivations) takes
place a resolution of diverse interests and harmonization of future relations («interpersonal,» family,
patrimonial, international, interracial, interstate, political, religious, and so on). This specific ability
(for harmonization and balancing of the most specific energy-informational interconnections among
Form-Creators) very weakly reflects in Focus Dynamics of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms at the
Tertiary Energy-Plasma those Universal properties characteristic for SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators who
provide in structures of the Secondary Energy-Plasma the state subjectively defined by me as ALLBETWEENNESS (within the meaning of «all-compromise,» «all-compatibility,» «all-harmony,» and
so forth).
2.0304.

Let's go next. One of the most remarkable features of each of Pure Cosmic Qualities is
the absolute invariability of structuring it Aspects during any synthetic transformations, regardless
of how many OO-UU-Entities participate simultaneously and actively in these most complicated
transmutational processes. It means that in any configuration combinations Their individual properties
remain without the slightest changes across all the diapason of Their slloogrent manifestations
in synthesized f-Configurations of any Self-Consciousnesses Forms, no matter what Levels of
dimension are being reflected by Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of this Form.
2.0305.

In other words, typical properties (signs), manifested in Space-Time through slloogrent
Configuration of Any of twelve OO-UU-Entities in 3–4-dimensional diapason, and properties
2.0306.

manifested by the same Configuration in 12–13-dimensional or in 1 000 000–2 000 000- dimensional
diapason, remain unchangeable. The only thing that changes at the moment of individual manifestation
is the intensity of reflection of these properties in the general structure of Aspects of other OO-UUEntities, structuring a synthetic f-Configuration: In 3–4-dimensional diapason per one time unit can
be manifested a certain minimal volume of Energy-Information, typical for the given OO-UU-Entity;
in 12–13-dimensional diapason — much bigger volume of more Qualitative Energy-Information,
and in 1 000 000–2 000 000-dimensional diapason there is an immensely bigger volume of Universal
Energy-Information, typical for Aspects of the given OO-UU-Entity.
Therefore, I named These twelve OO-UU-Entities as Pure Cosmic Qualities where «Pure»
means Their standardness, preservation of own pureness in the state of an absolute invariance in
any Form of Their joint (synthetic) manifestation — which is the manifestation of Their individual
r-Configurations together with individual Configurations of any other Pure Qualities, Whose Aspects
also never lose purity or standardness initially peculiar to them. This feature is provided by the fact,
that Forms of manifestation of OO-UU-Entities are always constant in any conditions of Space-Time,
and when manifested in Focus Dynamics somehow remind «tetrahedral»4 constructions «coded»
with only their peculiar Information. The only thing that changes in the differently-Qualitativelysynthesized f-Configurations, manifested in different dimension diapasons of Space-Time, is greater
or smaller prevalence of properties (of Information) of various OO-UU-Entities in the overall volume
of Creative Activity manifested by Form-Creators of this or other Self-Consciousness Form.
2.0307.

The higher is the manifestation dimension of any type of Self-Consciousnesses of SVOO-UUEntities in Space-Time, the bigger are the energy and information potentials, which structure each
f-Configuration’s «section» of the given Form. It means that «volumes» (integrated proportion of
mutually resonating Aspects) of Information peculiar to every OO-UU-Entity, collectively manifested
through Energy of Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of the given f-Configuration, with the increase of
dimension also grow and intensify. It raises the concentration (increases the «amount») of covarllert
informational interconnections among the carriers of this Information in Space-Time — among
different-Qualitative Form-Creators and, therefore, «smoothes» the dynamics of mutual scope of
their informational influence on each other. Thereby, the overall f-Configuration of manifestation of
Self-Consciousness Form (more accurately, Focus Dynamics, peculiar to it) achieves a higher degree
of stability and balance, which allows its Form-Creators, during strong dissonational interactions
with Focus Dynamics of other Self-Consciousness Forms, to keep tendentiousness typical to their
multipolarizational refocusings.
2.0308.

I already mentioned that between properties of r-Configurations of conditionally covarllert
Pure Qualities, there's no essential, vital distinctions (as, for example, between the words-synonyms
with close meaning, or between similar feelings — pleasure, happiness, comfort, satisfaction; or
afflictions, discontent, discomfort, irritability, and so on). However, in the process of decrease of their
covarllertness among themselves, r-Configurations of different Pure Qualities start to differ more
and more from one another, acquiring more and more characteristics of dissonation (for example,
like words-antonyms possess different meanings or dual types of experiences). This circumstance
greatly defines (depending on dimension of manifestation Level of the given Self-Consciousness
Form) the possibilities of informational exchange among synthesizing Form-Creators, creatively
2.0309.
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realizing themselves through SFUURMM-Forms peculiar to the Aspects of various OO-UU-Entities.
You can analyze such dependence by yourselves by means of the following Information.

TWO GROUPS OF LOCALLY COVARLLERT AMONG THEMSELVES QUALITIES:
Group 1 — according to decrease of covarllertness: ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom, ALL-Will-ofALL-Intelligence, ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability, ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness, ALL-Integrity,
ALL-Aspiration. Here all the Qualities are covarllert among themselves, meaning, they can jointly
form within the given group any — initially two-dominant — Creative Cosmic States. As, for
example:

2.0310.

ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Integrity;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Aspiration;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Integrity;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Aspiration;
ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability + ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness;
ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability + ALL-Integrity;
ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability + ALL-Aspiration;
ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness + ALL-Integrity;
ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness + ALL-Aspiration;
ALL-Integrity + ALL-Aspiration.

But we should keep in mind that the Qualities, most distant from one another on this list,
are on the border of imperseptness (i.e. ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Aspiration). In other
words, they are synthesized into not so strong energy-informational combinations which, under
certain manifestation conditions, are easily enough replaced by another covarllert Quality. Yet, if
conditions permit, they are capable to self-organize into steady enough informational combinations.
The greatest degree of covarllertness is formed in pairs between the nearest to each other Qualities:
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence; ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability + ALLVoidness–ALL-Vacuumness; ALL-Integrity + ALL-Aspiration.
2.0311.

Smaller degree of covarllertness defines a weaker resonation of energy-informational
interconnections between Aspects of Pure Qualities, arranged on the covarllertness scheme as next
2.0312.

second one and further on: ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability; ALL-Willof-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Integrity; ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness and ALL-Aspiration, and
so on. Each of such two-dominant combinations, considering all the multitude of formed by them
Creative Cosmic States, potentially creates absolutely exclusive conditions for the formation of
Universal Synthesis Schemes of the infinite multitude of types of synthetic birvulyarities in each of
resonational manifestation conditions of Space-Time.
Group 2 — according to decrease of covarllertness: ALL-Unity, ALL-Essentiality–ALLPermeability, ALL-Initiality-ALL-Primordiality, ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence, ALL-Knowledge-ALLInformedness, ALL-Fullness-ALL-Abundance. All the peculiarities of paired interactions, which are
inherent to the previous group of Qualities are also typical for this group. In the State of Their general
Creative Activity between Each other, at favorable manifestation conditions, the first Qualities of the
first group are capable to form steady enough Configurations with the first Qualities of the second
group, the middle Qualities — with the middle ones, and the last ones — with the last ones.
2.0313.

It is necessary to keep in mind that the first Quality of any covarllertness group, approaching
the interaction with the sixth Quality of own group, starts to interact also with the first Quality from
the impersept group; as in the process of stage-by-stage interaction are being formed new Creative
Cosmic States, the degree of covarllertness between which — along with dimension increase —
continuously raises. In other words, the diapason of creative interaction of each «previous» Quality
with other Qualities increases, eventually reaching the first Quality — conditionally impersept to it.
2.0314.

In the second group the greatest degree of covarllertness is typical for Aspects of following Pure
Qualities: ALL-Unity and ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability; ALL-Initiality-ALL-Primordiality
and ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence; ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness and ALL-Fullness-ALLAbundance, while there are less possibilities available for the joint creative manifestation of
Aspects of the following OO-UU-Entities pairs: ALL-Unity and ALL-Initiality-ALL-Primordiality;
ALL-Essentiality -ALL-Permeability and ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness; ALL-Mobility–ALLPresence and ALL-Fullness-ALL-Abundance.
2.0315.

The tendency towards the increase of the degree of interconnectional imperseptness in
relation to each other (at direct interaction through f-Configurations of Form-Creators) is typical for
interactions of Aspects of Pure Qualities in the following sequence:
2.0316.

ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Integrity;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Aspiration;
ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality and ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness;
ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability and ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness;
ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability and ALL-Unity.

Realizational Form-carriers of Aspects of following Qualities are inclined to interact among
themselves to even lower degree than above-named:
2.0317.

ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability;
ALL-Integrity and ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness;
ALL-Aspiration and ALL-Fullness-ALL-Abundance;
ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness and ALL-Unity;
ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability and ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence.

Never forget that all this — is very conditional, and is presented to your attention only as an
attempt to form in your Self-Consciousness at least some subjective Conceptions about universal
characteristics and properties of The State of Everything, Which I define as Energy-Plasma. You
may have a question, «What determines such a circumstance that certain groups of Pure Cosmic
Qualities are capable to establish in energy-informational relations stable covarllert interconnections,
and other groups establish less stable or substantially unstable interconnections?»
2.0318.

It is impossible to give a definitive answer to such question, because as I have already
noted: Considered by me characteristics of covarllertness and imperseptness are very
conditional and are manifested in informational space of your Self-Consciousnesses Forms
not as «what actually exists in the given point of slloogrentness,» but only depending on the
level of your «personal» subjectivity, on the degree of «localization» of your Focus Dynamics
in any particular narrow dimensional resopason. Thanks to that in «individually surrounding
you reality» there is a possibility to be reflected only for the extremely narrow specificity of
synthetic Qualitativeness of f-Configurations of Form-Creators from the individual Scheme
of inter-Qualitative Synthesis (in the spectrum of their steady focusing in any protoformal
Direction), which is peculiar exactly to «your» NUU-VVU -Form.
2.0319.

For all other Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which objectively surround you, the «picture» of
the subjective Reality that you see would look a little differently (from the «point of view» of FormCreators from other protoformal Directions of your LLUU-VVU) or absolutely differently — when
parallel perception of «surrounding reality» would be carried out by Self-Consciousnesses Forms of
other Proto-Forms (animals, plants, microorganisms, minerals, Planets, Stars, and so on).
2.0320.

Besides, different-Qualitative Information, reflecting in Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousness’s Form-Creators characteristic properties and features of different Pure Cosmic
Qualities, is simultaneously presented in the way of the multitude of covarllert combinations of
diverse information fragments (Aspects), structuring Configurations of different OO-UU-Entities,
the basic manifestation form of which (in corresponding Rezomirals of Space-Time) is specific,
only typical to them, types of psychonations and emanations, combined in certain SFUURMM-Forms
(karmonations). It can be compared with the principle of formation of many words-synonyms in
multilingual speech forms, which differ configurationally and in different degree reflect some
meaning of phenomena, relations, things, which is common for many human nations .
2.0321.

For example, in order for us to characterize the properties of such concept as «bread,» we can
use such adjectives, as soft or stale, freshly baked or old, fragrant or moldy, tasty or bitter, and so
on, but we cannot use such adjectives as fascinating, effulgent, emerald-green, infusive, fascinating,
and similar. Though both types of words are adjectives, but some of them are capable to somehow
reflect the meaning embedded in the given combination of information fragments (Configuration of
SFUURMM-Form «bread»), while others cannot be in any way applied in this particular combination.
Yet, if we shift Focus Dynamics of our Self-Consciousness into more ampliative manifestation
conditions of 3–4-dimensional diapason, it will be possible to use those adjectives, which «now»
seem to us inappropriate for the description of characteristics of the given SFUURMM-Form.
2.0322.

The same concerns properties of every possible Aspects of diverse Information which can be
stably compatible among themselves (in the given resopason of manifestation of the SFUURMMForma!) or cannot. In the last case, they express — in the given subjective usage! — a certain degree
of imperseptness in relation to the certain information combination examined by us. That multilevel
usage determines the conditionality of the terms covarllertness and imperseptness that we use.
2.0323.

Through the subjective characteristics of covarllertness and imperseptness of various Pure
Qualities Aspects in resonational sections of Space-Time are only being specifically reflected
structurization Laws of Macrocosmos and the Principles of manifestation of different-Qualitative
f-Configurations of every possible Self-Consciousness Form. After all, when you build a house, do
you put into the foundation a material suitable only for the roofing? Do you install glass doors instead
of windows, motivating it by the fact that in both cases you only need a means of communication
with the world around? Certainly, no! At all their constructional similarity, you need doors to
enter and leave a premise and windows to look through them. However, both doors and windows,
performing different functions, can be made from absolutely identical materials! The same is with
the joint Creative Activity of Aspects of various Pure Qualities: At the same «point» of skrruullerrt
system (Space-Time) various types of multipolarizational Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of
different-protoformal Self-Consciousnesses Forms are capable to reflect such energy-informational
interactions, which are covarllert for some Form-Creators, impersept for the others, and for the third
ones — liyllusceeve or cruvursorrt.
2.0324.

Therefore, the above-mentioned types of seemingly impersept interconnections do not imply
the fact that Aspects of the given pairs of Pure Qualities do not interact among themselves: In the
Macrocosmos structures there are uncountable variants of such specific conditions, which create
possibilities for the formation of resonational, energy-informational, mutual relations between
them. Thus, for example, the multitude of subjective anioleptic types of subjective Realities and
Continuums, structured by such types of dimensions (combinations of synthesized r-Configurations
of Form-Creators and Info-Creators), which are subjectively impersept to «our human» — catioleptic
— types of subjective Realities and Continuums, but resonational to some other types of joint
Creative Activity of Form-Creators and Info-Creators. The type of «locally» manifested in SpaceTime energy-informational incompatibility (dissonation) of SFUURMM-Forms, the carriers of which
are Form-Creators with identical energy (frequency) parameters (reflecting impersept Synthesis
Schemes!), are conditionally defined by me as Anti-Worlds.
2.0325.

Focus Dynamics of every Self-Consciousness Form of this or that Proto-Form is being
manifested at a particular «point,» peculiar to its collective Consciousness, depending on the
Qualitativeness degree of its f-Configuration in Synthesis Scheme, peculiar to it, which defines
the degree of realizational possibilities available for the given Form. We think all the time that
we appear in one collective Consciousness, but, actually, we do not — we appear in groups of
collective Consciousnesses. However, are all the groups available to our Focus Dynamics? If we
speak about the possibilities (scenarios), structuring all multipolarization of Focus Dynamics, we
can say that absolutely all groups are available. If we consider only f-Configuration of a certain
supposed «person,» then we have very limited spectrum for the manifestation of its realizational
possibilities.
2.0326.

For example, nobody of currently living people can refocus to a primitive-tribal formation,
because SFUURMM-Forms structuring Focus Dynamics of modern and primitive representatives of
humankind are radically different, so, they cannot be manifested in same NUU-VVU-Configurations.
Therefore, the part of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of human collective Consciousness, which is
structured by SFUURMM-Forms of primitive human beings, represents anioleptic Existence type
in relation to the part of Focus Dynamics, structured by modern Conceptions. In other words, it is
not possible for us to refocus into the groups of collective Consciousnesses belonging to anioleptic
Form-systems.
2.0327.

And now, let's find out, whether the Form-system of the next World, to which we are going
to refocus now, is anioleptic in relation to the Form-system focused by us at the given moment. As
soon as Focus Dynamics is quantized by a fragment from any Form-system, it becomes a part of
this Form-system, and this intermediate transmutational state — conditional division of Worlds into
two categories: catioleptic and anioleptic — transforms anioleptic (from our previous «quantum
shift») Form-system into catioleptic one. After all, the certain Focus Dynamics is quantized by
Conceptions structuring some Form-system, some development scenario, resonationally attracted
by Form-Creators from the general multipolarization of the given Stereo-Form.
2.0328.

Once a quantizing moment occurs, Focus Dynamics of a «person» (TEC-«unpacking»)
automatically moves to a resonational (in relation to the SFUURMM-Form of given kleksing)
refocusing Vector, being combined with it according to the most covarllert combinations. After
that the Form-system, where a «person’s» Focus Dynamics is manifested «locally» (consciously),
becomes catioleptic (in relation to the NUU-VVU-Configuration of the given «person»). All the rest
Form-systems of Worlds, where the given «person» cannot in an way to realize «him/herself» at the
given moment, are anioleptic (i.e. inaccessible for bio-Creators of his/her system of Perception) or
Anti-Worlds.
2.0329.

Now let's look at this moment of «individual» quantization by a «person» of the subjective
Reality around it in regards to coherence and decoherence of applied Energy. As soon as decoherent
state of his/her Focus Dynamics enriches with more covarllert, necessary interconnection of
Information, which structures a coherent state of general Form-system, it becomes decoherent
immediately, but in relation to the other state (which has just been synthesized) — state of Focus
Dynamics (updated f-Configuration of a «person»).
2.0330.

When a «person» carries out a quantization act of the surrounding reality, the state of
liyllusceeveness (for the given mode of manifestation!) according to some types of interconnections
peculiar to it is reached not across all the spectrum of its Focus Dynamics manifestation (i.e. not
across all the diapason of manifestation of NUU-VVU-Configuration of the given «person»), but in a
very narrow vibrational resopason completely corresponding to the Qualitativeness of fragmentary
Self-Consciousness (UU-VVU-copy) of the SFUURMM-Form realized at this moment. Besides, only
very small part of already existing covarllert interconnections of Form-Creators of the given Focus
Dynamics, structuring a part of the general f-Configuration, transmutes from covarllert State into
liyllusceeve.
2.0331.

Neither impersept, nor, especially, cruvursorrt states of energy-informational interconnections
forming various tensor and dissonational distances in Focus Dynamics, can transmute into liyllusceeve
State right away, because they can change Qualitatively just indirectly (svilgs-spherationally), in
other words, through the processes of consecutive — intra-Aspect, then inter-Aspect (by every
PCQ), and then also inter-Qualitative Synthesis. The complete focal Configuration of a «person»
at the moment of realization of its Focus Dynamics does not undergo the transition from covarllert
State (in relation to the following f-Configuration) into liyllusceeve One: this synthetic process that
occurs every moment only engages its separate parts, the interconnections of which have formed the
highest degree of covarllertness by the given moment.
2.0332.

Moreover, this quantum merging (resonational «combination» of liyllusceeve sections of
slloogrent f-Configuration) can occur on any manifestation Level of «personal» Self-Consciousness,
beginning from the lowest and finishing with the most Qualitative (for the given NUU-VVUConfiguration) Levels. At high covarllertness of SFUURMM-Forms structuring any Direction of
Focus Dynamics of «current» and «next» «personal» Interpretation, they get synthesized up to
the mutual for them state of liyllusceeveness. For that reason Form-Creators of other sections
of a «new» NUU-VVU-Configuration (not necessarily duvuyllerrt with the given resopason) get
possibilities for origination of the highest covarllertness (almost liyllusceeveness), by means of
just added Information fragment, in the given manifestation mode. This highest covarllertness
predetermines the following instantaneous activity of Form-Creators of Focus Dynamics (in other
words, the next act of quantum shift) specifically in the given particular resopason. This instantby-instant process of «nidal» (in case of activation of many duvuyllerrt sections) or «point» (at
resonation of non-duvuyllerrt resopasons) transmutations is carried out continuously and infinitely
in our Focus Dynamics.
2.0333.

I would like to emphasize that notions of cruvursorrtness and liyllusceeveness are to a greater
degree applicable to the characteristics of difference or sameness of Qualitative interconnections
among SSS-fragments or interacting (by means of SFUURMM-Forms) Info-Creators. However,
regarding Form-Creators it would be better to use their comparative degrees of resonation or
dissonation among themselves in focal Configurations jointly structured by them. But it would not
be correct to apply terms of aniolepticity and catiolepticity when characterizing interconnections
between Form-Creators and Info-Creators, because the degree of Focus Dynamics coherence formed
by them is incomparably higher than those extremely limited abilities, which our own Perception
system possesses: Seemingly the «same» Form-Creators are capable to realize «themselves»
simultaneously in the multitude of development scenarios. Each «person» is capable by own
2.0334.

individual Perception to focus consciously on only one scenario. We are actually being «tied» to
the decoherence degree of Focus Dynamics of brain’s and biological organism’s bio-Creators. That
helps to build consistently and to change continuously the general subjective view of our «personal»
Self-Consciousness and individual self-perception.
Notions about catiolepticity and aniolepticity are mostly applicable to the possibility of each
of us specifically and personally to realize ourselves in some defined development scenario at every
instant of our manifestation. In other words, one can use the notions of these different-Qualitative
states in relation to some integral, compared by us, f-Configurations, for example, to some NUUVVU-Stereo-Types, in which we realize ourselves at the given and the following moments of our
subjective Existence. All Stereo-Types which recognize «themselves» «here and now», but in which
we do not realize ourselves as «persons», are anioleptic for us. In every moment of TEC-«unpacking»
that happens in Focus Dynamics, we deal with catioleptic (for «us») Form-system of Worlds (and
Stereo-Type), while everything that was in our Focus Dynamics before this moment and will be
after, is, conditionally speaking, anioleptic Form-systems (or Stereo-Types).
2.0335.

We associate the notions of Worlds and Anti-Worlds with the process of inertionness,
rotationness, consecutive change in our Focus Dynamics of some f-Configurations into others. In
other words, it is possible to say that a World is such f-Configuration of a STC group, where we are
subjectively focused at the given moment, and Anti-Worlds are all others, not realized by us, variants
of our simultaneous multipolarizational Existence. In catioleptic Worlds is being «unpacked» only
decoherent, narrowly-specific part of Energy-Information, which only structures a very narrow
spectrum of the general multipolarization of Focus Dynamics of our Stereo-Form. Right now we
are focused in groups of human Continuums with two Dominants (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALLWill-of-ALL-Intelligence), typical for the lluuvvumic type of birvulyarity. Yet, simultaneously, there
are also other types of Space and Time Flows, where the most resonational conditions for synthetic
interaction are also available in our Focus Dynamics for Form-Creators of other OO-UU-Entities (for
example, ALL-Unity, ALL-Integrity).
2.0336.

Therefore, there's a need for subjective judgment and comparative characteristics of
those different-Qualitative states and Form-systems, where we are manifested simultaneously.
Catiolepticity and aniolepticity are only conditional mechanisms necessary for the realization by us
of extremely subjective, logical analysis of some possible — realized and not realized by us in every
«current» moment — variants of our simultaneous slloogrent Existence.
2.0337.

In the given moment we cannot refocus to other birvulyarity types, because birvulyarity type
does not change so rapidly. Each type of birvulyarity is defined by Self-Consciousnesses Forms,
through which in Space-Time there is manifestation of Focus Dynamics of Every TOO-UU-Entity
(CCI). That's when you start realize yourselves «personally,» for example, being a cat or any other
animal, then, it is possible to assume that in your Focus Dynamics there has happened a change of
Synthesis Scheme, in other words, — a full replacement of a Creative Activity state of one of two
lluuvvumic Dominants, now that you belong to another — inhuman — type of birvulyarity. As
long as you do not realize yourself being a cat, you continue to carry out your svilgs-spherational
transformations within the Focus Dynamics of the lluuvvumic type of birvulyarity. Within this
2.0338.

birvulyarity type there takes place continuous changes of catioleptic Form-systems for anioleptic
Ones; therefore, all other types of birvulyarity and all other groups of Continuums are anioleptic
for us, meaning, by their f-Configurations they reflect those of our potential states, which are not
directly available for us «now.»
Nevertheless, we should not forget that the following quantum «shift» of our Focus Dynamics
already appears in one of anioleptic Worlds, which is to the highest degree Qualitatively compatible
with the activity of the «current» SFUURMM-Form of our Focus Dynamics. Always, in the whole
group of anioleptic Form-systems of Worlds, there already is an Anti-World, which f-Configuration
in greatest degree corresponds with the Qualitativeness of realizational Interest of the «personal»
Interpretation, in which f-Configuration we are focused right now. We refocus subjectively exactly
into this World out of all the multitude of anioleptic Worlds, attracting into our TEC-«unpacking» a
certain UU-VVU-conglomerate, which already structures that former for us Anti-World.
2.0339.

At first sight it may appear to you that Worlds and Anti-Worlds, catioleptic and anioleptic states
of f-Configurations and dimension diapasons are identical terms or synonyms. It is not so. There is
a difference between them. Catiolepticity is reflected through the specific properties of Space-Time,
which for f-Configurations of 3–4-dimensional diapason are provided by high compatibility of any
two of twelve Pure Cosmic Qualities. For example, conditionally speaking, our NUU-VVU-Forms
are also manifested in such groups of Continuums, where dominant Self-Consciousnesses Forms
are not human beings, but other Proto-Forms — cats, for instance. These are subjectively feline
Continuums, where feline Self-Consciousnesses Forms are very highly developed, while SelfConsciousnesses of «future» human beings are on the level of primitive-tribal system or even lower.
And in this case the concept of aniolepticity can conditionally describe those groups of Continuums,
where human Forms are also manifested, but due to poorly expressed covarllertness (much smaller
information affinity) between Aspects of two lluuvvumic Dominants (due to prevalence in Focus
Dynamics of «human beings» of the processes of intra-Qualitative Synthesis), the Qualitativeness
peculiar to the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme is less compatible “there” with f-Configurations of the
surrounding world, than, for example, with feline Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
2.0340.

Though states of liyllusceeveness between some (basically depliative) parts of NUU-VVUConfigurations are also present «at those Continuums.» Yet, it manifests absolutely differently
than «here» and in absolutely different (more long-wave) time modes. Therefore, the states of
liyllusceeveness and cruvursorrtness are as if objective sets of many characteristics of slloogrent
State of the general Compatibility (balance) of all Pure Cosmic Qualities; it is seemingly local
manifestation of some characteristics of this Compatibility through specifically expressed Focus
Dynamics. Aniolepticity and catiolepticity reflect much more global categories according to the
compatibility degree of Qualities Aspects peculiar to f-Configurations of the whole Form-systems
of Worlds.
2.0341.

The subjective World is the one, where we focus ourselves at every moment, it is «merged»
state of Self-Consciousness Form, in which Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators the decoherent
Energy type prevails. Subjective Anti-Worlds are the entire superposition state, in other words, this
is coherent state of Focus Dynamics, out of which all the Potential of dissipative Energy is formed.
2.0342.

Worlds and Anti-Worlds are only individual cases of conditional aniolepticity and catiolepticity of
any Focus Dynamics, by which the general, more global states of focus r-Configurations of Formsystems are structured. When comparing these two states, it is necessary to remember that each of
them belongs to f-Configuration in general, reflecting a certain Synthesis Scheme. It makes no sense
to consider the characteristics of states of aniolepticity and catiolepticity without a connection to
some Synthesis Scheme.
Any signs of apparent non-Duvuyllerrtness among focal Configurations are formed through
different-Qualitative duvuyllerrt combinations, structuring the same f-Configurations. In other
words, different degrees of non-Duvuyllerrtness among focal Configurations considered by us, are
formed by their different-Qualitative groups, which are harmoniously combined among themselves
through Duvuyllerrtness peculiar to them. The same also concerns Anti-Worlds and Worlds: The
«current» state of any Focus Dynamics can be identified by us with a World, and any of its near
prospects in inherent to it multipolarization can be perceived as an Anti-World (in relation to the
World considered by us). At the very moment of «unpacking,» it is a World, after «unpacking» it
is a «former» Anti-World that for some part of an instant became a World for us. As soon as the
next quantum «shift» happens in Focus Dynamics, an Anti-World transfers into the category of a
World, and vice versa — the former World becomes the Anti-World for us. In other words, at each
following quantum «movement» Form-system that was perceived by us as an anioleptic, becomes
catioleptic One «here.» Thus, by means of these concepts we simply localize our general idea about
the surrounding us reality within the limits of the only version of our Focus Dynamics realization.
2.0343.

Now we are forced to manipulate with only subjective Conceptions in order to be able to
imagine anyhow the skrruullerrt structure of Macrocosmos. This is why we say that we exist in the
World around us. The World is the result of certain localization of our Focus of Close Attention
(FCA), subjectively interpreted by us. Because when we speak about the World, we are not referring
to Focus Dynamics any longer — it is the localization of Focus of Close Attention, its certain position,
its certain manifestation in the Universe through the NUU-VVU-Configuration realized by us. Others
(or rather, parallel) Qualitative states, possible for our FCA, are already present in the multiplicity of
Anti-Universes, where the sequence of choices of our other «personal» Interpretations and connected
with them events, , are carried out in absolutely different way. For any of these Anti-Universes is
typical absolutely different sequence of choices, and therefore, the objects of Anti-Universes cannot
combine in any way with structures of Universes: F-Configurations of various Interpretations of any
«person,» simultaneously existing in a Universe and an Anti-Universe, structure different «points»
of resonational manifestation of Space-Time.
2.0344.

I hope, it is becoming more clear to you that OBJECTIVELY in Form-structures of Macrocosmos
there do not exist any Worlds, subjective Realities, Continuums — as we call them! There exists
only a variety of all synthetic Form-structures of Rezomirals — slloogrent sets of duvuyllerrt
«projections» of resonational synthetic interconnections between Form-Creators and Info-Creators.
All the rest are only various «projections» variants of subjective Illusion of supposedly objective
existence of any Worlds and Realities which are actually only continuously recreated (modelled,
individually packed) in Perception systems of various Self-Consciousnesses Forms through Focus
Dynamics peculiar to them and are specifically reflected at once in universal inertial properties of
Space-Time.
2.0345.

What does it mean? It means that inertial dynamics of each type of subjective Reality —
as a specific «picture» of surrounding reality — manifests in Perception system of every SelfConsciousness Form precisely according to its different-Qualitative subjective Conceptions both
about «itself» and about the «reality around,» which are jointly realized («get unpacked» in
informational space of Self-Consciousness) through Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness’ FormCreators and (as steady individual Conceptions about the Reality) are reflected specifically in
objective Form-structures of Space-Time (Rezomirals). Thus, they prompt a particular (to the greatest
degree resonating with the given SFUURMM-Forms) portion of Energy-Information structuring them
towards a certain manifestation in the given «section» of skrruullerrt system.
2.0346.

Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of each type of subjective Reality is
slloogrently «filled» (energy-informationally structured) with an uncountable multitude of other
types of subjective Realities, Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of which in relation to the Focus
Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses of any type considered by us is anioleptic (as a matter of
fact, impersept, incompatible). For example, types of subjective Realities, generated by FormCreators by means of synthesizing the Aspects of such pairs of Qualities as ALL-Unity and ALLEssentiality–ALL-Permeability, ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality and ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence,
ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness and ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness, are steadily anioleptic
(seemingly Anti-Worlds) in relation to each type of subjective Reality, built by such pairs of Qualities
as ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence, ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability and
ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness, ALL-Integrity and ALL-Aspiration.
2.0347.

It is possible to say the same about steady aniolepticity of types of subjective Realities,
synthesized by Form-Creators of the lluuvvumic Direction by means of Qualities pair ALL-Love–
ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence in relation to each other type of subjective Realities,
synthesized on the basis of such pairs, as for example:
2.0348.

ALL-Integrity and ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability,
ALL-Aspiration and ALL-Integrity,
ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness and ALL-Aspiration,
ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality and ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness,
ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability and ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness,
ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness and ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence,
ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability and ALL-Unity,
ALL-Integrity and ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality,
ALL-Unity and ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability,
ALL-Integrity and ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness,
ALL-Aspiration and ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness,
ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness and ALL-Unity,
ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability and ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence...

In this regard, it is possible — rather conditionally! — to state that all the types of subjective
Realities formed by narrowly-specific SFUURMM-Forms of Focus Dynamics of bio-Creators of
Self-Consciousnesses of our internal systems and organs (including brain), DNA, cellular organelles,
and all other structural «components» of our biological organism (molecular and atomic levels of
manifestation of every possible chemical elements), are anioleptic towards f-Configurations of the
subjective Reality, which is generated by the Conceptions structuring Focus Dynamics of FormCreators of our «current» biological Self-Consciousnesses Forms. The difference in the Conceptions
(therefore and in the characteristics of compared Realities too) is almost equal to the one formed by
different Observers, who simultaneously examine the same object; however, the first Observer does
it from a big distance, and another One does it by means of an electronic microscope.
2.0349.

I repeat: In this case aniolepticity appears not in relation to Configurations of «our» and
«their» Self-Consciousnesses Forms which (because of using a common Dominant in their Focus
Dynamics) can be visually (within the limits of the properties of our individual Perception systems)
manifested in some groups of duvuyllerrt Continuums, but in relation to subjectively formed — by
«us» and by «them» — types of subjective Realities, in no way imaginable or comparable neither
from our nor from their «point of view.»
2.0350.

There is an endless multitude of examples of such anioleptic types of impersept mutual
relations among Form-Creators of diverse Self-Consciousnesses Forms. However, the main thing
for you is to understand the principle of formation of certain effect of aniolepticity (incompatibility
of Focus Dynamics of different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms) and catiolepticity
(possibilities for formation of joint borderline states and realization of the diffuzgentness Principle)
in Form-structures and its reflection in different-Qualitative Perception systems.
2.0351.

Let me remind you that such objective circumstance in Macrocosmos is conditionally
interpreted by us only as relations between subjective Worlds and subjective Anti-Worlds. Actually,
i.e. objectively, there is no similar energy-informational «opposition» among Form-Creators — in
all the slloogrent Duvuyllerrtness of different-Qualitative synthesized Rezomirals: Any, creatively
activated Element of the general Form-structure of Energy-Plasma is in absolute harmony with any
other possible for It active states!
2.0352.

Any type of impersept mutual relations is determined only by the «local» (meaning
dimensional) and temporal (meaning inertial) «complexity» in establishment of relations (restoration of
interconnections) between Form-Creators of two or several types of Self-Consciousnesses. The nature of
this circumstance lies in the process of subjective differentiation of f-Configurations of Form-Creators
of ampliative Self-Consciousnesses Forms in different conditions of Space-Time into seemingly
separate karmonational fragments of their general slloogrent manifestation. What is the Purpose of this
subjective «dissection» of the same Information? Due to such focus transgression the Form-Creators
from more universal manifestation Levels have a possibility to cognize Themselves simultaneously
more fully, multilaterally, and deeply in all many narrow-specific, various creative processes. If those
processes were not implemented, their «present» f-Configurations could not be manifested within the
given dimensional diapason, where the entire «main» and «supplementary» Information is already
«interlaced,» interconnected, and properly synthesized for the given Synthesis Scheme.
2.0353.

Therefore, during the process of consecutive focus «reprojection» of the infinite multitude of
different-Qualitative information fragments from slloogrent «sections» of f-Configurations of SelfConsciousnesses’ Form-Creators, for example, at 12–13-dimensional diapason into corresponding
«sections» of less dimensional (more dissonational) manifestation Levels, in Perception systems
of all intermediate Forms there is as if «division» of already synthesized «sections» of energyinformational interconnections, which provide in 12–13th dimensional diapasons all the integrity
and completeness of Self-recognition process, into the infinite multitude states, dissonational to
varying degrees (due to the absence of any covarllert fragments of the general Information). Those
dissonational states form among Focuses of the same Form-Creators all possible dissonational
distances, or what we define subjectively as inertial Time Flows.
2.0354.

As a result of all this in the general slloogrent f-Configuration of Self-Consciousness there as if
form («separate») as if discrete types of informationally less Qualitative (more elementary, primitive)
subjective Realities, each of which is structured only by own unique type of f-Configurations of
Form-Creators. Partially «shortened» Focuses of the latter allow them to realize «themselves» in the
given conditions of manifestation as something separate and unique in relation to Form-Creators of
all other «sections» of the general slloogrent f-Configuration (i.e. towards Themselves!).
2.0355.

As you can see, the presence in the uniform space-time Continuum of uncountable multitude
of subjective Worlds and Anti-Worlds represents just obvious (according to our «present» Perception
systems) result of focus transgression (different-Qualitative «self-projection») of Form-Creators from
more synthesized states of Self-Consciousness into more discrete «sections» of own Configuration.
«Return» of Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics to initial (or more ampliative) f-Configuration is
carried out only due to the concentration in it (in Focus Dynamics) of covarllert interconnections.
2.0356.

This illusory effect of certain opposition of something towards something else decreases
greatly in the process of synthetic focus combination of different-Qualitative «sections» of
slloogrent f-Configuration into the certain, common for them states with subsequent integration
(transmutation) of all the energy-informational interconnections peculiar to each of these «sections.»
Due to this universal property of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousness — simultaneous differentQualitative transgression and integration of own Focus Dynamics — Form-Creators of «my» (of
Oris) Self-Consciousnesses Forms can consistently «reproject» all the Information necessary for
writing IISSIIDIOLOGY to different development scenarios from different «sections» of my own
f-Configurations, which structure different dimensional Levels of both anioleptic (in relation to the
lluuvvumic type) and catioleptic types of subjective Realities.
2.0357.

By the word «subjective» I want to remind you once again that here we speak about
the possibility or impossibility for the joint «local» manifestation of Form-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics of diverse Self-Consciousnesses Forms. Each subjective World has a multiplicity of
energy-informationally incompatible with it subjective Anti-Worlds. However, being manifested
simultaneously in Space-Time, in the single Eternity Moment all these Form-structures do form
the general — absolutely harmonious and resonationally balanced «inside itself» — duvuyllerrt
slloogrentness of general f-Configuration of Macrocosmos Form-Creators.
2.0358.

I have already said that in the mode of multilateral Synthesis of overall Macrocosmos
slloogrentness, Aspects of each Pure Quality can interact among themselves (be manifested in
the Macrocosmos structures) only by means of Focus Dynamics of those Form-Creators, whose
f-Configurations perform towards r-Configurations of Info-Creators of particular OO-UU-Entities
a high resonational activity. In other words, any energy-informational interaction is always carried
out only according to resonation. If resonation among Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators, which are
carriers of Aspects of some PCQs, and Form-Creators — carriers of Aspects of other Qualities — is
very weak, in that case between their f-Configurations arise many «resistance points» (seemingly
«misunderstanding,» «confusion,» inconsistency of available types of Information due to the
absence of intermediate SFUURMM-Forms) or tensors arise, which manifestation activity shows
the dissonation degree among Form-carriers of information properties of various Pure Qualities
2.0359.

Therefore, the high degree of imperseptness among different-Qualitative Aspects can be
compared with increased «local» dissonation («local» only in relation to some particular types of
dimension!). As a result of that dissonation the direct interaction among different-Qualitative FormCreators (therefore, and corresponding Info-Creators!) at some «point» of slloogrentness of SpaceTime becomes conditionally impossible. Yet, it does not mean at all that some Levels of EnergyPlasma are Qualitatively heterogeneous towards its other Levels: In the integral slloogrentness of
own Configurations, specific features of all OO-UU-Entities balance mutually themselves level-bylevel among each other by means of jointly formed (synthesized) by Them boundary or intermediate
covarllert combinations, which are also very important objective factors of formation of all the
infinite multitude of diverse dimensions.
2.0360.

Moreover, you should understand very well that all possible Levels of different-Qualitative
synthesized dimensions, structuring infinite resopasons and diapasons by their diverse and
different-Qualitative synthesized interconnections are transgressed and integrated into the general
slloogrentness of Space-Time not «vertically» and not «horizontally,» but spheroidally. That
means that in the Principles of formation of each self-conscious «part» of Infinity of Everything
are specifically reflected (depending on type the and Synthesis degree of Fields-Consciousnesses
structuring this «part» of Observer’s Self-Consciousness) the Principles peculiar to all other
«parts» of This universal Cosmic Unity. Each of subjectively perceived by us more or less
synthesized Level of Self-Consciousness — from the point of view of more objective Observer
— represents a certain «part» of f-Configuration of this or that possible for the given Synthesis
Scheme development Directions. Basically, any of these Directions is neither better nor worse,
because they all provide svilgs-spherationally the basic Synthesis Scheme with the Information,
which is necessary for the realization of the fullest energy-informational interconnections among
dominant Form-Creators.
2.0361.

Therefore, from more objective viewpoint, Form-Creators of all these protoformal Directions
focusing in one slloogrent point of the «future» f-Configuration, are svilgs-spherationally equivalent
to each other. And only very limited abilities of our subjective Perception systems, which are aimed
at the activity degree of this or that Direction of Aspects of both lluuvvumic Dominants, which
does not allow us to observe all the different-Qualitative, simultaneous Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousness’s Form-Creators in its slloogrent integrity and indivisibility, and make us consider
specific features of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of any of these Directions as a certain
2.0362.

differentiation of general slloogrent spheroidicity into an infinite multitude of dimensional Levels
and manifestation diapasons.
If to continuously increase (expand and deepen) the Qualitativeness of own Conceptions
about That, you get more objective Understanding of Everything’s universal structure, which is
merely impossible to represent graphically except as a conditional slloogrent point. If we illustrate
the general Potential of simultaneous energy-informational manifestation of this «point» in SpaceTime in the form of the infinite multitude of differently directed Vectors (like a dandelion blowball)
reflecting absolutely equal possibilities of uniform (but different-Qualitative !) Focus Dynamics of
Form-Creators of absolutely all the Self-Consciousnesses Forms, in that case, in your subjective
Conceptions about «infinitely multidimensional structure» of Macrocosmos there will be a more
realistic picture, in which the ampliative Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators inside each Vector will
represent a certain Integral of general Focus Dynamics of intermediate (current) Qualitative States
of Form-Creators realizing simultaneously alongside all other Vectors.
2.0363.

In other words, in any slloogrent «point» of Space-Time there’s always included objectively
the Information about all the multidimensional structure of Macrocosmos. Accordingly, the Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators of a Self-Consciousness of any «person» also represents a certain set
of intermediate dynamic Qualitative states of Form-Creators of «its» Self-Consciousness which,
being manifested in Perception system of a given «person,» perform themselves simultaneously and
svilgs-spherationally in every possible differently directed Vectors of other potential variants of its
choices or otherwise — according to different protoformal development Directions, peculiar to the
Stereo-Form, which is structured by the given «person.»
2.0364.

If it's difficult for you to imagine that, then begin with thinking about all the dimensional
Levels not «upwards-downwards» or in different horizontal directions, but seemingly spheroidally
(in the form of the infinite multitude of differently-synthesized spheres) coming from a certain
inapproachable center characterized by multi-billion types of dimension. In this conditional picture
the «spheres» of twelve diapasons of The Tertiary Energy-Plasma State occupy a certain intermediate
part of the general slloogrentness of Space-Time — infinitely removed both from the conditional
Center and from the conditional «external» part of different-Qualitative spheroidicity.
2.0365.

So, for example, each of the Vectors (conditionally denoting certain time loops or «beginningsendings» of every synthetic process) of energy-informational synthetic interconnections among
Form-Creators of every dimensional Level of The Tertiary Energy-Plasma is different-Qualitatively
«looped» onto Vectors («beginnings-ends») of all of the other Form-Creators structuring every
dimensional Level of The Secondary, Primary, and other states of Energy-Plasma. And vice versa! It
is one more — very conditional and sketchy — description of what I mean by the term slloogrentness.
2.0366.

Stimulators of improvement of inter-Qualitative interconnections and of increase of their
interaction extent to each other are performed by f-Configurations of the uncountable multitude of
Creative Cosmic States, synthesized among Aspects of the most active Pure Qualities (beginning
from inter-Qualitative Synthesis in the f-Configuration of our DDIIUYYI-Entity and finishing with
an absolute multiway Transmutation among themselves of all the twelve PCQ in the slloogrent
2.0367.

Macrocosmos f-Configuration). For example, during the deep interaction of Form-Creators and
Info-Creators according to Synthesis Scheme of Aspects of Qualities ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence, in Energy-Plasma there appears a certain intermediate State, which
can be subjectively interpreted by us as Creative Cosmic Potentiality. For example, at the same
degree of Synthesis of Aspects of Qualities ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness and ALL-Steadiness–
ALL-Stability there appears an intermediate State of Creative Cosmic Profoundness.
Nonetheless, «being seemingly dissolved» in the infinite multitude of different-Qualitative
combinations, Pure Qualities do not lose Their individual properties and never turn into Something
different, but only give to f-Configurations of TOO-UU- and SVOO-UU-Entities’ Forms (Collective
cosmic Minds and Their realizational Self-Consciousnesses Forms) structured by Them (together
with Form-Creators), new characteristics of manifestation (reflection in Space-Time) and individual
synthetic characteristics. Thereupon, it is very important to understand that the Meaning of every
Scheme of inter-Qualitative Synthesis (regardless of the dominant degree expressed inside a Scheme)
is in the increase of covarllertness degree among Aspects of all Pure Qualities, and in parallel
with it, in the increase of the diffuzgentness degree (from lat. diffusion — distribution, dispersion)
of resonationally combined different-Qualitative f-Configurations and increase of Informational
«concentration» in a conditional unit of Energy (Form) manifested in Space-Time.
2.0368.

Let me remind you that OO-UU-Entities are the Main Keepers of slloogrent Information of
Macrocosmos, Which — in its «primary standardness» — is deprived of any structural attributes
(structure is manifested in the shape of Energy-Information only at the interaction in informational
space of Self-Consciousness of diverse Information fragments with the emission of certain EnergyPotential). Therefore, it never changes and cannot be influenced by Space and Time. On the basis
of constant attraction into Focus Dynamics of new Informational fragments from r-Configurations
of Info-Creators, inter-Qualitative Synthesis is carried out only among structural Elements of
Macrocosmos, meaning, among different-Qualitatively structured f-Configurations of FormCreators, Which are the Main Carriers of manifested Energy of absolutely all Self-Consciousnesses
Forms at the Energy-Plasma Levels resonationally (Qualitatively) corresponding to them.
2.0369.

What is Self-Consciousness in general? It is an exhaustive set of universal Conceptions
of Form-Creators about Creative Potential of Macrocosmos (the manifestation Energy stimulated
by realizational requirements of the Essence filling It, i.e. Information), instantly-simultaneously
manifested through diverse and different-Qualitative focal Configurations of absolutely all
realizational Forms. Each of the latter represents very narrow spectrum of «individual» expression of
Conceptions actively motivated by the certain combination of Energy and Information resonationally
corresponding to It (eglleroliftive and irrkoglictive Impulse-Potentials). A realizational Form is, in
its energy-informational Essence, what we define as a Self-Consciousness Form.
2.0370.

What is Energy-Plasma? It is a universal State of Creative Activity, structured by
f-Configurations of universal carriers of Energy (Form-Creators of any energy-informational
interactions, which provide the «manifestation» effect of any Forms in Space-Time) and
r-Configurations of universal carriers of the Information (Info-Creators, which provide any Forms
of manifestation with their own Content). Only some concentrated volume of Information (Plasma),
2.0371.

peculiar only to the given conditions of manifestation corresponds resonationally with every
slloogrentness «section» of f-Configuration of any manifested SVOO-UU-Entity (representing in
Space-Time a certain potential of manifestation Energy and corresponding informational content in
the appearance of a Self-Consciousness Form).
Every consecutive moment of Synthesis of various Qualities Aspects in f-Configuration of
a Self-Consciousness Form is characterized only by certain increase of concentration of included
inside different-Qualitative Information — due to the increase of the covarllertness degree of
interconnections that are forming It. The concentration increase does not mean an «absolute alloying»
of Aspects with one another (no matter how they are identical — liyllusceeve — by Meaning of
their inherent Information); it means Their ability to constantly increase concentration (collect,
accumulate, aggregate) in some unit of Information volume, which is expressed in Space-Time by
this or that manifestation Form of Self-Consciousness.
2.0372.

The greater is the concentration of different-Qualitative Aspects interacting among themselves
through Focus Dynamics, the higher is the Creative Potential of Self-Consciousness Form and the
frequency of Information, which is reflected differently in various groups of Continuums through
Creative Activity of its Form-Creators. Every Self-Consciousness Form (mineral, biological, plasmic,
and so on) is designed for a certain concentration of Information, and when the concentration of
different-Qualitative Aspects in Focus Dynamics reaches a certain critical limit for the given Form
— due to synthetic increase of covarllert energy-informational interconnections, — Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousness is manifested immediately through f-Configuration of
another Form, whose Potential corresponds more with the given concentration degree.
2.0373.

Frequency characteristics of SFUURMM-Forms structuring Self-Consciousness and
f-Configuration of the Form, into which they «are projected» at a given moment, are always
resonational to each other. As soon as in every next moment Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness’s
Form-Creators is enriched with the next kleks of Information (quantum of synthesized Experience),
the r-Configuration, which structures its SFUURMM-Forms (information interconnections)
immediately changes and no longer corresponds with f-Configuration of the previous manifestation
Form, which results in «reprojection» of Form-Creators Self-Consciousnesses into the Form which
by its frequency and quality corresponds with its new energy-informational state.
2.0374.

To understand the indivisible, indissoluble, and invariable Essence of every Quality Aspect,
it is possible to conditionally imagine every «completed» by Them OO-UU-Entity as parts of one
complete spectrum (for example, twelve colored rainbow), in the overall manifestation of which it
is impossible to pick out something separate. Nonetheless, different-Qualitative fields, included in
this spectrum and interacting among themselves (electromagnetic, radio-, and x-ray fields), always
keep their individual properties. The same occurs also during deep Synthesis of Qualities’ Aspect
in f-Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses Forms resulting in the formation of various Creative
Cosmic States. For example, at the formation of overall «manifestation spectrum» during Synthesis
of Qualities’ Aspect of ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence, and all the
overall «manifestation spectrum» during Synthesis of Qualities ALL-Unity and ALL-Essentiality,
none of the Aspects participating in these processes change in any way, but interconnections between
2.0375.

Form-Creators of both «manifestation spectra» are harmonized because of the attraction into Focus
Dynamics of «new» (from the inertial point of view) covarllert interconnections, which «complete»
common for these pairs of OO-UU-Entities — seemingly «inter-spectral» — Creative Cosmic States.
So, Each of 12 Pure Cosmic Qualities represents a set (combination) of infinite multitude
of more or less resonational to each other informational fragments, covarllertly combined
in Configurations of all the multitude of Aspects of the given Quality, which, in corresponding
manifestation conditions in Space-Time, objectively reflect (through Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousnesses Forms) more or less the same model properties, typical for each of multi-level
types of manifestations of this Pure Quality.
2.0376.

By Themselves, without resonational fixation to the corresponding types to Energy
(Focuses), Aspects of any OO-UU-Entities individually released in the state of their mercavgnational
interactions among Themselves, can never be manifested in any form in space-time dynamics. They
only provide the informational filling (content) for f-Configurations of all TOO-UU- and SVOO-UUEntities. Exactly with these uncountable Aspects in this or that way manipulate Form-Creators of
all Self-Consciousnesses Forms in their Focus Dynamics, who structure all the slloogrentness of
Macrocosmos with their f-Configurations.
2.0377.

For example, tell me, what would become with your «personal» existence, if psycho-mental
dynamics has ceased to revive and fill the activity of Form-Creators of your mind, your SelfConsciousness with a certain meaning? Your Form would simply never be able to manifest in the
given dimensional diapason! And what would have happened if bio-Creators of your biological
organism (cells, organs, systems, molecules, and atoms) were deprived of the opportunity to
manipulate Information peculiar to them? Then, there would be no Form (organism), because even
in so-called «human vegetative (apallic) state,» at the absence (for us!) of visible signs of psychomental dynamics, many bio-Creators keep their functional activity going.
2.0378.

You already know that any type of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators, irrespective of the
Self-Consciousness Form it is realized through, obeys the Principle of multipolarization which
is based on simultaneous presence, at a given «point» of Space-Time, of potential possibilities
for manifestation in f-Configurations of the given Focus of many different-Qualitative variants
of consecutive energy-informational interactions. These possibilities depend totally on the degree
(depth) of synthesized state of f-Configurations of interacting Form-Creators (NNAASSMM) which,
actually, determine the conditional «local borders» of Creative Potential manifested by them
(VLOOOMOOT). In its turn, the quality indicator of Synthesis depth will be even higher, if more
r-Configurations of SSS-fragments of different-Qualitative (that is structuring Aspects of different
Pure Qualities) Information are capable, in a given NNAASSMM, to most harmoniously combine
with one another through covarllert-liyllusceeve interconnections.
2.0379.

Each of slloogrent f-Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which provide FormCreators with these potential possibilities for realization of their Focus Dynamics, is provided by this
or that Information which is grouped from information fragments and combined into more complex
and capacious r-Configurations of Aspects, which unite among themselves resonationally into the
2.0380.

infinite multitude of steady combinations and assemble with typical for them interconnections the
general slloogrent r-Configuration of one of the twelve conditional types of Pure Cosmic Qualities.
Any Self-Consciousness Form gets manifested in Space-Time because of the unique (peculiar only
to it) f-Configuration which allows it (through individual Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators) to
attract and to resonationally use in its creativity only certain «volume» of the potential informational
Contents structuring all the slloogrentness of Energy-Plasma.
All the informational basis of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of The Highest Collegial
Mind AYFAAR is structured only by three types of synthetic States of Form-Creators from the
uncountable multitude of those peculiar to the whole variety of manifestation Forms of Pure
Cosmic Qualities. The least synthesized State from these ones — The Tertiary One (from 0th to
12th dimension) — is the most «primitive» or «elementary» according to the «volume» of EnergyInformation forming it, because it is originated by means of the multitude of tensor (that is
dissonational-destructive, informationally not mutually balancing each other) energy-informational
interconnections among different-Qualitative Form-Creators. The degree of this tensor state goes
down considerably in The Secondary State (from 12th to 24th dimension) due to the increase of
covarllertness and liyllusceeveness among Aspects of different OO-UU-Entities combined with
24 basic types of Combined Cosmic Qualities. In their turn, They stimulate for manifestation the
following 36 basic types of manifestation of The Primary (from 24th to 36th dimension) synthetic
State of Energy-Plasma, reflecting all the Higher creative characteristics of The Highest Cosmic
Intelligence AYFAAR.
2.0381.

All this Focus Dynamics is carried out holochronely-simultaneously according to the
Synthesis Schemes of energy-informational interconnections strictly set and regulated by properties
and Principles characteristic for Form-Creators of 12 Amplificational and Info-Creators of 12
Qualitational development Branched. For creative realization of each version of similar interactions
(between Form-Creators and Info-Creators), there are specific manifestation conditions in
Macrocosmos of resonationally corresponding to them f-Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms. As these conditions are still absolutely unknown to us, we will look at and analyze only
such space-time modes, within which are simultaneously manifested the focused by Us biological,
bioplasmic, plasmic, plasmic-ray, ray, and many other ones, including even more ampliative, Formanalogs of LLUU-VVU-Entity (from 2.5 to 9.0 dimension — the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type).
2.0382.

Here I would like to underline that these terms bear no relation to the Conceptions existing
among physicists about plasma (as partially or completely ionized gas formed of neutral atoms or
molecules and charged particles — ions and electrons) or about rays (for example, about light or
cathodic rays), but they represent subjective characteristics to varying degree more absolute and
universal, than our «present,» biological, Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which are focused by Us
simultaneously at more Qualitative manifestation Levels of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of collective
LLUU-VVU-Entity. If to accept our wave (irkkulligrenic) NUU-VVU-Forms as the beginning of
conditional classification of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms of LLUU-VVU, then in 4–5-dimensional
diapason of manifestations We change them for flakglaass ones, in 5–6-dimensional diapason —
for vuoldsmmiis ones, in 6–7-dimensional diapason — for orfrovort ones, in 7–8-dimensional
diapason — for pruuisstr ones, in 8–9-dimensional diapason — for iymiyllirt ones. Further, We will
refocus consecutively into transitive lluuvvumic-goolgamaaaic and then — goolgamaaaic types of
2.0383.

birvulyarity: in 9–10-dimensional diapason — into peeppttiin ones, in 10–11-dimensional diapason
— in iissmm ones, in 11–12-dimensional diapason — into lyuullffiiy types of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms.
In order to understand all this better, let's try to at least elementary describe only one of the
uncountable multitude of Schemes of inter-Qualitative Synthesis of Pure Cosmic Qualities Aspects,
carried out simultaneously in Collegial Mind AYFAAR through all the infinite variety of kinds of
SVOO-UU-Entities structuring Focus Dynamics of numerous diverse TOO-UU-Entities. Energetically,
all these processes are provided by Focus Dynamics of different-level Form-Creators of SYNTHETIC
Amplificational Branch, whose energy f-Configurations correspond absolutely precisely to the
certain types of Creative Activity of Info-Creators of RESOSCONTIONAL Qualitational Branch.
2.0384.

By means of Focus Dynamics of TOO-UU-Entities Which inertially are realized in Space-Time
through Form-Creators of human (lluuvvumic) Form-Types of Self-Consciousnesses, there the most
active (dominant) energy-informational interaction is carried out between all possible covarllert
Aspects of Two Pure Qualities — ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence (at
the same time in a background mode the sub-Aspects and Aspects of other ten OO-UU-Entities are
also involved). With their help Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators «is reprojected» into the some
intermediate synthetic State which can be subjectively interpreted as Creative Cosmic POTENTIALITY
or AYYAYIYYA-FLUU-UA (in the Star System AIILLIISS this synthetic State of lluuvvumic FormCreators is characteristic only for Collective Minds manifested in multidimensional Realities of
GREIYSLIISS).
2.0385.

Why did I find it necessary to subjectively define the given Creative State of Self-Consciousness
with such a term — POTENTIALITY? Because a very low degree of self-awareness, typical for this
state, reminds me children from a kindergarten who already live in this world as people, but cannot
yet be included in the category of active participants of the overall improvement processes of human
community. In the same way, weakly synthesized «projections» of Form-Creators of our modern
biological analogs of NUU-VVU-Forms of Self-Consciousness cannot be considered as an active
factor of powerful amplificational transformations carried out in slloogrent Focus Dynamics of
different-protoformal Cosmic Community, which shows much higher degree of consciousness, than
any other representatives of modern humankind’s Collective Consciousness.
2.0386.

In their subjective-individual «present,» the overwhelming majority of people behave like
accidentally formed community of unsophisticated and naive children, whose selfish actions are
stipulated only by the degree of their creative nonrealization in this or that kind of activity, and not
by deep Conceptions about reasonable practicability and clear notions about general importance
and value of choices made by them. More ampliative variants of their choices are available only
potentially, due to the absence of necessary synthetic Experience. In other words, these imperfect
biological NUU-VVU-Forms of Self-Consciousnesses can be perceived as People only as potentially
existing within the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type — they are ready to realize themselves much more
in different-protoformal activity Directions, than to cultivate in own Focus Dynamics the main for
the given manifestation diapason characteristics of the Real Human Direction — high-intellectual
Altruism and high-sensual Intellect.
2.0387.

Here it is also very important to understand that the development Direction of TOO-UUEntities that we looked at only represents one of numerous variants, from which other Schemes of
multidimensional inter-Qualitative Synthesis can «start», which
are simultaneously (i.e. in
parallel with each other) carried out among Form-Creators of diverse Collective Cosmic Intelligences.
The factor of initial interaction is greatly determined by the degree of informational covarllertness
among Info-Creators of different Pure Cosmic Qualities (meaning, by the degree of resonation among
their corresponding Form-Creators). For example, besides the above-mentioned Scheme, which starts
from dominant interactions between Fields-Consciousnesses of Qualities ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom
and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence, — equally to them! — in the states of not less degree of Creative
Activity among themselves, there are Form- and Info-Creators of the following, initially interacting
pairs of Pure Qualities: ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability and ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness;
ALL-Integrity and ALL-Aspiration; ALL-Unity and ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability; ALLPrimordiality–ALL-Initiality and ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence; ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness
and ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness. As I have already mentioned, the similar, initially high degree
of possibility of their interaction between themselves is caused by their high degree of covarllertness
towards one another. Therefore, the Information, peculiar to Aspects of these pairs, forms the basis
of origination process of other Schemes of inter-Qualitative Synthesis, which also begin to get more
actively synthesized with each other during the process of their deepening.
2.0388.

In relation to the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme examined by us, it is possible to say that
conditional out-of-time «beginning» of this — simultaneous and instant in its energy-informational
supply and infinite on its realizational Essence — synthetic Process is «embedded» into Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators of the lowest Self-Consciousness Levels of the most primitive of the
most «dense-plasmic» f-Configurations of NUU-VVU-Forms, which can be hardly called «human.»
All what is Truly Human (that is lluuvvumic) is not yet typical for them, and is absolutely unknown
to them. Nevertheless, this most complicated eglleroliftive perturbation originates in such Forms
of Our simultaneous Cosmic manifestation, which exhibit in relation to biological NUU-VVUConfigurations nowadays focused by us a very weak degree of manifestation of characteristic signs
of self-awareness (judiciousness, independence, responsibility, altruism, and so forth), although the
roughest characteristics of psychical individualization — character, tastes, and habits — are already
typical for each of not developed NUU-VVU-Form.
2.0389.

That’s why I subjectively define the given type of Creative Activity of Form-Creators as
unconscious-instinctive state of Self-Consciousnesses Forms which actually does not make to “stand
out” any creative manifestations of Focus Dynamics of the «future» people from equally primitive
activity of Self-Consciousnesses’ Form-Creators of all the variety of Proto-Forms of the rest part of
animals, which structure with their f-Configurations 2.5–3.0-dimensional manifestation diapason.
Nevertheless, conditional «beginning» of the process of inter-Qualitative Synthesis according to the
original Scheme (and the uncountable multitude of its sub-Schemes) of the lluuvvumic Direction
lies in f-Configurations of Form-Creators of exactly these primitive sublevels and Levels providing
the necessary energy-informational basis for much better manifestations of «future» — to a greater
degree human — NUU-VVU-Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
2.0390.

Due to their deeply selfish Focus Dynamics in corresponding structures of Space-Time, the
most insignificant «amounts» (virtual volumes) of covarllert among themselves sub-Aspects and
2.0391.

Aspects of the two above-named OO-UU-Entities — ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence get an opportunity for joint Creative Activity. In inertial-linear sequence of our «present»
subjective Perception this eglleroliftive synthetic perturbation is carried out in corresponding
temporal «section» of slloogrentness of Space-Time of GREIYSLIISS for a very long period — from
specific analogs (accepted in our modern calculation system) of tens and hundreds of thousands
of years to hundreds of millions and even billions of years. Periods with similar duration time are
also peculiar to all less Qualitative than «present» groups of human STC subjectively interpreted as
the «future» of the humankind’s Collective Consciousness — billions of «years» forward. In more
Qualitative groups of human STC the calculation chronological time process changes dramatically.
Let me remind you that all these depliative transmutational transformations in energyinformational «interlacements» of focus r-Configurations of biological analogs of NUU-VVUForm-Types are carried out simultaneously (rather — holochronely!) and everywhere (in all
duvuyllerrt groups of space-time Continuums), with mutual Focus Dynamics of all «human» SelfConsciousnesses Forms generating diverse conditions and possibilities for manifestation of specific
Creative Activity of uncountable types and versions of «human» civilizations (including the «present»
type of still quite primitive and selfish civilization of the humankind’s Collective Consciousness). In
the process of covarllertness and integration increase (synthetic reunion of Energy and Information
in the form of accumulated empirical Experience) of continuously transmuted energy-informational
interconnections between Form- and Info-Creators of each of two dominant Qualities (which is
carried out at once in all sub-Schemes, structuring the Scheme of inter-Qualitative Synthesis of
the lluuvvumic Direction!), the depth and degree of concentrated amount of synthesized EnergyInformation also continuously increases in Focus Dynamics of a Self-Consciousness.
2.0392.

Thereby in more synthesized f-Configurations the necessary conditions are being generated
for the realization of higher decoherent covarllertness between Fields-Consciousnesses (Form- and
Info-Creators) of such impersept Pure Qualities as ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence, on the one hand, and ALL-Unity, on the other hand, Which belong to the different
groups of informational compatibility. When the given type of synthetic interconnections starts to
be manifested actively and steadily on 4–5-dimensional Levels of Space-Time through ampliative
(high-quality) Focus Dynamics, it is possible to speak about the formation in Creative Activity
of Form-Creators of the lluuvvumic Direction of special Qualitative three-dominant state which
is subjectively defined by me as «Creative Cosmic Solidarity» («CC Potentiality» + ALL-Unity).
Actually, it duvuyllerrtly replaces earlier reached and less harmonious (more dissonational, less
steady) two-dominant State of «bioplasmic» Self-Conscious NUU-VVU-Forms — «Creative Cosmic
Potentiality» (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence).
2.0393.

Qualitative difference between them is in the following: In the second State («CC Solidarity»)
the degree of inter-Qualitative Synthesis between covarllert Fields-Consciousnesses of the two —
basic for the lluuvvumic Direction — dominant Pure Qualities (initially impersept towards PCQ
ALL-Unity!) is brought to the highest possible (for all three!) degree of general covarllertness which
allows Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the lluuvvumic Self-Consciousnesses Forms to be
transformed («reprojected») steadily into manifestation conditions peculiar for f-Configurations of
plasmic (flakglaass) analogs of NUU-VVU-Forms — of STOOLL-VVU-FLAKS-Form-Creators (and
corresponding to Them FLUU-VVU-Info-Creators) structuring 4–5-dimensional groups of human STC.
2.0394.

In contrast to the State «CC Potentiality,» the more deeply synthesized State «CC Solidarity»
reflects higher degree of not only the need by Form-Creators of flaks Self-Consciousnesses Forms
for the constant deepening of own energy-informational interconnections with Info-Creators, which
do already structure their Focus Dynamics with own combinations, but also the need of the prompt
multiplication and expansion of Qualitative spectrum of these interconnections from the positions
of formation of higher covarllertness between already existing SFUURMM-Forms and newly
synthesized ones!
2.0395.

This conveys deeper Meaning of the State «CC Solidarity» — to reach more stable mutual
attraction and harmonization of Focus Dynamics of different-Qualitative Form-Creators on the basis
of resonational involvement of their common creative Interests in the given realization Direction.
Flakglaass Self-Consciousnesses Forms, reflecting similar State of Creative Activity of EnergyPlasma, can be allegorically compared with a «teenage» period in the development of Collective
Consciousness of the humankind. This synthetic stage occupies in inertial process of human Existence
also many conditional Time «eras,» which are in no way comparable with either the principles of
our present chronology (it is based on the frequency of the Earth rotation round the Sun and the
Moon rotation round the Earth), nor with the extremely limited possibilities of current, peculiar to
us subjective perception of events, which are carried out individually (inertially manifested in our
Focus Dynamics) in a certain logical sequence (from some «beginnings» to some «endings»).
2.0396.

In its turn, the deeper (excessively concentrated) energy-informational interconnections
between Form-Creators and Info-Creators of these three OO-UU-Entities, which occur on the basis
of more or less weak interactions with Aspects of other nine OO-UU, stimulate Info-Creators of the
PCQ ALL-Integrity towards the increase of Creative Activity. As a result, there appears a synthetic
conditions for manifestation in 5–6-dimensional diapason of Space-Time of other — vuoldsmmiis —
Self-Consciousnesses Forms, initiated by LLUU-VVU-Entity (UOLD-VVU-VUOLDS-Form-Creators
and corresponding to Them IILL-VVU-Info-Creators), which provide the presence of the State of
Creative Cosmic Cooperation in Its Focus Dynamics («CC Solidarity» + ALL-Integrity).
2.0397.

The given type of Creative Activity is the last stage of inter-Qualitative Synthesis of LLUUVVU-Forms in the conditions of intensive (i.e. dominant) manifestation of synthetic f-Configurations
of Planetary TOO-UU-Entity GREIYSLIISS. The subsequent Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators
of the lluuvvumic Direction is concentrated to a greater degree in f-Configurations of another
Planetary TOO-UU-Entity — SLIIMPFLIISS (orfrovt-analog of Venus), the specific orientation of
Creative Activity of Form-Creators of Which creates in 6–7-dimensional diapason of manifestation
of orfrovort Self-Consciousnesses Forms more favorable possibilities for even more Qualitative
refocusings into the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type (albeit parallel Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators
of various protoformal Directions still remains, being carried out on higher Levels of multilateral
inter-Qualitative Synthesis).
2.0398.

Since Aspects of OO-UU-Entities of ALL-Integrity and ALL-Aspiration possess among
themselves the greatest covarllertness (they belong to one group of compatibility), so the following
(more correctly, carried out in parallel) stage of inter-Qualitative Synthesis according to the
lluuvvumic Scheme lies in more active connection with the given energy-informational interaction of
2.0399.

Aspects, which structure the OO-UU-Entity ALL-Aspiration. These Fields-Consciousnesses bring in
the process of multilateral inter-Qualitative Synthesis of the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type the steady
eglleroliftive Impulse of conscious Purposefulness, active Commitment. So, what is the «nearest»
Goal — intermediate in relation to the Highest — of the «projections» of all Self-Consciousnesses
Forms’ Form-Creators? The answer is obvious: it is the total mergence (resonational convergence)
of their individual Focus Dynamics with Universal Focus Dynamics of «projections» of own TOOUU-Entity’s Form-Creators.
For People this role plays the LLUU-VVU-Form, Whose Highest levels of Creative Activity
are focused on the Highest levels of Collective Cosmic Intelligences structuring GOOLGAMAA-A.
By means of «projection» (implementation) into Focus Dynamics of orfrovort lluuvvumic SelfConsciousnesses Forms of the powerful eglleroliftive LLUU-VVU-Impulse-Potential leading towards
even greater expansion, deepening, and increase of concentration of synthesized interconnections
between Form-Creators and Info-Creators of five ALREADY activated Dominants (on the basis of
their never-ending interaction — according to individual sub-Schemes! — with Aspects of other seven
Qualities), in 6–7-dimensional diapason of Space-Time there is an opportunity for manifestation of
even more perfect USCF-State of FOOLL-ORFROVT-Form-Creators (and corresponding to Them
IIDD-VVU-Info-Creators) of the given type — «Creative Cosmic Activity» (SLUIILLFM-LL-UU):
«CC Cooperation» + ALL-Aspiration.
2.0400.

I would say that only at this phase of inter-Qualitative Synthesis begins an intensive
demonstration of joint creativity of uncountable multitude of different-Qualitative Form-Creators
as fully functional carriers of specific lluuvvumic Characteristics, which objectively reflect in
slloogrentness of Space-Time the majority of realizational possibilities of Collective Cosmic
Intelligences of LLUU-VVU-Entities. I would compare this development phase with what we
traditionally mean by «creative maturity» when accumulated and carefully synthesized Experience
allows to carry out in United Cosmic Creation quite conscious and harmonious realizational Activity.
Everything that preceded this State represents only a necessary preparatory stages of «cosmic
maturing» of Creator’s Essence in own Creation. It can be compared also with how an unknown
tree, grown up from a plain seed, reaches the necessary size and then starts bearing its first fruit,
which tells us to what kind of fruit trees it belongs.
2.0401.

But if this State is only the «Beginning» of manifestation of true realizational activity of
LLUU-VVU-Entities, what is it possible to expect from even more Qualitative Creative Activity
of Form-Creators of Their Self-Consciousnesses Forms? What does a skillful gardener expect
from the garden planted and patiently grown by him? Right, it is about high fruitfulness, which
becomes a deserved reward for all his work. However, in order to achieve high results of own
activity, only a Desire, even the most powerful, is insufficient. Something else, very special and
very important is necessary which will allow each tree to bear and to form own fruits into the
state of full maturity. In the case considered by us, the role of the essential factor of increasing the
productivity of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the lluuvvumic Direction is acted by Aspects of the
OO-UU-Entity, Which universal properties are subjectively interpreted by us as ALL-Essentiality–
ALL-Permeability.
2.0402.

Why are exactly these Aspects involved resonationally in Focus Dynamics of LLUU-VVUConfigurations of FOOLL-ORFROVT-Form-Creators of 6–7-dimensional range? That is because
Their Synthesis with Aspects of The Quality ALL-Unity has already reached the degree, which
allows for powerful initiation of Creative Activity of Fields-Consciousness of The Quality ALLEssentiality–ALL-Permeability, which possess the highest stage of covarllertness towards the
Aspects of The Quality ALL-Unity. They possess potentially all the Information about an absolute
state of the final harmonious completeness of all the Macrocosmos structures (not only synthetic
ones!) and act «TOGETHER» in the role of skilled Curators and operative Coordinators of USCFdynamics of Form-Creators of the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type, directing it strictly according to the
general Universal Scheme of slloogrentness (sequential realization of particular svilgs-spherations),
encoded in their f-Configurations.
2.0403.

Thus, in the realization process of the increasing degree of inter-Qualitative Synthesis of deeply
synthesized among each other f-Configurations of Form-Creators of five previous Dominants (ALLLove–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Unity + ALL-Integrity + ALL-Aspiration)
with Aspects of the Quality ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability, in 7–8-dimensional diapason of
Space-Time of Macrocosmos there is the beginning of manifestation for more and more favorable
opportunities for USCF-State of OOFF-PRUUISS-Form-Creators of pruuisstren Self-Consciousnesses
Forms, which can be conditionally interpreted as «Creative Cosmic Productivity.» At this stage of
Self-Cognition, Form-Creators of LLUU-VVU-Entity extremely intensively and fruitfully cognize
(through the Synthesis of their integrated Experience, already accumulated by all the multitude
of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of other Proto-Forms generated on the basis of characteristics of
similar dominance of Form-Creators of Each of the six Dominants, which structure lluuvvumic
Self-Consciousnesses Forms) all possible specific characteristics of Creative Activity not only of
LLUU-VVU-Entities, but also of an infinite multitude of other Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A,
being more and more conscious of inseparable Unity with Everything That Is.
2.0404.

At that stage are being created optimum conditions for active attraction into the general
slloogrent f-Configuration of considered by us Scheme of inter-Qualitative Synthesis, of such
Fields-Consciousnesses, which represent characteristics of OO-UU-Entities ALL-Knowledge-ALLInformedness. As a result, the complete already available (among OOFF-PRUUISS-Form-Creators)
sum of deeply synthesized by Them Experience receives possibilities for resonational integration
in a uniform system-like f-Configuration of NIISSLII-IYMIYLL-Form-Creators of iymiyllirt SelfConsciousnesses Forms of 8–9-dimensional range, Which possess the fullest Knowledge for
LLUU-VVU-Forms about Themselves, which allows Their USCF-dynamics to provide realization
in the highest for Them State of Self-Consciousness — «Creative Cosmic Completeness» («CC
Productivity» + ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness).
2.0405.

Does it mean a certain «ending» in the inertial process of Self-Cognition of LLUU-VVUForms as TOO-UU-Entities? It certainly does not — there are no states of full completion of anything,
except for the slloogrent monostructure of Macrocosmos Itself. By the term «completeness» I mean
a certain, subjectively high (in my Perception!) degree of Creative Activity of NIISSLII-IYMIYLLForm-Creators, due to which they get a real possibility «to be reprojected» from the lluuvvumic type
of birvulyarity into more universal — goolgamaaaic — type of Self-Cognition, which is typical for
Focus Dynamics of The Superior Form-Creators of GOOLGAMAA-A of the given type.
2.0406.

The point is that the lowest Levels in slloogrentness of the specific f-Configuration of
SLIIMPFLIISS-Entity (Venus Planet), in 8–9-dimensional diapason of which begin to realize
iymiyllirt Self-Consciousnesses Forms of LLUU-VVU-Entities, represent the last «pillar» of socalled «earth» subjectivity, where the planetary types of «earth unpackings» in informational
space of any Self-Consciousnesses Forms are carried out by means of an active participation in
them not only of universal SFUURMM-Forms from the variable ethereal component (VEC), but also
(due to more individualized «earth» Conceptions) of the temporal ethereal constituent (TEC). The
latter is peculiar to Focus Dynamics of every Self-Consciousness Form, manifested in specific
multidimensional conditions of Space-Time of The Planetary Entity GREIYSLIISS, and it defines the
state of discreteness of The Planet’s Form-Creators (meaning, the degree of their individualization
or subjectivity) in relation to the general Focus Dynamics of all Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A.
2.0407.

As Levels of manifestation (from 8.25 to 9.25 dimension) increase, there is a consecutive
replacement of typical for greiysliic (from GREIYSLIISS) SFUURMM-Forms into more universal —
sliimpfliic. All that means the consecutive Qualitative transformation of USCF-States of iymiyllirt
NIISSLII-IYMIYLL-Form-Creators into absolutely new and much more effective for LLUU-VVUEntities stage of the infinite Process of Self-Cognition in slloogrentness of specific f-Configurations
on another Planetary TOO-UU-Entity — PROVOUDDSS (Uranium), where It (USCF) is not exposed
to every possible subjective TEC-deformations, as it is based on much more objective Information
the Source of which in 9–10-dimensional diapason of manifestations is Fields-Consciousnesses
of the OO-UU-Entity ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality. Their deepest Synthesis with Aspects of
seven, already to the high degree synthesized among themselves, Dominants creates all necessary
conditions for bringing USCF-dynamics of peeppttiin LLOOFF-PEEPPT-Form-Creators of transitive
lluuvvumic-goolgamaaaic type of birvulyarity into the State of «Creative Cosmic Passivity»
(SFFUIYYU-UU-FF): «CC Completeness» +ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality.
2.0408.

Why did I choose the word «passivity» for the given State? Because you can subjectively
imagine This specific Creative State as reaching a certain satisfaction by already made results and
the deepest understanding of cause-and-effect interconnections, which have triggered the dynamics
of everything what has been creatively realized through all the variety of iymiyllirt and peeppttiin
Self-Consciousnesses Forms. Please, answer my question: Is the deep Meditative state passive?
From the point of view of visible absence of any physical dynamics — yes, it is (if not to take into
consideration the activity of bio-Creators)! Yet, considering the intensity of manifested «unpacking»
dynamics of SFUURMM-Forms of a Self-Consciousness, it is an extremely active stage of a Form’s
existence and realization of its Form-Creators!
2.0409.

Same is here: I mean The State «Creative Cosmic Passivity» as not certain subjective inactivity
and apathy towards everything, but, on the contrary, highly active Dynamics of the «inner» energyinformational interconnections of peeppttiin Form-Creators, Which (due to the intensive dominant
influence onto them of Aspects of The Quality ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality) feel a burning
and overwhelming desire to realize themselves actively through all the sum of the Experience
synthesized by Them in the deepest «understanding» of their Universal Nature, originating from
Their inseparable primary Unity with Everything That Is. Without this specific «summarizing»
Process the further Way of Self-Cognition of LLUU-VVU-Entities through more universal Forms
of manifestation of goolgamaaaic types would be simply impossible. Here «PASSIVITY» is the
2.0410.

synonym for a human ability after a long transition or difficult stage in someone’s life to prepare, to
summarize carefully available Experience, and to mobilize energy to continue own life journey with
even greater diligence, commitment, and awareness.
The most powerful synthetic USCF-dynamics of This Creative State, not only harmonizes
mutually already existing energy-informational interconnections among LLOOFF-PEEPPTForm-Creators of eight Dominants (ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality + ALL-Knowledge-ALLInformedness + ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability + ALL-Aspiration + ALL-Integrity + ALL-Unity
+ ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence), but also allows them to find out in
their peculiar Reality a multitude of other Qualitative «elements» (ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness,
ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness, ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence, ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability),
which lack for the achievement of the State of full «internal» balance with Everything That Is. This
facilitates the consecutive «reprojection» of Their USCFs into even more universal f-Configurations
of iissmm AVVUUR-IISSMM-Form-Creators from 10–11-dimensional range, Which are characterized
by the State «Creative Cosmic Dissatisfaction» (MGVVAAOLLTTMM-LLA-AMM): «CC Passivity» +
(ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness–ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability).
2.0411.

Why on the given Levels the Principle of organization of former — lluuvvumic — Synthesis
Scheme changes sharply and in goolgamaaaic type there is joining of «CC Dissatisfaction» with
Aspects of both OO-UU-Entities — by the way, the most covarllert towards the basic pair of OOUU-Entities (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence)! — I do not know for sure.
I assume that it is to do with some individual characteristics of Our GOOLGAMAA-A. Besides,
the stabilization of USCF-dynamics of Form-Creators of iissmm Self-Consciousnesses Forms in
the specific slloogrent f-Configuration of Planetary VRAALSVISS-Entity (Chiron) appears also to
contribute to such changes.
2.0412.

The State «Creative Cosmic Dissatisfaction» — is somewhat similar to the familiar to each
of you deep understanding of the fact that everything done and achieved by you is still very far
from being perfect and demands urgent improvement. You start seeing a multitude of flaws in your
former life creativity and, not wishing to put up with it — not even for a second, — you look for
ways, which could help to find and to establish more Qualitative forms of self-expression. Such
subjective comparison is, certainly, very, very conditional, but, nevertheless, it will help you to
demonstrate very approximately the State, which motivates AVVUUR-IISSMM-Form-Creators to
continue Own refocusings into more and more «internal» Levels of Creative Activity of all ProtoForms of GOOLGAMAA-A.
2.0413.

Since, on these Levels of manifestation of USCF-dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms the covarllertness among Info-Creators structuring Them reaches the maximal creative
expression, so Form-Creators of iissmm Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the goolgamaaaic type «are
reprojected» duvuyllerrtly, simultaneously (in parallel) entering into the Synthesis with Aspects of
two more OO-UU-Entities — ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness and ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence. In
11–12-dimensional diapason they «are reprojected» from the State «CC Dissatisfaction» into a NEW
for them State — «Creative Cosmic HARMONY» (SSFUUSSFFURTTMM-UUR-SSM). It is peculiar
(inside the system of Star Entity AIILLIISS, It is formed through Collective Planetary Intelligence
2.0414.

SLUUIISS — Proserpina) to even more synthesized f-Configurations of lyuullffiiyic AASMII-SLIISUU-LYUULLFF-Form-Creators of The Highest Levels of The Tertiary Energy-Plasma. Actually, at

this stage the lluuvvumic development Direction gets entirely and harmoniously «dissolved» (gets
integrated) into the goolgamaaaic birvulyarity type, which, in its turn, structures ssmiiysmaaaic,
tlaassmaaic, and aiyyyaic types, typical for Form-Creators of The Secondary (ssmiiysmaaaic and
tlaassmaaic) and The Primary (aiyyyaic) Energy-Plasma State.
Just discussed by us Scheme of consecutive inter-Qualitative Synthesis of Focus Dynamics
of different-Qualitative Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the lluuvvumic Direction
represents only one of the uncountable multitude of instantly already carried out types of general
slloogrent birvulyarity, characteristic for different TOO-UU-Entities of GOOLGAMAA-A. Let me
remind you that in this inertial refocusing Process of Form-Creators there is simultaneous realization
of an infinite multitude of diverse individual Synthesis Schemes, duvuyllerrtly-diffuzgently
interconnected among themselves by all the multitude of Creative Cosmic States peculiar to them,
which carry out extremely important intermediary role in the dynamics of subjective annihilation
between Form-Creators of dissonational (impersept-cruvursorrt) relations and in the processes of
formation by them of all the variety of dimension types.
2.0415.

Each type of dimension is individually structured by Focus Dynamics of only typical for
it «manifestation area,» which is modelled by diffuzgent energy-informational interconnections
characteristic for Form-Creators of certain birvulyarity type. For example, possibilities for
manifestation in Space-Time of Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms of the lluuvvumic
Synthesis Scheme require a particular type of dimension; for the creation of specific manifestation
conditions for representatives of any other protoformal Schemes — outside the Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators of LLUU-VVU-Forms! — are also provided there own types of dimension and
individual modes of organization of covarllert interconnections. The distinctive sign of belonging
of this or that Self-Consciousness Form to a certain type of Collective Cosmic Intelligences is
not appearance or internal (atomic-molecular) structure (which are simply meaningless at more
high-frequency Levels of manifestations — above 4–5 dimension diapason), but the Synthesis
Scheme carried out by them. Its birvulyarity type is organized simultaneously and corrected
multipolarizationally by different-Qualitative Form-Creators in slloogrent Direction of absolute
svilgs-spherational combination of the Aspects of the two primary Pure Qualities.
2.0416.

For example, in 36-dimensional Synthesis Process of f-Configurations of the lluuvvumicaiyyyaic type of birvulyarity peculiar to «OUR» DDIIUYYI-Entity, Aspects of two initial
Dominants — ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence — continue to be
synthesized deeper by many sides not only in 4–5, 5–6, 6–7, … 12-dimensional manifestation
diapasons, but in 24-dimensional and in 36-dimensional ones as well as on any n-dimensional
Levels of Macrocosmos, consistently joining (through Focus Dynamics of corresponding
Form-Creators) more and more Universal Schemes of inter-Qualitative Synthesis for the
sake of eventually achieving the State of the absolute Synthesis among the Aspects of This
pair of Dominants (the same happens with all other pairs of all the rest of OO-UU-Entities).
2.0417.

Thus, the characteristics of two initial Dominants peculiar to any type of birvulyarity,
continuously in any structuring it Synthesis Scheme — remain as if the «most important»(in
other words, Focus Dynamics of their Form-Creators in the process of the formation by them of
karmonations, always prevails to some extent over Creative Activity of Form-Creators of other ten
OO-UU-Entities). This fundamental Principle of Synthesis always remains in force, even if some (or
all the rest) OO-UU-Entities also structure the given Synthesis Scheme as seemingly equal Dominants
(for example, ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Unity) — inherent to
them Information will always remain for Form-Creators of initial pair only svilgs-spherationally
supplementing or as if «minor,» which is necessary for these Form-Creators only for the purpose of
annihilation of certain tensor States on every Level of their simultaneous manifestation.
2.0418.

I have already pointed out to you that manifestation of each Self-Consciousness Form
(for example, biological analogs of the lluuvvumic Form-Types) always happens by means of
simultaneous manifestation of structures providing its existence — an infinite multitude of more
simple Self-Consciousnesses Forms (for example, brain cells, body, internal organs, molecules,
atoms, elementary particles), each of which is capable to interact — by means of Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators and bio-Creators of the general for them Self-Consciousness Form (person) — not
with all the set of properties that belongs to an Aspect of any Quality, but with much smaller volumes
of Information composing an Aspect (or SSS-fragments), which are resonationally combined among
themselves into sub- … — Aspects — i.e. «bigger» or «smaller» (according to their information
concentration, intensity) parts of Aspects. The information of one Quality Aspect can be composed
of an uncountable multitude of r-Configurations of smaller volumes of Information of sub-Aspects.
In their turn, the latter are also composed of even «smaller» Information volumes of sub-subAspects, and so forth, till the absolute inseparability of r-Configurations of the most elementary SSSfragments, which transfer slloogrently into the overall Universal (balanced) State of Information (or,
from another point of view, the State of the absolute Synthesis of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms,
generated by the synthetic SSS-Entity).
2.0419.

As properties and features of biological analogs of NUU-VVU-Forms structuring LLUUVVU-Type of Self-Consciousnesses currently focused by Us, — according to the Qualitativeness of
Focus Dynamics, produced by their Form-Creators — yet in a very-very small degree correspond
to what we now subjectively mean by Self-Consciousnesses Forms of lluuvvumic Direction
(who have reached the synthetic State of CC Potentiality), therefore and all the multitude of selfconscious Elements (so-called bio-Creators — cells of brain, body, internal systems and organs),
structuring f-Configurations of these NUU-VVU-Form-Types, represent a «hodgepodge» consisting
of diffuzgent Form-Creators of the multitude of Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A. The potential
tendency towards more stable realization in Focus Dynamics of lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme is
maintained in our «current» Self-Consciousnesses Forms only due to the Creative Activity of specific
types of electronic Form-Creators, «projected» by Their Focuses into molecules of DNA and RNA,
and depending on the constantly changing svilgs-spherational conditions that lead through these
structures the whole Focus Dynamics of other protoformal Form-Creators, collectively participate
in «unpacking» process of every human Self-Consciousness Form.
2.0420.

Here I do not even speak about those multiple protoformal insertion into human anatomy and
physiology (bacteria, viruses, mushrooms, primitive worms, acarian and similar), the total area of
2.0421.

which body surface exceeds the area of the surface of our own bodies in billions times (for example,
it is well-known that the weight of bacteria in a human body is over two kg, that only in a mouth
cavity there are more than 80 various kinds of bacteria, that in a day an adult excretes from 100
billion to 100 trillion bacteria, that the density of microorganisms in our body amounts to about
10 billion on 1 square centimeter, that the body surface can be compared with crowded streets of a
large megacity full with people on the New Year’s Eve). As individual Focus Dynamics of constant
activity of all this unimaginable multitude of diverse Proto-Forms is actively introduced into Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators of cells of our organism, it actively influences the Qualitativeness of
«unpackings» carried out by us, and, therefore, the Qualitativeness of decisions taken by us, which
quite often don’t follow the Conceptions of lluuvvumic development Directions, but are done to
please the interests of our various constant “guests”.
Besides, it is necessary to note that now everything in the structure of Focus Dynamics of
genomic Form-Creators is far from being definite and ideal from the objective position of khvasslons
of LLUU-VVU-Self-Consciousness — Dominant Form-Creators have to cover great dissonational
distances to keep «unpackings» at least within the range of near-lluuvvumic tendencies. This is
precisely why our Existence still represents infinite illnesses with typical of them physical sufferings,
uncountable gene mutations, and a never-ending flow of «posthumous» refocusings «withdrawing»
only an insignificant amount of our «personal» Interpretations from this chaotic State of depliative
(low Qualitative, low vibrational) inter-protoformal symbiosis. The situation considerably changes
for the better only from the moment of Synthesis of much more universal State (in NUU-VVUConfigurations of human Self-Consciousnesses Forms) of Creative Cosmic Potentiality, which is
preceded by gradual clearing of biological NUU-VVU-Forms from all the multitude of «constant
guests» and marks the beginning of Our bioplasmic and plasmic periods of Existence.
2.0422.

So, all these interactions, both «inside» of OO-UU-Entities, and between Them, are carried
out through Focus Dynamics of TOO-UU- and SVOO-UU-Entities with the help of slloogrent
r-Configurations of diverse Info-Creators (SLUI-SLUU, GLLAA-GLLII and others), resonationally
corresponding to f-Configurations of Form-Creators that structure all the Levels of slloogrentness
of Space-Time. The similar conditional intra-focal differentiation into Aspects of Pure Cosmic
Qualities, sub-Aspects and sub- … -Aspects is defined by the intensity of interaction between
seemingly discrete (that is independent from each other) Information «volumes»: in more inertial
Levels of Energy-Plasma (that is less synthesized, depliative) possibilities for intensive energyinformational interaction between Form-Creators and Info-Creators considerably decrease, and in
less inertial Levels, they, on the contrary, considerably increase (moreover, the increase of intensity
of energy-informational interconnections automatically leads to the increase of Creative Potential —
VLOOOMOOT — and Qualitativeness of the Information manipulated by Form-Creators, meaning,
to the universalization of r-Configurations of SFUURMM-Forms of its subjective manifestation in
Space-Time).
2.0423.

The consequence of such simultaneous tendencies in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators
towards differentiational-integrational transformations of the Information manipulated by them is
the subjective division by «them» (as Self-Consciousnesses Forms) of the whole process of interQualitative Synthesis into two possible types of consecutive change of states of focused by them
«future» f-Configurations in relation to the «present» ones: ampliative, more universal which are
2.0424.

characterized by higher energy-informational Potential of different-Qualitative interconnections;
and depliative, meaning to a lesser degree synthesized than the «present» one, and therefore more
limited in possibilities of creative participation in Form-creation Process of Energy-Plasma. The
first one — the consecutive integrational transformation of Focus in the structures of EnergyPlasma — we subjectively define as eglleroliftive inertial perturbation (modification, synthesis) or
e-Amplification (SMIILD-MMI-II-UU), and everything that is carried out in the process of transgressive
diversification of Energy-Plasma is subjectively defined by us as irrkoglictive singulation (from lat.
singula — a detail) or i-Qualitation (KLAADR-LLA-AA-MMI).
Actually, due to the complete inability to objectively assess consequences of any subjectively
observed and perceived by us energy-informational interconnections, manifested in the reality
around us, we involuntarily «project» onto the phenomena and processes, not peculiar to our —
SYNTHETIC — Amplificational development Branch, those subjective Conceptions, which do
not have anything in common with the objective Reality simultaneously structured by deep and
steady interconnections in RESOSCONTIONAL Qualitational development Branch. Therefore, due
to the initiation of our Focus Dynamics by eglleroliftive IP, we can only deal with the comparative
characteristic of f-Configurations of Form-Creators with different degree of birvulyart convergence
(integrational transformation) of their Focus Dynamics into the structures of Energy-Plasma.
From here we have two variants of interpretation of the concept i-Qualitation: 1 — as slloogrent
differentiation of Information from the State of the Absolute inter-Qualitative Synthesis into the
State of Absolute Balance (the objective Mechanism); 2 — subjectively seeming to us birvulyart
decondicification of Form-Creators, caused by subjectivity of our Perception systems.
2.0425.

I would like to note right away that Iissiidiology Essence of these both concepts essentially
differs from those stereotypic Concepts, which science and modern human community use
nowadays. If in your «present» understanding the Evolution (from lat. evolutio — development)
is a synonym of irreversible development of any processes from simple to complex (including
also the biological evolution of species), in IISSIIDIOLOGY we start to implicate by this term an
eglleroliftive Amplification — the process of more and more steady increase of covarllert energyinformational interconnections between Form-Creators of some Self-Consciousnesses Forms during
their inertial refocusings («reprojections») into other Forms. Besides, characteristics of creative
manifestation of all the subsequent Forms do not matter: Every new Self-Consciousness Form
(«personal» Interpretation) can express former subjective Conceptions of a «person» about «itself»
to a much smaller degree or do not express them at all (both externally and psycho-mentally), but
its new realizational possibilities (Creative Potential) and the degree of conscious participation in
the general Focus Dynamics of LLUU-VVU-Entity increase constantly due to the attraction by FormCreators into this process of a larger amount of covarllert interconnections with Form- and InfoCreators of different OO-UU-Entities, besides, not only Dominant ones, but also the background
(recessive) ones. Thus, Form-Creators include in their own Synthesis that invaluable Experience
peculiar to various Proto-Forms. With the help of these «insertions» already synthesized according
to other Schemes, the creative potential of Self-Consciousness increases constantly and inevitably
too (though it seems sometimes subjectively to us that everything occurs on the contrary), which
results in refocusings of Form-Creators into f-Configurations of more and more amplificationally
integrated NUU-VVU-Form-Types.
2.0426.

Besides, such eglleroliftive integration of Self-Consciousness FD can be carried out not only within
the range of slloogrent f-Configurations of the same SVOO-UU or even TOO-UU-Entity (for example, the
development of people in the lluuvvumic Direction), but also within the multitude of other diffuzgent
Schemes of consecutive inter-Qualitative Synthesis. It's just that in every protoformal Direction according
to the peculiar to them Synthesis Scheme there are more favorable conditions and possibilities for the
realization by synthesizing Form-Creators of ampliative Focus Dynamics, than in other Directions,
though refocusings into other Schemes also provide the process of continuous e-Amplification of
Self-Consciousness FD (as the amount of different-Qualitative covarllert interconnections continue to
increase steadily), but the realization of that takes much more chronological time.
2.0427.

In such cases it is appropriate to speak not about the «involution of a person,» but about
the consecutive «degradations of a person» (temporary steady deepening of Form-Creators of
Self-Consciousness into the dynamics of energy-informational connections of some protoformal
Directions), which, however, does not exclude at all, but only considerably slows down the process
of birvulyart convergence of Self-Consciousness in f-Configurations of NUU-VVU-Forms peculiar
to the lluuvvumic development Direction. Having synthesized in own Focus Dynamics those
covarllert interconnections, which dominant Form-Creators lack for an active «reprojection» into
f-Configurations of more synthesized «personal» Interpretations, these Form-Creators consecutively
merge time loops formed in their Focus Dynamics (generated by less Qualitative choices), selfidentify with more Qualitative «personal» Interpretation, and continue the process of further
birvulyart convergence in the lluuvvumic Direction.
2.0428.

E-Amplification or SMIILD-MMI-II-UU is an objective Cosmic Process of continuous
and infinite integration of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators (through the establishment of
interconnections with Aspects of different OO-UU-Entities) from more simple and less conscious
states into energy-informationally more saturated and intensified Form-systems, which is equivalent
to the expansion-deepening of Focus Dynamics of structured by them Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
You should learn and understand one more thing (the most important its Meaning!): E-Amplification
is a characteristic property of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators (Energy carriers), into which
f-Configurations the eglleroliftive Impulse is put initially, motivating Form-Creators of any SelfConsciousness Form «to increase» constantly in own Focus Dynamics the volumes of Information,
«projected» into their Form-structures by corresponding Info-Creators.
2.0429.

Due to this Impulse, with the increase of volumes (concentration) of covarllert energyinformational interconnections synthesized by them, all Form-Creators have to simply constantly
increase the energy potential of every subsequent f-Configuration focused by them, thus deepening
(«expanding») Focus Dynamics into more and more universal Levels of Energy-Plasma. It is the
process of «individual» e-Amplification of FD of Self-Consciousnesses Forms. Outside this Process
Form-Creators (as Focuses — Energy carriers) simply cannot be manifested. Therefore, it is possible
to say that eglleroliftive integration is an inertial property typical to Energy, the individual and
multiple carriers of which are Form-Creators of Macrocosmos.
2.0430.

Energy-Plasma of Macrocosmos is so universally arranged, so that along with this global
integration Process, in Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, in parallel there is objectively
2.0431.

reverse to it (absolutely balancing it at every «point» of manifestation!) Process — of infinite and
continuous differentiation of slloogrent f-Configurations of synthesized among themselves OO-UUEntities, structuring absolutely all the types of manifestation of subjective TOO-UU- and SVOO-UUEntities onto every possible focus combinations of Aspects and an infinite multitude of their sub-...
sub-Aspects. In Iissiidiology concepts, it is a Cosmic Process objectively reflecting i-Qualitation
or KLAADR-LLA-AA-MMI. Irrkoglictive tendencies influence only Info-Creators — carriers of
every possible Information, into r-Configurations of which is initially embedded their own —
irrkoglictive — Impulse-Potential. It forces them in any types of interconnections to constantly
aspire to preservation of individual typical to them (initially) informational pureness and balance.
Synthetic processes of surrounding reality, subjectively perceived by you, even though and
provide Info-Creators with infinite possibilities for their creative realization; but they are not the
method of their birvulyart convergence, because actually absolutely nothing occurs with individual
r-Configurations of Info-Creators during the Synthesis of Qualities Aspects through Energy-structures
of Macrocosmos — configurationally neither they, nor covarllert-liyllusceeve interconnections
peculiar to them change anyhow, but always preserve informational narrow-specificity peculiar
to them (diversity) in every of their focus (dissonational) manifestations, but only in a slightly
different sequence (like a set of letters — we make words and sentences with the different semantic
content from their diverse combinations; letters always remain only symbols, potential messengers
of anything written).
2.0432.

Therefore, for Info-Creators, i-Qualitation, as differentiation of Aspects of OO-UU-Entities,
represents a certain analog of eglleroliftive perturbation, allowing them from specific states (for
example, ALL-BETWEENNESS) peculiar to the joint manifestations of SYNTHETIC (Amplificational)
and RESOSCONTIONAL (Qualitational) Branches «to project» themselves — as universal carriers
of Information — into all the infinite multitude of other mixed (both synthetic and non-synthetic)
types of Cosmic interactions. I repeat once again: Collective Cosmic Intelligences of Form-Creators
cannot recognize themselves in any way in synthetic systems of manifestation without interaction
with Info-Creators; Info-Creators are not capable to be manifested in any way without the help of
necessary for them Energy-carriers.
2.0433.

By the way, Form-Creators personally — through Focus Dynamics of own SelfConsciousnesses Forms, being constantly stimulated by eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential and
integration rotational dynamics of Macrocosmos, are not capable to be aware of «their own»
manifestations from the positions of irrkoglictive singulation, because the process of their refocusings
is always in amplificational nature (new, more Qualitative Experience is synthesized constantly in
Self-Consciousness). I will also add that according to traditional stereotype of thinking i-Qualitation
(or involution, from lat. Involutio — furl) is considered as:
2.0434.

1.

reduction or loss of separate organs, simplification of their structure and functions during
evolution;

2.

«reverse development» of organs, tissues, cells;

3.

atrophy of organs.

In other words, I repeat: modern interpretation of the term «involution» suits more the notion
of «degradation,» the consecutive — svilgs-spherational — realizational process of which
represents more inertial version of birvulyart convergence.
Thus, you can see that the inertial Process interpreted by you as «expansion of SelfConsciousness,» by means of inter-Qualitative Synthesis between Energy and Information
corresponding to It, is carried out naturally by every of its participants (Form-Creators and InfoCreators) in the only possible for it development Direction: for Form-Creators — in amplificationalintegrational (eglleroliftive) Direction, and for Info-Creators — in sumptuumizational (irrkoglictive)
Direction. Moreover, Info-Creators are not able to realize eglleroliftive part of this Process in their
creativity, while Form-Creators are objectively deprived of the possibility to experience «themselves»
through the singulation processes. Simultaneous presence in Macrocosmos of these complementary
creative tendencies of the joint resonational manifestation of Energy and Information, can be
identified by no means with those dual categories of certain «positivity» (for e-Amplification) or
certain «negativity» (for i-Qualitation), which are still typical for the subjective Perception of the
prevailing majority of people.
2.0435.

Any mentally intense (destructive) states formed among separate manifestations of the overall
creative Process and primitively interpreted by you as «struggle between good and evil» (and even
more ignorantly — «between God and a devil!»), according to their Qualitativeness are in different
degree typical, to the multitude of types of subjective Realities just as the objective condition necessary
for the expansion and deepening of possibilities of different-Qualitative Synthesis between FormCreators and Info-Creators. People simply had to create this duality Illusion («Qualitative opposition»)
of Everything in each type of focused by them subjective Realities within 3–4-dimensional range.
Otherwise, they could not have received the Experience of deep Self-Cognition necessary for them
in the Synthesis process of Qualities ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence
peculiar to people. After all, it is impossible to experience and to feel «Everything That Exists» as
Love or Knowledge, if you do not have any possibility to learn something absolutely different (hatred,
ignorance), which definitely are not any of these States (though hatred, fear, or ignorance are only very
weak degree of manifestation of Love or Knowledge correspondingly).
2.0436.

Only by means of deep experience of one thin you can receive the Cognition Experience of the
other thing, because some one thing always follows some other thing, and their various combinations
generate the multitude of the third psycho-mental conditions and subjective experiences. In this
circulation of Synthesis of Qualities Aspects and Energy Forms there are neither beginnings, nor
ends, because All this, together (in addition to all the infinite multitude of what remains behind the
narrow limits of our subjective Perception), represents in Macrocosmos The Universal State that we
interpret very narrowly as «Eternal Coexistence of Everything.»
2.0437.

For example, when you cook food, using for this purpose few ingredients (vegetables, plant,
fish, or animal protein, various fats, spices), after all, you do not worry that among products used
by you there are such «bad» (in your opinion — tasteless) seasonings and vegetables as salt, pepper,
garlic, a horse-radish, ginger, curry, onion, and others. Skillfully combining them in a certain
proportion and exposing to a necessary heat treatment (as a matter of fact, making the actions
2.0438.

imitating in their way the process of inter-Qualitative Synthesis), you only care about the result of
your culinary creativity to be harmonious in taste and good for health.
In the same way you manage Your Focus Activity. When perceiving Yourselves as SLAASS-MII-Creators (from 0th to ±12th dimension), or SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators (from ±12th to ±24th
dimension), or SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators (from ±24th to ±36th dimension) or UUYYU-UU-YY- and
I-IIYTY-I-AA-A-Creators (above ±36th Levels of dimension), in other words, You divide things
neither into «good, » nor into «bad, » but only include in any kind of the Cosmic Activity (in Focus
Dynamics) only such, What is capable to represent Your Creative Interest at the moment of your
simultaneous manifestation on this or that Level of Macrocosmos.
2.0439.

According to its all-integrating Essence all «Macrocosmoses,» being, in their turn,
someone's «microcosms,» and all the «microcosms,» potentially being for other Form-structures
of Self-Consciousnesses the specific «Macrocosmoses,» represent in slloogrent Focus Dynamics
of energy-informational structures of Macrocosmos complementary manifestations of uniform (and
simultaneous!) Process of creative opening of all the Levels of Self-Consciousness of Collective
Cosmic Intelligences. They all unite according to their Creative Activity in two Main — interdependent
and mutually balanced — Vectors of focus application of Cosmic Forces subjectively defined by us as
«Evolution» (e-Amplification) and «Involution» (i-Qualitation). All Sorts and Subsorts of Collective
Intelligences’ Forms with an infinite variety of Types and Subtypes of Self-Consciousnesses Forms
structuring Them, forming all the multitude of «Space Races,» duvuyllerrtly and at once «project»
into each other, in all multipolarizational Directions of the overall slloogrentness of These Vectors,
either getting universal abilities to the conscious apprehension of Unity with all the Macrocosmos,
or falling into the States of unconscious subjective disengagement with It. This keeps going on
constantly — infinitely-simultaneously, at the same time and in Everything.
2.0440.

If they tell you that «only Unity is the Superior Truth,» and that e-Amplification can be defined
as a unique Way of Cognition of Macrocosmos Secrets as «Movement to the Truth,» do not believe it, as
THERE IS NO AND CANNOT BE ANY SPECIAL WAY TO COGNITION OF THE TRUTH: What you define
subjectively as e-Amplification and i-Qualitation is only two equivalent (on its slloogrent Essence)
reflections of different-Qualitative Creative Activity as a general Cosmic Principle of Macrocosmos
called the TRUTH. In its manifestations in Plasmic Forces Diapasons of DDIIUYYI-Entity (from 0th to
±36th dimension), this many-sided and infinite Truth is presented by Focus Dynamics of Its Highest
Cosmic Intelligence AYFAAR. Schematically it can be presented in a following way: Both Vectors
reflect the joint amplificational-qualitational (evolutionary-involutionary) Focus Dynamics of an
infinite multitude of DDIIUYYI-Entities of various birvulyarity types and do create «Something» —
the different-Qualitative Form-structure (organized by the principle of «Moebius band,» «Moebius
sphere,» or «Klein bottle»), transformed into multidimensional slloogrent spheroidicity, and all
the potential energy-informational filling of This «Something,» is manifested simultaneously and
differently in Its every part, and this is all the set of composed Elements of the TRUTH or that «space
mosaic» which structures the WHOLE Macrocosmos.
2.0441.

However, Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses only structures the
eglleroliftive component of the general inertial development Process, and in its primary rotationness
2.0442.

it is not capable to anyhow reflect the specificity of states of its other part (irrkoglictive one); therefore,
in our further study of IISSIIDIOLOGY we will not get distracted for more repeated explanations,
and will concentrate mainly on the consideration of universal properties of SSNOO-SS-FFL-Vectors
of interaction of Cosmic Forces reflecting in Focus Dynamics of Cosmic Creativity of Highest
Collegial Intelligence AYFAAR all the multipolarizational variety of Directions of amplificational
aggradation of Self-Consciousness. Below I bring to your attention the list of the basic types of
Form-creating Branches reflecting in all their combination the Main Creative Principles of Each of
These Vectors of Forces interaction.

12 Types of Amplificational Branches of DDIIUYYI-Entity AYFAAR
(In the structure of Interaction VECTORS of Cosmic Forces — SSNOO-SS-FFL):
AGGLLAA-A-ALLAA
(SYNTHETIC Amplificational Branch)
SVIIUUSS-S-SVVUU
(ACCUMULATIVE Amplificational Branch)
STROORRF-F-RUURU
(HERMAPHROID Amplificational Branch)
GROAGRR-A-ARRA
(FLUOLISCIDE Amplificational Branch)
DRUUDDL-L-DDRAA
(POLAROID Amplificational Branch)
DLOOGLL-O-OLLO
(PLANETOID Amplificational Branch)
PIISSKL-L-UULLU
(DUALIRITIVE Amplificational Branch)
SKAALLYARSS-A-ALLSSM
(MANIFESTATION Amplificational Branch)
STSIIYYSS-U-UYYYU
(FORMATING Amplificational Branch)
MFYYYTSFF-U-UTTFUU
(REPRESENTATIVE Amplificational Branch)
SMIIGLLTRM-I-ILMII
(COMMUNICATIONAL Amplificational Branch)
DLAALMMA-A-LLMA
(SPURULENT Amplificational Branch)

12 Qualitational Branches of DDIIUYYI-Entity AYFAAR
(In the structure of Interaction VECTORS of Cosmic Forces — AEYY-SSMAA-EYSS):
VKRTSYYY-YY-KKR
(RESOSCONTIONAL Qualitational Branch)
TTROOMMGR-TTR
(PRIMENTIVE Qualitational Branch)
TRGOOROT-RRT
(REGENERATION Qualitational Branch)
FLLEEFFREE-PPR
(RESUMING Qualitational Branch)
KSKROOPR-OOP
(HETERORIZING Qualitational Branch)
MKKRAAZZAR-RRM
(TRANSSCANNING Qualitational Branch)
SFUUKRSS-FFR
(DIPOLARIZING Qualitational Branch)
DBOOLBLL-LLD
(GENERATIVE Qualitational Branch)
TLAARBSS-TTL
(MONOMIGRATING Qualitational Branch)
KRDLIIRR-DMM
(POLYMIGRATING Qualitational Branch)
ROUUFFL-LLM
(POLARIZATIONAL Qualitational Branch)
FRDUUKL-LLM
(HARMONIZING Qualitational Branch)

The Process of interaction among These two basic Vector types, each of which gathers
harmoniously «inside Itself» 12 basic versions of manifestation Directions in slloogrentness of
Macrocosmos of Creative Activity of various categories of the Highest Cosmic Intelligences,
is possible to compare conditionally with the formation process in Space-Time of The Tertiary
Levels of Energy-Plasma of all the infinite variety of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of Proto-Forms
of GOOLGAMAA-A. The Creative Dynamics of Energy-Plasma, structuring the Directions of
2.0443.

Each development Branch in Each actively interacting pair of Vectors, is based on the energyinformational basis of an infinite multitude of their «own» specific Macrocosmos Form-systems
(individual Worlds, subjective Realities, Continuums, Conversums, Universums), which — except
for Form-Creators of SYNTHETIC and Info-Creators of RESOSCONTIONAL Branches — do not
interact anyhow with the structures of Self-Consciousness of focused by you Forms in LLUU-VVUDirection, as they have absolutely different characteristics of space-time manifestation that differ
greatly from the corresponding functional mechanisms of any analog of your «present» NUU-VVUForm-Types specializing in the infinite Processes of Energy-Plasma Synthesis. There are, certainly,
other Self-Consciousnesses Forms intermediately synthesized with Form-Creators of other Branches
of development, but they are not lluuvvumic!).
2.0444.

The main characteristics of Focus Dynamics of Collective Cosmic Intelligences of

SYNTHETIC Branch (structured by different-Qualitative Form-Creators of all types and kinds of

Self-Consciousnesses Forms simultaneously focused by us) is their ability for active synthetic
transformation (transmutation) of initial features of Pure Cosmic Qualities into absolutely new
types of energy-informational interconnections (Creative Cosmic States of OO-UU-Entities), which
in the completed f-Configurations harmoniously combine all the properties of primarily structuring
them, fundamental ingredients.
Self-Consciousness Forms, configurationally (together with resoscontional Info-Creators)
structured by synthetic Form-Creators according to SYNTHETIC Scheme of Amplificational
development Branch, differ from other Self-Consciousnesses Forms, representing on various
levels the rest of 11 Branches of SSNOO-SS-FFL (Amplificational Flows) by the peculiar only to
their development the individual creative narrow-directionality (types of birvulyarity) and specific
cosmic functionality in the general Processes, which provide all the slloogrently-diffuzgent Focus
Dynamics of Macrocosmos (like «small screws» or «gears» in a clockwork). For these FormCreators there is own, exclusive (that is not comparable with anything different) variety of Forms
of creative realization of diverse Collective Cosmic Intelligences, manifested only in strictly certain
ranges of Energy-Plasma, whose dimension is structured only by peculiar to them types of energyinformational interconnections (AGGLLAA-A-ALLAA + VKRTSYYY-YY-KKR).
2.0445.

But you always should keep in mind that in each «boundary» diapason structured By our USCFs
with Creative Activity of Form-Creators of other Pairs of development Branches, all the variety
of Self-Consciousness Forms, developing according to the given Cosmic Scheme, duvuyllerrtlydiffuzgently changes and gradually transgresses (migrates) via Focus Dynamics peculiar to Us
in all the multitude of those Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which are formed (according to their
characteristic features) by Form-Creators of the other eleven Pairs on every Level of dimension.
It's very difficult for me to describe somehow this moment of Our and Their joint simultaneous
Existence using some associative examples, because the Conceptions synthesized by Us are
impossible to reflect anyhow all those combined characteristics which are peculiar to other types of
energy-informational interactions between Form- and Info-Creators.
2.0446.

How do Self-Consciousnesses Forms differ among themselves? For example, if Our Creative
Task (as Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses of SYNTHETIC Amplificational Branch) includes
continuous Synthesis («connection-integration») with Info-Creators of all Pure Cosmic Qualities
2.0447.

of RESOSCONTIONAL («resonationally-informative concentration») Qualitational Branch, so the
Elements of Cosmic Intelligence structuring other Amplificational Branches of Macrocosmos do
specialize in absolutely different Processes, which can be just very conditionally associated by us
with such subjective Conceptions as:
«accumulation-sublimation-self-reproduction» (SVIIUUSS-S-SVVUU),
«fluidity-Mobility–intensification» (GROAGRR-A-ARRA),
«reorientation-deformation-reorganization» (DRUUDDL-L-DDRAA),
«formation-construction-stability-inertness» (DLOOGLL-O-OLLO),
«merge-with-delimitation, identity-with-difference» (STROORRF-F-RUURU),
«dualization-rhythmization-opposition» (PIISSKL-L-UULLU),
«demonstration-orientation-specialization» (SKAALLYARSS-A-ALLSSM),
«formatting-conceptualization-potentialization» (STSIIYYSS-U-UYYYU),
«Similarity-identity-analogousness-resonationness» (MFYYYTSFF-U-UTTFUU),
«communicativeness-activity-attractiveness-harmony-covarllertness-liyllusceeveness»
(SMIIGLLTRM-I-ILMII),
«sharpness-suddenness-randomness-spontaneity» (DLAALMMA-A-LLMA) …
For example, creativity of Form-Creators, organizing all the Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousnesses Forms, manifested in 12-Qualitative Creation AYFAAR through f-Configurations
of ACCUMULATIVE Amplificational Branch of development, is directed at maximal deepened Selfdisclosure and Self-cognition of ALL the Elements of Creation AYFAAR in any ONE Pure Cosmic
Quality. In other words, all Focus Dynamics of an infinite multitude of Form-Creators of This
Branch, also expressed through peculiar to It types of TOO-UU- and SVOO-UU-Entities, is possible
to subdivide conditionally into 12 Flows, in each of which the deep Informational Synthesis is
proceeded of, peculiar only to one of 12 Pure Cosmic Qualities:
2.0448.

1.

SVUULLUU-SS-LLUU — deepening in slloogrentness of Configuration of Info-Creators of
PCQ ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom;

2.

SVAAGGAA-SS-GGAA — deepening in slloogrentness of Configuration of Info-Creators of
PCQ ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence;

3.

SVYUYUFFAA-SS-FFYUYU — deepening in slloogrentness of Configuration of Info-Creators
of PCQ ALL-Integrity;

4.

SVIIVVII-SS-VVII — deepening in slloogrentness of Configuration of Info-Creators of PCQ
ALL-Aspiration;

5.

SVIITTII-SSTTII — deepening in slloogrentness of Configuration of Info-Creators of PCQ
ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality;

6.

SVYYUYYUYYU-SS-YYUYYU — deepening in slloogrentness of Configuration of InfoCreators of PCQ ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability;

7.

SVAAMMLLAA-SS-MMAA — deepening in slloogrentness of Configuration of Info-Creators
of PCQ ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness;

8.

SVIIKHKHVVAA-SS-KHKHVAA — deepening in slloogrentness of Configuration of InfoCreators of PCQ ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness;

9.

SVAAFFII-SS-MMII — deepening in slloogrentness of Configuration of Info-Creators of PCQ
ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness;

10.

SVUULLGGUU-SS-NNUU — deepening in slloogrentness of Configuration of Info-Creators
of PCQ ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability;

11.

SVOOLLOO-SS-MMOO — deepening in slloogrentness of Configuration of Info-Creators of
PCQ ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence;

12.

SVVUUTTUU-SS-TTUU — deepening in slloogrentness of Configuration of InfoCreators of PCQ ALL-Unity.

I gave this example to expand your Conception that the whole Macrocosmos (including The
Highest Cosmic Intelligence AYFAAR) is structured not only by synthetic Self-Consciousnesses
Forms, but also by Form-structures formed by means of other Principles of creative combination of
different Energy Types with different Types of Information, Information with Information, Energy
with Energy. Purely synthetic part of Macrocosmos (that is what we can perceive «personally» in all
the multitude of those Continuums, where «our» NUU-VVU-Form-Types are manifested), as well as
Every Universal Entity (of any Qualitativeness degree, starting from the 3rd, 6th, 12th, 24th, 36th
… and finishing with the trillionth dimension types), makes much less than 1% in slloogrent Focus
Dynamics of all the diverse Collective Cosmic Intelligences of Macrocosmos).
2.0449.

Universal Principles of Birvulyarity, Diffuzgentness, and Slloogrentness allow Configurations
of any NON-synthetic Self-Consciousnesses Forms to structure all the groups of Continuums of Our
conscious manifestations; but, due to the Principle of Resonationness, Focus Dynamics of FormCreators of «our» NUU-VVU-Forms are simply not able to get with them into conscious energyinformational interaction, as in Space-Time there are no common «points» of application, which
would be individually typical for our and their types of Creative Activity. Nevertheless, both in
The Highest Intelligence AYFAAR and in Macrocosmos there are such types of non-synthetic SelfConsciousnesses Forms (Form-Entities), in whose Focus Dynamics are also the actively engaged
Info-Creators of one of the two Dominants synthesized by Form-Creators of «our» NUU-VVU-Form
— either ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom or ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence.
2.0450.

For example, in the above mentioned list of possible Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators
of ACCUMULATIVE Amplificational Branch there are such realizational Flows, which direct all
Creative Activity of Form-Creators on non-synthetic deepening in slloogrentness of r-Configurations
of Info-Creators of the Quality ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom (SVUULLUU-SS-LLUU) or on non-synthetic
2.0451.

deepening in slloogrentness of r-Configurations of Info-Creators of the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence (SVAAGGAA-SS-GGAA). It allows non-synthetic Form-Entities manifest themselves
actively and narrow-specifically in all types of synthetic Continuums, where the Information
peculiar to them is dominant. At recessive state of comprehensively deepened by them PCQ various
manifestations of these Form-Entities in the systems of Perception of synthetic Self-Consciousnesses
Forms are also possible, but to much smaller degree — depending on the intensity of recessive
interconnections, synthesized among Form-Creators of their common OO-UU-Entity: The higher the
activity of a background Quality is, the more possibilities for their manifestation are.
By the way, exactly for this reason the subjective Realities formed in parallel in «human»
Continuums of Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses of all the multitude of other Proto-Forms
so strongly differ from «ours»: They possess other possibilities than in our subjective Reality (in
other words, structured by human Conceptions about «themselves» and the «surrounding reality»)
for various manifestations of every possible non-synthetic Form-Entities.
2.0452.

For now it's simply impossible for me to describe specific characteristics of other
Amplificational Branches due to the absence among people of at least any elementary and remote
Conceptions about the existence of similar Forms of manifestation of Creative Activity of The
Highest Cosmic Intelligences. With the increasing of stabilization in your Self-Consciousness
of refocusing process within the lluuvvumic Direction of development, not only iissiidiological
Knowledge will be improved, but also your individual (extrasensory) psycho-mental abilities,
allowing you by means of deep Meditations on Cosmic Codes to open by yourselves new, much
more universal Conceptions both about «Yourselves» and about the surrounding reality.
2.0453.

In relation to at least approximate description of realizational Principles, peculiar to 12
Qualitational Branches (Vector AEYY-SSMAA-EYSS), here we will face even greater difficulties,
because through Creative Activity of all the Info-Creators are being reflected such Reasons —
absolutely inaccessible to your Perception — of Energy-Plasma States which cannot be reflected
even to the smallest degree at least somehow figuratively and associatively even in the most
courageous of your subjective Conceptions. Nevertheless, I will try to give some clues for the
activation of your thinking, logic, and Intuition in this direction. You should not forget that all my
further conditional comparisons and characteristics of properties of Creators of Information are only
very weak reflections of those associative Images, which at least somehow can be identified by you
subjectively in too limited conditions of their manifestation in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of
your «present» Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
2.0454.

First, none of Elements of any Qualitational Branch, by Itself, depends in any way on Time
dynamics, though it can be manifested in Macrocosmos only in the combination with f-Configurations
of Form-Creators, structuring Space-Time. Secondly, these features can be conditionally compared
with different types of manifestation in the structures of Macrocosmos of individual Creative Activity
of every possible versions of Information, but not in the way we can perceive them subjectively and
compare with each other (i.e. by the degree of Qualitativeness of some appearances known to us),
but according to the types (Aspects) of realization, carried out by this Information, in general outof-time slloogrentness of Energy-Plasma.
2.0455.

For example, as I have already mentioned, the degree of demonstration of such specific
properties of Self-Consciousnesses Forms as resonation and the ability towards Informational
«concentration», without which inter-Qualitative Synthesis could not simply take place, depends
on the activity of participation (at a given «section» of the general slloogrentness of EnergyPlasma f-Configuration) of Aspects of RESOSCONTIONAL Branch (VKRTSYYY-YY-KKR). Creative
Activity of Aspects of HARMONIZING Branch (FRDUUKL-LLM), which is duvuyllerrt in relation
to the properties of the above mentioned one, strengthens considerably the similar tendencies,
providing conditions for harmonization, universalization of too different-Qualitative Information
characteristics at Its manifestation on different Levels of Macrocosmos structures. For example, this
property of Info-Creators is performed especially evidently during their active interaction with FormCreators of very unstable Self-Consciousnesses Forms, structuring SPURULENT Amplificational
Branch (DLAALMMA-A-LLMA). As a result of such creative interaction in Energy-Plasma, such
Combined Quality as ALL-EVENNESS gets a possibility to be manifested in Macrocosmos through
corresponding Self-Consciousnesses Forms from, as it would seem, entirely impersept, spontaneous,
and absolutely «chaotic» Focus Dynamics.
2.0456.

In other «sections» of the overall slloogrentness of Energy-Plasma there are more possibilities
for realization of REGENERATION Branch (TRGOOROT-RRT) and therefore such properties as
«restoration,» «duplication,» «projection» of Informational Aspects through the most diversified
types of f-Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which imposes own characteristics
onto such property of Energy-Plasma as slloogrentness. At close interaction of Its Info-Creators
with «combining-separating» properties of Form-Creators of HERMAPHROID Amplificational
Branch (STROORRF-F-RUURU), Self-Consciousnesses Forms structured by them get a possibility
for the steady manifestation in corresponding Form-structures of Macrocosmos. This is especially
typically reflected through the properties of such Combined Quality as ALL-CORRELATIVENESS
(the possibility for the formation of an absolute interdependence, interconnection with Everything
and vice versa).
2.0457.

The duvuyllerrtly very close properties with Creative Activity of Info-Creators of This
Qualitational Branch, but absolutely differently realized through the different types of Collective
Cosmic Intelligences, provide Aspects of TRANSSCANNING Branch (MKKRAAZZAR-RRM), which
using constructional, organizational peculiarities of Form-Creators of PLANETOID Amplificational
Branch, organize together with them all the variety of manifestation Forms of The Combined
Quality ALL-REDUCTIVITY (possibility for «interprojection» of birvulyart characteristics of the
most difficult f-Configurations into the most simple ones and vice versa).
2.0458.

The properties of Info-Creators of POLYMIGRATING Branch (KRDLIIRR-DMM) towards
Information manifestation in Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which are the most, as it would seem,
improper for The Branch, allow not resonational (locally incompatible) «sections» of f-Configurations
of different Forms to display characteristics somewhat similar to each other and to carry out energyinformational interactions through them. It is expressed particularly well at the joint creativity of
these Info-Creators with Form-Creators of REPRESENTATIVE Amplificational Branch. As a result
there is manifestation of the realizational Forms of The Combined Quality ALL-POLARITY.
2.0459.

This type of Creative Activity between Info-Creators and Form-Creators, in its turn, could
not be carried out without a background participation of Info-Creators of POLARIZING Qualitational
Branch (ROUUFFL-LLM). At their dominant interaction with Form-Creators of COMMUNICATIONAL
Amplificational Branch, in Macrocosmos appear the carriers of The Combined Quality of ALLCOMMUNICABILITY, due to Which in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of absolutely all
Self-Consciousnesses Forms there is continuous initiation of Impulses of irrkoglictivness and
eglleroliftiveness, in other words, of their initial requirement for informational and energy exchange
between themselves.
2.0460.

The Creativity sphere of Info-Creators of POLYMIGRATING Branch is duvuyllerrtly
«inwrought» with Creative Activity of MONOMIGRATING Branch (TLAARBSS-TTL), due to which
in all Form-structures universal property of birvulyarity is manifested — energy-informational
interpenetration (intercrossing, «interprojectionness») among slloogrent f-Configurations of all
the infinite multitude of different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms and types of Collective
Cosmic Intelligences. It is the Info-Creators of MONOMIGRATING Branch, who organize in every
possible version of Macrocosmos’s Focus Dynamics in somewhat «similar» among themselves
(by inconceivable for us generalizing characteristics) versions of Creative Activity, which we
subjectively interpret as development Directions.
2.0461.

The appearance of properties of Info-Creators of POLYMIGRATING Branch is possible to
be depicted on the following example. We, as biological analogs of LLUU-VVU-Proto-Forms of
GOOLGAMAA-A, manifested in 3–4-dimensional diapason, svilgs-spherationally carry out all our
refocusings completely according to the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme. In the meantime, they
multipolarize themselves simultaneously in Space-Time into all possible Self-Consciousnesses
Forms, in which Focus Dynamics there is predominance of various protoformal development
Directions typical for the general diffuzgentness of manifestation of LLUU-VVU-Forms. Tensor
(dissonational) states — which are caused by the absence of necessary for that steadily synthesized
energy-informational (covarllert) interconnections among Form-Creators of our two Dominants
(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) and Form-Creators of other ten Pure
Cosmic Qualities — do not allow us to constantly refocus strictly within the conditional limits of
the lluuvvumic Direction.
2.0462.

Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness of currently focused by Us NUU-VVU-Configurations
is abundantly structured by the multitude of SFUURMM-Forms. They represent karmonational
«inclusions,» svilgs-spherationally and narrow-specifically synthesized by non-dominant FormCreators of many other Proto-Forms, which are diffuzgent in relation to Focus Dynamics of our LLUUVVU-Entities. Exactly due to the multitude of these information «inclusions,» the multipolarizational
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of our Self-Consciousnesses Forms tends to differ more or less
from the «central» development Direction, which is priority for the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme,
because the Qualitativeness of refocusings influences actively on the Forces of interconnections
peculiar to other types of birvulyarity. In such state — simultaneously multipolarized in diverse
development Directions — different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics of our Self-Consciousnesses
Forms shows the well-known character sketch from the Krylov's fable «The swan, the pike and, the
crawfish».
2.0463.

The role in this complex process of Info-Creators of MONOMIGRATING Branch consists in
providing dominant Form-Creators with the necessary for them informational fragments or Aspects
of other Pure Qualities ready for the realization of their Main amplificational function: Synthesis of
the lluuvvumic Direction by the consecutive combination, Qualitative «clearing,» and «reformatting»
of different protoformal SFUURMM-Forms in those Self-Consciousnesses Forms which satisfy the
best the conditions of the given Synthesis Scheme. Exactly this eglleroliftive provision of Focus
Dynamics with dominant Form-Creators serve various refocusing «mechanisms» of our — the
lluuvvumic — type of Self-Consciousness, necessary for transformation and transmutations of diverse
svilgs-spherational acquirements and conglomerations, continuously and plenteously modelled in
informational space of parallel Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of various protoformal SelfConsciousnesses Forms. The primary role in these «mechanisms» functioning is played by InfoCreators of MONOMIGRATING Branch.
2.0464.

In these processes they receive help from Info-Creators of RESUMING Branch (FLLEEFFREEPPR), whose role consists of generalization and connection of all different-Qualitative Information
for the maintenance of an absolute invariance of all its characteristics at any types of interactions
both among Info-Creators and among all possible Form-Creators that forms its main Principle —
Integrity (indivisible slloogrent Unity). As a result of an active interaction of these Info-Creators
with Form-Creators of FLUOLISCIDE Amplificational Branch, in Macrocosmos are being formed
the conditions for the manifestation of Form-carriers of The Combined Quality ALL-EQUALITY.
2.0465.

The activity of Info-Creators of DIPOLARIZING Branch (SFUUKRSS-FFR) is balanced and
modified into the «reverse» («opposite») by its Meaning types of Cosmic Creativity by Creative
Activity of Info-Creators of POLARIZING Branch, due to what in Macrocosmos are manifested
seemingly «mirror» or «antagonistic» (in relation to any other Creative Activity) types of Collective
Cosmic Intelligences, in whose Self-Consciousness Forms Form-Creators of Perception systems
interpret the Meaning and Content of every manifestation «section» of information Flow in the
«opposite» way. Entering close interconnections with Form-Creators of DUALIRITIVE Amplificational
Branch, they provide possibilities for manifestation in Macrocosmos of Aspects of The Combined
Quality ALL-MODULATIVENESS. I will also note that due to the activity of these Info-Creators, on
all the manifestation Levels of different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms are possible one
or another degree of multipolarization and duality states (certain subjective opposition of something
one in relation to something other).
2.0466.

The Creativity Sphere of Info-Creators of HETERORIZING Branch (KSKROOPR-OOP) is
duvuyllerrt in relation to Info-Creators of DIPOLARIZING Branch, thanks to which in Macrocosmos
is being carried out the Principle of steady energy-informational mutual balancing among every
slloogrentness «section» in relation to qualitative manifestations in any other of its «sections». At
their interaction with Form-Creators of POLAROID Amplificational Branch there is emergence of
favorable conditions for manifestation of The Combined Quality ALL-IDENTITY in Macrocosmos.
2.0467.

Due to the presence of impulse Nature of Info-Creators of GENERATIVE Branch (DBOOLBLLLLD), which provide the stable «self-reproduction» and maintenance of all the Information
— through the corresponding Form-structures of Amplificational Branches — in the state of
2.0468.

simultaneous steady manifestation, in Energy-Plasma there is a basic possibility for the realization
of any energy-informational interactions among all the Creators at once on all the polytypic and
different-Qualitative Levels. The peculiarities of dominant interaction of these Info-Creators with
Form-Creators of MANIFESTATION Amplificational Branch generate in Macrocosmos specific
conditions for manifestation of The Combined Quality ALL-PRODUCTIVITY.
Informative and distributive role in this whole complicated Process is assigned to Info-Creators
of PRIMENTIVE Branch (TTROOMMGR-TTR), which do provide Creative Activity of Info-Creators
of every type with specific Information peculiar only to their functions. Besides, at the dominant
interaction with Form-Creators of ACCUMULATIVE Amplificational Branch these Info-Creators
provide conditions for manifestation of The Combined Quality ALL-TRANSFORMATIVENESS.
2.0469.

Here I could more or less definitely describe only what is at least somehow accessible for
the USCF-dynamics of My Universal Perception, because some «projections» of these Processes
make up a certain part of energy-informational interconnections between Info- and Form-Creators,
which provide the overall manifestation Process of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms in the specific
slloogrentness «sections» of Configurations of SYNTHETIC and RESOSCONTIONAL Branches. In
other words, any favorable conditions for Our manifestation (as SLAA-SS-MII-, SSLOO-SS-SNAA-,
SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators) in synthetic f-Configurations of The Tertiary and The Secondary states of
the given DDIIUYYI-Entity are not possible without corresponding participation of Info-Creators of
the above-mentioned Branches in the realization of energy-informational interconnections between
SYNTHETIC and RESOSCONTIONAL Branches. Yet, it is only very insignificant «section» of those
Cosmic Processes, which are peculiar to Energy-Plasma and to the overall Universal Form of Its
manifestation — to Macrocosmos.
2.0470.

Unconditionally obeying the Cosmic Laws and Their numerous Principles (although Branches
themselves reflect to some extent both Laws and Principles), Info-Creators of Each Qualitational
Branch interact simultaneously not only with Every Amplificational Branch, creating every possible
conditions for Energy-Plasma manifestation, but also among themselves, i.e. with Each of 11 other
Qualitational Branches (yet, not without the participation in these Processes of corresponding FormCreators, as, for example, it occurs in OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems and FLUU-LUU-complexes).
The same concerns Form-Creators as well: In the infinite multidimensional Macrocosmos structures
there is a multitude of such Form-systems which are formed by all the variety of interconnections
among Form-Creators of Amplificational Branches (yet, not without the participation in these
Processes of corresponding Info-Creators).
2.0471.

Such Form-systems might be formed not only by two or three Branches, but also by their
entire multiplicity, forming this way slloogrent f-Configurations of the most incredible and
unthinkable compositions. The same can be said about the Principles of multiple interaction among
all the Qualitational Branches, which do form own types of integration-differentiated Creative
Activity inside Energy-Plasma (and in specific Macrocosmos systems) through the Mechanisms of
Information manifestation peculiar only to Info-Creators (specific variants of focuses resembling
a selective concentration of Focuses of Dual Reflection of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems or FLUUSSMM — Universal Multipolarizational Impulses — FLUU-LUU-complexes).
2.0472.

In Cosmic Creation of The Highest Intelligence AYFAAR, the entire Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousnesses Forms simultaneously structuring Space-Time of DDIIUYYI-Entity of the given
Type, is organized on the basis of energy-informational interactions between Form-Creators of 12
Amplificational Branches and Info-Creators of 12 Qualitational Branches. Let me remind you once
again that neither «12,» nor «24,» nor «36,» nor any other Order of INTER-Universal «rhythmicity»
which objectively reflects every possible type and degree of manifestation in Macrocosmos
of specific energy-informational mutual relations (that is dimensional Levels) among various
Form-Creators, cannot be a constraining factor in simultaneous-holochrone Dynamics of SelfConsciousnesses Forms manifestation in all the infinite variety of Universal Entities — there are
always trillions of various types of Branches — Amplificational, Qualitational, and others, which
organize in Macrocosmos the Creative Existence of Collective Cosmic Intelligences. However, this
Information is yet inaccessible and incomprehensible for my Perception system.
2.0473.

According to the degree of covarllertness, from Qualitational Branches, the InfoCreators’ which typical properties mutually complete and stimulate the Creative Activity of
Form-Creators of SYNTHETIC Amplificational Branch, in addition to the already mentioned by
me RESOSCONTIONAL Branch, it is also possible to highlight the PRIMENTIVE Branch, too. Its
Info-Creators together with Form-Creators of ACCUMULATIVE Branch are actively involved in
the Synthesis of one of 12 Combined Qualities Pairs of INTER-Universal I-IY-YYA-AA-A-Entity —
ALL-TRANSFORMATIVENESS. You may ask, what is here in common with the overall Synthesis
Scheme peculiar to «our» Star Entity? It’s that the given Combined Quality is the Main Objective
of The Highest Intelligence’s Creation of The Star Entity SSAILLIIRISS, Which is highly covarllert
(«paired») towards Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of «our» AIILLIISS and Which also structures
Creative Activity of The Highest Intelligence of 12 Joint Star Logoses — ARGLAAM.
2.0474.

Exactly that type of Cosmic Creativity, which is realized jointly by Form-Creators
and Info-Creators of the given Combined Qualities Pair — ALL-BETWEENNESS and ALLTRANSFORMATIVENESS, — allows The Highest Intelligences of the Both Star Entities (AIILLIISS
and SSAILLIIRISS) to participate actively in structurization of all the TOO-UU-Entities’ Focus
Dynamics of ARGLAAM, Whose Highest Intelligence Itself is not the highest form of Cosmic
Creative Activity5.
2.0475.

The entire simultaneous Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of 12-quality Type of Creation of
the given DDIIUYYI-Entity, due to their complementary interaction with Creators of 12 Amplificational
and 12 Qualitational Branches, is able to transgress into even more perfect Type of Creative Activity
— U-IU-YI-UU-U (Levels of Self-Cognition of The Highest Intelligence AYFAAR through 24-quality
I-IY-YYA-AA-A-Entity).
2.0476.

For example, harmonious mutual balancing of Qualities of Creators of SYNTHETIC and
RESOSCONTIONAL Branches leads to the formation in the Creation AYFAAR of such Combined
Quality as ALL-BETWEENNESS, which is an ideal intermediate Component of The Collective
Cosmic Intelligence, to the perfect and harmonious degree reflecting in Itself the property of any
of 12 OO-UU-Entities. Concurrently, in the same way — originally and specifically — there is
2.0477.
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formation of other eleven Pairs of the following stage of Self-Cognition Process of AYFAAR through
Its Own Creation, — but only according to I-ILLII-LLAA-A-Principle of manifestation: In a Form
of 24-quality INTER-Universal Entity. It is very difficult for me to explain these moments and even
more difficult to demonstrate it somehow, having no possibility to rely on at least one subjective
Conception out of all that are currently available to you.

SECTION VI

Slloogrent interconnections of Form-systems of personal Worlds with
Universums of Macrocosmos

In the first volume we have already quite closely and thoroughly reviewed such fundamental
iissiidiological concept as Focus Dynamics. It is fundamental, because of the fact that manifestation
of any Self-Consciousness Form in various particular conditions of Space and Time entirely depends
on the Qualitative component of its Focus Dynamics, in other words, on the specifics of focal
Configuration of different-Qualitative Form-Creators, which actually and provide its realization.
As energy-informational interconnections of these Form-Creators are «projected» simultaneously
into a multitude of different protoformal Rezomirals, the realization of every synthetic combination
among these interconnections can be reflected most of all in Self-Consciousness only through strictly
defined duvuyllerrt groups of space-time Continuums: either «individual,» or «personal» ones (to a
greater degree they reflect narrow-specific properties of Synthesis Schemes of various Proto-Forms,
for example, «human,» «feline,» «bird,» «fish,» «mushroom,» «vegetative,» «bacterial,» and so
on), or «Planetary,» which Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics is based on simultaneous realizational
activity of all various Proto-Forms structuring focal Configuration of the given Planetary Entity in
each diapason of its subjective manifestation; or also Star, Galactic, and Universal groups of STCs.
2.0478.

Depending on the degree of «individual» energy-informational resonationness of FormCreators of your Focus Dynamics with characteristic narrow-specific features of some specific of
mentioned groups of STCs, you are always capable to be manifested only in those from already
existing conditions, which correspond mostly to your «current» realizational Interests. In the most
favorable for you solution variant on the matter of your particular subjective self-awareness in this
or that group of «individual» STCs, the Time factor (i.e. the presence in Focus Dynamics of all the
multitude of different-Qualitative dissonational distances) plays though essential, but not the main
role. Where at the multitude of possible slloogrentness «points» of Space-Time you may perceive
yourself «personally» at the given subjective instant of your self-awareness — this is conditioned
not on Time, but on the Information, by which you are modeling Focus Dynamics of your SelfConsciousness Form at the given instant.
2.0479.

The more Qualitative (to a greater degree synthesized) it is, the more it is authentic; the more
authentic it is, the more it is realized by means of more universal Energy of Form-Creators and,
therefore, it forms your psycho-mental and physical States to be more harmonious in relation to the
Forms of manifestation of your surrounding reality. So, the more harmonious your Focus Dynamics
is, the more balanced the groups of space-time Continuums are, where your Self-Consciousness
Form is manifested. And of course, more balanced Continuums are structured by scenarios of higher
dimensional resopasons, this is why they are maintained by more favorable and effective possibilities
for your high creative realizations.
2.0480.

All the duvuyllerrt groups of Continuums are formed by Focus Dynamics of an uncountable
multitude of Self-Consciousnesses Forms representing (by their focal Configurations in every
resonational section of Space-Time) different types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences. Energyinformational synthetic interconnections of Form-Creators of «individual» Focus Dynamics of every
Self-Consciousness Form are carried out in a certain Qualitative sequence, forming jointly slloogrent
«crossings» of a multitude of invisible «focus webs» — Form-systems of individual Worlds. They
get combined with each other according to the mutual for them covarllert characteristics and do form
in various manifestation «sections» of Space-Time every possible type of protoformal subjective
Realities. Those types of subjective Realities, where Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms prevails over Focus Dynamics of all other Self-Consciousnesses Forms surrounding them,
originate conditional space-time structures — Continuums of the given Proto-Form, whose Focus
Dynamics reflects to a greater degree the Conceptions corresponding in particular to these SelfConsciousnesses Forms.
2.0481.

But it does not mean that Realities of non-dominating Self-Consciousnesses Forms do not
form their own STCs. The ability of subjective perception of particularly this or that STCs group
is defined completely by Qualitativeness of Focus Dynamics, which helps to resonationally
draw into Focus Dynamics (from each group) only those energy-informational interconnections
and Conceptions, which most of all reflect the specific characteristics of some kind of Synthesis
Scheme. For example, all the «human» STCs groups (through which the two-dominant Synthesis
Scheme ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence is realized), whatever Time Flow
they belong to, are structured slloogrently by an uncountable multitude of duvuyllerrt groups of
all possible protoformal STCs (of all the animals, plants, microorganisms, minerals, atoms, and
elementary particles around us).
2.0482.

But the energy-informational interconnections, peculiar to Focus Dynamics of each of these
groups, are perceived by us only by means of those narrow-specific Conceptions, which make our
own Focus Dynamics. If our Perception systems were able to self-identify specifically with the
Conceptions, peculiar to Focus Dynamics of other Proto-Forms, so, conditional «borders» of socalled «human» Continuum would «extend» considerably, and distinguishing them characteristics
would «smoothen,» drawing into our Focus Dynamics (in human relationships too) all the multitude
of new for us Conceptions. All types of STCs are not only diffuzgent according to the structuring
them protoformal interconnections, but also slloogrent by their Nature: Every STC type can be
realized only by means of Focus Dynamics of all the multitude of other STC types, which structure
it (at the same time with its Focus Dynamics it structures each of them). You should comprehend
and distinguish well this conditionality of the concept of different protoformal STCs and specific
2.0483.

characteristics of deep interconnections forming them to hereafter avoid any confusion in own
subjective Conceptions.
Focus Dynamics of each STC type (for example, of «human» type) is based on Conceptions,
peculiar to all the multitude of Form-systems of individual Worlds, which are organized in each of
resonational sections of Space-Time at every rotational Shift by the specific properties of Focus
Dynamics of every Self-Consciousness Form, which are performed jointly through the defined
Synthesis Scheme (for example, for people it is ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence). Each person «puts» his/her own individual Conceptions about «him/herself» and the
surrounding World at every «quantum shift» of his/her own Focus Dynamics: Whether he/she is good
or bad, which possibilities for realization of current Interests of the given «person» are available in
the present World, in what way the current World does not satisfy this «person», what is expected to
be changed, and so forth. All the sum of these different-Qualitative subjective Conceptions, which
are «unpacked» instantly from TEC of one «person» for one «quantum shift» (rotational Shift of
the given NUU-VVU-Form). Those Conceptions get united with all other individual Conceptions
«unpacked» at the same «quantum shift» in Self-Consciousnesses of the uncountable multitude of
other people inhabiting different resonational sections of Space-Time (not only on the Earth, but
also in all Universes!), and the Conceptions organize in slloogrent Macrocosmos Focus Dynamics
a narrow-specific f-Configuration that is structured by certain type of energy-informational
interconnections basically typical for «human» Rezomirals — Form-system of individual Worlds of
subjective Realities, which form groups of «human» STCs.
2.0484.

In other words, virtually every Form-system of Worlds represents all the set of differentQualitative Conceptions «unpacked» in one «quantum shift» by absolutely all the representatives
of the given Collective Cosmic Intelligence type. As these Conceptions are structured by
interconnections with SFUURMM-Forms of many Proto-Forms of other STCs types, they all (by
the different-Qualitativeness peculiar to them) are simultaneously reflected at every «quantum
shift.» Thereupon, taking into account their infinite different Qualitativeness, they are manifested in
Space and Time all together, but by their covarllertness degree to each other, they are resonationally
organized into Form-system of Worlds of each diverse STCs group: Some of «unpacked» SFUURMMForms (for example, human ones), which are compatible with each other to a greater degree (but
are incompatible or less identical towards the others), are manifested through the given «quantum
shift» in the same — mutual for them! — conditions, and, thus, they become, a part of FormCreators’ Focus Dynamics from some groups of «human» STCs; other SFUURMM-Forms, being
jointly combined by the characteristics peculiar to them, are involved in Form-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics of other STCs groups.
2.0485.

These interconnections simultaneously in all STCs types organize covarllertly themselves
using corresponding Form-Creators; therefore, in focal Configuration of every STC group there
is specific «projection» of energy-informational interconnections only among Form-Creators of
compatible — in the given manifestation conditions! — STC types, while incompatible SFUURMMForms also resonationally unite according to their peculiar characteristics — but just in focal
Configurations of Form-Creators of other STC groups. So, it turns out that on the basis of individual
Qualitativeness of Focus Dynamics, in each STCs group there (visually and creatively) only strictly
determined set of different-Qualitative (compatible among themselves according to some common
2.0486.

for them characteristics) Self-Consciousnesses Forms can be manifested: certain races and types of
people (races, nationalities, nations), kinds and classes of animals, plants, microorganisms, minerals.
For example, those Conceptions, which you are «unpacking» now at «individual quantum
shift» of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of own Self-Consciousness, are not in any way
Qualitatively compatible with focal Configurations of Form-Creators of those of your «personal»
Interpretations of your Stereo-Form, which perceive themselves «here and now» in other groups
of «human» STCs. Therefore, you are «here», and they are subjectively «there»: The degree of
different Qualitativeness of Focus Dynamics creates not only spatial, but also temporal limitations
among all your NUU-VVU-Configurations. Thereby, it seemingly reflects through different STCs
groups all those Qualitative distinctions, which are peculiar to all the Self-Consciousnesses Forms
of your LLUU-VVU-Form (or Stereo-Form). Form-Creators’ Focal Configurations of all groups of
the rest protoformal STCs organize themselves in the same way — resonationally and duvuyllerrtly,
meaning, completely according to the covarllertness degree of Conceptions typical for all other
Proto-Forms.
2.0487.

So, it is possible to say that every Form-system of Worlds reflects in Focus Dynamics of
The Highest Macrocosmos Intelligence the minimal amount of focus interconnections necessary for
the «projective» display of all the multitude of rezomiral structures in one multipolarized inertial
combination of different-Qualitative, but covarllert among themselves, focus interconnections of
certain multitude of Proto-Forms. Exactly the individual characteristics peculiar to each Form-system
of Worlds are fundamental for all the slloogrent system of different birvulyarities types (representing
two-, three-, four-, and so on dominant Synthesis Schemes in a certain development Direction of
Focus Dynamics of Each STC). Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of each birvulyarity type is
structured by characteristic and only typical for it SFUURMM-Forms, this means by the information
combinations, which Qualitatively differ from the types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences, which
refocus according to other Synthesis Schemes.
2.0488.

Form-Creators of Form-systems of Worlds, structuring similar versions of birvulyarities (which
differ among themselves only by higher of lower activity of Form-Creators of Dominants peculiar
to the given Synthesis Scheme in relation to the activity of Form-Creators of those Pure Qualities,
which are recessive in the given Scheme), do form subjective Realities in Space-Time, which are
compatible according to certain characteristics. All their many specific different-Qualitative Focus
Dynamics make in individual Perception systems of every Self-Consciousness Form, simultaneously
manifested in given dimensional diapason, a unique «picture of the surrounding reality» or what we
call space-time Continuum.
2.0489.

For example, the specificity of connections among Form-systems of Worlds, based on
the two-dominant Synthesis Scheme of the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type (all those, whom we
subjectively define as «people»), promotes a deep mental dialogue and close physical convergence
(uniting into various communities due to the presence of certain mutual characteristics in subjective
Conceptions) in some STCs groups of definite, though also extremely various by Qualitativeness
of Focus Dynamics, Self-Consciousnesses Forms (people of various races, nationalities, nations,
religions). That allows the most different types of Collective Consciousnesses of the humankind
2.0490.

(who are represented through all the variety of created by them subjective Realities with some of
characteristic properties of Collective Cosmic Intelligence of LLUU-VVU-Entity) to be simultaneously
manifested in various Time Flows.
All the multitude of one-type of Continuums (for example, lluuvvumic ones or subjectively
defined by us as belonging to any other Proto-Form), manifested simultaneously in different
dimensional diapasons, form in Rezomirals more global conditional energy-informational
formations — energy-informational Conversums (EICs) which represent all the variety of specific
Focus Dynamics peculiar to each type of Collective Cosmic Intelligences which do structure
different types of Universes in each dimensional diapason. For example, eight EICs of all lluuvvumic
Continuums, manifested simultaneously within the diapason from 2nd to 10th dimension, reflect
in the structure of slloogrent energy-informational interconnections of Rezomirals all the energyinformational interconnections, carried out in all Time Flows through Focus Dynamics of all
human Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which structure Collective Cosmic Intelligence LLUU-VVU
(Let me repeat, each Conversum reflects all energy-informational interconnections among SelfConsciousnesses Forms of LLUU-VVU in any one dimensional diapason).
2.0491.

In other words, we can say that every EIC represents the Universal Mechanism of reflection
of specific focus interconnections, manifested simultaneously within certain types of birvulyarity
and within one dimensional diapason. Actually, a Conversum is a very subjective and conditional
concept reflecting specific features of the discrete thinking type peculiar to us. Similarly to the STC
concept, Conversum is introduced by me only for the convenience (specificity, particularity) of our
further logical discussions.
2.0492.

For example, there is an uncountable multitude of «human» space-time Continuums, generated
by subjective Focus Dynamics of «people,» who by their NUU-VVU-Configurations structure the
multitude of simultaneous variants of «humankind development Histories,» manifested in absolutely
different subjective human Realities of 3–4-dimensional range. All these «Histories» are the result
of creativity of Collective humankind Intelligence of one energy-informational Conversum, which
(that it is very important to remember!) is Itself an elementary structural unit of slloogrent focal
Configuration of EIC of the following more Qualitative 4–5-dimensional diapason. All the differentQualitative Focus Dynamics of flaks analogs of NUU-VVU-Forms of LLUU-VVU, which develop
in Human Continuums of subjectively formed by them 4–5-dimensional diapason and realize in
its manifestation conditions all the multitude of «plasmic Humankind development Histories,» is
in energy-informational way provided and organized with the help of Focus Dynamics of vuolds
analogs of NUU-VVU-Forms structuring energy-informational Conversum of 5–6-dimensional
diapason, and so on.
2.0493.

Collective Intelligence of every Proto-Form forms in Space-Time of each diapason its own
subjective space-time Continuums, Qualitatively very different from each other, because each of
them, firstly, is structured by realizational dynamics of Form-Creators of Qualitative Dominants
peculiar to it, and secondly, STCs Themselves are formed by Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms of some one type of Proto-Forms and characterized not only by the different ratio of activity
levels of Form-Creators of synthesized Dominants, but also by different ratio between Aspects of
dominant and background Qualities.
2.0494.

For example, for the ants that lived in their own «ant» Continuum two or three hundred «years
ago» it would be very difficult to understand the principles of creative realization of the «present»
ants. And the «present» ants that live in the central Africa and have their specific Conceptions
about the World around them (STC) would not understand straightway the ants, for example, from
northern Russia. In spite of the fact that the diapason of their manifestation is the same, subjective
«ant» Realities are different, because they are generated by absolutely different Conceptions of ants
from Africa and Siberia about the reality around them. In the same way the STCs of all other ProtoForms are formed. «People’s» Continuum conception differs a little from the similar concept of
animals and other Proto-Forms only because among all «people» there is a powerful communication
system providing all the countries with the same Information. Therefore, the majority of «people»
build their own subjective mutual relations with the surrounding world in almost the same way.
But if to compare in the same Time Flow subjective Realities generated by SFUURMM-Forms of
representatives of the «civilized» society and the Realities formed by less complex and not as deep
Conceptions of the people inhabiting underdeveloped (the «third») countries, or the people of the
far north of Siberia, mountains of Tibet, Tien Shan, tribes of North American Indians, or Australian
natives, it would be different subjective human Realities, structuring the same groups of STCs.
2.0495.

There are as many Proto-Forms creatively manifested in every conditional diapason,
duvuyllerrtly transitioning into each other, as energy-informational Conversums providing with their
specific Form-building systems the entire creative synthetic dynamics of these Proto-Forms in all
the infinite multitude of all possible variants of the subjective realization of their Focus Dynamics.
For example, in 3–4-dimensional diapason along with «human» Conversum, there is simultaneous
manifestation of «ant,» «monkey,» «dog,» «cat,» «bear,» «bird,» (with subdivisions) «insect,»
(with subdivisions) «fish,» (with subdivisions) «whale-dolphin,» «vegetative,» (with subdivisions)
«mineral,» (with subdivisions) «microorganism,» (with subdivisions) and many-many other energyinformational Conversums, uniting all their space-time Continuums by means of the Information
common for them.
2.0496.

Unknown and unimaginable for us Self-Consciousnesses Forms, structuring trillions of
types of Collective Intelligences in trillions of Galactic Form-systems, simultaneously with all the
«terrestrial» Proto-Forms, on the basis of their peculiar subjective Conceptions about «themselves»
and the reality around them, also form own Continuums in dimensional diapasons peculiar to them,
which according to birvulyarities’ types and versions of also transform duvuyllerrtly into own
Conversums. Moreover, we should not forget that the concept used by me the «overall Focus Dynamics
of Conversums,» simultaneously initiated by two Impulse-Potentials is very conditional, because
«mutually-compensating» properties of Impulse-Potentials cause an instant mutual alignment of
any Focus Dynamics by means of two equivalent subjective effects formed in Self-Consciousness:
2.0497.

a)  Creative Activity of Info-Creators, manifested as a result of irrkoglictive Impulse, establishes
resonational interconnections with eglleroliftive tendencies of Form-Creators, forming
every possible different-Qualitative Level of dimension, and «is projected» resonationally
— i.e. dimension-by-dimensional — into all the duvuyllerrt space-time Continuums groups
by means of Information transgression (of SFUURMM-Forms) structuring more synthesized
focal Configurations into less synthesized focal Configurations;

b)  As a result of the influence of eglleroliftive Impulse, every «differentiational reprojection»
in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators is immediately compensated by their duvuyllerrt
«integrational reprojection» from less synthesized focal Configurations into more synthesized
ones.
Thus, in the Rezomiral structure of Macrocosmos objectively absolutely nothing changes,
and in every diapason of dimension there is seemingly only an infinite multitude of subjective
multipolarizational effects, which have been carried out simultaneously in informational spaces of
all Self-Consciousnesses Forms through slloogrent properties of their Focus Dynamics. It is very
important to deeply and correctly understand this moment of illusiveness of what we mean by the
term «Existence»:
2.0498.

a)  Nothing changes in informational space of Self-Consciousness — all the diverse fragments
of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems, FLUU-LUU-complexes, and other analogs of informational
systems similar to them always stay in absolutely balanced, timeless state, representing in
Focus Dynamics of Macrocosmos’s Highest Intelligence «projections» of the universal State
«Everything That Is»;
b)  In focus Rezomirals of manifestation structuring all Form-systems, any changes
subjectively imagined by us, which we define as Focus Dynamics, are also not objective,
because absolutely all interconnections among different-Qualitative Focuses were formed
at once at the Uniform Instant of Eternity and now are only inertially used by all the
Self-Consciousnesses Forms for modeling (if speaking more accurately, for reflections,
restoration from an already available set of possible combinations) subjective Conceptions
about «themselves» and their «life environment,» i.e. the «surrounding reality.»
I’m also noticing that all the infinite multitude of Conversums — by the certain characteristics
of similarity of birvulyarity types peculiar to them — get united consistently in characteristic
duvuyllerrt Qualitative groups (sub-overtones of Fields-Consciousnesses, Plans-Overtones of
Fields-Consciousnesses, Cosmic Plan-Level, Cosmic Complex-Plans, and so on6) forming in Focus
Dynamics of The Highest Intelligence of Macrocosmos even more complex energy-informational
Creativity Spheres — Cosmic Universums. They comprise absolutely all Potential of Energy
and typical to it Information (that is absolutely all Existential Experience of all Collective and
Collegial Intelligences), Which reflect all possible Directions of multipolarizational «reprojection»
of Focus Dynamics of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms of synthetic Universes into every possible
manifestation Levels.
2.0499.

It means that slloogrent focal Configuration of The Highest Intelligence of «our»
Macrocosmos, structured by focal Configurations of an infinite multitude of diverse Universal TOOUU-Entities, is formed by force energy-informational interactions of an infinite multitude of Cosmic
Universums, Which represent the Main provision Mechanisms of absolutely all possibilities of
Creative Realizations for all TOO-UU-Entities. It can be possible to say, that in Focus Dynamics of
The Highest Intelligence of Macrocosmos, the Universums represent «focus Proto-Types» (specific
Standards) of Its following, most harmonious and balanced State, into which all the slloogrent Focus
Dynamics of SSS-Entity — Pure Cosmic Qualities (LIIY-FFMI-LLI) get eventually transmuted.
2.0500.
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Out of dissonational states of all the infinite multitude of SFUURMM-Forms, in some of
other extent peculiar to Focus Dynamics of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms, we as if form (i.e. only
resonationally choose from already provided scenarios of informational space of Self-Consciousness)
the surrounding reality — one of the infinite multitude of versions of «human» subjective Realities.
Each time, in one or other way, by motivating own consecutive choices with some logical arguments
or unconscious mental reactions, we determine the effect of Qualitative resonance of our «person’s»
Focus Dynamics with focal Configuration (energy-informational parameters) of this or that
manifestation «point» in Space-Time and, thus, individually as if «choose» (unconsciously define
at the present moment) the characteristic properties of «ourselves» and the «surrounding reality.»
2.0501.

When similar choices are made simultaneously by the multitude of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms of the same type (for example, people), the natural result of such overall Focus Dynamics is
the simultaneous manifestation of a particular type of subjective Reality in the Perception systems
of these Forms. The same types of human (or any other) subjective Realities duvuyllerrtly structure
the multitude of «human» Continuums groups, different from each other by values of peculiar for
them dissonational distances, which indicates their «affiliation» with different Time Flows. The
difference in dissonational distances among the same STCs can be subjectively expressed in both
— decades and centuries, as well as in eons of Time (every eon includes several geological eras —
hundred millions years).
2.0502.

How are all these particularities, which we characterize as «our life environment,» are
specifically formed and in different degree reflected in subjective Perception systems through
slloogrentness of Focus Dynamics of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms of Space-Time? I will tell you
right away that it's highly difficult process for your discrete understanding. Let's try to understand it
on the example of STC of 3–4-dimensional diapason. Each «person» being guided in its individual
choices by the peculiar to it Conceptions about «itself» and about the «world around,» every time
making a certain decision, activates (by means of SFUURMM-Forms peculiar to his/her individual
ODS) in certain sections of the human Rezomiral a specific set of different-Qualitative covarllert
interconnections among a large number of already completed focus combinations. The result of this
activation is called by us a Focus Dynamics of a given Self-Consciousness Form.
2.0503.

Imagine that in this subjective «process» (which, do not forget, has objectively started and
ended at the single conditional moment!) there is participation of an infinite multitude of human
«personalities,» manifested simultaneously in every «historical epoch» and «Time eons.» Moreover,
they live not only on the given Planet, but also and on many other Planets structuring in the given
dimensional diapason various types of human subjective Realities and Continuums. Any type of
birvulyarity (Synthesis Scheme) reflects the diffuzgentness Principle in Focus Dynamics in its own
way, so, the given subjective process includes not only human «personalities,» but also all many
Self-Consciousness Forms of other Proto-Forms, which have established more or less close energyinformational interconnections (ways of psycho-mental communication) with people (across all
Time Flows).
2.0504.

Thus, in the general slloogrentness of Rezomiral system of hexahedral dimensional diapason,
due to the diffuzgent (background) presence in people’s Focus Dynamics of the specific SFUURMM2.0505.

Forms from various protoformal Directions, Focuses of not only «human» Rezomirals, but also
Focuses of Karmo-Forms peculiar to the multitude of protoformal Rezomirals become more
active. Some of them more resonate with one another, others less. According to the presence in
different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics of particular resonational characteristics, in slloogrentness
of Space-Time (that is in the Perception systems of different-birvulyart Self-Consciousnesses
Forms) there is specific performance of the infinite multitude of effects («points») of simultaneous
resonational manifestations of those focus interconnections (focal Configurations), which are
structured Qualitatively by more or less similar SFUURMM-Forms. On the basis of prevalence of
these SFUURMM-Forms in Focus Dynamics, has appeared all the types of subjective Realities, and
by the similarity degree of these SFUURMM-Forms — all the types of protoformal STCs (including
«human» STCs).
Here you should learn to distinguish firstly between covarllert interconnections which were
carried out among dissonational «sections» — skunkktions — of diverse informational fragments
(due to what all the multitude of different-Qualitative Focuses were formed, initiated eglleroliftively
by the certain Interest to restoration in the former for them — counterbalanced — state), and,
secondly, resonational interconnections that are «initially» present (i.e. have been broken at the
mercavgnation moment) among balanced skunkktions of each reconverstive Configuration. I mean
covarllert/impersept interconnections of DP-states of SSS-fragments and resonational (liyllusceeve)
interconnections of RA-states of the same SSS-fragments.
2.0506.

The effect of simultaneous reflection in Perception systems (Focus Dynamics) and manifestation
in Space-Time of the specific Conceptions about «surrounding reality» is provided by resonational
combination of these types of interconnections: Focus of Close Attention (FCA) of «personality»
reflects its subjective Interest, during the process of every TEC-«unpacking» (of f-Configuration of
Form-Creators), is as if «projected» into informational space of Self-Consciousness and by means
of resonational (in relation to the given Focus Dynamics) Focus of Dual Reflection of Info-Creators
(by means of strictly corresponding SFUURMM-Form) FCA is annihilated at the given «point» of
Space-Time (that is the given DP-state is informationally balanced with RA-state and, then, FCA
«reprojects» into a new Qualitative state, thereby initiating «quantum shift» of Focus Dynamics
from the given «point» to the following, slightly more Qualitative f-Configuration, duvuyllerrtly
structuring another «point» of Space-Time).
2.0507.

You should deeply understand all the conditionality of the process described here. If you
consider covarllert interconnections among different-Qualitative Focuses of Space-Time, generated
in manifestation Rezomirals by DP-states among skunkktions of reconverstive Configurations, and
resonational interconnections of Info-Creators of Self-Consciousness informational space, provided
by RA-states among skunkktions of the same r-Configurations from more objective viewpoint of
Existence of the single Eternity Moment, it becomes obvious that they are connected objectively
by the common Nature (origins). The subjective division of considered by us energy-informational
(focus) interconnections into two types — dissonational and resonational — gives us a chance to
logically track and discretely analyze all the sequence of simultaneous irrkoglictive-eglleroliftive
Process («Transgression-Synthesis» of Information) through inertionness of Focus Dynamics that is
peculiar to our Perception systems.
2.0508.

So, for example, conditionally reconverstive informational fragments which provide all our
Conceptions about «paper» (its origin, manufacture, properties, method of application, and so on)
have some characteristics (parameters), which unite all the variety of our Conceptions about paper
production (f-Configurations of Form-Creators) in one slloogrent informational fragment and, thus,
provide its informational uniqueness (reconverstness). Such characteristics can be: 1) ability of
the surface to adsorb pigments; 2) fairly smooth surface; 3) shallow thickness (length and width
enormously exceeds thickness); 4) chemical compound on the basis of cellulose; 5) possibility of
even coloring or bleaching the sheet, and so on. All the multitude of these characteristics form in
ODS the certain overall informational space, initiated towards manifestation in Form-systems of
slloogrent r-Configuration of SFUURMM-Form with the conditional word «paper.»
2.0509.

Thereupon, the given SFUURMM-Form also possesses the multitude of characteristics
(parameters) according to which appears all multitude of typical for it DP-states, forming in
various states of Space-Time (in different Continuums and Time Flows) the corresponding focusresonational manifestation zones with the same conditional name — «paper,» which unite in itself
all the infinite variety of all kinds, grades, types, and sizes of particular versions of a paper. In
this case, every differentiating (discordant, diversifying) characteristic allows to allocate from all
the multitude of focal Configurations, structuring every resonational zone, some unique discrete
states (separate f-Configurations), each of which in a unique way realize in Space-Time the overall
Conception about «paper» in correlation with other Conceptions covarllert to it, — so, for example,
in some STC group there is manifestation of the unique focal Configuration called «enamel white
paper of weight 60 gr/m2, whiteness 82%, smoothness 310, sheet size 21*29.7cm, butch number
#003987480, produced in Baikal pulp-and-paper plant.»
2.0510.

Concurrently, we can also consider individual SFUURMM-Forms, for example, about
«whiteness» and «smoothness,» which are covarllert in relation to the Conceptions about «paper»
and which make in Focus Dynamics of Form-systems steady joint focal Configurations based on
these SFUURMM-Forms manifested in diverse STCs as various kinds of materiality: «The paper with
whiteness of 77% and smoothness of 275» or the «paper with whiteness of 84% and smoothness
of 340.» By their energy characteristics they simultaneously and universally unite a multitude of
interconnections among diverse SSS-fragments into slloogrent focal Configurations. And if we speak
about paper, as in this case, (the product of human creativity based on processes of inter-Qualitative
Synthesis according to a certain Scheme), within the range of focal Configuration, the features of
«whiteness of 84%» and «smoothness of 340» will be resonationally united (within the information
on technological process and a product designated use) the interconnections between DP- and RAstates of infinite multitude of SSS-fragments structuring Focus Dynamics of the infinite multitude of
Self-Consciousnesses Forms of various Proto-Forms.
2.0511.

In order for all the focal Configurations of Form-Creators, structuring such resonational
manifestation zone as «paper,» to be forced out of our «current» Focus Dynamics (meaning to be
completely «reprojected» into f-Configurations of Form-Creators of more universal informational
carriers, for example, digital ones), it is necessary that in our Focus Dynamics would take place
consecutive and svilgs-spherational, full and multidirectional (according to diffuzgent protoformal
Directions) Synthesis of all DP-states of the given zone. It is only possible with the involvement
and integration into the multitude of human development scenarios on the one hand of absolutely
2.0512.

all energy-informational interconnections between SFUURMM-Forms and Form-Creators of SelfConsciousnesses Forms of «paper,», and on the other hand of all other multitude of covarllert differentQualitative Conceptions and Self-Consciousnesses Forms («wood,» «handles,» «feathers,» «ink,»
«books,» «printing-office,» …, «computers,» «plastic,» «lasers,» …),. Only then the entire differentQualitative Energy-Potential linked to the realization in the given resonational manifestation zone
(Information + paper) will be exhausted and annihilated (meaning, Focus Dynamics of our SelfConsciousnesses Forms will be «reprojected» into those STC groups, where transfer of various data
is carried out not using paper, but by means of digital computer or other quantum technologies
representing much more universal and informationally «complex» types of synthetic processes).
So, I hope, now you have more accurate Conceptions about Focuses, Focus Dynamics, and
Form-Creators: All of them — through the specificity of individual refocusing processes (FCAs),
inherent for every Self-Consciousness Form — create the energy basis for all manifestation
Rezomirals, from which energy-informational interconnections are being formed all the Formsystems of Worlds (and therefore, all subjective Realities, STCs, Conversums, and Universums). The
informational part of any Focus Dynamics is provided by means of resonational interconnections
between Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses Forms and Info-Creators of their corresponding
reconverstive Configurations, which (in manifestation conditions of The Tertiary Energy-Plasma)
structure — by means of all many SFUURMM-Forms and formed by them UU-conglomerates — an
infinite variety of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems and FLUU-LUU-complexes.
2.0513.

As a result of resonational «merging» of covarllert to one another Qualitative states of FCAs
of Form-Creators and FDRs of Info-Creators, in each resopason of multipolarizational manifestation
of Focus Dynamics there is an achievement of state of liyllusceeveness (absolute identity), which
automatically creates necessary conditions for the following «quantum shift» («reprojection» of
Form-Creators from less Qualitative f-Configuration into more Qualitative one, meaning from one
multidimensional «point» of Space-Time to another one). Focus of Dual Reflection of Info-Creators
is called a Focus only because the possibilities for realization of any informational combination
(SFUURMM-Form) are potentially provided by that «charge» of Energy (VLOOOMOOT — «Cosmic
Creative Potential» that allows the given Self-Consciousness Form to perform the functions entrusted
to it by a Collective Intelligence), with which a focal Configuration is «initially» structured.
2.0514.

We can say, from the position of Form-Creators, FDR could be perceived as derivative
element of their Focus Dynamics (FCA), while from the point of view of Info-Creators any FCA is
derivative from their Focus of Dual Reflection. At that both these subjective positions have equal
rights for existence. The words «Dual Reflection» underline the fact that the Information of ODS or
FLC, resonationally supplementing the Information of Form-Creators, provides the returning of SSSfragments, simultaneously interacting both through FCA and FDR, into the state of liyllusceeveness,
meaning such balance degree of interconnections between informational fragments which is ever
possible for the particular given conditions of Information manifestation.
2.0515.

Please pay attention and remember the following: In ODS there is no habitual for us influence
of Time, because all fragmented Self-Consciousnesses of UU-copies and resonationally formed
by them UU-conglomerates can be manifested in Perception system of any «person» as a certain
2.0516.

subjective Form of expression and in a certain conditional subjective sequence only under the
influence onto the given informational combinations of a particular Focus of Close Attention, and
in no other way (in other words, any time experiences are modelled only by the characteristic
properties of FCA-dynamics — of higher degree of its correspondence to some Time Flow).
Exactly this influence of not realized yet (therefore, still dissonational towards the balanced State
of Information structuring ODS!) Creative Interest of Form-Creators initiates corresponding InfoCreators towards a responsive — resonational in relation to the given request — compensatory
reaction, which is expressed by them in Focus Dynamics through Focus of Dual Reflection. I have
used here the word «compensatory,» because every response FDR Qualitatively compensates in
the given FCA the lacking interconnections between already existing informational fragments of
f-Configurations, without which the presence of the full satisfaction of the given certain Interest and
«reprojection» of Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics into more Qualitative f-Configuration would be
simply impossible.
In their usual state Info-Creators (in their general «majority») — are the absolutely resonational
(i.e. remained completely balanced after irrkoglictive mercavgnation) part of reconverstive
Configurations of Information. However, we realize «ourselves» as Form-Creators according to
the Qualitativeness of our Focuses of Close Attention, which are individually typical for each of
focused by us Self-Consciousnesses Forms, and activate, restore only resonationally (specifically do
manifest in the conditions of Space-Time) the covarllert and liyllusceeve interconnections between
skunkktions («parts») of corresponding reconverstive Configurations of diverse informational
fragments, — resonational and dissonational «parts,» — consistently and subjectively uniting
(synthesizing, transmuting) them into more and more harmonious slloogrent combinations of
SFUURMM-Forms.
2.0517.

These new SFUURMM-Forms combinations represent in Focus Dynamics already other, more
universal, Conceptions about something. It is possible to say that the consecutive amalgamation,
by means of focus Energy, of more and more covarllert among themselves info-fragments into
more stable combinations, allows to generate more universal, more capacious energy-informational
formations — «karmonations.» They represent Form-structures, which carry out the role of the
basic Mechanism of Qualitative balancing of DP-states of Form-Creators through RA-states of
Info-Creators. In this regard, you should clearly understand what exactly each SFUURMM-Form
represents. As it has been already mentioned, SFUURMM-Forms do form all our (or whomever)
subjective Conceptions about «ourselves» (as about «personalities») and about surrounding reality.
Are they synthetic formations? Yes, they are — because prior to the moment of interaction with
FCA, these have only been certain types of information interconnections between SSS-fragments,
which are balanced in all their integrity.
2.0518.

Thanks to the specific features of electromagnetic dispolarities peculiar to OLLAKT-systems,
and gravitational discretenesses peculiar to DRUOTMM-systems, upon availability of the source of
corresponding Energy-Potential (which is FCA), they gain the ability to form among themselves
certain temporal covarllert interconnections which, actually, allow any Self-Consciousness Form
to appear in certain energy-informational conditions. The fact that the given term includes the
word «Form» should obviously mean that it has some relation to energy interactions (DP-states),
only typical for Form-systems. That means, it is directly related to the Synthesis processes. The
2.0519.

important thing in this conception is the fact — that the formation of SFUURMM-Forms takes place
not in ODSs and FLCs (though by means of them), but directly in the Mechanism of manifestation
of Focus Dynamics — in TEC- and VEC-«unpackings» of Form-Creators of Perception system
initiating in Self-Consciousness the whole process of «quantum shifts.» In the organization of this
process are actively involved not only molecular Form-Creators of brain and bio-Creators of an
organism, but also frazulert photon Creators and various FLAKS-Creators, which provide every
covarllert information combination with a particular realizational potential for manifestation in
Form-system through more or less compatible among themselves «karmonations, » which by all
the totality of interconnections peculiar to them form in Space-Time a certain Karmo-Form or a
Self-Consciousness Form.
Thus, there will be no mistake if you by the SFUURMM-Forms manifested in Focus Dynamics
(depending on the context and individual case) will either imply a certain informational combinations
potentially provided with realizational potential (FCA) peculiar to them, or not local synthetic
formations («karmonations») structured by the multitude of more simple and not local informational
combinations — fragmented Consciousnesses of UU-VVU-copies. UU-VVU-copies are all possible
«projections» in ODS of those «current» combinations of various dissonational energy-informational
interconnections (DP-states), which simultaneously form a realizational Essence (temporary creative
Interest) of many FCAs at every moment of their simultaneous particular manifestation in their
corresponding resonational zones of Space-Time. These «projections» of already existing in FCAs (in
the form of realized Experience or individual ODS of a given «person») informational combinations
are initiated in informational space of Self-Consciousness in the continuous process of individual
TEC-«unpackings» of slloogrent Information (UU-VVU-Forms), which is already in a particular way
formed on more Qualitative manifestation Levels of Form-Creators of Collective Subconsciousness
(depending on svilgs-spherational characteristics of FCA it can be absolutely differently perceived
and interpreted by bio-Creators of various systems of organism, as well as by Form-Creators of
collective unconsciousness or «personal» Self-Consciousness).
2.0520.

There is one more, probably, also difficult question for your understanding — the
interconnections between SFUURMM-Forms and UU-VVU-conglomerates. As SFUURMM-Forms
are structured by UU-VVU-copies, which in its turn, in ODS (by means of the multitude of Focus
Dynamics) resonationally organize and simultaneously «project» into various Form-systems
a uncountable multitude of UU-VVU-conglomerates, it is possible to logically assume that all
SFUURMM-Forms are structured by covarllert among themselves UU-VVU-conglomerates. Yes, it is
so. Yet, at the same time, less Qualitative Conceptions also represent various UU-VVU-conglomerates,
whose interconnections provide even more Qualitative SFUURMM-Forms. In other words, our more
Qualitative Conceptions are gathered on the basis of logical or sensual combinations of uniform
complex-configurational UU-VVU-conglomerate of multiple separated and more simplified, but at
the same time covarllert in relation to each other, subjective Conceptions which allow us to create
a wider and deeper picture of any processes perceived by us. It is not a big deal, if in some cases
we call these Conceptions SFUURMM-Forms, and in others — UU-VVU-conglomerates. Simply,
the presence of both terms expands our possibilities for analysis of various interconnections. That
results in interchangeability which is absolutely normal in the conditions of slloogrentness, though
not always analyzable by our discrete logic.
2.0521.

We should remember that so far as it concerns various realizational possibilities of
Information (and we cannot imagine It any other way — only through the Conceptions about SelfConsciousnesses Forms available to our Perception!), in our Perception system (Focus Dynamics) we
operate not by SSS-fragments, but by the uncountable «projections» of their slloogrent combinations
provided with a particular Energy-Potential for simultaneous multipolarizational realization through
all the multitude of Focus Dynamics. In other words, in a particular application of any information
combination to the conditions of subjective manifestation of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of The
Highest Intelligence of Macrocosm (to Form-systems, subjective Realities, STCs, and so on), we
can always only speak about energy-informational interactions between Form-Creators and InfoCreators. How is this «substitution» of SSS-combinations for energy-informational combinations
carried out? Let's try to understand this complicated question more thoroughly.
2.0522.

During Focus Dynamics (TEC-«unpacking» of informational space of Self-Consciousness)
we resonationally (i.e. strictly according to Qualitativeness of our psychical reactions to just
«unpacked» from Self-Consciousness VVU-Information) «project» dissonational interconnections
of Form-Creators (focal Configurations), structuring our Focus of Close Attention, into the part of
the balanced Information State, which to the most extent is capable to resonationally respond with
the «projections» of typical to it interconnections to the given subjective «message» («inquiry,»
Interest). This Information «part» which was lacking for the annihilation of the given Interest can be
reflected in Focus Dynamics through so-called individual ODS (center of all the Experience already
synthesized by your «person»).
2.0523.

If you imagine this process in more detail (which does not mean more objectively), the following
subjective picture will turn out: VVU-Information, which we have just «unpacked» as a UU-VVUForm from Self-Consciousness, represents a certain informational combination of «projections» of
SSS-fragments, which is yet absent in our current Configuration. Due to that in Focus Dynamics
between such informational combination and some of already available SFUURMM-Forms appears
a particular tensor state (this is why the Interest arises in the given Direction). In order to annihilate
the given tensor, Form-Creators of FCA as if request the structures of an individual ODS to activate
such SFUURMM-Form, through the UU-VVU-copies of which they could at least somehow identify
the just «unpacked» UU-VVU-Form and to respond in an appropriate manner through the following
TEC-«unpacking.»
2.0524.

2.0525.

As a result of such «request,» a certain part of diverse informational fragments structuring

ODS, resonationally «responds» (by Focuses of Dual Reflection) to the Qualitativeness of

transmitted by us focal Configurations and makes (actually — only restores!) with them specific
interconnections, being organized by means of fragmented Self-Consciousnesses of UU-VVU-copies
into certain informational combinations of SFUURMM-Forms. Resonationally «conjoining» (that is
again restoring their always peculiar interconnections) with each other into UU-VVU-conglomerates
of certain SFUURMM-Forms, these interconnections in their integrity subjectively reflect by their
meaning the Qualitativeness of our «current» Interest — Focus of Close Attention.
It is very important to understand here that this resonational «process» of generating focus
«projections» from Form-systems and an instant reaction to them by diverse fragments is carried out
2.0526.

simultaneously. The Qualitative difference between the former and again formed f-Configuration
initiates in each multipolarizational Directions of Focus Dynamics a narrow-specific «quantum
shift.» This «process» also creates in our Perception system an effect of subjective manifestation
both of «ourselves» and all the Forms of surrounding us reality, «projecting» onto the «Biopendulum
screen7» (ILLGRII-TO-O) of our Self-Consciousness Form all the «picture» of duvuyllerrtly realizing
energy-informational interconnections between consecutive generations of Focuses of Close
Attention of Form-Creators and Qualitatively corresponding to them Focuses of Dual Reflection of
Info-Creators of ODS, which we resonationally activate by our Focus Dynamics.
In what way are all these interconnections combined and performed in Continuums, which in
turn are formed by subjective Realities of uncountable multitude of Self-Consciousnesses Forms?
Actually, everything is carried out very simply, but, unfortunately, it is very difficult to understand
that due to the utmost limited abilities of your Perception system. However, each of you has to try,
because without the deep understanding of these processes you cannot understand true Meaning of
your own eternal Existence. So, everything in our type of subjective Reality is based on contradictions
and internal requirement to eliminate (annihilate) them: One of us has one opinion, another thinks
differently, and the third and the fourth do not agree with neither of them. These relations serve as
the basis for the formation of our subjective human Reality — we create as all together, collectively,
socially so and separately, individually.
2.0527.

However, in the overall Focus Dynamics of our subjective Reality, simultaneously with
us, there's also manifestation of a multiplicity of other Self-Consciousnesses Forms: animals,
microorganisms, plants, natural phenomena, which possess absolutely different criteria of thinking
and feeling and very specifically perceive not only what we do, but also what occurs around them.
Nevertheless, we all appear in one subjective Reality; although, we perceive each other in our own way.
Focus Dynamics of one Self-Consciousnesses Forms (types of Collective Intelligences), for example,
mushrooms, bacteria, microbes, plants, minerals, molecules, atoms, and elementary particles possess
a big Qualitative compatibility in relation to interconnections characteristic for Form-Creators of our
Synthesis Scheme (to human psychisms and SFUURMM-Forms), while Focus Dynamics of FormCreators of different Self-Consciousnesses Forms possess all the characteristics of imperseptness
or even cruvursorrtness towards us. In other words, it turns out that some Form-Creators of animal,
vegetative, and mineral Proto-Forms actively structure our realizational manifestation Forms; thus,
directly participating (as bio-creators) in the formation of Qualitativeness of our Focus Dynamics,
whereas Form-Creators of impersept Self-Consciousnesses Forms actively destroy our biological
Forms. Yet, many Self-Consciousnesses Forms cannot be in any way manifested beside us in one kind
of Continuums groups due to the cruvursorrtness of our and their Forms.
2.0528.

Actually, our manifestation Forms represent liquid crystal structures with impregnations
of various vegetative, mineral Forms, and microorganisms. Therefore, the energy-informational
dissonance is much less between biological analogs of NUU-VVU-Forms focused by us and SelfConsciousnesses Forms of plants, minerals and microorganisms, than at the level of those radical
Qualitative distinctions peculiar to human and their Perception systems (to Focus Dynamics of
Form-Creators of their two-dominant Synthesis Scheme). We should — by means of establishing
a deeper psychical contact with each of these Forms and restoration of all subjectively deformed
2.0529.
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energy-informational interconnections — bring each of these dissonational States into resonational
concordance with each other. It does not necessary mean that everything we should do is to lower
the Qualitativeness of own Focus Dynamics to the manifestation levels peculiar to them, — then
we would simply refocus into their Self-Consciousnesses Forms, having started subjectively realize
«ourselves» no longer in the «human,» but in their groups of STCs.
No, this means the consecutive and steady harmonization of these relations on the basis
of more authentic Knowledge, which would allow people to start considering their interactions
with various Proto-Forms no longer being based on own false arrogance and narcissism, but on
the basis of much deeper and comprehensive understanding of these processes. This would allow
us to build a strong scientific basis for the purposeful and mutually advantageous interaction both
with bio-Creators of our biological organism and with the majority of Self-Consciousnesses Forms
of the surrounding World. The problem in this matter is not in the absence of such Knowledge
(the appearance of IISSIIDIOLOGY serves as the best proof of that), but in extremely indestructible
conservatism of thinking of the prevailing majority of the modern scientists belonging to different
biological Self-Consciousnesses Forms, who possess the feeling of an infinite superiority over some,
and not perceiving other ones as at least potential owners of unique Consciousness Mechanisms.
2.0530.

For example, according to F. Engels, life is defined only as a form of existence of protein
bodies, and to E. Libbert, we can consider only such systems alive, which are capable to independently
maintain and to increase their own very high degree of orderliness in the environment with a smaller
degree of orderliness (such non-entropic processes is characteristic by negative entropy). In other
words, we can call a live Entity only the formation, which is being placed in the disequilibrium
environment, through which any Energy streams and substances flow (Stars emanation, radioactive
decay, cosmic rays, and so on). That live Entity spends some part of this Energy and substance for
its own needs (for maintenance of existence orderliness) and transmits another part without change.
As you may see, 99.99% of our surrounding reality is traditionally considered by scientists to be
a «nonliving matter» (including both the «Energy flows» and the «matter» itself as «habitat» for
biological organisms).
2.0531.

Protein chains forming the basis of material manifestation of all the bio-organisms inhabiting
the Earth, — from single-celled bacteria to a human — function on the basis of reactions of carbon
oxidation and carbohydrate combinations by oxygen. Protein molecules, originated on the basis of
carbon (carbohydrate) polymers, get ability to keep its complex internal structure in considerably
wide range of external influences. Ones live in craters of underwater volcanoes and hot springs, the
others live underground on the depth of several kilometers, the third ones get in the solid surface of
granite and basalt, the fourth ones being sealed in meteorites, comets, and other heaven wanderers,
can carry the substance of DNA heredity in Space without any harm, the others live in star clouds,
representing difficult atoms units being present in an agitated state, or complex units of «heavy»
nuclear complexes, which were formed in the conditions of intensive radioactive radiations and long
interaction between powerful magnetic and gravitational fields.
2.0532.

Whereas the main basis for carbonic Self-Consciousnesses Forms is the ability of carbon
atoms to form polymeric molecular chains, it is not a secret for anybody that silicon is capable
2.0533.

to create the same protein chains. It means that on its basis protein can also form the base for
specific manifestations of Life in certain conditions — silicon Self-Consciousness realizational
Forms. Silicon «organisms,» their «internal organs,» and Perception systems don’t have anything
in common with our Conceptions about «organism.» Their vital processes are carried out not only
absolutely differently, than among us (and among other carbonic Forms), but also much more
inertially. Besides carbonic and silicon Forms, literally «side by side,» near to us there are all sorts
of ammoniac, hydrogen, hydrocarbonic (made of silicon and oxygen atoms with hydrocarbonic
functional groups), methanoic, differently mixed, and also star plasmoid, planetary plasmotronic
(functioning on the basis of the magnetic forces connected with the groups of mobile electric
charges), and many other Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
Our simultaneous manifestation together with Self-Consciousnesses Forms of animals, plants,
and minerals allows us (be means of intuitive and unconscious exchange of Experience with them)
to constantly increase the «amount» of covarllert informational fragments in our f-Configurations
being enriched by more essential Potential of Energy and Information. Due to that our Perception
system converges continuously, birvulyartly, since some of the Rezomiral Focuses activated by our
Focus Dynamics do not discord anymore, and resonate in relation to the Information, which we simply
could not perceive earlier. Thus, we, with the help of Proto-Forms, surrounding us in some groups of
Continuums, consecutively refocus to more perfect Form-systems of our own simultaneous Existence.
2.0534.

Thus, all Continuums groups are formed by Focus Dynamics of protoformal SelfConsciousnesses Forms, which are reflected in them by means of the uncountable multitude of
specific SFUURMM-Forms, peculiar to their own subjective Realities. Each kind of animals, plants,
and minerals represents in each STCs group own subjective Reality type, which they kleks (quantize)
with their Conceptions about the surrounding world and themselves. Here's a cat running. It merely
quantizes the surrounding with typical to it Conceptions. There's a person walking nearby — he/
she sees and perceives the same Space sector absolutely differently, than a cat, because he/she
quantizes it with its own subjective Conceptions about what he/she sees, which in no way repeats
the possibilities and specific features of cat’s Perception system.
2.0535.

The person walks by a pole: in his Conception this pole is necessary to hold transmission
lines, a lantern, or an advertising poster. The cat perceives the same pole in its own way, according
to its own requirements and interests: For example, as a possibility to sharpen claws or to mark
its territory. Ants or termites swarming in this pole as well as the birds sitting on it do connect
with this object and its environment absolutely different Conceptions determined by their own
realizational requirements and specific character of Perception systems. Thus absolutely different
types of SFUURMM-Forms synthesized from various combinations of diverse fragments do form
simultaneously at one manifestation «point» of Space-Time absolutely different types of subjective
Realities, which are manifested concurrently, and they do form at every «area» of their joint
manifestation the different-Qualitative set of energy-informational interconnections, which we
define as a group of space-time Continuums.
2.0536.

In the surrounding Space-Time for every Self-Consciousness Form there is Subjectively only
what is mentally (or otherwise) defined by its Perception system as an «object»: We determine all
2.0537.

the content of our environment in our own way, other animals and microorganisms — in their own
way, plants and minerals — according to particularities of their Perception systems. Individual
Conceptions of every Self-Consciousness Form about these objects are fixed and «attached» to the
given «area» of Space by means of the certain potential of decoherent Energy (which was spent
for the mental or other experience of this object, for perceiving its parameters, structure, specific
character of functioning, and so on), which was invested by each of Self-Consciousnesses Forms
observing them. Those Conceptions unconsciously play part in the joint creation of the specific
focal Configuration or «geometry» (metrics) of Space; and the degree of dissonation, which «is
imposed» by different Proto-Forms onto the Conceptions about each of these objects, forms an
effect of a particular duration of its manifestation (existence) in overall Focus Dynamics of all the
Proto-Forms subjectively realizing in the given group of Continuums.
Structurally, the most capacious Conceptions about peculiarities and possibilities of the
process of manifestation of this or that Self-Consciousness Form, structured by a big «quantity» of
covarllert interconnections between Form- and Info-Creators, have an advantage over less energyintensive Conceptions about the same object. That affects the degree of stability of its manifestation
in the conditions of the given dimensional diapason. Such Conceptions are characteristic for Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators of more Qualitative Levels than considered by us. For example,
neither animal nor vegetative Proto-Form is capable to alter consciously and purposefully
nuclear characteristics of the substance, while people, due to a higher synthesized state of their
own Conceptions about substances, can actively interfere in transformative processes, peculiar to
different types of subjective Realities and also to influence atoms properties, to break them down,
or to synthesize atoms of new substances in their own way.
2.0538.

However, neither we, nor any other Proto-Forms living around us cannot affect the properties
of the elementary particles forming atoms, for example, their weights charges, spins. Much more
Qualitative of ours «personal» Interpretations are capable of that (for example, We as CreatorsCurators of 3.75–4.75-dimensional diapason), whose possibilities of creative realization, in our
«current» Conceptions, are rather subjectively perceived by us as certain inaccessible «Planetary
Level of Creativity.» It will be a while when we will be annihilating by means of our Qualitative
Focus Dynamics in own Self-Consciousnesses Forms the multitude of dissonational distances
and «time loops» formed by them; and in the refocusing process of our focal Configurations
will resonationally merge with «Their» focal Configurations, automatically having made us the
participants of «Their» subjective Realities and groups of Continuums. In other words, we remodify
seemingly into corresponding analogs of «Their» NUU-VVU-Form-Types and start — consciously
and purposefully — to model properties of those elementary particles, which organize our «present»
type of materiality.
2.0539.

On every Planet, Star System, or Galaxy each Proto-Form by means of its own Focus Dynamics
klekses the surrounding reality so that it would mostly correspond to its increasing realizational
requirements. This enriches its Focus Dynamics with new Information and increases its creative
possibilities. Thus, in Space-Time there was simultaneous formation of an infinite multitude of
Spheres of joint creativity — specific and unique by the character of their manifestation — of
diverse Collective Cosmic Intelligences or what we define as groups of Continuums. It is extremely
conditional concept. For example, there are groups of individual Continuums (GICs), which Focus
2.0540.

Dynamics is limited by activity and specificity of Perception systems of a certain amount of ProtoForms in one way or another interconnected among themselves. In other words, the realizational
Interests of participants of such Continuums groups are very limited, and they stay within the
limitations of the given community.
There’s no point to speak about one Continuum, because it would only be an analog of
conditionally «instant» reflection of energy-informational interconnections of Form-systems of
Worlds in the specific, characteristic only for the given interconnections, conditions of manifestation
of Focuses of Close Attention of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of various Proto-Forms. It can be
compared with a «frozen image of Space,» not realized in Time, meaning, reflecting only the smallest
part of slloogrently-multipolarized Focus Dynamics of every Self-Consciousness Form structuring
it. Also, it is possible to say that one Continuum is a reflection in Space of Focus state, which
is peculiar to energy-informational interconnections forming f-Configuration of one conditional
Stereo-Type («one» Stereo-Type — in a certain conditional «purity» — cannot be manifested alone,
because it is interconnected Qualitatively with many other Stereo-Types not only of human (LLUUVVU), but also of other, diffuzgent to it, Proto-Forms).
2.0541.

All the multitude of such «simultaneous-holochrone» states, formed at once by different
protoformal Stereo-Types manifested in Space, which f-Configurations are resonational only
towards the given manifestation conditions (and not to any others!), and they represent all the
infinite variety of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, structuring the given Time Flow — it will be what
we interpret as one STC. Our Perception systems are simply not capable to fixate and process such
short moments of manifestation of anything, so when it concerns a high-grade realization of Focus
Dynamics, you should always understand that it can be expressed only through different-Qualitative
interconnections among particular duvuyllerrt groups of STCs, in which total conditions the given
Focus Dynamics has a possibility to be manifested in one way or another.
2.0542.

In that case how does one STC differ from a Form-system of Worlds? The latter explicitly
includes (that is without variants) all the infinite variety of « instantaneous» state of slloogrent Focus
Dynamics of Macrocosmos, manifested in some defined diapason of possible energy-informational
interactions, which Form-Creators are realized in a specific fixation to a «local» properties of some
Time Flow. In relation to each STC, it reflects «instantaneous» state of Focus Dynamics of only
one limited group of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of various Proto-Forms, united by the general
for them manifestation conditions (their surrounding environment), starting from Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators, forming «interpersonal» and inter-protoformal types of relations, and finishing
with Focus Dynamics of various on their scale Planetary, Star, Galactic, and even Universal Levels
of Self-Consciousness, manifested in same diapason throughout all Directions of Qualitative
multipolarization for each of those Focus Dynamics.
2.0543.

This creates all the variety of STC names: individual (or «personal»), protoformal (according
to the degree of predominance of Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of any ProtoForm over Focus Dynamics of representatives of other Proto-Forms), Planetary (the sum of Focus
Dynamics of all individual and protoformal STCs), Star (the sum of Focus Dynamics for all Planetary
STCs, structuring Focus Dynamics of the given Star Entity), Galactic (the sum of Focus Dynamics
2.0544.

of all Star STCs, structuring Focus Dynamics of the given Galactic Entity), Universal STCs… Once
again I remind that in a case with STC it is a matter just about a common for the multitude of
Self-Consciousnesses Forms «instantaneous» interconnections structuring any — the general for
those Proto-Forms — manifestation range. STC is seemingly the main realizational mechanism of
Rezomirals, which provides simultaneity of manifestations for different-Qualitative and polytypic
Focus interconnections in every Time Flow. In particular Perception systems of various SelfConsciousnesses Forms, it can be carried out only in a complex way, meaning, through Focus
Dynamics of duvuyllerrtly interconnected groups of STCs.
We can say that all groups of each types of protoformal STCs (for example, «human») are
structured by all multitude of groups of individual Continuums of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of
a corresponding Proto-Form (in this case — CCI LLUU-VVU), united by the general Time Flow of
the given Continuum, whose Focus Dynamics prevail over Focus Dynamics of all the rest SelfConsciousnesses Forms (in a case with «human» Continuums, there are integral Focus Dynamics
of GIC of all people, manifested in the same Time Flow). All relations and interconnections, which
are outside of comprehension possibilities of your system of Perception, are not included in Focus
Dynamics of the focused by you individual Continuums group.
2.0545.

In other words, only what you deal with, what you face every day, what represents the
object of your momentary observation, mental reactions, aspirations, dynamics of your logic,
and conclusions, — only these and represent the energy-informational structure of your group of
individual Continuums structured by Qualitatively very similar quantum shifts. If a matter was
not about a certain part of the multipolarized rotational Shifts in Focus Dynamics of one NUUVVU-Form (human «person»), which is typical for one GIC, but about a deeper analysis of energyinformational interconnections and Qualitativeness of all the set of SFUURMM-Forms structuring
Focus Dynamics of a «person,» it would be more appropriate to use such subjective concept as
individual or own World of a «person.» Through the specific properties and circumstances of SpaceTime, in the smallest details, it reflects the specific Conceptions of the given «person» of what and
in what direction he/she individually thinks, subjectively perceives, and feels, how particularly
responds to changing circumstances, and how individually adjusts to them.
2.0546.

In other words, an individual World of each «person» is generated on the basis of his/her own
Conceptions about each situation which particularly happens with it. Moreover, these subjective
Conceptions are always extremely limited by individual Interests (priorities, aspirations, desires,
tastes, inclinations, and preferences). For example, individual Worlds of two or several people being
in the same circumstances (common for them group of individual Continuums) can Qualitatively
greatly differ from each other, prompting them to absolutely different reactions. At that FormCreators of other Self-Consciousnesses Forms, structuring the body and organism of the given
«person» (microorganisms, organs, cells, molecules, atoms, elementary particles), will be present
in their own individual Worlds, which they will form on the basis of signs and features, peculiar to
their own Focus Dynamics.
2.0547.

When many people simultaneously , but in their own way, psycho-mentally interact with the
same parts (objects, circumstances, phenomena and similar) of their surrounding reality, it is possible
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to say that at that moment, at the level of Focus Dynamics peculiar to them, there is also an active
interaction among the majority of SFUURMM-Forms belonging to their individual Continuum groups,
forming in the general slloogrentness of different-Qualitative energy-informational interconnections
of diverse Rezomirals a certain common resonational «group» of focus interconnections, which are
active by a certain mutual for them characteristic (for example, by subjective attitude to an object
of the joint observation).
It can happen not only between people, but also between people and animals, plants, minerals
(including water); between animals and plants, minerals; between plants and minerals. In such
cases, specific Conceptions (peculiar to different protoformal, individual Continuums) enter close
synthetic interaction with each other. In the result, in a certain resonational section of Space-Time
there is generation and specific manifestation of various focal Configurations of the certain common
for them energy-informational interconnections. In other words, all the set of different-Qualitative
Conceptions structuring all the infinite multitude of protoformal Continuums groups forms in
slloogrent Focus Dynamics of The Highest Intelligence of Macrocosmos (from the lowest to the
highest Dimensional levels) covarllert (that is compatible among themselves) groups of STCs, which
represent the certain common conditions necessary for the manifestation of not all, but exactly the
given Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
2.0549.

Such f-Configurations which interconnect in one or other way by means of simultaneous
joint manifestation of different-Qualitative and diverse Focus Dynamics of various Proto-Forms
are called by me the general STC or simply — space-time Continuum, so, hoping that you will
not forget henceforward the principle of group or complex manifestation in Macrocosmos of all
Self-Consciousnesses Forms (when I consider necessary to remind you about it, I will use the word
combination «STCs group»).
2.0550.

Depending on dominance type of this or that protoformal Focus Dynamics, in every specific
case, the general STC can be subjectively interpreted by us as a certain protoformal STC. For example,
our current general Continuum is perceived by us as «human» STC, while ants would call it «ant»
STC (or rather the way they subjectively perceive «themselves»), having selected in it the dynamics
of their inherent characteristics, which are very important for their life-sustaining activity, but are
insignificant for us and for other Proto-Forms. For the same reason dogs would call this general STC
not «human» or «ant,» but precisely «canine», and cats — «feline». In other words, the definition
of the certain name of the general STC depends in each individual case on the subjective point of
view of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of those Proto-Forms, from which position the given Focus
Dynamics is considered, because their own SFUURMM-Forms, reflecting in their surrounding reality
the results of exactly their Synthesis Scheme, are the most important and significant for them, while
all the other characteristics of events around them are perceived by them as minor, background
realizations in particular accompanying their own realization type.
2.0551.

Thus, it is necessary to note that individual manifestations of the overall Focus Dynamics
of every protoformal STC can vary very strongly in relation to each other in each specific case (in
the conditions of the same diapason of dimension). For example, Focus Dynamics of a «human»
STC manifested through the SFUURMM-Forms of well-educated representatives of the given part
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of humankind’s Collective Consciousness will considerably differ from the Focus Dynamics of
a «human» STC structured by the SFUURMM-Forms of representatives of undeveloped nations,
nationalities, and wild tribes. The same is possible to say regarding the essential distinctions in
«interpersonal,» religious, and social relations that gave origin in «human» STCs to all possible
subjective STCs groups of Muslim, Hindu, Catholic, Orthodox, Buddhist, or any other type. In the
same way differ between each other the «canine» Continuums that are formed by the Conceptions
about «themselves and the world around» typical to domesticated dogs, and «canine» Continuums
of wild dogs living in woods.
Every time you start discussing or assessing something with someone, when you try to explain
and prove something to someone, you manipulate in your Focus Dynamics not only with your own
SFUURMM-Forms, but also with the reasonings (Conceptions) of the person you are communicating
with that seem to you most convincing, thereby synthesizing (accumulating in your individual
ODS) some covarllert interconnections, peculiar to his or her Focus Dynamics. In such way in
3–4-dimensional diapason of Space-Time (through Focuses of Rezomirals and Creativity Spheres of
ODS) — resonationally, multipolarizationally, and duvuyllerrtly — there's formation of an infinite
multitude of diverse energy-informational bases, which form (through corresponding types of
Focus Dynamics) the overall environments of joint habitation (STCs) for different-Qualitative SelfConsciousnesses Forms of many Proto-Forms, which in one or other way realizationally interact
among each other.
2.0553.

It turns out that your individual Continuum as a habitat (manifestation) of your given SelfConsciousness Form, along with the expansion and deepening of possibilities of your Perception
system continuously and duvuyllerrtly as if «focally moves » inside a slloogrent group of
«human» Continuums (according to cultural, scientific, political, social, creative, religious, and
other characteristics), consecutively moving (simultaneously in all possible Directions your Focus
Dynamics multipolarization) into other groups of «human» Continuums. These other groups of
«human» Continuums Qualitatively differ from each other not only by the degree of synthesized
state of structuring them focal Configurations of people and surrounding them animals, plants,
microorganisms, but also by the narrow-specific ways of realization of their Focus Dynamics. In
order to enter the resonance with some groups of «human» STCs, there has to be an enormous
work done by synthesizing Form-Creators of the given Self-Consciousness Form on covarllert
correction of interconnections and annihilation of different-Qualitative tensors existing between
their own Focus Dynamics and different-protoformal manifestations of their surrounding reality.
This is the reason for the appearance of dissonational distances in focal Configurations of the same
Stereo-Form, which separate in Time and Space all its «personal» Interpretations, which structure
simultaneously various groups of «human» Continuums.
2.0554.

What we subjectively got used to define as a certain «historical process in humankind
development» represents an inertial reflection (in the form of all sorts of evidences, records,
chronicles, speaking, and similar) of Focus Dynamics of the large quantity of «human» Continuums
groups, which had replaced each other in a certain sequence and direction- in informational spaces of
many people’s Self-Consciousnesses. I also call it the «rotational Cycle of humankind’s Collective
Consciousness.» I want to note that simultaneously in Space-Time inertially takes place an
uncountable multitude of diversified and different-Qualitative rotational Cycles reflecting not only
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all possible directions of «historical development» of different human Races in various Time Flows,
but also the inertial dynamics of Collective Consciousnesses of all other Proto-Forms, Planetary,
Star, Galactic, and Universal Cosmic Entities, duvuyllerrtly manifested in various dimensional
diapasons.
Groups of «human» Continuums is such habitat, which is structured in Time with differentQualitative Conceptions of people, and it gives for the realization of their Focus Dynamics more
favorable possibilities in comparison with other Proto-Forms. Besides, in every protoformal
Continuums group, where human Self-Consciousnesses Forms are also manifested together with
others, the priority in creative realization belongs to the dominating Proto-Form, because SFUURMMForms of people are surpass according to the Qualitativeness degree (the depth of Synthesis) by the
SFUURMM-Forms belonging to such Proto-Form.
2.0556.

However, it can also happen that at quite big territory (for example, in a wood on an island)
an individual Continuum of just one single person (remember such fictitious characters as Mowgli,
Robinson Crusoe) predominates (due to the creative intellect, mental agility, physical strength, or
a weapon) over individual Continuums of all the multitude of other Proto-Forms, which live in the
same habitat. Actively (mainly, regardless of the others’ attitude towards it!) and according to the
Conceptions peculiar to its Synthesis Scheme, arranging the surrounding reality in the individual
Continuum, the given «person» forms in Space-Time individual version of «human» Continuum.
And its Focus Dynamics also brings respective alterations in the common by its manifestation time
group of «human» Continuums, influencing in such way the Focus Dynamics of any STC of the
given diapason, generated by the Collective Intelligence of the Planetary Entity.
2.0557.

Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of every «personal» Interpretations, from the uncountable
number of Interpretations belonging to your Stereo-Form, is specifically manifested only in the
Continuum, out of all the multitude of generated by It individual Continuums, with which its NUUVVU-Configuration absolutely precisely corresponds. Since all focal Configurations duvuyllerrtly and
multipolarizationally change the degree of Qualitativeness in relation to the lluuvvumic birvulyarity
type (being consolidated into duvuyllerrt focus conglomerates of Karmo-Forms which more or less
reflect characteristics of various protoformal Directions), so, our individual Continuums show the
same tendencies, simultaneously forming in Space-Time the multitude of duvuyllerrt groups of
«human» Continuums, which Focus Dynamics to a greater degree reflect through human SelfConsciousnesses Forms the SFUURMM-Forms, peculiar to some protoformal Synthesis Schemes.
2.0558.

The higher the intensity of these SFUURMM-Forms is, the more they dominate in the overall
Focus Dynamics of people, giving bigger possibilities and priority for the realization of SelfConsciousnesses Forms of the given Proto-Form, gradually subordinating the creativity of people and
taking their vital Space away. Thus, totally in agreement with the Diffuzgentness Principle, some types
of protoformal STCs are transformed — consecutively and multipolarizationally — into Qualitatively
different types (with the replacement of Dominants in typical for them Synthesis Schemes). The
higher is the quantity of characteristics, according to which resonational interconnections among
different protoformal Focus Dynamics are formed, the bigger manifestation «scale» acquires the
common, formed by them in Space-Time Continuum . Thus, as the plurality degree of different
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protoformal synthesized interconnections increases, in every manifestation diapason are being
formed much more universal, than single-protoformal STCs of Collective Intelligences of Planetary,
Star, Galactic, and Universal Cosmic Entities.
The Groups of Planetary Continuums, formed by Collective Intelligence of a Planetary Entity
in each duvuyllerrt manifestation diapason, are structured by Focus Dynamics of absolutely all
Self-Consciousnesses Forms of protoformal Continuums (people, animal, microorganisms, plants,
minerals), simultaneously living on the given Planet in totally different Time Flows. In other words,
SFUURMM-Forms, forming all the groups of Planetary Continuums due to the presence among them
of the most powerful dissonational distances in every diapason of manifestation, are being greatly
«dragged out» in Time and Space, being simultaneously reflected in Focus Dynamics of a Planetary
Entity at once through the energy-informational interconnections manifested in the multitude of
eons of time.
2.0560.

Some types of interconnections create manifestation conditions for Focus Dynamics of
Physical Globe of our Planetary Entity at certain parameters, let’s assume, at 2.5–3.5; 2.6–3.6;
2.7–3.7; 2.8–3.8; 2.9–3.9; 3.0–4.0-dimensional diapasons; other types — at other diapasons (for
example, at 2.5–2.9; 2.5–3.0; 2.5–3.1 or 2.6–2.8; 2.7–2.9; 2.8–3.0; or 3.4–3.8; 3.5–3.9; 3.6–4.0,
and so on). Thus, you should understand well that our subjective Conceptions about properties of
dimensional diapasons, synthesized by various SFUURMM-Forms of «human» STCs, are simply
not comparable in any way with much more complex, by structure and Configuration, dimensional
diapasons, in which are manifested various types of Focus Dynamics of our Planetary Entity.
Energy-informational essence of these interconnections also determines gravitational characteristics
and all the dynamic (kinematic, inertial) properties of all the multitude of Physical Globes of
«manifestation» of multipolarizational Focus Dynamics of The Planetary Entity GREIYSLIISS
(which we call the Earth) in relation to Focus Dynamics of other Planetary Entities of our Solar
system and to The Star Entity AIILLIISS Itself, Which Physical Globe is interpreted by us as the Sun.
By means of our Focus Dynamics we «move» rotationally within the conditional borders of our life
environment (Space-Time), in the same way as a Planetary Entity does within Cosmos, which is a
creative realization Form of Its Focus Dynamics, by means of inertial subjective self-perception in
each inherent manifestation diapason.
2.0561.

The principle of inertial formation, for example, in 3–4-dimensional diapason, of Focus
Dynamics and «manifestation bodies» (Form-systems) of Planetary, Star, Galactic, and Universal
Self-Consciousnesses Forms is identical to how focal Configurations of Form-Creators, structuring
different protoformal Rezomirals, resonationally unite into covarllert different-Qualitative
combinations. Every Form-system is manifested specifically in informational space of SelfConsciousness and the Perception system of each Form (as subjective effect of Focus Dynamics
of a particular space-time Continuum) according to the principle of Qualitative supplement
of the Information peculiar to some focal Configurations with the Information of other SelfConsciousnesses Forms. The latter Information is necessary for the establishment between them
of deep eglleroliftive interconnections providing in the given diapason of manifestation absolutely
all energy-informational conditions, which are obligatory for the realization of inter-Qualitative
Synthesis peculiar to them.
2.0562.

For this reason the STC of a Planetary Entity is structured by general Focus Dynamics of all
the multitude of protoformal STC variants, simultaneously manifested in the given diapason in all
Time Flows. Without the presence of these conditions the general planetary Synthesis could not be
carried out. The same concerns realizational Creativity in Space-Time of Planetary Entities not only
of our Star System, but also of all the other Form-systems of Macrocosmos: Formation of individual
properties of their Focus Dynamics (meaning, any types of energy-informational interactions with
each other, expressed in our Perceptions systems through metric parameters) is caused by the
common degree of covarllertness of all focal Configurations of Proto-Forms (and formed by them
STCs), which are typical for their individual Synthesis Schemes.
2.0563.

By these characteristics the Synthesis Scheme of, for example, Venus (SLIIMPFLIISS), the Earth
(GREIYSLIISS), and Mars (KROUVDSS) are to a greater degree covarllert among themselves, than
Synthesis Scheme of Uranium (PROVOUDDSS), Neptune (LKHVAAYFFSS), and Pluto (GNUIYRRSS).
This factor essentially affects not only the formation of their weight and the difference of physical
distances between them, but also the parameters of their individual rotation orbits around the
Sun. In its turn, STCs of such a pair as Mercury (STRULLMSS) — Venus, show a bigger degree of
covarllertness, than STC-pairs of Earth-Mars; and STC-pairs Mars-Jupiter (STRIIYLLGSS) are to a
greater degree compatible, than STC-pairs of Venus-Earth.
2.0564.

In their turn, the specific characteristics of individual STCs of all Planetary Entities,
duvuyllerrtly being combined into Rezomirals by means of focus interconnections peculiar to them,
form in the given manifestation diapason all the unique properties of space-time Continuums of
our Stellar Entity. Moreover, depending on the prevalence in various types of Its Focus Dynamics
(in other words, in different Star STCs) of various Synthesis Schemes (types of birvulyarity), the
quantity of Planets, simultaneously manifested in Solar Form-system according to the general for
them covarllert characteristics, can substantially differ from each other.
2.0565.

The matter is that each characteristic in various combinations of Planetary Entities, undergoes
very complicated changes. And depending on the particular Synthesis Scheme, which is individually
reflected through Perception systems of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of every Proto-Form, it either
manifested or not manifested, or is only partially manifested in some specific Configuration. All that
considerably complicates the analysis of the available Information, as we in each specific case have
a possibility to consider any changes in the surrounding reality only from the subjective position of
the Synthesis Scheme, which is particularly carried out by us at the given moment.
2.0566.

Proceeding from these notions, it becomes clear that Focus Dynamics of all the multitude of
STCs, modelled by any Planetary Entity, to a huge degree depend on those Purposes and Problems,
which are carried out through the general slloogrentness of Focus Dynamics of Stellar Entity. It
can be compared with working in a big team, where everyone thinks and acts not as he wishes, but
only in the direction that promotes the successful accomplishment of general tasks. Thus, covarllert
peculiarities of Focus Dynamics of each Universal STC program the Qualitativeness of Focus
Dynamics of corresponding Galactic STCs, which, in their turn, define realizational possibilities of
Focus Dynamics of all many Star STCs, and Star STCs does the same with the specific features of
Focus Dynamics of Planetary STCs.
2.0567.

Almost on the lowest «stage» of this chain of energy-informational interconnections,
manifested in the given diapason, there are Self-Consciousnesses Forms of people, animals, plants,
minerals, and all other Proto-Forms. Therefore, we are focusing ourselves individually in the
peculiar to us at the «current» moment «human» STC, and we cannot in any way to consciously
and purposefully influence those specific relations, which are peculiar to Focus Dynamics of our
Planetary and Star Entities (Which we call the Earth and the Sun). So far, we can just spontaneously
realize ourselves only in the creative possibilities provided to us by such development scenarios of
the Planetary Entity, which are structured with currently focused by us NUU-VVU-Form-Types. All
the mutual relationships, arranged among Planets of the Solar system and everything that in any way
appears in the Focus Dynamics spectrum of This Stellar Entity, are only controlled and corrected by
Form-Creators of Its Self-Consciousness Form, only depending on how It Imagines that within the
possibilities, which are defined for It by Focus Dynamics of our Galactic Entity.
2.0568.

In its turn, Star Entity cannot in any way influence the Focus Dynamics in the Continuums
of Galactic Entity; and each of the uncountable multitudes of Galactic Entities cannot in any way
influence the Focus Dynamics of the Continuums formed by Universal Entity. Thus, there is always
a certain degree of predetermination and dependence of our Conceptions about anything on more
objective Conceptions generated in our Focus Dynamics by more Qualitative Forms of our SelfConsciousness, which structure our NUU-VVU-Forms.
2.0569.

In what way are all these most complicated spatial interactions connected with the subjective
factor, which we define for ourselves as Time? Being formed from the informational content of
Focus Dynamics of absolutely all different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms of diverse TOOUU-Entities, Time, as well as Energy providing its manifestation, represents different Qualitative
slloogrent Field-Consciousness of Macrocosmos, structured by resonational interconnections
between Information RA-states (Info-Creators) and Information DP-states (Form-Creators). Due
to the presence in Macrocosmos of Universal Plasmic-Differentiated Radiation (UPDR or UPDRadiation), which, actually, represents the result of these Information States, «inside» this absolutely
static (i.e. entirely completed) Content of This Field-Consciousness, strictly according to focal
Configurations peculiar to it, there are «individual» (with own characteristics) refocusings of all the
Self-Consciousnesses Forms, forming all the infinite variety of subjective types of Realities, which
we interpret as Cosmos.
2.0570.

Simultaneous dynamics of all subjective refocusings of these Self-Consciousnesses Forms
resonationally initiates, in general slloogrentness of their focal Configurations (which altogether
create in various systems of Perception spatial effects specific to every Proto-Form), the multitude
of different-Qualitatively dissonational towards each other states of Energy-Information or Time
Flows, which represent an illustrative example of close interconnection of Time Entity (OO-UUILLII-UULL — to ±36th dimension) and energy-informational Space Entity (KKVOO-ULTR — to ±36th
dimension). In the result, in Focus Dynamics of The Highest Intelligence of Macrocosmos there is
an opportunity for manifestation for slloogrent Space-Time Entity or The State of Energy-Plasma,
Which we define as Space-Time — OOO-UULL-KVOO (to ±36th dimension). In slloogrent Focus
Dynamics of Macrocosmos This State is realized through different-Qualitative Types of Collective
Cosmic Intelligences (TOO-UU-Entities) and Self-Consciousness Forms (SVOO-UU-Entities)
appropriately differentiated by Their Focus Dynamics.
2.0571.

Time Flows Themselves are not Rezomirals, but, being closely connected with Focus
Dynamics of every Self-Consciousness Form, they harmoniously as if «fill» focal Configurations
of Form-Creators in every act of resonational manifestation of peculiar to them Information in a
particular UPDR conditions. When you form your individual Conceptions about something from
Focuses of different Rezomirals, according to the Focus Dynamics of your Synthesis Scheme,
you resonationally and duvuyllerrtly as if «insert yourself» into individual characteristics of some
groups of interpenetrating Time Flows, until you will stabilize your Focus in a Self-Consciousness
Form of one of them, with which manifestation conditions you will temporarily identify yourself as
a «personality.» Simultaneously with you, an uncountable multitude of «personal» Interpretations
of your Stereo-Form are focusing in an uncountable multitude of different-Qualitative Time Flows,
structuring different duvuyllerrt groups of Space-Time Continuums.
2.0572.

Basically, there is certain type of Time substance suitable for each STC group. Yet, due to the
presence in focal Configurations of the given manifestation diapason of an uncountable multitude
of individual characteristics, which all possible combinations or varying sequence of realization in
Focus Dynamics of different Self-Consciousnesses Forms result in absolutely different Time effects,
one and the same Time substance has much bigger spectrum of manifestation, than one STC group
has, and can partially extend onto the multitude of other groups structured by different Time Flows.
It explains such phenomena as spontaneous disappearances of people, animals, microorganisms,
and even things in various place or even historical eras, with their subsequent manifestation in
absolutely different groups of Continuums.
2.0573.

The determining factor is resonational match of Focus Dynamics, manifested through different
Self-Consciousnesses Forms, and also the presence in Space-Time of so-called birvulyart skloongms
or skloongms of birvulyart sets — resonational zones, which are always potentially possible
among «projections» of uncountable multitudes of different-synthesized and interpenetrating focal
Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, structuring different Levels and types of dimension.
The reason of instant shift of Self-Consciousnesses Forms’ Focus Dynamics in Space in such cases
is the resonational effect of the «merge» of narrow-specific identical states formed inside the singletype Time substance, which structures several different groups of STCs at once. Stimulating impulse
for the manifestation in Space of similar effects always occurs due to identicalness of states of
two or several focal Configurations, simultaneously structuring two or several different-Qualitative
groups of Continuums.
2.0574.

Due to the manifestation in Energy-Plasma of properties of birvulyart skloongms, in SpaceTime there is formation of so-called attractory sklaargms — «abnormal zones» of vividly expressed
«localization» of simultaneous resonational «interprojection» of narrow-specific SFUURMM-Forms,
penetrating each of diverse subjective Realities. Through skloongms there is an effect of subchakram
refocusings (non-duvuyllerrt «reprojecting» of Focus Dynamics from f-Configurations of one SelfConsciousnesses Forms into others — both within one Synthesis Scheme and different Schemes),
and through sklaargms, there is an effect of teleportation of the same Self-Consciousness Form into
different resonational zones of Space-Time.
2.0575.

In the given manifestation diapason with different-types of SFUURMM-Forms are simultaneous
synthesized and resonationally manifested uncountable multitude of duvuyllerrt groups of diverse
2.0576.

protoformal STCs: photon, quark, electronic, proton-neutron, nuclear, and so on; genome, cellular,
crystal; according to electroconductivity — metal, nonmetal, and others; water, gaseous, and others;
virus, bacterial, fungoid, and others; herbal-vegetative, arborous-vegetative, algoid, and others;
according to the types of fish and sea animals — dolphin, whale, spark, planktonic, squid, octopus, and
others; according to the types of animals — formic, canine, feline, and others; human — terrestrial and
oceanic, anthropomorphic — terrestrial oceanic, and cosmic and others. Slloogrent Focus Dynamics
of every different-type of group of protoformal STC, in its turn, is structured by an uncountable
multitude of diverse and different-Qualitative subjective Realities, inertially (that is in Time) and
individually formed by Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of every Self-Consciousness Form.
As you already know, according to the dominance of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of
particular Qualities, STCs are subjectively organized by us into different-Qualitative duvuyllerrt
groups, which possess among themselves the possibilities for manifestation in some common
for them dimensional diapason of Focus Dynamics of particular Self-Consciousnesses Forms
representing various Synthesis Schemes. In such STC groups an obvious domination of FormCreators’ Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms structuring some single CCIs type, means
the presence of a manifested to varying degree potential advantage for their development in relation
to realizational possibilities of representatives of all other diffuzgent Proto-Forms, concurrently
with Form-Creators of dominant Self-Consciousnesses Forms structuring the given Continuums
group by the SFUURMM-Forms peculiar to their subjective Realities.
2.0577.

More or less influencing the Qualitativeness of joint Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of
dominant Synthesis Scheme, they initiate in the multipolarization process own types of Creative
Activity. This explains the presence in every Focus Dynamics of all the multitude of differentprotoformal realizational possibilities, which we define as potential development Directions. For
STCs groups of 0–3-dimensional diapasons is inherent single-quality type of dominance (by sub-...sub-Aspects of one PCQ)s, for STCs groups of 3–4-dimensional diapasons — two-quality one (by
Aspects of two PCQs and a Creative Cosmic State formed by them), for 4–5-dimensional — threequality one (by Aspects of three PCQs and CCS corresponding to them), for 5–6-dimensional —
four-quality one, for 6–7-dimensional — five-quality one, for 7–8-dimensional — six-quality one,
and likewise.
2.0578.

Time is not an independent Continuum, but like Energy and Information, it only structures each
part of an STC through the Configuration of every Focus of resonational manifestation, serving as a
necessary element for the formation in Perception systems of different-type Self-Consciousnesses
Forms (that jointly structure rezomiral manifestation environment of the same Continuum by Focus
Dynamics peculiar to them) of multiple subjective effects (Illusion) conditioned by differentQualitative relativity of their SFUURMM-Forms.
2.0579.

The thing is that all the infinite multitude of different-Qualitative Focuses (Energy, FormCreators), resonationally structuring different-protoformal Rezomirals with focal Configurations
peculiar to them, do not yet by Itself represent the Space-Time, which is organized by the overall
Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms. They represent in the slloogrent collectivity the
basic configurational structure of energy-informational interconnections that we interpret as Space
2.0580.

— a specific Universal Environment without the presence of which in Energy-Plasma the realization
of any of different-Qualitative states of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of any Self-Consciousness
Form is simply impossible. I have already written that any Space type represents a certain state —
derivative from Universal Plasmic Differentiated Radiation — between Energy and Information,
through which UPDR is manifested in Energy-Plasma as a certain energy-informational structure.
Biological analogs of NUU-VVU-Forms of spatial manifestation of Focus Dynamics of our
lluuvvumic type are modelled and level-by-level grouped by focal Configurations of an uncountable
multitude of Self-Consciousnesses Forms (SFs) of other Proto-Forms, starting from physical
fields, elementary particles, atoms, molecules, separate genes, DNA and RNA of all the variety
of organism cells, crystals and finishing with microbes, bacteria, mushrooms, plants, primitive
worms, and ascarids. Moreover, all that is carried out in a certain sequence of interconnections:
SFs of fields make SFs of particles, which, in their turn, structure SFs of all the atoms that generate
SFs of all the molecules, forming all the variety of genes’ SFs, which synthesize SFs of all the cell
organelles, which do form systems’ and organs’ SFs not only of us, but also of the microorganisms
inhabiting us.
2.0581.

Each of these Self-Consciousnesses Forms with own Focus Dynamics influence to this or that
extent the Qualitativeness of Focus Dynamics carried out by «us», in one or other way determining
our choices. In their essence, all these Self-Consciousnesses Forms represent diverse Synthesis
Schemes and model subjective Realities peculiar to them just entirely according to the subjective
principles and Conceptions both about «themselves» and the «surrounding reality» individually
perceived by each of them. If to infinitely expand the spectrum of our subjective research of the
surrounding reality in all the development Directions of eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential, we will
see that not only we, but also Self-Consciousnesses Forms of all the mineral, vegetative, and animal
individual Synthesis Directions are organized in the same way — consistently and level-by-level,
but with realizational specifics peculiar to Collective Intelligences of every Proto-Form. In their
turn, all these complex Self-Consciousness Forms of various protoformal Entities (including us)
structure Self-Consciousness Forms of our Planetary Entity with their different-Qualitative Focus
Dynamics influencing in a certain way all Its multipolarizational Focus Dynamics.
2.0582.

However, if we look at this question from the viewpoint of strengthening of irrkoglictive
tendencies in Focus Dynamics of Energy-Plasma, everything will look absolutely opposite: Focus
Dynamics of more diversified, synthesized Self-Consciousness Forms (of Universal, Galactic, Star,
and Planetary Entities), representing in Energy-Plasma f-Configurations of more universal (that is
synthesized from the multitude of different-type CCIs) TOO-UU-Entities, potentially provide with
peculiar to Them combinations of dissipative Energy and covarllert with Them (with Their Synthesis
Schemes) Information for all Focus Dynamics of those Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which structure
activated by Them resonational zones of Space-Time. Therefore, from the position of holochronness
and simultaneity of different-level (different-dimensional) Existence of all Self-Consciousnesses
Forms and Collective Cosmic Intelligences, the question of «who structures whom» always should
be considered by you, at least, from these two viewpoints: the Importance for you of eglleroliftive
or irrkoglictive tendencies in Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms considered by you.
Meanwhile, we will proceed from the position of those realizational possibilities of Space-Time,
which are provided with the presence in it of eglleroliftive IP, that is with consecutive integration of
2.0583.

Focus Dynamics — according to each birvulyarity type — from less synthesized f-Configurations
to more synthesized ones.
Thus, together with other Planetary (and also asteroid, planetoid, and similar) Entities,
according to certain Cosmic Laws in Space-Time there is formation of Self-Consciousnesses Forms
of all Star Entities and SFs of an infinite multitude of Galactic Entities, Whose joint Focus Dynamics
forms the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Universal Entity. As you can see, all what we extremely
subjectively define as «surrounding reality,» is simultaneously formed from an infinite variety of
different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics, starting from microcosm SFs and finishing with macrocosm
SCFs. Each of these Self-Consciousnesses Forms is capable to display Focus Dynamics which is
only typical to it, not only in a strictly defined manifestation resopason (vibration frequency), but
also in focus combinations, which strictly correspond only with its Synthesis Scheme (forming a
certain type of dimension in every resonational zone of Space-Time).
2.0584.

Since in the given dimensional diapason without the participation of Form-Creators of SelfConsciousnesses Forms of physical fields and elementary particles any material Self-Consciousnesses
Forms could not be manifested up to constellations of Galaxies and Universes, all diverse and
different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics of all the infinite multitude of these Cosmic Entities (from
photons to the Universe) simultaneously form a certain slloogrent Focus Dynamics totally and
definitely expressed in Space-Time, which is in an energy-informational way is being provided by
all the multitude of frequencies of individual manifestation of Self-Consciousnesses Forms’ Focus
Dynamics structuring it. And its realizational possibilities are modelled and realized (depending
on the specifics of rezomiral parameters of every Self-Consciousness Form) due to the presence
in Energy-Plasma of the same Universal Plasmic-Differentiated Radiation — the main carrier of
Time Quintessence, Which is the Primary Reason for the formation of all inertial and gravitational
interactions among different-Qualitative Form-Creators. In other words, it represents a source of
dissonational stimulation of Focus Dynamics of any Self-Consciousness Form in Space-Time.
2.0585.

Thus, slloogrent Focus Dynamics of every Universal Form-system of Worlds, individually
modelled in every «point» of its manifestation by Form-Creators of every Self-Consciousness Form
strictly according to Synthesis Scheme peculiar to it (in other words, according to the individual
characteristics of its Perception system!), created a possibility for simultaneous manifestation in
all the rezomiral focus structures of an infinite multitude of all possible time options of differentQualitative resonational focus combinations, structured individually by corresponding focal
Configurations of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms (in our diapason — from photons and elementary
particles to Galactic Forms of Universe formed by them). These formations, subjectively modelled
by Self-Consciousnesses of different-type and specifically structured by peculiar to them functions
of Time have also been defined by us as STCs.
2.0586.

Let me repeat one more time: Space-time Continuums are a very subjective concept, which
is only necessary for us to have a real possibility to somehow «connect» logically and to analyze
(to understand, to compare, to sum up) all the results of our individual refocusings (subjective
«changes») in one time «context.» In other words, we need subjective Conceptions about STCs only
to register and to recognize all what we directly perceive every moment in our Perception systems,
2.0587.

— «ourselves, being present in a certain life environment.» This life environment can be reflected in
informational space of our Self-Consciousnesses Forms only by means of certain metrics — specific
parameters of simultaneous resonational manifestation of different-Qualitative (dissonational)
states of our focal Configurations in relation to Qualitativeness of generated by us Focus Dynamics.
In the result, in our Perception system there is a formation of an effect of individual experiencing
of Time and Space.
According to more true Conceptions, more real (though also much more difficult for your
Perception) is the subjective understanding of the fact, that Focus Dynamics of The Highest
Intelligence of Macrocosmos is structured not by space-time, but noo-time carriers of energyinformational interconnections — noo-time Continuums (NTCs), noo-time Conversums, and,
certainly, noo-time Universums. However, having our present, extremely limited possibilities of
Perception systems, which still do not allow you to disengage yourself at least partially from the
illusiveness of the discrete existence effect in Time and Space modelled by you, to completely exclude
the Conception about STCs; and it is not possible yet to switch in my iissiidiological explanations
to more true Conceptions about NTC, because in that case we would not have any possibility to
compare one thing with another, to separate, to analyze, to subtract, to summarize, and to organize
everything in your mind.
2.0588.

How can you imagine anything now without «correlating» it with specific parameters of
Time and Space? You cannot! Even abstract images mentally arising in your Imagination demand
a certain definition in the Form and orientation in informational space of Self-Consciousness.
Therefore, I have decided to put aside yet useless conversations about our interconnections in NTC
until the appearance of more favorable circumstances for it — until a greater number of people start
to naturally develop abilities of out-of-time and out-of-space Perception of the surrounding reality;
when you will be able as if simultaneously «to look through» and in the same extent to experience
the multitude of versions of your own parallel existence performed in disparate Time Flows without
getting attached to any of them. Yes, such states are possible, and very soon — in most Qualitative
versions of your individual refocusings in the lluuvvumic Synthesis Direction — you will be able to
regularly use them for much more effective development of your life creativity.
2.0589.

Now, I can only repeat to you what I’ve already mentioned before: All focal Configurations
of different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms create in Energy-Plasma (structural — energyinformational — the basis of which is the UPD-Radiation) the overall multimillion slloogrent
structure of focus and informational interconnections, which, based on their potential resonance
with one another, are simultaneously manifested in one — out-of-space and out-of-time —
conditional «point» of Macrocosmos. However, it may become clearer to you only if we speak
about the Universal State That we subjectively define as Everything That Is — in other words, not
about the inertial subjective Existence, but about the holochronely-simultaneous manifestation Act
of SSS-Entity Self-Consciousness, when objective-irrkoglictive activity of informational fragments
is immediately compensated by subjective-eglleroliftive manifestation of Focus Dynamics of Its
Self-Consciousness, which basic indicators are parameters of Energy, Time, and Space, «locally
expressed through all the infinite variety of Focus Dynamics of different-Qualitative Collective
Cosmic Intelligences and structuring Them Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
2.0590.

I have already mentioned that the more the synthesized state of SFUURMM-Forms of Focus
Dynamics of a given Self-Consciousness Form (in typical for it type of birvulyarity!) is, the less
it depends on the specific parameters of Space-Time, because it «acquires» higher frequency
characteristics that considerably expand the spectrum of realizational possibilities available for
the given Self-Consciousness Form. Therefore, during manifestation of more Qualitative SelfConsciousnesses Forms, they possess wider abilities (in other words, for the modeling of their Focus
Dynamics they use fragmented Self-Consciousnesses structuring more Qualitative Creativity Spheres
of ODSs and FLUU-LUU-complexes). It happens due to the accumulation in focal Configurations of
high «volumes» of covarllertly combining diverse fragments, as a result of which dissonational
distances, subjectively reflecting the properties of Time in Self-Consciousness, decrease (balance)
due to the increase of Energy Potential focused by the given Form in every kleksing (meaning that at
every rotational shift there is activation of more resonational interconnections). Due to this, inertial
factors (dissonance, tensor state) between a Self-Consciousness Form and the reality surrounding it,
which influence the realizational possibilities of Focus Dynamics of its Form-Creators, get weaker,
and Space also acquires more universal communication properties.
2.0591.

The Concept of noo-time Continuum — for the manifestations which are carried out in The
Tertiary Energy-Plasma! — to a greater degree concerns not inertial metric properties of Space-Time,
but the general state of energy-informational interconnections consistently fixed between Focuses
of protoformal Rezomirals and informational space of Self-Consciousness, which is expressed
by means of all the infinite multitude of versions and types of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems and
FLUU-LUU-complexes. Noo-time Continuum is a specific universal state of highly developed SelfConsciousnesses Forms, which allows Us — using much more Qualitative Configurations of FormCreators! — realize Ourselves simultaneously in the multitude of our Self-Consciousnesses Forms
(both more and less Qualitative) manifested in parallel Time Flows and space-time Continuums.
2.0592.

I will also note that both in STC and NTC the process of the individual self-perception is
carried out by all NUU-VVU-Forms through Focus Dynamics. Only the «mechanisms» of formation
of these Focus Dynamics is absolutely different in each case: In STC we refocus (from 2.5 to 8.0
dimension inclusive) through TEC (LLUU-VV-LLI-I) or temporal ethereal constituent of LLUU-VVUSelf-Consciousness Form (reflecting the human version of birvulyarity), and in NTC — through more
universal (meaning, different-Qualitatively more synthesized) parts of rezomiral structures, which
are interconnected with informational space of Self-Consciousness by means of VEC (LLUU-SS-ST)
or variable ethereal constituent (from 0 to 13 dimension). Qualitative and realizational difference
between these processes is huge and simply!
2.0593.

The matter is that from 3–4-dimensional TEC diapason we «unpack» UU-VVU-Forms from
informational space of LLUU-VVU Self-Consciousness with the help of Form- and bio-Creators
structuring the NUU-VVU-Configuration focused by Us at the moment of its manifestation in the
certain «point» of Space-Time. In this case, the psycho-mental reactions of a «personality» are
formed by very limited «amount» of covarllert energy-informational interconnections modelled only
by Form-Creators structuring the given focus NUU-VVU-Configuration (within the «distribution» of
its Focus Dynamics throughout the given STC group).
2.0594.

This limiting circumstance also defines that powerful subjectivism inherent for «personal»
Focus Dynamics of 3–4-dimensional diapason of TEC-type: Focus of Close Attention of the given
«person» resonates only on one resonational module of peculiar to it Focus of Dual Reflection of UUVVU-copies’ fragmented Self-Consciousnesses structuring the individual ODS of the given NUU-VVUConfiguration. As a result, Focus Dynamics’ Form-Creators receive through TEC-«unpacking» only
one single version of psycho-mental reaction possible only for the given «personal» Interpretation,
not suspecting about the presence of many other realizational possibilities, which are potentially
relevant to the given situation and concurrently actively used by other «personal» Interpretations of
the given Stereo-Form.
2.0595.

2.0596. VEC-state of Focus Dynamics cardinally differs from TEC-state by the fact that all versions of

choices become available (that are actually possible for every specific situation) for the subjective
consideration («unpacking») of Self-Consciousness Form-Creators. These different-Qualitative
versions are simultaneously unfold on «Biopendulum display» (ILLGRII-TO-O) of the given SelfConsciousness Form and are fully experienced by a «person,» but not through individual ODS of
the only given NUU-VVU-Configuration, but through the slloogrentness of Focus Dynamics of all
Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which forms the general Configuration of the given manifestation
dimension (including Focus Dynamics of other Proto-Forms, directly or indirectly involved in this
situation). «Biopendulum» is not «personal» Perception mechanism of Self-Consciousness Form
(as, for example, the brain), though the whole process of TEC-«unpackings» is carried out through
it. «Biopendulum» is a specific principle of Focus Dynamics multipolarization, which localizes it
in those «manifestation modes» of Space-Time, which the given biological analog of NUU-VVUForm-Type Qualitatively mostly corresponds. Personally for me the mechanism of its localization
functions in the certain Self-Consciousness Form — certainly, in the most rough comparison! —
somewhat reminds the work principle of vestibular apparatus perceiving changes of head and body
position, as well as the body movement direction in space. It is not a molecular formation, but
more universal part of skrruullerrt system structuring the given dimensional diapason, which does
not depend on the kind of protoformity (subjectivity) of Self-Consciousness, but reflects synthetic
properties of Energy-Plasma as a whole on every Level.
Besides, if desired it is possible to purposefully add to the process of conscious modeling
and manipulation by Form-Creators’ Self-Consciousnesses of the given Information the energyinformational interconnections of other areas of rezomiral structures, which form STC groups of
different dimensional types starting from 0–1 up to 12–13-dimensional diapason («higher» there
is absolutely other system of refocusings peculiar to SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators of The Secondary
Energy-Plasma). In other words, VEC-Dynamics, typical for highly developed human «persons,»
gives them real possibilities for Self-awareness beyond the bounds of subjective Perception peculiar
only to Time and Space of the given manifestation «point» of NUU-VVU-Form focused by them.
2.0597.

Speaking more generally, the concept «noo-time Continuum», which potentially includes
all different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which in the given
manifestation diapason configurationally belong to different «historical epochs,» is structured by
much bigger, than STC, variety of different-Qualitative Time Flows, OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems,
and FLUU-LUU-complexes. This allows Self-Consciousnesses Forms of different birvulyarity types
to actively interact with each other at all possible Levels of simultaneous manifestation of their Focus
2.0598.

Dynamics. It is possible to say that by its informational Essence noo-time Continuum represents all
the cause and effect basis for inertial formation of subjective versions of many duvuyllerrt groups of
space-time Continuums. One cannot exist without another, because all the Essence of realizational
function of Macrocosmos's Focus Dynamics would be lost at once in all the different-Qualitatively
synthesized Levels of Energy-Plasma.
Universal energy-informational Conversums (EICs) and noo-time Conversums have
approximately the same dynamic mutual relations that are characteristic for STCs and NTCs. If
the first ones unite the set of Focus Dynamics of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms of a Collective
Intelligence of a Proto-Form (for example, LLUU-VVU), which are simultaneously manifested in
the multiplicity of dimensional diapasons (each Conversum corresponds with Focus Dynamics of
some Proto-Forms structuring one diapason), and also they unite all sorts of development scenarios
of these Forms in some certain dimensional diapasons (for example, all the variants of «historical
epochs» development of all the humankind’s Collective Consciousnesses in every dimensional
diapason), then the contents of every noo-time Conversum represents absolutely the same, but
only simultaneously for absolutely all types of Collective Intelligences irrespectively of Scheme of
Qualities Aspects synthesized by them.
2.0599.

All the multitude of creative interconnections among Proto-Forms of EIC of one conditional
diapason of dimension, which are constantly established in Continuums belonging to differentQualitative Time Flows, is provided by noo-time Conversum. For example, all OLLAKT-DRUOTMMsystems, in an energy-informational way structuring in 3–4-dimensional diapason our subjective
«human» Continuums, FLUU-LUU-complexes, and universal FLOMM-systems (remotely resembling
by their properties our Continuums and Conversums taken together), belong to ethereal structures of
3–4-dimensional noo-time Conversum. In other words, slloogrent Focus Dynamics of absolutely all
Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A, specifically manifested in one conditional dimensional diapason,
is provided by the Information typical for one noo-time Conversum. As I have already mentioned,
all that energy-informational and Form-creating dynamics of different-type Universes by all
possible Creative combinations of different development Branches and birvulyarity types, closes
at uncountable Universums of Macrocosmos, which are no longer subdivided, because They are
Universal Versions (SFUURMM-Forms) of The Highest Intelligence of Macrocosmos.
2.0600.

Multipolarizational Focus Dynamics of every Proto-Form is performed simultaneously
over the multitude of resopasons, and is reflected in Space only through the certain dimension
type (the sum of peculiar resonational energy-informational combinations reflected through the
particular Time properties); therefore, none of the variations of this Focus Dynamics is «confined»
(«fit») to realizational possibilities of only one dominant — for the given Proto-Forms — STC.
On the contrary, it is simultaneously manifested in all the multitude of duvuyllerrt (according to
all different-Qualitative Directions of multipolarized focus interconnections) STCs, whose Focus
Dynamics are subjectively organized in covarllert — for each type of Proto-Forms — «groups
of resonational manifestation.» These covarllert groups of duvuyllerrt STCs are combined among
themselves according to the general affiliation to one birvulyarity type, and in each specific case
they form, by means of their inherent combinations, the so-called «manifestation diapason» of
Proto-Form groups belonging to different types — what we define as «our surrounding reality.»
2.0601.

In other words, Form-Creators of all types of Self-Consciousness Forms structuring by their
Focus Dynamics some mutual for them groups of Continuums (for example, the lluuvvumic ones) in
various time periods of their eglleroliftive refocusings, turn out to be essentially necessary and useful
to each other, because without their focal Configurations it would be simply impossible for FormCreators, for example, of human NUU-VVU-Forms to svilgs-spherationally «reproject» themselves
from less Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms into focus NUU-VVU-Configurations of more
Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms of LLUU-VVU. For realization of Focus Dynamics in the
direction of constant birvulyart convergence there's a necessity for continuous energy-informational
exchange among different protoformal focal Configurations, each of which is individually structured
by narrow-specific SFUURMM-Forms.
2.0602.

When in some manifestation resopasons there's no more necessity to provide Form-Creators
of dominant Proto-Form (for example, human) with some narrow-specific information combinations,
the carriers of which are certain kinds of animals, microorganisms, plants, or minerals, then the
given types of Proto-Forms lose their activity in the given groups of Continuums and gradually
seemingly «fall out» from Focus Dynamics of dominant Form-Creators (we interpret subjectively
these facts, as «extinction» of certain kinds and populations). Nevertheless, in those groups of
dominant Continuums, where their participation in the energy-informational exchange continues
to remain relevant, the intensity of narrow-specific Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of these
populations does not decrease and on the contrary may even increase.
2.0603.

In each of more synthesized groups of STCs such interspecial protoformal interchange is
carried out in more and more diversified, multiform, and intensive way, due to the continuous
increase of realizational possibilities of Perception systems not only of people, but also of other
Proto-Forms and constant eglleroliftive shift of Focus Dynamics to the manifestation Levels of more
high-frequency resopasons. Active interconnections among some kinds of different-Qualitative
Self-Consciousnesses Forms are replaced in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of every group of
dominant Continuums with active interconnections among other kinds that are more essential in the
given Time Flow. And together with the accumulation and Synthesis of certain energy-informational
interconnections in dominant Self-Consciousnesses Forms, not only their external characteristics
(phenotype) change, but also this concerns the general genotypic structure of Creative Activity
of Form-Creators, which determines the intensity of manifestation in them of Focus Dynamics of
various properties, habits, abilities, and essential creative requirements.
2.0604.

Protoformal Directions in Synthesis process of predominant Scheme start to consistently
integrate, according to the degree of their covarllertness, into each other with typical for them
SFUURMM-Forms, which are synthesized by dominant Form-Creators in informational space of
Self-Consciousness into their individual Experience. Thus, in the process of increasing refocusing
into the State of Creative Cosmic Potentiality the amount of active protoformal Directions in the
lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme decreases, while the «quantity» of different-Qualitative types of
energy-informational interconnections constantly increases (with dominant addition to this Scheme
of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of The Quality ALL-Unity, the variety of new protoformal
Directions extends again, but already in more Qualitative manifestation resopasons).
2.0605.

Gradually, during refocusings of Form-Creators of NUU-VVU-Forms — via all possible
in the given Time Flow Direction of birvulyarity development — from one groups of «human»
STCs into others, in the more synthesized Self-Consciousnesses Forms of people takes place deeper
different-Qualitative Synthesis and, as a result, consequently and duvuyllerrtly happens even
more resonational merging in NUU-VVU-Configurations of different-type energy-informational
interconnections characteristic for Form-Creators of different Proto-Forms (from photons to all
other Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the Universe). This allows them to considerably improve their
Perception systems not by simply automatically borrowing the abilities and characteristics of other
Proto-Forms, but by modeling their SFUURMM-Forms directly for creative requirements of the
lluuvvumic development Direction.
2.0606.

You should also keep in mind that indirect sources of inflow into human Focus Dynamics
of all the svilgs-spherationally necessary protoformal interconnections are presented not only by
the surrounding us animals, plants, and minerals, but also by specific Focus Dynamics of all the
variety of different-Qualitative Cosmic Entities — Planets and Stars focally emitting, literally
from all the Galaxy, the necessary for our further development Energy-Information. However,
before penetrating Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses of people and all other terrestrial
Proto-Forms, these generations of necessary for us Energy-Information undergo a considerable
correction and filtration in Focus Dynamics of our Stellar Entity, the reflection of which in our
Perception systems is the magnetic field of the Sun, which forms a specific «magnetic screen» for
all the galactic radiations.
2.0607.

Examples of such mutually advantageous interconnections can serve constant protuberance
turbulences, originating on the Sun surface, and also observed by astronomers gamma splashes, relic
radiation, continuous generation of electrons (Information carriers) by «black holes.» Big black holes
can generate particles without weight: antiparticles, neutrino, gravitons, photons, electron neutrino
and neutretto. Black holes thousand times smaller than atom and of smaller weight also generate
electron-positron pairs, muons, and heavier elementary particles. Neutron Stars also generate
neutrons and protons (Energy carriers) and likewise. Through their telescopes and interplanetary
satellites, our scientists can observe only the tiniest part of that grandiose by its power Space Focus
Dynamics, which is performed beyond the influences, firstly, of the electromagnetic field of our
Planetary Entity and, secondly, of much more powerful electromagnetic field of our Star.
2.0608.

When we talk about Continuums, specifically uniting subjective characteristics of many
simultaneously manifested in the given resopason Self-Consciousnesses Forms, many people
consider them as global, universal, and indivisible Space. Actually, it is far from that. No, of course,
Continuums do not have any visible borders and simply cannot have, since each of them represents
a creative product of Focus Dynamics realization of different-scale and different-Qualitative
Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which duvuyllerrtly merge into the slloogrentness of single for all
Proto-Forms informational space of Self-Consciousness of Collective Cosmic Intelligences (for
example, …
Focus Dynamics of GOOLGAMAA-A Self-Consciousness
Focus Dynamics of
SSMIIYSMAA-A Self-Consciousness
Focus Dynamics of TLAASSMA-A Self-Consciousness
…, and so on). Slloogrent Focus Dynamics not only of duvuyllerrt STCs groups, but also of
every Collective Cosmic Intelligence, forming the «immensity» and universality of duvuyllerrt
groups of Universal Continuums, is «hierarchically» structured by an uncountable multitude of
2.0609.

Focus Dynamics of covarllert with them space-time formations, which are smaller by the amount of
energy-informational combinations forming their Focus Dynamics.
Each Galactic, Star, Planetary Cosmic Entity, each biological or other molecular SelfConsciousness Form including each smaller Forms structuring them, depending on peculiar to them
energy-informational combinations and individual characteristics of mechanisms of interaction
with surrounding reality (Perception system), subjectively form own Focus Dynamics from all the
variety of Focuses of corresponding to it Rezomirals. As a consequence, the general «curvature»
of every «internal» group of Continuums gets partially deformed by certain individual parameters
characteristic for «external» groups of Continuums (groups of individual STCs, generated by Focus
Dynamics of other people as well as by Self-Consciousnesses Forms of other Proto-Forms).
2.0610.

It means that structure and Qualitativeness of the «external environment» of each of us are to
a great extent determined by the specificity of different-scale Focus Dynamics, firstly, of that part
of the humankind’s Collective Consciousness within the influence of which each of us subjectively
realizes him/herself at the present moment and, secondly, of that type of Collective Intelligence
of our Planetary Entity, where various protoformal Rezomirals are manifested. By means of their
Focuses we in background mode model our «current» Focus Dynamics (at the present moment we
are being manifest in PROOFF-RRU-type of the humankind’s Collective Consciousness strongly
«attached» to low- and mid-frequency 3–4-dimensional resopasons of Planetary VUOLDTM-Entity).
2.0611.

This implies an obvious conclusion: In order to receive a real possibility to purposefully and
radically change individual manifestation Continuums of own «current» Focus Dynamics, each
of us should make huge efforts in order to consistently refocus into the conditions that depend
on much more Qualitative states of «external» for us Human and Planetary Continuums. It's
simply impossible to realize that without much more Qualitative and reliable Conceptions about
«ourselves» and Macrocosmos, which are synthesized on the basis of much higher «amount» of
different-protoformal energy-informational interconnections and, therefore, radically different from
those you use in your «current» life. In your surrounding reality the single Source of generation
of such high-frequency SFUURMM-Forms is still slloogrent, constantly changing, and improving
IISSIIDIOLOGY Knowledge.
2.0612.

So, if to consider duvuyllerrt groups of Universal STCs, manifested in 3–4-dimensional
diapason, from the viewpoint of reduction (or to be more exact — of the physical «deepening») of
their immensity, we will «see» that Each of trillion Self-Consciousnesses Forms of Galactic Entities
individually creates Its Own Groups of Continuums by means of Its Own Focus Dynamics «inside»
the given group, which (Own Groups of Continuums) essentially differ from Universal Ones by
the multitude of all sorts of indicators, starting from gravitation and substance density, electric
and magnetic field and finishing with thermodynamic parameters, pressure, roentgen radiation, and
many others.
2.0613.

But, in its turn, Focus Dynamics of these Galactic groups of Continuums represents an energyinformational basis for STCs, formed by Focus Dynamics of trillion of Star Entities, Which also
individually form own Star groups of Continuums essentially different from Galactic ones. «Inside»
2.0614.

them there is individual realization of Planetary Entities’ Focus Dynamics, structuring Each of Star
Systems. Owing to that «inside» Star there's an origination of tens of Planetary STCs types, by means
of which Form-Creators of Collective Cosmic Intelligence of Every Planetary Entity model with
own general Focus Dynamics the «external» energy-informational conditions for the manifestation
in them of all the multitude of narrow-specific groups of «priority» or dominant STCs, structured
by SFUURMM-Forms of the various types of Proto-Forms’ Collective Consciousnesses (including
human types).
Yet, that's not enough! As a matter of fact, all Planetary — animal, vegetative, mineral —
Proto-Forms, simultaneously manifested in the given diapason, are also very different by their
structure. Therefore, Focus Dynamics of each of them, subjectively modeling all the multitude
of individual Continuums groups, is determined by its «internal» structure — a specific energyinformational combination — of every Self-Consciousness Form. Focus Dynamics of cellular and
crystal structures, on the basis of peculiar to them energy-informational combinations, do form own
groups of STCs, while Self-Consciousnesses Forms of molecules, atoms, and elementary particles
— form their own, and so on, till the conditional Planck borders, where Continuums also do not
disappear, but get transformed into other, more Qualitative groups, which by their properties and
structuring Conceptions are considerably different from ours.
2.0615.

We know that Planck length, which defines the scale at which it is already impossible to
consider space geometry uninterrupted (judging from our Perception system!) is very small: 1033
cm. At that the smallest possible area different from zero can be Planck length equal approximately
to a square or 10-66cm2, and the smallest possible (distinct from zero) manifestation volume of SelfConsciousnesses Forms in the given diapason is the cube of Planck length or 10-99cm3. In other
words, each cubic centimeter of the «human» Continuum contains approximately 1099 standard units
of volume or minimum possible quantum Self-Consciousnesses Forms. You may ask, «What spacetime Continuums can we talk about in such — super insignificant in our opinion — manifestation
conditions?» Well, this is about very real Continuums, anyway, not less real and diverse, than those
manifesting our existence! However, we should not forget, that properties of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms, structuring such groups of Continuums by their Focus Dynamics, considerably differ from
very limited abilities of our Perception systems.
2.0616.

Look at the nail of your little finger and imagine that if you had become smaller to the sizes
of the atom «inhabiting» this insignificant by its size part of your body, you would have seen an
unimaginably huge space in front of you — the whole world with no end, where the same atoms
(like you) are not tightly pressed to each other, but they exist at huge distances, surrounded with
all possible types of gravitational «concentration» (molecular connections), formed, on one hand,
by doolls and wave Form-Creators and, on other hand, by flaks Form-Creators which would have
been subjectively perceived by you as certain «heavenly bodies» (for example, a neutron could be
perceived by you as a Neutron Star, and an electron — as a «black hole»).
2.0617.

As you can see, the Qualitativeness of this process of your individual perception of Focus
Dynamics of the surrounding Continuum is modelled mostly by the Conceptions of Form-Creators
of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of atoms and elementary particles, which subjectively realize
2.0618.

themselves not in your «personal,» but in their own Continuums, simultaneously structuring SpaceTime not of only our biological NUU-VVU-Form, but also of physical and biological bodies of all
other Proto-Forms (animals, plants, minerals), manifested both in various STCs of our Planet and
in all possible STCs of Star, Galactic, and Universal Entities. From the points of view of space
hyperscale Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Forms of an electron or proton, our biological
Forms look «microscopic» and «insignificantly small», in the same way as protons and electrons
appear to us, since in their individual Continuums the conditional Conceptions about «scale» and
«dimension» totally and absolutely differ from ours.
If in relation to the Continuum of a «nail» the scale of your other body parts can be ranked
under the category of infinity, than the size of your body is also absolutely insignificant in relation
to the whole set of Planetary, Star, Galactic, and Universal STCs. In general, in the age-old question
about what in the inertial manifestation dynamics is more primary — you or elementary particles
structuring you — the last ones have much more reasons for priority in the eglleroliftive perturbation
than our Self-Consciousnesses Forms. It is just that without our Forms and other Proto-Forms of
animals, plants, and minerals, they just would not have been able to creatively manifest themselves
in the given dimensional resopasons.
2.0619.

Therefore, we have found out that the energy-informational interconnections, which
provide manifestation of every Form-system in Focus Dynamics of each group of individual
Worlds (or GIC), formed for the manifestation of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of various
Self-Consciousnesses Forms, do simultaneously structure the uncountable multitude of differenttype and different-Qualitative by their energy-informational structure groups of Continuums,
in an energy-informational way interpenetrating each other at covarllert «points» of the closest
interaction among different-Qualitative Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses. All the
interconnections among «projections» of these Form-Creators are provided by the presence in
Energy-Plasma of the Slloogrentness Principle.
2.0620.

Due to the huge limitation of our Perception systems and the high degree of subjectivity of our
Conceptions about our surrounding reality, such interpenetration makes an impression on us about
the deep isolation of Existence of each of these Form-systems — from the elementary particle to the
Universe. This isolation can be compared with Russian multilayered wooden «matryoshka doll»:
Energy-informational conditions characteristic for Focus Dynamics of some groups of Continuums
are the «manifestation environment» for GIC of smaller Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
2.0621.

Here some of you may have a question, «Which of matryoshkas was formed in the given
manifestation diapason as the first one — the biggest (the Universal STC) or the smallest one (the
STC of elementary particles)»? The answer is obvious: Irrkoglictively or «initially,» at The Single
Eternity Moment, through differentiation of the general Energy-Potential and Info-Potential, more
universal Forms created simpler Self-Consciousnesses Forms. However, concurrently there was
the origination of the eglleroliftive integration and universalization process — through Synthesis
processes — of Focus Dynamics of rougher, low-frequency (for 3–4 dimensional diapason) SelfConsciousnesses Forms into high-frequency Forms, and further on — into flaks Forms.
2.0622.

Despite the obvious distinctions in scale, Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of
electrons, due to the same Slloogrentness Principle, are informed about the structure of Macrocosmos
not to a smaller degree of reliability, than Form-Creators of Collective Intelligences of Universal
STCs of 3–4-dimensional diapason — after all, they structure All the types of Their Focus Dynamics.
As we know from the physics, according to Heisenberg uncertainty principle, it is not possible to
define the exact location of an electron, which can verify the multipolarized nature of an electron
(its simultaneous manifestation in many Universal STCs groups). Due to much bigger saturation of
f-Configurations with covarllert energy-informational interconnections, Self-Consciousness Form of
an electron is much closer to flaks manifestation Forms (meaning, it is the conscious multipolarized
carrier of Information all over the multitude of STCs groups, what does not let to determine clearly
its location in any of them), than Focus Dynamics of any physical Universal Entities, which are
simultaneously structured in the given dimensional diapason not only by wave, but also by doolls
(irkkulligrenic) focal Configurations.
2.0623.

Eglleroliftive sequence of STCs formation process in the given manifestation diapason
is carried out from the smallest Self-Consciousnesses Forms to the biggest ones: At first, Focus
Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of elementary particles and atoms create duvuyllerrt
groups of microcosm STCs, Focus Dynamics of which by covarllertly combining among themselves,
create duvuyllerrt groups of molecules STCs, which also individually combine in the groups of our
subjective Continuums, structuring together with all the rest of Proto-Forms the STCs of billions
of Planets, Stars, Galaxies, congestions of Galaxies, Supercongestions. As All That was formed
holochronely, it turned out that Every bigger Collective Cosmic Intelligence has created by its
multipolarizational Focus Dynamics the external conditions for all possible focus realizations of
smaller Collective Cosmic Intelligences manifested in its «environment,» due to which among them
there is a continuous exchange of Energy and Information.
2.0624.

For example, our Stellar Entity, as well as the others, also forms by Its Focus Dynamics the
Continuums, which correspond according to their Qualitativeness with Its Conceptions. Its magnetic
field «spheroidally» self-spreads by covarllert interconnections of interstellar Continuums, «wraps»
with these SFUURMM-Forms the magnetic fields of the whole Star system, thereby as if partially
limiting their (including our!) Focus Dynamics from the SFUURMM-Forms of Collective Cosmic
Intelligences, which have formed the Galactic groups of Continuums.
2.0625.

On the Planets belonging to the Solar System, existence conditions (electromagnetic fields,
temperature, pressure, concentration of substances, and other) of various Self-Consciousnesses
Forms very strongly differ from the conditions, peculiar to the interplanetary environment,
because with the first ones the matter quantity is greater, and it is denser than in the discharged
interplanetary Space. Each Planetary Entity of the given Star System, in Its turn, also forms by its
Focus Dynamics individual, unlike the others, STCs groups, which are significantly different not
only from interplanetary Continuums, but also from STCs of interplanetary environment.
2.0626.

So, the individual magnetic field of our Planetary Entity (GREIYSLIISS), forming Continuums of
3–4-dimensional diapason of manifestation of all Earthly Self-Consciousnesses Forms, functionally
separates us from the interplanetary environment, by forming inside this huge, not visualized, and
2.0627.

yet not realized by us anyhow Creativity Sphere of Form-Creators of different-Qualitative SelfConsciousnesses Forms (Noo-Spheres) the absolutely different energy-informational (dimensional)
modes for focal manifestations of all its inhabitants and physical conditions for their collective
coexistence. As I have already mentioned, under the «cap» of earth «magnetic sphere,» invisible and
yet not perceptible by us anyway, we can consider to be reliably protected from the powerful and
not quite corresponding to the requirements of our «present» Focus Dynamics energy-informational
influence of the multitude of space beams (gamma and X-ray radiations, streams of high-energy
particles, and so on), which in their totality represent various spectra of multipolarized Focus
Dynamics not only of other Planets of Solar System and our Star Entity Itself, but also Focus
Dynamics of interplanetary Continuums.
Here is very important and interesting moment. The matter is that the magnetic field of the
Earth reflects and diverts only those space radiations, which can damage all Self-Consciousnesses
Forms. Individual protection takes place from specific magnetic fields, which are formed by Focus
Dynamics of Collective Consciousnesses of each protoformal subjective Reality, and inside this
field — even more individually and reliably! — by Focus Dynamics of every Self-Consciousness
Form (for example, of a human «person»). For example, the Earth magnetic field lets through
much more X-rays, than it is necessary for people. However, other Self-Consciousnesses Forms:
plants, animal, minerals desperately need them. Conscious-purposeful individual refocusings form
«around» each «person» specific «spheres» of personal magnetic fields, which even in the most
unfavorable conditions are able to provide any «person» with the appropriate conditions for existence
and creative realization.
2.0628.

In addition to the reliable protection in the form of the magnetic field, Planetary STCs modulate
around the Earth the electric field, peculiar only to the Focus Dynamics of Collective Intelligence
of the given Planet. This field, together with magnetic, gravitational, and specific thermodynamic
parameters, forms around the Planet the special electromagnetic and gravitational background,
which does not allow quite dense layers of gas atmosphere, which provide living conditions on the
Earth, to reveal our Planet to the destructive influence of any space radiations onto biological SelfConsciousnesses Forms. Characteristics of Focus Dynamics of these Planetary Continuums groups
for all the Earth inhabitants represent those limiting external conditions, «inside» of which each
of us forms individual groups of Continuums in informational spaces of own Self-Consciousness
— the «external» factor for realization by Form-Creators of smaller Self-Consciousnesses Forms
(cellular, molecular, atomic, nuclear, and others) of all biochemical processes, which provide our
biological life activity.
2.0629.

From all mentioned above follows the definition of such subjective concept as Form-system
of Worlds in the conditions of 3–4-dimensional manifestation diapason. It is as if spacial-temporal,
quantum «cut» of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Universal duvuyllerrt group of Continuums, which
(the «cut») is simultaneously structured by focal Configurations of all Galactic, Star, Planetary, and
«individual» protoformal Self-Consciousnesses Forms, manifested regardless of the possibilities
of quantum-wave Perception system of the Observer subjectively considering the given Formsystem of Worlds, and with that actively influencing the state of its «individual» (observer’s) Focus
Dynamics. In other words, Form-system of Worlds is very subjectively reflected literally in every
Perception system, and it is simultaneously manifested in Macrocosmos (through all the variety of
2.0630.

different-Qualitative «individual» Focus Dynamics of all the Proto-Forms of Self-Consciousness)
at the radius of trillions parsec in all the directions during one Universal «quantum shift.» For other
manifestation diapasons this definition is also applicable with corrections for the specificity and
possibilities of Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, structuring these diapasons.
The important characteristic of every Form-system of Worlds is its individual manifestation
frequency: The specific set of slloogrent focal Configurations, with the help of Focus Dynamics of
which in every dimensional diapason there is the realization of one «quantum shift» — an effect of
simultaneous resonational manifestation of many Self-Consciousnesses Forms. Characteristic values
of frequencies peculiar to various Form-systems of Worlds can specifically structure subjectiveindividual STCs of any scale, beginning from GIC representatives of any «small-scale» Proto-Form
(atom, human, animal, plant, mineral, and likewise) and finishing with individual manifestation
peculiarities of Focus Dynamics of any Planetary, Star, Galactic, and Universal Cosmic Entities.
Considerably simplifying your Conceptions to suit the conditions of 3–4-dimensional diapason,
it is possible to say that a Form-system of Worlds is a specific reflection of Focus Dynamics of
elementary particles’ Form-Creators, simultaneously manifested at one «quantum shift» through
Self-Consciousnesses Forms of all the Proto-Forms structuring in the given diapason Focus
Dynamics of Planetary, Star, Galactic, and Universal Cosmic Entities.
2.0631.

Different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of
elementary particles, in peculiar to them subjective Self-Perception modes, through all the multitude
of Self-Consciousnesses Forms formed by them, create all the manifested matter of the «surrounding
reality.» In other words, every moment (every rotational Shift of Focus Dynamics of elementary
particles’ Form-Creators) takes place a simultaneous «quantum shift» in the whole Focus Dynamics
of Macrocosmos, and there is an irreversible Qualitative change of physical properties of FormCreators themselves. Thus, the multiverse slloogrent structure of Macrocosmos focal Configuration
is formed: Each conditional «moment,» the Collective Consciousness of elementary particles —
multipolarizationally, according to all the multitude of Directions of possible realization — shifts
into new focal Configurations, possessing slightly different physical characteristics than «an instant
ago.» Thereupon, each «new» Configuration possesses a unique set of values of basic energy
parameters for all the particles forming it: The weight relation (inertia) to decoherent Energy of
karmo-klofts (Higgs bosons), manifesting this particle; decoherent Energy of gluons and bosons,
particles charges (electric, magnetic, gravitational, and so on). All this set of basic energy parameters
of particles, being connected with the particular (still unknown to the science) relations in the form
of the equation, makes in Space-Time an «individual» manifestation frequency of the given Formsystems of Worlds, correlating it to Qualitative characteristics of the certain Time Flow.
2.0632.

It is more difficult to give definition to subjective Realities. The human type of a subjective
Reality — is really perceived (through all the sense organs) and logically analyzable version of
manifestation of realizational SFUURMM-Forms of dominant Continuums group (of surrounding
reality), which is duvuyllerrtly modelled by the characteristic Focus Dynamics of human NUUVVU-Self-Consciousnesses Forms. In other words, everything that does not enter the sphere of our
subjective observations or logical analysis and, therefore, is not structured yet by SFUURMM-Forms
peculiar to people, is not part of our «current» subjective Reality.
2.0633.

For example, in your subjective Reality there are a mobile phone or a microwave, which you
can use; though, you do not see that electromagnetic radiation, due to which these devices work. It
does not mean that objects visible and used by you belong to our Reality, and Fields-Consciousnesses
and Energy providing them are not its part. Why? Because scientists and engineers, who have
devised and designed any gadgets used by us, «projected» into their «future» f-Configurations (as
various electric schemes, detailed descriptions, instructions, and working drawings) not only some
unspecified Energy and force fields, but the detailed Conceptions of people about the certain energyinformational interconnections potentially existing under the certain conditions and being particularly
performed among Form-Creators of different-Qualitative Synthesis Schemes. Conceptions about
these interconnections are peculiar to human type of logical thinking and analysis, and not to any
mental process typical for Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of other Proto-Forms.
2.0634.

The same is possible to say in relation to the heat, which a human physical body radiates,
but which again is also not part of the optical for us diapason of wave length manifestation. It is
necessary to understand that this infra-red radiation also structures our type of subjective Reality,
as it is generated by bio-Creators not of any animal Proto-Forms, but precisely by those, which
form our — human — types of biological bodies and organisms. Thus, it very strongly influences
the Qualitativeness of our Focus Dynamics; in other words, taking an active part in modelling
and realization of specific SFUURMM-Forms characteristic for our human subjective Reality in the
given group of STCs.
2.0635.

But, with those limited possibilities, which are peculiar to the Perception systems of our
biological «persons,» not everything from what we can see, experience, and feel, concerns our
subjective Reality and GICs structures. For example, a lot of what you see and experience in night
dreams belongs to your individual subjective Reality in the shape of SFUURMM-Forms composing
your Focus Dynamics, but does not belong to the group of your current Continuums, because,
firstly, it quickly leaves your Focus Dynamics (becomes forgotten), and secondly, cannot be really
manifested through Form-Creators, which consistently structure all the specific materiality of the
reality surrounding you. However, if to concentrate for long and intensively on the content of
your dream, more and more specifying its details and connecting its content with the Information
«unpacked» by you, one day you would be able to refocus to those development scenarios, where
some of the events remembered by you have an opportunity to be realized in one or other way.
You call such dreams «prophetic,» though they became a part of Focus Dynamics of your GIC only
because of you: your repeatedly experienced and intensively concentrated on the details of the
dream you remembered that had made you so excited. Yet, in the multitude of other scenarios, where
you had not paid any special attention to it, this dream for you remained only a dream and did not
affect in any way the Qualitative state of the reality around you.
2.0636.

In the same way, a lot of your «pink dreams» cannot come true «straight away» (to be
manifested in the GICs), or cannot come through ever, because the interconnections structuring
SFUURMM-Forms of your psychisms strongly discord with the interconnections of Form-Creators
of those Rezomirals, which provide the manifestation in Space-Time of the given groups of
individual Continuums (in other words, there is a greatly expressed dissonational distance between
the realizational moment of your dreams and the realities around you). Thus, if you, as well as in
the situation with your dreams, begin to steadily and confidently assume that your dreams are quite
2.0637.

real and realizable, putting (investing) into your Focus Dynamics a sufficient «amount» of energyinformational interconnections, covarllert towards the SFUURMM-Forms of your dreams, after a
while this will «reproject» your Focus Dynamics to NUU-VVU-Configurations of those from your
GICs versions, where the given dreams are realized not only in your subjective Reality, but also in
the reality surrounding you.
Thus, it appears that informational content of a subjective Reality reflects to a greater degree
the «current» state of informational space in Focus Dynamics, peculiar to each Self-Consciousness
Form (that is its individual ODS), while the surrounding reality (the group of individual Continuums)
mostly reflects in Space-Time the specific state of Rezomirals, due to which a given «person» has
manifested by his/her focus in the given resonational section of Space-Time. Thus, SFUURMMForms, which create an individual subjective Reality of a given «person», may consist of such
Conceptions that in the group of his/her current individual Continuums yet — due to the insufficient
supply by the corresponding decoherent Energy-Potential — cannot be manifested through its Focus
Dynamics (but it already structure some of others GICs of a given «person»). The question about
when these Conceptions can be manifested as a surrounding reality for a given «person» depends
mainly, firstly, on the intensity and definiteness of all his/her aspirations in the given direction of
realization, and secondly, on the extent of dissonational distance, which inertially separates the
Qualitativeness of the given NUU-VVU-Configuration from a «person» in those scenarios, where the
given SFUURMM-Forms have been already realized.
2.0638.

Concurrently with it, every general STC is structured by the multitude of SFUURMM-Forms,
which «belong» to Focus Dynamics of other «human» and other different protoformal SelfConsciousnesses Forms. Many of these SFUURMM-Forms can be absent in an individual subjective
Reality of a given «person,» with the help of which he/she forms all the content of the reality
«individually» surrounding it. Depending on how greatly its own and other's SFUURMM-Forms
Qualitatively and informationally (according to the meaning) coincide — determines the objective
circumstances (scenarios), into the groups of which individual Continuums he/she consistently and
multipolarizationally refocuses. We may also say that the general Continuum is the Space-Time,
structured by already materialized SFUURMM-Forms (Karmo-Forms), belonging to all the multitude
of individual subjective Realities of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms, whose Focus Dynamics are
combined by the principle of the highest covarllert compatibility among energy-informational
interconnections of peculiar to them rezomiral multiplicities. This compatibility can cover big enough
spectrum of differences among f-Configurations of interacting Self-Consciousnesses Forms both
according to the criteria of Qualitativeness manifested by them and the peculiar to them Synthesis
Schemes.
2.0639.

Regarding every group of individual Continuums, it is possible to add some information
to the definition: GIC is a part of Space-Time, structured only by those materialized SFUURMMForms (from all their multitude of SFUURMM-Forms forming an individual subjective Reality
of a «person»), which show the most covarllertness in relation to SFUURMM-Forms of the rest
types of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators structuring the given general STC. Thus, some part of
SFUURMM-Forms forming the structure of individual subjective Reality of a «person» does not find
a corresponding resonational «response» in rezomiral structure of the «current» general Continuum
and cannot be manifested in it in the form of a specific Focus Dynamics of the surrounding reality.
2.0640.

As soon as we start to observe something (personally or by means of special tools and
devices) and to think about the obvious results of our observations, Form-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics of the given resopason joins the overall Focus Dynamics of our subjective Reality,
which can be both individual (i.e. typical only for a specific «person») and collective (i.e. typical
for a group of people and also for Collective Consciousness of the given part of the humankind
as a whole).
2.0641.

For example, the appearance of cats, dogs, birds, horses and others in our life is a result
of natural manifestation (diffuzgent interaction of the SFUURMM-Forms structuring different-type
Continuums) in our — human — Continuum of certain variants of feline, canine, bird, horse, and
other types of Continuums. Such different-Qualitative «interpenetration» of different protoformal
SFUURMM-Forms — is a necessary condition for normal realization of both theirs and human
Synthesis Schemes. Yet, these kinds of animals presented by their Focus Dynamics in the overall
Focus Dynamics of any human subjective Reality are not its carriers, because they only represent in
it, by means of Self-Consciousnesses Forms peculiar to them, their own subjective Realities, which
are tremendously different from each other as well as from our human subjective Realities.
2.0642.

These are other birvulyarity types, owing to which more new variants (development
Directions) of subjective human Realities are formed. In the same way, SFUURMM-Forms of our
human Realities, diffuzgently penetrating feline, canine, bird, horse, and other subjective Realities,
create a steady energy-informational basis for origination of joint groups of protoformal STCs with
the prevalence in them of various types of dominant SFUURMM-Forms: human, feline, canine, bird,
horse STCs, and so on.
2.0643.

Objectively, with every «quantum shift» (kleksing), «projected» by Form-Creators’ focuses
into informational space of «personal» Self-Consciousness, a subjective Reality Qualitatively
changes. Nevertheless, due to the strong limitation of our visual, acoustical, tactile, and other
psychical possibilities, and also great inertia of the «present» human Perception systems, quantum
changes in the surrounding reality are not noticed in any way and are not interpreted subjectively
by us, until they acquire visible and clearly perceivable (i.e. significant) for us characteristics, for
the comprehension of which different people require different time intervals. So, for example, the
pressure formed in Earth crust at the movement of tectonic forces, does not show itself in any
perceivable way, and it is not felt by us before an earthquake, which becomes for us a demonstration
of internal processes in the lithosphere.
2.0644.

Therefore, subjective Realities of every rotational Cycle get united in duvuyllerrt sequences
until the occurrence of obvious characteristics of their different-Qualitativeness, forming that
way various types of subjective Realities of the given Proto-Form in every Synthesis Scheme (for
example, different-Qualitative types of human subjective Realities, manifested in rotational Cycles
thousands years ago, were perceivably divided among themselves by decades; centuries ago —
by years; fifty years ago — by months, and nowadays — by weeks…). This tendency shows the
increasing rates in Qualitativeness of our Focus Dynamics, revealing in human Perception systems
new possibilities and new Levels of feeling and thinking.
2.0645.

Like human types of subjective Realities, every protoformal Self-Consciousness Form
multipolarizationally forms with its Focus Dynamics (from all possible combination of Rezomirals’
Focuses) own subjective Realities, with which it resonationally structures its own dominant
Continuums. Manifested in the same group of Planetary Continuums, all of them Qualitatively
differ to some extent from each other as they are formed by different Synthesis Schemes: There
are types of subjective Realities of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of elementary particles and atoms,
molecules of different substances and cells of various organs, and also of all many kinds of animals,
insects, microorganisms, plants, and even subjective Realities of Collective Consciousnesses of
separate rivers, seas, lakes, oceans, woods, mountains, separate geographical places, and like that
(the so-called «Egregors»).
2.0646.

Since Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of every Synthesis Scheme is
characterized by multi-directed diffuzgentness with Focus Dynamics of covarllert Forms of other
Schemes, so, the Time substance, structuring any dominant STC, can be perceived absolutely
differently not only by different-protoformal types of Self-Consciousness, but also by SelfConsciousnesses Forms close to them according to Qualitativeness of Configurations, which (SelfConsciousnesses Forms) are manifested simultaneously inside the general for them dominant ProtoForm. These features of Focus Dynamics of different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms are
expressed through the peculiar to each of them «individual» subjectivity of Perception systems.
The matter is that the subjective existence of every «person» is specifically carried out only in
its own time mode, which is entirely defined by Qualitativeness of its Focus Dynamics, meaning,
the dominance in it of various principle positions, political and economic tendencies, collective
decisions, scientific achievements, cultural-philosophical sights, religious foundations, moral and
ethical principles. In other words, a man living in the twenty first century — due to the individuality
of his SFUURMM-Forms CANNOT think and feel the surrounding reality like people of the Middle
Ages.
2.0647.

While communicating with each other, we express our Conceptions about someone or
something by means of words. Origination of their sense engages to some extent Form-Creators
not only of the multitude of different-synthesized Proto-Forms, but also of different-Qualitative
manifestation Levels. These Form-Creators are presented as certain Configurations of resonational
Focuses, which simultaneously structure various types of protoformal Rezomirals. Depending on
the covarllertness degree the most diverse Self-Consciousnesses Forms simultaneously reformat
their «projections», but in different degree, according to own Synthesis Schemes, and use in their
Focus Dynamics (remember my comparison with a piano play in the first IISSIIDIOLOGY volume),
which can structure either the same or absolutely different types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences.
2.0648.

It also affects the character and the process of formation of relations among separate people,
groups, nationalities, nations, or more global human communities. As we all are still representatives
of different diffuzgent in relation to the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme, development Directions,
it is not difficult to imagine the misunderstanding: It arises at human dialogue, when one of them
uses words, which sense is formed by means of protoformal SFUURMM-Forms currently inactive in
Focus Dynamics of their interlocutors. Therefore, in Self-Consciousnesses of listeners there is an
immediate discord stimulating antagonism not only towards the said things, but also towards those,
who speak in such a way. By the way, this is one of the reasons making the majority of people, who
2.0649.

studying IISSIIDIOLOGY in a sketchy way to treat it (and, in particular, its author, «who has made
up such a rubbish!») not only with misunderstanding, but also with antagonism and negativism,
because high-frequency SFUURMM-Forms of the lluuvvumic Direction put in the basis of that
Knowledge are not activated yet in their Focus Dynamics, which are initiated by Form-Creators of
various protoformal Directions.
So, the Universal Structure of interaction of Information with the Consciousness of SSSEntity initiated by It can be reduced to the following conditional scheme:
2.0650.

...
...
…
…
… diverse SSS-fragments of Information …
… OO-UU-Entities +
irrkoglictive-eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential...
... Energy-Plasma, as the reflection of
different-Qualitativeness of covarllert interconnections among diverse fragments in focus
combinations of OO-UU-Entities... … Universal Plasmic Differentiated Radiation of EnergyPlasma... … Focuses of Rezomirals + informational space of Self-Consciousness (all possible
analogs of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems and FLUU-LUU-complexes) + Energy + Time + Space…
… The United objective Reality of Macrocosmos + Self-Consciousness of SSS-Entity,
reflected through Focus Dynamics of The Highest Intelligence of Macrocosmos... … FormCreators and Info-Creators... … Collective Intelligences of subjective Cosmic Universums …
… TOO-UU- and SVOO-UU-Entities of subjective energy-informational and noo-time
Conversums, Continuums, and Realities. . … subjective Form-systems of Worlds + DuplexSpheres... ... ... … … diverse SSS-fragments of Information … … OO-UU-Entities +
irrkoglictive-eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential... ... Energy-Plasma, as a reflection of differentQualitativeness of covarllert interconnections among diverse fragments in focus combinations
of OO-UU-Entities ...
… Universal Plasmic Differentiated Radiation of Energy-Plasma...
… Focuses of Rezomirals + informational space of Self-Consciousness (all possible analogs of
OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems and FLUU-LUU-complexes) + Energy + Time + Space …
…
The United objective Reality of Macrocosmos + Self-Consciousness of SSS-Entity, , reflected
through Focus Dynamics of The Highest Intelligence of Macrocosmos... …
Let me remind you that this subjective energy-informational «cycle» of all possible
components of Energy-Plasma is carried out inertially-infinitely — through all the types of Focus
Dynamics of Collective Cosmic Intelligences and Their Self-Consciousnesses Forms — at The
Single Eternity Moment. In absolute objectivity of Information (outside of Its Conceptions about
Itself as SSS-Entity) nothing such exists! All the dots here denote all sorts of continuations of an
infinite multitude of versions of «other» inter-Qualitative interconnections between Form-Creators
and Info-Creators, and arrows denote multipolarizational possibilities of development of the
mentioned interconnections. The given scheme can be considered only if taking into account its
infinite conditionality as a help for your further analysis and logical thinking.
2.0651.

Individual differences in Qualitativeness of Focus Dynamics, structured by various
combinations of focus interconnections among different Rezomirals, are the defining factor for the
formation of an effect of local manifestation of any Self-Consciousness Form in this or that type of
subjective Realities, in various STCs groups, in various Time Flows of simultaneous development
scenarios both of the «past» and the «future.» Speaking about Time, it should not be considered it in
usual for you «horizontal linearity,» passing through «an active point» of your Self-Consciousness
2.0652.

(your «present») in the direction «from the left to the right» («from the beginning — to the end,»
«from birth — to death,» «from the past — into the future») or «from the right to the left» («from
the end — to the beginning,» «from death — to birth,» «from the future — into the past»).
In the same way, it will be also a mistake «to vertically compare » subjective characteristics
of Time, when «future» corresponds with something «above» and «past» does with something
«below». The most accurate are Conceptions about the identical for each of you possibilities of
multipolarizational manifestations of Focus Dynamics of your Self-Consciousness Form both in the
multitude of versions of your subjective «future» and in possible versions of your subjective «past,»
formed by absolutely all Vectors of energy-informational interactions possible for the given type of
Reality.
2.0653.

None of consciously or unconsciously experienced «personally» by you, development
scenarios, structuring all the infinite multitude of different-vector, individual rotational Cycles
of your Stereo-Form, do not completely vanish in a certain «point» of spatial localization of the
Universe, and your «future» is not brought into your Focus Dynamics from somewhere outside,
from some particular «place» of Macrocosmos. Everything that you have ever experienced and
will experience one day is always and simultaneously concentrated in ONE slloogrent State — in
the informational space of Self-Consciousness. By means of stimulation of certain combinations
of focused by You NUU-VVU-Configurations (by the quality of Focuses of Close Attention), you
focus yourselves resonationally only in a certain tiny part of EVERYTHING THAT ALWAYS EXISTS,
which when just becomes your conscious «present» immediately, subjectively gets associated in
your Perception system with what «has already happened,» i.e. became «past» for you. In reality, it
is not so.
2.0654.

In each different-Qualitative resopason of manifestation, the uniform slloogrent Focus
Dynamics of absolutely all Form-Creators of Macrocosmos creates for resonational manifestation
in The Single Moment of Eternity all the infinite multitude of subjective versions of «The Present,»
which, through the information «projections» of rezomiral structures of each duvuyllerrt groups
of STCs (ODSs, FLUU-LUU, and similar), form in informational spaces of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms structuring them (for example, in individual ODSs) the three conditional time categories of
manifestation, which represent only the consequences of the different degree of relative, synthesized
state in Focus Dynamics of various Self-Consciousnesses Forms. However, I repeat, nowhere else,
except for the individual Perception systems, these time categories are not presented.
2.0655.

I interpret them in a following way (here by the word «World» I don’t mean the individual
Continuum with all its protoformal interconnections, but only an individual World, characteristic for
each of «personal» development scenarios and subjectively formed by each «person» in his/her SelfConsciousness with only peculiar Conceptions and individual characteristics of his/her Perception
system:
2.0656.

•• The Memory-of-the-World-of-the-Past is all the subjective versions of the uniform and

simultaneous «Present,» which in this or that way have already been inertially reflected
through Focus Dynamics of a «person» in its individual rotational Cycle as «historical past»;

this category refills constantly with «current» subjective Conceptions and experiences,
becoming in such way, memories (Form-copies, Form-images, UU-conglomerates) meaning
a «personal» Information, which physicians call «memory» (short-term and long-term);

•• The-Present-Content-of-the-World — all the variants of versions of the simultaneous

«Present» consciously and unconsciously perceived by a «person» as the moments of its
«current» existence; actually, it is a short instant of individual rotational Cycle — of subjective
«unpacking» and resonational formation of individual Focus Dynamics from slloogrent
Information of temporal ethereal constituent structuring «personal» Self-Consciousness;

•• The-Future-Content-of-the-World — all simultaneously, already existing versions of

the slloogrent «Present Future» consciously and unconsciously perceived by a «person»
as potential possibilities of choices available for him/her; it is structured by «unpacked»
Information of Collective Subconsciousness, which is presented in relation to the given
«person» in the general Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators by variable ethereal constituent
of LLUU-VVU-Form, but it has not yet become the component of its Focus Dynamics and
individual rotational Cycle.

I repeat that all the listed concepts do not have anything in common with the objective slloogrent
Reality, because they represent a subjectivity product of Perception systems; they are not reflected
anywhere except for in informational spaces of Self-Consciousnesses Forms (Creativity Spheres of
ODSs and FLUU-LUU-complexes). Let me remind you that in reality all the versions of subjective
Lives of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of all Proto-Forms (their individual rotational Cycles) are
carried out simultaneously, and they last only one conditional Instant of Eternity. The Illusion of
duration and certain sequence is formed by means of constant kleksing of Self-Consciousness by
eglleroliftive Impulse, as a result of which there is origination of a particular Focus Dynamics: a
part of the overall Information structuring Focus of Dual Reflection (which creates TEC-dynamics)
of informational space of Self-Consciousness reacts resonationally to the Qualitativeness of Focus
of Close Attention of Form-Creators of certain Rezomirals (which structures VEC-dynamics).
2.0657.

In addition (for the annihilation of the formed tensor state between resonational state of
liyllusceeve areas of Configurations of diverse informational fragments and their dissonational part
— remember the fourth section of the first IISSIIDIOLOGY volume!), there is simultaneous realization
of a certain Potential of decoherent Energy and Time, which — due to the annihilated tensor state —
provide a Qualitative shift between the given «current» state of Focus Dynamics and resonational
state of corresponding Focuses (energy-informational interconnections) of Rezomirals subjectively
involved by us in the given conditions of manifestation. This subjective shift — at the given discrete
moment! — is perceived by us as a certain «picture» of the surrounding us Space. It all makes in
Perception system of Self-Consciousness an effect of «individual reprojection» (refocusing) from
one focal Configuration into Qualitatively, slightly (with a difference in one kleks!) different focal
Configuration. When between informational space of Self-Consciousness and Rezomirals’ Focuses
for a very short term there is appearance of a multitude of such informational «displacements» or
shifts (250 — 400 per second), so, our «present» — extremely limited in its possibilities — system
of subjective Perception has simply no time to respond to them, and it seems to us that there are no
«gaps» in our «current» existence, and everything consistently and definitely changes its places,
forms, and states.
2.0658.

All the sum of similar subjective changes, occurred simultaneously in Self-Consciousnesses
of absolutely all the Forms manifested in each dimensional resopason instantly in all the Levels of
Macrocosmos, is objectively realized in Its Highest Cosmic Intelligence as an «instant» synthetic
Reaction of inertial Existence of Everything, while in Collective Intelligences of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms, structuring by their focal Configurations, this Reaction — as a certain specific reproductive
SSFU-UNGSS-shift, occurring every time at energy-informational exchange as a natural result of
any creative dynamism. As at different-Qualitative «quantum shifts,» for the manifestation in
Focus Dynamics of «personal» Self-Consciousness subjectively appears as if a «new person», in
the same way at each slloogrent Universal SSFU-UNGSS-shift, multipolarizational Focus Dynamics
of AYFAAR instantly generates towards Self-manifestation from Its Self-Consciousness an infinite
multitude of new focal Configurations of DDIIUYYI-Entities, Which differ Qualitatively from all the
«previous» versions of Universes for a total sum of information changes, which have been carried
out during this «instant» in each Self-Consciousness Form structuring Them.
2.0659.

SECTION VII

Universal rhythms of Focus Dynamics of The Highest Cosmic
Intelligence AYFAAR

Various sequences of manifestation of different-Qualitative multitudes of duvuyllerrt
Universal focal Configurations, reflecting in slloogrentness of general Focus Dynamics of AYFAAR
realizations of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, structuring various types of birvulyarity, — are
those Universal Form-systems of Worlds that we have mentioned earlier. As they are structured by
different general characteristics of focal Configurations; therefore, individual parameters of Energy,
Time, and Space of every inertial option of These Universes can also differ very strongly from
each other. Considering an extreme difference in Qualitativeness between Focus Dynamics of our
Self-Consciousnesses Forms and the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of DDIIUYYI-Entity representing
in Focus Dynamics of Macrocosmos the Creativity of The Highest Intelligence AYFAAR, it is
impossible to imagine even approximately, what amount of individual SSFU-UNGSS-shifts should
be carried out by each of us and all the humankind as a whole «to fill» with the Information forming
them all the volume of one «quantum shift» at least of one single variant of Self-Consciousness
Form of our Universal Entity, consistently refocusing within the typical for it birvulyarity type and
Time Flow.
2.0660.

How many «volumes» (intervals, fragments) of our individual Time Fields (MOURSSFULLG) are necessary «to be gathered» in order to balance them with the «capacity» of Universal
Time Entity that we are looking at? The same concerns both Energy and Space! After all, Its one
«quantum shift» includes energy-informational changes, which have occurred simultaneously to
all Self-Consciousnesses Forms manifested by their Focus Dynamics in all Planetary, Star, and
Galactic Continuums!
2.0661.

In order to deeper understand the real Meaning of the Principle of SSFU-UNGSS-shifts, let's
take as an example any human «personality,» whose Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness, as well
as mine and yours, is under a constant pressure of various energy-informational flows generated into
its Perception system by thoughts, emotions, desires, words, and actions of people living nearby,
2.0662.

reactions of animals, its internal experience, various types of mass media, realizational activity of
diverse Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the surrounding Nature, and also of the global planetary
phenomena, radiations from Stars, and other Cosmic Entities. The continuous process of active and
passive Perception of all these energy-informational «sets» constantly codes Self-Consciousness of
the given «person» with vibrations of different-Qualitative SFUURMM-Forms, which every moment
alter its «current» Focus Dynamics (psycho-mental-physiological state), powerfully influencing the
activation in informational space of Self-Consciousness of various Conceptions, which, in their
turn, define the level and Qualitativeness of existence of the given «person» (his/her Thoughts and
Feelings, words and actions, preferences and inclinations, choices and decisions, criteria of values
and priorities, sympathies and antipathies, and others).
Thus, under an unceasing influence of these energy-informational factors any «person,»
independently from what he/she wishes or realizes every instant, changes Qualitatively not only
in a cosmic way (in the general structure of planetary groups of STCs trough shifting its Focus
Dynamics), but also mentally (according to the quality of own reactions), and biologically (at
cellular level). In only one moment you're already slightly different than you used to be just a
moment ago, because the Information received once again together with the quality of the Energy
brought with It (moreover, it is not important, if it is perceived consciously or introduced into
your Self-Consciousness from the outside through your Perception system in some way) influenced
somehow the individual energy-informational characteristics of your «person,» having presented to
a surrounding reality actually another «person.»
2.0663.

The same happens with our subjective Reality, with Planetary, Star, Galactic, and Universal
Continuums literally «penetrated» by all possible different-Qualitative energy-informational
emissions generated by an infinite multitude of other Universes, and also by Super-Intelligences
of SUPRA-Universal Entities organizing through them Their Cosmic Creativity: Even the smallest,
apparently, absolutely insignificant difference in Qualitativeness of changed focal Configurations
affects in one or
other way the results of Creativity of all the rest of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms. All the multitude of SSFU-UNGSS-shifts of the same Universal DDIIUYYI-Entity, individually
being reflected by different-Qualitative consequences in Its multipolarizational Focus Dynamics,
leads to diversifications of all Its properties onto different birvulyarity types. In the result, in the
slloogrentness of Space-Time there is formation of a multitude of impersept to each other Spheres of
Creative Activity, which can be interpreted subjectively as absolutely different types of Universes;
though, all of them are consequences of a certain «primary» sample. However, in all this variety —
due to the principle of Duvuyllerrtness — nobody can determine, where this Focus Dynamics of one
Universes groups «ends,» and where Focus Dynamics of any other group «begins».
2.0664.

All this infinite variety of Universes constantly changing through Focus Dynamics, can
be conditionally compared with the World Ocean, where each water drop possesses a differentQualitative content, according to physic-chemical, microbiological, bacterial, ecological, and other
energy-informational properties. Even at the same place each drop in some way differs from the
one beside, and in the process of their further distancing this difference reaches such a considerable
degree, which allows us to state that these two drops are absolutely different by their qualities. The
same concerns Universes: In all Their infinite variety They can be both very similar, almost «twin»
(kallaaverst) and absolutely different; though, these configurational states of imperseptness or
2.0665.

cruvursorrtness towards the Focus Dynamics of each other were formed not as properties «initially»
assigned to them, but as a natural result of an infinite Process of consecutive inertial transmutation
inside focal Configurations of the same Qualities8.
The multipolarization Process of Self-Consciousness’ Focus Dynamics, on any Level of
forming it Collective Cosmic Intelligences (including Universal), objectively follows the Law of
Harmonization and Stabilization of Qualities (or otherwise — the «Law of the Balance Consistency»
— SLOO-GGOLL); therefore, any type of Focus Dynamics manifested at any «point» of STC of the
given Universal Entity, instantly generates another, «reverse» by quality, force interaction, which
compensates and harmonizes the reason that caused it. It means that any «impulse of Creative Activity»
of the certain quality carried out on any of 36-dimensional manifestation Levels of DDIIUYYI-Entity
is immediately reflected «in duality» in Focus Dynamics of Its «reverse twin» (i.e. of Itself but with
radically different focal Configuration) in order to keep this way the Qualitative balance (Harmony)
necessary in the general (for «Both» of Them) Flow of Cosmic Existence. By the way, the same
balancing Universal Principle is valid for all other Levels of Self-Consciousness manifestation
including ours: Any of your Thoughts, Feelings, Words, and Actions generate immediately in Focus
Dynamics of «reverse» Interpretation of your «person» corresponding (opposite) reactions, which
Qualitatively balance (harmonize) the general State of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of your StereoForm.
2.0666.

Instant dynamics of Time Fields of Every Universal Entity always unfolds in new, peculiar only
for the given Cosmic Entity, Space, kallaaverstly generating for own Creativity «new» (Qualitatively
changed, «old») Galactic, Star, and Planetary duvuyllerrt groups of space-time Continuums, the
refocusing basis of which are Self-Consciousnesses Forms of «new» Intelligent civilizations. The
word «new» is quoted, because the slightest Qualitative shift in any Focus Dynamics, structuring
Universal STCs, inevitably involves such significant consequences for all refocusing Processes of
Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which appeared from the kleksed Universal Entity, so they acquire
all subjective characteristics of something «new,» though, it strongly resembles by their separate
details something from the «previous» system. Thus, in the Spheres of Cosmic Creativity of
SUPRA-Universal Form-Creators (UUYYU-UU-YY) there's origination of an uncountable multitude
of «Universes-twins» or SFUUYYFS-Universes, Whose focal Configurations along with «ours» are
«like two water drops of one ocean,» but, at the same time, «like two water drops» they differ from
each other with typical for Them individual rotational Cycles of development.
2.0667.

The only thing that differs all Their Focus Dynamics is Qualitativeness of choices of
structuring Them Self-Consciousnesses Forms, each of which, in every specific case, provides
absolutely different development of various creative processes, which form the naturally following
from them Qualitatively not identical results. The true reason of each of these «not identical resumes»
(on «interpersonal» and inter-protoformal, intra-planetary and inter-planetary, intra-star and interstar, intra-galactic and intergalactic, including on INTER-Universal Levels of energy-informational
interconnections) is the length of individual SSFU-UNGSS-shift, characteristic for Each Universal
Entity and imposing specific peculiarities onto all Qualitative indicators of any of manifestation
Levels of Self-Consciousnesses Forms structuring Plasmic Forces Diapason (individual space-time
Coefficients of skrruullerrtness, duvuyllerrtness, rotationness, inertionness, and others).
2.0668.

8

Main types of synthetic Universes are listed in the section VIII..

Thanks to it, each Creation (at own level of Self-Consciousness) has million variations of
its own development to some extent different from each other, up to the completely opposite (dual)
according to the realization results of the same Qualities. As soon as Collective Intelligence of
any system (Planetary, Star, Galactic, and Universal) stabilizes own Focus Dynamics in this or
that Qualitatively duvuyllerrt to Its focal Configuration «sections» of Energy-Plasma manifestation;
thereby, It carries out instantly the Qualitative «transition» (through the length of SSFU-UNGSSShift proportional to the degree of Qualitativeness of the given «displacement») into the new SelfConsciousness Form, which substantially affects the change of Its individual rotational Cycle. Each
of the such «quantum shifts» in Focus Dynamics of Planetary, Star, Galactic, or Universal Entities,
manifested in 3–4-dimensional diapason, is subjectively interpreted by me as «Quantum leap,»
(A-ALL-GRAALL GRA-A) since one of its major consequences for all Self-Consciousnesses Forms,
structuring the given types of Collective Intelligences, is a considerable acceleration of Qualitative
transformations of their Focus Dynamics in their typical birvulyarity type.
2.0669.

In other words, it is possible to say that A-ALL-GRAALL GRA-A is one planetary SSFUUNGSS-shift or one rotational Shift in Focus Dynamics of Collective Intelligence of Form-Creators
of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms, structuring f-Configuration of our Planetary Entity in the given
diapason of Its manifestation. It is similar to how one rotational Shift in Focus Dynamics of our
biological Self-Consciousnesses Forms is carried out as a certain accumulated result of trilliards
(1021) kleksings of Form-Creators on biological levels (cells, hormones, macromolecules) and
sextillions (1036) kleksings at atomic levels of our Focus Dynamics. The given Cosmic Code reflects
specific characteristics of «Quantum leap» (carried out in the given dimensional diapason) in Focus
Dynamics of Collective Intelligence of only our Planetary Entity — GREIYSLIISS. In order so in
Focus Dynamics of CCI, for example, of the Earth would appear real possibilities for realization of
the following (next) state of A-ALL-GRAALL GRA-A, there has to occur an amalgamation of quantum
shifts in Focus Dynamics of all Its structuring Self-Consciousnesses Forms, carried out throughout
several millennia. In its energy-informational meaning, such an Act may be conditionally equated to
the change in Focus Dynamics (in the given dimensional diapason) of f-Configurations of two StereoTypes of our Planetary Entity (similar to the duration of our «moment») that physically manifests
itself as inversion fluctuations of magnetic fields (geomagnetic poles reversal, when geomagnetic
northern pole consistently moves to the southern hemisphere). «Replacement» of f-Configuration
of Its manifestation to the degree, which would be noticeable to our Perception system (similar to
our Conceptions about one second during which in our Focus Dynamics there's carried out a change
of 250–400 Stereo-Types), occurs approximately in every 300–500–800 thousand or million years
(depending on Qualitativeness of Focus Dynamics of a CCI), and it is accompanied by the change
of geographical poles (in each of these cases the Earth’s axis is displaced by approximately 55°). I
would like to add that this Code is individual not only for a CCI of Every Planetary Entity, but also
for Collective Cosmic Intelligences of Star, Galactic, and Universal Entities.
2.0670.

Describing this leap in general, it is possible to say that if, for example, our Focus Dynamics
are currently provided basically with long-wave quanta (i.e. with photons substantially «burdened»
by doolls interconnections), after a Planetary «Quantum leap,» carried out in groups of «human»
Continuums Qualitatively corresponding to its parameters, we — together with corresponding
Configurations of other Proto-Forms — automatically refocus to the Creativity Sphere of middleand high-energy photons and, hence, our «future» focal Configurations will be structured basically
2.0671.

not by light, but as if «super» light (in comparison with present constants) dynamics of FormCreators of Self-Consciousnesses. Let me note that though it will be still biological (carbon)
Self-Consciousnesses Forms, by their characteristics they will exceed considerably realizational
possibilities of our «present» bio-analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types.
Yet!!! Here is a big problem. The matter is that in order to «enter» the zone of functional
activity of this «transitive point» (which individual parameters are «initially» defined not only
for all the types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences of Planetary Entity, but also for each type of
dominant Collective Consciousness in the given groups of Continuums, like, for example, «human»
Collective Consciousness), «activating» the whole algorithm of A-ALL-GRAALL GRA-A-Mechanism
and providing radical (due to sharp and substantial increase of frequency of Perception systems
functionality) Qualitative «shift» of Focus Dynamics into Configurations of more synthesized
Levels, the vast majority of dominating Self-Consciousnesses Forms of any Continuum groups
should steadily stabilize their individual Focus Dynamics in much more Qualitative SFUURMMForms, and by this having formed from typical to them high-frequency Information that powerful
energy-informational Potential, which will make it possible for the general Focus Dynamics of
Collective Consciousness, for example, of the «given humankind», to manifest itself in an absolutely
new type of subjective Reality, where people think in new way, and civilization develop differently,
by means of new Thoughts, Feelings, Aspirations, and Knowledge, and already forming «now»
absolutely different «human» Continuums.
2.0672.

As soon as Collective Intelligence of any groups of Continuums to a necessary degree changes
the combined quality of its collective Creativity, in f-Configuration of every Self-Consciousness
Form, through which Its manifestation in the general Focus Dynamics is carried out, there is also an
instant focus reconfiguration (refocusing) in the corresponding frequency of «light Wave,» which
configurationally can structure a bit different version of Universes, where the given development
Direction (for example, the lluuvvumic one) has much more possibilities for realization within the
given type of birvulyarity.
2.0673.

But, to my deep regret, with your «present,» still extremely limited, despite already enough
developed (in comparison with the nineteenth century) science, Conceptions about «yourselves» and
«surrounding reality,» it is absolutely impossible to have a deep and constructive conversation not
even about real possibilities of realization of Quantum leap in the near perspective of development
of humankind’s Collective Consciousness, but also about fundamental properties and Principles of
Macrocosmos, concerning all the Integrity and Universality of an infinite multitude of Its differentQualitative manifestations behind the borders of your Perception.
2.0674.

Modern scholars trust what is proved by fundamental researches, while explorative
possibilities of that «base»9 are extremely limited, and they leave much to be desired, because they
do not allow to deeply and consciously cross the border of visible materiality, which finer dynamics
extends much «further» than «quantum of action» mathematically derived by Max Planck.
2.0675.

9
Devices for measurement, observation, analysis, micro- and macrooperations, sources for diverse energy types, and
like that.

will be perceived in the academic scientific collaborations as «pseudoscience» for some time, because it describes What is inaccessible to any of traditional measurements,
observations, and research methods accepted in scientific practice, yet (from the point of view of
the lluuvvumic type of birvulyarity). Nevertheless, namely iissiidiological Conceptions formed on
the basis of intuitive method of Cognition, persistently not recognized by the majority of modern
natural scientists, make a fundamental basis for material manifestation in the surrounding reality of
everything what is possible to measure, to observe, and to analyze by means of the tools available
nowadays.
2.0676. IISSIIDIOLOGY

However, in the intuitive method of cognition due to the imperfection of NUU-VVUConfigurations currently focused by Us, there are also huge problems, which will definitely
affect the results of researches carried out by different scientists. Firstly, intuitive experiences
and accompanying them TEC-«unpackings» will depend on the dominating manifestation — in
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousness of a scientist — of SFUURMM-Forms
belonging to this or that (out of diffuzgent to NUU-VVU-Form) development Directions, and that
will «reproject» to some extent, into the process of formation and anticipation of an expected result
— the subjective Conceptions, typical for Form-Creators of those protoformal Directions, which
will appear to be the most active in this time period in his Focus Dynamics.
2.0677.

This is why firstly, the same experiments carried out by different scientists (and furthermore
— the whole teams!) can greatly differ by its results and conclusions. Secondly, the result of the
scientific intuitive prediction also to a great degree depends on Qualitativeness (frequencies of
manifestation) of f-Configuration of a researcher, focused by him during an experiment: The more
low-frequency interconnections will prevail in NUU-VVU-Configurations, the less authentic the
result of the given research will be.
2.0678.

As you can see, apparently, the most perspective in «future» intuitive method of cognition is
not so easy to perform. Therefore, we will mention Macrocosmos only indirectly, deeply concerning
only the basic features of Its multidimensional synthetic manifestation, specifically reflected through
all the infinite multitude and variety of Forms, Which we subjectively interpret as Universes. Since
this term is also very complex and unclear for you due to its absolute abstractness, unvisualizability,
and an infinite multivalence, here we will face many, still insurmountable difficulties again, which
during the process of your deepening into iissiidiological Conceptions will be gradually overcame
and disappear.
2.0679.

In further discussions I will have to use the term — Universe — in different meanings and
interpretations. To avoid an ambiguous interpretation of my words, I want to bring an additional
clarity into the process of subjective comprehension of a truer Meaning of this complex concept,
which considerably surpasses the borders of the surrounding reality perceived by you, meaning,
of every instant of Form-systems of Worlds, subjective Realities, and groups of Universal STCs
focused by us, which you also used to define as the Universe.
2.0680.

Undoubtedly, what you can see around or perceive in a different way, by means of the most
powerful radio telescopes, is also a part of the Universal Entity, but it is only what represents by its
2.0681.

Form the most insignificant part of Its simultaneous multidimensional manifestation. Since for you
everything what is inaccessible for your Perception does not exist at all, you are inclined to perceive
this tiny part of the Whole as the Whole and to project on It all still very superficially studied and
investigated characteristics and properties of the surrounding reality. As you do not have yet any
other subjective Conceptions about the scale, grandiosity, and infinity of Macrocosmos, I have to
take the given term for a basis and to try to convey you more universal and deep Conceptions about
What you call the Universe, Which by Its Universal Essence and multifunctionality, vastly exceeds
any of your possible Conceptions about It. And further in our conversation I will imply by this word
only the new Meaning assigned to it.
When you try to talk about Infinity in iissiidiological Conceptions, perhaps, the most difficult
thing is knowing how to start, because more perfect concepts are far from the meaning you assign
to them before the appearance in your Life of iissiidiological Knowledge. Therefore, I have «to put»
absolutely all your stereotypic Conceptions about «yourselves» and the «surrounding world» «from
head onto its feet» and to explain it all in much greater degree of objectivity. It also concerns such
very ambiguous according to scientists’ concept as dimension, without the deep examination of true
Essence of which it would be simply pointless to speak about what comprises visible and invisible
basis of all our Existence.
2.0682.

Nevertheless, it is even more difficult to prove you that dimension is not a «belonging»
(property, structure) of the surrounding you reality, but represents as if invisible continuation of
focal Configuration of your Self-Consciousness, which in each specific case manifests itself in the
form of your «external environment,» modelled not by Someone or Something super powerful and
superdeveloped, but only by «yourselves,» and, precisely, by Qualitativeness of all the Thoughts and
Feelings specifically reflected in informational space of your Self-Consciousness, all your mental
reactions, all your current Conceptions realized through multidimensional slloogrent Mechanism
of simultaneous refocusings, which in IISSIIDIOLOGY is defined as Universal Self-Consciousness
Focus and which in each specific case appears in a form of an individual state of Focus Dynamics
of a «person» — Focus of Close Attention.
2.0683.

Actually, the «biological formation,» which you subjectively interpret as a «human person» (as
well as an animal, an insect, a microorganism, a plant, as well as minerals, water, and other possible
states, and natural phenomena), represents a Set of different-Qualitative Focuses steadily stabilized
in Space-Time relative to each other in the form of defined Configuration (NNAASSMM). Exactly on
the Qualitativeness of Configuration formed by Focus Dynamics of your Self-Consciousness (not by
« you personally» at all, but by the multitude of different-Qualitative Form-Creators, Which are also
presented in Self-Consciousness only by their peculiar Focuses!) depends in which exactly from an
uncountable multitude of biological («plasmic,» «beam») Forms of your «personal» Interpretations
you would have a possibility to recognize «yourself» «personally» at each following moment of
«your» Existence.
2.0684.

«The dynamical structure» Itself, which you define as space-time Continuum, is also no
more than resonationally packed (to a certain degree of compatibility) with combination of all
possible Configurations (of people, animals, plants, microorganisms, minerals, and other molecular
2.0685.

compounds), also individually modelled by Focuses of uncountable Form-Creators. Infinite differentQualitativeness of their simultaneous manifestations, «projected» onto specific features of Creative
Energy-Potential formed by their combinations, makes an effect perceived by you as «movement,»
«change,» in other words, — as manifestation of certain «dynamics» of one to another — Focus
Dynamics or USCF-dynamics.
Where did all that variety of Focuses come from in general and what is it? Each Focus is
as if a «local derivative,» manifested at «internal» Initiation of Activity of the general (absolutely
complete and balanced by all formed energy-informational interconnections!) Energy-Potential of
Energy-Plasma characterized by conditionally discrete energy parameters, which have appeared as
a result of individual information interaction between certain, most compatible, states of Aspects of
Pure Cosmic Qualities. As a result of such Initiation in the general slloogrent Configuration of the
Highest State of Energy-Plasma there holochronely appeared an infinite multitude of every possible
«local» states of This f-Configuration or «individual projections,» motivated by the reality of each
energy-informational interaction. They are so-called individual characteristics of manifestation
performed by means of certain combinations of Form-Creators of specific characteristics of their
inherent Synthesis Scheme, or, otherwise, — development Directions of their Focus Dynamics.
Each of these Focuses of Close Attention has its own unique f-Configuration, which reflects an
energy potential of Interaction formed at resonational «merge» of several primary r-Configurations
of Qualities Aspects.
2.0686.

Among each of such «local» f-Configurations, the Form-Creators carry out in SelfConsciousness structures the Focus Dynamics (an «effect of Qualitative Focus shift,» formed
due to the presence of eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential), and Info-Creators (due to the peculiar to
them irrkoglictivness) provide a continuity of information support of each of multipolarizationally
focused (that is manifested as Space-Time) energy-informational interconnections. Hence, each of
«locally» expressed (manifested) parameters of focus (energy) Configuration of Form-Creators in
conditions of Space-Time is always correspondent to identical (that is absolutely resonational to it)
reconverstive (informational) Configuration of covarllertly combined Info-Creators. In synthetic
Form-systems, all the infinite multitude of Focuses is resonationally organized in slloogrent
f-Configurations of Universal Self-Consciousness Focuses with «locally» expressed FCA-activity
(Focuses of Close Attention), which are structured by all the uncountable variety of duvuyllerrtlydiffuzgent manifestation Rezomirals.
2.0687.

In other words, the slloogrent r-Configuration of absolutely all Information always remains
only «internal» element of Energy-Plasma (as Its stable informational Potential), and all focus
(energy, dissonational) «manifestation Potential,» received at irrkoglictive-eglleroliftive interaction,
is concentrated in the slloogrent f-Configurations of Rezomiral. It is possible to say that any type
of Self-Consciousness is a Qualitative characteristic of any «inner» State of Energy-Plasma, and
any of its manifestation Forms in Macrocosmos is an energy characteristic of any manifestation
Rezomiral’s «part,» representing some part of Macrocosmos through a narrow-specific combination
of many different-Qualitative f-Configurations.
2.0688.

Because of this all, through all the multitude of different-Qualitatively synthesized SelfConsciousnesses Forms takes place the whole Mechanism of formation in Macrocosmos informational
space of some Illusion of specific «shifting dynamics,» which ostensibly occurs among differentQualitative Configurations of Focuses: Each Focus, passing through a multitude of intermediate
stages of partial resonational compatibility, which is really possible for it in every manifestation
mode (thanks to what there's formation of all the infinite variety of diverse resopasons and diapasons
of dimension), eglleroliftively aspires to enter an absolute resonational merge with the corresponding
Configuration of Information transmitted by Info-Creators and kept by svilgsons on the basis of
detailed coded in them sequence of simultaneous realization of all the diverse combinations in The
Single Eternity Moment.
2.0689.

But for that every dominantly synthesized Focus, which structures some part of manifestation
Resopasons and constantly initiated by eglleroliftive IP, and for the purpose of increasing of its
compatibility with the Configuration of more Qualitative Information, it is necessary to simultaneously
carry out (in all multipolarizational diversity of available possibilities) a multitude of svilgsspherational «shifts,» as if «borrowing» missing fragments of the Information from corresponding
Form-Creators of background Qualities. Where does it all occur? Only in informational space of SelfConsciousness (through all the multitude of Forms participating in each type of multipolarizational
dynamics), but not somewhere «outside of you» what is subjectively perceived by you as something
«outside» of your Existence!
2.0690.

Thus, in the «surrounding reality» (Universe, Macrocosmos) there is simply nothing except
for slloogrent f-Configurations modelled by different USCF-dynamics of Form-Creators (universal
carriers of Energy Potential and different-Qualitative interactions). USCF is the sum of all Focuses
of Close Attention and their uncountable multidimensional analogs, which provide absolutely all
types of creative realizations of all Self-Consciousness Forms, manifested in the specific conditions
of Space-Time. People, animals, plants, minerals, and elementary particles structuring them are
different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms, representing different types of birvulyarity. They
all are different-Qualitative «projections» of USCF.
2.0691.

We, as Self-Consciousnesses Forms of people, together with all other Proto-Forms, structuring
with own Focus Dynamics the 3–4-dimensional diapason, represent realizational conditions for
different-Qualitative Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of photons and elementary
particles. All Thought-Forms and Feeling-Forms constantly generated by us, which define the
character of our psycho-mental activity, in general represent quantum Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
At that by own psychical activity we partially structure the Space-Time surrounding us also with
low-vibrational (i.e. weakly synthesized) doolls and high-vibrational (i.e. comparatively strongly
synthesized) flaks SFUURMM-Forms — psychonations and emanations. In other words, not only
our biological NUU-VVU-Forms, but also all the results of our activity, including Thoughts and
Feelings, have a wave Nature representing various covarllert combinations of Form-Creators of
photons and elementary particles.
2.0692.

In its turn, our Planetary Entity represents real conditions for the realization not only of abovementioned Self-Consciousnesses Forms, but also of «ourselves» — people, and also of everything
2.0693.

that surrounds us: animals, plants, microorganisms, minerals, and so on. Many of you consider that
the person should birvulyartly converge into something even more global, than it is now. However,
any globality and scale exhibited in the conditions of Physical Plan-Overtone (3–4-dimensional
diapason) are provided by different-Qualitative quantum dynamics of Form-Creators (starting from
low-energy — ernilgmanent — to high-speed — frazulert — photons), which weaken consistently the
influence of karmo-klofts of physical UPDUYKK-Field and «reproject» into better living conditions
of the FLAKGLAAYK-Field (4–5-dimensional diapason).
Physical Globes of Planets, Stars, and Galaxies are not an evolutionary destiny of people.
Having consistently synthesized in own Focus Dynamics (according to our peculiar Synthesis Scheme)
all the Experience of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of diffuzgent to us protoformal development
Directions, on flaks manifestation Levels We become LLUU-VVU-Worlds — specific «matrixes»
(energy-informational prototypes) of presently focused by us «human» STCs, defining all the specific
characteristics of manifestations and properties of Self-Consciousnesses Forms manifested in the
conditions of 3–4-dimensional diapason. In boundary with flaks STCs resopasons, those «bioplasmic»
Self-Consciousnesses Forms of people, who have synthesized in their own Focus Dynamics the State
«Creative Cosmic Potentiality,» get possibility of further development in three-dominant Synthesis
Scheme not only in the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence + ALL-Unity), but also and in the multitude of near-lluuvvumic types «specializing»
in additional Synthesis not of the Quality ALL-Unity, but of any the rest of remaining PCQs: either
ALL-Steadiness, or ALL-Voidness, or ALL-Integrity, or ALL-Aspiration, or ALL-Essentiality, or ALLInitiality, or ALL-Mobility, or ALL-Knowledge, or ALL-Fullness. As a matter of fact, these are all
the main protoformal development Directions, which svilgs-spherationally «project» into Focus
Dynamics of Our flaks NUU-VVU-Form-Types the specific Experience of Their Existence within the
lluuvvumic type of birvulyarity.
2.0694.

Apart from Self-Consciousnesses Forms developing in these protoformal Directions, the
lluuvvumic flaks STCs also structure the multitude of other Proto-Forms, which started to master
three-dominant Synthesis Scheme, but on the different from people ss energy-informational basis,
as, for example: ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Steadiness (plus any of ten PCQs in the form of the
third Dominant), or ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Voidness (similarly), or ALL-Love–ALLWisdom + ALL-Integrity (similarly), or ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Aspiration (similarly),
or ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Essentiality (similarly), or ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALLInitiality (similarly), or ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Mobility (similarly), or ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence + ALL-Knowledge (similarly), or ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Fullness (similarly),
and so on.
2.0695.

Besides, the manifestation spectrum of human Self-Consciousnesses Forms together with other
Proto-Forms in the flaks diapason extends considerably due to such of them, which we currently are
not able to perceive because of the absence among their Dominants of a PCQs that is typical for our
Synthesis Scheme. For example well perceived by Us in the «future» three-dominant variant of joint
with Us manifestation, will become such Self-Consciousnesses Forms that nowadays carry out their
Synthesis according to the following Schemes: ALL-Unity + ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability, ALLPrimordiality–ALL-Initiality + ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence, ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness +
ALL-Fullness-ALL-Abundance, ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability + ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness,
2.0696.

ALL-Integrity + ALL-Aspiration, ALL-Unity + ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality, ALL-Essentiality–
ALL-Permeability + ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence, ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness + ALLSteadiness–ALL-Stability, ALL-Fullness-ALL-Abundance + ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness, ALLIntegrity + ALL-Unity, ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality + ALL-Aspiration, and likewise. This will

happen only if they include as the third Dominant into their Synthesis Scheme of at least one of the
three Dominants peculiar to Us: either ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom, or ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence,
or ALL-Unity.
The more consciously and in details we form our surrounding reality, the more we become
the such, through which we identify ourselves. When our comprehension and understanding of
formation principles of all Form-structures is so profound and full-mastered that we could create
any types of materiality and again differentiate it into elements, then we consecutively refocus from
biological analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types into our «bioplasmic» Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
Then we will understand how in one moment happens the non «duvuyllerrt» relocation of a Form
from one «point» at Space-Time into its other «point.» During our continuous biological Existence
we have been consecutively refocusing not into larger-scale Self-Consciousnesses Forms, but, on
the contrary, we delve more and more by Focus Dynamics of our Self-Consciousness into Focus
Dynamics of all sorts of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the surrounding us reality. In other words,
we try to cognize their «structure» and to understand the principles of functioning of their FormCreators on atomic-molecular, lepton, and boson manifestation levels.
2.0697.

Constantly and purposefully developing our intelligence and intuition, we more and more
deeply intrude into in the essence of microscopic processes, trying to understand how and by means
of what they are provided; what they consist of; how they are regulated. And the deeper we start
to penetrate into the surrounding us reality, the more abilities we open in ourselves to influence
the reactions and behavior of objects observed by us, receiving that way an opportunity to predict
results. When observing particles we can to some extent program their behavior, conditionally, as
if putting ourselves on their «place» and assuming, how «we» would act in the given situation. It
happens now, for example, in experiments with electrons, when there appears to be a choice through
which slot to penetrate.
2.0698.

The Universal Self-Consciousness Focus, the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of The Highest
Intelligence of Macrocosmos, the Universal Plasmic-Differentiated Radiation — all These
basically represent the Same (that’s why here's the word «universal»), but perceived by us from
different subjective viewpoints and applied for different purposes of Understanding. Yet, we cannot
still logically unite all that into the Single Whole, because Form-Creators of our present NUUVVU-Configurations (our subjective reason) would simply have nothing to manipulate with at
Conceptions level. Therefore, we should just initiate conditionally inside This Unity some clear
for us relations, which are based on different-Qualitativeness of Form-Creators’ f-Configurations,
which among themselves have entered into resonational interconnections. At each such differentQualitative interaction in Space-Time there is manifestation of a Focus — some part structuring
USCF of Macrocosmos. Any of different-Qualitative states of Focuses simultaneously manifested in
Macrocosmos and providing Levels and diapasons of Its Creative Activity, is one of the uncountable
«projections» of USCF. Any manifestation of Focus Dynamics is a «projection» of various energyinformational interconnections of USCF.
2.0699.

All diverse dimensional diapasons of Space-Time are automatically formed due to the existence
of different-types of Focus Dynamics, which originates among different-Qualitative Form-Creators.
In every diapason (in all its structuring types of STCs) through corresponding Self-Consciousnesses
Forms there's realization of the only, strictly limited focus Potential of manifestation Rezomirals:
For example, within the 3–4-dimensional diapason Form-Creators of air or water are realized
through their own rezomiral interconnections; we are realized through peculiar only to us relations;
animals, plants, minerals through their own. We exist (are manifested) only because every moment
we provide by our inherent Focus Dynamics inside our Self-Consciousness the continuous process
of successive «quantum shifts,» or, otherwise, — annihilation of those dissonances and the energy
Potential, which are peculiar only to this — lluuvvumic — type of dissonation of Information,
formed as a result of Its irrkoglictive-eglleroliftive Initiation.
2.0700.

In the given dimensional diapason all the «projections» of USCF onto informational space of
Self-Consciousness are realized only through Focuses of Close Attention which are generated, on the
one hand, by SFUURMM-Forms of doolls Levels, to varying degree quantized to the wave state (the
lowest spectrum of FCAs manifestation), and, on the other hand, quantized by SFUURMM-Forms from
the boundary flaks Levels representing the lowest «projections» of Focuses of Integral Motivation
Impulses of «plasmic» analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types (STOOLLMII-SVUU- and UOLDMII-SLIIFLAKS-Forms). Since we cannot perceive yet the Dynamics of FIMIs through different-Qualitative
specifics of our «current» choices, we perceive it as the highest levels of manifestation of our
Focuses of Close Attention (in other words, a FIMI duvuyllerrtly structures the most high-vibrational
FCA Levels — those high-spiritual experiences, Conceptions about which are not the possible yet to
be compared and described anyhow).
2.0701.

Let me also add that except loolgs (UUV-SSMM — 1–2 dimensional range), doolls (LLUUVSSMM — 2–3 dimensional range), and flaks (SSLUUF-SSMM or FIMI — 4–5 dimensional range)
analogs of Focus of Close Attention (SSVUU-SSMM — 3–4 dimensional range), in more Qualitative
manifestation diapasons of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the lluuvvumic type of birvulyarity of
The Tertiary Energy-Plasma there are also other analogs of «projections» of USCF — SSUOLVVUDSSMM (5–6 dimensional range), SSOOLVVUF-SSMM (6–7 dimensional range), SSOOLVVUF-SSMM
(7–8 dimensional range), SSNIIYVVULM-SSMM (8–9 dimensional range), SSLOOVVULF-SSMM (9–
10 dimensional range), SSAURVVURM-SSMM (10–11 dimensional range), SSAAMVVULS-SSMM
(11–12 dimensional range).
2.0702.

You may have a quite natural question, «Is it possible for Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousnesses Forms of, for example, our dimension diapason to be in such a Qualitative state,
which would allow us to interpret it as the Highest Dynamics of Universal Self-Consciousness
Focus?» The Information you get from IISSIIDIOLOGY books may answer that question: Its
SFUURMM-Forms, strictly limited by the specific manifestation conditions in the given dimension
diapason, allow you to somehow imagine and to try to understand What is infinitely deeper than
the most extraordinary abilities of your Perception systems. Due to the presence in Macrocosmos
of Slloogrentness Principle of Focus Dynamics of absolutely all Self-Consciousnesses Forms, at
quite high degree of disengagement with FCA of «personal» Self-Consciousness one can from
current TEC-«unpackings» — by means of practicing a deep Meditation — enter with the highest
(for the given f-Configuration) degree of Qualitativeness of steadily shown Interest into the
2.0703.

Dynamics of VEC Form-Creators and to fixate with own Focus in those states, which are absolutely
not typical for Form-Creators of this Reality in this diapason or flaks-diapason. This and will be
that subjective perception of Universal Self-Consciousness Focus as the dynamics of Universal
Plasmic-Differentiated Radiation, which is generally possible for Form-Creators of The Tertiary
Energy-Plasma. In general, I repeat, any manifestation of Focuses of Close Attention is a subjective
reflection (i.e. a «projection») of some part of USCF of Form-Creators of The Highest Intelligence
of Macrocosmos in informational space of Self-Consciousness of the given focal Configuration.
If you will not comprehensively understand that now, my further conversation with
you will not have any sense, — you simply will not understand me! As for the Principle of as
if consistently-multipolarizational manifestation of simultaneous realization of USCF-dynamics,
here it is necessary to emphasize once again that it is not carried out in the way that you can
imagine: «upwards» or «downwards,» «to the right» or «to the left,» «inside» or «outside,» as an
«improvement» or «deterioration.» It was carried out only once (ONE time!) and «instantly» (that
is in The Single Eternity Moment). Regarding all those «obvious changes,» which we (and also
all other Self-Consciousnesses Forms) have a possibility to individually observe and experience
— they are no more than a «consecutive individual viewing» by each of us of already completed
«picture of Macrocosmos».
2.0704.

The possibility of observation of the surrounding reality is already an inertial process carried out
by means of peculiar to us subjective individual Perception systems, functioning due to simultaneous
influence of Resonational Principle both on Configurations of Our polytypic Self-Consciousnesses
and on the Forms of Configurations focused By us. The Level of joint manifestation in Macrocosmos
of Form-Creators and Info-Creators, structuring through Focus Dynamics each particular state of
Self-Consciousness, depends also on the size of the general discordance of each «local differentQualitative areas» of these f-Configurations in relation to a certain «etalon» (liyllusceeve) state
peculiar to their initial interaction (before the mercavgnation process). In other words, the fact of
manifestation in Space-Time of f-Configurations of any Form is the result of resonational interaction
of, for example, Focuses of Close Attention and Focuses of Dual Reflection (for 3–4-dimensional
diapason), or Universal Multipolarizational Impulses and Focuses of Integral Motivation Impulses
typical for more high-frequency ranges of manifestation of The Tertiary Energy-Plasma.
2.0705.

According to what you just have read, you would naturally have a number of pertinent
questions: «What does the phrase «was carried out at The Single Eternity Moment» mean? What
kind of «Moment» is that? And if it is just a moment, why does it last for «Eternity?» Well, let's
try to understand. Everything that we subjectively define as Macrocosmos (with an uncountable
assembly of its Universes) was manifested in Energy-Plasma not during a long historical
period, but at once — in all the incomprehensible absoluteness of this concept, in other words,
generally without any connection with what we perceive as «chronological time.» Remember
that Time is not a property and not a feature of Macrocosmos, but only one of the uncountable
functions of Self-Consciousness, i.e. slloogrent Focus Dynamics, which universally models
(energy-informationally structures) absolutely all the infinite variety of different-Qualitative
— and simultaneously manifested! — combinations of Configurations. Actually, the latter is
Macrocosmos Itself (MUULLG-SSS-MAA — Everything That Is) with an infinite assembly of
«individual» Levels of manifestation of Focus Dynamics forming It (by the way, What would be
2.0706.

determined as Everything Being is closer to the Universal State of Energy-Plasma Itself before
the «Act» of Its manifestation).
All that — general and unique for the manifestation of all configurational focal combinations
— State is «straight away» The One I identify with the notion of The Single Eternity Moment, in
Which in a special way — resonationally! — absolutely all simultaneous «sequence» of realization
of the total amount of energy-informational interconnections is encoded and carried out among
all Focuses, which model absolutely all combinations of manifestation Configurations. All this
«sequence» affected instantly in Energy-Plasma as a kind of entirely complete and harmonious
«picture» keeping all the «changes,» duvuyllerrtly-consistently carried out in energy-informational
interconnections among different-Qualitative States of Energy-Information.
2.0707.

The name of this general for Energy-Information slloogrent State is manifestation Rezomirals.
They can be conditionally compared with a computer file, infinitely huge by its volume, in which
there all the data is encoded about the properties and possibilities of simultaneous manifestation
of «PROJECTIONS» of various versions of Creative Activity of Energy-Plasma (Focus Dynamics
of different-Qualitative Fields-Consciousnesses) in already entirely completed Macrocosmos.
Similarly, all the multitude of different-Qualitative Focuses forming Rezomirals can be conditionally
compared to software (the Mechanism of realization of the unbalanced part of Information structuring
Self-Consciousness of SSS-Entity), which allows this or that part of a «computer file» (Rezomiral) to
become simultaneously accessible to each manifestation Level of Perception systems of all Cosmic
Entities. This «program» is launched with the help of irrkoglictive-eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential.
2.0708.

«Projections» are seemingly «intermediate states» of Universal Self-Consciousness Focuses
or, otherwise, — resonational reflections of some «areas» of Energy-Information individually
characteristic for some «local areas of interaction» of Form-Creators, which provide manifestation
of certain configurational combinations. The source of subjectivity of any Perception system are not
the Universal Self-Consciousness Focuses themselves, but Their uncountable «projections» (i.e.
«we» as Form-Creators of Focus Dynamics of different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms!),
which as a result of limitations peculiar to them are deprived of possibility to possess and operate
with complete Energy-Information.
2.0709.

«Moment» and «Eternity» … At first sight it may seem that these two concepts represent
incompatible dualisms — brevity of a moment and endlessness of eternity! Perception system of
every Self-Consciousness Form in the given dimensional diapason (i.e. of very specific combination
of energy-informational interconnections among more or less compatible focal Configurations
formed by Form-Creators) is arranged in such a manner that is capable, in the midst of multiple selfidentification, to eternally-infinitely «pull out» (to attract to individual informational space) from
the general slloogrent Information of The Single Eternity Moment only those of Its «parts,» (UUVVU-Forms) which resonationally correspond to that unique and infinitely diverse combination of
Configurations, which, actually, comprise the given Perception system.
2.0710.

In other words, Everything manifested by the general slloogrent Configuration of Macrocosmos
in One Instant possesses the ability to multiple identification with Configurations of «local areas»
2.0711.

of Energy-Information through all possible «projections» of Universal Self-Consciousness Focuses
— Focuses of Close Attention. Owing to subjective FCA-dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms’
Form-Creators there's an effect of subjective «extension» of one Moment into the uncountable
multitude of time intervals — conditional «chains» of Macrocosmos History consisting of sectors of
«beginnings» and «endings» of inertial processes which combine together Qualitatively in Eternity.
It is necessary to note that by its functional Essence any Perception system represents a tool
of Self-Consciousness, with the help of which in its individual Focus Dynamics resonationally —
and multipolarizationally, simultaneously along all Directions of creative realization! — there is
attraction of new duvuyllerrt «areas» of the slloogrent Configuration. In the result, informational
space of Self-Consciousness (for biological manifestation Forms — «memory» or individual
OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-System) constantly refills with new energy-informational interconnections or
«personal» empirical and intuitive Experience. When informational Space of Self-Consciousness
Form achieves certain amount of energy-informational Potential, Focus Dynamics of Its FormCreators starts to reflect to a greater degree the Creative Activity of certain type of Collective
Cosmic Intelligence, and then it is consecutively «reprojected» into Creative Activity of some other
kind of Collegial Cosmic Intelligence and so on — up to acquiring all the volume of Information
and Energy at the Highest manifestation Levels of Macrocosmos.
2.0712.

I think that now it's time to describe basic features of such, the most complicated for you,
conception as dimension of Space-Time (SNOO-SSS). At that we can study only synthetic types of
dimension, which form in slloogrentness of Macrocosmos only synthetic types of Spaces. After
learning the Information about Focus Dynamics of Everything That Is, I hope it will be much easier
for you to understand that there's no «materiality» — in your subjective perception as the basis of
formation of the «space of the surrounding world» — there is not any «materiality» except for your
own Self-Consciousness. The so-called Space, in universal properties of which simultaneously take
place specific (individual) manifestations of all different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms
of diverse Collective Cosmic Intelligences of The Tertiary Energy-Plasma, is all the infinite variety
of energy-informational Rezomirals of manifestation, structured by the uncountable multitude of
Focuses of Close Attention, Focuses of Integral Motivational Impulse and their analogs among
Form-Creators — carriers of Energy Potentials (in diapason from 0th to ±12th dimension), initiated
by Creative Activity among Aspects of Pure Cosmic Qualities.
2.0713.

Absolutely all synthetic Rezomirals are located in «simultaneously manifested» state only
because in Energy-Plasma, simultaneously with each manifestation of FCA and FIMI, except for
irrkoglictive and eglleroliftive Impulse-Potentials, there's initiation of United Superuniversal
Impulse-Potential, which provides informational interactions of all Aspects of twelve Pure Qualities
and forms in informational space of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms of The Tertiary Energy-Plasma
(in ODSs and FLUU-LUU-Complexes) corresponding resonational «dynamics» of Focuses of Dual
Reflection and Universal Multipolarizational Impulses of Info-Creators.
2.0714.

The effect of Time manifestation, as it has been already noted, is individually formed in
Perception system of every Self-Consciousness Form as a result of the difference of energyinformational parameters and as a consequence of the formation of dissonational distance, the
2.0715.

size of which is determined by the dissonance between Focus of Form-Creators of intermediate
Informational combination in the Configuration of the given «area» of Self-Consciousness and Focus
of Form-Creators of the Information combination, which is characteristic for its following more
Qualitative manifestation diapason. If we speak about human (LLUU-VVU) Forms, the difference
between values of dissonational distances, differentiating subjective work of Perception systems
of people manifested in different Time Flows, will be determined by Qualitative distinctions in
SFUURMM-Forms of «themselves» and «surrounding reality» actively used by them: the more
individual Focus Dynamics of their Form-Creators will dissonate across all the Conceptions of the
lluuvvumic development Direction, the «deeper» Self-Consciousness of such people will be rooted
in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of protoformal Directions, Configurations of which structure
protoformal Continuums.
In other words, that fact in which exactly of all the multitude of all Time Flows characteristic
for these Continuums you can subjectively realize yourselves in — completely depends on how much
your «present» Conceptions about «yourselves» and about Macrocosmos differ from SFUURMMForms modelled through iissiidiological Knowledge of Form-Creators of much more Qualitative
«areas» of slloogrent Configuration of your Self-Consciousness. Thus, certainly, we should not
forget that one could refocus into NUU-VVU-Forms of the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme also from
Self-Consciousnesses Forms of other diffuzgent Proto-Forms, having with the given Direction of
development boundary Rezomirals of manifestation.
2.0716.

«Time loops» that Qualitatively «withdraw» the Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of
any Proto-Forms from Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the lluuvvumic Directions, are the
longer and more inertial, the bigger is the degree of cruvursorrtness that separates their Perception
systems (TEC-mechanisms of subjective formation of SFUURMM-Forms). Basically, due to the
diffuzgentness of Self-Consciousness of any Proto-Form, each of them has a possibility to refocus
(with one or another inertioness degree) into rotational Cycle, structuring the lluuvvumic Direction.
Yet, as long as you are focused in NUU-VVU-Forms, all the priorities for development, characteristic
for «human» Continuums, are accessible to you incommensurably more than to other Proto-Forms.
2.0717.

In the first volume, in the beginning of the first section, I have already given short
iissiidiological Conception about the state of manifestation of Self-Consciousnesses Forms in
«Creation» of Energy-Plasma, which is defined by us as dimension of Space-Time. However, now
I have a possibility to try to get even deeper into truer Essence of this concept and to consider
the processes causing its manifestation in the «Creation.» As we can speak only about synthetic
states of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, we can examine the process of inertial formation of various
dimensional Levels, in whose Focus Dynamics they are simultaneously manifested, only from these
subjective viewpoints.
2.0718.

So, dimension: What kind of specific phenomenon (or a state) is it? How does it appear
particularly, and is it experienced by us? Does it influence our individual feelings, choices, creativity,
and, if yes, then — how? It is not easy to answer these questions, as your «present» Perception system
is not tuned in any way to other Forms of simultaneous manifestation of Focus Dynamics of FormCreators of your Self-Consciousness (i.e. to all other your «personal» NUU-VVU-Interpretations),
2.0719.

which together with «you» carry out all the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Uniform Existence of
your LLUU-VVU-Form. After all, each of uncountable multitude of these Interpretations does not
«intercross» in the «surrounding reality» with all the rest of its Interpretations and individually
(personally) realizes «itself» as the «only one and unique,» merely because Space-Time, in which
certain conditions each of these «personal» Interpretations is manifested, is structured by an
individual Configuration of dimension.
Well, where is an individual dimension? What does it «look like?» Is it possible «to feel»
and «touch» it? Speaking only about the specificity of manifestation of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms in the conditions of 3–4-dimensional diapason, it is possible to say that dimension is in
each unique combination of Configurations of quarks, physical fields, and elementary particles,
holochronely having formed nuclear and molecular combinations, which structure absolutely all SelfConsciousnesses Forms of the «surrounding reality»: All the cellular microstructures of biological
bodies of people, animals, plants, microorganisms, crystalline grids of meta and nonmetals, liquids
and gases, Planets and Stars, Black Holes and Quasars, dark matter, relic radiation, and so on. In
other words, all what we are capable to tactile, mechanically, visually, optically, or in any other way,
to perceive within a radius of hundreds thousands billions of parsec as the «reality surrounding us»
— that is a chain of focus states inertially changing in our Self-Consciousness initiated by FormCreators of other Self-Consciousnesses Forms towards the manifestation in the dimension type,
which is resonational in relation to a certain configuration of Self-Consciousness — certain, human
Perception system.
2.0720.

In IISSIIDIOLOGY any type and version of dimension manifestation of Space-Time is defined
as a natural consequence of the general resonational interaction between Energy-Potential formed
by dissonational part of Information «projected» onto Rezomirals and Its balanced part structuring
informational space of Self-Consciousness: Any dimension is initiated towards a manifestation at
each «point» of Space-Time as a reflection of Qualitative difference in «vibrational» (focus) states
among the multitude of covarllert Configurations of Aspects of various Pure Qualities. Thus, in
Energy-Plasma there are all sorts of «effects of local manifestation of different-Qualitative focal
interconnections» or Configurations of Form-Creators modeling each of manifestation Levels of
Macrocosmos from + ∞ to –∞.
2.0721.

The tendency here is following: The more diverse «areas» of Energy-Information («local»
Configurations of Aspects potentially structuring the slloogrent Configuration of Macrocosmos)
is involved in the given different-Qualitative combinations, the higher values of Energy Potential
of manifestation (i.e. DIMENSION Levels) are formed as a result of the given type of information
interaction. As I have already explained earlier, f-Configurations of these Energy parameters
specifically combined among themselves in individual «manifestation modules» do form all
the variety of all possible States of Energy-Plasma, which we subjectively define as Levels or
dimensional diapasons of Space-Time.
2.0722.

As it has already been said earlier, subjective «picture» of consecutive reflection of values of
numerous parameters of each dimension (including Time) in Perception system of this or that SelfConsciousness Form entirely depends on a particular scheme of an intermediate combination of
2.0723.

different-Qualitative Information (in other words, from the version of Scheme of inter-Qualitative
Synthesis and type of birvulyarity), according to which there's organization of the whole Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators of the given Self-Consciousness Form: its individual, vital creativity,
ideology, abilities to think and to feel, and other features of inertial development.
In other words, various Self-Consciousnesses Forms, inertially developing through
Focus Dynamics peculiar only to them according to various Synthesis Schemes (people, animal,
microorganisms, plants and so on), manifesting seemingly at the same Level (diapason) of
dimension, due to the considerable difference in energy-informational parameters of Focus Dynamics
individually generated by them, can absolutely differently interpret all that is subjectively observed
and perceived by them in the surrounding reality. Do not forget that Focus Dynamics are formed
and carried out in informational spaces of Self-Consciousnesses by means of absolutely different
configurational combinations of different-Qualitative Information — SFUURMM-Forms — which
structures different protoformal OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-Systems.
2.0724.

Owing to it, in general slloogrentness of Configurations of Space-Time there is simultaneous
reflection and combination among one another (by the covarllertness degree) of all possible types
of Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of subjective Realities. Among these, Qualitatively so different
combinations of specific Configurations of multitudes of Self-Consciousnesses Forms (or rather —
«inside» of them!), there are some general «areas» of their energy-informational interaction among
one another (for example, certain general mechanisms in Perception systems, partial correspondence
of respiratory, nutritious, metabolic, ecological chains, which resemble the relations at symbiosis,
parasitizing, and so on). On the basis of their manifestation there's «origination» of the common
Focus Dynamics of every duvuyllerrt group of space-time Continuums. These «areas» can be more
Qualitative (inter-Qualitatively synthesized to a greater degree) as well as more tensor in relation to
Focus Dynamics of each other.
2.0725.

In other words, coexisting together seemingly at the «same» Level of dimension, representatives
of various protoformal types of Self-Consciousnesses (people, animals, microorganisms, plants,
minerals, and so on) are capable to perceive its energy-informational parameters absolutely
differently and to react creatively and differently to it. For this reason all Proto-Forms, simultaneously
manifested in one dimensional diapason, have a huge difference in Perception systems (compare
people and microorganisms, animals and elementary particles) due to what they all have drastically
different individual Conceptions about surrounding reality.
2.0726.

I should also note that the specific energy-informational structure of focus combinations
structuring Space-Time of DDIIUYYI-Entity allows all Self-Consciousnesses Forms initiated towards
a simultaneous manifestation in different types of dimension by Its Collective Cosmic Intelligences,
to lead Focus Dynamics of peculiar to all of them Cosmic Creation (not «randomly» (chaotically), but
«attractionally,» within the certain combinations of different-Qualitative Configurations of AIYSSSS-Flow (UPDR), participating in the general Process of inter-Qualitative Synthesis of DDIIUYYIEntity. In other words, it is possible to say that surrounding Space-Time is potentially structured
by such high synthetic types of dimension, which are inaccessible to our perception, even to the
Universal System of Self-Perception of DDIIUYYI-Entity.
2.0727.

It concerns not only unique combinations of Energy and Information according to Schemes
unusual for Focus Dynamics of Its SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators, but also boundary for manifestation Levels
of Its Creative Activity. In this case, the conditionally limiting «border» of energy-informational
interaction is Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of YYU-II-Levels, which we subjectively define
as ±36th dimension of Space (the «lowest border» is unknown to me, as so-called zero dimension
or Y-II-level represents conditional «threshold» for Focus of Creative Activity of my Perception
system’s Form-Creators).
2.0728.

The word combination the «highest border» is quoted, because the given Level of Cosmic
Creation extends in all the infinite variety of Universal Entities, the general Focus Dynamics of
Creative Activity of which (but only as DDIIUYYI-Entities!) is also seemingly «limited» by higher
conditional YYU-U-YYU-indicators, for example, from 0th dimension to 48th one. What does it
mean? In order to consciously participate in realization of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Creative
Activity within the given diapason of manifestation any Universal DDIIUYYI-Entity should reach
such manifestation degree Of Self-Cognition in various Types of Universal Cosmic Intelligences
manifested up to 36th dimension, which will allow It to resonationally «reproject» Itself to even
more Qualitative and perfect form of Self-Consciousness — to the 48-quality Inter-Universal II-ISS-MII-I-Entity.
2.0729.

Analyze yourself: We, people, as biological beings, are manifested by means of Configurations
of Self-Consciousnesses Forms currently peculiar to us in quite narrow diapason — from 2.5–
2.75 to 3.5–3.75 dimensions. However, our general Focus Dynamics (Focus of Creative Activity
— DYYUUTT-YYYU) is structured by SFUURMM-Forms not only of mentioned diapason of our
biological manifestation, but also by Qualities Aspects of 0–1, 1–2, 2–3, 3–4 and even the lowest
Levels of 4–5-dimensional diapason. In order to begin realizing «ourselves» as inhabitants of more
Qualitative 4–5-dimensional diapason, «we» (i.e. Form-Creators of our Self-Consciousnesses
Forms) should inertially synthesize in Focus Dynamics — as Existence Experience! — steady,
energy-informational interconnections, peculiar to other biological beings, which do not belong to
the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme.
2.0730.

Exactly for this reason in the general Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of «humanity’s»
Collective Consciousness there is resonational «wedging in» («ingraining») of an uncountable
multitude of Conceptions, to greater or smaller degree peculiar to various protoformal Directions.
Synthesis of each of these Directions can be carried out by people both in a faster way (through
conscious and steady background Synthesis during dominant Synthesis of the Quality ALL-Willof-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom by means of subchakram refocusings) and in
more inertial way — through unconscious refocusings into highly dissonational (to the lluuvvumic
Direction) «time loops» — for svilgs-spherational attraction (directly through the practice of
protoformal Existence in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of NUU-VVU-Form) of necessary
Information that structures protoformal Experience (with the replacement of one of two Dominants
by corresponding background Quality).
2.0731.

When we reach a higher Level of Self-Consciousness’ Focus Dynamics, all empirical
Experience of Proto-Forms, actively engaged by us through simultaneous Focus Dynamics of all
2.0732.

the multitude of «personal» Interpretations, which becomes that absolutely available Experience,
yet intuitive, and allow «modern us» to be «reprojected» consistently and resonationally at first
to high-frequency biological, then to «bioplasmic,» and then to «plasmic» Forms Of Our SelfConsciousnesses that already «now» — simultaneously with «modern us!» — are manifested in
4–5-dimensional diapason.
And so up to 12–13-dimensional diapason of Our Existence, after which absolutely
everything in Focus Dynamics of Us as SLAA-SS-MII-Creators at the lowest Plans of Cosmic
Creation, changes, as We get «reprojected» from Configuration of Form-Creators of 12-Quality
Universal Entity (OOSLLLOOLLS) to Configurations of SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators of One of the
uncountable multitude of 24-quality Universal Entities (DDKHVAAKHTVULSF) about Which
Principles of Existence we will talk further in more details. Approximately «in the same way»
(I mean through inertial sequence of Focus Dynamics of inter-Qualitative Synthesis) everything
is carried out in the processes of Self-Cognition of DDIIUYYI-Entity, Which can once «become»
in Own Focus of Self-Cognition One of SUPRA-Universal Cosmic Entity (though potentially It's
always already It!).
2.0733.

In other words, neither us, nor Cosmic Entities of any multidimensional manifestation
Level do not have and cannot have any restrictions in the Process of Self-Cognition. What I have
just told you, concerns only the radical change of realizational possibilities, which are activated
not in a way of dimension-by-dimension (at refocusing from one dimension into another), but
in a complex, at the achievement of the general Focus Dynamics of certain defined — for given
Synthesis Scheme! — creative Potential (VLOOOMOOT), representing the integral of energyinformational interconnections of synthesized empirical Experience of Existence, characteristic for
Self-Consciousness of the multitude of Proto-Forms for which the given possibilities are natural
(i.e. predominant for their Scheme of development). It means that for the manifestation of certain
unique abilities (for example, clairvoyance, telepathy, telekinesis, teleportation, levitation, and
so on) in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of your Self-Consciousness, it is necessary to reach
in our refocusings quite definite «critical volume» of actively manipulated by them differentQualitative Energy-Information, without any tensors (i.e. more or less harmoniously) structured by
Configurations of much more universal, than «present» SFUURMM-Forms.
2.0734.

So, the amount of dimensional combinations (dimensional Levels) modelled by Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators is not a factor strictly limiting inertial Existence of any Self-Consciousness Form,
and it just characterizes a certain «cyclicity» in the general process of their slloogrent energyinformational interaction or, in other words, that Creative Rhythm natural for Perception System of
every «person» or Cosmic Entity, which in number interpretation can be expressed approximately
as follows: …-0- …-3- …-6- …-9- …-12- …-24- …-36- …-48- …-60- …-72- …-144- …-288…-432- …-576- …-720- …-1440- … This digital row schematically demonstrates a certain narrowspecific «cyclicity» of manifestation of Focus Dynamics onto certain Levels of dimension, there's
conditional-symbolical expression of the dependence of individual possibilities, that every Cosmic
Entity possesses for simultaneous manifestation of Its Self-Consciousness in corresponding options
of potential State corresponding to Its Perception system.
2.0735.

In this primitive example you should not get hung up on the values, which only symbolize
certain types of possible dimensional Configurations where the greatest degree of probability is for
simultaneous manifestation of Focus Dynamics reflecting the specific type of birvulyarity (Universal
Synthesis Scheme). Try to follow and analyze those mathematical laws, which characterize the
sequence of this infinite numerical row.
2.0736.

For example, if to consider such type of birvulyarity identified in IISSIIDIOLOGY with the
Universal Synthesis Scheme (to 36th dimension) interpreted as Cosmic Human, or AIY-YYA, then
it's more natural and easy for Form-Creators of this consecutive «chain» of Qualitative «reprojections»
of Self-Consciousnesses Forms […
NUU-VVU (to 6th dimension)
LLUU-VVU (to 12th
dimension) SSOOSSOOLMA-SUU (to 14th dimension) LUULLSMII-SSLAA (to 16th dimension)
GLOOGSMII-SSLAA (to 18th dimension)
INGSSMII-SSLAA (to 20th dimension)
SYYUUUYSVAA (to 22nd dimension)
OULLGNOO-SS-ST (to 24th dimension) … SSUUYYSS-GLLII-SVAA
(to 24th dimension) … SLAIILLI-SVUU (to 24th dimension)
IYIY-SSMIIYSMAA-A (to 26th
dimension)
OUIYY-TLAASSMA-A (to 36th dimension) … FLAAGG-TUU-Y-YYA (to 36th
dimension) … AIY-YYA (to 36th dimension) …] to perform their Focus Dynamics within this
dimensional raw.
2.0737.

«Shift» of USCF into other types of «numerical sequences» leads to duvuyllerrt replacement
of the priority in Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of characteristics of the primary
birvulyarity type (for example, on dimensional Levels of the lluuvvumic Direction), which results
in the great increase of tensorness both between Form-Creators of two Dominants themselves
and between them and Form-Creators of their background Qualities. As a result of that in Focus
Dynamics of the given Self-Consciousness Form there can be stimulated a refocusing into another
type of birvulyarity (for example, instead of lluuvvumic Forms, Focus Dynamics would delve into
SFUURMM-Forms of some protoformal Directions).
2.0738.

It is necessary to note that in some boundary (for LLUU-VVU-birvulyarity) spectra of
possible focus multipolarization, which duvuyllerrtly transform into Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousnesses Forms of corresponding diffuzgent Synthesis Schemes, there always takes place
a «shift» of Focus Dynamics of people into protoformal areas of spectra (with simultaneous — full
or partial — loss of interconnections of individual ODSs with realizational niches of human Spheres
of creativity of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems), where Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of either
of «our» Dominants also do structure extreme (in relation to the lluuvvumic Direction) spectra of
diffuzgent multipolarization of Collective Intelligences of corresponding Proto-Forms.
2.0739.

So, in the conditional borders of each diffuzgent protoformal Direction in the overall Focus
Dynamics of every of interacting sides there is formation of a special — «boundary,» «transitive»
— version of Self-Consciousnesses Forms «balancing» by means of their individual Focus
Dynamics between focal Configurations of «own» and «another's» Synthesis Schemes. In focus
multipolarization, formed by all the types of protoformal Directions, there's manifestation of an
uncountable amount of such «adjacent» Forms. Through specific svilgs-spherational transformations
carried out by Form-Creators in such «transitive» focal Configurations takes place a continuous
inertial refill of human OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems with the Experience (SFUURMM-Forms),
2.0740.

peculiar to each of diffuzgent protoformal Synthesis Schemes. This most valuable Experience is
accumulated in special «stressful zones,» where it is specifically transformed, adapted, and brought
to the correspondence with characteristics of the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme, and only after that
— with the help of photoreductive Ether — this Experience is «projected» into TEC-«unpackings»
of Form-Creators of corresponding human Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
Thus, due to eglleroliftive IP and svilgsons (for 3–4th dimensional diapason — to
khvasslons) of the lluuvvumic type of birvulyarity, through a certain cycle of dimensional types
replacing each other (human and non-human), Form-Creators of Self-Consciousness of «transitive»
human Forms have always a possibility to start steadily resonate by their Focus Dynamics with
Qualitative characteristics, which are peculiar to NUU-VVU-Forms in order to keep refocusing into
the lluuvvumic type of birvulyarity. This process is carried out, because Focus Dynamics of every
Proto-Form is maintained by eglleroliftive IP which is peculiar only to its type of birvulyarity —
exactly which (taking into account diffuzgent interconnections of every Proto-Form) supports all
individual manifestations of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of its Self-Consciousnesses Forms
in strictly determined conditions and limits which are characteristic for the given Synthesis Scheme.
It is very important to remember: Slloogrent Focus Dynamics of each type of Collective Cosmic
Intelligence is initiated by individual for it eglleroliftive Impulse.
2.0741.

Universal Self-Consciousness Focus (that is Us — as SLAA-SS-MII-Creators) on any inertial
stage of Its simultaneous manifestation as «non-humans» (Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A),
«humans» (protoformal Directions of LLUU-VVU), Humans (NUULL-VVU), Worlds, and so on, is
duvuyllerrtly multipolarized both across different-Qualitative and polytypic NUU-VVU-Forms of
the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme structuring its all possible protoformal Directions and across all
the multitude of inhuman Synthesis Scheme. It is caused by the fact that through the performance of
necessary svilgs-spherational refocusings and establishment of missing covarllert interconnections
(by means of synthesizing additional protoformal Experience) We introduce into human type of
birvulyarity the most valuable Information, without which the given Synthesis Scheme could not
be carried out in any way. Yet, it is necessary to consider that a return (back) refocusing of SelfConsciousness into NUU-VVU-Forms happens not in all cases of undergoing of svilgs-spherations
within non-human Synthesis Schemes, — not always a f-Configuration of a «person,» having
consistently refocused through some protoformal Directions into a Form-Type of another ProtoForm, keeps the inclination for resonationness with Human Synthesis Scheme.
2.0742.

All these uncountable refocusings from human NUU-VVU-Forms into Self-Consciousnesses
Forms of various Proto-Forms and vice-versa happen unconsciously. In other words, under no
circumstances no human «person» can suddenly start to realize him/herself (as «personality») in
a body of a dog, a cat, or any other animal. Similar inter-protoformal refocusings are carried out
stage-by-stage, through special «transitive» Form-Types (oligophrenic persons, cretins), whose
Focus Dynamics lose interconnections with SFUURMM-Forms belonging to human ODSs. That is
the general Principle of uniform diffuzgent Existence of all GOOLGAMAA-A Proto-Forms (including
LLUU-VVU) which is carried out without any subjective «personal connection» to any Direction of
development but only resonationally, according to prevailing characteristics in Focus Dynamics of
those SFUURMM-Forms, which are peculiar to various types of Collective Intelligences.
2.0743.

Certainly, the above mentioned rhythm is not a certain generally accepted indicator of
high quality of Cosmic Creativity. Other rhythm-schemes of Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of
Macrocosmos synthetic type are not less Qualitative (and not more Qualitative), for example, such as:
2.0744.

…-0-1-11-111-1111-11111-…; …-0-2-22-222-2222-22222-…; …-0-3-33-333-3333-33333-…;
…-0-4-44-444-4444-44444-…; …-0-5-55-555-5555-55555-…; …-0-6-66-666-6666-66666-…;
…-0-7-77-777-7777-77777-…; …-0-8-88-888-8888-88888-…; …-0-9-99-999-9999-99999-…
…-0-1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-14-15-16-17-18-19-20-21-22-23-24-25-…;
…-0-2-4-6-8-10-12-14-16-18-20-22-24-26-28-30-32-34-36-40-42-44-46-48…;
…-0-3-6-9-12-15-18-21-24-27-30-33-36-39-42-45-48-51-54-57-60-63-66-69-…;
…-0-4-8-12-16-20-24-28-32-36-40-44-48-52-56-60-64-68-72-76-80-84-88-…;
…-0-5-10-15-20-25-30-35-40-45-50-55-60-65-70-75-80-85-90-95-100-105-…;
…-0-6-12-18-24-30-36-42-48-54-60-66-72-78-84-90-96-102-108-114-120-…;
…-0-7-14-21-28-35-42-49-56-63-70-77-84-91-98-105-112-119-126-133-140-…;
…-0-8-16-24-32-40-48-56-64-72-80-88-96-104-112-120-128-136-144-152-…;
…-0-9-18-27-36-45-54-63-72-81-90-99-108-117-126-135-144-153-162-171-…;
…-0-10-20-30-40-50-60-70-80-90-100-110-120-130-140-150-160-170-180-…;
…-0-11-22-33-44-55-66-77-88-99-110-121-132-143-154-165-176-187-198-…;
…-0-12-24-36-48-60-72-84-96-108-120-132-144-156-168-180-192-204-216-…

and so on to Infinity.
For all the multitude of Universal Synthesis Schemes there is the same uncountable multitude
of vibrating Rhythms creating the optimum conditions for the manifestation of Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators, carrying out their targeted refocusings according to each of these Schemes.
You should not get hung up on this Information, which is illustrated by me in such way only in
order to allow you to attentively analyze the above mentioned «cyclic rows» of dimension and to
notice that in each of them there is necessarily such «resonant periods,» which coincide by their
Configuration with many seemingly «absolutely different» manifestation Levels of Creative Activity
of Macrocosmos Creators. In Configurations of these coinciding («interpenetrating») Levels of
dimension there are universal possibilities for radical change of protoformal Focus Dynamics and
for refocusing of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses into the Forms of «their own,» seemingly
primary, Scheme of inter-Qualitative Synthesis. These specific focus formations, which provide
inter-protoformal Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators and structure all the slloogrentness of SpaceTime of Macrocosmos are called by me birvulyart skloongms or skloongms of birvulyart multitudes.
2.0745.

There is an infinite multitude of skloongms, in the slloogrent Configurations of which the
Universal Synthesis Scheme represents a specific combination of synthesized Energy-Information
characteristic of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of zillions particular types of Collective Cosmic
Intelligences, and it is capable to sufficiently resonate with Energy-Informational combinations
characteristic for Self-Consciousnesses Forms of zillions of other types of Collective Cosmic
2.0746.

Intelligences. This circumstance gives Form-Creators of one birvulyart skloongm huge, potential,
creative possibilities for multipolarizational focus «reprojection» with resonating «areas» of
Configurations into corresponding to them dimensional rows of synthetic Universal Entities, Whose
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators, in some way or other, is tied to similar Universal Synthesis
Scheme.
It is possible also because Form-Creators structuring different dimensional diapasons are by
their energy-informational Essence the same Form-Creators! For example, simultaneously the same
Form-Creators in 3–4-dimensional diapason can be manifested through focal Configurations of
elementary particles (let's say, Self-Consciousnesses Forms of electrons), and in 4–5-dimensional
diapason — due to the increase in quantity of covarllert energy-informational interconnections among
Form-Creators of primary «karmonations» of electrons — already through focal Configurations of
superuniversal Fields-Consciousnesses (for example, falkhats). In other words, focal Configurations
of higher dimensional Levels do structure the same Form-Creators, which structure the analogs
of these Configurations on lower Levels of dimension. Moreover, with the increase of dimension
do not appear any «new» Form-Creators, but there is only a development of Focus Dynamics of
«former» Configurations at the expense of increase in them of «projections» of covarllert focus
interconnections!
2.0747.

The difference in Qualitative expression of each dimension does not constitute the fact
that Form-Creators of lower dimensional Levels are as if less developed than Form-Creators of
higher Levels — no, that's wrong! The reason for different-Qualitative conditions for creative
expression of Self-Consciousnesses lies in the «quantity» («volume,» «concentration» degree) of
energy-informational interconnections, resonationally originated by joint Configurations of FormCreators: The more there are such interconnections, the higher dimension of Space-Time is as well
as the Creative Potential of self-expression of same Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses. So, the
third and the millionth dimensions are structured by the same Form-Creators, but in the slloogrent
Configuration of the millionth dimension their intensity of simultaneous, resonational manifestation
is trillions times higher than in the conditions of the third dimension.
2.0748.

Thereupon, both the third, and the millionth, and the hundred millionth dimensions — at the
concurrence in their Configurations of some of the common characteristics typical for one Universal
Synthesis Scheme — can simultaneously structure the same slloogrent skloongm of birvulyarity which
allows Form-Creators to simultaneously «project» their Focus Dynamics partially into the third, and
to a greater degree — into the millionth, and even more — into the hundred millionth dimension of
Space-Time. For example, resonational combinations of Configurations of NUU-VVU-Modules of
Form-Creators and UU-VVU-Conglomerates of Info-Creators, manifested jointly through synthetic
Configurations of LLUU-VVU-Forms of 3–4-dimensional diapason, at the same time, are ALREADY
manifested — as specific «modular parts» of corresponding Levels of Self-Consciousnesses — in …-6
…9 …-12 …-24 …-36 … -48-…-60-…-72-…-144-…-288-…-432-…-576-…-1152-dimensional,
and other ranges of manifestation of diverse Universal Entities.

2.0749.

Each of skloongms simultaneously unites in the overall slloogrentness of Configuration
peculiar to it, the most grandiose by their «scale» Formations of Cosmic TII-YY-TII-Entities, which
2.0750.

specialize in some «narrow-specific» Directions of synthetic Creativity — types of birvulyarity. As
soon as you carefully analyze the above-mentioned rows of Rhythms and for greater understanding
try to continue them, you will for sure notice that at apparent disorder all of them do form very
correct and uniform «network of density of manifestation,» where no part of slloogrentness of
Space-Time remains out of Focus Dynamics of any Existential Rhythms of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms.
In manifestation spectrum, in the considered diapason (from 0th to 36th dimension) of
Self-Consciousnesses Forms’ Focus Dynamics structuring the lluuvvumic type of birvulyarity
(including AIY-YYA), the most interesting and important moment for understanding the Mechanism
of formation of specific type of dimension by Form-Creators of this Direction is «points of focus
transition» (an aggregate of the zeroth ingredients of dimension) between Y-II-State (0th dimension)
and the highest for Collegial Intelligence of DDIIUYYI-Entity, YYU-II-State (36th dimension). On
every manifestation Level of the given Plasmic Forces Diapason, both of them are formed by Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators and Info-Creators of two parallel Creative Manifestation Vectors —
Amplificational and Qualitational. The matter is that Form-Creators cannot «leave» by means of
Focus Dynamics the «lowest» Y-II-State and the «higher» YYU-II-State as far as their Creative
Activity becomes absolutely resonational in relation to all the Types of DDIIUYYI-Entities, Whose
focal Configurations are also potentially (concurrently) manifested within the given Diapason,
because the zeroth ingredients are inherent to all dimensions structuring diverse and different-level
Universes of synthetic Macrocosmos.
2.0751.

Multipolarizational Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of any Self-Consciousness Form
spreads in Macrocosmos unlimitedly and infinitely; however, any attempt of Form-Creators to
consciously interpret the Information characteristic for Configurations of the mentioned Levels will
not have any Sense, because in informational space (that is in individual ODS) of the given SelfConsciousness Form there is no Synthesis Mechanism of necessary interconnections among FormCreators of considered Levels of dimension. Then, SFUURMM-Forms that provide «unpacking» of
the given Information in its Perception system will not be able to become active in Focus Dynamics
of the given Self-Consciousness Form. Here's the dependence during the realization process of any
creative manifestations: Until all interconnections that provide activity of all potential possibilities,
peculiar to the desirable range of manifestation, would not be synthesized, Form-Creators of focused
by you Self-Consciousness Form cannot consciously realize themselves in your life creativity.
2.0752.

Subchakram refocusings (that is seemingly non-duvuyllerrt, but actually done duvuyllerrtly
by means of high-frequency SFUURMM-Forms of the highest for the given Focus Dynamics Levels
of Self-Consciousness) can be carried out only when in Creative Activity of some stable groups
structuring one NUU-VVU-Configuration, there appeared quite stable interconnections (SFUURMMForms) that provide them a high degree of covarllertness (resonationness) in relation to some groups
of UU-VVU-conglomerates, which do structure Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of another NUUVVU-Configuration.
2.0753.

Then, at the moment of some «unpacking» kleksings (it can happen both during purposeful
Meditation, or absolutely unconsciously), the Information, manifested in one of NUU-VVU2.0754.

Configuration, after realization of inter-Qualitative Synthesis on the given realizational Level,
creates in the informational space of Self-Consciousness all the necessary conditions for resonational
«merging» (establishing strong energy-informational interconnections) of the given group
participating in «unpacking process» of UU-VVU-conglomerates with Focus Dynamics of FormCreators of another «personal» Interpretation. At such moment some information part of «personal»
Self-Consciousness of one NUU-VVU-Configuration (regardless of the difference in Time Flows
of their individual manifestations) can begin recognize «itself» subjectively as seemingly «another
person» living in other conditions or even in other historical epoch. This phenomenon is defined by
me as subchakram refocusing of Self-Consciousness.
So, we can say that Universal DDIIUYYI-Entity, representing the Highest Form of energyinformational reflection of creative synthetic Dynamics of Universal Focus of The Highest
(for 0–36-dimensional diapason of Forms’ manifestation) Cosmic Intelligence (AYFAAR), in
IISSIIDIOLOGY implies all the set of slloogrent focal Configurations of Form-Creators of diverse
Self-Consciousnesses Forms, simultaneously and different-Qualitatively manifested on every Level
of considered by us 36-dimensional diapason. In other words, any Focus Dynamics carried out
by Form-Creators within the given dimensional diapason, represents to some extent the reflection
(«projection») of the general Creative Activity of Collegial Intelligence of our Universal Cosmic
Entity. All the infinite multitude of Universal Entities representing by Their Focus Dynamics
the most diverse types of synthetic birvulyarities, make up all the energy-informational basis of
Universums of Macrocosmos.
2.0755.

For your deeper understanding of this Cosmic Code Meaning — DDIIUYII — I would
conditionally compare the character of the given type of Focus functionality to the gradation which
we apply for identification of settlements: farms, villages, settlements, regional cities, the regional
centers, megalopolises, and so on. The type of DDIIUYYI-Universes in this list is likely to be set
somewhere at the very beginning, for example, at the level of «village» consisting of several farms
(separate, small manors with isolated household), because dimensional diapason from 0th to 36th
dimension is only a little drop in the boundless ocean of zillion dimensions structuring the whole
Macrocosmos.
2.0756.

One more addition: As Focus Dynamics of «all the rest» (i.e. of the whole Macrocosmos),
manifested outside Creative Activity of SSUU-SS-VUU-Creators (24–36th dimension) of Universes
of the given type, is simply inaccessible both for the semantic adaptation by my Perception system
and for the highest Conceptions of your Understanding. It turns out that for us there's simply no
point in speaking about This, even more universal, part of Macrocosmos, though the fact of parallel
manifestation of even more universal analogs of DDIIUYYI-Entities, — for example, TII-YY-TII,
based on the Synthesis of SSS-YUIYY-YY-SSS — does not become less possible and real because of
that. So, in the given context under the term Universe I will imply only 36-dimensional DDIIUYYIEntity of the given type of synthetic manifestation in slloogrentness of Macrocosmos, functionally and
structurally including an infinite multitude of different-type and different-Qualitatively synthesized
States — subjective Form-systems of Worlds, Realities types, Continuums, and Conversums (integral
of Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of all groups of Continuums structuring one
dimensional diapason).
2.0757.

This remark is also necessary because of the fact that besides the multitude of different-type
36-dimensional DDIIUYYI-Entities (both synthetic — I-IFLOOLL-FOO — and others, Whose Nature
is simply inaccessible for your understanding), the Universe is also structured by an infinite multitude
of diverse slloogrent Configurations of Universal Entities, beginning from three- (GDOUKKLOFT),
six- (KHLUURLLARKH), nine- (AFKALDUUFR), twelve- (OOSLLLOOLLS), 24-dimensional
(DDKHVAAKHTVULSF) and finishing by multimillion-dimensional types and versions. Therefore,
all the types of different-Qualitative energy-informational interconnections between Form-Creators
and Info-Creators, carried out within the diapason from conditionally zero to the thirty sixth
dimension, will be defined by us as different-type creative manifestations of The Highest Cosmic
Intelligence AYFAAR through Its Creation — DDIIUYYI-Entity — and all other potentially possible
interconnections, which are fulfilled on higher dimensional Levels — as SUPRA-Universal types
of Collegial Cosmic Intelligences and SUPRA-Universal Cosmic Entities manifested through Their
Creativity.
2.0758.

Besides that the Configuration of DDIIUYYI-Entity is structured by f-Configurations of all
other lower types of dimensions of Universal Entities, starting from three-, six-, nine-, and twelvedimensional, and finishing with 24-dimensional synthetic Entities. In other words, it can be asserted
with high level of confidence that Focus Dynamics of SSUU-SS-VUU-Creators of DDIIUYYI-Entities
represents the sum of two integrals of resonational, energy-informational interactions: Firstly, carried
out between SLAA-SS-MII-Creators of OOSLLLOOLL-Entities (3-, 6-, 9-, and 12-dimensional types
of Universes) and SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators of DDKHVAAKHTVULSF-Entities (24- dimension types
of Universes), and, secondly, concurrently carried out between Creators of DDKHVAAKHTVULSFEntities and actually by SSUU-SS-VUU-Creators of IYYEKHEFFEIYY-Entities (36-dimensional
types of Universes). I do not know anything else about 48-dimensional — and above! — types of
Universal Entities, yet.
2.0759.

Due to such specifics in the formation of energy-informational interconnections in the general
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators and Info-Creators of DDIIUYII-Entities in the considered by us
diapason of dimension, I have highlighted three conditional categories of the slloogrent AIYS-SSSmanifestation — «Light Flow» of Energy-Plasma, which are synthesized in the radically different
(by their Qualitative content) states: the Primary (from 36th dimension to 0th), the Secondary (from
24th dimension to 0th), and the Tertiary (from 12th dimension to 0th).
2.0760.

Let me remind you that AIYS-SSS («Light Flow» or What in each specific case of
manifestation represents in Macrocosmos as the Principle of Creation) reflects in more complete
State of Energy-Plasma (IYISS-SSS) absolutely all possible types of resonational combinations
of Energy and Information, holochronely manifested in our subjective Perception as all possible
Levels of dimension. Here the words «Light» and «Flow» are used by me only in order to form in
your Perception system the Conception about AIYS-SSS-State as Something universal, capable to
manifest Itself on every Level of its manifestation both as «materiality» sign (focusing by a SelfConsciousness Form on the «external» much more than on the «internal») and as the sign of «nonmateriality» (focusing by a Self-Consciousness Form on the «internal» much more than on the
«external»), which are simultaneously peculiar to Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of any of these
Levels. The word «Flow» serves as the evidence of the presence of rotational — Focus — Nature in
this Universal State of Energy-Plasma.
2.0761.

Yet, in no way you should think that AIYS-SSS represents the only possible State manifested as
a result of the joint Creative Activity of Form-Creators and Info-Creators. During deep Meditation on
the Sound Code-determinant IYISS-SSS (Energy-Plasma), Form-Creators of my Self-Consciousness
have consecutively (depending on the Level of Their self-identification) identified themselves with
Cosmic Code of the multitude of Its other States in one or other way participating — together
with AIYS-SSS! — in the Universal Mechanism of manifestation of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of
absolutely all Self-Consciousnesses Forms of Macrocosmos.
2.0762.

Individually meditating on such Codes as KSLLUURS-SSS, IYLKKS-SSS, PFAUGRRS-SSS,
DDAIYLDS-SSS, GMUYGGLS-SSS, you will agree that all These States of Energy-Plasma can be
figuratively compared, for example, with the abundance of all possible kinds of grain crops (rice,
wheat, rye, barley, oat, corn, sorghum, millet, and so on), from which, under certain conditions, a
good cook can always prepare something edible. Macrocosmos — in this particular perspective —
can be figuratively compared with the dish prepared out of all the multitude of grain crops growing
at every «part» of Energy-Plasma. As we are very limited in the possibilities of our subjective
choice, we will reduce (integrate-summarize) all the potential Creative Activity of Energy-Plasma
to only one of Universal Form of Its holochrone manifestation — to AIYS-SSS-State.
2.0763.

In other words, the «Light Flow» (or otherwise — the Universal State of Energy-Plasma)
is all the set of different-Qualitative synthesized «projections» of Focuses (various dissonational
Information States), potentially through which can take place a simultaneous configurational
«reprojection» of Form-Creators of absolutely all Self-Consciousnesses Forms. This aggregate
is represented in different States of Energy-Plasma by the property of slloogrentness. What you
call «light,» «optical electromagnetic radiation,» «photons,» and similar is nearly the most coarse
part of the whole transformational diapason, peculiar to Qualitative States of TROOGOLLT-SSS
— of «Light Flow» of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma, inside the slloogrent Configurations of Which
there is a stabilization (creative realization) of Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses, which
structure all the variety of Form-systems of Worlds and subjective Realities of the Physical PlanOvertone (from 12th to 0th dimension). In other words, AIYS-SSS, potentially representing in the
considered by us diapason the highest degree of Qualitative State of Energy-Plasma, through Its
TROOGOLLT-SSS-State, objectively reflects all the unified properties on any Level of manifestation
of joint Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators only for the given dimensional diapason. Therefore, it is
possible to say that «Light Flow» is the energy-informational State of Form-Creators, through which
any part of Energy-Plasma is potentially capable to be subjectively performed in every «point»
of slloogrentness of Creation (Macrocosmos) manifested through it. I admit that it is extremely
difficult, almost impossible to subjectively (from the position of Focus Dynamics of the Observer
of any manifestation Level) to define, where in Macrocosmos IYISS-SSS-State «begins» (or «ends»)
and AIYS-SSS-State «ends» (or «begins»), — These States are simply inseparable from each other;
though, Each of Them has its own specificity.
2.0764.

The Highest Universal State of Energy-Plasma, slloogrently manifested through Macrocosmos
(MUULLG-SSS-MAA) can be also defined as all the sum of different-Qualitative states of focal
Configurations of Collective Cosmic Intelligences, Whose Form-Creators structure with their
slloogrent Focus Dynamics all the multitude of diverse AIYS-SSS-Entities. The Configurations of
the latter can be conditionally compared to all sorts of «parts» of Macrocosmos Focus Dynamics.
2.0765.

In other words, AIYS-SSS-Entity is a certain «local» manifestation of properties and features of
some Qualitative f-Configurations of the «Light Flow» through the combined Focus Dynamics of
Form-Creators. If to consider This Focus Dynamics only in terms of the Plasmic Forces Diapason
available to my Perception (from 36th to 0th dimension), it is possible to say that for example:
−− Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of that «part» of Creation that manifests through the
Primary State of Energy-Plasma (i.e. Levels of manifestation of the Primary EnergyPlasma — from 36th to 24th dimension) is carried out through IYISSIISSLIIY-SSS-Entity,
Whose Configuration is modelled in Space-Time by SSLIIIY-SSS-type of the «Light Flow»;
−− the «part» of Macrocosmos that manifests as the Secondary State of Energy-Plasma
(from 24th to 12th dimension) is carried out by UUOLLFS-SLOOO-SSS-Entity through the
universal properties of SSLOOO-SSS-Flow;
−− TROOGOLLT-SSS-Entity of Macrocosmos manifests in the Tertiary State of Energy-Plasma
(from 12th to 0th dimension) by means of specific properties of GOLLT-SSS-Flow.
So, there is an infinite multitude of such «parts,» and altogether they form in SpaceTime the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of “All That Is”, Whose Self-Conscious
Cosmic Existence is modelled and organized by the properties of the general Universal «Light
Flow» MAAIIYG-SSS-MAA, or, otherwise, — Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of The Highest
Intelligence of Macrocosmos, structured both by KSLLUURS-SSS, and IYLKKS-SSS, and PFAUGRRSSSS, and DDAIYLDS-SSS, and GMUYGGLS-SSS, and by the multitude of other Energy-Plasma
States. MAAIIYG-SSS-MAA also differs from IYISS-SSS (Energy-Plasma) and reflects the slloogrent
Focus Dynamics of absolutely all Form-Creators of synthetic Macrocosmos, whilst IYISS-SSS
reflects all the slloogrent focal Configuration of The Highest Intelligence. In functional Meaning it
is approximately the same subjective difference as between AYFAAR (The Highest Intelligence of
the Universe) and focal Configuration of realizationally formed by It Creation — DDIIUYYI-Entity.
2.0766.

As I have already mentioned, The Highest Cosmic Intelligence (AYFAAR) of Universal
DDIIUYYI-Entity represents only a certain Type of general Focus Dynamics of The Highest Collegial
Cosmic Intelligence of SSLIIIY-SSS-Entity, Which is homogeneous by its Nature, but heterogeneous
by the Qualitativeness of Its holochronely-simultaneous manifestation, as it is structured by the
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of different-Qualitative analogs of AIYS-SSS-Entities («Light
Flows»), Which, in Their turn, by means of Focus Dynamics of Collective Intelligences, form in the
Sphere of Creative Activity of SSLIIIY-SSS-Entity 12 different-types of «SECTORS» (NNIILG-NNI)
providing the mechanism of manifestation of Aspects of 12 Pure Cosmic Qualities (LIIY-FFMI-LLI),
harmoniously combined with 24 Combined Cosmic Qualities (EI-YY-UI-YY).
2.0767.

It is exactly the specific combinations of Configurations of Qualities Aspects, structuring
all the 12 «SECTORS» of SSLIIIY-SSS-Entity (each «SECTOR» corresponds with one and unique
type of «Light Flow»), which represent the Qualitative basis for simultaneous manifestation of the
Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary States of Energy-Plasma, individually characteristic both for Focus
Dynamics of the given DDIIUYYI-Entity and for Form-Creators of the uncountable multitude of
2.0768.

other Universal Entities. In each «SECTOR» takes place a unique, inherent only for this «SECTOR,»
the Scheme (the Principle) of interaction among 12 Pure Cosmic Qualities and the main, formed by
Them in the given Plasmic Forces Diapason, versions of different-Qualitative combinations — 24
Combined Qualities.
Each of 12 «SECTORS» of manifestation of These Universal Entities by its functional and
space-time structure is NOT something absolutely homogeneous, but are structured by 12 SSS-types
of «SUBSECTORS» (LLIING-LLI). Each of the latter represents ALL the likely picture of Creative
Possibilities of potential Force Interactions among Aspects of Each of 12 Pure Cosmic Qualities and
144 types of Their creative combinations to other Aspects (12 «SECTORS» x 12 «SUBSECTORS» =
144 types of possible interconnections of general subsector transgression). For example, the Pure
Cosmic Quality ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom (YIYU-ULLU-YIYU) in each of the «SUBSECTORs» is
structured (presented) by 12 SSS-types of the basic intra-Qualitative combinations: TTUULLM-SSSLLI, MMAOLFF-SSS-LLI, FFUYYUFF-SSS-LLI, LLAAVFM-SSS-LLI, IIBLMM-SSS-LLI, UYYYURRSSS-LLI, IPPYYYUMM-SSS-LLI, SSLUULL-SSS-LLI, VVUNUU-SSS-LLI, OORTYYYU-SSS-LLI,
AAMMSS-SSS-LLI, AYYOUMM-SSS-LLI. Interactions of Each PCQ with Each Combined Quality
transgressed by Them are too difficult (complex), broad, and not clear in order to somehow
demonstrate them on an example that would be understandable for you.
2.0769.

There's no point in remembering these Codes, because the Information structuring them relates
to other types of Universes. Nevertheless, if to deeply meditate on them, you can synthesize additional
subjective Conceptions concerning each of these combination types, which provide manifestation,
in slloogrent Configurations of Macrocosmos (MUULLG-SSS-MAA), of fragmentary manifestations
of all the multitude of SSS-Entities (i.e. of Info-Creators). SSS-Entities together with IYISS-Entities
(i.e. with Form-Creators) form all the synthetic variety of Macrocosmos manifestation with all Its
Self-Consciousnesses Forms. There is an infinite multitude of these Forms of manifestation —
which is beyond any imagination: It's like differentiating «sunlight» into elementary particles and
attempting to count them!
2.0770.

And now let's find out how Energy-Plasma is simultaneously-holochronely, subjectively
reflected at every «point» of slloogrent manifestation of Universal Focuses of Self-Consciousnesses?
The effect of «Qualitative reprojection» of Form-Creators or what we call Self-Consciousness’
Focus Dynamics, is represented specifically (in relation to every Form) and universally (in relation
to all Forms) in the Tertiary State of Energy-Plasma through such manifestation of «Light Flow» as
the ability to form in different Configurations of Energy-Information carriers (Self-Consciousnesses
Forms) the very narrow-specific effect. It can be compared with a certain — existing actually
NOWHERE, except USCF!!! — «Light Wave,» which simultaneously, as if «self-extends» in the
form of different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics across all mutually-forming Directions of slloogrent
spheroidicity of Macrocosmos.
2.0771.

The mechanism of different-Qualitative focus manifestation of «Light Wave,» holochronelysimultaneously carried out seemingly both «inside the Light Flow» (on the highest levels of
manifestation of IYISS-SSS) and «outside» (on the lowest Levels of manifestation of IYISSSSS) — is initially initiated by the presence in Energy-Plasma of Such Universal Principles as
2.0772.

resonationness, slloogrentness, Duvuyllerrtness, birvulyarity, covarllertness, rotationness (and
many-many other Principles), and also at least for synthetic types of Universes — by the general
Potential of eglleroliftive and irrkoglictive Impulses. I have already described quite thoroughly,
how Their Realizational Form — Macrocosmos — was manifested as a result of Their Creative
Activity. Therefore, now, to complete the integrity of your Conceptions about them, I will make
some additional «strokes.»
So, irrkoglictive-eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential can be conditionally compared with certain
realized Universal «Program» in synthetic part of the Universe («projection»), which in detail
«describes» (and simultaneously realizes) all the Principles and conditions of both — the potential
compatibility of each informational fragment with each of an infinite multitude of other diverse
SSS-fragments, and the subsequent divergence (delimitation, dissociation, decomposition) of the
combinations formed by them. This «Program» covers by itself all the Informational volume
without any connection to any Development Branches, to amplificationness and qualitationness, but
it takes into account only individual features of every fragmented SSS-Configuration. It is exactly
the presence and activity in the Information of this Impulse gives It those boundless characteristics,
which provide its heterogeneity, the various manifestations of which in the most complicated
configurational combinations we subjectively interpret as «different-Qualitativeness.»
2.0773.

I have already explained that this Impulse-Potential «is slloogrently projected» from
incommensurably and unimaginably (for us!) deeper manifestations of informational structure of
Macrocosmos, Conceptions about which go beyond the limits of possibilities of SUPRA-Universal
Creators of multimillion dimensional Levels. Beyond the scope of these Form-Creators, there are
absolutely different Forms of Their Existence, which possess their own Principles and manifestation
mechanisms. In the Configurations of every synthetic Form the «projection» of their Creative Activity
are reflected as irrkoglictive IP, which includes the whole development Program of synthetic part
of Macrocosmos.
2.0774.

The most important characteristics of irrkoglictive IP is that it as if is structured «inside
itself» (slloogrently) with absolutely corresponding to it (it is very important fact, which is the main
driving force of any Focus Dynamics!) eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential (similar to how the magnetic
field appears because of the movement of charges in electrical circuit), the functions of which
are provided by the multitude of own «sub-Programs,» providing detailed slloogrent Information
about possible consequences (objective and subjective properties, energy parameters) appearing as
a result of manifestation of every informational combination.
2.0775.

Thus, eglleroliftive IP «projects» onto each of informationally formed focal Configurations
only its own peculiar option of the «subsequent» svilgs-spherational Qualitative transformation
simultaneously realized by absolutely all Configurations at The Single Eternity Moment. In other
words, «Programs» of irrkoglictive and eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential were carried out in EnergyPlasma simultaneously and at once, thereby in One Moment having defined all the states of both
«beginning,» and «ending» of all the subjective Focus Dynamics of Macrocosmos, the synthetic
slloogrent part of which is realized at once by all Form-Creators: in the Tertiary Energy-Plasma
— with the help of svilgsons with ffmillims, in the Secondary Energy-Plasma — with the help
2.0776.

of avvakklons with liiyllims, in the Primary Energy-Plasma — with the help of flaaggtuons with
uuyuums, and likewise.
Because «initially» (before the formation Moment of all the information combinations) the
Potentials of irrkoglictive and eglleroliftive Impulses are absolutely equal among themselves, or
completely mutually balanced (that is why «primary» and «final» states of Energy-Plasma represent
the same State), and absolutely resonational combinations of diverse informational Configurations
are formed not at once, but only through certain intermediate combinations, a specific «dissonational
moment» between the both Impulse-Potentials, formed due to the presence in the general slloogrent
f-Configuration of Energy-Plasma of an infinite multitude of different-Qualitative intermediate
states of Focuses, seemingly «stretched» (got transgressed — self-distributed, «self-projected»
simultaneously along all possible Synthesis Directions) all over the spectrum of this synthetic
different-Qualitativeness of every Focus. Actually, We are those Focuses as Form-Creators. Fixating
by our Focuses on an infinite multitude of these intermediate, energy-informational unbalanced,
states, we are simply and objectively forced to constantly aspire towards the acquisition of a certain
internal balance between the Energy that manifests us (as Self-Consciousnesses Forms) and the
informational Essence filling it. All that is carried out by means of already well-known to you
manifestation Mechanism of Space and Time from the particularities of Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousness.
2.0777.

If at subjective consideration of Energy-Plasma properties, we apply traditional and easily
accessible to the majority of you — dual — method of comparative characteristics, it is possible,
though very conditionally (only for the purpose of demonstration of a certain heterogeneity, «initially»
inherent in Information), to assert that in eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential there is predominance of
«Male element» or the «Set of Male Qualities» (IY-SSS), and in irrkoglictive Impulse-Potential —
the «Female element» or the «Set of Female Qualities» (YUIY-SSS). They are connected among
themselves by the «primary» tendency to the joint creative interaction through all possible kinds and
types of Creative Activity (I emphasize that this conditional comparison does not have a slightest
relation to the division according to sexual characteristics — on men and women!).
2.0778.

If I use the term «initially,» we should treat this term approximately in the same way as we
use it when we say that physiological state of each of you has already initially, before your birth,
been determined by the individual structure of DNA (or by two Impulse-Potentials with an opposite
orientation of two strands of two-spiral DNA) — by genotype. How did you get this genotype? You
got it from your ancestors, who are simply impossible to count. In the same way IY-SSS- and YUIYSSS-Potentials of Energy-Plasma can be compared with «parts» of certain initially inherent to It
«Cosmic DNA,» the original Source of which we have no possibility to track.
2.0779.

I should say that here everything is also not so simple and unequivocal, as it may seem to
you at first. The matter is that these «Sets» — of «male» and «female» Aspects — are not constant
(stable) and unique SSS-Characteristics for all the States of Energy-Plasma, but depending on the
type of informational interconnection they have a steady tendency to interchangeability: in some
variants of inter-aspect combinations some «areas» of the same «Sets» may generate «male» (energy,
eglleroliftive-amplificational) tendencies, while in other inter-aspectal combinations the same
2.0780.

«areas» are to a greater degree inclined to show «female» (information, irrkoglictive-qualitational)
properties. As a result of it, «male» IY-SSS-Impulse, having reached particular for it inter-aspectal
interconnections, is transformed into «female» YUIY-SSS-Impulse, and vice-versa.
Neither me nor anyone else know in what types of Universes and on what manifestation Levels
it becomes simultaneously possible; therefore, henceforth, when describing not Energy-Plasma, but
Its Creation — Macrocosmos and Universes structuring It — by the notion of eglleroliftive ImpulsePotential we will unequivocally mean the eglleroliftive synthetic tendencies of Form-Creators and
by the notion irrkoglictive Impulse-Potential — irrkoglictive tendencies of Info-Creators to preserve
SSS-States initially inherent in it («primary»). However, you should know about the possibility
of their interchangeability in some Types of Existence, because, firstly, these characteristics —
simultaneous «IY-SSS-YUIY-SSS-interaction» — are typical not only for the synthetic «part» of
the general slloogrentness of Energy-Plasma (let's take at least Its conditional «division» into two
components — ASTRO- and MENTAL-Plasma, each of which depending on the particular conditions
of manifestation can demonstrate characteristics of the other part), but also for all the rest of Focus
Dynamics, generated in one moment and inertially manifested by It through the infinite multitude of
Forms and Types of Cosmic Intelligences and subjectively modified in our Self-Consciousness into
the most bizarre and incredible manifestations of All That Is, Which we interpret as Macrocosmos.
2.0781.

Secondly, you should also know and understand it because of the fact, that in Focus Dynamics
of Macrocosmos there is also simultaneous manifestation of such Plasmic Forces Diapasons, which
unstable slloogrent Configurations are formed by specific focus combinations of «male» Aspects of
some Qualities with «male» Aspects of other Qualities, or «female» Aspects of some Qualities with
«female» Aspects of other Qualities. Such Types of Collective and Collegial Cosmic Intelligences,
entering into various kinds of inter-Qualitative mutual relations, give rise to absolutely new Plasmic
Forces Diapasons, structured by unimaginable combinations of priority Qualities (YYU-U-YYU),
which form with their peculiar Configurations various types of non-synthetic dimensions. For
example: [IY-SSS of one Quality + IY-SSS of the second Quality] + [YUIY-SSS of the third Quality +
YUIY-SSS of the fourth Quality] + [IY-SS of the fifth Quality + YUIY-SSS of the sixth Quality].
2.0782.

At that the general character of Creative Activity of Focus Dynamics, manifested in
Macrocosmos, considerably differs from both, any type of the «first» (IY-SSS + IY-SSS) and from
any type of the «second» (YUIY-SSS + YUIY-SSS) combinations, let alone these Diapasons radically
differ from Those different-Qualitative synthetic States of Energy-Plasma the detailed organization
of Which you will thoroughly figure out very soon when deeply studying the IISSIIDIOLOGY. There
are immeasurably more of such combinations than, let's say, the versions of mosaicism (combinations
of X and Y chromosomes) in karyotype of human bio-Form.
2.0783.

Let me remind you once again that due to the absence of more true information, a lot from What
you subjectively call the «Primary-Reason of Everything» (for example, «God,» «Allah,» «Dao,»
«Karma») ACTUALLY always represents only one of manifestation versions of deeper «ReasonsConsequences» of Focus Dynamics of Collegial or Collective Cosmic Intelligence, possessing
«higher» degree of Self-Consciousness, Which, in Its turn, is also only a natural result of One
out of the uncountable multitude of even deeper «Reasons-Consequences», anticipating a certain
2.0784.

intermediate phase of consecutive transformation of Focus Dynamics of Its Cosmic Creativity on
the given manifestation Level of Its Self-Consciousness.
And so — infinitely! Constantly forgetting about it, you are inclined to idealize the qualities
of the Primary Energy-Plasma (IYISSIISSLIIY-SSS) too much, allocating this INTERMEDIATE State
of the «Light Flow» with the highest (supreme) characteristics and forgetting that even the «highest»
(in your Conception!) «cause and effect» States are formed by the infinite multitude of even more
significant energy-informational States of the «Reasons-Consequences,» which have determined all
internal interconnections between Forces, forming natural results of each «transformation» observed
and subjectively perceived by you.
2.0785.

Manifestation in Focus Dynamics of Macrocosmos of absolutely all types of dimensions (YYUU-YYU), which represent all possible «projections» of narrow-specific information combinations of
all Configurations of Aspects of Pure Cosmic Qualities in Focus Dynamics of SSS-Entity of separate
Qualities (as a result of which in every case there is generation and manifestation — as Space-Time
— of an individual Energy Potential of the given informational Interaction!), is an instant result
of the «Space Wedding» of Two «Primary Sources of All That Is» — IY-SSS-Impulse-Potential and
YUIY-SSS-Impulse-Potential.
2.0786.

Saying allegorically, in the process of an instant «Cosmic Coition» (quality-by-quality
informational interaction), having resonationally united all the potential Creative Possibilities
of Energy-Plasma, They have made (have manifested as Space-Time) a joint «Space Posterity,»
Which in every case of Its individual creative manifestation is absolutely differently combined
and presented in Macrocosmos by some Qualitative Characteristics typical for both «SSS-Parents.»
This simultaneously unites each variant of manifestation with Them Both, and to a certain degree
distinguishes it from Them (depending on the presence in focal Configuration of bigger or smaller
volume of different-Qualitatively combined Information).
2.0787.

Every «part» of This «Light Posterity,» multipolarizationally interacting among themselves,
at the same Single Eternity Moment generates a multiplicity of focal Configurations of the new
«Cosmic Posterity,» which at subsequent focus transformations keep in Themselves initial Codes
(primary combination of 12 Pure Qualities’ Aspects), «projected» to them by IY-SSS-YUIY-SSSinteractions, and multipolarizationally initiate at every time new specific combinations of individual
characteristics or what in IISSIIDIOLOGY is called Creative Cosmic States (TLUU-LLU).
2.0788.

As soon as scientists confirm experimentally the applicability of this Knowledge to absolutely
all sides of our practical Life, there will follow the multitude of discoveries in such sciences as
electronics (technology of designing and artificial reproduction of «optical fibers»), biocybernetics
(implementation of «micro-plasmic optical fibers» in robotics), medicine (use of reproduction of
«optical fiber components» in prosthetics). As a result will happen a real technological revolution
not only in the day-to-day life conditions of our «terrestrial» existence, but also in all the mentality
of the majority of people on the Planet.
2.0789.

Summing up the above-stated, it is possible to say that eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential
reflects the highest values of possible parameters of resonational interactions between Information
and Energy generated by It, which have been originated between different-Qualitative states of
Info-Creators and Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators — carriers of what we subjectively define
as Energy. The potential of irrkoglictive IP reflects the initially existing highest possibilities for
creative reaction among various Informational SSS-fragment, meaning, Its seemingly primary state
BEFORE the moment of any interaction, seemingly existing before All That (Creation, «All That
Is») came into being «all at once.»
2.0790.

I dare to hope again that your Intelligence is already enough developed to allow you to
understand that there are ACTUALLY no such state as «before» and no such state as «after» (in
other words, there are no «beginning» and no «ending» of Existence) in the Universal State of
«holochronne-simultaneity» of Energy-Plasma. It all is just the result of subjectivity of Form-Creators’
Focus Dynamics of different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms, capable to logically realize
the cause and effect interconnections only when there is some degree of discreteness (heterogeneity)
among types of interactions focused by them.
2.0791.

In IISSIIDIOLOGY the term «Light Wave» implies the whole picture of simultaneous,
slloogrent manifestation of different-Qualitative Configurations of absolutely all carriers of
Information (Aspects of Pure Cosmic Qualities), which are performed individually in Space-Time
through specific properties of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of any Form-system of Worlds (i.e.
through the general Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators — carriers of Energy Potential of slloogrent
informational Interaction).
2.0792.

You may ask the question as to what is the main difference between the notion of «Light
Wave» and what we mean by the term «Light Flow.» «Light Wave» is a universal carrier of Energy
Potential, and it in greater degree describes all the infinite variety of those different-Qualitative
states of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of absolutely all Self-Consciousnesses Forms and Cosmic
Intelligences of Macrocosmos, already realized in the Single Eternity Moment on every Level of its
focus manifestation. Whilst «Light Flow» is a universal carrier of Information, and it characterizes
mostly a potential «internal» State of Energy-Plasma as if BEFORE the Moment of implementation
of this slloogrent Realization. Both these notions represent as if two equivalent components of the
Single Eternity Moment — potential one («Light Flow») and dynamic one («Light Wave»).
2.0793.

If applying this term to the manifestation conditions of focal Configurations of all the Forms
in the considered by us «human» Continuums of 3–4-dimensional diapason, «Light Wave» can be
presented in them by the frequencies’ integral of the whole diapason of electromagnetic fluctuations
(vibration) of both the ones that are already known to our science and the ones that are still not
registered by the modern measuring devices. It is necessary to note that any types of fluctuations
(including electromagnetic) — the sources of which in the surrounding world are elementary particles
that structure atoms of molecular connections — are characteristic only for the manifestation of
the given diapason of Self-Consciousnesses Forms. In 4–5-dimensional diapason the total Focus
Dynamics is carried out through Qualitatively, absolutely different States of Configurations of
Form-Creators, which I would conditionally call «plasmic-impulse» or «spectrum-beam» (I do not
2.0794.

imply here such concepts as «plasma,» «impulse,» «beam,» and «spectrum» traditionally accepted
in the scientific environment).
Here it would be quite appropriate for us to clarify the iissiidiological Conceptions about
the origination of vibrations, generated at every possible energy-informational interactions among
Focuses of different-Qualitative Form-Creators, including well-known to us electromagnetic
fluctuations. What is their cause? The answer is very simple: The presence in the given types of focus
interactions of a certain degree of dissonation or some Qualitative imbalance among temporarily
formed energy-informational interconnections. This creative State, initiating the realization of
the Resonationness Principle, is manifested in Space-Time as Qualitative instability (imbalance)
not only of such focus interactions, but also of f-Configurations of Form-Creators, which provide
different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics.
2.0795.

The matter is that the Energy Potential, «unleashed» as if from «inside» of the Information as
a result of the phenomenon of mercavgnation, is universal only for all the multitude of informational
connections structuring It, while at its interaction with the limited combination of info-fragments,
into liyllusceeve (resonational) state annihilates only some — decoherent, i.e. covarllert towards
the given combination! — portion of the overall Energy Potential. In the meantime, another portion
of slloogrent Focus Dynamics remains dissonational towards the given interaction. There appears
the state of seemingly «asymmetrical» (unfinished) resonance (specific Qualitative «deformation»
in energy-informational interconnections), which makes such f-Configuration unstable towards
the given conditions of manifestation in Space-Time, what, actually, forces corresponding
Form-Creators under the influence of eglleroliftive IP to be duvuyllerrtly «reprojected» into the
following f-Configuration structured by a larger variety of resonational info-fragments. We call this
characteristic of Energy-Plasma the «effect of energy-informational asymmetry.»
2.0796.

In order for some type of vibrations of three-dimensional Self-Consciousnesses Forms to turn
into its more Qualitative — flaks — state, among Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators, interacting
in less Qualitative diapason, has to appear full resonance. In the result their f-Configurations could
«merge» together. Such can never happen in 3–4-dimensional diapason of manifestation, because
if f-Configurations of absolutely all Self-Consciousnesses Forms, structuring this range, have
reached the state of full resonance towards each other, all the manifestation Focus Dynamics of the
given diapason would simply disappear for the Observer, who is present in the given spectrum of
manifestation of Macrocosmos, having completely «reprojected» itself into focal Configurations
of Form-Creators of 4–5-dimensional diapason. In other words, we will automatically turn into the
Observers of more Qualitative diapason of dimension only as soon as Form-Creators of our SelfConsciousnesses Forms, providing Focus Dynamics of the previous diapason, reach resonational
interconnections and also consecutively «reproject» their synthetic Experience into more Qualitative
f-Configurations.
2.0797.

As the characteristic of heterogeneity of SSS-fragments, structuring all the intermediate states
of Energy-Plasma (except for the Highest One), does not allow the Form-Creators and Info-Creators
to reach the state of absolute resonationness (always some of the characteristics, participating in any
interaction, do not fit into the general State of liyllusceeveness), we have to always deal only with
2.0798.

higher or lower completeness of this state. Interconnections between Form- and Info-Creators of the
Quaternary (under the zeroth dimension) Energy-Plasma possess the least degree of inter-Qualitative
(to be more precise, for the given Levels of manifestation — the lowest intra-aspect) resonationness.
Interconnections between Form- and Info-Creators of the Tertiary (from 0th to 12th dimension)
Energy-Plasma demonstrate a bit higher resonationness (moreover, from 0th to 3rd dimension it is
intra-aspect and inter-aspect resonationness inside one Quality). Interconnections between Formand Info-Creators of the Secondary (from 12th to 24th dimension) Energy-Plasma demonstrate
even greater resonationness. Interconnections between Form- and Info-Creators of the Primary
(from 24th to 36th dimension) Energy-Plasma demonstrate even more greater resonationness. The
state of absolute Resonationness between Energy and Information is possible only on the highest
manifestation Levels of Focus Dynamics of The Highest Intelligence of Macrocosmos. Therefore,
the states, considered as resonational in the Tertiary, the Secondary, or the Primary Energy-Plasma,
actually represent very dissonational States in relation to the Highest interconnections between
Form- and Info-Creators of Macrocosmos. To tell the truth I cannot imagine how to calculate these
degrees of resonational nonconformity — a mathematical genius would be indispensable for us here.
All the protoformal Continuums imperceptibly (invisibly, senselessly) for us simultaneously
penetrate the lluuvvumic type of birvulyarity, and are constructed by means of absolutely different,
than human, wave Configurations (without dominant activity of Aspects of the Qualities ALLLove–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence — for this Reason we do not perceive them
any way in the «surrounding us reality»). They are structured by «frequency» (energy) parameters
narrow-specifically modelled by such informational characteristics, which are typical for every
Synthesis Scheme, individually forming manifestation conditions of those Self-Consciousnesses
Forms. This circumstance also imposes many additional destabilizing factors onto the vibrational
dynamics of focus interactions among different-Qualitative Configurations of Form-Creators,
forcing them to consistently deepen and to expand already established by them energy-informational
interconnections.
2.0799.

Thus, it is necessary to also take into account the fact that the vibrating mode in protoformal
Continuums (where Qualities’ Aspects of either of the two lluuvvumic Dominants — either ALLLove–ALL-Wisdom or ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence — are present in the background mode of
manifestation) is performed not through electromagnetic stimuli, but through a bit different types of
force fields combinations, individually peculiar to each of such Continuums, which imposes its own
peculiarities onto the properties of Focus Dynamics structuring their Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
For example, birds’ wings serve not as main, but only as auxiliary mechanism in their ability to fly.
The main role in the realization of this ability is carried out by that specific combination of Energy
and Information in their Focus Dynamics, which is formed by Form-Creators of the two «bird's»
Dominants — ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Unity. It allows them (and also many flying insects)
to operate in an absolutely different way with own weight in the realization of their flights, than it
is done by people and other animals. Besides, the strength of wings’ muscles (but not their form!) is
not at all a determining factor in the development of their flying abilities.
2.0800.

Therefore, the conditions (i.e. different energy-informational types of space-time Continuums)
for the manifestation in the overall slloogrentness of Macrocosmos of every Self-Consciousnesses
group are individually structured by very specific wave parameters, which are peculiar only to the
2.0801.

given group of creative interaction of Form-Creators and Info-Creators. Our science is capable to
differentiate these conditions of manifestation only according to a very limited set of characteristics
(and primarily of electromagnetic nature), the main of which are the wave length, characterizing
the «distance between the two nearest points of a harmonious wave being in the identical phase,»
and frequency of wave fluctuations — the «number of fluctuations per 1 second.» According to
iissiidiological Conceptions, scientists do not have enough characteristics for the formation of at
least the most elementary Conceptions about the uncountable manifestation versions in one «point»
of skrruullerrt system of Macrocosmos, of all possible types of holochronely-simultaneously realized
interconnections among carriers of different-Qualitative energy-informational activity.
Based on the newest Understanding of the Macrocosmos structure, we cannot speak about any
«wave length» (as the characteristic of «spatial linearity») — there is nothing to discuss according
to the system offered by IISSIIDIOLOGY of an infinite different-Qualitativeness of holochronelysimultaneous, informational interactions, generating same infinitely diverse «splashes of energetic
activity» (Potentials of the joint informational interactions), because there's simply nothing except
the specific states of Focuses, structuring already complete Model of Macrocosmos with Its differentQualitative and diverse Configurations of Collective Cosmic Intelligences (Self-Consciousnesses
Forms).
2.0802.

It means that the most visionary scientists have only one solution to increase the degree of
objectivity of their researches: To delve not into studying and comprehension of linear, obvious
characteristics of our existence, which represent only an «individual» case of narrow-specific
manifestation of much deeper energy-informational Processes, but to focus on the deep cognition
of the Nature (Essence, Meaning) of the formation and manifestation of Focuses’ Dynamics (FormCreators + Info-Creators), to understand the Principles of rotationness of interconnections between
Information and Energy generated by it (i.e. specifically «manifesting» it), to deeply understand,
and to realize the basis of mutual formation of all the illusiveness of Causes and Effects, on the
manifestations of which the whole system of our subjective Perception — both of «ourselves» and
of «surrounding reality» — is based.
2.0803.

Iissiidiology Conceptions are mainly based on the intuitive cognition method, which is
absolutely not recognized by the academic science that leans in its researches only on the solid
empirical-argumentative basis. Therefore, it is extremely difficult for me — the person extremely
far from scientific environment — to persuade some of the scientists to at least partially reconsider
scientific dogmas (established viewpoints), which have already exhausted their creative resource. We
need enthusiasts capable to think unconventionally and feel nontrivially, whose Perception systems
are ready to connect together everything that is not the subject of any logic and is not consistent
with notions about rationality. I am absolutely convinced that there are such people in academic
community, who are already mature enough for ingenious discovery and revolutionary changes,
who will be interested in absolutely new approaches to already known experimental conclusions, to
deeper and non-standard interpretation of existing physical laws, basic concepts and terms, theorems
and axioms, and also all the rest scientific empirical heritage.
2.0804.

2.0805.

However, even on the smallest matter concerning the required application of scientific

terminology, I have to make many reservations and explanations, which radically change scientifically
accepted standards and existing stereotypes. For example, the achievement of at least some mutual
understanding between the science and IISSIIDIOLOGY in just considered by us question on the
essence of the term «wave length» becomes simply impossible, because length of wave as well as the
frequency are considered by scientists only on the basis of linearly expanding oscillations (meaning,
existence of any «distance»), while in Iissiidiology Knowledge absolutely all the Conceptions
about any dynamics are reduced to slloogrently-spheroidal changes of Qualitativeness of EnergyInformation manifestation, which are carried out not by the illusory linearity of the «surrounding
world,» but are specifically transformed and reflected in individual informational space of SelfConsciousness by means of multipolarizational fixation of Focus of Close Attention in differentQualitative states of mostly resonational with its Configuration.
The thing is that there is no and cannot be any linear or mechanical dynamics of objects
of the «world around,» — everything that you can see, feel, and experience is a consequence of
individual psychosomatic reactions of your Perception system (of Form-Creators structuring it)
towards the changes of resonationness degree of focal Configuration of «your» Self-Consciousness
Form with other focal Configurations structuring the same «part» (resonational zone) of Rezomiral
of your «current» manifestation. In other words, within the conditions of Space-Time there are really
only the Focus states, different-Qualitatively fixed by your Self-Consciousness and duvuyllerrtly
(consecutively, alternately), simultaneously realized in all the Directions of different-Qualitative
manifestation of all absolutely complete and unchangeable energy-informational structure of
Macrocosmos.
2.0806.

The recognition and acceptance of the many-worlds interpretation concept of Macrocosmos
allows to avoid the interpretation of any mechanical dynamics of the surrounding reality only on the
basis of inertionness of our Perception systems. Neither we nor other objects of the Nature, including
photons and elementary particles, — nothing mechanically move anywhere, as we perceive it: All
Form-Creators structuring any Self-Consciousness Form by means of the universal Mechanism
of liyllusceeve annihilation of dissonational states, initiating in their focus states each subsequent
quantum shift into a new f-Configuration, only duvuyllerrtly-consecutively and Qualitatively change
their own «current» focal Configurations (manifestation Forms) in Space-Time onto slightly more
perfect ones. Our systems of subjective Perception and devices constructed on its basis perceive this
consecutive Qualitative change in the «current» manifestation mode of Form-Creators as inertial
movement (in the same way as the change of separate film frames causes the illusion of movement
on the screen). You cannot notice it in any way, yet, because the frequency of discreteness of
manifestation effect of a Form is very high and as a rule coincides with the size opposite to the wave
length of elementary particles (the de Broglie wavelength). Therefore, it is not possible to determine
a particle location more precisely than a standard quantum limit for coordinate.
2.0807.

If we reduce these considerations to Iissiidiology Conceptions, then by the term the «length
of Light Wave» we will further imply the difference («changes of Qualitative differentiation of
Light Flow») between parameters of energy-informational interactions (among Focuses, structuring
different focal Configurations), at which the characteristic carriers of the given types of differentQualitative interconnections in Space-Time (Form-Creators) are inclined to show more possible
characteristics of resonationness (covarllertness) in relation to each other. In specific conditions
2.0808.

of 3–4-dimensional diapason manifestation the «length of Light Wave» reflects, first of all, the
available to our Perception system (and modelled via its instruments) inertial characteristics of
«Light Flow,» which are characterized by the size of dissonational distances (tensor state degree of
energy-informational interconnections) between the most resonational, different-Qualitative areas
of focal Configurations.
In other words, the higher the dissonational distance is, the more various svilgs-spherational
transformations are required to be fulfilled by Form-Creators in order to achieve the necessary
(for the given diapason of their manifestation!) degree of resonationness between interacting focal
Configurations, therefore, the higher will be the physical indicator of the «Light Wavelength», which
defines the possibilities for Self-distribution of «Light Flow» in the given energy-informational
conditions. As you can see, in this question Iissiidiology Conceptions coincide with science
conclusions, however much deeper and comprehensively explain the existence Nature of waves of
various length in the surrounding reality.
2.0809.

As I have already mentioned above, for the current state of science the main parameter for the
classification of electromagnetic emission types is the wavelength, which through electromagnetic
properties of the transmission environment is connected by the inverse proportional dependency
with its frequency. In Iissiidiology the frequency parameter is only one of the multitude of not
less important for more specific and detailed classification of emission types. Thus, one frequency
value can simultaneously correspond with a multitude of different-Qualitative wave manifestations.
Therefore, I would ask you not to associate the word «length» in the notion «Light Wave» with a
certain linear expansion or some vibration type frequency, but to perceive the «length» of «Light
Wave» as the conditional term used by me due to the absence in physics of other comprehensible
analogs necessary for the characterization of multiple parameter process of spheroidal interdimensional transgression of Form-Creators’ f-Configuration.
2.0810.

The same relates to such physical concept as «vibration frequency,» which in reality is
also not relates in any way to the «number of fluctuations in one second,» but only reflects the
specifics of balancing svilgs-spherational dynamics of Form-Creators, meaning the dynamics of
increasing covarllertness of energy-informational interconnections between different-Qualitative
focus states (Configurations), carried out by Form-Creators of Self-Consciousness per a certain
number of rotational space-time Shifts (for example, for the given «human» type of Reality —
from 250 to 400 of «quantum shifts» in Configuration of Self-Consciousness in one second): in the
preset dissonational distance, the smaller amount of «quantum shifts» is necessary to be carried
out by Form-Creators of the given Configuration for the achievement by them of resonationness
state with Form-Creators of another group of different-Qualitative Configurations, the higher the
physical indicator of «wave fluctuation frequency» of Form-Creators of the given Configurations
(Self-Consciousness Form) can be considered.
2.0811.

You may ask, why is it so? Because, firstly, the higher the frequency-dimensional indicator
of svilgs-spherational process of refocusings is, the more intensive Synthesis of Energy-Information
is carried out in Self-Consciousness of the given Form per one rotational Shift, because each
manifestation of more Qualitative (high-dimensional) Focus Dynamics is slloogrently structured
2.0812.

by the multitude of less Qualitative svilgs-spherational transformations forming all possible «time
loops,» which means that per one second of its manifestation it is necessary to make less of such
high-dimensional transformations. Secondly, the lower frequency-dimensional indicator of svilgsspherational process is, the less intensively (more inertially) the Synthesis process per one rotational
Shift is carried out, and, therefore, it is necessary to fulfill more such low-dimensional transformations
per one second to provide (for Focus Dynamics in the given manifestation resopason) the necessary
energy-informational density, which is the main Mechanism of the process of visualization and
«materialization» of our biological Form.
Thus, used by me notion «vibration frequency» in relation to the process of manifestation of
any Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators, represents the characteristic of its Qualitativeness; it is a
particular integrated spectral characteristics of electromagnetic field, which essentially differs from
such physical indicator as «frequency of electromagnetic fluctuations.» How? The frequency of
resonational manifestation of Focus Dynamics represents the frequency of rotational Shift (in our
type of subjective Reality — there are 250–400 «quantum shifts» in one second). Svilgs-spherational
transformations of Focus Dynamics of higher dimension (i.e. more capacious dimensionally), carried
out with smaller frequency of rotational Shift (conditionally 250–328), are realized in our subjective
Reality through more high-frequency part of the spectrum of electromagnetic radiation, and svilgsspherations of the lower dimension, having higher density of rotational Shift (conditionally 328–
400) are realized in Space-Time structures through more low-frequency part of the electromagnetic
spectrum.
2.0813.

Our slloogrent USCF-dynamics as SLAA-SS-MII-Creators is structured by the uncountable
multitude of Focus Dynamics of bio-Creators of focused By Us NUU-VVU-Forms, which, in their
turn, due to the strong limitation of their realizational possibilities to Information processing, bring
very considerable restrictions into all the synthetic processes carried out by Us in the lluuvvumic
Direction. Therefore, in the cases of activation of high-frequency Levels of Self-Consciousness
(svilgs-spherations of higher dimensions), the intensity (information density) of Focus Dynamics
increases sharply, which pushes bio-Creators of the brain to the limit. And even though in Focus
Dynamics this frequency of «unpackings-unfoldings» of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousness
decreases automatically (i.e. due to the exclusion from that process the multitude of «unnecessary»
low-frequency interconnections, the «volume» of the processed Information per one second reduces,
which decreases the amount of «quantum shifts,» but on the contrary it is compensated by higher
Qualitativeness of carried out refocusings.
2.0814.

The «Light Wave frequency» is the basis of resonational effect of manifestation of any
Self-Consciousness Form and a frequency indicator of rotational Shift carried out in its Focus
Dynamics. «Light Wave» and rotational Shift provide the same — at every moment and gradually
they neutralize those tensor states, which are peculiar to Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of
the given Self-Consciousness Form in the conditions of the given manifestation resopason. Thus,
between Qualitative characteristics of the «Light Wavelength» and «vibration frequency» of focal
Configurations considered by us there's an inversely proportional dependence: The lower the
indicator of the «Light Wavelength» is (by means of which a Configuration is manifested in SpaceTime), the higher the frequency of vibrations modelled in Self-Consciousness by Focus Dynamics of
the given Form’s Form-Creators is; the higher this indicator (wavelength), the lower Qualitativeness
2.0815.

— frequency! — of Energy-Information carried by it, because for the same amount of rotational
Shifts among different-Qualitative Form-Creators there can be carried out a smaller volume of
energy-informational interconnections.
Due to that it is possible to say that physical (irkkulligrenic) long waves — within the given
diapason of manifestation — are the carriers of SFUURMM-Forms peculiar for the roughest, the
most low-frequency Self-Consciousnesses Forms, characterized by high indicators of dissonational
distances and high energy-informational tensor state in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators. Short
physical waves represent focal Configurations of the carriers of more high-Qualitative (meaning,
more balanced by energy-informational interconnections) Energy-Information. In other words,
smaller values of parameters of the «Light Wavelength» correspond to focal Configurations, in
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of which are activated SFUURMM-Forms belonging to highfrequency (high-dimensional) Self-Consciousness Levels; such Creative Activity is provided by
more ampliative components of electromagnetic spectrum.
2.0816.

Peculiarities of Perception system of every Self-Consciousness Form — modelled by its
Form-Creators according to its inherent Synthesis Scheme — influence very strongly the individual
perception of parameters of the «Light Wavelength.» Therefore, representatives of every Proto-Form
absolutely differently perceive in the types of their subjective Realities and in «their» STCs groups
the same parameters of «Light Wavelength». For example, the manifestations interpreted by us as
long-wave are perceived by representatives of different kinds of animals or plants in their «own»
subjective Realities and STCs as «mid-frequency» or even «high-frequency» and, on the contrary,
the high-frequency manifestation spectrum can be perceived by other kinds of animals and plants
as «mid-frequency» one. Hence, it is possible to say that for representatives of different ProtoForms, manifested in the conditions of one, shared for them, group of STCs, the «Light Wavelength»
is subjectively different depending on the features of their Perception systems and the Synthesis
Schemes.
2.0817.

Here for the first time I use, as an example, the irkkulligrenic type of Form-Creators’
Focus Dynamics of «Form-Matter.» It is the lowest limit of resonational manifestation of SelfConsciousnesses Forms in the «human» Continuums of 3–4-dimensional diapason; although, in
Plasmic Forces Diapasons, examined by us in detail further, it occupies the range from +2.5 to +3.0
dimension. Why is the most long-wave — for our Perception systems! — Focus Dynamics of FormCreators of this sublevel included in «our» dimensional diapason? Let me explain: It is to do with
the fact that the vast majority of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, focused by Us nowadays (biological
analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types), according to any of the qualitative characteristics (indicators
of Creative Activity) do not yet belong to the lluuvvumic development Direction, but perform as if
initial, i.e. preparatory function, the primary goal of which is to provide inter-Qualitative synthetic
process of the two initial lluuvvumic Dominants with the necessary background Information for
their achievement of the necessary degree of covarllertness between them in the most Qualitative
Levels of 3–4-dimensional diapason.
2.0818.

This task is imposed simultaneously onto Form-Creators — Curators of emffliic Level of
ORLAAKTOR-Iissiidi (emffliisstses: enniristses, ourffgolluftses, and uuffluustses) and prafaonic
2.0819.

Level of AIGLLILLIAA-Iissiidi (prafaits: greystses, allgsses, and llavollovalofftes), manifested
in resopasons from +2.5 to +3.0 dimension. They are the ones who directly establish energyinformational interconnections with low-Qualitative Focus Dynamics of inglimilissal immls and
argllaamur rrorroks and svilgs-spherationally reorient («reproject») it into the typica for «our future»
LLUU-VVU-Forms Directions, more and more bringing the Qualitativeness of focal Configurations
of «our current» Self-Consciousnesses Forms to the most elementary lluuvvumic characteristics. It
is reached by means of consecutive catalyzed reformatting of all possible protoformal SFUURMMForms, abundantly structuring informational space of our Self-Consciousnesses Forms, into
more near-lluuvvumic SFUURMM-Forms different from all the previous ones because of truer
characteristics of high-sensual Intellect and high-intellectual Altruism.
I repeat that this process is carried out starting from resopasons of +2.5 dimension (according
to human parameters). BUT! As almost all «our» SFUURMM-Forms, being so low-Qualitative, are
protoformal, it would be simply useless to objectively speak about the numerical values of their
«true» dimension — in every specific case it is simply different than we subjectively perceive:
in our subjective opinion it can equally be both higher and lower than the expected dimension!
Therefore, we have nothing but to classify the manifestation range of currently focused by Us NUUVVU-Forms according to the borders of those wave parameters which enter the spectrum of our
Perception systems (that is 2.5–4.0-dimensional).
2.0820.

Long waves with low frequency take place in the boundary, lowest range of so-called
«physical» manifestation, «spheroidally» transforming («leaving») into all possible protoformal
types of Continuums and automatically decoded by Perception systems of the «local» SelfConsciousnesses Forms into quantum-wave or doolls types of vibrations, absolutely different than
ours. The given manifestation resopasons starting from 2.5 to 3.5 dimension, for the majority of the
«current» population of the Planet are still the most convenient, habitual, and actively involved by
them in their life creativity. The most elementary Form-images (the fragmentary Information in the
form of signs, schemes, and drawings) are most easily transmitted by people at a long-wave telepathic
level, as they all are associated very easily in our Perception system and are decoded by protoformal
Form-Creators (by the way, we generally contact with animals and plants not at the sound, verbal,
but at the telepathic level of our common with them SFUURMM-Forms and associations).
2.0821.

All the Form-systems of Worlds are duvuyllerrtly interconnected by the Principle of
resonational correspondence in their multipurpose structures of various energy-informational
combinations of the AIYS-SSS-Flow. What we mean by the «difference in the length of Light
Wave» is the main condition for the formation in Self-Consciousness Focus Dynamics of any types
of subjective Realities and the major «cause-and-effect» factor of simultaneous, level-by-level
manifestation of different-Qualitative Forms of these types of Self-Consciousnesses all over the
Macrocosmos.
2.0822.

All what we define as «All That Is» (MUULLG-SSS-MAA) represents an infinite range of creative
energy-informational interaction between Fields-Consciousnesses, which are reflected in SpaceTime of the Tertiary and the Secondary States of Energy-Plasma by means of focal Configurations
of particular Forms of Creative Activity of 12 Pure Qualities Aspects and 12 Harmonious Pairs of
2.0823.

Combined Cosmic Qualities. Therefore, focus activity of Form-Creators of all Self-Consciousnesses
Forms possesses different manifestation frequency, as a result of which in its turn, MUULLG-SSSMAA is structured not only by all possible Qualitative Levels, but also by different-Qualitative areas
of the general slloogrent Configuration of «Light Flow,» which differ among themselves by various
degrees of heterogeneity of Qualities Aspects combined in them and form all the infinite multitude
of Forms and Types of Energy-Plasma States.
As a result on every simultaneously existing Level of the general slloogrent manifestation
of Space-Time, all the Creative Potential of «Light Flow» is functionally represented through
the particular values of dimension (SNOO-SSS) and peculiar only to it defining Qualitativeness
of dimension (YYU-U-YYU), which manifestational potential — in every group of space-time
Continuums — is reflected through the joint activity of Form-Creators of dominant Qualities in the
general Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms structuring the given groups of Continuums.
It is not so simple to define these values, as it may seem at first. After all, the general Focus Dynamics
of any homotypic Continuums is simultaneously manifested in the given resonational area of SpaceTime only due to the presence — in individual Focus Dynamics of every Self-Consciousness Form
— of dominant Form-Creators’ Creative Activity of one Quality typical for the general Synthesis
Scheme of the given Continuums.
2.0824.

For example, for the typical groups of «our» or «human» Continuums the main condition for
any Self-Consciousness Form for the manifestation there, — jointly with all the rest! — as I have
already mentioned, is the characteristic of predominance in their individual Synthesis Scheme either
of the Quality ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom, or ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence, or of them both (in case of
people). It turns out that Form-Creators of the same dominant Quality are simultaneously involved
in the modeling and realization of SFUURMM-Forms by absolutely all the types of protoformal SelfConsciousnesses of our «surrounding» subjective Realities: by people, animals, microorganisms,
plants, minerals, and also Planets, Stars, and Galaxies.
2.0825.

It means that dimension of any groups of «human» Continuums modelled strictly according
to subjective human Conceptions about «themselves» and the «surrounding reality» (common
for some part of the given type of Collective Consciousness) is structured by the Information to
varying degree typical for Self-Consciousnesses of all Proto-Forms resonationally manifested along
with us. The exclusiveness of this dimension is only in the peculiarity of specific combination of
Informational fragments with each other.
2.0826.

For example, it happens with people on the basis of obvious prevalence in their «hexahedral»
Configurations of Creative Activity of informational fragments of such Qualities as ALL-Love–ALLWisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence (with background interactions in varying degree with
fragments of other ten Qualities); as for other Proto-Forms, dimension is modelled, let's say, on the
basis of an obvious predominance in their Conceptions of the same (as of human Form-Creators)
Quality ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and, for example, dominant Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators
of the Quality ALL-Integrity (due to what UU-Forms of Information, structured by dominant for us
Quality, get an absolutely specific meaning); In Self-Consciousnesses of Proto-Forms of the third
types, dimension is formed by the predominance principle of the same (as of human) Form-Creators
2.0827.

of the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence and predominance of informational fragments, suppose,
of the Quality ALL-Aspiration, due to what SFUURMM-Forms also acquire an absolutely different
meaning, than in the case of people … And so on — according to all possible focus combinations,
where the role of either of Dominants is necessarily performed by Form-Creators of any of the two
determining (for the given groups of Continuums) Pure Qualities.
For example, our human Conceptions about a wide smile as a characteristic of goodwill
and openness, among many Proto-Forms, on the contrary, are associated with danger, grin,
unequivocally warning that communicating should not be continued. The same concerns pleasant
for us Conceptions about hot water (a bath, a pool, tea, a meal) and high temperature (a sauna,
sunburn), about fire (warmth, fried food), about alcoholic drinks, and also about benefit of cars
and planes, about clearing woods and digging pits, tranches, foundation ditches, pipe installations,
building dams, and so on. Believe me that animals, microorganisms and plants have absolutely
different (than us) views in this respect, which actually and forms in the apparently «same» SpaceTime absolutely different «reference points» and «wave parameters,» structured by identical, but
differently combined informational fragments of the same Qualities (for example, Perception
systems of some Proto-Forms perceive «our» long waves as short, and of other Proto-Forms — as
extra-long ones, and vice versa).
2.0828.

2.0829.

Therefore, perhaps, the most important (but not the only one for us!) feature, distinguishing

SNOO-SSS of one subjective Realities type from the others, is the difference in Qualitative

characteristics of «Light Wavelengths» diapason, which structure the general Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators, forming different types of subjective Realities through the specificity of SelfConsciousnesses of different types of Proto-Forms, and this difference is called a defining Quality
of dimension (YYU-U-YYU). For example, if we observe any electromagnetic fluctuation of high
frequency (small wavelength), it means that in Focus Dynamics of the given Self-Consciousness
Form there is already enough high degree of manifested Creative Activity of informational fragments,
peculiar to our two lluuvvumic Dominants. Yet, what are the chances , for example, for FormCreators of an X-Ray tube — which is the source of high-energy photons — to refocus into a NUUVVU-Form? The answer here is unequivocal: Absolutely no chances! Because Focus Dynamics of
Form-Creators of the given device (simulated and produced due to the realization of high-vibrational
human SFUURMM-Forms) is carried out by absolutely different, than human, two-dominant Synthesis
Scheme, which means that it represents absolutely different type of Self-Consciousnesses Forms
(the same is possible to be said concerning any product of human creativity). In the case of fixation
of electro-magnetic oscillation of low-frequency, we perceive a f-Configuration synthesized to a
greater degree with impersept — in relation to any one of our Dominants — Qualities, where this
lluuvvumic Dominant performs the support functions.
I am not yet able to demonstrate you this Information on an exact example (because there's
no analogs for an objective Qualitative comparison of Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of differentQualitative Configurations), but if to approach this question on the basis of modern scientific
Conceptions about wavelength, then this problem considerably simplifies. For example, if to
conditionally assume that the given type of subjective Reality (that is the one where we now realize
«ourselves» «personally») is structured by the wavelength equal about to 7.22679cm, then so many
duvuyllerrt, resonational zones (in relation to the given Reality) of very similar physical Realities
2.0830.

will be originated with following wavelength sizes: from one «side» 7.45325cm; 7.43583cm;
7.26163cm; 7.24421cm; and from the other side 7.20937cm; 7.19195cm; 7.17453cm; 7.15711cm.
In the conditional «center» in relation to them — there's such Reality type, which reflects nowadays
the subjective Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of «our» SFUURMM-Forms. Subjective for our
Perception systems «decrease of Qualitativeness» is characterized by the tendency towards the
increase of the wavelength indicator, while «increase of Qualitativeness» is characterized by the
reduction of these values:
…
7.45325cm …
7.43583cm …
7.26163cm …
7.24421cm … decrease in USCF
Qualitativeness for LLUU-VVU-Direction … 7.22679cm … increase in USCF Qualitativeness
for LLUU-VVU -Direction … 7.20937cm … 7.19195cm … 7.17453cm … 7.15711cm
…
Let me remind you that this is extremely conditional and primitive scheme, which I use only
for the purpose of more visual — for you! — demonstration of dissonational distances, subjectively
separating Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators, structuring energy-informational interconnections of
duvuyllerrt types of subjective Realities. Though due to their linear bi-directionality, this scheme
does not give you more true Conceptions about the single slloogrentness of considered by us types
of Focus Dynamics, which structures skrruullerrt system at the given «zone» of its manifestation.
Nevertheless, you can imagine their certain different-Qualitativeness, which allows each of these
Dynamics to be absolutely individually manifested in the same Continuum Space (owing to the
difference in dissonational distances).
2.0831.

2..0832. Besides, by the words «increase» or «decrease» of Qualitativeness of USCFdynamics I here only imply the potential possibilities of different-Qualitative Form-Creators
for more intensive (covarllert) or more inertial (impersept) increase of energy-informational
interconnections’ concentration between them. At that the «decrease in Qualitativeness» of Focus
Dynamics means «bigger distance» (increase of dissonational distances), and the «increase» means
«smaller distance» (reduction of dissonational distances) between their parameters only for SelfConsciousnesses Forms of the lluuvvumic development Direction, because we can only subjectively
compare Qualitative characteristics of SFUURMM-Forms of all the rest Synthesis Schemes to the
Conceptions peculiar to our own Scheme.
2.0832.

And so on — along all the focal Configurations of interacting Form-Creators of one or another
from the uncountable multitude of Directions, fully reflecting the multipolarizational character of
individual «reprojections» of their Focuses. It means that the linear bi-directionality schematically
described above reflects the same slloogrent «spheroidicity,» but just feasibly expressed in the way
of numbers, i.e. through more accessible to you possibilities of its subjective understanding. All
this consecutive row of conditional numbers — … 7.24421 … 7.22679 … 7.20937 … and so on —
represents for you no more, than the simplified (schematic) numerical expression of the objective
(from the viewpoint of VEC-Observer) degree of «karmonations» synthesizedness, instead of some
subjective manifestation parameters of some Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics (from the viewpoint
of Perception system of a particular Proto-Form).
2.0833.

That «insignificant» difference in the linear size of the «Light Wavelength,» because of which
the Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the given type of subjective Reality becomes inertially
incompatible (relatively, i.e. «directly») with Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of duvuyllerrt
(in relation to itself) types of subjective Realities, forms the «spatial rotational Coefficient»
or YYYUULLARGG. For such type of Form-systems of Worlds and manifestation Level this
Coefficient in the difference in energy-informational parameters of «Light Wavelength» can be
conditionally compared to the size equal to 0.01742cm-1 (one «reciprocal centimeter» corresponds
to the Energy of electromagnetic wave with the length equal 1cm). In other words, this value
separates the manifestation conditions of particular Self-Consciousnesses Forms in the same type of
subjective Realities. Thus, I averaged this indicator for the group of one-type (mono-protoformal)
of duvuyllerrtly close Realities, and it serves as the Qualitative basis for the formation (in the
general slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the Tertiary State of Energy-Plasma) of
such major, individual indicator, as rotational noo-time Shift of Focus Dynamics (FFLUARRS-factor
of individual refocusings).
2.0834.

With respect to the manifestation conditions of Self-Consciousnesses Forms in the given
type of 3-dimensional subjective Reality, its size can be conditionally expressed through the result
of division of YYYUULLARGG («spatial rotational Coefficient») on OOO-TT-UU («Coefficient
of inertial movement»,) and it is equal to 0.009 727 387 453 792 117 577 422 633 207 134cm. This
coefficient (FFLUARRS-factor) is a variable value for the manifestation of every Focus Dynamics, in
other words, it changes correspondingly (in the farthest right part of the given range, conditionally
— numerically — reflecting seemingly linear parameters of separate portions or quanta of
electromagnetic emission) together with the degree of synthesizedness of Focus Dynamics by the
value corresponding to one «quantum shift.» The given value varies for both — different SelfConsciousnesses Forms being present in the same Form-system, so and for the “same” SelfConsciousnesses Forms structuring different Form-systems (parallel development scenarios).
2.0835.

Moreover, the particular indicators of one «quantum shift» of Information in Focus Dynamics
in different Continuums groups, which are differently structured by different-Qualitative subjective
Realities, can differ very strongly from each other: In more Qualitative manifestations (higherfrequency) one «quantum shift» is structured by greater volume of diverse Information («rotational
Coefficient» goes down approaching zero; Qualitativeness of conditions for the manifestation of the
given Energy-Information increases), and in less Qualitative manifestations (lower-frequency) it is
structured by smaller volume («rotational Coefficient» increases approaching infinity; inertionness
degree of Focus Dynamics increases proportionally to dissonational distances among differentQualitative focus interactions).
2.0836.

It is difficult for me to explain it, because, actually (that is in more objective Perception
mode), first of all, the characteristic dynamics of energy-informational factors considered by us
now, has direct relation to neither the measurement of a wavelength accepted by us (in meters,
centimeters), nor to the measurement of chronological time peculiar to our Reality type (in seconds),
because and dissonational distances and formed by them time Inertia are just the consequences,
inevitably manifested in the subjective Perception systems as a result of simultaneous, multiple
interaction of these factors. Nevertheless, despite it, let’s try to accept the extremely subjective
viewpoint — adapting to the extreme discreteness of typical for people thinking — and to try to
2.0837.

correlate conditionally an average rotation-incremental change of the given Qualitative parameter
of Focus Dynamics (FFLUARRS-factor) with one second. Then, this difference (the possibility
for one resonational, focus interaction — emission of «Energy quantum» — among numerous,
diverse informational fragments) turns out to be approximately 328 times less than the duration
of one second! In other words, speaking conditionally, for one second in Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousness’ Form-Creators of Form-Types of the near-lluuvvumic direction structuring the
given type of subjective Reality, there are 328 similar, multipolarizational, Qualitative «shifts»
— quantum transformations, or informational kleksings, or resonational manifestations of FormCreators’ focal Configurations.
This number corresponds to SSLUULLUSS-indicator, which defines for every particular type
of 3-dimensional Reality the inertial Dynamics of Focuses carried out by Form-Creators of human
Self-Consciousness Form (!!!) in one conditional instant (do not confuse that with Eternity Moment!
One conditional instant is an abstract time equivalent of one multipolarized rotational Shift). Its
size depends entirely on the Qualitativeness of energy-informational manifestation conditions of
Self-Consciousnesses Forms, modelled by specific SFUURMM-Forms. In our case of «present»
subjective manifestation, SSLUULLUSS is possible to conditionally equate to the quantum effect,
which decreases a certain dissonational distance, and which arises in Focus Dynamics among
diverse fragments that structure it, on the average in 1/328 of a second.
2.0838.

What exactly can this number conditionally mean? To understand that, let's remember
the conditional parameter of rotational noo-time Shift of Focus Dynamics (FFLUARRS-factor
of individual refocusings), which comprises the following number in relation to the given type
of subjective human Reality: 0.009 727 387 453 792 117 577 422 633 207 134cm. Conditionally
deduced by us value of SSLUULLUSS-indicator for people is 328Hz. It shows that at the increase
of Focus Dynamic’s Qualitativeness (that is increase of its liyllusceeveness degree according to the
parameters of lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme), the numerical value of this row of figures in the last
positions after comma decreases for one second of Focus Dynamics by 328 conditional quantum
shifts (or another value, according to Qualitativeness), to a greater degree reducing dissonational
distances to USCF of the lluuvvumic Direction. Accordingly, with the decrease of liyllusceeveness
degree in relation to the parameters of the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme, this part of numerical raw
increases for one second by 328 conditional quantum shifts.
2.0839.

Number 328 should be considered from the viewpoint of both — the more Qualitative from all
our possible manifestations, so and the less Qualitative ones. On the basis of the general manifestation
diapason of our Focus Dynamics, complexly structured by different-Qualitative SFUURMM-Forms
(in general — from 2.5 to 4.0 dimension), being simultaneously realized at different «points» of
Space-Time slloogrentness with shift frequency from 250 to 400 Stereo-Types per second, has
generated a certain — for the humankind of the given Collective Consciousness — average state of
its Focus Dynamics or its average characteristic. Therefore, it is possible to say that the frequency
indicator of alternation 328 is about the same as an «average temperature in a hospital.»
2.0840.

We change Qualitatively and constantly, but all these transformations and transmutations in
the focused by us f-Configurations are microscopic (i.e. are consistently carried out not in the overall
2.0841.

spectrum of the manifestation of our «person,» but only in separate resopasons); therefore, we — in
the short periods of subjective comparison of our states (both psychical, and external, biological)
— do not notice these continuous and, apparently, so insignificant Qualitative changes. When in
one of a huge multitude of narrow-vibrational resopasons energy-informationally structuring every
moment of our manifestation one type of interconnections between Form-Creators changes into
more covarllert one (in relation to our Synthesis Scheme), the seemingly insignificant duvuyllerrt
change makes an imprint onto all the constructive NNAASSMM configuration manifested in the given
diapason, initiating that way the Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators (and bio-Creators) towards the
activation in already another (slightly more resonational in relation to a new Qualitative state of the
given f-Configuration) «point» of Space-Time slloogrentness.
You know that different parts of our biological organism normally function on different
resonant frequencies. For example, the resonant frequency of heart is 4–6Hz, kidneys — 6–8Hz,
stomach — 2–3Hz, intestines — 2–4Hz, spine bone — 6Hz. If in these frequencies’ resopasons
— at the level of realization of SFUURMM-Forms! — happen some types of kleksings and energyinformational changes, it forces various bio-Creators of our biological NUU-VVU-Form-Type
to undergo certain transformations in f-Configurations focused by them, which influences the
Qualitativeness of the general Focus Dynamics of a «person.» During a certain period of time —
for example, during a few days — the quantity of qualitatively changed (into others) resopasons,
in some or other extent, — in our NUU-VVU-Configuration can represent already a particular part
of the overall diapason of our manifestation (for example, it was in the range of 2.721 dimension
to 3.749 dimension, and changed to the range of 2.753 dimension to 3.761 dimension). When
in some resopason takes place intra-Aspect or inter-Qualitative Synthesis of interconnections
(always — into more covarllert!), it immediately provokes the Synthesis in another resopason
(and does not always has to be a neighboring, duvuyllerrt resopason). And this Synthesis, in
turn, drives other parts of the overall f-Configuration of a «person» towards a Qualitative change
(refocusings of Form-Creators).
2.0842.

In your logical arguments you are used to consider separate development scenarios and
separate STCs. Actually it is incorrect — your Focus Dynamics always represents simultaneous
change of interconnections that happen in duvuyllerrt group of scenarios and duvuyllerrt group of
individual STCs. When kleksing takes place at higher Level of realization, through a more strong
implementation of a bigger amount of Information in a time unit, it initiates the change and shift
of Focus Dynamics not of only one NUU-VVU-Configuration, but of their whole «group» — the
«same» Form-Creators, structuring this overall f-Configuration, refocus at once into the multitude
of Directions of realizations possible for them. And in some of these Directions just synthesized
interconnections give more possibilities for their subsequent Synthesis of low-frequency Focus
Dynamics, and in some Directions — where low-frequency SFUURMM-Forms are already actually
not present or there's comparatively a few of them — the introduction of this Information is the
cause for the Synthesis on more ampliative Levels of Self-Consciousness.
2.0843.

Though the number 328 is very conditional; nevertheless, it helps you to subjectively «trace»
at least approximately with your own reactions and obvious changes in the surrounding reality the
dynamics of your own refocusings: either into more favorable for human development Direction
(the quantity of shifts reduces to 250 per second and lower, but their `-informational «concentration»
2.0844.

increases) or into a development Direction of more favorable for all possible protoformal SelfConsciousnesses Forms (the quantity of shifts per one second increases up to 400 and more, and the
«concentration» of fragments of the diverse Energy-Information decreases). Also, it is necessary
to understand that the amount of specified increases and decreases is very subjective and can be
considered only in relation to the parameters of the Form-Creators' Focus Dynamics, which is
peculiar to Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the lluuvvumic Direction, where the main criteria of the
highest Qualitativeness of a «person's» Creative Activity in the given diapason of manifestations
serves an obligatory presence of such characteristics as high-sensual Intellect and high-intellectual
Altruism (moreover, the combination of these characteristics is very important).
It is impossible for us to adequately and objectively assess the Focus Dynamics Qualitativeness
of other — inhuman — Proto-Forms' representatives, because we do not know their individual
criteria of Qualitativeness. I also note that for every type of subjective Reality of 3–4-dimensional
diapason, reflecting Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses of various ProtoForms of GOOLGAMAA-A, this inertial indicator has also absolutely different values. Onto the
process of change of its parameters in different subjective Realities also have an influence the
Principles of Duvuyllerrtness and slloogrentness.
2.0845.

Each of an infinite multitude of visible and invisible (for the abilities of our biological
Perception system) subjective Realities, birvulyartly penetrating us with different-Qualitative
types of energy-informational interconnections is structured by slloogrent Configurations of
Fields-Consciousnesses, possessing certain frequency characteristics. All this variety of differentQualitative manifestations of Energy and Information, which we individually perceive by means of
sensory organs and subjectively interpret into SFUURMM-Forms of such concepts as the «Sun,» the
«Earth,» «Matter,» «Energy,» «Time,» and «Space,» present in our dimensional diapason a strictly
organized (in the multilevel system of dimensions) synthetic combination of waves (elementary
particles and fields), the specificity of various manifestations of which, in turn, is caused by the
influence on them of more Qualitative sources of their generating — LUYYYUFFLOYLLIDs or
«universal matrixes» of Energy-Information (functional keepers-modulators of the «primary basis»
of all energy-informational interactions inside Energy-Plasma).
2.0846.

2.0847. LUYYYUFFLOYLLIDs

are narrow-specific carriers of Universal Cosmic Principles, which
provide various possibilities for the multiway «self-projection» (manifestations) of differentQualitative Configurations of Fields-Consciousnesses in different-type dimensional diapasons: For
example, on the one hand, they provide the simultaneous «self-projection» of both subelementary
Fields-Consciousnesses of 1–2-dimensional diapason and elementary particles of 3–4-dimensional
diapason — on the other hand. In the conditions of 2–3-dimensional Continuums they provide the
simultaneous manifestation of subelementary Fields-Consciousnesses of 2–3-dimensional diapason
and superuniversal Fields-Consciousnesses of 4–5-dimensional diapason in wave conditions of
3–4-dimensional Continuums. By the term Field-Consciousness I mean the general principle of
joint manifestation in Macrocosmos of functionality of Form-Creators (the energy component of
the given principle — Field) and Info-Creators (the information component of the given principle
— Consciousness).

The same relates to the provision by them of deeper interconnections among elementary
and superuniversal, superuniversal, and hyperuniversal; hyperuniversal and protouniversal (and
so on) types of Fields-Consciousnesses in all other Energy-Plasma specific manifestations Spheres
from -∞ to +∞. These processes, as well as many other things, compose a uniform Mechanism that
provides the Principle of Focus Dynamics' birvulyarity of diverse Collective Cosmic Intelligences.
2.0848.

So, even though Configurations of Fields-Consciousnesses also define individual parameters
of any wave dynamics (length, frequency, slloogrent Configuration of manifestations, i.e. possible
for the given type of Reality «projective» combinations of wave Configurations, allowing differenttypes of waves to interact with each other only in a certain way), but due to the presence in Space-Time
of LUYYYUFFLOYLLIDs, SFUURMM-Forms (manifested, for example, in duvuyllerrt Continuums
groups of 3–4-dimensional diapason) are structured by Configurations of both — of less Qualitative
wave analogs of Fields-Consciousnesses (doollses, Form-Creators of low-frequency SFUURMMForms), and of more Qualitative ones (flakses, Form-Creators of high-frequency SFUURMM-Forms).
2.0849.

are a certain type of rezomiral Form- and Info-Creators (like program
files necessary for functionality of computer operating system) and can be conditionally compared to
certain universal decorators-designers and decoders-converters. They perform in Configurations of all
synthesizing Form-Creators, simultaneously refocusing to all the groups of space-time Continuums,
very important — «intermediary,» «communicative,» «joint» — functions, without which their
Focus Dynamics would be simply impossible. There is a huge multitude of types and variations
of luyyyuffloyllid Creators, which specialize in the creation of necessary specific conditions for
manifestation of certain types of multiple (many-sided) energy-informational interactions in the
structures of absolutely all Rezomirals (the manifestation basis of all Continuums and Conversums).
2.0850. LUYYYUFFLOYLLIDs

The most accessible to your logical understanding example of Creators of luyyyuffloyllid
group are svilgsons (the Tertiary Energy-Plasma), avvakklons (the Secondary Energy-Plasma), and
flaaggtuons (the Primary Energy-Plasma), which stimulate and provide the presence in Configurations
of all synthesizing Form-Creators of amplificational eglleroliftive Impulse peculiar to them, which
forms a basis of svilgs-spherational and avvakklo-spherational (refocusing) mechanism of any Focus
Dynamics. Together and in parallel with them, other types of Creators of this group — ffmillims
(the Tertiary Energy-Plasma), liiyllims, (the Secondary Energy-Plasma) and uuyuums (the Primary
Energy-Plasma) — provide the maintenance in synthesized Configurations of irrkoglictive Impulse,
thanks to which takes place the necessary resonational combination of Information of Info-Creators
with Qualitatively corresponding to it manifestation Energy of particular Form-Creators.
2.0851.

Without the presence in Rezomirals of this universal «mechanism» of annihilation of all
possible as if — from our subjective viewpoint! — dissonational energy-informational interactions
among Self-Consciousnesses Forms of different Proto-Forms, the joint manifestation in same
Conginuums’ groups of different-Qualitatively synthesized Configurations belonging to differenttypes of Form-Creators (people, animals, plants, microorganisms, minerals, Planets, Stars, «Black
holes,» and like that) would simply be unrealizable. The main reason of such incompatibility of
different-Qualitative Forms would be the Resonationness Principle.
2.0852.

The task of Creators of luyyyuffloyllid group is «to globalize» and «to localize» the
manifestation of This Principle where necessary. Thus, the requirements of the «Law of ALLCompatibility of all Forms of Cosmic Intelligence» (LLIILL-GGLLAA) is fulfilled. How do they
«know,» where and what they have to do? They «know» nothing — the general manifestation is carried
out automatically: All possible development scenarios of each «part» of the general slloogrentness
of Macrocosmos are already initially and accurately embedded in their Configurations, and the
Form-Creators themselves, stimulated by their «projections» and the Principle of Resonationness,
enter corresponding to them informational relations with Info-Creators. I should remind you once
again that there is an uncountable multitude of all possible luyyyuffloyllid Creators, and in the
process of consideration of various IISSIIDIOLOGY questions we will gradually reveal and try to
understand their universal «manifesting» particularities.
2.0853.

SECTION VIII

Eglleroliftive tendencies of Universes. Universal Focus Effect of SelfConsciousness or the newest viewpoint on the Big Bang theory.

According to the quantum field theory in «physical vacuum» are constantly born and disappear
the virtual pairs of «particles» and «antiparticles» (for example, so-called «virtual photons,»
electron-positron, muonic-antimuonic, taonic-antitaonic, and other pairs) whose dynamics leads to
constant fluctuations (focus fluctuations) of Form-Creators of corresponding physical fields, which
are connected with these «particles» and Self-Consciousnesses Forms structured by their Focus
Dynamics. During the process of observation these «particles» appear for a very short time and
disappear again, being transferred into Qualitatively different state. In other words, in «vacuum» the
certain mechanism is launched in an alternate mode of as if their «births», after which turns on the
mechanism of their as if «absorption» of seemingly the same «vacuum.»
2.0854.

Actually, it all occurs due to the presence in «vacuum» of an infinite variety of differentQualitative Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of diverse Self-Consciousnesses Forms, simultaneously
manipulating with peculiar to them rezomiral Focuses. To the researcher, who depends completely
on the Qualitativeness of his own Focus Dynamics, it seems that in the same «points» of «vacuum»
Space — simultaneously and constantly! — there takes place both the «birth» of numerous virtual
«particles» as if from «nothing» and their «absorption» as if by «nothing.»
2.0855.

I would like to note straightaway that the term «physical vacuum» is, in my opinion, very
inadequate. It represents the most primitive scientists' Conceptions about their surrounding reality
supposedly consisting of the «same physical substance,» but appearing in front of them in different
conditions of its existence. Actually, «vacuum» is the same part of the general slloogrentness of SpaceTime as are the manifestation Continuums of our «current» NUU-VVU-Forms, which are formed
by the substance possessing weight and structured by materially manifested Self-Consciousnesses
Forms of elementary particles.
2.0856.

The reason of apparent to us «incidental» manifestation of some particles in «vacuum,» which
we can observe by means of our Perception systems through the specific properties of dimension of
duvuyllerrt groups of «human» Continuums, lies in a very complex and unimaginable Mechanism
of «interprojection» («imposing») of focus interconnections of different protoformal Form-Creators
of particles structuring some groups of Continuums onto their focus interconnections peculiar to
other groups. In those STCs, which are formed by SFUURMM-Forms of Form-Creators of subjective
Realities of elementary particles, Forms focused by them (in our Perception — «elementary
particles») are manifested as statically as the substance (matter), which forms all the objects in
subjective human Realities of our STCs groups. Specificity of slloogrent focal Configuration of
«vacuum» STC’s dimension is that different-dimensional — for us! — analogs of elementary particles
(doollses, flakses) subjectively perceive «themselves» in relation to their surrounding reality as
normally (stably and constantly) as we subjectively perceive all the protoformal dynamics of the
World surrounding us manifested together with our NUU-VVU-Forms within the same dimensional
diapason.
2.0857.

Unlike our wave Continuums, «vacuum» STCs are structured by different-Qualitative Focus
Dynamics of doolls, flaks, and all other Fields-Consciousnesses, which energy-informational
parameters of Self-Consciousnesses Forms cannot be stimulated by vibrating impulses, and they
possess only certain coordinates of resonational manifestation. Therefore, having manifested together,
one virtual «particle» (representing only a part of certain focal Configuration) from slloogrent
Configuration of one «pair» can belong to one coordinate system, while focal Configuration of
another «particle» — at the same time! — structures Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms of flaks «particles» from the other system.
2.0858.

Because of these particularities they constantly disappear and appear again within Perception
system of the wave Observer studying them, and it seems that in their place in the «same points» of
the considered Space there «are being born» new virtual «particles» that again «disappear,» and in
their place there «are born» new «particles» again... It is only a result of illusion and limitation of
our Perception systems. If these were more perfect, the Observer could notice simultaneous Focus
Dynamics of different virtual «particles» manifested in different systems of coordinates. «Vacuum»
Itself as a whole (as a version of an STC) can be present all this time in any coordinates system — in
doolls, wave, flaks, and in any other one. Considering the property of slloogrentness, it is possible
to say that examined by us «vacuum» at the same conditional moment structures with its focal
Configurations absolutely all the ranges of manifestation of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of
Energy-Plasma.
2.0859.

What scientists consider as «vacuum» represents only a certain part (transitive from wave
into the lowest resopasons of flaks Levels) of slloogrent state of Space-Time, initiated in EnergyPlasma by Universal Plasmic-Differentiated Radiation. I’m reminding you that as a result of UPDR
there were formed absolutely all the versions of existence modes (resonational manifestation) of
«life environments,» which are necessary for the realization of focus interactions between FormCreators and Info-Creators of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms. Without UPDR there could not be
all those numerous energy-informational interconnections among Form-Creators of various SelfConsciousnesses Forms, which simultaneously structure (by their slloogrent focal Configurations)
Focus Dynamics of many groups of the most diverse Continuums.
2.0860.

The Processes of «birth-annihilation» of virtual photon pairs also correspond to certain
phases of energy-informational differences (changes) of Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms, generating all possible types of electromagnetic fields. In «vacuum», in front of the observer,
there are constantly born and disappear virtual photons corresponding to all the wavelengths of an
electromagnetic spectrum. However, as it has been found out, in Space between closely located
mirror surfaces the situation changes a little, in the sense that the spectrum in which new pairs «are
born» become limited by the wavelength.
2.0861.

In 2011 the research at Chalmers University of Technology, has confirmed the Casimir effect
(the mutual attraction of conductive uncharged bodies — for example, of mirrors — under the influence
of quantum fluctuations in vacuum), having proved that at certain resonant lengths electromagnetic
waves amplify, while at the majority of other lengths, the birth of corresponding virtual photons
get repressed on the contrary. In the experiment, due to supersensitive magnetometers, scientists
derived a similarity of a mirror and found out an emission of the microwave photons stream, which
frequency was a half of «mirror’s» fluctuations frequency. Moreover, the more «mirror» surfaces
approach each other, the less wavelengths between them were in a resonance and were the more
repressed. As a result of that the attraction force between the surfaces increased.
2.0862.

This experiment is another vivid evidence of Iissiidiology Conceptions proving the fact that
the state of Space-Time, which is subjectively perceived by scientists as «vacuum,» represents
not a chaotically organized «emptiness» deprived of any energy-informational interconnections
(quantum effects), but Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of both the superlight (i.e. an unimaginably
higher Qualitativeness degree surpassing the possibilities of photon and other interactions known
to science) and the sublight (in the same degree less Qualitative) types of energy-informational
interconnections, which holochronely-simultaneously structure an infinite multitude of Collegial
Cosmic Intelligences by eternally existing and Psycho-Mentally unimaginably — for us! — developed
slloogrent Quintessence of SSS-Entity’s Self-Consciousness, Which is presented in Focus Dynamics
of the Highest Intelligence of Macrocosmos in the form of energy-informational interconnections
of Energy-Plasma.
2.0863.

Creative Activity of This eternal Cosmic Entity is spiritualized and is reflected throughout
Space-Time by means of the overall Focus Dynamics of an infinite multitude of various Universal
combination types of Forms of Energy and Information (Cosmic Entities of Macrocosmos).
Their slloogrent Configurations are manifested straightway and everywhere by an instantaneous
transgression of all the Energy-Plasma Properties into uncountable parts of «Itself,» which —
simultaneously and specifically — reflect both focal Configurations «projected» into them (through
Form-Creators of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms), initiated by irrkoglictive and eglleroliftive
Impulses in the State «All That Is,» and all Its Universal peculiarities (through out-of-time Creative
Activity of Info-Creators).
2.0864.

Well, what has served the Reason for the manifestation of This Cosmic SSS-Entity Itself,
in the Self-Consciousness of Which the role of the main realizational Mechanism is performed
by Energy-Plasma? It is the main question, which no modern scientific knowledge is ready to
answer yet! Because from the very beginning (from XѴІ-XѴІІ centuries) of the formation process
2.0865.

of modern scientific theories and hypotheses, including the system-organized approach towards
the synthesis of new generalizations from the observable facts, in people notions about the causeand-effect interconnections in Nature there has appeared a small but essentially significant mistake,
which has subsequently led to an even bigger deepening and strengthening of collective scientific
Consciousness in the material illusiveness where it has been staying until now.
The mistake happened due to the fact that for the purpose of the formation of scientific
outlook has been taken the deeply illusory and incorrect, dualistic Plato’s and Descartes's version,
which states that Consciousness («spirit,» «mind») and Matter («physical body,» all the «living» and
«nonliving» objects of the surrounding reality) represent two independent, — though complementary
to each other — and equal by value substances. In other words Matter could exist on its own, so and
Consciousness can. I regret to admit, but this is deeply incorrect opinion!
2.0866.

For what it’s worth, these Plato-Descartes subjective Conceptions about separate and discrete,
in relation to each other, states of the surrounding reality (dualistic opposition of Consciousness and
Matter), which according to their defining Essence are a single whole and the Creative Activity
of which is absolutely differently reflected in different Perception systems at different-Qualitative
modes of manifestation of focal Configurations, has led to the state, when in traditional scientific
understanding, at consideration of any phenomena of «inanimate» nature, Consciousness has been
completely separated (and even excluded!) from the Form (Matter) manifesting it. As a result, it has
become a general every-day practice in science to fit the discovered facts into the already existing
— false in Essence, but generally accepted and recognized by the majority of scientific community!
— Conceptions about the Macrocosmos’ Nature.
2.0867.

And none of the desperate attempts of the multitude of «crank-loners» in the science,
capable to somehow influence the process of dogmatization and axiomatization of initially
incorrect preconditions of scientific knowledge, can break through this solid and unapproachable
for «outsiders» bastion of mathematical formulas and tricky labyrinths of experimental «proofs.»
It might be interesting for the most curious readers to learn more about some of such attempts,
the vivid example of which can be the work called «Concept of consciousness in the context of
quantum mechanics,»10 which discusses the manyworlds interpretation of quantum mechanics with
the conclusion that the division of quantum state into the components that correspond with the
alternative measurement results, is not only interconnected with the observer's Consciousness, but
is also completely identified with it.
2.0868.

In the development of science it is possible to clearly trace an obvious alternation of the
extensive and revolutionary periods. We live in the period of scientific revolution which will very
soon lead to a radical change of the structure of cognitive process itself and existing nowadays
research principles; will compel scientists to reconsider all the classifications, categories, and
methods and will motivate towards deep reformation of the scientific organizations infected with
corruption, bribery, hypocrisy, lie, and fudging published data. In many respects it will be facilitated
by the appearance in the world of the Universal Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY.
2.0869.

10

http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1070/PU2005v048n04ABEH002075/meta

Why has it appeared at this time? Because for the last decade, because of the powerful
development of research base and computerization of previously inaccessible processes occurring at
the level of «interquantum» interactions, the scientific Thought — gradually and inevitably — has
begun more massively and steadily come to a conclusion about the fact, that with greater deepening of
research into the thinnest structure of the Matter, in the specific dynamics of behavior of all possible
«non-living» objects (for example, of an electron and of other particles or physical fields) appear
more and more signs of certain «individuality.» These signs very strongly remind the properties that
are currently attributed only to the Consciousness, that is to the conscious behavior typical only
for objects of the «living Nature». Such trend of the changing views on traditional outlook became
especially active with the prompt development of so-called «wave theory» in physics (quantum
mechanics, M-theory, supersymmetry, theory of bosonic strings, and so on).
2.0870.

The quantum field theory mathematically proves that any microparticles during their
interaction with each other do not disappear anywhere and do not become destroyed — they
just narrow-specifically, mutually interconvert, seemingly being «converted» (i.e. Qualitatively
«reprojected») from focal Configurations of Forms, peculiar to some manifestation Levels into
focal Configurations of Forms, which — at the same time — structure other Levels of Space-Time.
Thus, scientists are even more often convinced that the behavior of elementary particles researched
by them has random nature. This does not allow a researcher to 100 % predict their behavior. These
observations suggest in itself and lead to the thought that a particle possesses a certain freedom of
choice. It would be simply impossible to make any such Choice without the presence in every such
fermions or boson fields of universal (for all particles of Matter) mechanism of the «manifestation
of individual consciousness».
2.0871.

For now, only IISSIIDIOLOGY is capable to form for us accurate, logically-consecutive,
and absolutely clear Notions about the fact that any Form (Energy, «Matter») cannot show any
of its properties without the Consciousness (Information) Qualitatively defining these properties.
Any Consciousness type cannot manifest its characteristics in Space-Time without the Energy
strictly corresponding to that individual («initial») Informational combination, which structures
the given Self-Consciousness Form. Only in that way That Something, What we, when speaking
about Consciousness, subjectively imply by the prefix «Self», and What gives any Existential
Form a certain individuality degree, can manifest Itself in all the infinite variety and diversity
of Creative Activity peculiar to It (Her, Him, Them). Only Iissiidiology Knowledge gives a
deep Understanding of how and why were formed these (uniform and inseparable with all its
variety) slloogrent combinations — Self-Consciousnesses Forms, structuring with all the infinite
multitude of their focal Configurations what we subjectively define as Space-Time. Without the
deepest and indissoluble connection to them, none of the «surrounding reality» or «us ourselves»
could simply exist.
2.0872.

And, of course, Iissiidiology Knowledge could not disregard such important and fundamental
question as the origin of Everything, which by the modern scientific community is very narrowmindedly interpreted as very non-ordinary and exceptional phenomenon of a particular «Big Bang,»
the essence of which is reduced to the formation and existence of all the «material world» — that is
the Universe. How exactly was the Manifestation Act of All That Is was carried out and how all the
infinite multidimensionality of that Universal State of All Being (which we subjectively define as
2.0873.

Macrocosmos) was formed in Single Eternity Moment — was described in details in the beginning
of the fourth section of the first volume. Now I want to touch on the questions and problems,
which directly concern not only the fallacy of the multitude of fundamental positions of modern
cosmology, but also the answers which clarify the fundamental vision of the Essence of the «Big
Bang» process itself.
So, the Big Bang theory states that in the primary — prior to the «Bang» — State of
cosmological singularity, towards which it is impossible to apply classical notions about space and
time, the average density of the Universe exceeded the modern One in unimaginable number of times.
As a result of the «Bang» and accelerated expansion of the Universe, with a flow of an increasing
amount of time, the average density of the matter structuring it, decreased and continues to decrease.
In other words, according to this theory it turns out that all the existing Forms of the Matter (EnergyPlasma) were originated from their much more dense states, and not the other way around — by the
differentiation of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of more Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms into
less synthesized focal Configurations!
2.0874.

Here again the Illusion of inertial Existence has played a malicious joke with scientists, which,
through the extremely limited human Perception systems, constantly makes in Focus Dynamics
of any Self-Consciousness Form an illusory visibility of the development of world around and
everything «existing» there, constantly «moving» from a certain primitive «beginning» to more
universal and perfect «ending.» If we remove the Notions about the limitation of what you imply by
the word «development,» we get a very insignificant part of the characteristic of the eglleroliftively
stimulated, refocusing process, perceived by you as «Evolution.»
2.0875.

In other words, if to accept the Big Bang theory only as the schematic description of veryvery insignificant part of the general — multimillion-dimensional! — amplificational-qualitational
process of absolutely all Self-Consciousnesses Forms, this theory could be accepted with multitude
of amendments as an extremely unsteady in all its assumptions «reference point» in the consideration
of the question of the process of subjective refocusings, carried out in the instantaneous Act of
manifestation of wave focal Configurations of 3–4-dimensional diapason, which is perceived by all
of you as an illusion of «inertial Existence» and «development.»
2.0876.

You already know that in the single Manifestation Act there holochronely-simultaneously
took place all refocusings of Self-Consciousnesses Forms as in the Direction from absolutely
not synthesized State of «Everything That Is» (Information) into absolutely synthesized State of
Macrocosmos (Energy-Information), so and on the contrary — from absolutely synthesized State of
«Everything Existing» into absolutely not synthesized State of «Everything That Is.» In other words,
at every moment of inertial manifestation of any set of diverse Informational fragments in the form
of the defined Self-Consciousness Form, configurationally corresponding to the given composite,
in parallel there occurs a return process of full Form annihilation into diverse information fragments
structuring it. This is partly the essense of the discretization of the surrounding us reality — not of
the manifested Existence Itself, — but only of the Perception systems which are typical to our SelfConsciousnesses Forms, through which all our subjective Conceptions are formed.
2.0877.

Each of us — literally at the same time! — both exists and does not exist: In the first case
— as a part of amplificational, eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential, and in the second case — as a part
of qualitational, irrkoglictive Impulse-Potential. We and everything surrounding us both exist and
do not exist! It is very difficult for you not only to understand, but even to somehow imagine! Any
particular Information «manifestation» as a Self-Consciousness Form is only a particular consequence
of the presence in It (in Information) of the general Resonationness Principle, which causes in
our Perception system an effect of joint, resonational reflections of those specific combinations of
Informational fragments, which appear covarllert in relation to our Focus Dynamics. In parallel,
the taking place diversification «instant» of newly appeared focal Configuration is beyond our
perception and analysis anyway; for us it's nothing; it as if does not exist at all.
2.0878.

Therefore, we get an absolutely false impression that everything exists only in the state of
«being,» i.e. in a certain manifestation. It happens only because we are a product of Synthesis,
and our Perception systems are simply not adapted to the perception of fundamentally different
— non-synthetic — states; though, they are more natural for the Information, than synthetic ones.
Actually, Form, Time, and even Space «disappear» seemingly for very-very short instants from
of our Perception systems in order to be immediately manifested again, representing in our Focus
Dynamics already Qualitatively different «point» of the general slloogrentness.
2.0879.

So, from the very beginning of our examination of the Big Bang theory we can see that
everything in it is literally put «upside down»: «The beginning of everything» is identified with
eglleroliftive perturbation; there's nothing said about the possibility of another succession of events
— WHAT is the main Reason, i.e. WHAT preceded the fulfillment of the given Act? This is because the
subjective view of that conditional «observer,» which has tried to imagine this instantaneous process
of the «formations of everything in the Universe,» was based not on the deeply intuitive abilities of
Self-Consciousness, but just on the illusory Conceptions about only possible amplificational direction
of inertial existence: From «rougher» («chaotic,» «unconscious») and elementary existence by its
the development «past» — into more developed and structured «future.» The «modern» science
does not know yet that our imagined «future» actually represents a part of our truer «Past,» from the
conditions of which we have been manifested in given Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
2.0880.

It is difficult to understand that as well as the fact that our historical «past» is only a less
Qualitative version of our more qualitative «Future.» «Beginning» or rather the Reason for the
realization of the Big Bang Act is not in the conditional category of Self-Consciousness, which
we interpret as the-Memory-of-the-World-of-the-Past (billion years ago), but in the conditional
category of The-Future-Content-of-the-World, where any our Conceptions about «years» and Time
completely lose any meaning. Those who have thought for the first time about the «beginning
of everything» may imagine all the process approximately in the following way: if during the
«Explosion» in «thousandth of a second» has formed such an unimaginable amount of Energy, then
consequently — according to the principle of equivalence of mass and energy (E=ms2) — the weight
of the «exploding» Universe should be simply tremendous.
2.0881.

In other words, when solving this question there was a lack of more true information. The
conditional Observer, imagining the «transformation of weight into Energy,» had no idea that Energy
2.0882.

and gravitation accompanying its every manifestation, as well as Time and Space generated as
result, are composed not out of the parameters of weight, but out of Qualitativeness and «amount»
of diverse informational interconnections forming focal Configurations of the interacting Forms.
«Denser» state of the substance (Matter) possesses not only a smaller degree of synthesizedness
(lower Qualitativeness), but also a lower «concentration in number» of diverse Informational
combinations, structuring with a multitude of its fragments every simultaneously manifested SelfConsciousness Form.
It means that in more «dense» states of substances, due to a very limited quantity of real Energy
and Informational carriers in focal Configurations, every unit of manifested mass corresponds to
smaller concentration of free Energy! If the imagined «Explosion» occurred in such sequence, as it
is described in theory, — that is from denser, doolls Matter state (through quantum-wave), into less
dense, flaks state, — in that case neither such «mightiness» nor such large-scale universal effect
could have happened in such a short amount of time: Form-Creators of less Qualitative Levels of
Macrocosmos simply neither possess such Energy Potential or that high-Qualitative Information
(high-frequency SFUURMM-Forms), without which the organization of energy-informational
interconnections and material manifestation of Everything that we observe in the surrounding
Cosmos would be impossible!
2.0883.

More true Conception about the Reasons of the «present» State of Form-systems of Worlds
of Universal scale, which numerous participants of the «Big Bang theory» tried to imagine, is that
the Qualitative transgression of the overall Focus Dynamics of Creative Activity of Form-Creators
and Info-Creators of Energy-Plasma — but not some «Explosion!» — was carried out from the
States with the greatest degree of covarllert synthesizedness of Energy and Information into the
states potentially structuring It with the least degree of the steady organization of impersept energyinformational interconnections. In other words, more simply speaking, every more synthesized state
of skrruullerrt system (of Configurations of Space-Time dimension) is transgressed into an infinite
multitude of less synthesized «projections,» having formed its lower States.
2.0884.

Scientists misinterpret that holochronely-simultaneous Cosmic Act, because they consider
the effect of Qualitativeness increase of surrounding reality (eglleroliftive perturbation) only from
the illusory positions of apparent inertionness of any Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness’ FormCreators, which is always reflected in human Perception system as a certain process of consecutive
transition (of mentality, substance, Forms) from one Qualitative states into others. Popular assumption
of constant expansion (inflation) of the Universe has been put forward, because there was a visually
noted linear withdrawal of cosmic objects from each other (in reality was discovered a Qualitative
change of Focus interconnections among Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of diverse
Cosmic Entities, structuring Form-systems of our Universe).
2.0885.

offers an absolutely different view on this inertial development,» which is
based on the simultaneous, dimension-by-dimensional differentiation of focal Configurations of more
Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms (with a bigger «quantity» of synthesized interconnections
among Form-Creators) into an infinite multitude of different-Qualitative «projections» of SelfConsciousness Forms structured by less and less Qualitative focal Configurations (the integral of
2.0886. IISSIIDIOLOGY

their covarllert interactions among themselves forms the energy-informational Potential of more
Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms).
In other words, optically detectable by us part of slloogrent focal Configuration of SpaceTime, which is subjectively interpreted by scientists as «our Universe,» in any typical to it moment
of resonational manifestation only represents one out of an infinite multitude of duvuyllerrtly
changing «projections» of more Qualitative states of Energy-Plasma. In all its potential states of
inertial inflation each of «our Universes» is the result of holochrone creativity of flaks-quantum
Form-Creators of 4–5th dimension, on one — irrkoglictive — side, and on the other — eglleroliftive
— side, of doolls-quantum Form-Creators of 2–3-dimensional diapason. In the result of their
Qualitative impulse interactions, there appeared all the infinite multitude of quantum-wave FormCreators (karmo-klofts of UPDUYKK-Field), whose focal Configurations do form the basis of Focus
Dynamics of all Universes resonationally manifested in the given 3–4-dimensional diapason.
2.0887.

Speaking about what and how was originated and created, we should consider that process
(birvulyartly amplificational or decondicificational, depending on the direction of study we
choose for ourselves) not from the viewpoint of «horizontal» development (as an inertial process
in course of chronological time in 3–4-dimensional Space), but from the position of «vertical»
interactions between Form-Creators and formed by them «projections,» when more Qualitative
energy-informational interconnections of 4–5-dimensional Self-Consciousnesses Forms form the
manifestation basis for all the variety of their 3–4-dimensional and 2–3-dimensional states. Then
the inertial states of inflation changes of Universe from 2–3-dimensional STCs into 3–4-dimensional
and 4–5-dimensional STCs represent a multitude of every possible variants (see pic. 2).
2.0888.

Pic. 2. Schematic depiction of three versions (from a countless variety of any possible) Qualitative conversions
of «our Universe’s» states of simultaneously manifested focus Configurations.

Such visible three-dimensional «evolution» is a full illusion of inertial «development» because
the humankind itself, by the state of its Collective Consciousness, resonationally chooses in what
from various states of Universe to focus themselves during each following inertial manifestation
moment of Focus Dynamics. Everything we can optically observe in the given dimensional diapason
— represents an uncountable versions of different-Qualitative «breathing-ins» and «breathing-outs»
of constantly changing Focus Dynamics of those universal Configurations, which we unconsciously
«choose» with psycho-mental states peculiar to us at the given moment.
2.0889.

Yet, where are all the other Qualitatively different for us states of Universe «hidden» from
us at that moment? How to define them in the general slloogrentness of Focus Dynamics of SpaceTime in relation to Focus Dynamics of our current choice? Maybe some of its «primary» states are
the manifestation Reason for all the rest including all the variants of 3–4-dimensional Universes,
in one of which we realize ourselves now? Or is it our more Qualitative «future,» where we can
aspire to if we want? At Qualitative e-Amplification of Focus Dynamics of Humankind Collective
Consciousness we have a possibility to focally combine Configurations of possible options of our
«future» with covarllert Configurations corresponding to the origination moment of all possible
states of 3–4-dimensional Universes.
2.0890.

In other words, an imagined extrapolation of inertial «projections» of observed by us
Focus Dynamics of different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms of Space-Time (which we
subjectively interpret as a certain «accelerated expansion of Universe») into That Universal State,
which in the conditional category of Macrocosmos is called by me the-Future-Content-of-theWorld, is dissonationally «located far away» to the greatest degree from our Reality in the Direction
of increasing Qualitativeness degree. This leads to an infinite decrease of any out of the potentially
existing analogs of «substance density» to the «primary Moment of Eternity» of simultaneous
manifestation of Everything that is subjectively-inertially perceived by us as the «Future.»
Structurally, this «Moment» cannot be correlated even with a certain «point» in 3–4-dimensional
Space-Time. Therefore, we call That «Potential-State-Before-Manifestation-of-Everything» more
simply — the slloogrent singularity of Information.
2.0891.

If to follow the amplifying dynamics of manifestation modes of all sorts of «projections»
of focal Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses Form-Creators, structuring all possible diapasons
of Space-Time from the densest and wave states up to those possessing a different degree of
multidimensional «virtuality» (from 4 to 12 diapasons of dimension), which Focus Dynamics is
considerably outside the limits of photon fields Configurations, then we will discover the following
sequence of Qualitative annihilation («redisplaying») of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators):
2.0892.

−− oglokkvort and akktroffor types of subjective Realities in the diapason from 0th to 1.0
dimension are structured by protoelementary Forms of Fields-Consciousnesses — protofses;
−− ifdovvorg, ufflummurg, and appriorrs types of Realities of 1–2 and 2–3-dimensional
diapasons are structured by subelementary Forms of Fields-Consciousnesses — loolgses
and doollses;

−− irkkulligrenic, usstukkulyar, and akhsuvvrollent types of Realities of 3–4-dimensional
diapason are structured by wave Fields-Consciousnesses of elementary particles and physical
fields — bosons and fermions (photons, electrons, protons, neutrons, and so on);
−− iffssukrullon, ekkdorrorant, efflivvorff, and ukkvummusst types of Realities of 4–5 and
5–6-dimensional diapasons are structured by superuniversal Forms of Fields-Consciousnesses
— flakses and vuoldses (to +4.5 dimension: falkhats and malsons, klyarions and klastirons,
bilurins and kruolons; up to +5.0 dimension: aragoforls and kriigmms, oforrtoyftses and
rammalits, duvrits and klivrits, iskons and tilumurs, eerrerfs and basfodernits, which are
formed by ilmofits and ekkdogruars; up to +5.5 dimension: poolgs and glarrovvats, iistsirfs
and sluyuvverts, aaggda-a-agds and spoloyyuvvats, formed by ukklofits and efflivgruars; to
+6.0 dimension: gassta-a-aggds and aasslaa-a-ssams, uullurfs and ssukkulyarits, aallgmaa-alls and vaydobillits, formed by ssaulfits and ukkvummgruars);
−− orfrovort, pruuisstren, and iymiyllirt subjective Realities of 6–7, 7–8, and 8–9-dimensional
diapasons are structured by hyperuniversal Forms of Fields-Consciousnesses — orfrovts,
pruuisses, and iymiylls (up to +6.5 dimension: nnuungiiddasts and grooffgruusts; up to +7.0
dimension: loungmaasts and froommgruusts synthesized by oorrassts and froorroverts; up
to +8.0 dimension: draarrgmaasts and vriivgruusts synthesized by iillossts and vvuurrotorts;
up to +9.0 dimension: mmaargmaasts and aargssruusts synthesized by uussurssts and
miuukloklorts);
−− peeppttiin, iissmm, and lyuullffiiyic subjective Realities of 9–10, 10–11, and 11–12-dimensional
diapasons are structured by protouniversal Forms of Fields-Consciousnesses — peeppts,
iissmms, and lyuullffs (up to +9.5 dimension: by olloppkhes and bsamadidoffs; up to +10.0
dimension: issaarrkhs and pirrimilofs; up to +11.0 dimension: ummulukhes and paarlitiffs;
up to +12.0 dimension: uyyuyyukhs and esfelluriffs).
Thus, this process of simultaneous transgression of less synthesized Self-Consciousnesses
Forms into more synthesized ones (and VICE VERSA!) — from positions of inertionness of
our Perception — is possible to be depicted in the following sequence of Qualitative mutual
transformations of focal Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses Form-Creators: (beyond 0th
dimension) …
protofses
loolgses
doollses
wave fields, particles (bosons: photons,
gluons, W- and Z-bosons, gravitons, tachyons and polaritons, quanta and gluons; fermions:
quarks and leptons; compound particles: protons, neutrons, polaritons, and others)
flakses
(falkhats and malsons, klyarions and klastirons, bilurins and kruolons, duvrits and klivrits,
iskons and tilumurs, and others)
vuoldses (poolgs and glarrovvats, iistsirfs and sluyuvverts,
aaggda-a-agds and spoloyyuvvats, ukklofits and efflivgruars; gassta-a-aggds and aasslaa-andssams, uullurfs and ssukkulyarits, aallgma-a-alls and vaydobillits, ssaulfits and ukkvummgruars,
and others)
orfrovts (nnuungiiddasts and grooffgruusts, loungmaasts and froommgruusts,
oorrassts and froorroverts, and others)
pruuisses (draarrgmaasts and vriivgruusts, iillossts
and vvuurrotorts)
iymiylls (mmaargmaasts and aargssruusts, uussurssts and miuukloklorts,
and others) peeppts (ollooppkhs and bsamadidoffs, issaarrkhs and pirrimiloffs, and others)
iissmms (ummulukhs, and paarlitiffs, and others)
lyuullffs (uyuyyukhs, and esfelluriffs, and
others)
… (from 12th dimension to ± ∞).
2.0893.

Besides the above mentioned ones, in each of more synthesized, than ours, diapasons of
dimension of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma there’s manifested Focus Dynamics of another infinite
multitude of other super-Qualitative analogs of «our» wave photons and quarks. In addition, it is
necessary to consider that all possible carriers of various Pure Qualities, which are predominant
in other Synthesis Schemes, but in our Focus Dynamics are manifested only as a background, are
potentially present in our diapason of manifestation. In other words, besides photons, quarks, and
leptons in the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of our surrounding Space-Time there potentially exists
much broader spectrum of 3–4-dimensional (!) fields and particles, the focal Configurations of
which are simply cannot resonationally manifest in our groups of Continuums structured by the
types of dimension formed by us. You should also not forget that among these, yet not defined by us,
Energy-Information carriers there are those that show properties close to doollses and those, whose
Focus Dynamics corresponds more to flaks realizations.
2.0894.

In physics, in the Standard model, fermions are divided into 3 generations (actually, there
are much more of them, and scientists will soon discover that!): groups by 2 quarks (out of 6) + 2
leptons (out of 6). The substance of «materiality» of our type generated on the basis of our — human
— SFUURMM-Forms is presented in the surrounding reality only by fermions of the first generation.
You may ask why the other two generations are present in a literally insignificant quantity comparing
to the particles of the first generation. Because all the Focus Dynamics of human subjective Realities
is «modeled» (initiated to manifestation) by Form-Creators of those Self-Consciousnesses Forms
of quarks, which are synthesized on the basis of their energy-informational interconnections with
Aspects of the two initial lluuvvumic Dominants — ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence.
2.0895.

As a matter of fact, Form-Creators of this generation define all the characteristic electromagnetic
features of the realization mode of our Perception systems. The two other already detected quark
generations (as well as all undiscovered yet) reflect those energy-informational interconnections,
without which Form-Creators of the first generation cannot carry out Focus Dynamics peculiar
to them. These interconnections reflect Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators, so necessary for our
self-improvement, forming protoformal Synthesis Scheme — ALL-Unity + ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence and ALL-Unity + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom. Let me also add that the more Qualitative
(in lluuvvumic terms) the Focus Dynamics of surrounding us subjective Reality becomes, the higher
there is the dimension indicator forming it and the more new particles become available for our
scientific researches (including the quark level).
2.0896.

Therefore, the more we will activate Form-Creators of the Quality ALL-Unity in SelfConsciousness and engage it in own Focus Dynamics as the third Dominant, the more fields and
particles predominantly structured by Aspects of that Quality will become accessible to our perception
and measuring. All of them do structure the flaks manifestation range. By the way, I'd like to remind
you that bosons and fermions are called so because they obey certain Bose-Einstein and FermiDirac statistics. If we start to consider particles structuring other groups of STCs and based on other
dominant combinations (without the participation of Form-Creators of the lluuvvumic Dominants),
there will be no point in speaking about such statistics.
2.0897.

Everything that concerns various descriptions of the Event under the conditional name of
«Big Bang» of 3–4-dimensional diapason considered by us above, is not a subject of any discretelogic interpretations, and, therefore, it cannot be subjectively analyzed by us in any way. The same
also concerns the answer to the question traditionally arising among scientists, «What had been
there in Macrocosmos before Everything instantly started to exist?» In other words, what had been
there before the generation of the general slloogrentness of Energy-Plasma and Space-Time during
the one-single Moment of Eternity out of Uniform and Complete Information (Consciousness)?
That moment of configuration formation of Energy (realizational Focuses or manifestation Forms)
out of the combinations of diverse conscious Information fragments has been already described by
me earlier in details.
2.0898.

Here I can remind you only that the cause of realization of all such interconnections served
a certain general Potential of Creative Activity, expressed through the corresponding interactions of
an infinite multitude of potential manifestations of so-called Universal Cosmic Impulse-Potential
(UCIP). In peculiar to our Form-Creators Type of slloogrent manifestations of synthesizing Forms
of Macrocosmos, UCIP’s creative tendencies were expressed through a very close — holochrone! —
interaction of two Impulse-Potentials: irrkoglictive and eglleroliftive. The first has provided (due to
the increase of Creative Activity of internal interconnections among diverse informational fragments)
the realization of all the types of covarllert intra-informational interactions into corresponding
combinations, which composed all the Qualitative basis of the general slloogrent Configuration
of Macrocosmos, and the second one predetermined the whole process of manifestation of
Creative Activity of these combinations through focal Configurations of different-Qualitative SelfConsciousnesses Forms in the necessary sequence (resonationally coordinated svilgs-spherational
Focus Dynamics of all Form-Creators).
2.0899.

Thus, as a result of consecutive realization of all Qualitatively similar — covarllertliyllusceeve — interconnections between Energy (Form) and Information (Consciousness) has
formed an overall structure of Space and focally reflecting in (through narrow-specific Perception
systems of diverse Self-Consciousnesses Forms) Time, in which, as a matter of fact, in its turn has
synthesized all the infinite multitude of different-Qualitative (multidimensional) Form-systems of
Worlds (subjective Universes), individually and specifically perceived by us in the given conditions
of manifestation of NUU-VVU-Forms focused by Us as Galaxies, Stars, Planets, and other cosmic
objects. In connection with this it is possible to say that to every manifested Self-Consciousness Form
corresponds strictly defined and peculiar only to it Conceptions about its surrounding reality, i.e.
about «own Universe.» So, there can be no such concept as «our Universe». But we, not forgetting
about that fact, nevertheless, have to use this word combination, meaning by it all the sum of
possible subjective outlooks (scientific and philosophical) peculiar to the modern and educated
human society.
2.0900.

We need this term — our Universe — to have a possibility to disengage the consciously
perceived and optically observed by all of us «averaged» concept of the «surrounding reality»
(including Cosmos as well) from all the variety of its, yet hypothetical, parallel versions, which,
being manifested simultaneously with «our Universe,» reflect in general slloogrent Focus Dynamics
of Space-Time a bit different creative tendencies and inclinations peculiar to all of us. None of already
known to science physical laws contradict the possibility of existence of an uncountable multitude
2.0901.

of Universes simultaneously coexisting with each other in different frequency ranges (duvuyllerrt
groups of space-time Continuums) and actively (though imperceptibly for us!) interacting among
themselves through an infinite multitude of resonational points of the common for them EnergyInformation (the so-called the zeroth ingredients).
Here, to avoid the confusion in terms in my further narration, I would like to remind you again
that further I DO NOT imply under the word Universe the 36-dimensional DDIIUYYI-Entity, but only
a certain spectrum of Form-systems of Worlds manifestation, which are duvuyllerrtly combined in
peculiar only to them Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators by certain Qualitative characteristics of
their Configurations, and which form together in different-Qualitative resopasons of Space-Time
individual, duvuyllerrt groups of space-time Continuums, or, otherwise, — Universes. Therefore,
I underline once again that literally every Self-Consciousness Form, whether it is an electron, an
atom, a molecule, a cell, a microorganism, an ant, a person, or any of an infinite multitude of cosmic
objects, due to a narrow specificity of Conceptions about «itself» and «surrounding it reality,»
peculiar to Focus Dynamics of only its own Self-Consciousness, through slloogrentness of own
Configurations reflects in Space-Time only one psycho-mental version of «an individual Universe,»
which is a part of the general slloogrent Configuration of DDIIUYYI-Entity.
2.0902.

In each resopason there is an infinite multitude of such subjective Universes’ manifestations,
formed by multipolarizing properties of Focuses of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms simultaneously
manifested in the given mode of existence, — because every moment Focus Dynamics of every
Self-Consciousness Form as if «generates» by peculiar to it Conceptions an uncountable variants
of «individual» Universes, which, being combined with each other by numerous resonational
interactions, continuously get merged (but not in Space-Time itself, where they are structurally stable
and invariable, but in informational space of Self-Consciousness!) according to certain characteristics
(for example, according to the type of predominance of Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of some
definite Qualities) into new mutual for them and more perfect groups of Continuums. Actually,
all the infinite variety of these Focus Dynamics of different-Qualitative Form-Creators, svilgsspherationally uniting the creativity of all the multitude of diverse Self-Consciousnesses Forms, is
subjectively and illusionary perceived by us — in peculiar only to him or her Conceptions! — as
«only our Universe.»
2.0903.

If we consider each of these simultaneous Universes from different subjective viewpoints,
we will find out that different-Qualitative, duvuyllerrt groups of Continuums forming them, due to
an infinite variety of Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses Forms structuring them and the klekseffects originated between them, possess different degree of «curvature» of Space-Time. This gives
a possibility to Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of different-Qualitative, but covarllert Formsystems of Worlds, generated by individual energy-informational combinations, to infinitely and
multipolarizationally «interproject» into common for them Directions of birvulyarity (because of
that we in our refocusings have a possibility to continuously — day by day — observe around
ourselves seemingly the «same» objects, landscapes, celestial bodies, people, animal, and so on,
which, imperceptibly for us, in reality in every instant Qualitatively change into other variants of
«themselves» — as we ourselves!).
2.0904.

It is the property of birvulyarity, which provides an internal stability of particular (resonational
according to some Interests) «areas» of the slloogrent Configuration and allows those energyinformational interconnections — which have already been synthesized between them according to
individual birvulyart characteristics — to remain in different Self-Consciousnesses Forms. Besides,
this property of overall Focus Dynamics of simultaneously activated Form-Creators of all parallel
Universes creates in our individual refocusings a subjective feeling of apparent discreteness and
never-ending continuance («duration») of «ourselves» and the surrounding reality. We define this
constantly changing, under the influence of our individual Focus Dynamics, picture of «surrounding
reality» as our Universe. This exactly is the effect of an absolute illusion of our «current existence».
2.0905.

All the infinite variety of synthetic Form-systems of Worlds (further — Universes), somehow
available to our subjective Perception (in extrasensory Levels and according to the Dominants of
synthesized by us Aspects of Qualities), structuring different-Qualitative Levels of the Tertiary
Energy-Plasma with Self-Consciousnesses Forms of their own Collective Intelligences, can be —
very collectively and conditionally! — divided into the following basic types and kinds: kallaaverst,
ellitimoglofic, konverglof, antroglof, skrruullerrt («complex-spectral»), analogent, diffuzgent,
kontrogent (as well as an uncountable multitude of others, the properties of which are in no way
available to my Perception).
2.0906.

Kallaaverst Universes — the «twin» ones, configurationally very similar and duvuyllerrtly
rolling into each other in any Directions of the same skrruullerrt system along peculiar to all of them
types of birvulyarity. For Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of their Configuration are inherent the
Synthesis processes of the same Dominants — with very small Qualitative divergences according
to the character of force interconnections and their intensity (displacement towards an increase
or decrease of predominance degree of Aspects of any Pure Qualities) — as well as the common,
very narrow, wave range of manifestation. For example, for the formation of duvuyllerrt group of
kallaaverst Universes in any of 3–4-dimensional manifestation resopasons, the difference in their
parameters by only one conditional energy-informational potential, peculiar only to one «quantum
shift,» carried out by Form-Creators in the general Focus Dynamics of Energy-Plasma, is sufficient.
In skrruullerrt system trillions of different-Qualitative Universes can energy-informationally interact
among themselves; therefore, among focal Configurations of the most different-Qualitative ones
arises a huge difference in energy-informational parameters equal to trillions and trillions of «quantum
changes,» which are carried out simultaneously in Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms
structuring them. Therefore, it is possible to say that in non-duvuyllerrt (the most «extreme») ranges
of such interactions, separate types of Universes, belonging to one skrruullerrt system, can be
characterized between each other as ellitimoglofic Universes.
2.0907.

Ellitimoglofic Universes belong by Focus Dynamics peculiar to them to one type of
birvulyarity, but they are essentially different by the frequency manifestation ranges of structuring
them Self-Consciousnesses Forms, but preserving in the common for them processes of interQualitative Synthesis of predominance principle of Aspects of the same Pure Qualities. According
to the type of force interconnections they are subdivided among themselves into konverglof and
antroglof Universes.
2.0908.

Konverglof Universes belong to duvuyllerrtly following, more Qualitative, than considered,
frequency dimensional range; in Synthesis processes they have an advantage in one dominant
Quality comparing to antroglof Universes of the following less Qualitative diapason of dimension.
For example, Universes of 5–6-dimensional diapason with Synthesis Scheme ALL-Love + ALL-Will
+ ALL-Unity + ALL-Integrity are konverglof in relation to Universes of 4–5-dimensional diapason
with Synthesis Scheme ALL-Love + ALL-Will + ALL-Unity, which, in their turn, are konverglof in
relation to 3–4-dimensional Universes with Synthesis Scheme ALL-Love + ALL-Will.
2.0909.

Antroglof Universes belong to less Qualitative in relation to the considered frequency range;
in inertial Synthesis processes their Form-Creators use in their Focus Dynamics one less dominant
Quality, than duvuyllerrt and konverglof (in relation to them) Universes. For example, Universes with
Synthesis Scheme ALL-Love + ALL-Will are antroglof in relation to the Universes with Synthesis
Scheme ALL-Love + ALL-Will + ALL-Unity, which, in their turn, are antroglof in relation to the
Universes with Synthesis Scheme ALL-Love + ALL-Will + ALL-Unity + ALL-Integrity.
2.0910.

Skrruullerrt («complex-spectral») Universes belong to different frequency ranges and
simultaneously making with characteristic features of Focus Dynamics of their Self-Consciousnesses
Forms various influences onto inter-Qualitative synthetic dynamics of both — each other and
ellitimoglofic (which belong to one type of birvulyarity) Universes. It is possible to conditionally
imagine many-Qualitative, different-vector force Field-Consciousness, simultaneously structuring a
multitude of duvuyllerrt, skrruullerrt Universes, as spheroidal (spherical-like, different-Qualitative
formation at each of its points of Creative Activity approaching Infinity) color spectrum of duvuyllerrt
«projections» of different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics, where every narrow spectrum of frequency
manifestation is a Universe with Qualitative characteristics peculiar only to It. They differ from
ellitimoglofic Universes not only by having different parameters of individual frequency ranges
among each other, but also by the typical for each of them Synthesis Scheme of Aspects of dominant
Qualities.
2.0911.

Examples of various skrruullerrt Universes are «human» Form-systems of Worlds (and
human ones — without inverted commas), Form-systems of Worlds of «dogs,» «cats,» and all other
Proto-Forms united by narrow-specific manifestation characteristics, peculiar to some duvuyllerrt
groups of space-time Continuums. They represent multi-Qualitative and narrow-spectral «layers»
of the general (more wide-spectral!) structure of STC’s «pie.» In other words, different-Qualitative
and different-types of Form-systems of Worlds structuring subjective Realities of some Continuums
groups, do form skrruullerrt types of Universes. Here we can see all the possible variety of energyinformational interaction between Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of these Formsystems, which becomes possible, on the one hand, because of Configurations of these differentQualitative Form-systems are being structured in such a way that at least one of synthesized by
them Qualities is common for all the rest.
2.0912.

And on the other hand, these different-Qualitative interconnections are possible, because all
Form-Creators of the given manifestation Form of Collective Consciousness (groups of Continuums)
at every conditional «moment» of Focus Dynamics «unpack-unfold» from slloogrent informational
SSAA-AASS-FF-space («Noo-Sphere») only certain Information, which svilgs-spherationally
2.0913.

«codes»
exactly their (instead of others!) focal Configurations. The result of such interactions
are, in particular, various diffuzgent (see lower) types of Universes, such, for example, as «human,»
«canine,» «feline,» «bird,» and so on in all the configurational variety of Proto-Forms.
Analogent are those Universes, the general Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of which
have identical, very narrow-frequency range of energy-informational manifestation of SelfConsciousnesses Forms peculiar to them; however, their ranges are to a varying degree different
from each other by the Synthesis processes of dominant Qualities individually characteristic
for each of them. Usually, Configurations of analogent Universes represent various dominant
combinations of some of the most covarllert among themselves (in the given manifestation
conditions!) Qualities synthesized against the background of relatively weak interactions. This
background characteristic for all the Synthesis processes usually consists of Aspects of recessive
Qualities — those from less covarllert or simply impersept Qualities, which are not dominant for
Universes of the given type.
2.0914.

Examples of analogent Universes, again, are various types of synthetic combinations of
different-Qualitative Form-systems of Worlds — «human» with «canine» subjective Realities (or
«horse’s,» or «bird’s,» or «feline,» or «dolphin’s,» and so on). In other words, it turns out that in
one very narrow-frequency manifestation diapason of the given group of Continuums there are
simultaneously presented Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of diverse Self-Consciousnesses
Forms, the Configurations of which are structured by the identical quantity of dominant Qualities,
which are different by their information Essence. Analogent Universes are characterized by the
common for them parameter of «frequency» (LLAAYVV-factor) and are Qualitatively different from
each other by SSMMULLS-factor.
2.0915.

For example, three-dimensional Universes, which are analogent in relation to each other,
can indicate the prevalence of the following Synthesis Schemes of Qualities: ALL-Love + ALL-Will;
or ALL-Integrity + ALL-Aspiration; or ALL-Steadiness + ALL-Voidness, and so on; as well as fourdimensional: ALL-Love + ALL-Will + ALL-Steadiness; or ALL-Integrity + ALL-Aspiration + ALLVoidness; or ALL-Steadiness + ALL-Voidness + ALL and so on; as well as five-dimensional: ALLLove + ALL-Will + ALL-Aspiration + ALL-Integrity; or ALL-Voidness + ALL-Steadiness + ALL-Will
+ ALL-Aspiration, and so on across all dimensional diapasons and by predominance of Qualities.
2.0916.

In the same way the Universes with Synthesis Schemes of Aspects of conditionally impersept
Qualities are analogent: three-dimensional: ALL-Unity + ALL-Fullness or ALL-Essentiality + ALLKnowledge; or ALL-Initiality, + ALL-Mobility; four-dimensional: ALL-Fullness + ALL-Initiality, +
ALL-Mobility or ALL-Knowledge + ALL-Unity + ALL-Initiality; or ALL-Initiality, + ALL-Essentiality
+ ALL-Fullness; the five-dimensional: ALL-Fullness + ALL-Initiality, + ALL-Mobility + ALL-Unity or
ALL-Knowledge + ALL-Unity + ALL-Initiality, + ALL-Fullness; or ALL-Initiality, + ALL-Essentiality
+ ALL-Fullness + ALL-Essentiality, and so on. Analogentness means Synthesis not only of Aspects
of covarllert Qualities, but also the presence in these processes (as Dominants) of one, two, or more
conditionally impersept to each other Pure Qualities. Such Forms of Collective Intelligences belong
to the category of mixed or diffuzgent Universes.
2.0917.

Diffuzgent Universes differ from analogent because they include in Synthesis processes the
Aspects of both covarllert and one or several of impersept (in the given manifestation mode) Pure
Qualities (totally not less than three Dominants); they interact in background mode with Aspects
of other Qualities. Besides, concerning the interaction with Aspects of one of recessive Qualities
the general accent in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of interacting Self-Consciousnesses Forms
gradually amplifies until the given background Quality joins the category of dominant ones. Thus,
there automatically increases the frequency range of dimension, within which there is manifestation
of Focus Dynamics of diffuzgent Universes’ Form-Creators.
2.0918.

Diffuzgent (before and after the addition of one dominant Quality to focal Configuration
of Self-Consciousness Form-Creators) are, for example, Universes with the following Synthesis
Schemes:
2.0919.

−− ALL-Love + ALL-Will + ALL-Unity (2+1);
−− or ALL-Integrity + ALL-Aspiration + ALL-Voidness + ALL-Knowledge (3+1);
−− or ALL-Integrity + ALL-Will + ALL-Aspiration + ALL-Steadiness + ALL-Essentiality (4+1);
−− or ALL-Voidness + ALL-Will + ALL-Integrity + ALL-Love + ALL-Steadiness + ALL-Initiality,
(5+1);
−− or ALL-Love + ALL-Will + ALL-Steadiness + ALL-Integrity + ALL-Aspiration + ALL-Voidness
+ ALL-Mobility (6+1), and so on.
The same concerns another group of covarllert Qualities (try to make the schemes of their
possible interactions on your own).
Controgent are Universes of the same, as with analogent Universes, narrow-frequency
manifestation diapason. Characteristics of controgentness appear only at individual consideration
of their properties in relation to all the groups of Universes, which synthesize Dominants belonging
to another group — group of impersept Qualities (in relation to Dominants of considered group of
Universes).
2.0920.

For example, analogent Universes with Synthesis Schemes ALL-Love + ALL-Will are
controgent in relation to Universes with Synthesis Scheme ALL-Unity + ALL-Essentiality; analogent
Universes with Synthesis Schemes ALL-Love + ALL-Will + ALL-Steadiness are controgent in relation
to Universes with Synthesis Scheme ALL-Unity + ALL-Essentiality + ALL-Initiality; analogent
Universes with Synthesis Schemes ALL-Love + ALL-Will + ALL-Steadiness + ALL-Voidness are
controgent in relation to Universes with Synthesis Scheme ALL-Unity + ALL-Essentiality + ALLInitiality + ALL-Mobility, and so on.
2.0921.

I have mentioned all these characteristics of every possible versions of simultaneous
multipolarizational interactions of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of diverse Universes only
2.0922.

so that it would be easier for you to imagine abstractly and subjectively What States of EnergyPlasma — ACTUALLY! — are covered in the generally accepted Big Bang theory. Unfortunately, it
tries very limitedly and narrowly to open the Essence of this phenomenon, which supposedly took
place about 14 billion years ago. Why was it 14 billion instead of 100 trillion years ago? The matter
is that in the modern scientific notion is that the Universe age is the maximum time that can be
measured by a clock from the moment of the Big Bang till now. This estimation is calculated for the
standard cosmic ΛCDM-model on the basis of definition of the Hubble constant and other observable
parameters of Metagalaxy. A major stage in Universe’s development history is the recombination
era — 380 000 years after the Big Bang, when the matter of extending Universe became transparent
for radiation, which now can be observed in the form of the relic radiation.
As we speak here about the certain Universe’s age, we have to pause the study of the current
Big Bang theory and to recall what we have discussed in detail in the beginning of the second section:
Time is not an absolute — certain monolithic and immutable — Existence Form of objective reality
and is not at all what the clock hands indicate, but only a subjective energy-informational effect which
individually «unfolds» in the «current» (focus) tensor-Qualitative state of Self-Consciousness and
«folds» («projects» in the process of TEC-«unpackings») by Form-Creators into all the variety of the
constructions of the surrounding Space, allowing us according to certain subjective characteristics
to perceive some parts of the overall model (all the sum of Conceptions, Experience) of our Focus
Dynamics as already happened («past») quantum effects, and others — as «present» or «happening
now.»
2.0923.

Earlier I have noted more than once that this individual quantum effect differently manifests
in Focus Dynamics of every Self-Consciousness Form (including human «personalities») as a result
of the present in its informational space of particular dissonational distance, which is constantly
formed between the «current» state of focal Configuration of Form-Creators and the duvuyllerrt to it
(at once and across all Qualitative vectors of multipolarized Focus Dynamics) resonational state —
such focus state, which is absolutely counterbalanced in the given resopason of manifestation with
Focus Dynamics of all the surrounding Proto-Forms manifested in the same diapason.
2.0924.

Please note that the resonance is established not in the whole diapason of Form manifestation
at once, but among Form-Creators of some of «parts» of its focal Configuration and Form-Creators
of some other «parts» of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, corresponding to the same resopason. In
the multitude of other «parts» structuring other resopasons happens the same, but during other
«quantum shifts.» As one Self-Consciousness Form structures with own Focus Dynamics not one
STC, but the whole duvuyllerrtly multipolarized STCs group at once, all the multitude of «areas» of
focal Configuration, simultaneously resonating in different Continuums and in different dimensional
resopasons, form by themselves a certain, general for them, «manifestation Module,» which actually
consists of focus interconnections belonging at the same time to the multitude of different-Qualitative
dimensions.
2.0925.

It is what we subjectively define as Self-Consciousness Form structuring a certain
dimensional diapason (energy-informational parameters of every Form manifestation diapason are
the sum of Qualitative states of all resopasons that have resonated with the surrounding reality
2.0926.

in every Continuum). Distinguishing characteristic of resonational state of any manifested SelfConsciousness Form is that slloogrent Configurations of SFUURMM-Forms structuring its Focus
Dynamics, are more thoroughly synthesized by diverse covarllert interconnections and, therefore,
to a greater degree are capable to reflect in Space-Time the property of liyllusceeveness in relation
to Focus Dynamics of other diffuzgent Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the «surrounding reality»
manifested simultaneously with it in the given diapason.
Subjective perception of reality of Time arises together with Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousness manifested through this or that Form, which structures rezomiral focus Space (when
one «quantum shift» is replaced by another «quantum shift,» slightly differently kleksed, as frames
in a film projector), which each time resonationally as if «highlights» with its Self-Consciousness
Focus, as with a beam, this or that slloogrentness «point» of Space-Time. Out of the multitude
of individual models of consecutive inertial reaction in the Perception system is being formed a
certain chronological dynamics or «Time Flow» — the subjective result of the constant «packingfolding» and «unpacking-unfolding» in Self-Consciousness of different-Qualitative Information
contained there: Its «current» instant combinations, being subjectively reflected through psychomental and other reactions of Form-Creators, are constantly «packed» into slloogrent Configuration
of «individual Experience» being transformed into subjective past,» while the next resonational
«unpackings» of new Information allow the «present» to be constantly refilled with new impressions.
2.0927.

In other words, Form-Creators of all «areas» of focal Configuration that had entered
resonational states in their dimensional resopasons, are seemingly excluded from the further Focus
Dynamics of the given Self-Consciousness Form (actually, they only «reproject» into covarllert
states of rezomiral Focuses, and they are used in Focus Dynamics of other Forms). In their place
the continuous refocusing process actively join Form-Creators of other «areas» of the given
Configurations, which, in the same way, having realized themselves through tensor mental-psychic
states, find (in their peculiar dimensional resopasons) own «common points» with the Form-Creators
of other Self-Consciousnesses Forms structuring the given group of STCs. Acquiring resonational
state (that is losing Interest towards the given type of realization), they give place to Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators of slightly more dissonational «areas» of the same slloogrent focal Configuration,
which still carry the creative Interest potentially «included» in the specific conditions of Forms
manifestation of given diapason.
2.0928.

Energy-informational interconnections (the Focuses belonging to different protoformal
Rezomirals or separate «areas» of one Rezomiral), forming among themselves each of already
realized Interests (experience resonational states), are immediately placed («projected») in the
form of an Experience into individual ODS of informational space of the given Self-Consciousness
Form, as if turning (for Form-Creators’ Perception system) into subjective «past» or what «already
happened.» Any of already carried out energy-informational interconnections, which structure
different versions of «past» (development scenarios, which were formed in the same STCs group as a
result of different-Qualitative choices), can be easily «projected» by us into the «present,» and, on the
contrary, new reconsideration of the «present» can be Qualitatively reflected in our interconnections
with «past,» thereby, generating all possible prospects of our «future.» All the sum of these forms of
Qualitative «shifts» form individual rotational Cycle of the given Self-Consciousness Form. When
one «quantum shift» is replaced in informational space of Self-Consciousness with another, while
2.0929.

the energy-informational structure of Macrocosmos itself remains static, — this is when appears the
feeling of Time as phenomenon.
Subjective experience of relative flow of Time — is the process of reflection through
focus rezomiral structures of Space of an objective eglleroliftive tendency of Focus Dynamics of
Self-Consciousness Form-Creators to continuous «reprojection» from some focal Configurations
(combinations) into others, thereby, causing in the subjective Perception system the resonational
effect of dynamical «gliding» (Existence) of Focuses of the given Self-Consciousness Form in energyinformational models of Space-Time. At that all the visible and perceived by us changes, as well as
all the physical processes, are not the Time itself, but only the product of Focus Dynamics of FormCreators, specifically modeling all the versions of protoformal Directions of Self-Consciousness of
human type and being individually realized through our abilities to subjectively describe or think
about these imaginary (illusory) «changes» and «processes.»
2.0930.

As you can see, neither we (as Form-Creators of NUU-VVU-Forms) nor our Self-Consciousness
are strictly connected to the Time abstractly existing out of us, because it is not the Time — as one
of the multitude of functions of Self-Consciousness — that manipulates us, but we ourselves — as
Form-Creators of subjective Reality — are its coordinators and manipulators in every diapason
of our simultaneous manifestation. The higher is the Level of frequency where Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators of our Self-Consciousness realizes itself, the more for real and effectively these
abilities of conscious «control» of Time appear in our Life. We should not forget about it — we
should learn to use this specific quantum effect of our inertial Existence for the greatest benefit for
own development and self-improvement.
2.0931.

I think that you quite well have understood all that. Nonetheless, here's one, very important
particularity, which you need to deeply understand in order to completely get into the Nature of
formation and functionality of Time. This particularity is that Time, being reflected in energyinformational structures of Space as noumenon (the product of Self-Consciousness), nevertheless,
has its specific Mechanism of phenomenal manifestation. What does it consist of?
2.0932.

In the beginning of the given section I have already described an infinite differentQualitativeness and a variety of energy-informational structures forming Macrocosmos and providing
all Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators in Space-Time, as well as their focus interconnections, with
the balanced State of Information by means of Info-Creators of all noo-time systems. The basis
of these structures are focal Configurations of TOO-UU-Entities, Which (through the systems of
Rezomirals) are potentially «seemingly structured» with typical for them Time Entities.
2.0933.

As Form-Creators of more Qualitative Levels of Self-Consciousness of Every TOO-UUEntity organize all the specificity of Perception systems generated by Them in every dimensional
resopason of SVOO-UU-Entities (Self-Consciousnesses Forms), together with their «projections»
they provide these systems with the certain Time abilities, which are individually typical for
Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the given TOO-UU-Entity in every resopason of Its simultaneous
manifestation in Space-Time. That is why we refer to Time and Space as to specific Cosmic Entities
defining the basic energy-informational parameters of any STC — by means of focal Configurations
2.0934.

of Self-Consciousnesses Forms and their Focus Dynamics They structure these Continuums as well
as TOO-UU-Entities.
If (only for the convenience of your Perception) to consider the events that take place in the
range of 3–4-dimensional diapason, it turns out that the lower is the dimensional resopason, the
smaller is the «amount» of the diverse informational fragments that structure focal Configuration
of Form-Creators, which form its protoformal Rezomirals. It means that the size of dissonational
distances (originating during their interaction among themselves) gets bigger, because in order for
them to achieve an absolute state of mutual balance (resonance), they need to focally «complete»
their overall Configuration with the huge «amount» of additional, diverse, informational fragments.
2.0935.

The compensation of current tensors (Qualitative dissonances), svilgs-spherational realization
of necessary interconnections, and achievement of necessary resonational state — only within
the given dimensional resopason! — demand from Form-Creators of Self-Consciousness a lot of
inertial efforts, which in the given diapason of manifestation are expressed through the parameters
of chronological time and kinetic Energy, necessary for a Self-Consciousness Form to make certain
mechanical and psycho-mental (through all the multitude of biochemical reactions in an organism)
efforts. In other words, the lower dimension of Self-Consciousness Form’s manifestation is, the
more in Focus Dynamics of its Form-Creators are being expressed inertial properties of Time, — its
feature of stretching and slowing down comes out more.
2.0936.

The higher is the manifestation dimension, the bigger is the «quantity» of diverse informational
fragments, which covarllertly structure focal Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses’ FormCreators. In order for their Focus Dynamics, in the given resopason of Space-Time, to become an
expression of the state of general liyllusceeveness of Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses Forms
structuring it, Form-Creators need to svilgs-spherationally attract much less additional covarllert
interconnections. It requires less (as compared to less synthesized resopasons) energy (mechanical,
psychical) and «chronological» efforts.
2.0937.

People have already intuitively noticed that in more Qualitative — joyful, altruistic, spiritual,
creative — states the time «runs» very quickly; more than enough energy for everything. Actually,
the same concerns any resonational psycho-mental condition, whether it is grief, aggression, hatred,
sport passion or scientific, philosophical, literature, cultural-applied, or any other creativity, as a
result of which, a «person’s» Focus of Close Attention is literally grasped, and the whole refocusing
process is stably kept in a narrow realizational spectrum of manifestation.
2.0938.

That happens until the time when in the informational space of Self-Consciousness are
activated and carried out all those svilgs-spherational transformations of existing (that is easily
accessible for individual «unpackings») SFUURMM-Forms, which allow Form-Creators to redirect
Focus Dynamics of the given «person» into totally another direction of life creativity. In other
words, the time «flows» subjectively faster, if you do not pay attention to it; if you forget that it
exists, entirely diving into some state, process, activity of your interest (quality of this activity does
not matter). Only if you constantly verify your Focus Dynamics with the clock, its habitual flow
starts to significantly slow down.
2.0939.

Subjective experience by a «person» of excessive dragging, slowness of Time Flow is connected
directly with the increased parameters of tensorness of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the
given Configurations in relation to Focus Dynamics, generated in the surrounding reality by other
Self-Consciousnesses Forms. In other words, a «person» possesses an Interest (tensorness) towards
very different-Qualitative realizations, and certain conditions for its manifestation (situations,
circumstances) are not structured by the possibilities for realization of these intentions. As a result
of that happens an accumulation of impersept combinations of Form-Creators in Focus Dynamics
of the given «person,» which at once increases dissonational distances in informational space of its
Self-Consciousness, strengthening such property of Time as «viscosity-ductility.»
2.0940.

Impersept dynamics of Form-Creators is formed mostly in the conditions of lower dimensional
diapasons structured by the smaller «quantity» of informational fragments. Therefore, those diapasons
possess smaller energy-informational potential for establishing covarllert interconnections between
Form-Creators and Info-Creators. In more Qualitative diapasons there are more of those possibilities.
Thereupon, in Focus Dynamics of a more Qualitative Self-Consciousness Form coherence of FormCreators in the realization of Interests typical to them is always higher than of Form-Creators of
less Qualitative Configurations, which have much more difficulties in reaching consensus due to the
absence of necessary interconnections. So, subjective experience (perception) of Time by a more
developed «person» in any creative states happens in a faster mode and more unperceivable for
him/her — in difficult situations and complex circumstances different-Qualitative Form-Creators of
Self-Consciousness easier and quicker find alternatives and positive Motivations that are convenient
for everyone.
2.0941.

But absolutely differently is organized the Focus Dynamics by Form-Creators of less
Qualitative Self-Consciousness Form. As in the process of TEC-«unpackings» — due to the presence
in its Configuration of increased tensorness in numerous resopasons — there simultaneously
participate different-level and different-Qualitative Form-Creators, then because of their natural
inconsistency Form-Creators of some resopasons do not receive possibility to be realized. Therefore,
the tensorness degree in Focus Dynamics does not decrease, but, on the contrary, increases, — this
is from where comes the increased tension in the subjective perception of Time «flow». In such
cases, usually, are being realized (through reactions of irritability, aggression, impatience, sexual
activity) Form-Creators of the least synthesized Levels of the given Self-Consciousness Form.
When the spectrum of Focus Dynamics «narrows down» to the realization of Interests of only very
small group of single-level Form-Creators (for example, fascinating reading, drawing, conversing,
watching a film, meditating, meal cooking, and so on), the subjective perception of Time starts to
accelerate again.
2.0942.

So, it is possible to say that Time, subjectively experienced by us during every moment of our
Existence, is an individual result of transitional focal, svilgs-spherational efforts of dominant FormCreators of Self-Consciousness in the reduction of existing dissonational, Qualitative differences
between what a Form’s Configuration is representing «now» and what it should be in a more ideal
(i.e. more harmonized across all focus interconnections) state. At least — it is dissonational distance
between two subjective moments of our Focus Dynamics, which we define as «past» and «future.»
Why have I used here the word «transitional?» Because Focus Dynamics of any human «person»
is always exposed to heavy influences of protoformal (background) Form-Creators, bringing
2.0943.

into it typical to them elements of dissonation in relation to the SFUURMM-Forms of lluuvvumic
development Direction.
As every protoformal Self-Consciousness Form perceives the substance of Time strictly
according to the Synthesis Scheme and manifestation Level in Space-Time peculiar to it, the individual
Conceptions of every «person» about the dynamic characteristics of Time in every moment of its
Existence depend to a huge degree on what kind of protoformal Form-Creators have in this instant
the most powerful influence onto the Qualitativeness of manifestation of Focus Dynamics of the
given «person.» In duvuyllerrt groups of «human» Continuums, where Focus Dynamics of people
are very differently — to greater or lesser extent — structured by Creative Activity of Form-Creators
of various protoformal Directions, the illusion of inertial influence of Time onto the subjective
Perception systems of human Self-Consciousnesses Forms is also realized absolutely differently.
2.0944.

Though people who verify their Life flow with a clock, have an impression that chronologically
Time does not change in any way (because the system of its measurement is attached not to mentality,
not to the characteristics of informational space of Self-Consciousness and Focus Dynamics formed
by it, but to the «external» — for our Perception systems — factors: to the orbiting period of the
Earth round the Sun or to periods of radiation corresponding, to the transition between two superthin levels of the cesium 133Cs atom basic state). In the first case ephemeris time subjectively
reflects (through specific features of human Perception systems) only particular, yet absolutely
inaccessible for our understanding, energy-informational parameters of Focus Dynamics typical
of Form-Creators of much large-scale (than we) Cosmic Entities — of the Earth and the Sun. The
interaction periods between Them are objectively caused by intragalactic and even more significant
Factors and in no way depend on us.
2.0945.

Therefore, it is possible to say that those subjective Time Flows, which we constantly create
with psycho-mental Focus Dynamics generated by us, cannot be determinative for the characteristic
of the overall degree of inertionness of our Existence as they, along with simultaneous refocusings
of an uncountable multitude of other Self-Consciousnesses Forms, only structure with themselves
the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of more general cosmic processes. It is approximately the same as
a certain failure in biochemical reactions, which constantly occur in several hundreds of our skin
integument cells, which cannot affect in any way the realization of any habitual actions, periodically
repeated by us and caused by much more significant reasons and circumstances (work, food intake,
daily dream, and so on).
2.0946.

In the second case (the definition of one second as 9 192 631 770 periods of electromagnetic
radiation originated at the transition between two super-thin levels of the caesium-133 atom basic
state) we also deal with the phenomenon, which in no way depends on us, and it is defined by
only individual properties of Self-Consciousness Form of mineral Proto-Form. The matter is that
the valence electron of cesium nucleus and the nucleus itself possess own magnetic moments
(spins), which can be oriented either in parallel or antiparallel. The difference between the energies,
conditioning both of these States, is constant; therefore, the transition between them is also followed
by the preservation of constant parameters (wave length is equal to 3.26cm). Due to that caesium-133
also became the basis of «atomic clock» — the most accurate clock in the world.
2.0947.

If we speak about using the given mechanism to define the chronological time, it will look
approximately the same as starting to measure the distances we cover by the quantity of pickets in
the fence standing along the road we walk. Focus Dynamics of our own Self-Consciousness has
nothing to do with this process; though, during determination of duration of various, individual
aspects of our Existence, we «project» non-dependable on us states onto inertial parameters of own
mechanical movements, psychical experiences, and cogitative activity. In other words, the reason that
chronological time is perceived by all of us equally, regardless of Form-Creators and which of their
Qualitative Levels of our Self-Consciousness are the most active in the current «unpacking» process of
our subjective Focus Dynamics, lies in the fact that the overall Conceptions about Time, measured by
certain mechanical or electronic processes, as well as these processes themselves, do simultaneously
structure a large quantity of different scenarios of Continuums, where multipolarizational Focus
Dynamics of our Self-Consciousnesses Forms is performed simultaneously.
2.0948.

As these absolutely identical parameters of Time are peculiar to Focus Dynamics of all
the multitude of our «personal» Interpretations, which structure different groups of «human»
Continuums, our consecutive inter-Continuum focal «shifts» are formed in our Self-Consciousness
under the influence of absolutely identical subjective Conceptions about the «speed» of our
Existence. If to eliminate this factor of chronological influence (for example, to live in woods or in
mountains for a long time; to become blind), the Perception system would quickly enough readjust
onto an «inner,» psychological rhythm, and such subjective properties of Time as «compressibility,»
«extensibility,» and even «orientation» would begin to manifest themselves without the connection
to «conventional,» i.e. artificially set time.
2.0949.

At that your «internal,» subjective perception of Time would differ significantly from the
intervals of those time period, which measure the chronological time in the outer world, since
your sensations would directly depend on the Qualitativeness of Focus Dynamics of your SelfConsciousness Form, meaning, on psychical States in which you would be present: depression,
expectation, illness, and absence of interesting activity, — there the time flow would seem to you
excessively long and stretched. Yet, when being fascinated by some activity, during the complete
absorption by some idea, the speed of time flow increases proportionally to the degree of your
enthusiasm. The fact of invariance of the uniform for all people parameter of chronological time
provides it with the status of certain «objectivity» and insures the high degree of order in relations
in the human community. After all, if each human used only their individual Time perception, the
high degree of inconsistency and randomness in relations would not allow the given population to
successfully develop.
2.0950.

All Time Flows, reflecting Qualitative difference between subjective «projections» of
different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics of Collective Consciousnesses of duvuyllerrt groups of
Continuums (which you interpret as «historical periods»), represent absolutely different Forms of
«individually» synthesized Energy-Plasma states and hence absolutely differently, Qualitatively
they affect — through Focus Dynamics of certain Self-Consciousnesses Forms — Space-Time
states: Dynamics of the «modern» Time very strongly differs from the similar dynamics peculiar
to such historical periods as hundred, five hundred, one thousand, ten thousand, hundred thousand
«years ago» characterized by absolutely different than «now» states of «humankind’s» Collective
Consciousness.
2.0951.

In other words, Time in centuries passed differently, because people’s Focus Dynamics during
different periods of Existence of humankind very much Qualitatively varied not only according to
general Conceptions (survival, morals, ethics, sex, life, work, business, spheres of application of
«personal» and public interests, and similar), but also according to the Qualitativeness of synthetic
Information used by them (science, education, culture, society, and so on). In each development
scenario, which structure individual rotational Cycles of each Universe, Time passes unevenly,
and it is perceived, for example, by people, absolutely differently, because in Focus Dynamics of
human Collective Consciousnesses, manifested in every Continuums group, there is prevalence of
SFUURMM-Forms of different protoformal Directions. We have already found out that every ProtoForm perceives Time differently due to peculiarities of its focal Configurations.
2.0952.

For now we are considering just possible options of subjective dynamics of Time substance
within 3–4-dimensional diapason of manifestation! After all, not only different Proto-Forms, but
also every dimensional diapason possesses specific peculiarities of Time Flows realization —
and not only through Focus Dynamics of flaks or doolls manifestation Levels, but also through
Form-Creators of infinitely higher dimensional diapasons of Macrocosmos! Therefore, if we talk
about such general and infinitely multidimensional phenomenon as Big Bang, than tell me what
billions or even trillions of years we can speak of when refer to it? Here we deal not with particular
characteristics of some time periods (days, years, centuries), but only with our own — and nobody's
else! — subjective Conceptions about how long ago something took place (if at all we're convinced
that this «something» ever happened). We can only say for certain: that these Conceptions have
nothing in common with what in reality takes place in Macrocosmos.
2.0953.

Assumptions about inertial «expansion» of Universe, which scientists have deduced on the
basis of purposeful correlation of already available subjective experiment results (not taking into
account such characteristics, which are inaccessible for their Perception and technical possibilities),
just like all the rest of their Conceptions about the «reality» of inertial processes, are a consequence
of the deepest subjectivity of Perception systems, peculiar to the «present» focal Configurations of
Humankind’s Collective Consciousness. Only one fact that in 2011 Nobel Prize in physics has been
awarded for the opening of acceleration of Universe expansion, speaks by itself about the wrong
direction of a scientific thought and necessity of its prompt change by means of introduction into
Focus Dynamics of less conservative scientists of a possibility to study more trustworthy information.
2.0954.

Therefore, I do not want to criticize the existing Big Bang theory, because it has nothing to
be criticized for — it is entirely and absolutely incorrect, no matter what kind of most complicated
mathematical calculations it is supported by! It will become obvious to everyone who will try to study
more deeply and thoroughly the Iissiidiology Conceptions about structure of Macrocosmos, formed
on the indubitable fact of the existence of Qualitative distinctions among all Self-Consciousnesses
Forms. The currently existing Big Bang theory only describes (only in return sequence of realization
of refocusings by a multitude of Cosmic Entities!) the dense-material — doolls-wave — part of
an infinitely multidimensional Act of Focus amplificational Interaction between observed (in the
conditions of 3–4-dimensional diapason) and imagined (in the conditions of 2–3-dimensional
diapason) Configurations of Cosmic Entities.
2.0955.

But, despite it, let's try to study this theory more thoroughly, as this process allows to open and
demonstrate a multitude of other peculiarities of Iissiidiology Conceptions. Let's try to understand
step by step how Such unprecedented by Its Essence and Form of realization the Cosmic Phenomenon
as «Big Bang» was able to be carried out in general, and whether it is a part of objective Reality. Let
me also specify right away that you should not imagine the Dynamics of the part of «Big Bang,»
which is reflected through the diapason of inertial-focal Existence of our Self-Consciousnesses
Forms, so literally — as, for example, an explosion of any super-power nuclear bomb in the center
of Universe.
2.0956.

To a large extent if not to fixate on any material structures, even so unimaginably big, as our
material Universe seems to us — if this Cosmic Event had happened, it would have represented
a super-prompt and super-global self-correction of Qualitative interconnections («curvature») of
Space-Time (like an Act of instant launch of Cosmic Operating system with an infinite multitude
of Programs), which was not carried out in Time (neither in seconds nor in microseconds) as it is
now customary to imagine and described. This self-correction would have at once and everywhere
Qualitatively became absolutely EVERYTHING what only EXISTS within considered by us diapason
of manifestation (and, certainly, within all the infinite multitude of all other manifestation Levels of
Self-Consciousnesses Forms).
2.0957.

All different-Qualitative types of subjective Realities represent just consequences of this
formation Act of the Single Eternity Moment, inertially realized for individual manifestation through
all the infinite variety of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of diverse Self-Consciousnesses,
slloogrently structuring Energy-Plasma with their focal Configurations. In 100 000 000-dimensional
spectrum of energy-informational interactions This Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators, which
someone so inconsiderately called the «Big Bang» (after all, it is Dynamics of Qualitative
transformation of some «Focuses of relations» into others, but not some energetic «Bang» of the
Form-system itself!), is the main Mechanism of manifestation in corresponding Perception systems
of absolutely particular, specific properties of Self-Consciousnesses Forms corresponding to the
given conditions of focus Existence.
2.0958.

Accordingly in 4–5-dimensional spectrum it is the manifestation of flaks properties, in
2–3-dimensional spectrum — of specific doolls properties, and in 3–4-dimensional — of quantumwave properties, which have turned in Perception systems of our Self-Consciousnesses Forms into
all the inertial (linear) duration in Time and in Space, which we subjectively define as «physical
objective Reality» or «EVERYTHING materially (boson-fermion) EXISTING.» The Same is possible to
say about all dimensional diapasons of Macrocosmos, which, as a matter of fact, are the consequence
of this Uniform Act of irrkoglictive-eglleroliftive realization of Self-Consciousness of SSS-Entity
through universal properties of Energy-Plasma formed by It. Considering that I believe that it would
be incorrect to further use such doubtful in this case definition as «Bang,» for This holochronelysimultaneous focus-converting Dynamics, because there feasibly happened nothing that is peculiar
to any bang or explosion.
2.0959.

The term Universal Self-Consciousness Focus Effect (USCFE), as it seems to me, is much
more reasonable in this case. In 0–1-dimensional type of Space-Time it was specifically reflected
2.0960.

on the state of energy-informational interconnections as protofs effect, in 1–2-dimensional — as
loolgs effect, in 2–3-dimensional — as doolls effect, in 3–4-dimensional — as quantum effect, in
4–5-dimensional — as flaks effect, and so on — throughout the slloogrent infinity of the uniform
manifestation spectrum of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms and their Collective Cosmic Intelligences.
In the process of our further reflections on the peculiarities of USCFE’s manifestation in the Tertiary
Energy-Plasma, we will not delve too deep into obscure for us specificity of SUPRA-quantum (flaks)
and POST-quantum (doolls) focus interconnections of Form-Creators — we will mainly concentrate
on the available for our Perception wave diapason of its subjective manifestation.
Universes are fundamentally opened Form-systems of Worlds. This is attested to by the
presence of relic radiation. In other words, amidst Focus Dynamics of Universes (both of the
same type and different-type, belonging to the same and different dimensional diapasons) there is
constantly being carried out the interchange of Energy and Information (with Qualitative content,
substance). This general Cosmic Openness allows the «WHOLE boson-fermion CREATION» to stay
— through individual for every Universe unbalanced processes — in the state of steady dynamic
balance.
2.0961.

For non-isolated systems of 3–4-dimensional Continuums this holochrone USCFE can be
conditionally-schematically compared to the moment of a certain mechanical (wave) impulsion
which has happened, let’s assume, in any part of the World Ocean; therefore, the Information about
this Qualitative change — at the same instant and even earlier! — is possible to notice in any
oceanic area, no matter what distance would separate it from the source of such wave «splash.» It
all happens approximately in slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Collegial Intelligence of any Universal
Entity: Transferring information about all Qualitative changes in the general Focus Dynamics of
all Self-Consciousnesses Forms, whatever part of the manifestation spectrum they structure, is
automatically carried out EVERYWHERE in the Single Moment.
2.0962.

It happens due to the presence, in every from focally interacting energy-informational structures
(Self-Consciousnesses Forms), of special ethereal Configurations of FLAAGG-TUU-Creators —
universal analogs of svilgsons, avvakklons, and flaaggtuons, which are instant Information carriers
from the highest (for the given Form of Collective Cosmic Intelligence) dimensional Levels available
for them to the lowest limits for this Form (for example, for the given DDIIUYYI-Entity this Moment
includes simultaneous Focus Dynamics of Collective Intelligences of all Self-Consciousnesses
Forms, which recognize subjectively «themselves» within the vibrating diapason from 0th to ±36th
dimension).
2.0963.

Let me note that on each of the basic Levels of Energy-Plasma (Plasmic Forces Diapason) there
are own specific «receivers-transmitters» of these instantaneous energy-informational «impulses.»
So, for example, within the frequency diapasons of Intergalactic Complex-Plans this informational
function is performed by flaaggtuons (they structure all Configurations of SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators of
the Primary Energy-Plasma); within diapason of Cosmic Plan-Levels — avvakklons (they structure
Configurations of SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators of the Secondary Energy-Plasma); for Plans-Overtones
of Fields-Consciousnesses — svilgsons (they structure Configurations of SLAA-SS-MII-Creators of
the Tertiary Energy-Plasma) and iksons (they structure Configurations of the Quaternary Energy2.0964.

Plasma). Inability or a big difference in the perception degree of multipolarizational Meaning of the
same Information among different-Qualitatively synthesized Self-Consciousnesses Forms is created
due to a very narrow specificity of force energy-informational connections among Form-Creators
and their Perception systems modelled in the conditions of different Synthesis Schemes, which
affects their individual realizational possibilities.
Any phenomenon — as individual (that is — self-conscious) reflection of the Universal State
of Energy-Plasma — becomes existing «personally» for you (!) only from the very moment, when
it has attracted, with the help of some of its manifestation aspects, the Focus Dynamics of FormCreators of your Self-Consciousness Form and has become somehow noticed by your Perception
system. The moment, when you suddenly got an opportunity to pay attention to some peculiarity
of the surrounding reality, cannot be considered by you as a starting point in your attempts to reach
deep understanding of all the sides of its Existence.
2.0965.

You, at the available to you subjective Perception level, can only specifically notice some
obvious -«personally» for you! — fact of the «presence effect» of the given phenomenon or object,
but it does not mean that all its Existence is limited only by that narrow-specific level of vibrational
manifestation. You always only deal with an obvious for you result of some Focus Dynamics, the
reasons of which can be hidden in absolutely incomprehensible for you manifestation modes. At the
very moment of you getting a possibility to somehow define at least an indirect confirmation of the
Existence of something, the slloogrent Configurations of this object have been already represented
by trillions of different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms in trillions of, inaccessible to your
Perception system, manifestation Levels.
2.0966.

We, people, as biological analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types, could make our Focuses of Close
Attention notice the fact of the presence, in the surrounding us reality, of some yet incomprehensible
for us features and characteristics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms only because the density of energyinformational interconnections between the Form-Creators, structuring with their Focus Dynamics
these Forms, has reached values, which exceed Planck ones (i.e. there were created conditions for
wave manifestation of Configurations of these Forms in the optical diapason, which is recognizable
by Perception systems of our NUU-VVU-Forms). However, (!) — and it is extremely important to
understand! — that «before» That focus-transforming Dynamics was reflected through Our Focuses
of Self-Consciousnesses, various «parts» of slloogrent Configuration of any of Forms focused by Us
(as, by the way, and «us ourselves!») had simultaneously experienced the infinite number of times
the «acts of individual manifestation» in the infinite multitude of other Universal Form-systems
of Worlds, and as a matter of fact, in that way have carried out (in certain Qualitative sequence)
a multitude of individual Self-Consciousness focus effects (ISCFEs), or otherwise, — «individual
versions of Big Bangs!»
2.0967.

Each manifested «person» is a particular «projection» of an individual subjective picture of
multidimensional Universe, the Focus Dynamics of which is structured by all the sum of differentQualitative SFUURMM-Forms peculiar to Focus Dynamics of all of its Self-Consciousnesses Forms
simultaneously and multipolarizationally manifested in different groups of Continuums, but very
closely interconnected (fixed by focuses) among themselves, and also with all contradictions and
2.0968.

coherences individually peculiar to them, which in their overall manifestation are balanced in SpaceTime through Focus Dynamics of uniform Cosmic Entity. If to deeply understand this, one will
understand a simple Truth: He/she is a Universe (not figuratively, but functionally)!
As a matter of fact, all the sum of simultaneous different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics
of «individual Self-Consciousness focus effects,» instantly carried out through absolutely all
realizational Forms of Collective Cosmic Intelligences, represents an instant manifestation of
the USCFEs, the result of which is all the slloogrent structure of Macrocosmos. All these USCFEs
had transgressed themselves instantly — and in a certain «sequence» of energy-informational
interconnections organization amidst different-Qualitative Form-Creators — into all Synthesis
Directions, first of all of covarllert Informational fragments , after which focal Configurations of
formed synthetic combinations have entered into more favorable energy-informational interactions
among themselves.
2.0969.

Thus, that Universal Act, which appears to the scientists as a certain inertial sequence of almost
instant (thousand fractions of a second) realization of space-time deformations («Big Bang»), is not
a result of some Qualitative changes in already formed — and absolutely balanced! — structure
of energy-informational interconnections of Energy-Plasma. But it represents one of uncountable
versions of possible sequences of ampliative «quantum shifts,» inertially carried out in the Focus
Dynamics of conditional Observer of that slloogrent Act. Moreover, the degree of Qualitativeness
of Its subjective observation directly depends on the definite parameters of dissonational distance,
formed between a Configuration of Self-Consciousness Form focused by It and a Configuration,
which in the given resopason of manifestation is absolutely balanced across all the Directions of
energy-informational interconnections possible for its Form-Creators.
2.0970.

In any inertial «moments» of USCFE observation, in each of countless resonational points
of Space-Time, where appears such focal fluctuation of Self-Consciousness, is being formed
an individual dissonational distance and, therefore, its own narrowly-specific, according to the
manifestation mode, dimensional Configuration, the Qualitativeness degree of which depends on the
«quantity» of combined in it diverse informational fragments. Consequently, the subjective «picture
of world creation,» represented in each of such resonational points, is structured by absolutely
different SFUURMM-Forms: The less are the parameters of dissonational distance of manifested
Self-Consciousness Form of possible USCFE Observer, the more genuine are the Conceptions that
motivate Its own Focus Dynamics and define Its own subjective results of Its observations. Exactly
that was demonstrated by all the «Big Bang» theory authors: They have thoroughly described and
brilliantly mathematically proved only those variants of possible energy-informational combinations
(for example, Hubble law or the law of the general recession of galaxies, model of inflating Universe,
model of stationary Universe, and others), structuring slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Macrocosmos,
which would allow them the choose from the multitude of options of Self-Consciousness’s
informational space the parameters of their own dissonational distance.
2.0971.

If they possessed the Iissiidiology Knowledge, the subjective «picture of Universe
formation» described by them would be absolutely different. Moreover, the more scientists try to
prove their models, the more appear additional questions. For example, observations of supernovae
2.0972.

have demonstrated that Hubble constant changes with time in such a way, that it allows to speak
about inflationary character of Universe expansion. The factor, capable to cause such behavior, has
received the name «dark energy» (we will talk about it in detail a bit later).
So, any of your Conceptions about anything depend on the Qualitativeness (degree and
Synthesis Scheme) of energy-informational interconnections between Form-Creators, forming
your own Focus Dynamics. I suggest all of you to look at that — never independently existed in
any of 3–4-dimensional Realities! — Event called «Universe Origination» much more deeply and
consciously, as models of «rapidly expanding Universe» suggested by scientists, supposedly formed
once from a certain — one-and-only, but very big! — «bang,» holds no water. Here, to be fair, it
is necessary to note that some scientists consider that the Universe is stationary (that it does not
evolve and has neither beginning nor ending). They reject expansion of the Universe and explain red
shift (shift of spectral lines of chemical elements into the long-wave side) by the hypothesis about
«exhaustion» of light, or existence of ether.
2.0973.

Some scientists mathematically prove that Big Bang laws are valid only in the observed by
us part of Universe (Metagalaxy). Besides, theory of Big Bang does not give a satisfactory answer
to the question about the reasons of singularity origin or matter/energy for its origin, usually simply
postulating its eternity. All these are different subjective viewpoints onto the same Events, which
have the same right to exist as any other Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness.
2.0974.

To examine this question we need to «push off» something definite. Let’s take so-called
Friedman model of Universe Evolution, according to which the author suggests its quantitative
inflationary «expansion» («inhale») and the following «compression» («exhale»), which in the
conditions of 3–4-dimensional diapason completely corresponds to the picture of inertial Dynamics
of focus manifestations between different-Qualitative Form-Creators of Collective Intelligences of
all Cosmic Entities. Both of these subjective processes (focus «expansion» and focus «compression»)
are the consequence of simultaneous influence onto Focus Dynamics (of Form-Creators of all the
diverse Universes) of two oppositely directed factors — irrkoglictive and eglleroliftive Impulses.
2.0975.

However, you should understand that the influence of irrkoglictive Impulse, with its functional
Essence, does not correspond in any way with inertial existence of various Form-systems, the Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators of which are initiated only by the common for them tendency towards
inter-Qualitative Synthesis, i.e. by eglleroliftive Impulse. Yet, this process would be impossible without
irrkoglictive Impulse, because it is the means of activation of the general inner state of Information —
reconverstive Configurations of diverse fragments get the ability towards Creative Activity or towards
an interaction with each other. In Form-systems this ability (or rather even a «necessity») is reflected
through the activity of Focuses of Close Attention of Form-Creators, through which eglleroliftive
Impulse initiates towards resonational interaction and annihilation (balancing) of all Focuses of Dual
Reflection of Info-Creators of Self-Consciousness. Thus, irrkoglictive Impulse serves as a specific
launch Mechanism of the eglleroliftive Impulse for the formation of all the slloogrent focus structure
of Form-systems — there its functions concerning Focus Dynamics of any Self-Consciousnesses
Forms ends. But without it the Information would simply be inactive, i.e. not capable of origination
of any Dynamics of SSS-Entity’s Self-Consciousness, as, by the way, of SSS-Entity Itself!
2.0976.

In connection with these peculiarities of Impulses, you should understand that each of
uncountable Universal «inhales» actually represents eglleroliftive state, which, in its turn, is
stimulated by irrkoglictive tendencies of Information towards more active balancing with the Forms
formed by It. Subjectively — this eglleroliftive perturbation is accompanied in more or less degree by
different-Qualitative svilgs-spherational transformations (a part of them we are inclined to interpret
as the process of birvulyart decondicification of one Self-Consciousnesses Forms towards other
Forms). Each of Universal «exhales,» which is carried out in parallel with «inhales» through the
corresponding Universal Form-systems, is also stimulated by eglleroliftive Impulse, but the Focus
Dynamics of Universe is oriented towards the direction of Qualitativeness decrease and inertionness
increase, with the consecutive reduction of «quantity» of energy-informational interconnections
between Form-Creators up to a full annihilation of their focal Configurations and transition into the
state of reconverstive Configurations of diverse fragments.
2.0977.

So, in the first case (Universal «inhale»), all Self-Consciousnesses Forms are eglleroliftively
transmuted into more and more complex focal Configurations, up to the State of diverse fragments;
in the second case (Universal «exhale»), they are similarly eglleroliftively transformed into the
primary balanced Information State. Why does everything happen in this and not the other way?
Because — if to speak about Universes of 3–4-dimensional manifestation diapason — higher density
of energy-informational interconnections among Form-Creators is expressed through smaller Planck
values (for example, being of high frequency and short-wave), which structure more Qualitative
types of Focus Dynamics, providing eglleroliftive tendencies, associated by us with the process of
densification of «quantity» of Information in one unit of Planck «volume.»
2.0978.

Try to remember what I have emphasized above: Each more Qualitative choice, reflecting
eglleroliftive tendencies of Self-Consciousness, is always interbalanced by the choice, which is
identical to it by the intensity but opposite by Qualitativeness, and which reflects in the same
Self-Consciousness irrkoglictive tendencies realized through other focal Configurations. This
circumstance is so important for the deeper Understanding of Universes’ Nature that I will not get
tired to repeat once again: Unlike Friedman model (where universal «inhales» and «exhales» are
considered as temporary periods interchanging among themselves: First the «expansion» finishes;
then the «compression» starts; then, again there is an alternation of «expansion» and «compression»
and so on), both of these types of multipolarizational Focus Dynamics of Collective Intelligences
of any Cosmic Entity are carried out simultaneously in relation to each other (as a single whole).
2.0979.

In other words, you should clearly understand that the comparison to «inhales» and
«exhales» used here are not processes at all, but sequential-inertial reflections of simultaneous
different-Qualitative states of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators characterized by the
different degree of individual completeness (different parameters of structuring them Energy types,
dissonational distances, Time and Space). Simultaneously across all the multidimensional Levels
of own Focus Dynamics, caused by powerful influences of different, individually peculiar to them,
Time Flows and Cosmic Qualities, different types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences constantly
and infinitely carry out (through Their inherent Self-Consciousnesses Forms) what in our — very
subjective! — Conceptions can be conditionally compared with separate «inhales» and «exhales,»
simultaneously, but absolutely differently carried out in every resonational point of slloogrentness
of Space-Time. This eglleroliftive-irrkoglictive Principle of inertial Existence is individually
2.0980.

common to all the infinite multitude of Collective Intelligences not only of Universal Form-systems
of Worlds, but also of subjective Realities, Continuums, Conversums, and Universums.
Let me remind you that in the space-time structure (whether it is Universal Entity or
Macrocosmos) there are no mechanical «processes,» as there is no inertial Existence itself (in
the way we may imagine it), but there are only simultaneous Qualitative changes of the state
of Self-Consciousnesses’ Focuses, the consecutive alternation of which — at the same Eternity
Moment — in the individual Perception systems of various Self-Consciousnesses Forms makes all
possible inertial-dynamical effects, including such as «psychical,» «mental,» «mechanical,» and
«chronological» ones. All of that you have to keep in mind when further considering this question,
because I have extremely limited tools for explaining complicated Iissiidiology Conceptions, and I
cannot constantly remind you of that.
2.0981.

I also will not be able to remind you that Qualitative characteristics and parameters, significant
for our inertial «physical» Existence, manifest (or do not manifest at all!) themselves absolute
differently in the conditions of focal interactions between Form-Creators of other multidimensional
Self-Consciousnesses Forms, whose Configurations are Qualitatively structured by completely
different than common for us states of physical substances. If you do not forget that, then the
mental picture of general multidimensional Existence of all the Macrocosmos’s Forms could be
transformed in your Self-Consciousness into the following — simplified beyond recognition (so
you could deeper understand it) — scheme.
2.0982.

In Macrocosmos there do not exist any moments of centralization of «administrative»
functions by irrkoglictive-eglleroliftive Impulse-Potentials of «Everything That Is»: Absolutely
EVERYWHERE the holochrone and slloogrent «Everything Being» is organized and self-sufficiently
manifested in every resonational point in typical to it way, without any space-time attachment with
Own Focus Dynamics to some only organizing «Center» (whether it is Proto-Form, GOOLGAMAA-A,
SSMIIYSMAA-A, TLAASSMA-A, AYFAAR and similar).
2.0983.

For an example, let's at least take our biological organism: we cannot directly influence the
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses Forms structuring «us»: elementary
particles, atoms, molecules, DNAs, cell organelles. We can only adapt our realizational interests to the
possibilities that our organism has. In the same way we cannot significantly influence the Creative
Activity of Form-Creators of Planetary, Star, and other Forms of Collective Cosmic Intelligences.
In own «individual» refocusings Form-Creators of each of these Forms (as well as our NUU-VVU)
obey the general Cosmic Laws and Principles, in particular, the Principle of slloogrentness of all
Form-systems of Macrocosmos. Due to This Principle every «separate» Form of Collective Cosmic
Intelligence can potentially use in its development absolutely all the Information peculiar to both —
the «Highest» and the «lowest» Levels of Macrocosmos (in other words, its focal Configuration is
already potentially structured with all the set of necessary «commands» and «programs»).
2.0984.

As I have already mentioned, this major function in 0–36-dimensional Diapason of
manifestation is carried out by SUPRA-Universal FLAAGG-TUU-Form-Creators (through the
corresponding «projections» of Info-Creators — flaaggtuons, avvakklons, svilgsons, and iksons).
2.0985.

That is to say, no Form of Collective Intelligence is in need of any «CI» (centralized instructions),
since all the possibilities and «instructions» necessary for the maintenance of every aspect of its
infinite Existence are indestructibly and eternally present inside it — in the specific dynamics of
those creative energy-informational interconnections, which structure focal Configuration of any
Self-Consciousness Form.
A certain degree of apparent «hierarchy» and «centralization» exists only in our limited
and extremely subjective Conceptions about birvulyarity Directions, about Collective and Collegial
Cosmic Intelligences (Planetary, Star, Galactic, or Universal), about manifestation Levels of EnergyInformation, and similar. We mention all these Self-Consciousnesses Forms only because without
such differentiation there is simply nothing to discuss and nothing to connect to our subjective
Conceptions about «ourselves» and the «surrounding us reality.»
2.0986.

However, in the process of your deepening into Iissiidiology Knowledge and steady
formation of your Focus Dynamics with high-frequency SFUURMM-Forms, many of your present
diffeomorphic Conceptions will disappear due to their uselessness, because you will understand that
in the general slloogrentness of Macrocosmos, without a subjective attachments of Form-Creators
of Self-Consciousnesses to any manifestation Direction or Level, absolutely all Focus Dynamics
and Configurations of Collective Intelligences are equal in rights and value, having real possibilities
to be multipolarizationally integrated-differentiated across all birvulyarity Directions at once.
2.0987.

As we have already mentioned, the carriers of these Universal Cosmic Principles are
LUYYYUFFLOYLLIDs, which provide Form-Creators with various possibilities for simultaneous
multipolarizational «projection» of own Focus Dynamics into focal Configurations, structuring
diverse dimensional resopasons. Remember: They do not force Form-Creators to make this or that
decision, but only give them the «full» (within the individual possibilities of their Configurations!)
Information about possible options of further refocusings. The Form-Creators themselves show
Interest to any realizations!
2.0988.

Nonetheless, there is a very important moment! The access to more high-Qualitative
informational Levels (which also means to the possibilities of Focus Dynamics manifestation
in more Qualitative Continuums!) is acquired only in the process of accumulation in individual
ODSs of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the greater «quantity» of diverse fragments, specifically
synthesized into covarllert informational combinations — SFUURMM-Forms or UU-conglomerates
of Self-Consciousness. High-frequency SFUURMM-Forms provide Focus Dynamics with much
bigger Informational volume than low-frequency ones, and considerably increase realizational
possibilities of Form-Creators.
2.0989.

Exactly these specific properties of energy-informational interconnections are the main
reason for the immediate occurrence of very thin, super-instant, Qualitative changes characteristic
for an uncountable multitude of diffuzgent «border zones» of skrruullerrt system (simultaneously
including both flaks, quantum-wave («dense-plasmic,» material), and even doolls states of differentQualitative Energy types), when Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses of
more Qualitative than our diapasons of Macrocosmos, duvuyllerrtly penetrate (via peculiar to it
2.0990.

SFUURMM-Forms) more dense inertial structures of 3–4-dimensional diapason. This happens in all

Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which form these structures.

You may ask, why doolls? Because inter-Qualitative Synthesis of more Qualitative focal
Configurations is based on the increase of the «amount» in Focus Dynamics of all possible
protoformal combinations of diverse fragments, including octahedral, pyramidal, and tetrahedral
Levels. In very narrow ranges of their conditional availability to our Perception, each of these
specific states, manifested in a particular way, represents some indirect characteristic of a dimension
of Space-Time, subjectively realized through individual Focus Dynamics of different-Qualitative
Form-Creators of our Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
2.0991.

Both in «past» and «future» inertial states of Collective Intelligence of Macrocosmos there
always — simultaneously! — have been and will always be only all possible USCFEs. No matter
how large-scale and global the manifestations of these Effects may seem to us, they always represent
only a tiny part of the general Process of Form-Creators' refocusings, and none of them is capable to
independently create at least one fully functional, multidimensional Universe, because each of them
is only an instantly modelled, slloogrent «projection» (that is informationally changed reflection)
into the specific properties of the given, certain frequency diapason of Universal Existence of certain
Focus Dynamics structured by much more Qualitative energy-informational interconnections.
2.0992.

Besides, it is necessary to keep in mind the following. When cosmic bodies are located in
Space at quite short distances to each other, allowing them by means of gravitation Forces to be
connected into a uniform system (as it happens in cases of Galaxies or even with their clusters), the
influence of Universe «expansion» process is much less than the influence of gravitational forces. In
the cases of extremely short distances, such as, for example, in our Solar system, the «expansion» role
is actually negligible. Just for one this reason all that fuss about the question of Universe «expansion»
is deprived of any sense. If there was no «Bang,» so, what was the Primary Reason of the origination
of «Everything Being,» including «ALL boson-fermion BEING,» which we are capable to observe
and to analyze subjectively? Though, in the beginning of the fourth section I have already answered
this question thoroughly, I suggest all of us to consider it again, but now — from more materialistic
viewpoint, which are much closer to the scientists, than all my abstract-fantastic «insinuations.»
2.0993.

So, we have found out that eglleroliftively caused Focus Dynamics of Universal Continuums,
subjectively interpreted by scientists as «Big Bang,» is not the «creation Act of Everything,» and
it represents a pure and simple Universal Self-Consciousness Focus Effect, which has nothing in
general with either a «universal explosion» or with any other large-scale, according to cosmic criteria,
destructive action. Then in what way does it appear in our Perception systems? Inertially (that is in
the continuous refocusing manifestation mode) Universal USCFE, — due to different-Qualitativeness
and the variety of structuring it Focus Dynamics, representing all possible tensor states (meaning,
dissonational distances as well) amidst Form-Creators of various Self-Consciousnesses Forms —
becomes as if subjectively «stretched» both in Time and in Space in the way of an uncountable multitude
of much smaller in scale and different, according to the manifestation frequency (dimension), more
«local» ISCFEs, which provide with all the necessary energy-informational interconnections Focus
Dynamics of each individual dimensional diapason.
2.0994.

Subjectively being realized through all the multitude of individually resonated onto it
different-Qualitative Perception systems (of people, Proto-Forms, Planets, Stars, Galaxies),
a USCFE represents in all Focus Dynamics only inertially manifested consequences of Creative
Activity, of eglleroliftively «unpacked» in their Self-Consciousness (I remind that concurrently in
multipolarization there are carried out irrkoglictive «unpackings» too!) of «installation» Impulse,
which (by means of svilgs-spherational functionality of LUYYYUFFLOYLLIDs) provides continuality
of more Qualitative refocusings of all Form-Creators.
2.0995.

Through this amplificationally stimulating Impulse — from the slloogrent State of «Everything
That Exists» into the «refocusing Program» of holochrone manifestation of «Everything Being» —
absolutely all the Information is resonationally «projected,» which is «initially» required for the
given «operating System» for each of the particular ways of inertial functioning (Existence) of
absolutely all realizational Forms of Collective Cosmic Intelligences. From this Information in the
Perception systems of each of Self-Consciousness Form individually forms and the creative Potential
peculiar to its Configuration, and the Time necessary for its realization, and the «curvature» of
Space (Continuum), only in which the given Potential can be carried out. Precisely these individual
parameters define the degree of subjectivity of self-perception of every Self-Consciousness Form
exactly in one or other «point» of Space-Time from all the multitude of simultaneously existing
focus manifestations.
2.0996.

In that way simultaneously, in the formed Space and Time, have resonationally manifested
focal Configurations of all the Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which, due to the presence in them
of particular Energy-Potential, with the help of eglleroliftive Impulse, were able to individually
carry out (for the annihilation of tensorness formed inside them) their instant (i.e. one-time) Focus
Dynamics. In exactly such way USCFE has manifested at once in all Perception systems of Cosmic
Entities. And everything at once has «found its place.» In other words, some part of Information of
«Everything That Exists,» having resonated to the eglleroliftive Impulse Activity, was automatically
transformed into «Everything Being!»
2.0997.

Now, in our subjectively perceived eglleroliftive perturbation, we deal only with Qualitative
«projections» (or consequences, intermediate results) of this instant eglleroliftive Impulse, which
in every «point» of its amplificational modus objectively diverges (from medieval lat. divergo
— to deviate, to distance functionally, to disperse Qualitatively) into qualitational tendencies of
irrkoglictive Impulse. That is to say, I would like to emphasize once again the fact that we and
everything that we are able to observe and perceive consciously is not an objective Reality, and all
of it only represents an inertial consequences of Mechanism of slloogrent Focus Dynamics (once
«launched» in Self-Consciousness of «Everything Being»), which has generated the USCFE, and
together with it all the infinite multitude of ISCFEs, locally manifested in every «point» of SpaceTime.
2.0998.

If we could imagine all the Above mentioned in the form of some global inertial (i.e.
carried out in the certain sequence along all possible Synthesis Directions) refocusing Process,
which is simultaneously carried out by all Self-Consciousnesses Forms, we would «see» how after
the stabilization in the globally formed Space of main Directions of an uncountable multitude of
2.0999.

different-Qualitative Time Flows, causing in all Perception systems (due to the presence in them
of particular dissonational distances) the Illusion of Existence inertionness, following the USCFE,
consecutively — from more to less synthesized focal Configurations (and back!) — have activated
all the multitude of local refocusing ISCFE-processes, which can be conditionally compared to
«impulse Waves» of various scales (from Universal to «personal») inertially organizing all the
Levels of energy-informational interactions inside the originated Energy-Plasma.
In the very beginning of the fourth section I have defined That as Universal PlasmicDifferentiated Radiation, Which is the basis of inertial manifestation of Focus Dynamics of absolutely
all Self-Consciousnesses Forms. I want to underline once again that the analog of UPDR within the
given dimensional diapason is the so-called «relic radiation» (extragalactic microwave background
radiation on the frequencies from 500 MHz to 500 GHz, which corresponds to the wavelengths from
60cm to 0.6 mm), — exactly the Self-Consciousnesses Forms that do structure its Focus Dynamics
are the carriers of all possible interaction types. Such macrocosmic phenomena as «dark matter»
and «dark energy» also represent the «inner» Creative Potential that slloogrently structures UPDR,
without which it would be impossible to fulfill any energy-informational interactions in Space and
Time (there simply would be no effect of Space-Time in informational space of Self-Consciousness).
2.1000.

As I have already noted in the beginning of the fourth section, UPD-Radiation is the universal
for all focal Configurations «manifestation environment,» while Space and Time — represent
certain potential realizational possibilities for all the Informational sources, which always actively
exist in this «environment,» provided there are any interactions between Form-Creators of these
focal Configurations and Info-Creators of Information (Self-Consciousness of SSS-Entity). When
we talk about the «life environment» of something or someone, there automatically occurs a
possibility of active existence of both Time and Space, which become the existence environment
for the Matter. It is like an air that we breathe: until it exists, we do not notice it, but once there
is a lack of it, we start to understand that it is our main life environment. Likewise, without the
relic radiation, which is invisibly present in each our interaction, neither we nor the surrounding
reality would simply exist.
2.1001.

For all interactions of 3–4-dimensional diapason, UPDR represents an area of an increased
intensity of gravitational field. Inherently. This is what creates all the conditions for origination of
all the multitude of gravitational fields, which fill all our Universe, and which are unique force that
keeps together all Self-Consciousnesses Forms, structuring Its Focus Dynamics in the process of
simultaneous global multipolarizational refocusings. Electromagnetic waves spread via gravitational
field (more accurately, via equipotential gravitational surfaces), which fade at transition from one
equipotential to another. Therefore, the speed of an electromagnetic wave dispersion has final
constant speed of distribution in Space and does not depend on the speed of the source generating it.
2.1002.

For example, any wave focus «distribution» (that is inertial «reprojection» of Focus
Dynamics), both mechanical and electromagnetic, is carried out only in the presence of a carrier
for these focal Configurations. For «distributing» mechanical waves there's a need for a certain
environment. For focal Configurations of longitudinal sound waves these carriers are molecules of
a substance, for transversal circumferential waves these are special focal Configurations with stats
2.1003.

that are radically different from one another, where the borders of two molecular environments are
located. Likewise for electromagnetic waves, their «distribution,» multipolarization, and structure
are possible only if an electromagnetic wave has a carrier with a huge inertial density, because the
speed of its «distribution» in Space-Time is high enough.
In scientific community it is generally accepted to consider that the material carriers
of electromagnetic radiation are photons, which represent elementary particles (corpuscles).
Nevertheless, it is the gravitational field (and not Form-Creators of photons, which use universal
properties of this «field» for the formation of energy-informational interconnections among all
elementary particles), which represents the «environment of focus manifestation,» structuring
any focal Configuration and being manifested in Space-Time as a result of any electromagnetic
interactions, is the «carrier» for any flows of elementary particles (after all, focal Configurations of
elementary particles represent specific disturbance of energy-informational interconnections among
Focuses, which do structure this gravitational field).
2.1004.

Therefore, the Nature of sound and light is similar — these are wave disturbance of the
environment of their distribution. For the sound it is a material, atomic-molecular environment;
for light (as well as for other elementary particles) it is their carrier the gravitational field or Higgs
field. At the gradual displacement of Focus Dynamics of atomic-molecular Self-Consciousnesses
Forms of 3–4-dimensional diapason in STC, the originated Focus Dynamics of FLAKS-Creators of
4–5-dimensional diapason, light and sound effects will be levelled and combined consistently in
Perception systems of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, being transformed into absolutely different,
more universal Focus Dynamics peculiar to Us as to FLAKS-Creators.
2.1005.

So, UPD-Radiation is the specific Code of Information, which contains in encrypted form
the whole «picture» of simultaneous ampliative-depliative Focus Dynamics of absolutely all SelfConsciousnesses Forms of Macrocosmos. These are also all the possibilities of realizational Forms
(«Matter»), and their creative features, abilities (Energy). Simultaneously UPDR is also a realizational
environment (informational space of Self-Consciousness), and all its infinite variety of differentQualitative carriers (initiators of refocusings).
2.1006.

It is necessary to say that it is exactly the Focus Dynamics of UPDR, which has inertially (i.e.
in certain Qualitative sequence) structured all Form-systems of Energy-Plasma in a kind of narrowQualitative resopasons and more scale ranges of manifestation of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of
all possible Collective Cosmic Intelligences, becoming suddenly the main Reason of origination in
various Focus Dynamics of an effect of individual rotational Shifts as well as an objective Mechanism
of formation in Space and Time of groups of all duvuyllerrt Form-systems of Worlds, subjective
Realities, Continuums, Conversums, and Universums.
2.1007.

In other words, the fact of seeming «absorption» (attraction, maintenance) of resonational
part of UPDR of absolutely corresponding part of focal Configuration of any Self-Consciousness
Form stimulates in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the given Form a certain potential of
energy-informational interaction with another focal Configuration, which they immediately aspire to
realize. Due to the constant presence in all Focus Dynamics of irrkoglictive-eglleroliftive Potentials
2.1008.

towards an interaction, there are formed subjective effects of Self-Consciousness such as Space and
Time, which for us have a uniform Source of their joint origin — relic radiation.
By the way, here's hiding the answer to the question about the greatest possible speed
of interactions’ transfer in the given dimensional diapason — speed of light. Why cannot wave
interactions be transmitted at superlight speeds? Because the carrier and the fundamental principle
of all interactions — relic radiation — in the given conditions of manifestation is limited by the speed
of light. Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, structured by not wave Configurations
(for example, by doolls or flaks ones) in their corresponding way, resonationally interact with other
structures of UPD-Radiation.
2.1009.

Here it is also possible to draw an analogy with standing waves (waves arising due to
interference of waves, extending in mutual opposite directions), which are stretched in all the range
of their possible space manifestation. Let's recall that a standing wave, unlike the usual one, does
not transfer Energy, because the incident and reflected waves have identical amplitude and carry
identical Energy in all the Directions of multipolarization of Focus Dynamics. So, when photons
move at the maximum speed, Space and Time seem to compress into one multidimensional «point
of singularity.» At the same time, all the other particles (whose dispersion is to some extent below
the maximum speed of light) become more inertial under the influence of karmo-klofts. Therefore,
these particles should already be considered not as standing waves, but as usual; they require both
Time and Energy «to reach» one «point» of manifestation in Space from another «point.» By the
way, hence karmo-klofts carry out very important function for STCs formation — they correct
dissonational distances, creating on «bioscreens» of Perception systems of Self-Consciousness all
the subjective illusion of manifestation of every Form in the definite (peculiar only to the given
focal Configurations) parameters of Space and Time. It turns out that in the state of «before the
birth» of 3–4-dimensional STCs from 4–5-dimensional STCs there is one quantum, photon, one
singularity state.
2.1010.

It is clear that without different-Qualitative energy-informational interactions in EnergyPlasma, the notions of Time and Space would simply be pointless, not relevant, in other words in no
way and by no means realizable. If there is at least some process (i.e. a type of interactions), then
automatically — in the very Configuration which launches it! — there is being manifested a certain
potential of Time necessary for its realization: More Qualitative interactions are formed by a smaller
potential of Time, and less Qualitative ones — by a bigger one. Exactly this factor (the degree of
Qualitativeness of chosen by you focus interaction with any Self-Consciousness Form) also defines
the definite type of Space of your Focus Dynamics manifestation (group of Continuums), which
completely corresponds to the type of interaction carried out by you. It is possible to say that the
Space is the «place» (focus reflection, illusion) in informational space of Self-Consciousness, which
is filled with Focus Dynamics of UPD-Radiation (in our diapason — filled with relic radiation).
2.1011.

Each of an uncountable multitude of instant (and simultaneous for different Time Flows)
energy-informational «Splashes» consisting of «individual impulse Waves,» is manifested in
Macrocosmos in the form of different-Qualitative and opposite by their Meaning «inhales-exhales»
realized in parallel through the corresponding spectra of Focus Dynamics of Universal Cosmic
2.1012.

Entities. Each of these «impulse waves» of Focus Dynamics forms in each dimensional range
of Energy-Plasma’s creative manifestation the dimensional state peculiar only to it — its own,
manifested, narrow-frequency Universe, which under other frequency conditions has no possibility
whatsoever to creatively realize Itself in Focus Dynamics of Macrocosmos.
For example, in the manifestation conditions of «human» groups of Continuums structured
by us, different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of our Self-Consciousnesses Forms
is instantly compensated by the corresponding Qualitative parameters of Focus Dynamics of FormCreators of other protoformal Self-Consciousnesses Forms, structuring by their focal Configurations
other (boundary with us or diffuzgent) groups of individual Continuums. In the same way, specific
energy-informational interconnections of Form-Creators of our Self-Consciousnesses Forms in a
corresponding way compensate Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of numerous other Proto-Forms
manifested simultaneously with us in their own — non-human — Continuums.
2.1013.

If the SFUURMM-Forms, emerging our human and protoformal Continuums of 3–4-dimensional
diapason, are structured in the way that in the process of their Synthesis there take part FormCreators of at least one mutual Dominant, such Continuums are called catioleptic in relation to each
other (or are called Form-systems of Worlds forming in Space and Time general for them rotational
Cycle). Their specific characteristic is that Perception systems of their inhabitants are resonationally
mutually adjusted (due to the mutual Dominants) to somehow recognize (by means of sense organs
or extrasensory abilities) Focus Dynamics of all other Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
2.1014.

If Perception systems of inhabitants of various Continuums cannot trace (right «next to them»)
by any means the potential «presence» of Focus Dynamics of other Self-Consciousnesses Forms,
then such STCs are called anioleptic in relation to each other, i.e. Form-systems of Anti-Worlds,
interconnections between which it is simply impossible to trace in any way. By the way, this inability
of logic tracing the energy-informational interconnections creates in your Self-Consciousness
an Illusion of full isolation, closeness of those Form-systems, in which you subjectively realize
yourselves at the given moment.
2.1015.

Actually, the presence of the general for the whole Macrocosmos UPD-Radiation provides
a potential openness of energy-informational interconnections of any Form-systems towards
any other structures. It is necessary to note that the objects of «physical realization» of UPDR in
3–4-dimensional diapason are not only intergalactic, interstellar, or interplanetary STCs, but also all
the types of individual Continuums formed by constant refocusings of every Self-Consciousness
Form. Here lies the meaning of UPDR’s Universality — it is equally functional at both the highest
Levels of Macrocosmos and at the levels of the most elementary manifestation Forms of SelfConsciousness.
2.1016.

Different Synthesis Schemes define specific characteristics of Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousnesses Forms of catioleptic and anioleptic Form-systems in relation to each other, but
this fact does not contrapose them among themselves (say, some of them are «bad» and others are
«good»). For example, if you are yet not able to perceive other people's thoughts, or cannot make
sure without an x-ray device about the presence in your organism of some organs or bones, this
2.1017.

circumstance in no way influences your attitude to them! These are simply the characteristics of
your Perception system.
Yet, for Form-Creators organizing your Focus Dynamics, such restrictions do not exist at
all: They realize themselves simultaneously and freely through focal Configurations of both Formsystems! Only we, due to the limitation of our Perception systems and devices created by us and
adapted to the functioning peculiarities of these systems, have carried out in our Focus Dynamics
such subjective division as: These are Worlds and these are Anti-Worlds.
2.1018.

If we talk about 3–4-dimensional manifestation diapason, it is possible to say with a full
confidence that Worlds are structured by substance, as well as Anti-Worlds are also structured
by substance. The difference between them consists only in the specific character of conditions
necessary for their resonational manifestation: For example, in the mode of Worlds the effect of
Qualitative resonance amidst well-known to us Self-Consciousnesses Forms of elementary particles
becomes possible, but it is impossible within the conditions of Synthesis Schemes of Anti-Worlds
for various objective Reasons. Therefore, following the criteria already chosen by scientists, we will
call «substance» all the results of Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of diffuzgent
Form-systems of Worlds («substance» means what is structured by interactions between SelfConsciousnesses Forms of elementary particles), and the results of Focus interactions amidst
inhabitants of diffuzgent Form-systems of Anti-Worlds will be called «antisubstance» (i.e. the
substance consisting of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of antiparticles).
2.1019.

Though, from Iissiidiology viewpoint, it is, certainly, a very relative and purely conditional
«contraposition» of properties of one substance to the properties of another substance. This
«contraposition» is necessary for us only for the conveniency of explanation and to avoid confusion
in a multitude of complex definitions. Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of substances and
antisubstances always possess the properties of equally «projected» into them from the Focus
Dynamics of Universe, which depends completely on the interaction with UPDR. In other words,
the crucial thing is whether eglleroliftive or irrkoglictive tendencies prevail Qualitatively at each
inertial «moment» of Its focus manifestation.
2.1020.

In this connection, I would like to draw your attention to the fact that Focus Dynamics of
Form-Creators of antisubstances are realized simultaneously and in the same way as Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators of substances, with the only difference that the first ones possess irrkoglictive
acceleration (a tendency to balancing focus interconnections through their differentiation to the
state of reconverstive Configurations), and the second ones possess eglleroliftive acceleration
(a tendency to balancing focus interconnections through their integration — to the same state
of reconverstive Configurations of diverse informational fragments). As a result, between focal
Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses Forms formed by them (and hence, between Perception
systems peculiar to them) there's formation of such a significant tensor (a source of all dissonational
distances and Time effects), which does not allow them — being present in the states peculiar to
them — to consciously perceive each other.
2.1021.

From here, if to approach the question about the reasons for Inertia occurrence, it is possible
to say that inertial interactions are the result of typical Focus Dynamics (reactions) of FormCreators of antisubstances onto Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of substances. This circumstance
— an absence of resonance between focal Configurations — generates in Focus Dynamics of
Self-Consciousnesses Forms all «time loops,» which after certain svilgs-spherational, Qualitative
transformations in Time and Space get resonationally merged. That means, Focus Dynamics of FormCreators of «substances» and «antisubstances,» having balanced their own focal Configurations
with corresponding covarllert interconnections, get an opportunity for joint manifestation in the
conditions of such dimensional Level, which is more Qualitative.
2.1022.

So, due to simultaneous presence in diffuzgent Form-systems of Worlds and Anti-Worlds
of all these diverse and different-Qualitative interactions, in general Focus Dynamics of all SelfConsciousnesses Forms in every resopason of its manifestations there is constant multipolarizationally
balanced state. All the annihilation dynamics of Form-Creators is focused on this state in relation to
dissonational distances: until a resonance happens (harmony, mutual understanding) of «individual»
Focus Dynamics with absolutely all peculiarities of SFUURMM-Forms of other protoformal Directions
of the given manifestation diapason, the «person» will not refocus into Self-Consciousnesses Forms
of another, more Qualitative diapason of dimension. Inertially, it is carried out at once along the
multitude of manifestation resopason of the given «person» by means of constant kleksings and
«quantum shifts» in Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness.
2.1023.

What is the main Reason for the «accelerated Universe expansion» discovered by scientists?
This is eglleroliftive tendencies of Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, structuring
Collective Intelligences of Universal Entities of 3–4-dimensional diapason! The effect of acceleration
is formed due to the fact that the process of continuous Synthesis is accompanied by the constant
increase in focal Configurations of all types of Collective Intelligences, structuring Universe in Its
every manifestation diapason of more and more covarllert interconnections among Form-Creators.
2.1024.

It leads to constant energy-informational enrichment of Focus Dynamics of every from
newly focused (that is rotationally replaced in Perception systems by means of «quantum shifts»
of Self-Consciousness) by us Universes, which creates for them in Space-Time all the new and
more Qualitative, realizational possibilities (subjectively it looks as manifestation in their Focus
Dynamics of interconnections with new, absent before, Cosmic Entities). As you already know, more
Qualitative states of Focus Dynamics are realized through higher energy-informational parameters
of Existence, one of which in the given diapason of dimension is represented by linear and angular
speed of space objects. It can be compared with a tendency of any civilization to sharper increase
of its development rates as its representatives acquire new Experience and study a more perfect
Knowledge. Things that previously in order to be realized took many years and decades, in the new
state of humankind can take only months, weeks, days, or even hours.
2.1025.

Any human civilization — in the most Qualitative spectrum of peculiar to it simultaneous
multipolarizational interactions (in the least Qualitative spectrum there happens an opposite process!)
— has boundless potential possibilities for consecutive refocusings (development) into more and
more Self-conscious types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences (at the given stage, for example,
2.1026.

due to the global development among its members of high-sensual Intellect and high-Intellectual
Altruism). Likewise, Planetary, Star, Galactic, and Universal Cosmic Entities have all prospects
and possibilities for Self-realization in more Qualitative manifestation resopasons — certainly,
together with opposite tendencies. As long as in Focus Dynamics there at least somehow prevail
eglleroliftive tendencies, all possible energy-informational parameters of Its Self-Consciousness
Form by undergoing svilgs-spherational transformations, constantly self-improve, i.e. Qualitatively
grow in relation to the previous selves.
One can clearly see that on the example of continuous increase of speed of our Universe
«expansion» — this is one of the accessible to our Perception growth indicator of Qualitativeness
not only of our human civilization, but also of all the rest Self-Consciousnesses Forms and Collective
Intelligences of our surrounding reality, i.e. Universe. Both we and the general Focus Dynamics of
our Universal Entity (in the Directions of prevalence of Its more Qualitative Choices) consistently
break free from limited abilities of quantum-wave Existence into Focus Dynamics of flaks SelfConsciousnesses Forms.
2.1027.

In the spectrum of Its Focus Dynamics, more actively interacting with quantum-flaks
high-frequency UPDR structures (and no longer with doolls-wave), the most long-wave SelfConsciousnesses Forms are replaced by continuously appearing, more high-frequency cosmic
objects. All this is subjectively perceived by us (as by Observers staying within this Form-system)
as a multitude of «deaths» of some Star Systems and Galaxies and «births» of seemingly «new»
Stars and Galaxies (there actually occurs a continuous but inaccessible to our Perception systems
replacement of «former» Self-Consciousnesses Forms with more Qualitative focal Configurations).
2.1028.

In other words, the traditionally understood world «gravity» is replaced with inevitably
sustaining world «antigravity» so far very vaguely understood by us, which presently already prevails
the gravitation in the observed Universe. However, the Reason for antigravity is not Galaxies (with
their usual luminous baryon substance and «dark matter»), but Universal Plasmic-Differentiated
Radiation with absolutely universal Cosmic Energy typical for it, where all the Galaxies and Universes
are sunken. «Dark energy» discovered by astronomers is UPDR Energy, Which in each «point»
of manifestation of so-called «dark matter» represents all the Creative Potential of Macrocosmos
and all temporarily latent realizational possibilities, which are potentially available for any SelfConsciousness Form.
2.1029.

We may say that it is a potential Energy of any realized interaction, expressed through for
the present, yet imperfect Forms, but «initially» inherent in Self-Consciousnesses of these Forms
in the State of their absolute completeness. Due to that Energy, through more Qualitative options
of Focus Dynamics of any Self-Consciousnesses Forms, absolutely all effects get emerged: Time,
Space, gravity, antigravity, and uncountable multitude of others, which we have not known, yet.
Thus, in every range Of Its functional manifestation, focal Configurations of the following, more
Qualitative UPDR Levels, are spread very evenly and homogeneously among focal Configurations
of less Qualitative resopasons of manifestation; therefore, their Focus Dynamics have lower density
in comparison with Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the «surrounding reality.»
2.1030.

You already know that in the basis of resonational manifestations in human Perception systems
of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of 3–4-dimensional Continuums, formed by Focus Dynamics of
Collective Consciousness of «present» humankind, lies the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme. This
Scheme begins (through our Perception system) with dominant interaction of Form-Creators of the
two Pure Qualities — ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom, whose specific
characteristics define possibilities for priority (in comparison with other Qualities) manifestation
in the surrounding us reality of electric and magnetic properties of UPD-Radiation, forming all the
dynamics of electromagnetic fields (radio-waves, infrared radiation, visible light, ultraviolet, x-ray,
and gamma radiations).
2.1031.

Yet, these dominant interactions cannot be carried out without — to some extent — background
participation in them of Form-Creators of all other ten Pure Qualities, whose Focus Dynamics are
subjectively interpreted by us, for example, as pressure (ALL-Unity), temperature (ALL-Integrity),
radiation (ALL-Essentiality), and others. Moreover, pressure, for example, for us, people, is the
most significant property after electromagnetism. Because it represents specific characteristics of
the following stage of our refocusings in our amplificational aggradation, the realization of which is
only possible if in Focus Dynamics of focused By us NUU-VVU-Forms there are available Aspects
of the third Dominant — ALL-Unity. Only by fulfilling these requirements we can consistently
refocus into focal NUU-VVU-Configurations of the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type of the following —
4–5-dimensional — manifestation diapason.
2.1032.

In respect of those groups of «human» Continuums, which are formed by «us» in «future»
diapason through the Synthesis Scheme of ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALLWisdom + ALL-Unity, in the surrounding «us» — THERE! — reality, the influence of a subjective
characteristic of the third Dominant manifestation (pressure) eglleroliftively prevails over its yet
recessive manifestation in «our current» Continuums, meaning as if Qualitatively suppressive for
our «current» NUU-VVU-Configuration. Therefore, in «boundary resopasons» of diffuzgent to
us Continuums (structured by «us» on the base of not two, but three lluuvvumic Dominants!) in
Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of elementary particles and flaks Forms, is being
formed a certain energy-informational tensor, which creates an effect of presence between them of
a certain dissonational (repellent) factor caused by the influence of superfluous Focus Dynamics of
Form-Creators of the third Dominant interpreted by scientists as «negative pressure.» Without the
annihilation of that tensor, linked to the presence in our Self-Consciousnesses Forms of biological
weight (as well as weight in general!), we in no way can refocus into «our» flaks, superlight NUUVVU-Configurations.
2.1033.

It is necessary to note that besides «our» flaks types of «human» Continuums, in diffuzgent
Space formed by multipolarizational Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of our «present» SelfConsciousnesses Forms, there are potentially also «projections» of others protoformal Continuums,
where the second (or even the third!) dominants are the Aspects of the Pure Quality ALL-Unity. For
example:
2.1034.

ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Unity (sensory perceived by people);
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Unity (sensory perceived by people);

ALL-Integrity + ALL-Unity (sensory not perceived by people);
ALL-Aspiration + ALL-Unity (sensory not perceived by people);
ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability + ALL-Unity (sensory not perceived by people);
ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence + ALL-Unity (sensory not perceived by people);
ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability + ALL-Unity (sensory not perceived by people);
ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality + ALL-Unity (sensory not perceived by people);
ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness + ALL-Unity (sensory not perceived by people);
ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness + ALL-Unity (sensory not perceived by people);
ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness + ALL-Unity (sensory not perceived by people).

Similar inter-Qualitative diffuzgent interconnections between Form-Creators of «human»
and protoformal groups of STCs, which are not reflected in our Perception systems in any way,
are formed also with each of the rest Pure Qualities. For example, with the subjective background
characteristic «temperature» (the Pure Quality ALL-Integrity), our Continuums are diffuzgently
interconnected with the following protoformal STCs not realized by us in any way:
2.1035.

ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness + ALL-Integrity;
ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness + ALL-Integrity;
ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness + ALL-Integrity;
ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality + ALL-Integrity;
ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability + ALL-Integrity;
ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence + ALL-Integrity;
ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability + ALL-Integrity;
ALL-Aspiration + ALL-Integrity

The background for our Synthesis Scheme subjective feature of «radiation» (the Pure Quality
ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability) provides our unconscious cooperation with the following
protoformal Continuums:
2.1036.

ALL-Aspiration + ALL-Integrity + ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability;
ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability + ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability;
ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence + ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability;
ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality + ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability;
ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness + ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability;
ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness + ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability;
ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness + ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability.

Each of the listed above duvuyllerrt groups of protoformal Continuums represents in relation
to our «human» groups of STCs a diffuzgent (Qualitatively supplementing, transitive) Form of
energy-informational interactions, whose Focus Dynamics are actively used by Form-Creators of
our NUU-VVU-Configurations for svilgs-spherational refocusings into the lluuvvumic Synthesis
Direction. However, diffuzgentness, which penetrates Space-Time of any of the Continuums formed
by us, is not limited with these groups of protoformal STCs: there happens literally the same along
individual combinations of each of synthesized by us Dominant Pure Qualities.
2.1037.

In other words, with Focus Dynamics of various Proto-Forms, which synthesize one of «our»
Dominants, make a multitude of specific STCs, diffuzgently structuring «human» Continuums, too.
The examples of such two-dominant STCs, which interact actively with Focus Dynamics of our SelfConsciousnesses Forms (on the level of sensory recognition by our Perception systems), can be the
following synthetic combination:
2.1038.

ALL-Integrity + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom;
ALL-Aspiration + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom;
ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom;
ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom;
ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom;
ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom;
ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom;
ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom;
ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom;
ALL-Integrity + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence;
ALL-Aspiration + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence;
ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence;
ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence;
ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence;
ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence;
ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence;
ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence;
ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence.

Why am I mentioning this right now, while we are speaking about UPD-Radiation and
antigravity? Because gravity depends not only on weight (density), but also on the pressure parameters,
and pressure here has higher coefficient than density has. Probably, I should have clarified even
earlier that by the term «pressure» (in the same way as by other terms: «electricity,» «magnetism,»
«temperature,» or «radiation») I mean not a «physical amount characterizing influence intensity of
2.1039.

some objects surfaces onto other objects surfaces,» not the «atmosphere pressure on all the objects
on the Earth and land surface», and even not the «pressure put by blood onto blood vessel walls,»
but the ratio of gravitational and inertial masses, when the first one plays a much bigger role, than
the second one does. Physics will have to study this question thoroughly.
I will say only that in psychical interconnections the difference or similarity in pressure
parameters is expressed through the degree of sensual tensorness or, on the contrary, resonationness
amidst Qualitative states of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of different Self-Consciousnesses
Forms. They are expressed in mentality through the characteristics and ways of their thinking; in
physical interactions — through individual characteristics of gravitational parameters structuring
their focal Configurations. Therefore, when among focal Configurations, predominantly structured
by the Aspects of the Quality ALL-Unity, and focal Configurations, recessively structured by the
Aspects of the Same Pure Quality, according to the feature «pressure» appears a tensor state, so, it
creates conditions for the formation in our Continuums of phenomena of negative pressure. As a
result of that there is produced an effect of Qualitative «repulsion» (disengagement, incompatibility)
between Focus Dynamics of manifested (in our worlds — as mass!) and not manifested focal
Configurations, what, is, actually, perceived by us as antigravity.
2.1040.

Here some of you can ask, «How is it possible to make a start from what is not manifested?
After all, antigravity can appear only between manifested Configurations of Forms; otherwise, there
would be nothing to proceed from.» Nevertheless, you forget that the degree of «manifestation» or
«non-manifestation» of whatever depends in the surrounding us reality, first of all, on the abilities of
our Perception systems to optical or another manner of fixation in own Focus Dynamics of other SelfConsciousnesses Forms. Functionality of these Perception systems itself is very strongly conditioned
by specificity carried out through their Synthesis Schemes. In other words, we are surrounded by
an infinite multitude of different-Qualitative objects, whose Focus Dynamics undistinguished either
by our sense organs or by measuring devices created by us (on the basis of our specific Conceptions
about the surrounding reality!).
2.1041.

Nonetheless, gravitational fields of our NUU-VVU-Forms, with bigger or smaller degree of
activity, constantly interact with gravitational fields of those invisible (seemingly not perceived by
us in any way) Self-Consciousnesses Forms. So, actually, there is something «to proceed from.»
Invisible for us Forms, in their peculiar conditions of parallel with us manifestation, possess both
gravity and masses (millions of people have learned on their own experience the reality of physical
interaction with invisible, but very strongly physically and psychically perceived beings). It is
necessary to say that our perception of «other components» of «human» Continuums groups is yet
too subjective and imperfect!
2.1042.

Thus, we have found out that on the border of the potential Qualitative interaction among
Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, endowing all substances of our Universe with
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators, which structure also substances’ focal Configurations of
many other, diffuzgent towards us, Universes, consciously or unconsciously for us manifested in
same dimensional diapason, focal Configurations of the latter correspond with «our» properties
as «antisubstances.» Additionally, on the border of their energy-informational interactions there
2.1043.

inevitably appears a specific effect of antigravity. Physics often means by antigravity the absence of
gravitational field. I’m reminding that gravity is the phenomenon of frequency curvature of threedimensional Space geometry observed near any gravitational mass.
For the demonstration of the process of possible Qualitative transformation of slloogrent Flow
of Energy-Plasma in the lluuvvumic Direction (from more Qualitative into less Qualitative state,
which we observe at any USCFE’s manifestation and the conditionally «final» — 3–4-dimensional —
phase of which is called the «Big Bang» by scientists), we restrict ourselves only by 9–8-dimensional
diapason of Energy-Plasma, starting from which we will begin to consider transgression of focus
«projections» of its Form-Creators as in the process of even greater decrease of Qualitativeness
degree originated as a result multidimensional Universes’ Form-Types.
2.1044.

The scheme of consecutive formation of 3–4-dimensional Universes’ Form-Types of lluuvvumic Synthesis Directions from 8–9-dimensional Universes’ Form-Types
(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence):

So, from iymiyllirt (9–8-dimensional) and pruuisstren (8–7-dimensional) vibrating Levels,
the AIYS-SSS-Flow, which is Self-differentiated into the Direction of duvuyllerrt densification
of 7–6-dimensional — orfrovort — state of Form-Plasma, first of all, is transformed into
6–5-dimensional — vuoldsmmiis — state; then, into 5–4-dimensional — flakglaass — state, and
then, into 4–3-dimensional — irkkulligren — state of Form-matter (quality-by-quality, this scheme
of Universes transformation in the lluuvvumic birvulyarity Direction looks about this: «Light Flow»
is differentiated from more Qualitative, dynamical state inertially as follows:
2.1045.

… 8–7th dimension: ALL-Essentiality + ALL-Aspiration + ALL-Integrity + ALL-Unity + ALLLove + ALL-Will
7–6th dimension: ALL-Aspiration + ALL-Integrity + ALL-Unity + ALL-Love + ALL-Will
6–5th dimension: ALL-Integrity + ALL-Unity + ALL-Love + ALL-Will
5–4th dimension: ALL-Unity + ALL-Love + ALL-Will
4–3rd dimension: ALL-Love + ALL-Will
3–2nd dimension: intra-Qualitative inter-aspect Synthesis (individual for every Pure Quality);
2–1st dimension: intra-aspect fragmented Synthesis (among sub-Aspects inside every Aspect
of every Pure Quality);
1–0th dimension: intra-sub-aspect fragmented Synthesis (among sub-sub-Aspects of every
Aspect);
0–∞ dimension: inter-fragmented covarllert Synthesis.

In this narrow-specific Direction of birvulyarity for us the most interesting are only the last
two states of inter-Qualitative Synthesis, reflecting that narrow-directed part of USCFE, which is
expressed in the general slloogrentness of Space-Time through simultaneous multipolarizational
transgression of Focus Dynamics of NUU-VVU-Configuration of FLAKS-Creators 5–4-dimensional
diapason into focus NUU-VVU-Configurations of quantum-wave Form-Creators of 4–3-dimensional
diapason. Therefore, we will study thoroughly only them, and by analogy with that you will understand
the scheme of Qualitative transformation of other «areas» of the general Focus Dynamics of FormCreators, which structure different manifestation modes.
2.1046.

Note that in more Qualitative — flakglaass, 4–5-dimensional — state preceding the
Qualitative energy-informational state of our «present» 3–4-dimensional human wave-corpuscle
Universe, focal Configurations of flaks Self-Consciousnesses Forms possess considerable energy
advantage, which is objectively expressed in much more powerful Energy-Potential released at the
combining of covarllertly mutually completing each other informational interconnections, , peculiar
to Aspects of the Quality of the third Dominant of the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme — ALL-Unity.
2.1047.

Intensive interaction of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of that Quality with Inertia, svilgsspherationally formed by balancing (tensor) forces of deceleration and compensation generated in
the given — lluuvvumic — Synthesis Direction by Form-Creators of ten background Qualities, has
led to very significant differentiation (redistribution) of primary flaks Energy-Potential (including
Energy-Potential of interconnections of dominant — for the given Synthesis Scheme — FormCreators of the Quality ALL-Unity) into focal NUU-VVU-Configurations of Form-Creators of all the
multitude of originated protoformal Directions.
2.1048.

As a result, dissonational distance in Focus Dynamics of presently focused by Us wave
NUU-VVU-Form-Types of Self-Consciousness has considerably increased (because the degree of
tensorness has increased in Configurations of wave Forms). Focus Dynamics of two-dominant FormCreators (ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) has as if lost their potential
Energy of flaks interconnections, which they possessed at three-dominant Synthesis Scheme (ALLWill-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Unity).
2.1049.

In other words, in the given «area» of instant USCFE’s manifestation there was a disintegration
of Focus Dynamics of Our more Qualitative flaks Self-Consciousnesses Forms into focal
Configurations of Our wave NUU-VVU-Form-Types accompanied by the big loss of Energy. This
part of potential Energy of more Qualitative interconnections (which tiny part we nowadays — in the
form of kinetic Energy — spend for the reduction of dissonational distance and overcoming inertial
potential increased in Focus Dynamics) has instantly realized itself in the boundary resopasons
between 4–5-dimensional and 3–4-dimensional diapasons) in the form of extremely powerful (in
our «present» representation) splash in general inertial Focus Dynamics of the «released» (towards
wave Self-Consciousnesses Forms) energy-informational interactions between flaks Form-Creators
and their wave «projections.» That has served the reason for the occurrence of different-Qualitative
fluctuations in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of all quantum Form-systems of Worlds, which
structure the lluuvvumic development Direction in the given manifestation diapason.
2.1050.

In the first place and to the fullest extent — in duvuyllerrt groups of 3–4-dimensional
«human» Continuums — there were activated Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which synthesize as
Dominants the Aspects of either two Qualities — ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence — or one of them as one Dominant in a combination with another dominant Quality
of ten others. Synthetic combination of both these Qualities gives certain resonational advantages
to Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme (which
ampliatively «begins» with Creative Activity of this Dominants pair). Therefore, in the originated
in such way space-time Continuums, the tensorness degree of focal NUU-VVU-Configurations of
human Self-Consciousnesses Forms (due to the greater covarllertness of energy-informational
combinations structuring them) turned out to be the smallest. As a result of this, Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators of people got (in the given particular mode of resonational manifestation) some
essential advantages for the realization of the given Synthesis Scheme in comparison with less
covarllert focal combinations, peculiar to Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of other Proto-Forms.
2.1051.

In the most low-frequency (for 3–4-dimensional diapason) «boundary» resopasons this
advantage in Focus Dynamics of NUU-VVU-Forms is not visibly manifested — due to the high activity
of Form-Creators of background Qualities. Therefore, in low-frequency Continuums behavioral
reactions of «people» and animals differ very little from each other (we call such organization
of life the «primitive-communal system»). Because of the huge discordance between their Focus
Dynamics and SFUURMM-Forms of the lluuvvumic Synthesis Directions, life of ancient people was
just a little longer than life of animals around them.
2.1052.

However, as Qualitativeness (frequency) of focus manifestation of NUU-VVU-Configurations
in 3–4-dimensional resopasons grows, these advantages, initially peculiar to human SelfConsciousnesses Forms, get accumulated more and more and start to be manifested with greater
intensity, favorably affecting not only the duration of individual rotational Cycles of people, but also
the even more dominating position of human community members in relation to the representatives
of all other Proto-Forms in the surrounding reality.
2.1053.

Such decrease of Energy-Potential in Focus Dynamics of wave Configurations did not occur
spontaneously or quickly (we do not mean the Single Eternity Moment), but only in the process of
decreasing Qualitativeness of energy-informational interconnections between focal Configurations
of flaks Form-Creators and inertially formed from them wave Configurations:
2.1054.

… starting with resopasons from 5.0 to 4.5 dimension — …
and duvrits …;

tilumurs and iskons

klivrits

starting with resopasons from 4.5 to 4.25 dimension — …
and klyarions …;

kruolons and bilurins

klastirons

starting with resopasons from 4.25 to 4.0 dimension — …

malsons and falkhats

…;

starting with resopasons from 4.0 to 3.75 dimension — …
flaks-bosons (high-frequency
photons, gluons, W- and Z-particles, gravitons) and flaks-fermions (extralight quarks) …;
starting with resopasons from 3.75 to 3.25 dimension — …
fermions …;

usual wave bosons and wave

starting with resopasons from 3.25 to 3.0 dimension — …
doolls-bosons (low-frequency
photons, gluons, W- and Z-particles, gravitons)
doolls-fermions and superheavy quarks
atoms molecules cells and crystals …;
starting with resopasons from 3.0 to 2.0 dimension — …

doollses

…

Bosons are the class of diverse Form-Creators of particles of 3–4-dimensional manifestation
diapason, who are the direct organizers of absolutely all quantum («physical») types of energyinformational interactions. This class includes Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of
photons, gluons, W — and Z-particles, and also khvasslons — proto-analogs of graviton-svilgsons
in the diapason from 0.0 to +4.0 dimension. Self-Consciousnesses Forms of quarks belong to the
second class of particles — fermions (in Iissiidiology Conceptions fermions are bosons, who’s
«weight is increased» by steady interconnections with karmo-klofts of UPDUYKK-Field).
2.1055.

According to Iissiidiology Conceptions, there are flaks-bosons (superfast), usual bosons
(normally observed by scientists in experiments), and superheavy bosons (which participate in longwave interactions). In the same way, there are flaks-fermions (with unstable quantum characteristics
in high-frequency spectrum), usual fermions (with steady wave metrics), and superheavy fermions
(with unstable quantum parameters in long-wave spectrum of radiation). We will study them all
further in more detail. We can see in the example above that Focus Dynamics of all Form-Creators of
bosons, in their turn, were irrkoglictively diversified in Universal Plasmic-Differentiated Radiation
from slloogrent focal Configurations of flaks Form-Creators of the «lowest» Levels of manifestation
— malsons and falkhats. Yet, it is, not absolutely so, to say the least, because it is impossible to
express everything in a simple example.
2.1056.

Both irrkoglictive and eglleroliftive tendencies of Information to the Creative Self-Cognition
are carried out by means of UPD-Radiation. Therefore, on every Level of resonational manifestation
of informational slloogrent — multipolarizational! — Focus Dynamics, there were simultaneously
generated opposite by their Qualitativeness focal Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses Forms,
separated through the effects of Space and Time by huge dissonational distances (let me remind
that these are tensor states, which Form-Creators have to overcome in own Focus Dynamics for the
origination in Self-Consciousness of eglleroliftive effect of resonational merging).
2.1057.

Such subjective «division» exists only at the Levels of Perception systems of Universal
Entities and does not have anything in common with such our primitive Conceptions as «good» and
«evil.» What distinguishes Focus Dynamics of birvulyartly converging Universal Entity (or any other
2.1058.

different, including human, «person») from the Focus Dynamics of irrkoglictively sumptuumizing
one? These are the parameters of their inherent dissonational distance, subjectively separating them
from that state, where both of these Dynamics will merge resonationally together and become the
One! Objectively they are already merged, but subjectively for such Act not many «areas» of Their
focal Configurations qualitatively coincide.
Therefore, all other subjective characteristics depend on dissonational distance defining in
Their individual rotational Cycles the exact time of the fulfillment of this «merging» Act: the degree
of Qualitativeness of focal Configurations, peculiarities of Space manifestation structure, and many
other things. They simply do not know that They — the most Qualitative and the least Qualitative
versions of Configurations — «are separated» by just one short Instant, which has already been
realized in more Qualitative version, but which can be expanded for Eternity inside the Focus
Dynamics of the second version!
2.1059.

Moreover, the most important thing is that both of These Entities always subjectively,
birvulyartly converge! Both Universes and Anti-Universes! Just in a different degree. Every
conditional «moment» Their Focus Dynamics in some of the most covarllert «areas» of slloogrent
focal Configurations get merged, giving Form-Creators the chance to exchange the necessary for
them energy-informational interconnections and to svilgs-spherationally refocus again. In both cases
the volume of Energy-Information (the «quantity» of carriers), structuring both Focus Dynamics,
constantly increases! Eglleroliftive tendencies are evident here!
2.1060.

Due to the Diffuzgentness Principle, Every Universal Entity, stimulated by eglleroliftive
Impulse, by means of Its Focus Dynamics consecutively and duvuyllerrtly makes in Own focal
Configuration those svilgs-spherational transformations, which allow It with every moment of
subjective kleksing (for 3–4th dimension — «quantum shift») to resonationally merge with «slightly»
more Qualitative focal Configuration. This does not mean anything for us, because in order «to
fit» into the «volume» of one of Its «kleksing», we need to change Qualitatively (in slloogrent
multipolarization of our Focus Dynamics) an uncountable multitude of more Qualitative groups of
«human» Continuums.
2.1061.

Here I should, probably, try to explain once again the Meaning of the term «multipolarization»
(I made the first attempt in the first section). It is much deeper, than you can imagine, and if to
comprehend it well, it then will be possible to much deeper understand the Reasons of many present,
inexplicable for you phenomena. Firstly, you should clearly understand that multipolarization is
not limited only by those determined abilities of Focus Dynamics, which are defined by parameters
of VLOOOMOOT and NNAASSMM of a Self-Consciousness Form, — due to the presence of the
Slloogrentness Principle, it is not limited at all in any way or by anything!
2.1062.

According to the Duvuyllerrtness Principle, there are not any signs of borders between Focus
Dynamics of what we define as Stereo-Form and Form-Types, also, between LLUU-VVU-Forms and
any other Proto-Form. In other words, there are no borders among Focus Dynamics of absolutely
all Self-Consciousnesses Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A, SSMIIYSMAA-A, TLAASSMA-A, and so on.
Everything in slloogrent Focus Dynamics of compared Self-Consciousnesses Forms depends only
2.1063.

on the degree of its Qualitativeness, which can be compared only according to versions and types of
birvulyarity (Synthesis Schemes).
For example, the most Qualitative versions of Focus Dynamics of your Stereo-Form have
roots in unimaginably far (in Time) «past» of Collective Consciousness of humankind, which
actually turns out to be the most favorable versions of your «future,» and which generally possesses
all the characteristics, with which you have endowed the «future!» How can this happen, you may
ask? How can the humankind «past» consist of the best versions of its «future?» Let me answer: as
hidden, potentially always available to people, but not used by them, possibilities of making more
Qualitative decisions.
2.1064.

If you take the state «now» as a reference point, then all the historical (i.e. the human
development period realized in different scenarios) is a subjective «past» for us («time loops»).
All the potential, not realized in any scenario, part is that remarkable «future,» to which all of us
aspire so fiercely. Making less Qualitative choices, we do NOT keep refocusing into the «future,»
but we «move» into not experienced by us versions of new «time loops.» Do not be confused by the
accumulated dates on the calendar: in the still unknown for you historical «past» there are a lot of
calendar metamorphoses, where not only XXI and XXII centuries exist, but also even more exotic
millennia! How can we make sure of that? There is a very simple example, which demands profound
concentration on the following process. I do not know whether you succeed in that or not, but it is
worth trying in order not to sustain the naturalistic Illusion.
2.1065.

So, if you rely on your conditional Conceptions about the most Qualitative spectrum of
Focus Dynamics of your Stereo-Form and begin to mentally move further and deeper into your
childhood, understanding that you have never used the potentially available to you version of even
more Qualitative choice, then you will see how those unused versions are firstly, duvuyllerrtly
«projected» into unused by each of your parents (as well as by you) most Qualitative versions of
their Focus Dynamics. In the result of that the act of your «future» conceiving will considerably
shift somewhere into the «past,» «being as if projected» into the most Qualitative versions of Focus
Dynamics not only of them, but also of their own parents — your grandmothers and grandfathers,
whose the most Qualitative Focus Dynamics will also as if «move» not only your parents' birthdays,
but also your own birthday for many centuries into the «past.»
2.1066.

Thus, moving only through the most Qualitative versions of your possible choices, which
you have not made, because you were simply not born in this scenarios’ «spectrum,» you will
«erase» from the Records of your infinite Existence all the manifestations of your less Qualitative
«personal» Interpretations and Form-Types across «time loops,» which got (due to the imperfection
of their Focus Dynamics) into global Planetary and Star cataclysms and lived through a truly
uncountable multitude of «Deaths.»
2.1067.

In your mental calculations there will pass, firstly, ten thousand, then, hundred thousand, and
then, millions of years, but you will see that in the most Qualitative versions of your multipolarized
Focus Dynamics you «still» have not been born in a biological body! Why? Because in Those
unexperienced by you States you simply did not feel any need! In your mind you have already went
2.1068.

through thousands of human civilizations, where you were born trillions of trillions of times at a
different time, but each of these acts was carried out only as a result of an infinite variety of less
Qualitative versions of choices — made both by your parents and by all the rest of your ancestors!
Having mentally «shifted» in your multipolarized Focus Dynamics for ten billion years
«ago,» you will «see» that there would be no Earth, yet, and «you» — in less Qualitative versions
— would still not be born in a biological body! Where are «you,» then? I can say to an equal degree
of reliability that «you» are simultaneously both everywhere and «nowhere.» After all, it does not
matter! All that matters is that in the given spectrum of the most Qualitative from possible choices
you do not need to be born in a biological body, since in your vital creativity everything turns out
perfectly well without that, because you absolutely correctly use the Experience received by all the
multitude of those of you simultaneously born in an infinite web of «time loops!»
2.1069.

Continuing your mental «travel» through the most Qualitative spectrum of your potential
Focus Dynamics, in the same way, you will soon be convinced that your «birth» in «plasmic»
Humankind is also a result of some less Qualitative choices, than the choices potentially available
for you now! So you, going consecutively deeper and deeper into more Qualitative spectrum and
not «being born» in any diapason, get «reprojected» from «time loops» of The Tertiary EnergyPlasma — into the Secondary Energy-Plasma. Soon, you will get convinced again that these States
also represent certain, let us suppose, incommensurable more Qualitative «time loops,» than the
ones you can imagine now.
2.1070.

What will happen to you when you reach the most Qualitative — multimillion-dimensional
— state of Energy-Plasma? You will be either born again (in a form of Macrocosmos, and it will
be the very first version of your less Qualitative Focus Dynamics!), or not born at all (in a form
of Information, Which is absolutely Self-contained due to less Qualitative versions of Its Own
multipolarized Focus Dynamics, where It «was born» as Macrocosmos, Universes, Stars, Planets,
Proto-Forms, people…).
2.1071.

So, when we say «multipolarized Focus Dynamics,» we always mean all the multitude
of different-Qualitative versions — from the lowest to the highest Qualitativeness! — of Focus
Dynamics, which were carried out in your Self-Consciousness in The Single Eternity Moment!
Between lowest Qualitative and the highest Qualitative versions there are Time and Space structured
by all the Self-Consciousnesses Forms of Macrocosmos all over Its multi-dimensionality. These are
You, the most genuine! These are you, unified and indivisible, in all your appearances, images, and
Forms. Nevertheless, if you are not be able to comprehend all that, then lower the bar of problem
solving and limit your potential Self-Perception with only the limits of NUU-VVU-Forms of human
development Direction.
2.1072.

If you put on the thinking cap and start thinking in the right direction, you will easily understand
that on the level of «personal» Self-Consciousness the dissonational distances — between «you» as
full morons and «you» as representatives of highly developed human civilizations — are expressed
in Time of possible existence of your biological Forms. It is approximately up to 10 000 000 years
(the term of realization of biological part of your Stereo-Form — through all the multitude of Form2.1073.

Types — in less Qualitative spectrum area of your Focus Dynamics). What do these ten millions of
years mean? These are Time and Energy subjectively expressed in Space, which are necessary for
the dissolution of tensorness between Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of your eternally changing
biological Form and Focus Dynamics of FLAKS-Creators of «plasmic» Self-Consciousnesses Forms
structuring your collective Subconsciousness.
If you say that ten million years of Life is a really big number, then you will make a simple
mistake, because Time of your existence in «plasmic» part of your rotational Cycle (collective
Subconsciousness, 4–5th dimension) is possible to be conditionally compared with the feelings
and Experience, which you — if you keep you «current» abilities — could synthesize only during
1088 of years! It is simply ridiculous and useless to consider it any further in regards to the Forms
of your Supraconsciousness, Ultraconsciousness, Superconsciousness, Hyperconsciousness, and
Praconscious, because none of your «present» Conceptions about the «Time of Existence» are
capable to anyhow reflect that in your Perception system.
2.1074.

Why do I describe all that so extensively? Because if to subjectively consider multipolarized
Focus Dynamics of our 3–4-dimensional Universe, and to agree that a smaller degree of
Qualitativeness of Focus Dynamics is a characteristic of certain «anti-being» in relation to «Formbeing.» Therefore, a subjective Anti-Universe in relation to our Universe is likely to be one of
Its Entity’s Interpretations of doolls (2–3-dimensional) manifestation diapason. In its turn, Focus
Dynamics of our quantum-wave Universe is also far from being perfect, so It places it — in relation
to any of Its potential FLAKS-Forms, towards which It seeks to refocus — into the position of AntiUniverse.
2.1075.

Thus, thanks to UPD-Radiation and the variety It provides to relic radiation, Focus Dynamics of
any considered by us quantum-wave version of Universal Entity is modelled and structured not only
by the carriers of eglleroliftive Impulse (svilgsons), but also by the carriers of irrkoglictive Impulse
(ffmillims). In other words, high-frequency resopasons of 3–4-dimensional diapason are structured
to a greater degree by the lowest flakses (malsons and falkhats) due to their active irrkoglictive
diversification onto flaks-bosons (high-frequency photons, gluons, W-, and Z-particles).
2.1076.

On the other hand, this formation process occurs with full participation of eglleroliftively
tuned karmo-klofts of UPDUYKK-Field-Consciousness (Collective Intelligence of 3–4-dimensional
Diapason — VUOLDTM), which by using natural irrkoglictive tendencies of malsons and falkhats
towards differentiation, consistently involve them in their svilgs-spherational Dynamics and use
their peculiar energy-informational Potential for own eglleroliftive refocusings.
2.1077.

Focus Dynamics between flaks-bosons and karmo-klofts are stabilized between 3.75 and
3.25 dimensional resopasons, and focal Configurations of flaks-bosons are transformed into simple
bosons. Basically, scientists observe only them (simple bosons) in all their experiments, because for
the recognition of flaks-bosons they need much more powerful measuring devices and mechanisms
generating similar radiations in laboratory conditions. However, between 3.25 and 3.0 dimensional
resopasons Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators become destabilized again, only now in the direction
of long-wave radiation spectrum.
2.1078.

Exactly here conditions for resonational manifestation of doollses-bosons or heavy bosons
(low-frequency photons, gluons, W-, and Z-particles) are originated. Naturally, the formation
schemes of joint Focus Dynamics of F-bosons, bosons, D-bosons (including heavy π-, K-, and
many other two-quark states — mesons), with karmo-klofts, which provide all quantum processes,
are also differently organized in high-frequency, mid-frequency, and low-frequency resopasons.
According to these conditions, as a result of such interactions different types of fermions are
originated: fast (high-frequency), usual (mid-frequency), and heavy (low-frequency). Moreover,
in the given 3–4-dimensional diapason at formation of every transcendental diffuzgent Directions,
manifested in every resopason by only peculiar to it, individual protoformal features, there are also
a multitude of its own nuances.
2.1079.

Where have karmo-klofts appeared from? From the specifics of eglleroliftive Focus Dynamics,
concurrently formed in each of Energy-Plasma’s resopason, simultaneously with the differentiation
of Focus Dynamics of the «lowest» FLAKS-Creators. Quantum-wave diapason of dimension is a
consequence (seemingly an intermediate phase of simultaneous transmutation-transgression) of
focal interconnections between the highest «projections» of Form-Creators of 2–3-dimensional
diapason and the lowest «projections» of Form-Creators of 4–5-dimensional diapason (if you
reject consideration of the Synthesis process only in «vertical» direction and connect it with the
simultaneous «horizontal» direction, I am then confident that everything would come together in
your Perception of this process!).
2.1080.

«High-speed» (for the conditions of 2–3-dimensional diapason!) doolls Form-Creators
became sources of karmo-klofts' formation — they seemingly appeared «for a while» in higher
frequencies of skrruullerrt system and immediately, resonationally combined with Focus Dynamics
of corresponding to them irrkoglictive states of bosons, having formed with their help (in Focus
Dynamics of all Universes and Anti-Universes) focal Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses Forms
of neutrons and antineutrons as well as protons and antiprotons.
2.1081.

It is necessary to take into account, that in all 3–4-dimensional resopasons of Focus
Dynamics of our Universal Entity, the plentifully and in parallel manifested within it particles and
antiparticles are not only being actively «born,» but they also instantly become annihilated (i.e.
mutually become synthesized gaining higher Qualitativeness degree and a bit different vibration
frequency), — one proton accounts for billion photons. High-energy photons (gamma-quanta)
structuring UPD-Radiation, at collisions lead to the formation of electron-positron pairs, and at
annihilation («reprojecting» into other frequency diapason) of protons and antiprotons, neutrons and
antineutrons from super dense doolls state are again released light quanta — photons.
2.1082.

It is interesting that with the flow of linear time this ratio remains constant. The only
changes are in the ratio between the overall energy potential of all photons and the total weight
of all protons manifested in our Universe, because over time photon reduce their frequency and
become lighter, which means that their combined mass — in the given mid-frequency sphere of
observation! — becomes smaller. Instead, when Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of
electrons and positrons get annihilated (get transformed according to frequency, «reprojecting» their
Focus Dynamics into more high-frequency manifestation resopason), in resopasons of their former
«dislocation» instead of them again appear Form-Creators of photons.
2.1083.

The lower the temperature and pressure parameters are, structuring manifestation diapason
of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of elementary particles, the more light quanta can be synthesized
with particles of smaller mass, because increases the influence effect on their Focus Dynamics of
Aspects of the Pure Qualities ALL-Integrity (eglleroliftive subjective sign — reduced temperature)
and ALL-Unity (reduced pressure). Therefore, as dimension of resopasons increases (meaning, as
temperature naturally decreases and pressure drops in our focally extending Universe), the number
of heavy particles manifested in It constantly decreases: Firstly, decreases the total number of heavier
protons, and antiprotons, and then also of mesons.
2.1084.

At some point, Focus Dynamics of our Universe, the weight of photons (available in the
given volume) equates to the weight of protons. Its substance becomes absolutely transparent for
neutrinos, which, having no charge, can interact with substance only at very big speeds and very high
temperature: Together with antineutrinos they turn into electrons and positrons, which then again
transform into neutrinos and antineutrinos. At smaller Energy-Plasma density and low temperatures
neutrinos become for scientists almost invisible and imperceptible, because it cannot be «caught»
by any material manipulation.
2.1085.

Nevertheless, in this entire process it is necessary to highlight a crucial role of protons'
and neutrons' Form-Creators, which interact with Form-Creators of electrons, positrons, neutrinos,
and antineutrinos and seemingly «mutually transform» into each other (i.e. «get reprojected» their
peculiar Focus Dynamics into duvuyllerrt focal Configurations), and thereby considerably define
all the present properties of our Universe substances. In the manifestation modes of long-wave
resopasons, where the temperature does not drop below hundred billion degrees, the number of protons
approximately equals the number of neutrons. At the increase of frequency of interacting Focus
Dynamics (what is characteristic for the process of Universal focus «expansion»), the temperature
goes down and the number of protons increases, because their mass, though insignificantly (but only
in our perception!), is less than neutrons' mass («only» by 0.14 %), and therefore, for our Universe
— considering other parameters as well, — their origination process is economically (energetically)
more favorable, than the origination of neutrons.
2.1086.

In the long-wave resopasons, where temperature of Forms’ manifestation does not exceed
one billion degrees, there starts the process of origination of elementary nucleus (except for the
proton itself, which is the hydrogen atom nucleus). It becomes possible because long-wave photons
do not have enough Energy to break a nucleus. Without photons’ intervention, neutrons start to be
actively synthesized with protons, as a result of which deuterons are formed. At this stage the given
reaction does not end — it proceeds up to the formation of helium nuclei, which consist of two
protons and two neutrons.
2.1087.

I will note that except deuterium, in such long-wave resopasons there's also formed a few
lithium atoms and helium-3 isotopes; here in these resopasons heavier nuclei cannot be formed yet.
In these manifestation modes the substance of our Universe consists of hydrogen nuclei by 70% and
of helium nucleus by 30 %. There are no atoms, yet, and all the substance of «extending» Universe
represents a certain photon-plasmic state — this is only bare nuclei without orbital electrons.
2.1088.

This plasma is non-transparent for the Perception systems of photons' Form-Creators, and
therefore, by means of their Focus Dynamics («by light pressure») they can only slightly swing it,
forming a characteristic «photon sound» — a specific, monotonously repeating long-wave noise.
We will discuss a bit later, how high- and mid-frequency resopasons of Focus Dynamics of our
Universal Entity appeared, because for the understanding of this Information you will need to learn
some additional peculiarities of the given process.
2.1089.

As we have already found out with you, the synthetic process of focal resonational
manifestation of less Qualitative quantum-wave focus Configurations from more Qualitative flaks
Self-Consciousnesses Forms has no sharp transitions, and it is carried out in the Single Eternity
Moment very consistently and duvuyllerrtly in all Directions of multipolarization of the general
slloogrent Focus Dynamics of our Universal Entity. To avoid incorrect interpretations, let me remind
you once again that the word «splash» is used by me not as an alternative to the concept of «Big
Bang,» but only in the context of out-of-time Qualitative characteristics of the Single Moment State,
resonationally «projected» into certain specifics of synthetic combinations manifested in SpaceTime through inertial Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
2.1090.

The amplitude of different-Qualitative fluctuations of Focus Dynamics of wave FormCreators, which were originated as a result of informational transgression of «projections» of flaks
NUU-VVU-Configurations into wave NUU-VVU-Form-Types and were the reason for the reduction of
«quantity» of diverse informational fragments (of Qualities’ Aspects) inside synthetic combinations
of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of 3–4-dimensional diapason, has decreased due to the activation
in wave Focus Dynamics of the activity of Form-Creators of background (in relation to «our» two
Dominants) Qualities — ALL-Steadiness, ALL-Voidness, ALL-Integrity, ALL-Aspiration, and others.
As a result of such Qualitative prevalence of SFUURMM-Forms not peculiar for the lluuvvumic
Direction in Focus Dynamics of the multitudes of human Self-Consciousnesses Forms, in the
multitude of resonational sections of the given manifestation diapason of «human» Continuums
there were inertially generated narrow-specifically synthesized «gravitational clots of EnergyInformation» — duvuyllerrt groups of subjective human Realities, formed by the different degree of
prevalence in them of background protoformal Focus Dynamics (this is the reason for all possible
protoformal Directions being inside of «our» Synthesis Scheme!).
2.1091.

Having just formed, all these energy-informational interconnections, specifically combined
into all the multitude of «gravitational clots of Energy-Information,» at the same «instant,» were
duvuyllerrtly counterbalanced among themselves by an infinite multitude of other resonational
interactions, which, in parallel with that were multipolarizationally formed in the given manifestation
diapason simultaneously across all other Synthesis Schemes (according to the highest degree of
covarllertness of their inherent characteristics), where one of Dominants is either ALL-Love–ALLWisdom or ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence. I have called these space-time formations subjective
Realities of Proto-Forms. All together they have formed an absolutely balanced (in every resopason
of 3–4-dimensional manifestation) Form-system of energy-informational interconnections —
duvuyllerrt groups of space-time Continuums or analogent types of Universes of 3–4-dimensional
diapason.
2.1092.

In such way, the visible and subjectively realized by us part of Macrocosmos was inertially
manifested (and every instant of our eternal inertial Existence it continues to be specifically
manifested through vibrating combinations of Energy and Information, individually modelled by
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of our Self-Consciousnesses Forms) not as a result of some
«Big Bang» (which happened for some unknown reason), but as a natural intermediate result of
multiple different-Qualitative resonational USCFE-«splashes,» duvuyllerrtly-multipolarizationally
stimulated in informational space of Self-Consciousness of our Universal Entity by the continuous
energy-informational changes in Its Focus Dynamics.
2.1093.

It is very important to understand that Focus Dynamics of any Self-Consciousness Form: Both
of elementary particle, and of Universe, at the moment of its realization through resonational point
of Space-Time that is peculiar only to it, represents not a full characteristic of «instantly» carried
out Act of absolute simultaneous manifestation from Energy-Plasma of all energy-informational
structures of Macrocosmos, but only a subjective reflection of Its «smallest» detail, which together
with Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of all the other infinitely multidimensional
Levels, comprises a uniform «picture» Of what we interpret as «All That Exists» (see pic.3). If we
look at every Focus Dynamics as at universal Mechanism of realization through the Form of the
Cosmic Principle of slloogrentness, then we can potentially consider every focal Configuration as
Focus Dynamics of the entire Macrocosmos, carried out in the Single Eternity Moment, because
without it there would not be any Universes or even the whole Macrocosmos.
2.1094.

Picture 3. Pictorial simplified scheme of the simultaneous manifestation Act of all energoinformational structures
of Macrocosmos from Energy-Plasma.

Let me point out one more time: in every dimensional resopason, each of an uncountable
multitude of different-Qualitative types of Universes, structuring this resopason, get originated
together — and in parallel! — with Focus Dynamics of Universes of all other diapasons only once
— in the one and only Eternity Moment. This Moment of origination of another Universe’s Focus
Dynamics occurs, when (with the purpose to provide «Self-projection» of energy-informational
interconnections peculiar to it into slloogrent focal Configurations of even more inertial states)
more powerful Energy-Potential of covarllert-liyllusceeve states of focal Configurations of more
Qualitative Universe gets formed by more Qualitative force interactions between Form-Creators of
twelve Pure Qualities (for the conditions of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma) and meets in every «point»
of its simultaneous, Qualitative manifestation a certain inertial resistance typical for Focus Dynamics
of every Self-Consciousness Form. Firstly, that Energy-Potential utmostly concentrates (meaning,
«compresses» all the types of the most covarllert interconnections to a certain resonational state —
Focus) in this tensor «point» all the Energy-Potential peculiar to the given Form-system. Reaching
in this resistance a corresponding resonational state, at the same Instant, the Energy-Potential
is released from the originated tensorness (gets multipolarized along Vectors of all protoformal
Directions), and is «reprojected» again into a new balanced State, and then, it transgresses its Focus
Dynamics into a little more condensed focal Configurations.
2.1095.

So, for example, at the moment of Universe manifestation as quantum-wave SelfConsciousnesses Forms of 3–4-dimensional diapason of Space-Time, its flaks (4–5-dimensional)
version of slloogrent focal Configuration represents a certain more Qualitative State, which from
the scientific viewpoint is defined as «true vacuum» (when the field quanta number equals zero),
i.e. in which there's completely absent realizational Focus Dynamic inherent to Form-Creators of
Self-Consciousnesses of photon fields and elementary particles. Starting from higher boundary
resopasons of wave Focus Dynamics manifestation, Information carriers of flaks Configurations
(Info-Creators), obeying their peculiar irrkoglictive Impulse, join more impersept (in comparison
with flaks combinations) interactions among themselves (they simplify combinations peculiar to
them), automatically as if «involving» in them and generated during that carriers of focal Energy —
Form-Creators (according to the same Principles are being formed not only flaks, but also specific
doolls versions of «vacuum» — superdense — states of Energy-Plasma).
2.1096.

Entering (during Focus Dynamics) resonance with more destructive Configurations of InfoCreators, flaks Form-Creators start to unstably «reproject» themselves into quantum (photon) SelfConsciousnesses Forms (karmo-klofts of ellitimoglofic UPDUYKK-Fields) and by that weaken a
part of covarllert interconnections typical to them. That unstable boundary state of Focus Dynamics
of flaks Form-Creators is interpreted by scientists as «false vacuum» (i.e. the state, which is not the
state with globally minimum energy, but corresponds to its local minimum; it is stable during short
time and it can «tunnel» again into flaks Configurations or into the state of true vacuum).
2.1097.

Exactly equivalent combination of eglleroliftive and irrkoglictive Impulses prompts to
simultaneous manifestation in 3–4-dimensional resopasons of Space-Time the Form-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics of subelementary (doolls, 2–3-dimensional) and superuniversal (flaks, 4–5-dimensional)
Self-Consciousnesses Forms. They in a corresponding for every particular case way, kleks (quantize)
and transmute themselves into various types of 3–4-dimensional Form-Matter, which already by
means of specific dynamics of Focuses of Form-Creators of physical fields and elementary particles
2.1098.

is inertially transformed into own types of energy-informational interconnections. Simultaneously
in informational space of various Self-Consciousnesses Forms there are formed mental and psychic
interconnections between Form-Creators and SFUURMM-Forms resonating to Focus Dynamics of
their VVU-Configurations, and in Space-Time there are originated nuclear, atomic, and molecular
types of force interactions. Nuclear interconnections of various Fields-Consciousnesses, entering
resonational interactions among themselves, generate dynamics of internuclear interactions, which,
in its turn, leads to the formation of more extensive and deep synthetic interconnections in all
possible molecular Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
Here I would like to remind you that Focus Dynamics of any atom visually reminds
a top simultaneously «rotating» in different directions of peculiar to it focus multipolarization.
However, usually scientists consider only two directions for some reason (probably, because of
the convenience): clockwise and counterclockwise. At that a particular
atom can «rotate,» let
us assume, for 20–30% clockwise and for 80–70% counterclockwise. Scientists can purposefully
manipulate these «tops» by means of special high-precision equipment: turn them upside-down,
change their «rotation» angles, set them with new parameters, and so on. Also, it is necessary not
to forget that Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of each atom can be manifested simultaneously
in different resopasons (seemingly «be in different places»). In focal Configurations of covarllert
molecular formations, focal Configurations of atoms make whole groups of «rotating tops.»
2.1099.

For easier and deeper understanding of the Essence of Universal Self-Consciousness Focus
Effect, examined by us, let's try to understand what exactly represent in our dimension diapason
karmo-klofts (or karmo-quanta), The UPDUYKK-Field Itself, and other similar to it by functionality
focus structures and Conversum Causal Fields-Consciousnesses. I’m reminding you that every
dimensional diapason has its particular corresponding variety of causal Form-Creators (karmoplasmoids), which provide all the specificity of energy-informational interconnections, characteristic
only for the given diapason.
2.1100.

Karmo-plasmoids, including all the infinite variety of focal Configurations inherent to them,
are carriers of all possible types and versions of Energy-Information, which is holochronelysimultaneously «projected» by slloogrent Focus Dynamics of UPD-Radiation in specific conditions of
manifestation of absolutely all Self-Consciousnesses Forms. In other words, it is possible to say that
any elementary particle represents a specific kind of energy-informational activity («perturbation»),
which can be manifested in the given «point» of Space-Time only by means of exactly these
carriers of Energy and Information. For example, specific joint Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators
of svilgsons and karmo-plasmoids can be compared with such phenomenon, which we define as
«gravitational field,» which is a real causal carrier that provides materiality manifestation of any
type in the Tertiary Energy-Plasma conditions.
2.1101.

So, for example, «materiality» of 3–4-dimensional diapason is structured by Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators of bosons, which comply with Bose-Einstein statistics (when in one quantum state
there can be unlimited «quantity» of particles identical by their manifestation Form, but different
by their informational content: photons, gluons, W±, and Z-bosons, two-quark mesons (compound
bosons), gravitons, Higgs bosons, and others), and fermions, which comply with Fermi-Dirac
2.1102.

statistics and Pauli principle. According to this principle, in one quantum state there can be no more
than one particle: quark and lepton (electron, muon, tau-lepton, neutrino with their antiparticles),
all baryons, consisting of three quarks (proton, neutron, hyperon, and others), and also quasiparticles (solitons, excitons, biexcitons, magnons, phonons, plasmons, polaritons, polarons, rotons,
birotons, orbitons, phasons, fluctuons, anyons, and others). In the same way, «materiality» of 4–5th
dimensional diapason: falkhats and malsons, klyarions and klastirons, bilurins and kruolons, duvrits
and klivrits, iskons and tilumurs, eerrerfs and basfodernits, ilmofits and ekkdogruars, and so on.
Focal Configurations of Form-Creators of each of these Self-Consciousnesses Forms,
manifested in their peculiar dimensional diapasons by means of certain types of karmo-plasmoids,
differ from each other extremely by Qualitativeness, even if they are manifested within the same
resopason, because they can structure various protoformal Rezomirals. Therefore, combinations of
diverse informational fragments, forming in Space-Time narrow-specific focal Configuration of
every Self-Consciousness Form, will also be different by Qualitativeness of their Essence. At that
on the outside they can realize themselves through apparently, absolutely identical (for us!) focal
Configurations.
2.1103.

For example, they can realize themselves through electrons, which by their manifestation
Forms are perceived by scientists as one particle. At that they do not consider that «projections»
of electrons’ magnetic moments — spins — functionally can change very strongly depending on
the domination degree in their spin-orbit interactions of covarllert combinations of informational
fragments of various Qualities. Various «projections» of photons structure different-Qualitative
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of electrons in the same way they variously structure «our»
NUU-VVU-Forms, thereby, defining our Focus Dynamics as «persons.»
2.1104.

It is possible to say that all Self-Consciousnesses Forms of electrons are identical like people
of different races, countries, nations, and nationalities, who can gather for some time for a definite
purpose in large quantities to do a task, but at that each of them would remain an individuality. For
example, if we admit that people with weight 167 kg 264 g 850 mg are analogs of protons, there
is no way to convince anyone that several people with the same weight should be considered the
«same» by such characteristic. For us there would be a large quantity of other, not less essential
characteristics that would convince us in the opposite viewpoint (face features, eyes, hair and skin
color, vocal distinctions, body parts peculiarities, mentality, habitudes, and so on). The same applies
to an infinite variety of manifestation of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of elementary particles: Soon
the time will come, when scientists will learn to distinguish by certain characteristics electrons
structuring various Proto-Forms, metals or nonmetals, organic chemistry or inorganics, and so on.
Therefore, from the positions of Iissiidiology Conceptions, it is possible to say, «There are no two
bosons alike,» «There are no two electrons alike,» «There are no two quarks alike.»
2.1105.

All the structures of the surrounding reality do not possess the status of independent — existing
autonomously from us — realities, but are formed by the Configurations of all Self-Consciousnesses
Forms, including ours. In addition to that let me note that proton has one rest mass (1.6726485kh1027
kg); electron has another (9.109534kh10-31 kg), and neutron has the third one (1.6749543kh10-27
kg), only because each of these three basic Self-Consciousnesses Forms of elementary particles
2.1106.

represent individual, i.e. peculiar only to its focal Configuration, spectrum and radiation type, the
whole sum of which structures all the energy-informational Potential of «Light Flow» (UPDR).
Manifested from the Levels of the Secondary Energy-Plasma through individual processes of inertial
Synthesis, focus «projections» of Form-Creators organize in every dimensional diapason all the
infinite multitude of different-Qualitative and differently directed types of protoformal subjective
Realities.
We, as FLAKS-Creators, model and organize Focus Dynamics of the highest resopasons
of our 3–4-dimensional manifestations (including our highly spiritual, altruistic, and intellectual
states), and We, as quantum-wave Form-Creators of nuclear and molecular Levels, carry out in
3–4-dimensional diapason the manifestation principle of all subjective Realities, structured by our
Self-Consciousnesses Forms. By means of purposeful refocusings we can individually alter not only
ourselves (both psycho-mentally and biologically!), but also elements of Focus Dynamics of objects
and subjects in our surrounding reality. These elements also include crystals of substances, various
biological cellular structures, fermions, and bosons.
2.1107.

All of this is a product of different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of SelfConsciousness, structured by various informational combinations. Therefore, none of the cells,
molecules, or elementary particles possesses the autonomy and reality status, until Focus Dynamics
of some Self-Consciousness Form chooses it as an object of its observation. In this respect, it is
possible to state confidently that scientists do not create or discover anything. Carefully bringing
under deliberation individual properties and features of surrounding reality, they consistently and
inertially attract and organize in Focus Dynamics of its Self-Consciousnesses Forms conditions for
manifestation in them to a greater degree covarllert with them Focus Dynamics and SFUURMMForms, which are characteristic for various particles or Fields-Consciousnesses. In exactly this way
physicists have discovered all known elementary particles and fields.
2.1108.

For example, in the thirties of the last century, there was expressed an assumption about
existence of a particle, which does not possess any weight, and in the fifties, physicists had to admit
that such particle really exists. Subsequently, it was named neutrino. Then, many scientists started
to develop and comment the idea that if neutrino had weight, it would allow to solve quite complex
tasks of modern science. So what? In the eighties there were received evidences that neutrino really
possessed small but measurable weight! Of course, modeling process and purposeful structurization
of our subjective Realities is in reality not so simple and obvious, as it may seem at first sight: as if
make a wish of what you want to have in reality and wait for twenty or thirty years for your wish to
come true. No, it does not happen in such a way.
2.1109.

We — people — can carry out our individual and mass refocusings only within an accessible
and peculiar for us VVU-Information, which structures slloogrent Focus Dynamics of photoreductive
Ether (in other words — of Noo-Sphere). The matter is that not only we alone participate in the
process of resonational manifestation of our focal Configurations in various subjective Realities.
Millions of other Proto-Forms covarllert with our Synthesis Scheme are involved in that: animals,
plants, microorganisms, minerals, seas, oceans, and even artificial intelligence of created by us
Internet network with billions of personal computers, industrial robots, electronic technics — all
2.1110.

this multitude of Self-Consciousnesses Forms one way or another takes part in the formation of
Focus Dynamics of the Collective Intelligence of our human subjective Reality.
Either collectively or individually, we can only resonationally connect our Focus Dynamics
to that slloogrent Information Source through SFUURMM-Forms that are typical to us. By means of
six sense organs (five plus Intuition) we can receive from photoreductive Ether and in our own way
model any Information generated not only by human types of Self-Consciousness, but also by any
other Self-Consciousness Form, starting from elementary particles and finishing with macrocosmic
objects of the Universe. If we manage to reach inner resonance with an object that we observe
(by means of deep and long reflection about its possible properties), it does not take long till the
expected result becomes surely manifested in this or that Form in our surrounding reality.
2.1111.

Your individual World is what you firmly believe in. Due to that strong selective belief in
all the variety of manifestations surrounding you, exactly this World is currently your subjective
Reality. If your belief undergoes considerable changes, and you start to believe in something
absolutely different, the characteristics of another Reality expected by you will consecutively and
imperceptibly for you replace the reality surrounding you presently. For example, there are people
who do not drink and eat anything for many years. However, Form-Creators of their biological
Forms produce not only blood in the necessary quantity, but also, besides water, the nutrients
necessary for an organism as if «from nothing.»
2.1112.

Macrocosmos is a Universal Environment structured by «integrated Consciousness» of all
Self-Consciousnesses Forms. Among them there is not a single one, which could be considered as
a NON-living Creature. The part of this infinite Environment, which we define as «our Universe,»
represents nothing else than a «place» for manifestation of all possible versions of our Experience.
Moreover, the most remarkable is that not someone who is «divine almighty,» but we ourselves have
created those Laws, according to which this Experience undergoes transformation and transmutation.
When you finally understand that, when you will be able to reach the depths of your Understanding,
leaving far behind all your present delusions, then, you will be able — in the way already known
to you, i.e. with your own Conceptions! — to create absolutely New Science and to purposefully
change the laws of your subjective Universe according to your interests and requirements.
2.1113.

Any Universe is structured only by subjective Realities and Continuums. It can be compared
with a collective dream, in which everyone sees only what he/she knows and consequently wants
to see. Each person also sees own «dreams» in absolute dependence from the degree of his/her own
informational awareness, knowledge, and culture. In this overall «dream,» everything — from physics
laws to Galaxies substances — are only unsteady ripples of Illusion, which changes depending on
how exactly a Self-Consciousness (which controls the Illusion) will supply and endow it. The more
often you begin to refresh in your memory that it is not the world around you that controls you, but it
is you as an eternal and ineradicable Self-Consciousness, voluntarily shape this world, filling it with
the content necessary to you, the faster your never-ending and boring «dream» will turn into the
finest and the most pleasant travel. Certainly, it is not the brain, which controls Self-Consciousness,
but exactly the degree of your self-awareness provides a brain version for manifestation — as a
subjective vision of «itself,» with the help of which it (your Self-Consciousness) can be realized in
2.1114.

the created by it appearance of Space, Time, and everything that you, being only a part of your own
brain, perceive along with it at face value and as the «reality around you.»
The apparent to you objectivism of the Nature and Space laws is only a manifestation of
Forms (inaccessible to your Perception) of subjective Focus Dynamics of more global, than you,
Cosmic Entities. Subjective Realities of some elementary particles, such as electrons, may seem
to you steady enough and stable, while subjective Realities of such particles as anomalons make
impression of quickly changing ones. All these properties are also subjective, because they depend
on the intensity and stability of interactions of Focus Dynamics of your Self-Consciousness Form
with Self-Consciousness Form of the given elementary particle.
2.1115.

For example, we interact with electrons, protons, and neutrons very closely starting from our
very first moment of manifestation in the material Form. Therefore, our subjective Realities are also
their subjective Realities, but they are just structured by SFUURMM-Forms of different scale. In the
process of our steady refocusings into more Qualitative resopasons, our Focus Dynamics begins to
involve resonationally but occasionally new Self-Consciousnesses Forms of high-frequency particles
«initially» structuring these resopasons. In the process of deeper interactions with them, these
«new» particles become for us natural like electrons and nucleons. We «penetrate» their subjective
Realities more often, trying to understand and to use them to our advantage. By means of a huge
variety of possible spin-orbital interactions of focal Configurations of electrons with their own
magnetic moments (spins) in Space-Time, there are established the conditions for the origination of
individual Focus Dynamics of an infinite multitude of thin structures, belonging to energy spectrum
of an electron, but different from each other by the Content and functional capabilities. As a result of
that takes place the splitting of spectroscopic lines of high-frequency connections in atoms of some
chemical elements, and on this basis there are originated absolutely new types of interconnections,
which are already peculiar to atoms of other elements.
2.1116.

In other words, in 3–4-dimensional resopasons of Space-Time, under certain conditions
of constantly changing focus interactions among different-Qualitative Form-Creators of SelfConsciousnesses Forms of elementary particles, — approximately in the same way as among us at
psycho-mental level! — take place constant spin-orbital mutual transformations (svilgs-spherational
refocusings) of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of particles, which structure atoms of some substances,
into Self-Consciousnesses Forms of particles, which structure atoms of other substances. In other
words, proton-neutron energy-informational interconnections, typical of atoms of some metals
and nonmetals, liquids and gases, constantly change under the influence of Qualitatively changing
Information (modelled by their electronic Form-Creators) and get transmuted into absolutely
different types of nuclear interconnections inherent to atoms of other substances.
2.1117.

For example, atoms of oxygen and hydrogen, structuring hydrogen oxide (absolutely purified
from admixture water), at certain parameters of electricity (electrolysis), pressure, and temperature,
can alter the character of spectroscopic lines peculiar to them so strongly that in water there begin
to appear atoms of absolutely other substances. There are not only isotopes (protium, deuterium,
and tritium in 18 various combinations), but also atoms of all possible metals and nonmetals.
Interconvertibility is one of the basic properties of all elementary particles. After all, it is known
2.1118.

that chemical properties of atoms of any substance practically depend only on the structure of their
electronic shells, which define optical, electric, magnetic, and chemical properties (interconnection)
of atoms and molecules, and also define the majority of properties of firm substances.
Electronic shells themselves are determined basically by the nuclear charge (that is by the
quantity of protons — the basic carriers of Energy-Potential in the conditions of 3–4th dimension),
and they almost do not depend on its mass value (that is the total number of protons and neutrons). In
each particular manifestation conditions from some — the most covarllert for the given conditions!
— combinations of informational fragments there is formed a certain specific Configuration of
Information and fixing it Energy (electrons and nucleons), which is interpreted by us as atom of
this or that chemical element. So by its flaks — pre-wave, pre-atomic — informational Essence,
there simply exist no chemical elements in Energy-Plasma, and there is only an infinite variety of
combinations of different-Qualitative energy-informational interconnections, which in each «point»
of their resonational manifestations in Space-Time are individually fixed by various Focuses (FormCreators): Self-Consciousnesses Forms of electrons, thanks to multivariancy of magnetic moments
initially included in their focal Configurations, model all possible narrow-specific interconnections
(property) both inside atom and among all atoms inside molecular connections.
2.1119.

Self-Consciousnesses Forms of electrons are emerged from high-energy photon focal
Configurations in the most various interactions, as for example, at disintegration of negatively
charged muon onto electron, electronic antineutrino, and muonic neutrino; at neutron beta decay
onto proton, electron, and electronic antineutrino (at that β-beams are generated). At that a part of
electrons constantly integrates again into photons, annihilating (seemingly «dying here» and at the
very same time «being manifested there») at interactions with positrons onto two gamma quantum.
In the same way, at focus interactions of Form-Creators of electrons with each other, two or several
magnetic vectors of the given Self-Consciousnesses Forms unite together by covarllert for them
informational connections and form the general Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Form of
atom, having a certain Qualitative direction (thus, — which is very important! — in the given
resonational point of Space-Time there's released a certain Energy-Potential, the value of which
depends on relative orientation of vectors and Energy, potentially «projected» into them). As I have
already noted, Form-Creators of nucleon (one of interdependent pair of particles: either proton or
neutron) in all atomic-molecular formations serve as a strong energy-providing factor fixing in
every resonational point of Space-Time only its own energy-informational combination, which we
define as dimension. Different-Qualitative internuclear interactions are carried out only at high
degree of resonationness between magnetic vectors.
2.1120.

«Projections» of nucleons' isospins can also possess absolutely different, individual
parameters (on retention of identity of absolute values). Their Form-Creators manifested in different
Self-Consciousnesses Forms «project" into their focus interconnections very different Information.
Hadrons (baryons — nucleons and hyperons, and mesons — peonies, K-mesons, and others) and
exotic hadrons (penta-quarks and glueballs) may have a huge multitude of such different-Qualitative
charging states narrowly-specifically oriented on the distinctive peculiarities of every Proto-Form's
Synthesis Scheme. As for more universal Form-Creators (for the conditions of 3–4-dimensional
diapason) — photons — the Focuses of which can stay in two spin states (when the «projection» of
spin on the spiral orientation equals ±1), features of Their individual manifestation of information
2.1121.

combinations in Focus Dynamics of every Proto-Form can be reflected in all the multipolarizing
variety of electromagnetic interconnections, notably, both in quantum-wave mode of manifestation
(for example, in the diffraction and interference phenomena) and in corpuscular expression (as
massless, not charged particle with integral spin). In other words, Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators
of photons is the base for the whole manifestation spectrum of individual Focus Dynamics of other
fields and elementary particles structuring 3–4-dimensional resopasons.
I should explain you all of that in such details so that you could understand all the subsequent
Information more thoroughly. So, all the infinite multitude of different-Qualitative Form-Creators,
actively participating in the formation of the general slloogrent Focus Dynamics of all SelfConsciousnesses Forms, resonationally manifested in all resopasons of 3–4-dimensional diapason
of Space-Time, represents a special type of karmo-plasmoids, which I define as karmo-klofts or
karmo-quanta of electromagnetic radiation. And slloogrently-ellitimoglofic Focus Dynamics,
Qualitatively modelled in every manifestation point by their covarllert interconnections among each
other, is called UPDUYKK-Field. As you can see, one is simply inseparable from another.
2.1122.

In Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of duvuyllerrt groups of «human» Continuums, karmoklofts carry out a role of basic «decoders» and «adapters» of VVU-Information, transgressed by
FLAKS-Creators as slloogrent configurational «projections» into high-frequency dynamics of FormCreators of the most Qualitative wave Self-Consciousnesses Forms. There are several variations
of them. Some of them are «positively» charged, others — «negatively,» there are «lighter» and
«heavier» or «apathetic» ones, i.e. which display various properties depending on the circumstances.
For this reason each of them, on their own Levels and Directions of creative manifestation, absolutely
differently interacts with Configurations of FLAKS-Creators of diffuzgently-boundary resopasons
(3.75–4.25 dimension), simultaneously forming in informational space of Self-Consciousness from
the same slloogrent Information all possible ellitimoglofic, energy-informational formations —
SFUURMM-Forms.
2.1123.

Karmo-klofts represent wave-«projections» of rather specific focal Configurations of causal
Form-Creators of the most high-frequency manifestations of Focus Dynamics in 3–4-dimensional
diapason (in refocusings of human Self-Consciousnesses Forms they are represented by
UYKKUYYUKSTR- and KHLIMMIBSTR-Creators, OSTROKKOLF- and GOORRKARR-Creators,
UPDUKHVASSL- and RVELLDIFEFR-Creators), which Qualitatively stimulate and organize focal
processes of all of the higher Form-Creators of UPDUYKK-Field. The basic function of karmo-klofts
is an individual reflection in any focal Configuration (resonationally manifested in each «point»
of 3–4-dimensional Space-Time) of absolutely all energy-informational interconnections peculiar
to it, which are being constantly carried out amidst Form-Creators of different-Qualitative SelfConsciousnesses Forms simultaneously manifested in different Time Flows.
2.1124.

Karmo-quanta of electromagnetic radiation possess zero spins and differently interact with
Configurations of karmonations of other, either more or less Qualitative, than themselves (flaks or
doolls), types of radiations of the slloogrent «Light Flow.» Karmo-quanta energy-informationally
determine and form with their Focuses all the synthetic types of protoformal Rezomirals (they
form actually — the «curvature» of Space-Time dimension), structuring the latter by karmonations
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of Proto-Forms from different-Qualitative Form-systems of Worlds. They also generate narrowspecific Focus Dynamics, which is individually peculiar to various Self-Consciousnesses Forms in
different conditions of manifestation (what is subjectively perceived by us as «substance weight»):
Instantly remodifying focal Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses Forms structuring flaks (or
doolls) Causal Fields-Consciousnesses into specific Configurations of Form-Creators of bosonfermion karmonations (of physical fields and elementary particles), karmo-quanta provide their
Focus Dynamics with one of the most important for UPDUYKK-Fields characteristics — rest mass,
which is really the Inertia effect.
Weight manifestation effect of any physical Self-Consciousness Form is formed by means
of reduction of the «amount» of energy-informational interconnections of «Light Flow» to the
density characteristic for the specific combinations of material objects. Various combination in
the given dimensional diapason of the two basic Dominants (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALLWill-of-ALL-Intelligence) with a different spectrum of background Qualities enables to manifest
various elementary particles. In 4–5-dimensional diapason duvuyllerrt densification of AIYS-SSSFlow creates conditions for manifestation of superuniversal particles, which inertially densifying
even more, form in Configurations of FLAKS-Creators a certain Potential of weight for all fermions
(quarks and formed by them protons, neutrons, and leptons: electrons, muons, tau-leptons, and
corresponding neutrinos) — the interaction carriers in the conditions of 3–4-dimensional diapason.
2.1126.

Thus, the acquired «rest mass» (Energy-Information specifically kleksed by the certain
type of Configurations of Form-Creators) of any elementary particle (together with individual
characteristics of the field formed by it) is the result of resonational interaction of any «areas» of
focal Configurations of FLAKS-Creators or DOOLLS-Creators with characteristic inertial dynamics
of karmo-klofts and khvasslons of UPDUYKK-Field. Only metaoscillatory photon and suboscillatory
radiation types, simultaneously structuring UPDR (relic radiation) and are resistant to karmo-klofts
influences, freely penetrate by their Focus Dynamics, too different from the given type of the
«materiality,» all the Levels of synthetic Energy-Information of that Field-Consciousness, very
poorly interacting with Configurations of its Form-carriers and, therefore, not acquiring — in the
given manifestation conditions! — an effect we interpret as «rest mass.»
2.1127.

Scientists consider that the leading role in weight formation is played by the Higgs field,
which provides «spontaneous violation of electroweak interactions symmetry due to vacuum
symmetry breaking.» It is supposed that all the elementary particles acquire their weight as a result
of interaction with this field. If particles interact with it strongly, then they have big weight; if they
interact weakly, then their weight is small. Quantum of this field (Higgs boson) is a theoretically
predicted elementary particle that appears in the Standard Model due to the Higgs mechanism of
«electroweak symmetry spontaneous violation.» Fundamental particles have strictly determined rest
mass. Full weight of a compound particle consists of the sum of rest masses of particles composing
it as well as their kinetic movement energy and potential interaction energy.
2.1128.

Almost all the protons’ and neutrons’ masses are determined by quarks’ and gluons’ kinetic
energy (the remaining masses — by quarks rest masses). All 3–4-dimensional resopasons of SpaceTime in their natural state with the lowest energy are birvulyartly penetrated by the Higgs field. The
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notion «rest mass» (that is the motionless body mass) shows dependence of body mass on its speed.
It is supposed that a particle may possess only one rest mass that coincides with classical mass and
serves as one of particle identifiers. However, some physicists consider that this amount is actually
a constant of movement equation integration, like full energy. Depending on initial conditions this
amount can be different. It turns out that in experiments the same particle, for example, an electron,
can have different rest mass depending on the intensity value of the local field in the point of motion
start or point of turn. At the transition to new energy thresholds there appears a whole chain of
identical particles different only by rest mass (for example, electron has such clones as muon and
taon).
From the positions of Iissiidiology Conceptions Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of
all types of elementary particles is carried out in the overall slloogrentness of Space-Time, and,
hence, each of these Self-Consciousness Forms also birvulyartly penetrates with the Configuration
peculiar to it the whole UPDUYKK-Field (the analog of «Higgs field»), acquiring thus a particular
svilgs-spheration and rest mass corresponding to its Configuration, the value of which in our
types of subjective Reality is formed depending on the certain conditions of dimension, where
Form-Creators of subelementary or superuniversal particles are manifested, being subjected to the
prevailing influence of karmo-klofts. Under that influence Configuration of each particle of different
dimension («strange particle») immediately «acquires» «parts» of focal Configurations of karmoklofts mostly resonating with it. So, from some part of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of flaks and
doolls Form-Creators there appear specific different types (Rezomirals) of synthetic dimensions,
duvuyllerrtly «transferring» (simultaneously by all the Directions of inter-Qualitative Synthesis)
into Focus Dynamics of wave Form-Creators.
2.1130.

Yet, as it has been already mentioned, in the given diapason of Space-Time there is always
a Source of particles — in the form of relic radiation or the UPDR — the focal Configurations of
which penetrate (by the creative dynamics peculiar to them) the given dimensional diapason, and
do not acquire rest mass, because there is no resonance in Configurations of karmo-klofts towards
metaoscillatory and suboscillatory Focus Dynamics of these flaks and doolls Form-Creators. Such
Form-Creators also include photon emissions. Photons can be compared with «Customers» of an
object under construction who give corresponding instructions to «Contractors» about what, where,
how, and when should be manifested (for example, none of diverse protoformal Realities, but any
of «human» subjective Reality should be manifested) in their Focus Dynamics. I should note that
there exist even more perfect Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which can penetrate
with Their slloogrent Configurations quite large dimensional diapasons, for example, from the ninth
to the fifth, from the fifth to the third, or from the third to the first dimension.
2.1131.

Exactly the activity of karmo-quanta conditions the degree of mutual resonating of
multitudes of focal Configurations of different-Qualitative Form-Creators with each other, whose
total vector orientation of Focus Dynamics, in Essence, defines individual parameters of dimension
of UPDUYKK-Field. The leading role in the definition of objective sequence of formation of all
the slloogrent «network» of energy-informational interconnections of karmo-klofts of UPDUYKKField is played by khvasslons — a special version of svilgsons of Fields-Consciousnesses, svilgsspherationally defining all the sequence of inertial realization by different-Qualitative Form-Creators
of all simultaneous Focus Dynamics, realized by them through all the multitude of diverse Self2.1132.

Consciousnesses of Proto-Forms. Khvasslons provide all possible types of newly formed bosonfermion Self-Consciousnesses Forms with their peculiar svilgs-spherational combinations, whose
manifestations are perceived by us as gravity (its parameters at each kind of different-Qualitative
energy-informational interaction turn out to be different).
In the consideration of our question regarding holochronely-multipolarizational-slloogrent
(sorry for that!) manifestation of USCFE in 3–5-dimensional Conversum, a very important role is
played by the understanding of the principle of origin and consecutive realization of interconnections
between karmo-klofts of UPDUYKK-Field simultaneously with more Qualitative Focus Dynamics
of Collective Intelligence of flluuyic Fields-Consciousnesses of SSMAYK-AYKK-Fields structuring
by the peculiar to it flaks interconnections 4–5-dimensional resopasons of manifestations of SelfConsciousnesses Forms, and with doolls Form-Creators of low-frequency resopasons (3.25–2.0
dimensional diapason) of DLUGLLEMM-Field. «Internal» Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of each
of these Causal Fields-Consciousnesses is structured by own specific — differentiation-integration
or irrkoglictive-eglleroliftive — interconnections among Collective Intelligences of Proto-Forms.
Thanks to them in all resopasons of dimension, Form-Creators of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms
are provided by certain possibilities for their simultaneous multipolarizational «reprojections» both
into more Qualitative and less Qualitative focal Configurations of the given Conversum.
2.1133.

For example, due to the prevalence of irrkoglictive Impulse-Potential over the influence
of eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential, when svilgs-spherational refocusings of Form-Creators of
elementary particles get a tendency to duvuyllerrtly decrease their own synthesizedness degree, the
Focus Dynamics of their Self-Consciousnesses Forms can consecutively decrease from mid- and
low-frequency Levels of 3–4-dimensional diapason to corpuscular-doolls Levels of diffuzgentlyboundary resopasons of UPDUYKK-Field (3.25–2.75 dimensional diapason), represented by the
highest Focus Dynamics for Form-Creators of DLUGLLEMM-Field.
2.1134.

In these resopasons Form-Creators of elementary particles «are reprojected» into doolls focal
Configurations of uykkuyic Fields-Consciousnesses (2–3-dimensional diapason). Concurrently, in
the borders of the same resopasons certain focal Configurations of uykkuyic Fields-Consciousnesses
get opposite — eglleroliftive — orientation in relation to doolls dynamics, stimulating in Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators of subelementary «particles» a tendency towards refocusings into wave
Forms of Form-Creators of elementary «particles.»
2.1135.

At the same time, under more powerful influence of eglleroliftive Impulse, in the higher
diffuzgently-boundary resopasons of manifestations of wave Focuses of UPDUYKK-Field, more
Qualitative orientation of cumulative Vectors of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of quark and
gluons integrates into Self-Consciousnesses Forms of gamma quanta and tachyons, gradually
strengthening their interconnections with flluuynye Fields-Consciousnesses (3.75–4.25 dimensional
diapason) and even more actively joining the Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of malsons and
falkhats (4.25–4.0 dimensional diapason) of SSMAYK-AYKK-Field. Simultaneously with this, but
due to opposite objective (irrkoglictive) Reasons, FLAKS-Creators also «get involved» in wave
dynamics, becoming, firstly, gamma quanta, and then, becoming during the process of «loss» of
high-frequency interconnections, — elementary particles.
2.1136.

Thus, the larger the reserve of Energy that is peculiar to flaks interconnections possess
flluuyic Self-Consciousness Form, the less time its focal Configuration can exist in wave mode
of manifestation. Therefore, in our surrounding reality, in parallel with UPDUYKK-Field, can exist
such fields, as, for example, Higgs field and weak interaction field (is manifested at the distances
considerably smaller than sizes of atomic nucleus), though particles structuring them are very massive.
Let me remind you that both these tendencies are carried out ellitimoglofly or simultaneously in all
possible for the given resopasons development Directions of birvulyarities types.
2.1137.

Let me also note that besides the above-named Causal Fields-Consciousnesses (DLUGLLEMMField, UPDUYKK-Field, and SSMAYK-AYKK-Field), within Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators
of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma there are also other kinds of more high-Qualitative Causal FieldsConsciousnesses. For example, in boundary resopasons in birvulyarity aiyyyaic type between
3–4-dimensional and 4–5-dimensional diapasons there is an intermediate diffuzgent flaks-photon
state formed by Focus Dynamics of the flluuyic Causal Field.
2.1138.

Moreover, it is necessary to note that such boundary Fields-Consciousnesses are represented
by all characteristics (directions) of inter-Qualitative diffuzgentness: dlugllemm — 2.75–3.25
dimensional diapason, duakkgasst — 4.75–5.25 dimensional diapason, booriidd — 5.75–6.25
dimensional diapason, loungfroomm — 6.75–7.25 dimensional diapason, draarrvriiv — 7.75–8.25
dimensional diapason, maarrgaars — 8.75–9.25 dimensional diapason, isspirrim — 9.75–10.25
dimensional diapason, paarlumm — 10.75–11.25 dimensional diapason, esfelluyyuyic — 11.75–
12.25 dimensional diapason. Exactly Form-Creators of Fields-Consciousnesses of boundary doolls
and flaks resopasons (of subelementary and superuniversal particles), focal Configurations of which
at least to some degree resonate to Focus Dynamics of karmo-klofts of 3–4-dimensional diapason,
create synthetic interconnections with corresponding types of focal Configurations of elementary
particles’ Form-Creators.
2.1139.

More Qualitative diapasons of manifestation of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the lluuvvumicaiyyyaic type of birvulyarity are organized by the following Causal Fields-Consciousnesses:
IILLAY-Field — 5–6th dimension, FRAMMAUSS-Field — 6–7th dimension, AKHBAKKUUY-Field
— 7–8th dimension, IIYFULL-Field — 8–9th dimension, ALLBRARG-Field — 9–10th dimension,
ULLKHVUUSSD-Field — 10–11th dimension, IIYIMMN-Field — 11–12th dimension, and an infinite
multitude of other types of Causal Fields-Consciousnesses, Whose Form-Creators constantly and
ellitimoglofly are transgressed into duvuyllerrt Focus Dynamics of diffuzgently «surrounding»
Levels of dimension of «projections» of their realizational Forms (super-, hyper-, and protouniversal
Fields-Consciousnesses). They also exercise to all Self-Consciousnesses Forms of their duvuyllerrt
«Fields-neighbors» an attractive-absorbing activity, specifically kleksing their focal Configurations
by own characteristics and thus, transforming them into participants of own Focus Dynamics.
2.1140.

So, for example, any carriers of Energy-Information that get into the Sphere of manifestation
of Focus Dynamics of karmo-quanta of UPDUYKK-Field are exposed to recoding-kleksing and are
instantly transmuted into the Forms of less Qualitative carriers of the same Energy-Information, the
Configurations of which within 3–4-dimensional diapason can be manifested only by the certain
portions — quanta. Furthermore, this photons’ Focus Dynamics, being informationally deformed
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even more, is transformed into different-Qualitatively synthesized corpuscular particles — fermions
(elementary particles — quarks and leptons).
Instant-simultaneous transgression of Focus Dynamics of flaks malsons and falkhats, firstly,
into focal Configurations of superfast flaks-bosons, then — wave bosons and fermions is carried
out not at once, but through an intermediate dynamics of Form-Creators of tachyons and karmoklofts of gluon type. The latter recode superlight flaks Information into wave One, and on its basis
organizes Focus Dynamics of extensive quark families. On the base of the connected waves (which
appear at the resonance of frequency and wave vectors of electromagnetic waves with parameters
of elementary environment excitations: optical phonons, excitons, plasmons, magnons, and so on)
there originates a family of polaritons (phonons, excitons, plasmons, magnons, and so on), which
combine both a part of the most high-frequency properties of boundary «zones» of UPDUYKK-Field
and some characteristics of superlight 4–5-dimensional «materiality» (which distinguishes their
Focus Dynamics from refocusings of other Form-Creators of elementary particles, which can also
display wave properties. Polaritons represent normal waves, which are formed by the environment
and an electro-magnetic field while, for example, photons and phonons can become normal waves
only outside the area of resonant crossing of dispersive branches of photons and phonons, which do
NOT interact with each other).
2.1142.

Only after such preliminary Qualitative transformations (quantum-kleksing) the focal
Configurations of flaks «projections,» resonationally «involved» in Focus Dynamics of karmoklofts of UPDUYKK-Field, become what we interpret as «space beams» — elementary particles and
nucleuses of atoms, structuring 3–4-dimensional resopasons of Space-Time by ultrahigh kinds of
Energy-Information (according to scientific data, they are 90% protons, 7% helium kernels, about
1% of heavier elements, and about 1% electrons).
2.1143.

Universal slloogrentness property of Energy-Information lies in the manifestational nature
of any fields and particles. For example, Form-Creators of an electron in a corresponding mode
of manifestation can refocus into focal Configurations of polarons, because this possibility is
already initially embedded into their slloogrent Focus Dynamics. Having become polarons, the
former electrons attribute to Space-Time just absolutely different properties. Yet, on the «outside,»
meaning, by Self-Consciousnesses Forms, these are all the same Form-Creators of electrons, having
«projected» a part of their Energy-Information into Focus Dynamics of polarization of surrounding
atoms. Then polarons become electrons, photons, falkhats, malsons, and others again. Moreover,
the Energy-Information about possibilities of similar «reprojection» after finishing of certain type
of creative realization was always included in the area of their creativity.
2.1144.

Just like them, as far as we execute all the interesting for Us as SLAA-SS-MII-Creators focus
modifications in 3–4-dimensional manifestation resopasons, we refocus into better Spheres of
application of our realizational Creativity, again realizing ourselves as flaks Self-Consciousnesses
Forms. When does it become possible? What is the meaning of our manifestations in 3–4-dimensional
diapason? I have already drawn your attention to that (for example, when explaining the principle
of origination of dissonational distances in Self-Consciousness), but it always seemed to you not
very significant. The matter is that being manifested HERE we should reach in our refocusings
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such Qualitative states which would resonate absolutely with all protoformal Focus Dynamics of
surrounding us reality and would allow us to «absorb» in our Focal Configurations all the protoformal
Existence. Thus, we would subordinate it to eglleroliftive for people type of Creative Activity (highsensual Intellect and high-intellectual Altruism).
Until in our Focus Dynamics there is even a slightest misunderstanding of the reasons of some
focal interactions among Self-Consciousnesses Forms, it will create the tensor, which allows karmoklofts of UPDUYKK-Field to control our refocusings, no matter how close we approach «plasmic»
analogs of our NUU-VVU-Form-Types. The only possibility for that is a deep study of Iissiidiology
Knowledge, which brings in our Focus Dynamics the most authentic (for the given manifestation
conditions) versions of high-frequency Conceptions about «ourselves» and the surrounding reality.
2.1146.

Finishing this short course about possible versions of multipolarizational birvulyart
convergence of our Universe into all the multitude of Its other types, I greatly hope that all the
above-stated information would simplify your understanding of what we imply, when instead of
the term «Big Bang» we use the word combination «Universal Self-Consciousness Focus Effect.»
As you can see, in reality such mega scale explosions with our physical types of Universes similar
to the «Big Bang» have never happened — all the multidimensional, infinite variety of Forms of
Macrocosmos manifestation was formed at once and duvuyllerrtly, and now in our inertial Existence
in the conditions of the given dimensional diapason there always only takes place duvuyllerrt
«quantum shift» of our individual Focus Dynamics from one Qualitative states to other ones.
2.1147.

Ayfaar!

Abbreviations and terminology used in IISSIIDIOLOGY
TEC — temporal ethereal constituent
GIC — group of individual Continuums
GHCs — groups of human Continuums
DP — dissonational Passivity state
PFD — Plasmic Forces Diapason
IIP — irrkogliktive Impulse-Potential
IP — Impulse-Potential
i-Qualitation — irrkogliktive Qualitation
ISCFE — individual Self-Consciousness Focus Effect
IE-Initiation — irrkogliktive-eglleroliftivnaya Initiation
CCI — Collective Cosmic Intelligence
NTC — noo-time Continuum
O-D-system; ODS — OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system
S-T-Continuum; STC — space-time Continuum
VEC — variable ethereal constituent
RA — resonational Activity state
r-Configuration — rekonverstive Configuration
s-Reality — subjective Reality
CCS, CC-State — Creative Cosmic State
CC — Creative Cosmic
UCIP — Universal Cosmic Impulse-Potential
UD — universal dimension
UMPI — Universal Multipolarizational Impulse, flaks analog of FDR
UPDR, UPD-Radiance — Universal Plasmic-Differentiated Radiance
USCF — Universal Self-Consciousness Focus
USCFE — Universal Self-Consciousness Focus Effect
FD — Focus Dynamics

FDR — Focus of Dual Reflection
FIMI — Focus of Integral Motivation Impulse
f-Configuration — focus Configuration
F-L-complex; FLC − FLUU-LUU-complex
FCA — Focus of Close Attention
SCF — Self-Consciousness Form
CAF — Creative Activity Focus
PCQs — Pure Cosmic Qualities
EIKs − energy-informational Konversums
EIP — eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential
e-Amplification — eglleroliftive Amplification

Brief dictionary of iissiidiologic terminology
aggradation — development, Qualitative modification, ampliative improvement.
ampliativeness — higher vibrational state in relation to something, high Qualitativeness.
«attractory» sklaargms — «abnormal zones» of distinct «localization» of simultaneous
resonational «interprojection» of highly specific SFUURMM-Forms peculiar to the multitude of

various subjective Realities (s-Realities) and penetrating each of them in an enormous amount.
Specific energy-informational interconnections that form abnormal (towards the lluuvvumic
Synthesis Scheme) dimension of every such «zone» are modelled so that Focus Dynamics of
Form-Creators of any Self-Consciousness Form, the f-Configuration of which shows enough
covarllertness signs regarding f-Configuration of the given sklaargm, automatically «shifts»
(«reprojects Itself») in Space-Time into the «point» of its simultaneous «localization,» with
which f-Configuration It possesses the highest degree of covarllertness.
Birvulyart skloongms or skloongms of birvulyart sets — resonational zones, potentially

formed by the «projections» of multitude of different-synthesized and interacting f-Configurations
of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which structure different Levels and types of dimension;
provide universal opportunities for radical change of Focus Dynamics and refocusing of SelfConsciousness’s Form-Creators into the Forms of Their «own,» kind of initial, Scheme of interQualitative Synthesis.
variability — multitude of interactions versions.
holochrone — instantaneous, including birvulyart multitude of all kleksed acts of slloogrent

Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness.

homologic or congenial — duvuyllerrtly alike, similar by many parameters of changing

Qualitativeness.

depliativness — low vibrational frequency in relation to something, strengthening of
protoformal tendencies in FD.
definitioning — revival into a more ampliative state.
diffeomorfness — multiplicity, diversity, discreteness.
idiopathic — primary, originated for no evident reason.
convergence — predominance of a tendency to combine elements into the system over the

processes of differentiation, distinction, and individualization.

concatenation — connection, joining objects into a chain, combination of Qualitatively

corresponding to each other interconnections.

lockouted – closed, cloistered, restricted from something.
noo-time convergence — powerful change of Configuration of electromagnetic Fields-

Consciousnesses that strongly restructures individual Time Field; subchakram refocusing of a
«person.»
nutation — (from lat. nutatio — fluctuation) reflection of wave function in FD.

particularity — interest in individual separation, personification.
particulas — parts, areas of something, for example, of f-Configurations (from lat. partitio —

portion).

partiality — partition, individuality.
permanent photons — regular, adequate photons of the current human STCs group.
personalistic World — individual «person’s» own World created on the basis of its subjective

Conceptions about itself and the surrounding reality.
perturbation — modification, deviation.

polymorphism — multiple potential versions, diversity of forms.
primogenitive Information State — absolutely balanced, pre-mercavgnational, primary

(from lat. primogenitus — original).

protoinversion synchromodulation — when Information with similar meaning modelled

in different s-Realities by different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms, being combined
synchronously, «projects» into FD of a «person» SFUURMM-Forms not peculiar to the «current»
s-Reality.
ultra-additive effect — (from lat. addere — to add) overall, not forming the integrity; effect of
exceeding of coherent interaction of a system’s parts over the effect obtained from FD of every

part separately.

signum — sign, function.
synergy, synergetic effect — (from Greek synergós — acting together) increase in effectiveness

of activity as a result of combination, integration, merging of separate parts into a unified
system.

solvation — (from lat. solvo — dissolve) interaction by covarllert dilution, diversification of

signs into each other.

sporadic — someone else’s personalistic World that occasionally appears in FD of a «person.»
sumptuumization — (from lat. sumptuum) return into original Qualitative state.
transcommunicational quantum-dispersity — Space-Time refocusing of Self-Consciousness.
facticial — (from lat. facticius) artificially synthesized.
frazulert photons — type of high-speed photons, which belong to a transitional class of wave

elementary particles (they have different parameters depending on Synthesis Scheme) that
transform into the simplest superuniversal, flaks Fields-Consciousnesses.
emergence — quality, properties of the system that are not peculiar to its elements separately.

They are originated as a result of combination of these elements into a single coherent system.
Due to the inner property of emergence, Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators creates synergetic
or ultra-additive effect. For example, all Form- and Info-Creators as well as informational
fragments possess the emergence property. Meaning, at harmonious convergence, they always
obtain new properties (possibilities) not peculiar to them separately.

ernilgmanent photons — low-speed or long-wave photons bordering all over the wave

multipolarization with doolls or protoformal types of s-Realities.

Since the terms I used earlier — Evolutional and Involutional development Branches, Evolution
and Involution — do not reflect any more their truer sense I had put into those notions before,
and cause confusion in a difficult process of adaptation of Iissiidiology Knowledge, I changed
them (as well as all their derivative words) for new terms. In this case, word combinations with
adjectives «eglleroliftive» and «irrkoglictive» are used only at consideration of FDs of Forms
that structure the given type of Macrocosmos (that is joint FD of Form-Creators of SYNTHETIC
Amplificational development Branch and Creative Activity of Info-Creators of RESOSCONTIONAL Qualitational development Branch).

The list of new terminology:
birvulyart decondicification — degeneration, Qualitative deviation from standards necessary

for the development in the given Synthesis Scheme;

irrkoglictive sumptuumization — involution, transgression of features into their primary

Qualitativeness;

Qualitational Branches, Flows, Vectors — Involutional Branches, Flows, Vectors.
Irrkoglictive singulation — involutional process, Qualitative specification, diversification

signs’ combinations into reconverstive Configurations;

Irrkoglictive Qualitation — Involution (from lat. qualitas — quality; deviation from Forms;

abbreviation — i-Qualitation);

birvulyart convergence — evolution process (from lat. convergere — to converge, to merge);
amplificational function — evolutional Task;
eglleroliftive maturity — evolutional maturity;
ampliative and depliative Focus Dynamics – evolutional and degenerative Focus Dynamics;
eglleroliftive definitioning — evolutional Rebirth, return to own amplificational Form;
amplificational modus — evolutional manifestation (from lat. modus — measure, way, kind);
eglleroliftive and irrkoglictive tendencies — evolutional and involutional tendencies (for

the given type of Macrocosmos);

eglleroliftive signum — evolutional sign;
eglleroliftive perturbation — evolutional process (synonyms: modification, deviation);
eglleroliftive concept — evolutional Sense;
eglleroliftive Amplification — Evolution (from lat. amplificatio — expansion, improvement;

abbreviation — e-Amplification).

Universal Cosmic Code in Russian (Cyrillic)
AAA-ЙЙAЙЙA-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЙАЙЙА-СС-СТ
AAA-ЙЙEЙЙSMERЙЙEЙRR-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЙЕЙЙСМЕРЙЙЕЙРР-СС-СТ
AAA-ЙЙERЙЙEЙЙ-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЙЕРЙЙЕЙЙ-СС-СТ
AAA-ЙЙOЙЙSMORЙЙOЙRR-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЙОЙЙСМОРЙЙОЙРР-СС-СТ
AAA-ЙЙORЙЙOЙЙ-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЙОРЙЙОЙЙ-СС-СТ
AAA-ЙЙUЙЙYU-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЙУЙЙЮ-СС-СТ
AAAЙЙFF — АААЙЙФФ
AAA-ЙЙYUЙЙYU-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЙЮЙЙЮ-СС-СТ
AAA-ЙЙYULLUЙYUЙЙFF-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЙЮЛЛУЙЮЙЙФФ-СС-СТ
AAA-ЙЙYAЙЙYA-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЙЯЙЙЯ-СС-СТ
AAA-ЙЙYALLAЙYAЙЙGG-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЙЯЛЛАЙЯЙЙГГ-СС-СТ
AAA-ЙLLAAЙЙAЙЙSS-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЛЛААЙЙАЙЙСС-СС-СТ
AAA-ЙLLUUЙЙYUЙЙSS-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЛЛУУЙЙЮЙЙСС-СС-СТ
AAA-LLAARVAHH-SS-ST — ААА-ЛЛААРВАХХ-СС-СТ
AAA-LLGA-SS-ST — ААА-ЛЛГА-СС-СТ
AAA-LLIIRVIRR-SS-ST — ААА-ЛЛИИРВИРР-СС-СТ
AAA-LLFFU-SS-ST — ААА-ЛЛФФУ-СС-СТ
AAA-RVAHH-SS-ST — ААА-РВАХХ-СС-СТ
AAA-RVIRR-SS-ST — ААА-РВИРР-СС-СТ
AAA-RRSS-FFAЙRRA-SS-ST — ААА-РРСС-ФФАЙРРА-СС-СТ
AAA-STAALLGGA-SS-ST — ААА-СТААЛЛГГА-СС-СТ
AAA-STUULLFFU-SS-ST — ААА-СТУУЛЛФФУ-СС-СТ
AAA-FTAAFTAFF-SS-ST — ААА-ФТААФТАФФ-СС-СТ
AAA-FTAFF-SS-ST — ААА-ФТАФФ-СС-СТ
AAA-FTOMM-SS-ST — ААА-ФТОММ-СС-СТ
AAA-FTOOFTOMM-SS-ST — ААА-ФТООФТОММ-СС-СТ
AABBGIBBFT — ААББГИББФТ
AABBUURRENT — ААББУУРРЕНТ
AAVFLLAAKSS — ААВФЛЛААКСС
AAGGAAART — ААГГАААРТ
AA-GGLLAЙ-SS-ST — АА-ГГЛЛАЙ-СС-СТ
AAGLARRD — ААГЛАРРД
AAЙAALENT — ААЙААЛЕНТ
AAЙAFT — ААЙАФТ
AAЙЙ-AAЙ — ААЙЙ-ААЙ
AAIIGLA-MAA — ААИИГЛА-МАА
AAЙLLII — ААЙЛЛИИ
AAKK-BRRAA — ААКК-БРРАА
AA-LLAA-SS-ST — АА-ЛЛАА-СС-СТ

AA-LLAЙSS-SS-ST — АА-ЛЛАЙСС-СС-СТ
AALL-GA-LLUF — ААЛЛ-ГА-ЛЛУФ
A-ALL-GRAALLGRA-A — А-АЛЛ-ГРААЛЛГРА-А
AA-LLII-SS-ST — АА-ЛЛИИ-СС-СТ
AALLILFFORD — ААЛЛИЛФФОРД
AALLOOFTORT — ААЛЛООФТОРТ
AALLOSSONT — ААЛЛОССОНТ
AALLUD — ААЛЛУД
AA-LLUЙSS-SS-ST — АА-ЛЛУЙСС-СС-СТ
AALLFALLST — ААЛЛФАЛЛСТ
AAMMDD-SMI-I — ААММДД-СМИ-И
AAMMORF — ААММОРФ
AAMMSS-SSS-LLI — ААММСС-ССС-ЛЛИ
AANI — ААНИ
AANNGG-SMI-I — ААННГГ-СМИ-И
AAOLL-MAA — ААОЛЛ-МАА
AAOSST — ААОССТ
AARGS-SRUU — ААРГС-СРУУ
AARRG — ААРРГ
AA-SMEЙRR-SS-ST — АА-СМЕЙРР-СС-СТ
AASMII — ААСМИИ
AASMII-I — ААСМИИ-И
AASMII-SLII-SUU — ААСМИИ-СЛИИ-СУУ
AA-SMOЙRR-SS-ST — АА-СМОЙРР-СС-СТ
AASSART — ААССАРТ
AA-STAA-SS-ST — АА-СТАА-СС-СТ
AA-STUU-SS-ST — АА-СТУУ-СС-СТ
AAUU-AAU — ААУУ-ААУ
AAUUSSMM — ААУУССММ
AA-FTAA-SS-ST — АА-ФТАА-СС-СТ
AA-FTOO-SS-ST — АА-ФТОО-СС-СТ
AAFFAAFFANT — ААФФААФФАНТ
AAFFLIST — ААФФЛИСТ
AAFFLLARR — ААФФЛЛАРР
AA-FFLLUЙ-SS-ST — АА-ФФЛЛУЙ-СС-СТ
AAFF-TLUU-LLU — ААФФ-ТЛУУ-ЛЛУ
AAHHTT-RRA — ААХХТТ-РРА
ABDUSRIRST — АБДУСРИРСТ
AVV-DUU-KLURRSS — АВВ-ДУУ-КЛУРРСС
AVVLUIVVSS — АВВЛУИВВСС
AVVUUR-IISSMM — АВВУУР-ИИССММ
AVVUURHT — АВВУУРХТ

AGGLLAA-A-ALLAA — АГГЛЛАА-А-АЛЛАА
ADDAMMIRST — АДДАММИРСТ
AIAMMY — АИАММЫ
AЙASSMASS — АЙАССМАСС
AЙGVIЙI — АЙГВИЙИ
AЙGGVA-RAA — АЙГГВА-РАА
AIGLLILLIAA — АИГЛЛИЛЛИАА
AЙDDAR — АЙДДАР
AIIAANT — АИИААНТ
AЙЙALLDMAAЙTS — АЙЙАЛЛДМААЙТС
AIIЙVVFF — АИИЙВВФФ
AIЙ-ЙYA — АИЙ-ЙЯ
AIЙKVOOF — АИЙКВООФ
AIILLIISS — АИИЛЛИИСС
AIЙLLFF-ILL — АИЙЛЛФФ-ИЛЛ
AЙЙOUMM-SSS-LLI — АЙЙОУММ-ССС-ЛЛИ
AIЙ-SSS-M-SSS — АИЙ-ССС-М-ССС
AIЙS-SSS — АИЙС-ССС
AIЙFR — АИЙФР
AIЙFRY — АИЙФРЫ
AIЙYALUUMM — АИЙЯЛУУММ
AЙKK — АЙКК
AЙLLABDANN — АЙЛЛАБДАНН
AЙLLASST — АЙЛЛАССТ
AЙOLLDSS-KKA — АЙОЛЛДСС-ККА
AЙSTINGLIЙI — АЙСТИНГЛИЙИ
AЙFAAR — АЙФААР
AЙFAЙЙLLA — АЙФАЙЙЛЛА
AЙFVUULLMMS — АЙФВУУЛЛММС
AЙYAЙIЙYA-FLUU-UA — АЙЯЙИЙЯ-ФЛУУ-УА
AKKLAAFFSS — АККЛААФФСС
AKKTROFFOR — АККТРОФФОР
AKRGROFOTY — АКРГРОФОТЫ
ALBIЙЙGILF — АЛБИЙЙГИЛФ
ALVUULLISTS — АЛВУУЛЛИСЦ
ALDIFILST — АЛДИФИЛСТ
ALDRAGGRM — АЛДРАГГРМ
ALLAAALLENT — АЛЛАААЛЛЕНТ
ALLAAVVIRST — АЛЛААВВИРСТ
AL-LAAGANA — АЛ-ЛААГАНА
ALLBRARG — АЛЛБРАРГ
ALLKЙYARS — АЛЛКЙЯРС

ALLKKLLAULLUT — АЛЛККЛЛАУЛЛУТ
ALLRARGLAMM — АЛЛРАРГЛАММ
ALLHALLSS — АЛЛХАЛЛСС
ALRAЙЙSKR-UOЙЙ — АЛРАЙЙСКР-УОЙЙ
ALSMAЙSSMM — АЛСМАЙССММ
AMMAAЙD — АММААЙД
AMMILLIS — АММИЛЛИС
AMMUILL — АММУИЛЛ
ANGSS — АНГСС
AOOUSSMM-GLLII-I — АООУССММ-ГЛЛИИ-И
APPLAAST — АППЛААСТ
APPRIORRS — АППРИОРРС
ARGLLAAMUNI — АРГЛЛААМУНИ
ARNARR-DU-GGS — АРНАРР-ДУ-ГГС
ARFLL-SS — АРФЛЛ-СС
ARFF-ORST-MAA — АРФФ-ОРСТ-МАА
ASSALKKA — АССАЛККА
ASSVAAT — АССВААТ
ASSLIOFFSS — АССЛИОФФСС
ASSMAAIЙYAAA-SSM-AA — АССМААИЙЯАА-ССМ-АА
ASSNAARG — АССНААРГ
ASSTLLAA-MAA-A — АССТЛЛАА-МАА-А
ASSFOLLFOLDTS — АССФОЛЛФОЛДЦ
ASSFOLLFORDTS — АССФОЛЛФОРДЦ
ASSFOLLFORDTS-LMIILLGFLI — АССФОЛЛФОРДЦ-ЛМИИЛЛГФЛИ
ASTTMAЙ-RAA-A — АСТТМАЙ-РАА-А
ATTAIRY — АТТАИРЫ
ATTFIHHSS — АТТФИХХСС
AULMNIIЙSS — АУЛМНИИЙСС
AUSSDVULLSS — АУССДВУЛЛСС
AFKALDUUFR — АФКАЛДУУФР
AFF-RR-UU — АФФ-РР-УУ
AFFTAKSTR — АФФТАКСТР
AHALLDILTN — АХАЛЛДИЛТН
AHBAKKRALM — АХБАККРАЛМ
AHBAKKUUЙ — АХБАККУУЙ
AHSUVVROLL — АХСУВВРОЛЛ
AHSUVVROLL-VVU — АХСУВВРОЛЛ-ВВУ
AEЙЙ-SSMAA-EЙSS — АЭЙЙ-ССМАА-ЭЙСС
BAЙRLIIЙM — БАЙРЛИИЙМ
BANGLAAЙMMS — БАНГЛААЙММС
BASFODERNIT — БАСФОДЕРНИТ

BBAA — ББАА
BBIIFF-VVII-SS-ST — ББИИФФ-ВВИИ-СС-СТ
BBOOOBHT — ББОООБХТ
BBUU-HHU — ББУУ-ХХУ
BDA-UG-GARTN — БДА-УГ-ГАРТН
BDIIRVENT — БДИИРВЕНТ
BDUHMAULMM — БДУХМАУЛММ
BEODDBELLBSSL — БЕОДДБЕЛЛБССЛ
BESSERESSORT — БЕССЕРЕССОРТ
BIIЙЙGG-II-I — БИИЙЙГГ-ИИ-И
BKUHHUORST — БКУХХУОРСТ
BLAABAFORT — БЛААБАФОРТ
BLDOOHRISST — БЛДООХРИССТ
BLOЙDUFILL — БЛОЙДУФИЛЛ
BLOROBLL — БЛОРОБЛЛ
BOORFUSSERT — БООРФУССЕРТ
BRI-OV-VLOVR — БРИ-ОВ-ВЛОВР
BROTOLLORERT — БРОТОЛЛОРЕРТ
BRUKKUFORR — БРУККУФОРР
BSAMADIDOFF — БСАМАДИДОФФ
BULL-TUL-UЙF — БУЛЛ-ТУЛ-УЙФ
BUULLETIFF — БУУЛЛЕТИФФ
BUURM — БУУРМ
VAALL-VAA-KKAA — ВААЛЛ-ВАА-ККАА
VABBDABSTR — ВАББДАБСТР
VAЙDOBILLIT — ВАЙДОБИЛЛИТ
VASSPRR-SS — ВАССПРР-СС
VVAЙLUDOVOFF — ВВАЙЛУДОВОФФ
VVALLORR — ВВАЛЛОРР
VVA-OOL-TUU — ВВА-ООЛ-ТУУ
VVGAASSFFLAST — ВВГААССФФЛАСТ
VVII-VVI-GR — ВВИИ-ВВИ-ГР
VVOЙOЙЙ — ВВОЙОЙЙ
VVOЙOЙЙ-VVUU-SS-ST — ВВОЙОЙЙ-ВВУУ-СС-СТ
VVOO-ЙЙFF — ВВОО-ЙЙФФ
VVU — ВВУ
VVU-DS — ВВУ-ДС
VVUNUU-SSS-LLI — ВВУНУУ-ССС-ЛЛИ
VVUURLIHT — ВВУУРЛИХТ
VVUURROTORT — ВВУУРРОТОРТ
VVUURRRU-VU — ВВУУРРРУ-ВУ
VVUU-SSU — ВВУУ-ССУ

VVUU-SS-UU-UFF — ВВУУ-СС-УУ-УФФ
VIALLHSSVIS-ORH — ВИАЛЛХССВИС-ОРХ
VISFLIIFT — ВИСФЛИИФТ
VKRTSYYY-ЙЙ-KKR — ВКРЦЫЫЫ-ЙЙ-ККР
VLOOOMOOT — ВЛОООМООТ
VOOAFFN — ВООАФФН
VOOGLOЙSRR — ВООГЛОЙСРР
VOORDENT — ВООРДЕНТ
VOTT — ВОТТ
VPAGNAALH — ВПАГНААЛХ
VRAAЙЙLL — ВРААЙЙЛЛ
VREVVERERST — ВРЕВВЕРЕРСТ
VRIЙЙVIЙILL — ВРИЙЙВИЙИЛЛ
VUDDUMGLI-MMSS-UULL — ВУДДУМГЛИ-ММСС-УУЛЛ
VUOLDS — ВУОЛДС
VUULLGUЙD — ВУУЛЛГУЙД
VUURRVV-II-I — ВУУРРВВ-ИИ-И
GALA-GLI-UFF — ГАЛА-ГЛИ-УФФ
GAMALGORRAA-A — ГАМАЛГОРРАА-А
GVIDELLIND — ГВИДЕЛЛИНД
GGIUUUURT — ГГИУУУУРТ
GGLLAALLART — ГГЛЛААЛЛАРТ
GGLUUUKSSL — ГГЛУУУКССЛ
GGRAFAGGR — ГГРАФАГГР
GGUU-LLU — ГГУУ-ЛЛУ
GDOUKKLOFT — ГДОУККЛОФТ
GE-ELL-FRUSS — ГЕ-ЕЛЛ-ФРУСС
GENT — ГЕНТ
GERNITTALLA — ГЕРНИТТАЛЛА
GEROKOMVAT — ГЕРОКОМВАТ
GIЙGIMELL — ГИЙГИМЕЛЛ
GIIMMFIЙD — ГИИММФИЙД
GIFTSILLORFT — ГИФЦИЛЛОРФТ
GLAA-GLI-UFF — ГЛАА-ГЛИ-УФФ
GLAVVRY — ГЛАВВРЫ
GLAMMELLIЙI — ГЛАММЕЛЛИЙИ
GLAUUN-GGRR-IЙЙFF — ГЛАУУН-ГГРР-ИЙЙФФ
GLAFROPOKSSUT — ГЛАФРОПОКССУТ
GLEIIЙO — ГЛЕИИЙО
GLIILSS-LLI — ГЛИИЛСС-ЛЛИ
GLIMOKOMMEKT — ГЛИМОКОММЕКТ
GLLAA-A-SSM — ГЛЛАА-А-ССМ

GLLII — ГЛЛИИ
GLOOA — ГЛООА
GLOOGOLM — ГЛООГОЛМ
GLOOGSMII-NAA — ГЛООГСМИИ-НАА
GLOOGSMII-SSLAA — ГЛООГСМИИ-ССЛАА
GLOOFFORRGGM — ГЛООФФОРРГГМ
GLOPP-POO-MMA — ГЛОПП-ПОО-ММА
GLUANDRIЙI — ГЛУАНДРИЙИ
GLUNN-NUU-MMA — ГЛУНН-НУУ-ММА
GMOURGSHORMM — ГМОУРГСХОРММ
GMUЙGGLS-SSS — ГМУЙГГЛС-ССС
GNUIЙRRSS — ГНУИЙРРСС
GOLGSDARR — ГОЛГСДАРР
GOLLT-SSS — ГОЛЛТ-ССС
GON-DO-RROFFR — ГОН-ДО-РРОФФР
GOOLGAMAA — ГООЛГАМАА
GOOLGAMAA-A — ГООЛГАМАА-А
GOORR-VVU — ГООРР-ВВУ
GOORRKARR — ГООРРКАРР
GORROSS — ГОРРОСС
GRAALG-LLI — ГРААЛГ-ЛЛИ
GRAASS-AA-RS — ГРААСС-АА-РС
GRALBAREHST — ГРАЛБАРЕХСТ
GRARR-RAA-MMA — ГРАРР-РАА-ММА
GRGLOЙGLY — ГРГЛОЙГЛЫ
GRIIMSSIIRS — ГРИИМССИИРС
GROAGRR-A-ARRA — ГРОАГРР-А-АРРА
GROЙGLL — ГРОЙГЛЛ
GROOLLUGORFF — ГРООЛЛУГОРФФ
GRO-OL-LUKR — ГРО-ОЛ-ЛУКР
GROO-MM-SVUU — ГРОО-ММ-СВУУ
GROOMPF — ГРООМПФ
GROONNGLY — ГРООННГЛЫ
GROO-RRO-GR — ГРОО-РРО-ГР
GRORRRDY — ГРОРРРДЫ
GROUЙЙRAЙЙF — ГРОУЙЙРАЙЙФ
GROUFFGRALLF — ГРОУФФГРАЛЛФ
GRROOFF-VVU — ГРРООФФ-ВВУ
GRUOFFR-RRUOSSTTR — ГРУОФФР-РРУОССТТР
GRUUKKLSS — ГРУУККЛСС
GRUU-LLF — ГРУУ-ЛЛФ
GRUU-MM-LL — ГРУУ-ММ-ЛЛ

GREIЙSLIISS — ГРЭИЙСЛИИСС
GFFURRUЙYUSST — ГФФУРРУЙЮССТ
DTOOLLL-VU — ДTOОЛЛЛ-ВУ
DAALLBOBERT — ДААЛЛБОБЕРТ
DAЙSSMMAЙЙ — ДАЙССММАЙЙ
DARDAPP — ДАРДАПП
DARREЙЙUUVVSS — ДАРРЕЙЙУУВВСС
DBOOKOLLD — ДБООКОЛЛД
DBOOLBLL-LLD — ДБООЛБЛЛ-ЛЛД
DVERRHEЙЙF — ДВЕРРХЕЙЙФ
DVOO-O — ДВОО-О
DVUUDDRASST — ДВУУДДРАССТ
DDAAAHT — ДДАААХТ
DDAATTOONN — ДДААТТООНН
DDAIЙLDS-SSS — ДДАИЙЛДС-ССС
DDIIUЙЙI — ДДИИУЙЙИ
DDIRIDDR — ДДИРИДДР
DDLAARR-SS-MM — ДДЛААРР-СС-ММ
DDRIIDDORST — ДДРИИДДОРСТ
DDUU-TTU — ДДУУ-ТТУ
DDHVAAHTVULSF — ДДХВААХТВУЛСФ
DII-LL-GG — ДИИ-ЛЛ-ГГ
DIIMMFFALGG — ДИИММФФАЛГГ
DIISTSIDIFF — ДИИСЦИДИФФ
DILLII — ДИЛЛИИ
DЙYURRUULLS — ДЙЮРРУУЛЛС
DЙYUUTT-ЙЙYU — ДЙЮУТТ-ЙЙЮ
DLAALMMA-A-LLMA — ДЛААЛММА-А-ЛЛМА
DLERRHLERT — ДЛЕРРХЛЕРТ
DLLAABLLA — ДЛЛААБЛЛА
DLLAABLLA-PLAVAFLAGMMA-A — ДЛЛААБЛЛА-ПЛАВАФЛАГММА-А
DLLIULLSSLL — ДЛЛИУЛЛССЛЛ
DLLOOM-DRUU — ДЛЛООМ-ДРУУ
DLLUU-LLI-GLLAA — ДЛЛУУ-ЛЛИ-ГЛЛАА
DLOOGLL-O-OLLO — ДЛООГЛЛ-О-ОЛЛО
DLOOLLKORF — ДЛООЛЛКОРФ
DLOURRDLL-KLUARPP — ДЛОУРРДЛЛ-КЛУАРПП
DLUGLLEMM — ДЛУГЛЛЕММ
DOЙLLIFFS — ДОЙЛЛИФФС
DOOLLS — ДООЛЛС
DRAAKKPALL — ДРААККПАЛЛ
DRAAN-DA-RGS — ДРААН-ДА-РГС

DRAARRG-MAA — ДРААРРГ-МАА
DRAЙЙYA — ДРАЙЙЯ
DRIADDORF — ДРИАДДОРФ
DROLLOSSDIRS — ДРОЛЛОССДИРС
DROORRDOROSTS — ДРООРРДОРОСЦ
DROUOLLFFL — ДРОУОЛЛФФЛ
DROURRHLASS — ДРОУРРХЛАСС
DRRULFFUOLLFFT — ДРРУЛФФУОЛЛФФТ
DRUOTMM — ДРУОТММ
DRUUDDL-L-DDRAA — ДРУУДДЛ-Л-ДДРАА
DRUULGM-MMUU-U — ДРУУЛГМ-ММУУ-У
DRU-UF-FDOUTT — ДРУ-УФ-ФДОУТТ
DRUUFFSS-DRAAARRD — ДРУУФФСС-ДРАААРРД
DRUHMULUHST — ДРУХМУЛУХСТ
DS-VVU-U-BBU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ББУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-VVU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ВВУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-GGU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ГГУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-DDU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ДДУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-ЙЙU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЙЙУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-KKU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ККУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LAU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛАУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LBU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛБУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LVU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛВУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LGU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛГУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LDU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛДУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LEU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЕУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LZHU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЖУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LZU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЗУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LIU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛИУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LЙU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЙУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LKU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛКУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LLU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЛУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LMU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛМУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LNU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛНУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LOU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛОУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LPU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛПУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LRU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛРУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LSU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛСУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LTU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛТУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LUU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛУУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LFU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛФУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LHU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛХУ-ВВУ-ДС

DS-VVU-U-LTSU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЦУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LCHU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЧУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LSHU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛШУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LSHCHU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЩУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LЪU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЪУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LYU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЫУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-L`U-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЬУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LEU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЭУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LYUU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЮУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LYAU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЯУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-MMU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ММУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-NNU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ННУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-PPU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ППУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-RRU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-РРУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-SSU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ССУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-TTU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ТТУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-FFU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ФФУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-HHU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ХХУ-ВВУ-ДС
DSIMMSTAALFMSS — ДСИММСТААЛФМСС
DS-LLU-U-LLU-DS — ДС-ЛЛУ-У-ЛЛУ-ДС
DS-NNU-U-VVU-NNU-DS — ДС-ННУ-У-ВВУ-ННУ-ДС
DS-NNU-U-DDU-NNU-DS — ДС-ННУ-У-ДДУ-ННУ-ДС
DS-NNU-U-LLU-NNU-DS — ДС-ННУ-У-ЛЛУ-ННУ-ДС
DS-NNU-U-MMU-NNU-DS — ДС-ННУ-У-ММУ-ННУ-ДС
DS-NNU-U-NNU-NNU-DS — ДС-ННУ-У-ННУ-ННУ-ДС
DS-NNU-U-PPU-NNU-DS — ДС-ННУ-У-ППУ-ННУ-ДС
DS-NNU-U-RRU-NNU-DS — ДС-ННУ-У-РРУ-ННУ-ДС
DS-NNU-U-SSU-NNU-DS — ДС-ННУ-У-ССУ-ННУ-ДС
DS-NNU-U-TTU-NNU-DS — ДС-ННУ-У-ТТУ-ННУ-ДС
DS-NNU-U-FFU-NNU-DS — ДС-ННУ-У-ФФУ-ННУ-ДС
DSUUDSMELL — ДСУУДСМЕЛЛ
DUЙYULMMOLLT — ДУЙЮЛММОЛЛТ
DURDIRBSTR — ДУРДИРБСТР
DUTTURLIGM — ДУТТУРЛИГМ
DUUBULLUSS — ДУУБУЛЛУСС
DUUЙYULLONT — ДУУЙЮЛЛОНТ
DUU-LLI — ДУУ-ЛЛИ
DFLARRALLISST — ДФЛАРРАЛЛИССТ
DHEILLKSILKR — ДХЕИЛЛКСИЛКР
DYUЙSSENT — ДЮЙССЕНТ
EVKOFEFTT — ЕВКОФЕФТТ
EEЙEFT — ЕЕЙЕФТ

EEЙЙ-EEЙ — ЕЕЙЙ-ЕЕЙ
EELLGOOSTS — ЕЕЛЛГООСЦ
EELLEVFT — ЕЕЛЛЕВФТ
EELLEND — ЕЕЛЛЕНД
EERRERF — ЕЕРРЕРФ
EEUU-EEU — ЕЕУУ-ЕЕУ
EEFFAGSST — ЕЕФФАГССТ
EЙЙEEЙGSS — ЕЙЙЕЕЙГСС
EЙKSKRUSSKURM — ЕЙКСКРУССКУРМ
EЙREGGMMO — ЕЙРЕГГММО
EЙSSMEЙERSSLYUFFSS — ЕЙССМЕЙЕРССЛЮФФСС
EЙFFAST — ЕЙФФАСТ
ELGFFLUM-MAA — ЕЛГФФЛУМ-МАА
EMFFLII-MAA — ЕМФФЛИИ-МАА
EOOLLKKH — ЕООЛЛККХ
EHSLITT — ЕХСЛИТТ
ZGLOAGLL-RKMAAZM — ЗГЛОАГЛЛ-РКМААЗМ
ZRAAFF-RRU — ЗРААФФ-РРУ
ЙAЙYALLAЙM — ЙАЙЯЛЛАЙМ
ЙASSANFLATTU — ЙАССАНФЛАТТУ
IBBILLIDD — ИББИЛЛИДД
IBBIRRSS — ИББИРРСС
IBLUVOLHST — ИБЛУВОЛХСТ
ЙVAЙVUЙYUVV — ЙВАЙВУЙЮВВ
IVVIIЙD — ИВВИИЙД
ЙVUЙKLUЙSSL — ЙВУЙКЛУЙССЛ
IVUS — ИВУС
IGGIIIGGENT — ИГГИИИГГЕНТ
ЙGUR-O-RMIIЙN — ЙГУР-О-РМИИЙН
Й-Й — Й-Й
IЙASSANFLATTU — ИЙАССАНФЛАТТУ
IIBBSIST — ИИББСИСТ
IIBBTIST — ИИББТИСТ
IЙBITTЙYUЙЙRM — ИЙБИТТЙЮЙЙРМ
IIBLMM-SSS-LLI — ИИБЛММ-ССС-ЛЛИ
IIVVUSSVVU-SSOOMMTRR — ИИВВУССВВУ-ССООММТРР
ЙЙGOOLL-ЙЙOO — ЙЙГООЛЛ-ЙЙОО
IЙGRIIMM — ИЙГРИИММ
IIDDASST — ИИДДАССТ
IIDD-VVU — ИИДД-ВВУ
IIDDIIRRENT — ИИДДИИРРЕНТ
IIЙGGVIЙI — ИИЙГГВИЙИ

IЙIЙ — ИЙИЙ
IЙIIЙD — ИЙИИЙД
ЙЙIIЙЙ — ЙЙИИЙЙ
IIЙЙ-IIЙ — ИИЙЙ-ИИЙ
IIЙЙIIЙЙYA — ИИЙЙИИЙЙЯ
ЙIЙIIIIRT — ЙИЙИИИИРТ
IIЙЙ-ЙЙ-SS-MM — ИИЙЙ-ЙЙ-СС-ММ
IIЙIILENT — ИИЙИИЛЕНТ
IЙЙILLFILF — ИЙЙИЛЛФИЛФ
IIЙIMMN — ИИЙИММН
ЙIЙIOOLONT — ЙИЙИООЛОНТ
IЙIЙSSMM-GLLII-I — ИЙИЙССММ-ГЛЛИИ-И
IIЙЙSS-SMI-I — ИИЙЙСС-СМИ-И
IIЙЙ-SSS-UU — ИИЙЙ-ССС-УУ
I-IIЙTЙ-I-AA-A — И-ИИЙТЙ-И-АА-А
IIЙIFT — ИИЙИФТ
IIЙЙYUULL — ИИЙЙЮУЛЛ
IIЙЙYUULLSSMI — ИИЙЙЮУЛЛССМИ
I-IЙ-ЙYA-AA-A — И-ИЙ-ЙЯ-АА-А
IIЙЙ-YAA-ЙЙ — ИИЙЙ-ЯА-ЙЙ
IЙISS — ИЙИСС
IЙISSIISSLIIЙ-SSS — ИЙИССИИССЛИИЙ-ССС
II-I-SS-MII-I — ИИ-И-СС-МИИ-И
IЙISS-SSS — ИЙИСС-ССС
IIЙSTARASSMM — ИИЙСТАРАССММ
IIЙ-UUSSM — ИИЙ-УУССМ
IIЙFIЙM — ИИЙФИЙМ
IIЙFLUURSS — ИИЙФЛУУРСС
IIЙFULL — ИИЙФУЛЛ
IЙЙEHEFFEIЙЙ — ИЙЙЭХЭФФЭИЙЙ
IЙЙEHEFFEIЙЙ-SS-MM — ИЙЙЭХЭФФЭИЙЙ-СС-ММ
IIЙYUЙYUЙYURT — ИИЙЮЙЮЙЮРТ
IIKASST — ИИКАССТ
IЙLKKS-SSS — ИЙЛККС-ССС
IILLAЙ — ИИЛЛАЙ
IILL-VVU — ИИЛЛ-ВВУ
IILLVIЙV — ИИЛЛВИЙВ
IILLGGIFF — ИИЛЛГГИФФ
IILLGM-VVU — ИИЛЛГМ-ВВУ
IILLEESST — ИИЛЛЕЕССТ
ЙI-LLI-IЙLL — ЙИ-ЛЛИ-ИЙЛЛ
I-ILLII-LLAA-A — И-ИЛЛИИ-ЛЛАА-А

IILLIIRD — ИИЛЛИИРД
IILLORRTFT — ИИЛЛОРРТФТ
IILLOSST — ИИЛЛОССТ
IILSSFLUU-SS-ULSS — ИИЛССФЛУУ-СС-УЛСС
IЙMIЙLL — ИЙМИЙЛЛ
IЙMIЙLLIRT — ИЙМИЙЛЛИРТ
IINNII — ИИННИИ
IINNILORD — ИИННИЛОРД
IINSTIEЙLLY — ИИНСТИЭЙЛЛЫ
IIRRIIRD — ИИРРИИРД
IIRRFIISTS — ИИРРФИИСЦ
IISSIIDI — ИИССИИДИ
IISSIISSSISST — ИИССИИСССИССТ
IISSMM — ИИССММ
IISSMM-SMI-I — ИИССММ-СМИ-И
IISSORF — ИИССОРФ
IЙ-SSS — ИЙ-ССС
IЙ-SSS-YUIЙ-SSS — ИЙ-ССС-ЮИЙ-ССС
IISSTLLII — ИИССТЛЛИИ
IISSUID — ИИССУИД
IISTL-LLI — ИИСТЛ-ЛЛИ
IISTSIRF — ИИСЦИРФ
ЙЙUUARRT — ЙЙУУАРРТ
IIUU-IIU — ИИУУ-ИИУ
ЙЙUUHH-ЙЙUU-SS-ST — ЙЙУУХХ-ЙЙУУ-СС-СТ
ЙЙU-FFU — ЙЙУ-ФФУ
IЙFIKLIЙЙSS — ИЙФИКЛИЙЙСС
IIFFIIFFISST — ИИФФИИФФИССТ
IIFFL-UUFF-SS-MM — ИИФФЛ-УУФФ-СС-ММ
IIFFURT — ИИФФУРТ
ЙЙYUGULLM — ЙЙЮГУЛЛМ
ЙЙYU-II-ЙЙYU — ЙЙЮ-ИИ-ЙЙЮ
ЙЙYU-LLU-AЙЙ — ЙЙЮ-ЛЛУ-АЙЙ
ЙЙYULLUЙG — ЙЙЮЛЛУЙГ
ЙЙYUULLARGG — ЙЙЮУЛЛАРГГ
ЙЙYUU-LLTUЙЙ-TUU — ЙЙЮУ-ЛЛТУЙЙ-ТУУ
ЙЙYUULLUЙG — ЙЙЮУЛЛУЙГ
ЙIYU-ULLU-ЙIYU — ЙИЮ-УЛЛУ-ЙИЮ
IЙYUULLFFRI — ИЙЮУЛЛФФРИ
ЙЙYUUSSTL-STSAARSS — ЙЙЮУССТЛ-СЦААРСС
ЙЙYUYUMM-TTYUYU-SS-ST — ЙЙЮЮММ-ТТЮЮ-СС-СТ
ЙЙYAAЙFART — ЙЙЯАЙФАРТ

ЙЙYAYAЙЙ-FFAA-SS-ST — ЙЙЯЯЙЙ-ФФАА-СС-СТ
IKKLIMIMST — ИККЛИМИМСТ
ILDIЙЙINN — ИЛДИЙЙИНН
ILЙЙILF — ИЛЙЙИЛФ
ILLBLL — ИЛЛБЛЛ
ILLVVUЙL — ИЛЛВВУЙЛ
ILLGRII-TO-O — ИЛЛГРИИ-ТО-О
ILLIIS — ИЛЛИИС
ILLI-I-UULL — ИЛЛИ-И-УУЛЛ
ILLIIHT — ИЛЛИИХТ
ILLIMIЙЙSS — ИЛЛИМИЙЙСС
ILLRI-LL-MIRT — ИЛЛРИ-ЛЛ-МИРТ
ILLS-MIIЙЙS — ИЛЛС-МИИЙЙС
ILLSSS-SSSUU-SSS — ИЛЛССС-СССУУ-ССС
ILLUFST — ИЛЛУФСТ
IMMIILLIRIST — ИММИИЛЛИРИСТ
IMMILLIRST — ИММИЛЛИРСТ
IMMISSIFT — ИММИССИФТ
IMMNAILLM — ИММНАИЛЛМ
IMSSDIURSFT — ИМССДИУРСФТ
INGLIMILISSA — ИНГЛИМИЛИССА
INGSSMII-NAA — ИНГССМИИ-НАА
INGSSMII-SSLAA — ИНГССМИИ-ССЛАА
INNGTS — ИННГЦ
ЙNUЙGRUUЙM — ЙНУЙГРУУЙМ
ЙOЙOЙYUЙYULANT — ЙОЙОЙЮЙЮЛАНТ
IPPЙЙYUMM-SSS-LLI — ИППЙЙЮММ-ССС-ЛЛИ
IRAFLOOR — ИРАФЛООР
ЙRIKLIЙMIMM — ЙРИКЛИЙМИММ
IRILLMEFF — ИРИЛЛМЕФФ
IRKKULL — ИРККУЛЛ
IRKKULLIGR — ИРККУЛЛИГР
IRKKULLIGR-VVU — ИРККУЛЛИГР-ВВУ
IRRIFLOMOVOFFT — ИРРИФЛОМОВОФФТ
IRRKSKRIIRM — ИРРКСКРИИРМ
IRRMIGIST — ИРРМИГИСТ
IRRMILLNISS — ИРРМИЛЛНИСС
IRRNGG-SS — ИРРНГГ-СС
IRTTAMLANG — ИРТТАМЛАНГ
IRHMAKSTR — ИРХМАКСТР
ISSAARRHT — ИССААРРХТ
ISSLILLANN — ИССЛИЛЛАНН

ISSOR — ИССОР
ISSHDULTTULH — ИССХДУЛТТУЛХ
IUUЙЙ-SS-ST — ИУУЙЙ-СС-СТ
ЙUEЙЙVIЙM — ЙУЭЙЙВИЙМ
IFGIIVVISTS — ИФГИИВВИСЦ
IFDOVVORG — ИФДОВВОРГ
IFDOVVORG-VVU — ИФДОВВОРГ-ВВУ
IFLOOLL-FOO — ИФЛООЛЛ-ФОО
IFRIKSMALD — ИФРИКСМАЛД
IFFLOTURAT — ИФФЛОТУРАТ
IFFRAMMIRSS — ИФФРАММИРСС
IFFSSUKRULL — ИФФССУКРУЛЛ
ЙYUAAUUNT — ЙЮААУУНТ
ЙYU-II — ЙЮ-ИИ
ЙYUЙЙSLUЙЙ-ALLAЙЙSS — ЙЮЙЙСЛУЙЙ-АЛЛАЙЙСС
ЙYUЙЙ-SS-MM — ЙЮЙЙ-СС-ММ
ЙYU-II-USSLI-II — ЙЮ-ИИ-УССЛИ-ИИ
ЙYUЙYULLUUЙYUNT — ЙЮЙЮЛЛУУЙЮНТ
ЙYUЙYURISFONT — ЙЮЙЮРИСФОНТ
ЙYUЙYUUULUNT — ЙЮЙЮУУЛУНТ
ЙYUЙYUFUЙM — ЙЮЙЮФУЙМ
ЙYUЙYUYUFT — ЙЮЙЮЮФТ
ЙYULLMULL — ЙЮЛЛМУЛЛ
ЙYUSSGMIILSS-ЙYUSS — ЙЮССГМИИЛСС-ЙЮСС
ЙYUUЙЙSS-II-I — ЙЮУЙЙСС-ИИ-И
ЙYU-U-ЙYU — ЙЮ-У-ЙЮ
ЙYUUSSMIFT — ЙЮУССМИФТ
ЙYU-USS-FRUSS — ЙЮ-УСС-ФРУСС
ЙYUFFYUЙЙ — ЙЮФФЮЙЙ
ЙYAAЙЙIFF — ЙЯАЙЙИФФ
KAAЙSII — КААЙСИИ
KAЙ-KULLY — КАЙ-КУЛЛЫ
KALLKG-UF-USST — КАЛЛКГ-УФ-УССТ
KANN-NAA-MMA — КАНН-НАА-ММА
KATARMUKOFF — КАТАРМУКОФФ
KAFF-LAF-UЙF — КАФФ-ЛАФ-УЙФ
KVOO-LK-TAMAA-A — КВОО-ЛК-ТАМАА-А
KVOOHHKOSST — КВООХХКОССТ
KIGG-LIR-UЙF — КИГГ-ЛИР-УЙФ
KЙЙOKKULLM — КЙЙОККУЛЛМ
KKAA-LLDOOT-TUU — ККАА-ЛЛДООТ-ТУУ
KKAA-RFF-KKAA — ККАА-РФФ-ККАА

KKAPPRAVVAKK — ККАППРАВВАКК
KKVVOO-OTM — ККВВОО-ОТМ
KKV-OOO-LTT-UU — ККВ-ООО-ЛТТ-УУ
KKVOO-ULTR — ККВОО-УЛТР
KKEESS-RREE-SS-ST — ККЕЕСС-РРЕЕ-СС-СТ
KKIЙЙIЙЙILL — ККИЙЙИЙЙИЛЛ
KKMMOO-RRU — ККММОО-РРУ
KKOOL-MO-LLTR — ККООЛ-МО-ЛЛТР
KKROЙЙDL-SSVU — ККРОЙЙДЛ-ССВУ
KKURLUUKR — ККУРЛУУКР
KKUURRKK-LLIIFF — ККУУРРКК-ЛЛИИФФ
KKUU-RRUU — ККУУ-РРУУ
KKHAAULTM — ККХААУЛТМ
KKHU-LLHU — ККХУ-ЛЛХУ
KLAADR-LLA-AA-MMI — КЛААДР-ЛЛА-АА-ММИ
KLARRSSFFURS — КЛАРРССФФУРС
KLAURRIЙI — КЛАУРРИЙИ
KLEKS — КЛЕКС
KLIIЙFT-RFLUURMM — КЛИИЙФТ-РФЛУУРММ
KLLOARSM-DLAARBB — КЛЛОАРСМ-ДЛААРББ
KLOORTM — КЛООРТМ
KLU-UM-MURFFR — КЛУ-УМ-МУРФФР
KLUUNKRDY — КЛУУНКРДЫ
KMAAKMAASTS — КМААКМААСЦ
KNUUBBVUSSL — КНУУББВУССЛ
KOAЙLLT-RRGLS — КОАЙЛЛТ-РРГЛС
KOARDDIIRFF — КОАРДДИИРФФ
KOORLLOЙD — КООРЛЛОЙД
KORTMOOLLFL — КОРТМООЛЛФЛ
KRA-AGGA-AGGA — КРА-АГГА-АГГА
KRDLIIRR-DMM — КРДЛИИРР-ДММ
KREKKS — КРЕККС
KREKKSY — КРЕККСЫ
KRIIGGRIRISTS — КРИИГГРИРИСЦ
KRIIRRY — КРИИРРЫ
KROKSTRY — КРОКСТРЫ
KROOЙЙSOЙЙFF — КРООЙЙСОЙЙФФ
KROOЙKLTY — КРООЙКЛТЫ
KROOKSSVUKSKR — КРООКССВУКСКР
KROUVDSS — КРОУВДСС
KRRIIMSSMLISS — КРРИИМССМЛИСС
KRROUKK-SS — КРРОУКК-СС

KRUUЙЙ-DMOOЙЙ — КРУУЙЙ-ДМООЙЙ
KRUUSTORFT — КРУУСТОРФТ
KSAAЙЙ-KRAASS — КСААЙЙ-КРААСС
KSALTRAARR — КСАЛТРААРР
KSARALL — КСАРАЛЛ
KSKROOPR-OOP — КСКРООПР-ООП
KSLLUURS-SSS — КСЛЛУУРС-ССС
KSPIIRLUHM — КСПИИРЛУХМ
KSTAЙЙ-SS-TAA — КСТАЙЙ-СС-ТАА
KSTRA-ROO-LLFISS — КСТРА-РОО-ЛЛФИСС
KTRUUTTRORF — КТРУУТТРОРФ
KULLY — КУЛЛЫ
KURDAUM-GGLL-AЙЙTT — КУРДАУМ-ГГЛЛ-АЙЙТТ
KUULDVUDDSS — КУУЛДВУДДСС
KHAKKALLURST — КХАККАЛЛУРСТ
KHEЙFOVRLL — КХЭЙФОВРЛЛ
LAAGGS — ЛААГГС
LAAGGSS-SSNAAL — ЛААГГСС-ССНААЛ
LAANGH-KRUUM — ЛААНГХ-КРУУМ
LALL-MAA-MMA — ЛАЛЛ-МАА-ММА
LANT — ЛАНТ
LAOLL-GLA-UFF — ЛАОЛЛ-ГЛА-УФФ
LAPPAAKKART — ЛАППААККАРТ
LARTTUURFF — ЛАРТТУУРФФ
LBOURVOMM — ЛБОУРВОММ
LGAAILLG — ЛГААИЛЛГ
LGALLALLT — ЛГАЛЛАЛЛТ
LGUU-VVU — ЛГУУ-ВВУ
LDEELLGELH — ЛДЕЕЛЛГЕЛХ
LDIBBIRRLILLH — ЛДИББИРРЛИЛЛХ
LDIЙIRRSLOSS — ЛДИЙИРРСЛОСС
LDUURLIRD — ЛДУУРЛИРД
LEERRGEЙD — ЛЕЕРРГЕЙД
LEMMS-GARLLD — ЛЕММС-ГАРЛЛД
LIDDIFFU-RRMM-OOLL — ЛИДДИФФУ-РРММ-ООЛЛ
LIIGIЙS-SS — ЛИИГИЙС-СС
LIIЙ-FFMI-LLI — ЛИИЙ-ФФМИ-ЛЛИ
LIILLD — ЛИИЛЛД
LIIRTUULLAA-A — ЛИИРТУУЛЛАА-А
LIЙYU-GLLI — ЛИЙЮ-ГЛЛИ
LIFFRY — ЛИФФРЫ
LЙYUЙYU-VVU — ЛЙЮЙЮ-ВВУ

LLAAVFM-SSS-LLI — ЛЛААВФМ-ССС-ЛЛИ
LLAA-GRUAA — ЛЛАА-ГРУАА
LLAA-GTUR-TUU — ЛЛАА-ГТУР-ТУУ
LLAAЙVV — ЛЛААЙВВ
LLAA-ЙЙSS — ЛЛАА-ЙЙСС
LLAAЙMMA — ЛЛААЙММА
LLAASS — ЛЛААСС
LLAVOLL-DRUU — ЛЛАВОЛЛ-ДРУУ
LLAVOLLOVALOFFT — ЛЛАВОЛЛОВАЛОФФТ
LLAGRORULL — ЛЛАГРОРУЛЛ
LLAЙAЙЙ — ЛЛАЙАЙЙ
LLAЙAЙЙ-LLAA-SS-ST — ЛЛАЙАЙЙ-ЛЛАА-СС-СТ
LLA-IЙЙSS — ЛЛА-ИЙЙСС
LLA-IЙЙSS-UYUЙЙ-SSS — ЛЛА-ИЙЙСС-УЮЙЙ-ССС
LLAISSMMA-A — ЛЛАИССММА-А
LLARIKKERAT — ЛЛАРИККЕРАТ
LLART-T-LUU — ЛЛАРТ-Т-ЛУУ
LLARTTUURFF — ЛЛАРТТУУРФФ
LLDOOLLORST — ЛЛДООЛЛОРСТ
LLDUOLLDMU-LL-MM — ЛЛДУОЛЛДМУ-ЛЛ-ММ
LLII-I-LDR — ЛЛИИ-И-ЛДР
LLIЙLI-LL-IЙT — ЛЛИЙЛИ-ЛЛ-ИЙТ
LLIILL-GGLLAA — ЛЛИИЛЛ-ГГЛЛАА
LLIING-LLI — ЛЛИИНГ-ЛЛИ
LLIIRTMY — ЛЛИИРТМЫ
LLIIFFT-GGLLOOSST — ЛЛИИФФТ-ГГЛЛООССТ
LLILLIMILIFF — ЛЛИЛЛИМИЛИФФ
LLIMMILSSTS — ЛЛИММИЛССЦ
LLIUULLURT — ЛЛИУУЛЛУРТ
LLIFFMAART — ЛЛИФФМААРТ
LLOЙЙGLLI-I — ЛЛОЙЙГЛЛИ-И
LLOOKSTR — ЛЛООКСТР
LLOOUЙ-SS-MM — ЛЛООУЙ-СС-ММ
LLOOFF-PEEPPT — ЛЛООФФ-ПЭЭППТ
LLUЙЙYU-UЙЙLL — ЛЛУЙЙЮ-УЙЙЛЛ
LLUKKULL — ЛЛУККУЛЛ
LLUOLLSSM — ЛЛУОЛЛССМ
LLUU — ЛЛУУ
LLUU-VV-LLI-I — ЛЛУУ-ВВ-ЛЛИ-И
LLUU-VVOLM-VVU — ЛЛУУ-ВВОЛМ-ВВУ
LLUU-VVU — ЛЛУУ-ВВУ
LLUU-VVU-LLUU-RRU — ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-ЛЛУУ-РРУ

LLUU-DFA-VVU — ЛЛУУ-ДФА-ВВУ
LLUU-KAA-VVU — ЛЛУУ-КАА-ВВУ
LLUU-LLU-GR — ЛЛУУ-ЛЛУ-ГР
LLUU-LOO-VVU — ЛЛУУ-ЛОО-ВВУ
LLUU-LFTO-VVU — ЛЛУУ-ЛФТО-ВВУ
LLUU-MII-VVU — ЛЛУУ-МИИ-ВВУ
LLUU-MIRG-VVU — ЛЛУУ-МИРГ-ВВУ
LLUU-OЙЙG-VVU — ЛЛУУ-ОЙЙГ-ВВУ
LLUU-ORRS-VVU — ЛЛУУ-ОРРС-ВВУ
LLUU-RALS-VVU — ЛЛУУ-РАЛС-ВВУ
LLUU-RRAЙG-VVU — ЛЛУУ-РРАЙГ-ВВУ
LLUU-RRAЙGRALS-VVU — ЛЛУУ-РРАЙГРАЛС-ВВУ
LLUURRSS — ЛЛУУРРСС
LLUU-SNATT-VVU — ЛЛУУ-СНАТТ-ВВУ
LLUUSS — ЛЛУУСС
LLUU-SS-ST — ЛЛУУ-СС-СТ
LLUU-TLAA-VVU — ЛЛУУ-ТЛАА-ВВУ
LLUU-TTUU-VVU — ЛЛУУ-ТТУУ-ВВУ
LLU-U-U-DS — ЛЛУ-У-У-ДС
LLUU-FULSS-VVU — ЛЛУУ-ФУЛСС-ВВУ
LLYUUDD — ЛЛЮУДД
LMAALLMORT — ЛМААЛЛМОРТ
LMIILLGFLI — ЛМИИЛЛГФЛИ
LMIILLGFLI-TUU — ЛМИИЛЛГФЛИ-ТУУ
LMOO-O-LDR — ЛМОО-О-ЛДР
LOЙSSAALGO-O — ЛОЙССААЛГО-О
LOOGLII — ЛООГЛИИ
LOOK-LOO-O — ЛООК-ЛОО-О
LOOMGD — ЛООМГД
LO-ONG — ЛО-ОНГ
LOOTTNN-II-I — ЛООТТНН-ИИ-И
LTOEFFASM — ЛТОЕФФАСМ
LUЙЙYUFFLOЙLLID — ЛУЙЙЮФФЛОЙЛЛИД
LUUV-SSMM — ЛУУВ-ССММ
LUUD-VVU — ЛУУД-ВВУ
LUUDMII-SVUU — ЛУУДМИИ-СВУУ
LUUDMII-SVUU-VVU — ЛУУДМИИ-СВУУ-ВВУ
LUULLSMII-SSLAA — ЛУУЛЛСМИИ-ССЛАА
LUULLSSMII-SSLAA — ЛУУЛЛССМИИ-ССЛАА
LUULLSSMII-FFAЙ — ЛУУЛЛССМИИ-ФФАЙ
LUURSFIDY — ЛУУРСФИДЫ
LHVAAЙFFSS — ЛХВААЙФФСС

LHOOVV — ЛХООВВ
LHRUU-U-SSM — ЛХРУУ-У-ССМ
LYUULLFF — ЛЮУЛЛФФ
LYUULLFF-II-I — ЛЮУЛЛФФ-ИИ-И
MAAVVUPPLA — МААВВУППЛА
MAAIIЙG-SSS-MAA — МААИИЙГ-ССС-МАА
MAЙЙT — МАЙЙТ
MAЙЙTY — МАЙЙТЫ
MAЙUSTSOLFT — МАЙУСЦОЛФТ
MASDARSSK — МАСДАРССК
MATTORSSMI-ЙЙSS-YUYULL — МАТТОРССМИ-ЙЙСС-ЮЮЛЛ
MGVVAAOLLTTMM-LLA-AMM — МГВВААОЛЛТТММ-ЛЛА-АММ
MGVTSYYKKR-LLAAGGLL — МГВЦЫЫККР-ЛЛААГГЛЛ
MERGD — МЕРГД
MIILLI — МИИЛЛИ
MIIMMGG-II-I — МИИММГГ-ИИ-И
MISSMIMISOFF — МИССМИМИСОФФ
MKKRAAZZAR-RRM — МККРААЗЗАР-РРМ
MKULLUЙЙF — МКУЛЛУЙЙФ
MLAAMM-AA-RS — МЛААММ-АА-РС
MMAAA-A — ММААА-А
MMAAGORFT — ММААГОРФТ
MMAAG-SS-MMAAA — ММААГ-СС-ММААА
MMAARG-MAA — ММААРГ-МАА
MMAASSIHT — ММААССИХТ
MMAЙLLA-TTAA-SS-ST — ММАЙЛЛА-ТТАА-СС-СТ
MMAOLFF-SSS-LLI — ММАОЛФФ-ССС-ЛЛИ
MMEERRMIHT — ММЕЕРРМИХТ
MMIARMM — ММИАРММ
MMII-LLTAALL-TUU — ММИИ-ЛЛТААЛЛ-ТУУ
MMIЙ-UЙLLS — ММИЙ-УЙЛЛС
MMISTOLLOMORFFT — ММИСТОЛЛОМОРФФТ
MMIUURRUURT — ММИУУРРУУРТ
MMOO-MMO-GR — ММОО-ММО-ГР
MMOOMMURT — ММООММУРТ
MMUU-VVU — ММУУ-ВВУ
MMUUMMPARRMM — ММУУММПАРРММ
MMUU-NNU — ММУУ-ННУ
MOKKROUTY — МОККРОУТЫ
MOLLMIT — МОЛЛМИТ
MOLLMITY — МОЛЛМИТЫ
MOURSS-FULLG — МОУРСС-ФУЛЛГ

MURD — МУРД
MURDY — МУРДЫ
MUUTTH-HU-ST — МУУТТХ-ХУ-СТ
MFYYЙTSFF-U-UTTFUU — МФЫЫЙЦФФ-У-УТТФУУ
MTSUUKLOKLORT — МЦУУКЛОКЛОРТ
NAA-GLLII-UU — НАА-ГЛЛИИ-УУ
NA-ARR-FRUSS — НА-АРР-ФРУСС
NAAHGRASST — НААХГРАССТ
NGLUUINGG-GN-OO — НГЛУУИНГГ-ГН-ОО
NIGLU-GLU-UFF — НИГЛУ-ГЛУ-УФФ
NIISSLII-I — НИИССЛИИ-И
NIISSLII-I-AAA-SSS-TTT — НИИССЛИИ-И-ААА-ССС-ТТТ
NIISSLII-I-AAA-TTT — НИИССЛИИ-И-ААА-ТТТ
NIISSLII-IЙMIЙLL — НИИССЛИИ-ИЙМИЙЛЛ
NIISSLII-I-TTT-AAA-SSS — НИИССЛИИ-И-ТТТ-ААА-ССС
NIISSLII-SLII — НИИССЛИИ-СЛИИ
NЙYUYUIFF-FLL-AA — НЙЮЮИФФ-ФЛЛ-АА
NLAGGMALLIID — НЛАГГМАЛЛИИД
NLUURGGSTR — НЛУУРГГСТР
NNAAR-DU-RRGS — ННААР-ДУ-РРГС
NNAASSMM — ННААССММ
NNAЙGGA-FFAA-SS-ST — ННАЙГГА-ФФАА-СС-СТ
NNIILG-NNI — ННИИЛГ-ННИ
NNUU-KKU — ННУУ-ККУ
NNUULL-SS — ННУУЛЛ-СС
NNUURTGLAAЙMM — ННУУРТГЛААЙММ
NOEFBSTR — НОЕФБСТР
NOO-GGM-LLN — НОО-ГГМ-ЛЛН
NRAALLGASST — НРААЛЛГАССТ
NUЙULL — НУЙУЛЛ
NUU — НУУ
NUU-AAMM-VVU — НУУ-ААММ-ВВУ
NUU-AIA-VVU — НУУ-АИА-ВВУ
NUU-AIЙF-VVU — НУУ-АИЙФ-ВВУ
NUU-AILGG-VVU — НУУ-АИЛГГ-ВВУ
NUU-ALLGSS-VVU — НУУ-АЛЛГСС-ВВУ
NUU-AMPLANN-VVU-RS — НУУ-АМПЛАНН-ВВУ-РС
NUU-AO-VVU — НУУ-АО-ВВУ
NUU-ASSORF-VVU — НУУ-АССОРФ-ВВУ
NUU-BOLLF-VVU — НУУ-БОЛЛФ-ВВУ
NUU-BH-VVU — НУУ-БХ-ВВУ
NUU-VVU — НУУ-ВВУ

NUU-VKL-VVU — НУУ-ВКЛ-ВВУ
NUU-VRIFFMM-VVU-VS — НУУ-ВРИФФММ-ВВУ-ВС
NUU-VULL-VVU — НУУ-ВУЛЛ-ВВУ
NUU-GVOSSMM-VVU-NS — НУУ-ГВОССММ-ВВУ-НС
NUU-GOORR-VVU — НУУ-ГООРР-ВВУ
NUU-GORRFFT-VVU — НУУ-ГОРРФФТ-ВВУ
NUU-GRUNNSS-VVU-LS — НУУ-ГРУННСС-ВВУ-ЛС
NUU-GREЙS-VVU — НУУ-ГРЭЙС-ВВУ
NUU-DDVUU-VVU — НУУ-ДДВУУ-ВВУ
NUU-DDREЙKK-VVU-GS — НУУ-ДДРЕЙКК-ВВУ-ГС
NUU-DDRU-VVU — НУУ-ДДРУ-ВВУ
NUU-DZEЙDZ-VVU — НУУ-ДЗЕЙДЗ-ВВУ
NUU-DL-VVU — НУУ-ДЛ-ВВУ
NUU-DOUVT-VVU — НУУ-ДОУВТ-ВВУ
NUU-IISS-VVU — НУУ-ИИСС-ВВУ
NUU-ISSLUIMMTH-VVU-RKS — НУУ-ИССЛУИММТХ-ВВУ-РКС
NUU-ЙF-VVU — НУУ-ЙФ-ВВУ
NUU-LAL-VVU — НУУ-ЛАЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LAUFR-VVU — НУУ-ЛАУФР-ВВУ
NUU-LG-VVU — НУУ-ЛГ-ВВУ
NUU-LGUU-VVU — НУУ-ЛГУУ-ВВУ
NUU-LDL-VVU — НУУ-ЛДЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LEL-VVU — НУУ-ЛЕЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LIL-VVU — НУУ-ЛИЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LLAV-VVU — НУУ-ЛЛАВ-ВВУ
NUU-LL-VVU — НУУ-ЛЛ-ВВУ
NUULL-GRAA — НУУЛЛ-ГРАА
NUU-LML-VVU — НУУ-ЛМЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LOVRG-VVU — НУУ-ЛОВРГ-ВВУ
NUU-LOL-VVU — НУУ-ЛОЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LPL-VVU — НУУ-ЛПЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LSL-VVU — НУУ-ЛСЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LTL-VVU — НУУ-ЛТЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LTTVULL-VVU-RS — НУУ-ЛТТВУЛЛ-ВВУ-РС
NUU-LTTU-VVU — НУУ-ЛТТУ-ВВУ
NUU-LUL-VVU — НУУ-ЛУЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LUUV-VVU — НУУ-ЛУУВ-ВВУ
NUU-LFL-VVU — НУУ-ЛФЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LHL-VVU — НУУ-ЛХЛ-ВВУ
NUU-MGLOЙGG-VVU-TS — НУУ-МГЛОЙГГ-ВВУ-ТС
NUU-NGUNM-VVU — НУУ-НГУНМ-ВВУ
NUU-NN-VVU — НУУ-НН-ВВУ

NUU-OEI-VVU — НУУ-ОЕИ-ВВУ
NUU-OLLDR-VVU — НУУ-ОЛЛДР-ВВУ
NUU-OOO-VVU — НУУ-ООО-ВВУ
NUU-OURFF-VVU — НУУ-ОУРФФ-ВВУ
NUU-PAARR-VVU — НУУ-ПААРР-ВВУ
NUU-PK-VVU — НУУ-ПК-ВВУ
NUU-PPUURPU-VVU — НУУ-ППУУРПУ-ВВУ
NUU-PRIDLM-VVU — НУУ-ПРИДЛМ-ВВУ
NUU-RVUUMMSS-VVU-RS — НУУ-РВУУММСС-ВВУ-РС
NUU-RDUU-VVU — НУУ-РДУУ-ВВУ
NUU-REGO-VVU — НУУ-РЕГО-ВВУ
NUU-RL-VVU — НУУ-РЛ-ВВУ
NUU-RLOKKSS-VVU-MS — НУУ-РЛОККСС-ВВУ-МС
NUU-RRAOU-VVU — НУУ-РРАОУ-ВВУ
NUU-RR-VVU — НУУ-РР-ВВУ
NUU-RROO-VVU — НУУ-РРОО-ВВУ
NUU-RTM-VVU — НУУ-РТМ-ВВУ
NUU-SVVAFFT-VVU-KS — НУУ-СВВАФФТ-ВВУ-КС
NUU-SMAARROLT-VVU-RKS — НУУ-СМААРРОЛТ-ВВУ-РКС
NUU-SM-VVU — НУУ-СМ-ВВУ
NUU-SS-VVU — НУУ-СС-ВВУ
NUU-SS-KKAF-VVU — НУУ-СС-ККАФ-ВВУ
NUU-SSM-VVU — НУУ-ССМ-ВВУ
NUU-TAO-VVU — НУУ-ТАО-ВВУ
NUU-TRUU-VVU — НУУ-ТРУУ-ВВУ
NUU-TT-AAЙI-VVU — НУУ-ТТ-ААЙИ-ВВУ
NUU-TT-VVU — НУУ-ТТ-ВВУ
NUU-TUUL-VVU — НУУ-ТУУЛ-ВВУ
NUU-UU-VVU — НУУ-УУ-ВВУ
NUU-UULMOOFT-VVU-RS — НУУ-УУЛМООФТ-ВВУ-РС
NUU-FDOORRTTMAL-VVU-RKKS — НУУ-ФДООРРТТМАЛ-ВВУ-РККС
NUU-FILL-VVU — НУУ-ФИЛЛ-ВВУ
NUU-FLIRRF-VVU — НУУ-ФЛИРРФ-ВВУ
NUU-FSL-VVU — НУУ-ФСЛ-ВВУ
NUU-FFSARRD-VVU-HS — НУУ-ФФСАРРД-ВВУ-ХС
NUU-HAALG-VVU — НУУ-ХААЛГ-ВВУ
NUU-HVUO-VVU — НУУ-ХВУО-ВВУ
NUU-ENN-VVU — НУУ-ЭНН-ВВУ
NUU-YUЙЙSSFF-VVU-DS — НУУ-ЮЙЙССФФ-ВВУ-ДС
NUU-YUURS-VVU — НУУ-ЮУРС-ВВУ
NUU-YAIЙG-VVU — НУУ-ЯИЙГ-ВВУ
NUU-YAIHSS-VVU — НУУ-ЯИХСС-ВВУ

OBBORRGOFM — ОББОРРГОФМ
OVLOOMMOSTS — ОВЛООММОСЦ
OGVOKSTR — ОГВОКСТР
OGGЙЙYUMMO — ОГГЙЙЮММО
OGЙYUЙЙLLA — ОГЙЮЙЙЛЛА
OGLOKKVORT — ОГЛОККВОРТ
OGLOKKOTT — ОГЛОККОТТ
OIЙAOOMM — ОИЙАООММ
OЙЙGUL-LLRR-OЙЙGG — ОЙЙГУЛ-ЛЛРР-ОЙЙГГ
OЙHTTUЙOЙLH — ОЙХТТУЙОЙЛХ
OKKLOOKKSS — ОККЛООККСС
OKK-O-LLOЙ-TT — ОКК-О-ЛЛОЙ-ТТ
OLGOOLLONI — ОЛГООЛЛОНИ
OLGRUU-LLI — ОЛГРУУ-ЛЛИ
OLDUUST — ОЛДУУСТ
OLKRLS-RRULS — ОЛКРЛС-РРУЛС
OLLAKT-DRUOTMM — ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ
OLLAMARR — ОЛЛАМАРР
OLLBROKSTR — ОЛЛБРОКСТР
OLL-KVOO — ОЛЛ-КВОО
OLLMO-MO-MTR — ОЛЛМО-МО-МТР
OLLOOPPHT — ОЛЛООППХТ
OLLSGROLL — ОЛЛСГРОЛЛ
OLLTOORSS — ОЛЛТООРСС
OLLTRUURM — ОЛЛТРУУРМ
OLSFF-AALVO — ОЛСФФ-ААЛВО
OMMOOMMOFAST — ОММООММОФАСТ
ONKI — ОНКИ
OOBBSORBFT — ООББСОРБФТ
OOVVSOFFT — ООВВСОФФТ
OODDMAARD — ООДДМААРД
OODDMII — ООДДМИИ
OOIЙL-OOR-SS-ST — ООИЙЛ-ООР-СС-СТ
OOЙЙOЙЙFF — ООЙЙОЙЙФФ
OOЙЙ-OOЙ — ООЙЙ-ООЙ
OOIЙSSMII-LLMI — ООИЙССМИИ-ЛЛМИ
OOINGLIЙI — ООИНГЛИЙИ
OOЙOOLENT — ООЙООЛЕНТ
OOЙOFT — ООЙОФТ
OOL-GLOO — ООЛ-ГЛОО
OOL-GOO-LTR — ООЛ-ГОО-ЛТР
OOLDTMY — ООЛДТМЫ

OOLKSINGP — ООЛКСИНГП
OOLLDRV — ООЛЛДРВ
OOLLIRF — ООЛЛИРФ
OOLLM-MAA — ООЛЛМ-МАА
OOLLS — ООЛЛС
OOLUUGG-SS-ST — ООЛУУГГ-СС-СТ
OOML-A-ADD — ООМЛ-А-АДД
OOMLAADDODD — ООМЛААДДОДД
OOMMOOVVENT — ООММООВВЕНТ
OOMMSS-SMI-I — ООММСС-СМИ-И
OOOЙGTS — ОООЙГЦ
OOOЙЙLL — ОООЙЙЛЛ
OOO-LLUI-O-OOLL-SS — ООО-ЛЛУИ-О-ООЛЛ-СС
OOO-LLF-UU-SS — ООО-ЛЛФ-УУ-СС
OOO-LTR-USS-GOOLL-SS — ООО-ЛТР-УСС-ГООЛЛ-СС
OOO-TT-UU — ООО-ТТ-УУ
OORRAS — ООРРАС
OORRASST — ООРРАССТ
OORRIID — ООРРИИД
OORRMM-SMI-I — ООРРММ-СМИ-И
OORRURT — ООРРУРТ
OORRUSSM — ООРРУССМ
OORRUUMMMASST — ООРРУУМММАССТ
OORTЙЙYU-SSS-LLI — ООРТЙЙЮ-ССС-ЛЛИ
OORTT-UULKK — ООРТТ-УУЛКК
OOSLLLOOLL — ООСЛЛЛООЛЛ
OOSLLLOOLLS — ООСЛЛЛООЛЛС
OOSLLLOOLL-SS-ST — ООСЛЛЛООЛЛ-СС-СТ
OOSSMM — ООССММ
OOSSMM-DRUU — ООССММ-ДРУУ
OOSSMUU — ООССМУУ
OOSSOOSSONT — ООССООССОНТ
OOSSY — ООССЫ
OOTTNALFT — ООТТНАЛФТ
OOUSST — ООУССТ
OO-UU — ОО-УУ
OOUU-OOU — ООУУ-ООУ
OOFFASST — ООФФАССТ
OOFFLAA — ООФФЛАА
OOFFOOORT — ООФФОООРТ
OOFFORFFT — ООФФОРФФТ
OOFF-PRUUISS — ООФФ-ПРУУИСС

OOHЙYUЙLH — ООХЙЮЙЛХ
OOHHLOST — ООХХЛОСТ
OOYUYUHH — ООЮЮХХ
ORGLUURM — ОРГЛУУРМ
ORDOLLOMONT — ОРДОЛЛОМОНТ
ORLAAKTOR — ОРЛААКТОР
ORR — ОРР
ORROOЙD — ОРРООЙД
OR FDLUMIЙTAND — ОРФДЛУМИЙТАНД
ORFOR-VO-FT — ОРФОР-ВО-ФТ
ORFROVORT — ОРФРОВОРТ
ORFROVT — ОРФРОВТ
OSSNA — ОССНА
OSSOOSSAAST — ОССООССААСТ
OSTROKKOLF — ОСТРОККОЛФ
OUIЙЙ — ОУИЙЙ
OUЙYUUUЙЙYU-ЙYU-ЙYU — ОУЙЮУУЙЙЮ-ЙЮ-ЙЮ
OULLGNOO-SS-ST — ОУЛЛГНОО-СС-СТ
OULLGNOO-S-ST — ОУЛЛГНОО-С-СТ
OULLTMSS — ОУЛЛТМСС
OURTTUHHS — ОУРТТУХХС
OURFF-GO-LLUF — ОУРФФ-ГО-ЛЛУФ
OUUOONT — ОУУООНТ
OFGG-OMS-MULLSS — ОФГГ-ОМС-МУЛЛСС
OF-ORR-TOЙ — ОФ-ОРР-ТОЙ
OFFM — ОФФМ
OFFOOOFFENT — ОФФОООФФЕНТ
OFF-ROSS-FLUЙF — ОФФ-РОСС-ФЛУЙФ
OHHFOOHHSS — ОХХФООХХСС
PAALLMM-II-I — ПААЛЛММ-ИИ-И
PAAPP-LAЙЙL — ПААПП-ЛАЙЙЛ
PAARLITIFF — ПААРЛИТИФФ
PAARRD — ПААРРД
PAARRDY — ПААРРДЫ
PAIAA-ЙЙT-SS-ST — ПАИАА-ЙЙТ-СС-СТ
PAЙLAVVP-HAЙP — ПАЙЛАВВП-ХАЙП
PAIMM-LLIFF-SS-MM — ПАИММ-ЛЛИФФ-СС-ММ
PIIЙKH-VVU — ПИИЙКХ-ВВУ
PЙЙIPPIЙILL — ПЙЙИППИЙИЛЛ
PIIKL-SS-OO — ПИИКЛ-СС-ОО
PIISSKL-L-UULLU — ПИИССКЛ-Л-УУЛЛУ
PILKKS — ПИЛККС

PIRAFROOGOFFT — ПИРАФРООГОФФТ
PIRRIMILOFF — ПИРРИМИЛОФФ
PKUOLLGS-VURRLS — ПКУОЛЛГС-ВУРРЛС
PLAAURFF — ПЛААУРФФ
PLAVAFLAGMMA-A — ПЛАВАФЛАГММА-А
PLAVAFLAGMMA-A-TUU — ПЛАВАФЛАГММА-А-ТУУ
PLIISSMA — ПЛИИССМА
PLIIFM-LLI — ПЛИИФМ-ЛЛИ
PLIMMILSSMIRST — ПЛИММИЛССМИРСТ
PLIFR — ПЛИФР
PLOULL-FOLLG — ПЛОУЛЛ-ФОЛЛГ
PLOUFF-FOLFF — ПЛОУФФ-ФОЛФФ
PLOFF — ПЛОФФ
PLUUBDORD — ПЛУУБДОРД
PLUUGS-VVU — ПЛУУГС-ВВУ
PLUUSSFENT — ПЛУУССФЕНТ
PNELEVERST — ПНЕЛЕВЕРСТ
POILLISY — ПОИЛЛИСЫ
POORSSOЙD — ПООРССОЙД
PPAAL-TT-UUЙЙF — ППААЛ-ТТ-УУЙЙФ
PPAAHH-TT-SSS — ППААХХ-ТТ-ССС
PPIIILSSL — ППИИИЛССЛ
PPOOLLIHT — ППООЛЛИХТ
PPTUURRMURST — ППТУУРРМУРСТ
PPUЙYUU-SS-MM — ППУЙЮУ-СС-ММ
PPUU-ЙЙU — ППУУ-ЙЙУ
PPUURPU-VVU — ППУУРПУ-ВВУ
PRAALLU-LAA — ПРААЛЛУ-ЛАА
PRAЙЙALL-KVARS — ПРАЙЙАЛЛ-КВАРС
PRAFAOGORRFFT — ПРАФАОГОРРФФТ
PRIVVRIPPIID — ПРИВВРИППИИД
PRIDD — ПРИДД
PRIЙMMIЙVVIЙFT — ПРИЙММИЙВВИЙФТ
PRI-I-SSM — ПРИ-И-ССМ
PRIOLGSTO-RRGG-YAYALL — ПРИОЛГСТО-РРГГ-ЯЯЛЛ
PROVOUDDSS — ПРОВОУДДСС
PRO-OF-ROKLL — ПРО-ОФ-РОКЛЛ
PROOFF-RRU — ПРООФФ-РРУ
PROOFF-RRU-VVU — ПРООФФ-РРУ-ВВУ
PRTTTS-SSVU — ПРТТЦ-ССВУ
PRUBIDY — ПРУБИДЫ
PRUUISS — ПРУУИСС

PRUUISSTR — ПРУУИССТР
PSAASS — ПСААСС
PSIUNGRIЙI — ПСИУНГРИЙИ
PSUЙURTR — ПСУЙУРТР
PSULL-MUU-MMA — ПСУЛЛ-МУУ-ММА
PTIRRI-LL-ISTR — ПТИРРИ-ЛЛ-ИСТР
PTIURRY — ПТИУРРЫ
PTUUPPFURF — ПТУУППФУРФ
PUULDDOLLOVAFFT — ПУУЛДДОЛЛОВАФФТ
PFAUGRRS-SSS — ПФАУГРРС-ССС
PFILIFTOMOGOFFT — ПФИЛИФТОМОГОФФТ
PFUURG-VU — ПФУУРГ-ВУ
PFFAARRGMII-MM-II — ПФФААРРГМИИ-ММ-ИИ
PHIMLLIVVALLHS — ПХИМЛЛИВВАЛЛХС
PEEPPT — ПЭЭППТ
PEEPPTT-II-I — ПЭЭППТТ-ИИ-И
RAAGUULM — РААГУУЛМ
RAAKLIMA — РААКЛИМА
RAARRVV-II-I — РААРРВВ-ИИ-И
RAЙHTVALLT-PAAS — РАЙХТВАЛЛТ-ПААС
RAMM-MAA-MMA — РАММ-МАА-ММА
RANDAALL-TAЙR — РАНДААЛЛ-ТАЙР
RAHH — РАХХ
RBAVVARSSVIRST — РБАВВАРССВИРСТ
RBUUBRUUSTS — РБУУБРУУСЦ
RVELLDIFEFR — РВЕЛЛДИФЕФР
RGIIMFLIIMFF-LMUULG — РГИИМФЛИИМФФ-ЛМУУЛГ
RGUURR — РГУУРР
RDUU-VVU — РДУУ-ВВУ
REGOSPOR-DRUU — РЕГОСПОР-ДРУУ
REGOSPORRUT — РЕГОСПОРРУТ
RIILLS-GUUNNT — РИИЛЛС-ГУУННТ
RIISSTDRRAALLMAA-A — РИИССТДРРААЛЛМАА-А
RISSALBBAS — РИССАЛББАС
RLOORGKI — РЛООРГКИ
RLUЙFUUVVS — РЛУЙФУУВВС
RO-IMM-FRUSS — РО-ИММ-ФРУСС
ROOTSI-LLMM-IILL — РООТСИ-ЛЛММ-ИИЛЛ
ROUUFFL-LLM — РОУУФФЛ-ЛЛМ
ROFF-TOR-UЙF — РОФФ-ТОР-УЙФ
RRAALLSM — РРААЛЛСМ
RRAAORRHM — РРААОРРХМ

RRAAFFL-FLAAGR — РРААФФЛ-ФЛААГР
RRAVALLARH — РРАВАЛЛАРХ
RRAUFFAAG — РРАУФФААГ
RR-VVU — РР-ВВУ
RRGLUU-VVU — РРГЛУУ-ВВУ
RRGUURRGORST — РРГУУРРГОРСТ
RRIKKUNH — РРИККУНХ
RROSSAKLA-VVMM-AALL — РРОССАКЛА-ВВММ-ААЛЛ
RRUUMM-BBUU-SS-ST — РРУУММ-ББУУ-СС-СТ
RRUU-MMU — РРУУ-ММУ
RRUURSSTS — РРУУРССЦ
RUЙЙYUUR-TUUSST — РУЙЙЮУР-ТУУССТ
RULLS-A-NNILV — РУЛЛС-А-ННИЛВ
RUUORRTT — РУУОРРТТ
RUUSST-ЙЙYUUSS — РУУССТ-ЙЙЮУСС
RHLUULLUSST — РХЛУУЛЛУССТ
REERRDD-II-I — РЭЭРРДД-ИИ-И
SAABBSAЙD — СААББСАЙД
SAVV-VAA-MMA — САВВ-ВАА-ММА
SARR-RAA-MMA — САРР-РАА-ММА
SBOALLGSS — СБОАЛЛГСС
SVAAGALI — СВААГАЛИ
SVAAGGAA-SS-GGAA — СВААГГАА-СС-ГГАА
SVAAMMLLAA-SS-MMAA — СВААММЛЛАА-СС-ММАА
SVAAFFDOSST — СВААФФДОССТ
SVAAFFII-SS-MMII — СВААФФИИ-СС-ММИИ
SVALDOPOLYAT — СВАЛДОПОЛЯТ
SVARALLOVORUFFT — СВАРАЛЛОВОРУФФТ
SVVUUTTUU-SS-TTUU — СВВУУТТУУ-СС-ТТУУ
SVIIVVII-SS-VVII — СВИИВВИИ-СС-ВВИИ
SVIIDORFT — СВИИДОРФТ
SVIILL — СВИИЛЛ
SVIITTII-SSTTII — СВИИТТИИ-ССТТИИ
SVIIUUSS-S-SVVUU — СВИИУУСС-С-СВВУУ
SVIIHHVVAA-SS-HHVAA — СВИИХХВВАА-СС-ХХВАА
SVЙYUЙYUЙYU-SS-ЙYUЙYU — СВЙЮЙЮЙЮ-СС-ЙЮЙЮ
SVOOLLOO-SS-MMOO — СВООЛЛОО-СС-ММОО
SVOO-UU — СВОО-УУ
SVOUR-SSV-VVURR — СВОУР-ССВ-ВВУРР
SVOUFF-VV — СВОУФФ-ВВ
SVOHRIVVILD — СВОХРИВВИЛД
SVUULL — СВУУЛЛ

SVUULL-VVU — СВУУЛЛ-ВВУ
SVUULLGGUU-SS-NNUU — СВУУЛЛГГУУ-СС-ННУУ
SVUULLII — СВУУЛЛИИ
SVUULLMII-I — СВУУЛЛМИИ-И
SVUULLMII-SVUU — СВУУЛЛМИИ-СВУУ
SVUULLMII-SVUU-VVU — СВУУЛЛМИИ-СВУУ-ВВУ
SVUULLUU-SS-LLUU — СВУУЛЛУУ-СС-ЛЛУУ
SVUU-SLII — СВУУ-СЛИИ
SVUUSSL-LLI — СВУУССЛ-ЛЛИ
SVYUYUFFAA-SS-FFYUYU — СВЮЮФФАА-СС-ФФЮЮ
SGOOFF-RRU — СГООФФ-РРУ
SGRUU-LL-LOO — СГРУУ-ЛЛ-ЛОО
SIISSTIЙD — СИИССТИЙД
SЙYUILGSNAIЙЙ — СЙЮИЛГСНАИЙЙ
SЙYUUUЙ-SVAA — СЙЮУУЙ-СВАА
SЙYUUUЙ-UU — СЙЮУУЙ-УУ
SKAALLYARSS-A-ALLSSM — СКААЛЛЯРСС-А-АЛЛССМ
SKAAUUSM — СКААУУСМ
SKALLAUR — СКАЛЛАУР
SKARRLD — СКАРРЛД
SKVAASS-MAA — СКВААСС-МАА
SKVAASSTS — СКВААССЦ
SKKAЙ-AFFT — СККАЙ-АФФТ
SKKLUAAFF-VVU-LLRRU — СККЛУААФФ-ВВУ-ЛЛРРУ
SKLAA-GG-LOO — СКЛАА-ГГ-ЛОО
SKLUMM-SS — СКЛУММ-СС
SKLUUBBSTR — СКЛУУББСТР
SKOOBRTR — СКООБРТР
SKRAD-DRUU — СКРАД-ДРУУ
SKRADOMULYAT — СКРАДОМУЛЯТ
SKRO-OFF-UTT — СКРО-ОФФ-УТТ
SKUR-URR-RU — СКУР-УРР-РУ
SKUULLMY — СКУУЛЛМЫ
SLAABSST — СЛААБССТ
SLAARBSTR — СЛААРБСТР
SLAA-SS-MII — СЛАА-СС-МИИ
SLAIILLI-SVUU — СЛАИИЛЛИ-СВУУ
SLIIЙЙF — СЛИИЙЙФ
SLIIMPFLIISS — СЛИИМПФЛИИСС
SLIIPSY — СЛИИПСЫ
SLLAAVSSAAMMS — СЛЛААВССААММС
SLLOOGSS-LLOOGS — СЛЛООГСС-ЛЛООГС

SLLOOЙЙS-SLLOO — СЛЛООЙЙС-СЛЛОО
SLOO-GGOLL — СЛОО-ГГОЛЛ
SLOORR-SS — СЛООРР-СС
SLOOR-SSS-LLAAS — СЛООР-ССС-ЛЛААС
SLOUЙЙGOOMM — СЛОУЙЙГООММ
SLUIILLFM-LL-UU — СЛУИИЛЛФМ-ЛЛ-УУ
SLUUIISS — СЛУУИИСС
SLUUIЙ-SS-LAA — СЛУУИЙ-СС-ЛАА
SMAA-AA-SMAA — СМАА-АА-СМАА
SMAASSKR — СМААССКР
SMARAHANST — СМАРАХАНСТ
SMEELDFARR — СМЕЕЛДФАРР
SMIIGLLTRM-I-ILMII — СМИИГЛЛТРМ-И-ИЛМИИ
SMIIЙS-MAA-A — СМИИЙС-МАА-А
SMIILD-MMI-II-UU — СМИИЛД-ММИ-ИИ-УУ
SMIILL — СМИИЛЛ
SMIILLIAGAFFT — СМИИЛЛИАГАФФТ
SMMII-I-SSM — СММИИ-И-ССМ
SMMUUFFTL — СММУУФФТЛ
SMOO-O-LDR — СМОО-О-ЛДР
SMUOLDOBORAFFT — СМУОЛДОБОРАФФТ
SMUUЙЙGUЙЙFF — СМУУЙЙГУЙЙФФ
SMUULLORENT — СМУУЛЛОРЕНТ
SMUURLL — СМУУРЛЛ
SNOO-SSS — СНОО-ССС
SOOSSNN-II-I — СООССНН-ИИ-И
SPALARFT — СПАЛАРФТ
SPARRLAMAGONT — СПАРРЛАМАГОНТ
SPI-IG-RISST — СПИ-ИГ-РИССТ
SPIILGSTSY — СПИИЛГСЦЫ
SPIIPPSILMMS — СПИИППСИЛММС
SPLIINGLLIЙI — СПЛИИНГЛЛИЙИ
SPLUUM-MAA — СПЛУУМ-МАА
SPOLOЙYUVVAT — СПОЛОЙЮВВАТ
SSAA-AASS-FF — ССАА-ААСС-ФФ
SSAAЙЙ-DDAA-SS-ST — ССААЙЙ-ДДАА-СС-СТ
SSAALLSSMAA-A — ССААЛЛССМАА-А
SSAALM-MAA — ССААЛМ-МАА
SSAAMVVULS-SSMM — ССААМВВУЛС-ССММ
SSAASSЙIIMS — ССААССЙИИМС
SSAASSIFF-SS-ST — ССААССИФФ-СС-СТ
SSAA-SS-MM — ССАА-СС-ММ

SSAASSFATI — ССААССФАТИ
SS-AЙIЙLG-SS-SS-AЙЙ-SSS — СС-АЙИЙЛГ-СС-СС-АЙЙ-ССС
SSAILLIIRISS — ССАИЛЛИИРИСС
SSALLASST-UUSST — ССАЛЛАССТ-УУССТ
SSARFFAЙЙS — ССАРФФАЙЙС
SSAURVVURM-SSMM — ССАУРВВУРМ-ССММ
SSBAARLARMM — ССБААРЛАРММ
SSVAAOLTT — ССВААОЛТТ
SSVAA-FAA — ССВАА-ФАА
SSVA-SS-UU — ССВА-СС-УУ
SSVOOUU-SSVU — ССВООУУ-ССВУ
SSVUUЙЙLL — ССВУУЙЙЛЛ
SSVUUЙЙSSMAA-A — ССВУУЙЙССМАА-А
SSVUU-R-VVU-R-FF — ССВУУ-Р-ВВУ-Р-ФФ
SSVUU-SSMM — ССВУУ-ССММ
SSV-UU-UU — ССВ-УУ-УУ
SSEEFFRR-OOHHЙ — ССЕЕФФРР-ООХХЙ
SSIBBIVVURT — ССИББИВВУРТ
SSIIЙЙSS — ССИИЙЙСС
SSIIЙЙHHSSMAA-A — ССИИЙЙХХССМАА-А
SSIIЙSSMAA-A — ССИИЙССМАА-А
SSIЙULLSMAA-A — ССИЙУЛЛСМАА-А
SSЙЙYUIЙЙSS — ССЙЙЮИЙЙСС
SSIL`MII — ССИЛЬМИИ
SSIUUSSUURT — ССИУУССУУРТ
SSЙYUUЙЙSSMAA-A — ССЙЮУЙЙССМАА-А
SSKAA-H-MOS — ССКАА-Х-МОС
SSKAAHOOLLM — ССКААХООЛЛМ
SSKRAASSMAA-A — ССКРААССМАА-А
SSKUUSSURT — ССКУУССУРТ
SSLAALLOLTT — ССЛААЛЛОЛТТ
SSLAAF-SSLAAЙЙ — ССЛААФ-ССЛААЙЙ
SSLIIIЙ-SSS — ССЛИИИЙ-ССС
SSLIIЙ-SSS — ССЛИИЙ-ССС
SSLLAA-HOO-OTL — ССЛЛАА-ХОО-ОТЛ
SSLLUUFFSSMAA-A — ССЛЛУУФФССМАА-А
SSLOЙЙOLLM — ССЛОЙЙОЛЛМ
SSLOOVVULF-SSMM — ССЛООВВУЛФ-ССММ
SSLOOO-SSS — ССЛООО-ССС
SSLOOR-SSS — ССЛООР-ССС
SSLOO-SS-SNAA — ССЛОО-СС-СНАА
SSLUIЙYUЙЙ-SS-MM — ССЛУИЙЮЙЙ-СС-ММ

SSLUUDURT — ССЛУУДУРТ
SSLUULL-SSS-LLI — ССЛУУЛЛ-ССС-ЛЛИ
SSLUULLUSS — ССЛУУЛЛУСС
SSLUU-L-LUU — ССЛУУ-Л-ЛУУ
SSLUUF-SSMM — ССЛУУФ-ССММ
SSMAЙK — ССМАЙК
SSMAЙK-AЙKK — ССМАЙК-АЙКК
SSMALL-MMA-TOЙ — ССМАЛЛ-ММА-ТОЙ
SSMALSSAALF — ССМАЛССААЛФ
SSM-VVU — ССМ-ВВУ
SSMIIЙMVS — ССМИИЙМВС
SSMIIЙSMAA-A — ССМИИЙСМАА-А
SSMIIЙSS-GLLII — ССМИИЙСС-ГЛЛИИ
SSMIILSS-VVU — ССМИИЛСС-ВВУ
SSMIISSTSENT — ССМИИССЦЕНТ
SS-MMA-AA — СС-ММА-АА
SSMMI-I — ССММИ-И
SSMM-IIF-SS-ST — ССММ-ИИФ-СС-СТ
SSMMOO-OSM — ССММОО-ОСМ
SSMMULLS — ССММУЛЛС
SSMUKKURART — ССМУККУРАРТ
SSMUU-SS-SSAA — ССМУУ-СС-ССАА
SSNAAЙЙ-SNII — ССНААЙЙ-СНИИ
SSNIIЙVVULM-SSMM — ССНИИЙВВУЛМ-ССММ
SSNOO-SS-FFL — ССНОО-СС-ФФЛ
SSNUUЙLL — ССНУУЙЛЛ
SSOLLAS-MAA — ССОЛЛАС-МАА
SSOOЙЙTT-SSVI — ССООЙЙТТ-ССВИ
SSOOЙSSMAA-A — ССООЙССМАА-А
SSOOLVVUF-SSMM — ССООЛВВУФ-ССММ
SSOOLGOOSSTM — ССООЛГООССТМ
SSOO-OOЙЙ — ССОО-ООЙЙ
SSOOSSOOLMA-NAA — ССООССООЛМА-НАА
SSOOSSOOLMA-SSS-AAA-SSS-TTT — ССООССООЛМА-ССС-ААА-ССС-ТТТ
SSOOSSOOLMA-SSS-TTT — ССООССООЛМА-ССС-ТТТ
SSOOSSOOLMA-SUU — ССООССООЛМА-СУУ
SSOOSSOOLMA-TTT-AAA-SSS — ССООССООЛМА-ТТТ-ААА-ССС
SSOOULL-FMI — ССООУЛЛ-ФМИ
SSORRILLIFULLS — ССОРРИЛЛИФУЛЛС
SSOUISST — ССОУИССТ
SSOULG-SS-ST — ССОУЛГ-СС-СТ
SSPOORRKRRUULLSS — ССПООРРКРРУУЛЛСС

SSPPAA-OO-OSM — ССППАА-ОО-ОСМ
SSPROUTTS-SSVU — ССПРОУТЦ-ССВУ
SSPUUЙDDSSMAA-A — ССПУУЙДДССМАА-А
SSRRIIMMSSLLAЙЙSS — ССРРИИММССЛЛАЙЙСС
SSS — ССС
SSSV-UUIЙ-SSSV — СССВ-УУИЙ-СССВ
SS-SSVU — СС-ССВУ
SS-ST-AALLGGAFF-TTT — СС-СТ-ААЛЛГГАФФ-ТТТ
SS-ST-AAMMDDAHH-TTT — СС-СТ-ААММДДАХХ-ТТТ
SS-ST-AAFFLLARR-TTT — СС-СТ-ААФФЛЛАРР-ТТТ
SSS-TAIЙ-SSS — ССС-ТАИЙ-ССС
SS-ST-EETTFFEHH-TTT — СС-СТ-ЕЕТТФФЕХХ-ТТТ
SS-ST-IILLGGIFF-TTT — СС-СТ-ИИЛЛГГИФФ-ТТТ
SS-ST-IINNMMILL-TTT — СС-СТ-ИИННММИЛЛ-ТТТ
SS-ST-OOGGRRORR-TTT — СС-СТ-ООГГРРОРР-ТТТ
SS-ST-OOMMDDOHH-TTT — СС-СТ-ООММДДОХХ-ТТТ
SS-ST-OONNMMOLL-TTT — СС-СТ-ООННММОЛЛ-ТТТ
SS-ST-OOTTFFOHH-TTT — СС-СТ-ООТТФФОХХ-ТТТ
SS-ST-UUGGRRURR-TTT — СС-СТ-УУГГРРУРР-ТТТ
SS-ST-UUFFLLURR-TTT — СС-СТ-УУФФЛЛУРР-ТТТ
SSS-YUIЙЙ-ЙЙ-SSS — ССС-ЮИЙЙ-ЙЙ-ССС
SSTOOGGSSMAA-A — ССТООГГССМАА-А
SS-TOO-IIЙS-SSS — СС-ТОО-ИИЙС-ССС
SSTUU-KST-MA-A — ССТУУ-КСТ-МА-А
SSUI-SS-SFAA — ССУИ-СС-СФАА
SSUKKULYARIT — ССУККУЛЯРИТ
SSUOLVVUD-SSMM — ССУОЛВВУД-ССММ
SSUU-DDU — ССУУ-ДДУ
SSUUЙЙ-NUULLSS — ССУУЙЙ-НУУЛЛСС
SSUUЙЙSS-GLLII-SVAA — ССУУЙЙСС-ГЛЛИИ-СВАА
SSUUЙЙSS–GLLII-SVAA — ССУУЙЙСС–ГЛЛИИ-СВАА
SSUUЙЙSSMAA-A — ССУУЙЙССМАА-А
SSUUNGS-SS-SUUЙGSS — ССУУНГС-СС-СУУЙГСС
SSUU-SS-VUU — ССУУ-СС-ВУУ
SS-UU-SSS-YUU-SS — СС-УУ-ССС-ЮУ-СС
SSU-UU-SSUUЙЙ-SSS — ССУ-УУ-ССУУЙЙ-ССС
SS-FILL-SSS-MAALL-SS — СС-ФИЛЛ-ССС-МААЛЛ-СС
SSFUЙЙYUSSMAA-A — ССФУЙЙЮССМАА-А
SSFU-UNGSS — ССФУ-УНГСС
SSFUUSSFFURTTMM-UUR-SSM — ССФУУССФФУРТТММ-УУР-ССМ
SS-HOOR-SS — СС-ХООР-СС
SSTSIISSTSIFT — ССЦИИССЦИФТ

SSYY-ILFFST — ССЫЫ-ИЛФФСТ
SSEEЙЙSSMAA-A — ССЭЭЙЙССМАА-А
STAAKLAVVS — СТААКЛАВВС
STAALMAROTROFFT — СТААЛМАРОТРОФФТ
STAAMOLLFT — СТААМОЛЛФТ
STABLOZANTS — СТАБЛОЗАНЦ
STVISTVVIISST — СТВИСТВВИИССТ
STERRDY — СТЕРРДЫ
STOЙI-LLI — СТОЙИ-ЛЛИ
STOILG-VU — СТОИЛГ-ВУ
STOOVV-UU-TTUU — СТООВВ-УУ-ТТУУ
STOOЙLISTRITY — СТООЙЛИСТРИТЫ
STOOKL-OOOO-YAЙЙЙЙ — СТООКЛ-ОООО-ЯЙЙЙЙ
STOOLL-VVU — СТООЛЛ-ВВУ
STOOLLMII-SVUU — СТООЛЛМИИ-СВУУ
STOOLLORFFT — СТООЛЛОРФФТ
STOORMI-NNGG-UЙЙVV — СТООРМИ-ННГГ-УЙЙВВ
STRAAFRR — СТРААФРР
STRIIЙLLGSS — СТРИИЙЛЛГСС
STRIFFMELL — СТРИФФМЕЛЛ
STROOLLGORF — СТРООЛЛГОРФ
STROOLLGORF-ASSFOLLFORDTS — СТРООЛЛГОРФ-АССФОЛЛФОРДЦ
STROORRF-F-RUURU — СТРООРРФ-Ф-РУУРУ
STROOFFSTR — СТРООФФСТР
STRULLMSS — СТРУЛЛМСС
STU-IS-STSURSS — СТУ-ИС-СЦУРСС
STURKD — СТУРКД
STUUЙSY — СТУУЙСЫ
STUULL-GRAA-SS — СТУУЛЛ-ГРАА-СС
STTSUUFF-SS — СТЦУУФФ-СС
STYUULLЙYURSST-S-ST — СТЮУЛЛЙЮРССТ-С-СТ
SFAAЙЙFF — СФААЙЙФФ
SFIIFFISTSIFF — СФИИФФИСЦИФФ
SFOLLAAGSS — СФОЛЛААГСС
SFOLLIMY — СФОЛЛИМЫ
SFUUЙЙFS — СФУУЙЙФС
SFUUKRSS-FFR — СФУУКРСС-ФФР
SFUURMM — СФУУРММ
SFUU-SS-MM-IISS — СФУУ-СС-ММ-ИИСС
SFF-AA-ЙNTALL — СФФ-АА-ЙНТАЛЛ
SFFLURUISST — СФФЛУРУИССТ
SFFUIЙYU-UU-FF — СФФУИЙЮ-УУ-ФФ

SHVUUHHSSM-UU-VVU — СХВУУХХССМ-УУ-ВВУ
STSEELLERSST — СЦЕЕЛЛЕРССТ
STSEERRFOSST — СЦЕЕРРФОССТ
STSEESSTSERESTS — СЦЕЕССЦЕРЕСЦ
STSIIЙЙSS-U-UЙЙYU — СЦИИЙЙСС-У-УЙЙЮ
STSIIL`VII — СЦИИЛЬВИИ
STSIIRROSTSERT — СЦИИРРОСЦЕРТ
STSILLU-OFF-MAA — СЦИЛЛУ-ОФФ-МАА
STSIFILLI — СЦИФИЛЛИ
STSYYGL-VVU — СЦЫЫГЛ-ВВУ
S`YUU-ORRT — СЬЮУ-ОРРТ
TAALD-ROUU-U-DS — ТААЛД-РОУУ-У-ДС
TAЙSS-DDORS-MAA — ТАЙСС-ДДОРС-МАА
TAO-VVU — ТАО-ВВУ
TASSILLU-URS-MAA — ТАССИЛЛУ-УРС-МАА
TVAARR-DRUU — ТВААРР-ДРУУ
TVIRL — ТВИРЛ
TVIRLY — ТВИРЛЫ
TVIH-TUU-RLASS — ТВИХ-ТУУ-РЛАСС
TVUUTSTM — ТВУУЦТМ
TERRA — ТЕРРА
TII-ЙЙ-TII — ТИИ-ЙЙ-ТИИ
TKULUORD — ТКУЛУОРД
TLAARBSS-TTL — ТЛААРБСС-ТТЛ
TLAASSMA-A — ТЛААССМА-А
TLLAA-FF-TTAA — ТЛЛАА-ФФ-ТТАА
TLOONFR — ТЛООНФР
TLOONFRY — ТЛООНФРЫ
TLOO-U-UU — ТЛОО-У-УУ
TLUARURR — ТЛУАРУРР
TLUU-LLU — ТЛУУ-ЛЛУ
TOORLINGTONTSY — ТООРЛИНГТОНЦЫ
TOO-UU — ТОО-УУ
TOURRG-TTOORT — ТОУРРГ-ТТООРТ
TRAPPTHTY — ТРАППТХТЫ
TRGOOROT-RRT — ТРГООРОТ-РРТ
TRIFFTTTS — ТРИФФТТЦ
TROO — ТРОО
TROODDRR — ТРООДДРР
TROO-LLURT-TUU — ТРОО-ЛЛУРТ-ТУУ
TROONFRDTSY — ТРООНФРДЦЫ
TROOT-MO-TTR — ТРООТ-МО-ТТР

TROOFT-LLI — ТРООФТ-ЛЛИ
TRO-UU-DS — ТРО-УУ-ДС
TRROO-RR-URRGG — ТРРОО-РР-УРРГГ
TRUTT — ТРУТТ
TRUUL-GULY — ТРУУЛ-ГУЛЫ
TRUUL-GUNY — ТРУУЛ-ГУНЫ
TRUURRGURRDT — ТРУУРРГУРРДТ
TRUURRGURRDT-VUU — ТРУУРРГУРРДТ-ВУУ
TRUURRGURRDT-NUU — ТРУУРРГУРРДТ-НУУ
TT-AASAD-SS-ST — ТТ-ААСАД-СС-СТ
TTAAFTOORRS — ТТААФТООРРС
TT-ALKAR-SS-ST — ТТ-АЛКАР-СС-СТ
TT-ARGAF-SS-ST — ТТ-АРГАФ-СС-СТ
TT-EEFFEE-SS-ST — ТТ-ЕЕФФЕЕ-СС-СТ
TT-IILLII-SS-ST — ТТ-ИИЛЛИИ-СС-СТ
TTIIRRIRONT — ТТИИРРИРОНТ
TTIIRTTMMII-II-FF — ТТИИРТТММИИ-ИИ-ФФ
TTЙOTBBUTЙЙOЙKR — ТТЙОТББУТЙЙОЙКР
TT-IRGIF-SS-ST — ТТ-ИРГИФ-СС-СТ
TTLIFITTR — ТТЛИФИТТР
TT-OOLLOO-SS-ST — ТТ-ООЛЛОО-СС-СТ
TTOORR-DDOO-SS-ST — ТТООРР-ДДОО-СС-СТ
TT-OORROO-SS-ST — ТТ-ООРРОО-СС-СТ
TT-OOFFOO-SS-ST — ТТ-ООФФОО-СС-СТ
TT-OSHOD-SS-ST — ТТ-ОСХОД-СС-СТ
TTOUD-D-DUOTT — ТТОУД-Д-ДУОТТ
TTRAALLTRAST — ТТРААЛЛТРАСТ
TTROKR-SS — ТТРОКР-СС
TTROOMMGR-TTR — ТТРООММГР-ТТР
TTT-AALLKAARRA-SS-ST — ТТТ-ААЛЛКААРРА-СС-СТ
TTT-AARRGAAFFA-SS-ST — ТТТ-ААРРГААФФА-СС-СТ
TTT-AASSHAADDA-SS-ST — ТТТ-ААССХААДДА-СС-СТ
TTT-ALARA-SS-ST — ТТТ-АЛАРА-СС-СТ
TTT-ARAFA-SS-ST — ТТТ-АРАФА-СС-СТ
TTT-III-UU — ТТТ-ИИИ-УУ
TTT-IIRRGIIFFI-SS-ST — ТТТ-ИИРРГИИФФИ-СС-СТ
TTT-IRIFI-SS-ST — ТТТ-ИРИФИ-СС-СТ
TTT-MIILLNIILLII-SS-ST — ТТТ-МИИЛЛНИИЛЛИИ-СС-СТ
TTT-MILLIN-SS-ST — ТТТ-МИЛЛИН-СС-СТ
TTT-MOLLON-SS-ST — ТТТ-МОЛЛОН-СС-СТ
TTT-MOOLLNOOLLOO-SS-ST — ТТТ-МООЛЛНООЛЛОО-СС-СТ
TTT-OOSSHOODDO-SS-ST — ТТТ-ООССХООДДО-СС-СТ

TTT-OSODO-SS-ST — ТТТ-ОСОДО-СС-СТ
TTT-ROORRGOORROO-SS-ST — ТТТ-РООРРГООРРОО-СС-СТ
TTT-RORROG-SS-ST — ТТТ-РОРРОГ-СС-СТ
TTT-RURRUG-SS-ST — ТТТ-РУРРУГ-СС-СТ
TTT-RUURRGUURRUU-SS-ST — ТТТ-РУУРРГУУРРУУ-СС-СТ
TTT-SHADA-SS-ST — ТТТ-СХАДА-СС-СТ
TTT-ULURU-SS-ST — ТТТ-УЛУРУ-СС-СТ
TTT-UULLKUURRU-SS-ST — ТТТ-УУЛЛКУУРРУ-СС-СТ
TTT-HEDETT-SS-ST — ТТТ-ХЕДЕТТ-СС-СТ
TTT-HEEFFDEETTEE-SS-ST — ТТТ-ХЕЕФФДЕЕТТЕЕ-СС-СТ
TTT-HODOTT-SS-ST — ТТТ-ХОДОТТ-СС-СТ
TTT-HOOFFDOOTTOO-SS-ST — ТТТ-ХООФФДООТТОО-СС-СТ
TT-ULKUR-SS-ST — ТТ-УЛКУР-СС-СТ
TTUTTVVUTTU-TT-VVU — ТТУТТВВУТТУ-ТТ-ВВУ
TTUU-GGU — ТТУУ-ГГУ
TTUULLM-SSS-LLI — ТТУУЛЛМ-ССС-ЛЛИ
TTUUM-HU-MMST — ТТУУМ-ХУ-ММСТ
TT-UURRUU-SS-ST — ТТ-УУРРУУ-СС-СТ
TTUUSSUЙЙ-SS-MM — ТТУУССУЙЙ-СС-ММ
TULSVARAAFFS — ТУЛСВАРААФФС
TUU — ТУУ
TUU-LLT-TUU — ТУУ-ЛЛТ-ТУУ
TUULLUFFS — ТУУЛЛУФФС
TUURR-MOORR — ТУУРР-МООРР
TUURRT-UUSS — ТУУРРТ-УУСС
TUFFTHEEFT — ТУФФТХЕЕФТ
THAAFFTAHD — ТХААФФТАХД
UVVAHRAPP — УВВАХРАПП
UVLARFIST — УВЛАРФИСТ
UDDVOO — УДДВОО
UЙЙG-LLAA — УЙЙГ-ЛЛАА
UIЙUVIIMM — УИЙУВИИММ
UЙЙULLU-RRSS-YUЙЙLL — УЙЙУЛЛУ-РРСС-ЮЙЙЛЛ
UЙЙYURR-SSS-LLI — УЙЙЮРР-ССС-ЛЛИ
UЙKKUЙYUKSTR — УЙККУЙЮКСТР
UЙLUFF — УЙЛУФФ
UISTI-UU — УИСТИ-УУ
UЙTЙAЙЙFLLA — УЙТЙАЙЙФЛЛА
U-IU-ЙI-UU-U — У-ИУ-ЙИ-УУ-У
UIUЙYUU-UU-ЙYUU — УИУЙЮУ-УУ-ЙЮУ
UЙYU-ЙYUU-RRR-SSS — УЙЮ-ЙЮУ-РРР-ССС
UЙYUЙYUHT — УЙЮЙЮХТ

UЙYUUЙD — УЙЮУЙД
UЙYUFFЙYUSST — УЙЮФФЙЮССТ
UЙYUFFЙYUST — УЙЮФФЙЮСТ
UKKVUMUSST — УККВУМУССТ
ULGLUU — УЛГЛУУ
ULKRATTUЙFF-VVU-LFF — УЛКРАТТУЙФФ-ВВУ-ЛФФ
ULLOOLLORAST — УЛЛООЛЛОРАСТ
ULLTUUR-SS-ST — УЛЛТУУР-СС-СТ
ULLU-GRUU — УЛЛУ-ГРУУ
ULLUUЙD — УЛЛУУЙД
ULLUULLULIST — УЛЛУУЛЛУЛИСТ
ULLUFF-DAARDD — УЛЛУФФ-ДААРДД
ULLUFFUFF — УЛЛУФФУФФ
ULLHVUULHM — УЛЛХВУУЛХМ
ULLHVUUSSD — УЛЛХВУУССД
ULUUGUMA — УЛУУГУМА
UMMULUHT — УММУЛУХТ
UMTUSS-HU-ST — УМТУСС-ХУ-СТ
UNKGRY — УНКГРЫ
UOLD-VVU — УОЛД-ВВУ
UOLD-VVU-VUOLDS — УОЛД-ВВУ-ВУОЛДС
UOLDMII-I — УОЛДМИИ-И
UOLDMII-SLII — УОЛДМИИ-СЛИИ
UORD-VUORD — УОРД-ВУОРД
UPDUЙKK — УПДУЙКК
UPDUHVASSL — УПДУХВАССЛ
URGLUKSTR — УРГЛУКСТР
URMЙYULLSK — УРМЙЮЛЛСК
UR-OO-GGI — УР-ОО-ГГИ
UR-OO-LY — УР-ОО-ЛЫ
UR-OO-NY — УР-ОО-НЫ
UR-OO-PPY — УР-ОО-ППЫ
USMIGISL — УСМИГИСЛ
USSDOISSTM — УССДОИССТМ
USS-LAS-BLLOOSS — УСС-ЛАС-БЛЛООСС
USS-LISS-FLUЙF — УСС-ЛИСС-ФЛУЙФ
USSTUKKUL — УССТУККУЛ
USSTUKKUL-VVU — УССТУККУЛ-ВВУ
USSTU-LL-USTR — УССТУ-ЛЛ-УСТР
USSUUSSUЙYUST — УССУУССУЙЮСТ
USSHULLTURRSS — УССХУЛЛТУРРСС
USTUURODAFFT — УСТУУРОДАФФТ

UUBBROSST — УУББРОССТ
UU-VVU — УУ-ВВУ
UUVVUURD — УУВВУУРД
UUV-SSMM — УУВ-ССММ
UUDDLL-SMI-I — УУДДЛЛ-СМИ-И
UUDDOLMFT — УУДДОЛМФТ
UUЙЙ-LLSS — УУЙЙ-ЛЛСС
UU-ЙЙS-SV-II — УУ-ЙЙС-СВ-ИИ
UUЙЙ-UUЙ — УУЙЙ-УУЙ
UUЙЙUUЙЙYA — УУЙЙУУЙЙЯ
UUЙSSDOЙLSS — УУЙССДОЙЛСС
UU-ЙSS-ЙЙ-YUYU — УУ-ЙСС-ЙЙ-ЮЮ
UU-ЙSS-ЙF-UU — УУ-ЙСС-ЙФ-УУ
UU-ISSM-UU — УУ-ИССМ-УУ
UUISST — УУИССТ
UU-ЙSS-TЙ-EE — УУ-ЙСС-ТЙ-ЕЕ
UUЙT-SSS-UU — УУЙТ-ССС-УУ
UUЙ-UUM — УУЙ-УУМ
UUЙYU-UU-ЙЙ — УУЙЮ-УУ-ЙЙ
UUЙYUFT — УУЙЮФТ
UUЙ-YUYUЙЙ — УУЙ-ЮЮЙЙ
UUKKHL-SS-KHHOO — УУККХЛ-СС-КХХОО
UU-L-VVU — УУ-Л-ВВУ
UULVULL — УУЛВУЛЛ
UULDM — УУЛДМ
UULL-VVU — УУЛЛ-ВВУ
UULLDD-ЙЙYUЙ — УУЛЛДД-ЙЙЮЙ
UULLTUU — УУЛЛТУУ
UULLURF — УУЛЛУРФ
UULLU-U — УУЛЛУ-У
UULLUUTTORT — УУЛЛУУТТОРТ
UULLFF-SMI-I — УУЛЛФФ-СМИ-И
UU-L-SVUU-VVU — УУ-Л-СВУУ-ВВУ
UU-LSYU-ЙS-YAYA — УУ-ЛСЮ-ЙС-ЯЯ
UUMMIILLORT — УУММИИЛЛОРТ
UUN-GLIIRIDA — УУН-ГЛИИРИДА
UUNNLIID — УУННЛИИД
UU-OЙG-SS-YUYU — УУ-ОЙГ-СС-ЮЮ
UUOLL-SLAIILLI-I — УУОЛЛ-СЛАИИЛЛИ-И
UUOLLFS-SLOOO-SSS — УУОЛЛФС-СЛООО-ССС
UURRAARRRASST — УУРРААРРРАССТ
UURRGORST — УУРРГОРСТ

UURRGUST — УУРРГУСТ
UURRUID — УУРРУИД
UURTMM-UU-UU — УУРТММ-УУ-УУ
UURTT-OOLKK — УУРТТ-ООЛКК
UU-SVU-SL-II — УУ-СВУ-СЛ-ИИ
UU-SVU-SL-OO — УУ-СВУ-СЛ-ОО
UU-SVU-SL-UU — УУ-СВУ-СЛ-УУ
UU-SLU-SV-AA — УУ-СЛУ-СВ-АА
UU-SLU-SV-OO — УУ-СЛУ-СВ-ОО
UU-SLU-SV-UU — УУ-СЛУ-СВ-УУ
UU-SSVAA-TUU — УУ-ССВАА-ТУУ
UUSS-IISS — УУСС-ИИСС
UUSSOOFRENT — УУССООФРЕНТ
UUSSURSST — УУССУРССТ
UUSSUULLLASST — УУССУУЛЛЛАССТ
UUSSUUSSORT — УУССУУССОРТ
UUSSTSEFT — УУССЦЕФТ
UUT-LI-U — УУТ-ЛИ-У
UUU-AA-AL — УУУ-АА-АЛ
UUU-AAЙЙ-TTT — УУУ-ААЙЙ-ТТТ
UUU-AЙЙSSTT-AЙЙTT — УУУ-АЙЙССТТ-АЙЙТТ
UUU-ASSV-AALL — УУУ-АССВ-ААЛЛ
UUU-GUUЙFFAA-SS-MM — УУУ-ГУУЙФФАА-СС-ММ
UUU-IIЙЙ-FFF — УУУ-ИИЙЙ-ФФФ
UUU-II-IL — УУУ-ИИ-ИЛ
UUU-IЙЙSSFF-IЙЙFF — УУУ-ИЙЙССФФ-ИЙЙФФ
UUUЙЙRR — УУУЙЙРР
UUU-ISSV-IILL — УУУ-ИССВ-ИИЛЛ
UUU-ЙYUЙЙ-LLL — УУУ-ЙЮЙЙ-ЛЛЛ
UUU-ЙYAЙYA-ЙЙЙ — УУУ-ЙЯЙЯ-ЙЙЙ
UUU-OЙЙЙ-GGG — УУУ-ОЙЙЙ-ГГГ
UUU-OЙЙSSGG-OЙЙGG — УУУ-ОЙЙССГГ-ОЙЙГГ
UUU-OO-OL — УУУ-ОО-ОЛ
UUU-OSSV-OOLL — УУУ-ОССВ-ООЛЛ
UUU-UЙЙSSVV-UЙЙVV — УУУ-УЙЙССВВ-УЙЙВВ
UUU-USSV-UULL — УУУ-УССВ-УУЛЛ
UUU-UUЙЙ-VVV — УУУ-УУЙЙ-ВВВ
UUU-UU-UL — УУУ-УУ-УЛ
UUU-YUЙЙSSLL-YUЙЙLL — УУУ-ЮЙЙССЛЛ-ЮЙЙЛЛ
UUU-YUSSV-YUYULL — УУУ-ЮССВ-ЮЮЛЛ
UUU-YUYU-YUL — УУУ-ЮЮ-ЮЛ
UUU-YAЙЙSSЙЙ-YAЙЙЙЙ — УУУ-ЯЙЙССЙЙ-ЯЙЙЙЙ

UUU-YASSV-YAYALL — УУУ-ЯССВ-ЯЯЛЛ
UUU-YAYA-YAL — УУУ-ЯЯ-ЯЛ
UUFF-VVU — УУФФ-ВВУ
UUFFLLURR — УУФФЛЛУРР
UUFFLUU — УУФФЛУУ
UUFFUUFFUSST — УУФФУУФФУССТ
UFFLUMMURG — УФФЛУММУРГ
UFFLUMMURG-VVU — УФФЛУММУРГ-ВВУ
UFFRIMISTR — УФФРИМИСТР
UHBBUHORTT — УХББУХОРТТ
UYUЙЙ-SSS — УЮЙЙ-ССС
FAARMLOODDS — ФААРМЛООДДС
FAЙG — ФАЙГ
FAЙTAA-SS-MM — ФАЙТАА-СС-ММ
FALL-LAA-MMA — ФАЛЛ-ЛАА-ММА
FATTMA-NAA-A — ФАТТМА-НАА-А
FBOLLGOUGGSSL — ФБОЛЛГОУГГССЛ
FVAUFFTULLF — ФВАУФФТУЛЛФ
FVU — ФВУ
FDOOFOLORT — ФДООФОЛОРТ
FERBIЙLLILLERT — ФЕРБИЙЛЛИЛЛЕРТ
FIIЙЙ-SS-FUUMM — ФИИЙЙ-СС-ФУУММ
FIILLFIFT — ФИИЛЛФИФТ
FILL-LII-MMA — ФИЛЛ-ЛИИ-ММА
FIMI-UMPI — ФИМИ-УМПИ
FIUUFFRENT — ФИУУФФРЕНТ
FLAAGG-TUU — ФЛААГГ-ТУУ
FLAAGG-TUU-Й-ЙYA — ФЛААГГ-ТУУ-Й-ЙЯ
FLAKGLAAЙK — ФЛАКГЛААЙК
FLAKS — ФЛАКС
FLAKFFO-U-VVU — ФЛАКФФО-У-ВВУ
FLIRRF-VVU — ФЛИРРФ-ВВУ
FLLAARD-MMAARM — ФЛЛААРД-ММААРМ
FLLEEFFREE-PPR — ФЛЛЕЕФФРЕЕ-ППР
FLOMM — ФЛОММ
FLO-OM-MORFFR — ФЛО-ОМ-МОРФФР
FLOOFF-OO-RS — ФЛООФФ-ОО-РС
FLTOO-O-SSM — ФЛТОО-О-ССМ
FLUЙYULLЙYUЙЙ-SS — ФЛУЙЮЛЛЙЮЙЙ-СС
FLUЙYULLЙYUЙЙ-SS-MM — ФЛУЙЮЛЛЙЮЙЙ-СС-ММ
FLU-OR-VERT — ФЛУ-ОР-ВЕРТ
FLUU — ФЛУУ

FLUU-VVU — ФЛУУ-ВВУ
FLUU-LUU — ФЛУУ-ЛУУ
FLUULF-VVU — ФЛУУЛФ-ВВУ
FLUURRURSSFIRST — ФЛУУРРУРССФИРСТ
FLUU-SSMM — ФЛУУ-ССММ
FLUUTTKR — ФЛУУТТКР
FLUUFFLUUЙF — ФЛУУФФЛУУЙФ
FOOKKT-FOOLLD — ФООККТ-ФООЛЛД
FOOLL-ORFROVT — ФООЛЛ-ОРФРОВТ
FRAARG-VU — ФРААРГ-ВУ
FRAARRFORF — ФРААРРФОРФ
FRAMMAUSS — ФРАММАУСС
FRDUUKL-LLM — ФРДУУКЛ-ЛЛМ
FREERFORFFT — ФРЕЕРФОРФФТ
FRIIFF-II-RS — ФРИИФФ-ИИ-РС
FRILL-FTU-MAKMAASS — ФРИЛЛ-ФТУ-МАКМААСС
FROOKHORD — ФРООКХОРД
FROORROVERT — ФРООРРОВЕРТ
FRUU-GLO-UFF — ФРУУ-ГЛО-УФФ
FRUUFFRURUSTS — ФРУУФФРУРУСЦ
FTAЙTRUUMMS — ФТАЙТРУУММС
FTIIЙЙLL — ФТИИЙЙЛЛ
FTOMOGELLAT — ФТОМОГЕЛЛАТ
FTRO-VO-FORT — ФТРО-ВО-ФОРТ
FTUDLUMORHST — ФТУДЛУМОРХСТ
FUAЙЙFF-MEЙR — ФУАЙЙФФ-МЕЙР
FULL-LUU-MMA — ФУЛЛ-ЛУУ-ММА
FULSSMIRG-VVU — ФУЛССМИРГ-ВВУ
FUULLUVOFF — ФУУЛЛУВОФФ
FUULLFF-II-I — ФУУЛЛФФ-ИИ-И
FFAOLL-FS-MAA — ФФАОЛЛ-ФС-МАА
FFEERR-OO-OKKRR — ФФЕЕРР-ОО-ОККРР
FFIIIFHT — ФФИИИФХТ
FFIOOOORT — ФФИООООРТ
FFЙYUFULURT — ФФЙЮФУЛУРТ
FFLAAЙЙ-TTAARR — ФФЛААЙЙ-ТТААРР
FFLATTMA — ФФЛАТТМА
FFLOURRGG — ФФЛОУРРГГ
FFLUARRS — ФФЛУАРРС
FFLUUPS-SKLIIRS — ФФЛУУПС-СКЛИИРС
FFLUUFF-LLIIRR — ФФЛУУФФ-ЛЛИИРР
FFROOGSS-MAA — ФФРООГСС-МАА

FFUЙYUFF-SSS-LLI — ФФУЙЮФФ-ССС-ЛЛИ
FFULLU-U-DS — ФФУЛЛУ-У-ДС
FFUU-BBU — ФФУУ-ББУ
FTSAALLAFORT — ФЦААЛЛАФОРТ
HVAATTFFR — ХВААТТФФР
HVALHOGOLST — ХВАЛХОГОЛСТ
HVUO-VVU — ХВУО-ВВУ
HLAA-A-LDR — ХЛАА-А-ЛДР
HLAOSS-HROOSS — ХЛАОСС-ХРООСС
HLEELLGASST — ХЛЕЕЛЛГАССТ
HLEFFLEFFMIID — ХЛЕФФЛЕФФМИИД
HLIMMIBSTR — ХЛИММИБСТР
HLUOLDULH — ХЛУОЛДУЛХ
HLUUKSHRUMM — ХЛУУКСХРУММ
HLUURLLARH — ХЛУУРЛЛАРХ
HRAARRORD — ХРААРРОРД
HROMMORRFT — ХРОММОРРФТ
HROORRKASST — ХРООРРКАССТ
HHVAATTFII-FF-HVII — ХХВААТТФИИ-ФФ-ХВИИ
HHONGI — ХХОНГИ
HHUU-PPU — ХХУУ-ППУ
HEIЙЙLLHH — ХЭИЙЙЛЛХХ
TSEFKTRY — ЦЕФКТРЫ
TSKLSTY — ЦКЛСТЫ
TSMERIIRRGMY — ЦМЕРИИРРГМЫ
TSMIIЙSY — ЦМИИЙСЫ
TSUU-VVU — ЦУУ-ВВУ
TSUUDDIFT — ЦУУДДИФТ
TSUH-LU-VLORR — ЦУХ-ЛУ-ВЛОРР
CHELLK — ЧЕЛЛК
SHLORRSS — ШЛОРРСС
EЙEEELENT — ЭЙЕЕЕЛЕНТ
EIЙG-SS-MII — ЭИЙГ-СС-МИИ
EЙЙEЙEЙEЙENT — ЭЙЙЕЙЕЙЕЙЕНТ
EI-ЙЙ-UI-ЙЙ — ЭИ-ЙЙ-УИ-ЙЙ
EЙЙYUIЙELENT — ЭЙЙЮИЙЕЛЕНТ
EЙOOOLENT — ЭЙОООЛЕНТ
EЙUUULENT — ЭЙУУУЛЕНТ
EЙ-FFMIEЙ-LLII — ЭЙ-ФФМИЭЙ-ЛЛИИ
EЙYUIIINT — ЭЙЮИИИНТ
EЙYAAA — ЭЙЯАА
EKKDORRORANT — ЭККДОРРОРАНТ

EMFFLII-MAA — ЭМФФЛИИ-МАА
EMFFLIIMISTS — ЭМФФЛИИМИСЦ
ESFELLURIFF — ЭСФЕЛЛУРИФФ
EFFLIVVORFF — ЭФФЛИВВОРФФ
EERRFF-SMI-I — ЭЭРРФФ-СМИ-И
EEFFSS-SMI-I — ЭЭФФСС-СМИ-И
YUIЙ-SSS — ЮИЙ-ССС
YUЙFULMMO — ЮЙФУЛММО
YUЙHMUYUЙЙSS — ЮЙХМУЮЙЙСС
YURIOT — ЮРИОТ
YUUSSMII-SSVU — ЮУССМИИ-ССВУ
YUYU-IIЙ-SSS-YUYU — ЮЮ-ИИЙ-ССС-ЮЮ
YUYUЙЙYUYUЙЙYA — ЮЮЙЙЮЮЙЙЯ
YUYUKKRR-SMI-I — ЮЮККРР-СМИ-И
YUYURRSS-SMI-I — ЮЮРРСС-СМИ-И
YAGSS — ЯГСС
YAIHSS-VVU — ЯИХСС-ВВУ
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You can find out more about Iissiidiology and its conceptions on the following websites:

ayfaar.org — It`s official Iissiidiology website. Here you can find the most complete information in all
available languages about Iissiidiology and Immortality Accessible to Everyone, free books downloads,
videos with Author explanations and articles. English version www.ayfaar.us

ayfaarpesni.org — Ayfaar Songs-meditations website. The author calls it the «sensual part of

IISSIIDIOLOGY". Because the depth of the Knowledge is laid in each song through the unconditional
heartfelt love and joy. In order to study Iissiidiology more effectively and for the harmonious development
it is very important to practice the Song’s meditation too.

iiaidc.org — This website contains information about the Idea of Altruism and Intellect Development
centers.

iissiidiology.net — The main objective of this project is to show how "Iissiidiology can change life" or,
in other words, the application of Iissiidiology in every-day life situations. This website contains articles
written not only by Oris (Iissiidiology author), but also by some of his readers.

